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ABSTRACT
Two-Profession Couples:
Developmental Patterns in Careers and Families
(February 1980)
Roslyn Karen Malmaud, B.A., University of Michigan
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University
of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Sheldon Cashdan

Two-career couples are an increasing phenomenon

in our culture.

To

better understand these couples, extensive interviews of the members of
twenty two-profession couples were conducted based on

a

semi-structured

interview guide, designed to elicit material on developmental stages in
careers and families.

All

the participants have been married for at

least five years, most are in their thirties and forties, and four-

fifths have children.

All

are currently employed as physicians, lawyers,

and academic/research Ph.D.s.

Most participants were firstborn or only children.
were reared in conventional homes.

Those with

aspired to careers in early, formative years.
than men to their mothers'
in

a

The majority

professional parent

Women were more sensitive

assets and frustrations.

Social

life grew

importance for the women in adolescence, while many more men actively

explored career options.
currences.

Adolescent identity crises were in-^requent oc-

Decisions- about career directions and marital partners most

often occurred in the twenties.

Couples lacked role models and were

vi

i

themselves naive about the implications of

a

two-career marriage.

Most married prior to age 25, and half began
marriage with shared
occupational interests and found these interests
ing intimacy.
al

development.

Marital

stages were

a

a

source of increas-

product of phases in profession-

Childbearing tended to be delayed-at the women's

initiative— until education was completed.
caused the greatest adjustments.

management tended to be

The birth of

a

first child

Raising of children and household

shared endeavor, though the ultimate respon-

a

sibility rested with the women.

As children grew independent, the

women used their increased freedom to fulfill career aspirations
which

previously were overshadowed by the demands of children.
life-styles were as much
tions.

a

The evolving

function of age as of values and expecta-

Half the couples tended to curtail the woman's career substan-

tially to accommodate to familial needs while the man steadily advanced

professionally.

The other couples had an implicit agreement that the

duties of child care would be shared more equitably, permitting more
even but

a

somewhat reduced pace in professional progress.

A small

subgroup minimized the effects of children on careers by hiring housekeepers or full-time babysitters.
In

general, time stress and fatigue from establishing careers and

caring for children were significant sources of strain, prompting the
twenty couples interviewed to reassess their priorities and structure
their time efficiently between the multiple and often conflicting roles

While career development and child rearing dominated the first half of

VI

1 1

adult years, the latter years were
characterized by more reflection
and realistic appraisal of goals.

Work-oriented men often shifted

their priorities to more meaningful
relationships with family members
and students, and many women increased
their involvement with work.

The crisis typically associated with the
midlife years-brought on
by a sense of time limitations and
physiological

with aging-was rarely

a

changes concomitant

source of personal discomfort for the older

participants.
This study examines the emergence of both
professional competence
and close family relationships for twenty two-profession
couples.
tial

Ini-

data and a methodology to facilitate the understanding
of the com-

lex dynamics is offered.

This study further demonstrates that even in

the absence of clearly delineated strategies, the two-profession
couple can and does manage to make marriage viable and

a

mutually grati-

fying relationship without placing excessive and lasting burdens on

either member's profession.

ix
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Man for the field and woman for the hearth:
Man for the sword and for the needle she:
Man with the head and woman with the heart:
Man to command and woman to obey;
All else confusion.
(Tennyson in "The Princess", cited
in Rapoport & Rapoport, 1972, p.
217)

With the changes that are underway, contemporary man's home is less and
less like a brave knight's castle whether or not his wife goes out to
work.
If she does not, the castle may come to feel like a dungeon, for
the wife at 1 east
( Ibid .,
pp. 303-304).

The choice that women face need not be posed in terms of marriage or_
career.
Our society can tolerate femininity combined with i ntel 1 i g?nce,
achievement of identity through a personal career as well as through
marriage and children. But our society must be given examples, must be
shown it can be done
(White, 1974, p. 126).

If the pursuit of a career by the wife is to become a possibility for
more than the "amazons" of this world, it will depend on men having an
attitude more supportive than "it's all right so long as it doesn't
affect me"
p. 240).
( Ibid .,

"I've raised my consciousness,
just don't make me raise my kids."
(J.

Bryson, 1975, p. 6)

INTRODUCTION

My intention is to understand professional women and men,
and the

interaction between them when they come together in marriage.
is

to learn how people with careers construct

this means for:

(1)

a

is

(self) development.

presented wherein.

their sense of per-

(3)

A review of pertinent research in this area

Most studies pursue various questions, such as

demagraphic factors or sociological

characteristics of people.

the unifying issue of identity is looked at,

unchanging.

partnership and what

their individual identities, (2) the way they con-

struct their day-to-day living arrangement, and
sonal

The goal

it is

characteristics.

if

seen as static and

Identity, however, may also be viewed as

cept, composed of coincidental

Or,

a

multiple con-

Further, these sub-

identities interact dynamically; at any point in an individual's life,

one identity may have priority over another, resulting in an identity
transformation.

Conflicts over these changes can occur within people,

as they confront internalized e;<pectations.

For example, a woman in her

thirties may feel pressure to have children, though she had earlier re-

solved not to complicate her life with motherhood.
ming from values bestowed on her by parental

This desire, stem-

figures, becomes more sali-

Similarly, conflict

ent as she nears the end of her reproductive years.

can arise between someone and another person or system with whom the in-

dividual

interacts.

Thus, the academic man who strives to limit the de-

mands in his professional life in order to care for

1

a

new infant, may

2

face social ostracism or overt scorn by
colleagues.

Since the purpose of this study is to explore
the nature of identity particularly as it relates to professional
couples,
be conducted with each partner in two-career
couples.

threefold:

(.1)

the unifying identity of each person,

interviews will

The focus will be
(2)

the multiple

identities or roles that comprise his or her self-concept,
and
process by which these identities developed and changed.

(3)

the

From prior

work, the identities that seem most crucial to two-career
couples are

their professional, marital and sex roles.
thers regard their parental
t>/een these

In addition, mothers and fa-

role as significant.

Conflicts, if any, be-

identities and their integration, and the conditions under

which identities change, will be considered in the interviews.
The years to be explored with couples participating in this study
are those shortly preceding the establishment of each identity up to and

including present.
tion,

As the intent is to

1

earn about identi ty transforma-

it is necessary to discuss this issue with persons who have gone

through the experience of identity change.
age 30 will be considered.

Thus, only individuals beyond

The weight given to each identity will be

probed, as well as the fluidity and the shifting of priorities between
roles.

Relevant also are the people who were (or are) important

couraging or shaping each identity.
in the individual

ment of

a

In

sum,

the'

in

en-

development and changes

identities of professional persons, and their manage-

marital rel citionship, forms the framework of this study.

The analysis of 40 people's life histories and 20 relationships ne-

cessitated the integration and synthesis of more than
of transcri

p-ts

.

The task was enormous.

a

thousand pages

No sooner was one syllogism de-

rived than

novel

a

perceived myself as

dialectic encountered.
a

Throughout this process,

I

weaver-intermingling 40 unique life histories,

each intertwined with another, and interwoven
into the fabric of society

"to

create

a

tapestry.

Like threads, the lives of some were chromatic

and vibrant, others earthy in tone, and some more
subtlely hued but of
tej<tural

interest.

Similar to Penelope's tapestry (in Homer's Odyssey),

this one had an indefinite end point.

Threads could be unwound and re-

woven in infinite patterns.

a

Achieving

perfectly designed and harmoni-

ous tapestry was abandoned as an unattainable goal.

therefore, is one composition.

Within these pages,

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

A growing portion of United States families consist of

husband and working wife (Van Dusen & Sheldon, 1976).

a

working

The advent of

women, and particularly mothers, into the labor market has become

a

fo-

cus in contemporary literature, which stresses both associated problems

and the wife's personal

growth.

As

women expect to spend more time

working, their career aspirations rise.

A growing, but still

minority of women decide to pursue professional careers.^

small

The intention

of this study is to explore the profile of professional women and men,

and the interaction between them when they become an intimate pair.
These couples are important to study because their number is increasing
and little is yet known about them (Poloma

&

Garland,

Rapoport, 1972, 1973; Holmstrom, 1972; Berger, Foster,
Bryson, Bryson, Licht,

&

Licht, 1975, 1975).

1971; Rapoport &
&

Wallston, 1975;

They are the trend setters

and the pioneers (e.g., Bernard, 1971; Nagely, 1971; Rossi, 1975).

exploring the ramifications of

a

By

wife's career on the woman, her hus-

band, and the couple, one gains insight into the characteristics of

future families where work is salient for women as well as men.

The

most relevant question here concerns the impact of both spouses having

^The term "career" is here used to refer to jobs which require a
high degree of commitment and training, as distinct from work, which may
involve any kind of gainful employment (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971a, p.
18).

4

5

professional careers on each one's individual
adjustment and on their
marital relationship.
Is

their relationship more or less difficult than
couples in which

the wife is unemployed?

On the one hand, data from the fifties and
six-

ties show more satisfaction among families in which
wives were not em-

ployed (e.g., Gover, 1963; Nye, 1963; Holmstrom, 1972;
Hoffman & Nye,
1975).

On the other hand, mothers who desire to work but do not indi-

cate significantly poorer marital adjustment than those who are glad
not
to work

(Nye,

1963).

major gain from

a

Data also indicate that women who experience

professional work role make happier wives (e.g.,

White, 1964; Kaley, 1971; Nagely, 1971; Bernard,
Weir,

1976a).

a

Also crucial

is

1

972,

1

973; Burke &

the enrichment the husbands report from

being involved in their wives' careers and interests (e.g., Bensen,
1968; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971

,

1973; Bryson e^ al.

1975).

,

Complex factors account for satisfactory functioning in

a

two-ca-

reer couple (e.g., Lewis, 1969; Holmstrom, 1972; Weingarten, 1977).
When the wife and husband had more advanced education, the woman enjoyed

her job, the husband's attitude was positive, and there were few children,

the marital

relationship was rewarding (Siegel

bington, 1973; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1973; Hoffman
Pleck, Shepard, & O'Connor, 1977).

&

&

Haas, 1963; Beb-

Nye, 1975; Staines,

But there are so many social and

economic barriers to couples managing two full-time careers that it is
a

wonder that any are successful

port,

1971b;

(e.g., Russell, 1964; Rapoport & Rapo-

Holmstrom, 1972; Bebbington, 1973; Seidenberg, 1973).

Viewed from another perspective, housewives have recently been found to
be more unhappy and less adjusted than working wives or men, single or

not (e.g., Bernard, 1971; Gove
ai., 1977).

&

Tudor,

1

973; Gass,

1

974; Staines et

Clearly, relationships and the role
people play within them

are complicated.

There are rewards and strains incumbent
in both con-

ventional and nontraditional marriages
of the type being considered.

What kind of people chose the latter approach
and how they manage to
satisfy their needs in the relationship are
topics to be explored.

The Professional Woman

Research, considerations.
al

woman.

In

One line of inquiry focuses on the profession-

this area much literature exists, most of
which is recent.

For example, 124 articles were published in

1

970 and 1971 on women's in-

volvement in work, two- thirds of which were conducted by women
themselves (Astin, Auniewick, & Deweck, 1971).

Given the production of re-

search on the role of women, it is worthy to consider why this research
is being done, who is

doing it and what it seeks to discover.

The "why" reflects two trends:
and (2) recent social and political

(1)

the rise of women researchers,

factors.

The first factor follows

from the influx of women into graduate schools, many of whom study topics

relating to their sex, just as male researchers

in

prior years were

mostly concerned with topics pertinent to men, e.g., achievement motivation.

For example, in 1971 women earned 40 percent of all M.S.'s, and

14 percent of all

Ph.D.'s; the number of Ph.D.s is expected to acceler-

ate as the pool of female graduate students grows (25 percent in 1976)
(U.S.

Department of Labor, 1975,

in

Van Dusen & Sheldon, 1976).

second reason women's roles are being studied
shifting image of females

as

is a

The

response to the

they strive for equal pay in the labor

7

market and for political reforms (e.g., ERA, abortion, child
care facilities).

for

Consequently, the status quo

in

redefinition of roles (e.g., Rossi,

a

the home changes as women wish
1

967,

1

975; Bernard, 1971,

1972; Seidenberg, 1973).
"Who" is doing the research is a slightly more elusive question.

Ginzberg and his associates
sej<

(1

966) classify researchers in the area of

roles as moral izers, empiricists, and discipline specialists.

The

former evaluate "the key elements which operate to change the relation

of the sexes"
social

(

changes.

Ibi d

.

,

p.

Most moral izers are in favor of recent

3).

For simplicity, we will

refer to them as "feminists":

e.g., Beauvoir, Bernard, Douvan, Firestone, Friedan, Greer, Millet,

Rossi, Safilios-Rothschi Id, and Steinem.

Another set of moralizers are

apprehensive over what they perceive as too rapid changes, i.e., the
collapse of the family structure, or the neglect of the children of

working wives.
ists":

For convenience sake, we will

e.g., Freedman (1965)

,

Zytowski

call

them "traditional-

(1969).

The empiricists evaluate historical and statistical trends (e.g.,
Ginzberg, 1964, 1966; Rossi, 1965, 1975

;

Astin, 1967, 1971

).

An off-

shoot of empirical research is exploratory studies (e.g., Fishbane,
1974; Strauss, 1974; Kinder, 1975).

The third major group referred to investigates aspects of the occupational and life plans of small or large groups of women, sometimes

compared to men; the different role work plays in their lives; as well
as biological/cultural

determinants of sex role differences (e.g., Bard-

wick, 1971; Poloma, 1972; Berger

&

"What" is being studied covers

Foster, 1975).
a

broad base:

socialization prac-

8

tices, educational patterns, career commitment, career-marriage
con-

flicts, effects of maternal employment on children, etc.
focus on the choices women have.

Many topics

While females today certainly do have

more options, these are often ej<aggerated hy the moral izers (Ginzberg,
1966).

It is still

customary for women to marry in their twenties; once

married, their lives are regulated by the family life cycle, career
choices "circumscribed by the responsibilities attending their family

roles--the bearing and rearing of children" (Van Dusen
p.

&

Sheldon, 1976,

107).

This leads to several limitations insofar as studying women with

careers is concerned.

One overriding theme is the tendency for re-

searchers "to exaggerate recent changes and to see

a

the present and the past than more careful historical

justify"

(Ginzberg, 1966,

p.

6).

Rossi

larger gap between
appraisal would

mentioned that if the feminist

movement had not reemerged in popularity in the late sixties, it would
have been invented by statisticians to explain the rising number of

women entering the labor market out of choice, not financial necessity
Perhaps rather than inspiring large segments of the fetrele

(1975).

population to enter the work force, the movement reflected this trend.

Already by 1962, nearly three-fifths of all college-educated women were
in the labor market.

ceived

a

Furthermore, while in 1930 only 6,000 women re-

master's degree, this number increased by 1960 to 24,000; at

the doctor's level

it rose from about 350 to 1,030 (Ginzberg, 1966).

Another limitation of these studies concerns the use of high school
and college students as subjects.

These are critical years, and results

often reflect the flux these young women are in rather than ascertaining

reliable predictions bearing on their life course.

Better, and more

consistent results, emerge using alumnae of five
or more years (Bruch,
1967; Nagely, 1971; Rapoport & Rapoport,

1

973).

The third perceptible limitation in the plethora
of studies on
women concerns the dichotomy drawn between females with
career- and mar-

riage-orientations (e.g., Schissell, 1968; Levitt, 1971).

make

Researchers

practice of studying college women preferring one role
option,

a

either work or family.

Methodologically it may be efficient to examine

women on the extremes, but it eliminates "from samples young women
who
express
p.

a

381).

will

strong interest in both marriage and

a

career"

(Levitt, 1971,

Since statistics show that the modal pattern for these woren

be to combine both roles,

(Nagely, 1971).

Women will

the research procedure is unrealistic

pass through

a

number of vocational life

stages, and these need to be examined (Baruch, 1967; Super, 1957; Levitt,

1971).

The concern of this study is with the two major stages,

the college years and the middle-aged years, both times when decisions

concerning marriage-cum-career become paramount (Rossman

&

Campbell,

1965; Ginzberg & Yohalem, 1966; Bernard, 1972).
In summary,

then, writers on women's roles are prolific.

of this review, by necessity, must be narrowed.

The focus

Consideration is here

given to research by empiricists and discipline specialists, eliminating
the moralists who do not statistically support their views.

It is not

the purpose of this study to speculate on the reasons for trends, but to

examine trends as they have occurred.

Because the number of options

facing women are more diverse than for males (Levitt, 1971; Rossi,
1975),

this review concentrates more on studies regarding women.

Men

10

are not confronted with widely divergent
choices, for they have little

alternative but to plan their life around
work (e.g., Benson, 1968).
Currently, no studies of men pursuing other
routes exist."!
This review is further limited to recent
studies, which reflect the

contemporary attitudes of women of various ages.

The emphasis is on

women who are presently, or potentially,
professionals.

Having pre-

sented the direction and limitation of this study,
the following section
proceeds to the years during which women plan their
vocational

life

choice.

Cori_e^

\^ears

.

The studies on women in college years focus on the dif-

ferences between career- and homemaker-oriented women.

The major per-

sonality dimension distinguishing these women revolves around stereotypically masculine versus feminine psychological and behavioral patterns

(Ferguson & Maccoby,

1966).

Freedman (1965), for example, described career-oriented women

being more independent and flexible

in

as

thinking and outlook; Gybers

career-oriented subjects were more intellectual and enterprising, impatient when needs of others conflicted with their needs, and less content
with their level of eniotional adjustment (Gybers, Johnston
1968).

&

Gust,

The career salient women Rand (1968) studied scored higher not

only on traits of leadership, aggressiveness, independence, and drive to

achieve, but also on

a

number of feminine traits (e.g., sensitivity and

^Seely's dissertation (1975) is an exception; it concerns the lifestyles of seven couples consisting of male homemakers and female breadwi nners

n
sociaiiahility).

Rand concluded that these women had
redefined their

roles to include behaviors appropriate to both
sexes.

Other studies

support the growing breakdown of sex stereotypes
(Shab, 1967; Lunnenborg & Rosenwood,

1

972).

College females are becoming desirous of sat-

isfying equally their needs for affiliation and
achievement, by marrying
and raising children, while pursuing
1971; Gump, 1972).

lege

a

career (Kammayer, 1964; Diamond,

This is particularly true in the later years of col-

(Simpson & Simpson, 1963; Freedman, 1965; Ginzberg, 1966, 1968;

Angrist, 1971).

While some are aware of the potential problems in opt-

ing for two roles (Lewis, 1969; Zytowski

,

1968), others are not (Koma-

rovsky, 1963; Farley, 1970; Notman, 1974).

Another distinguishing factor dividing the career-oriented from the
future homemakers is an intrinsic vs. extrinsic value system (Simpson
Simspon, 1963; Levitt, 1971).
al

satisfaction.

tional

&

For example, the former study for person-

They are rewarded with support by teachers and occupa-

role models (Simpson & Simpson, 1963; Almquist & Angrist, 1971;

Angrist, 1971).

The values of the homemaker-oriented college women re-

flect external influences, particularly parents, boyfriends, and religion (Steinman, Levi, & Fox, 1964; Wagman, 1966; Gybers et

Farmer

& Bohn,

social

than career-oriented women, often dating

1970; Rapoport, Payne, & Steinman, 1970).
a

al_.

They are more

lot and living in so-

rorities (Kammayer, 1964; Rossi, 1967; Edwards, 1969; Almquist
grist,

1971).

&

An-

Almquist- and Angrist (1971) found that dating behavior

was not necessarily
on

1968;

,

a

characteristic of future homemakers, but depended

the male dates, who could foster or hinder a woman's career-orienta-

tion depending on their attitudes.
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Background variables do not appear to be
reer motivation.
also Mulvey,

decisive factor in ca-

a

Results are basically inconsistent (see Levitt,
1971;

1963; White, 1967; Rossi,

1968).

Similarly, women who ap-

pear in college years desirous of careers frequently are not working
in
later years, and vice versa (Ginzberg

&

Yohalem, 1966).

This suggests

a

need to look at women five or more years out of college (Eyde, 1962,
Rossi, 1965; Baruch, 1967; Watley, 1969).

1968;

Among recent graduates,

marriage-orientation was no longer found to be the predictors of occupational

plans

(Luria,

1974).

Gybers and his associates

(1968)

found that

an interest in a career in college reliably predicted women who did pur-

sue higher education, while the work of Harmon (1970) did not support
this finding.

Women in graduate or profess ional schools

.

Whi

1

e

many women in col

1

ege

aspire for careers that demand time and effort in advanced education,

most do not pursue their goals.

When college graduation comes, they opt

for marriage (Douvan, 1960; Turner,

Sheldon, 1976).

1964; Angrist,

This is not to say that they will not work, but simply

that they are not career-centered people (Ginzberg

a

&

Yohalem, 1966

;

To pursue an advanced degree, women must

Slater, 1970; Angrist, 1971).

overcome

1971; Van Dusen &

psychological barrier, which is their internal struggle with

conflicting pressures (Matthews
1969; Watley,

1969; Zytowski

,

&

Tiedeman, 1964; Russell, 1964; Lewis,

1969;

Roby, 1971; Schwartz, 1971; Strauss,

1974).

One struggle

a

woman faces is the prospect of loneliness (Slater,

1970), for as she continues to advance in highly competitive educational
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professionals, seven percent of all medical
doctors, three percent of
all

lawyers, and one percent of all engineers
they received only 14 percent of all

1971,

(Van Dusen & Sheldon, 1976).

past,

(

Time

,

1

970).

Even by

Ph.D.'s awarded that year

Thus, in the not-so-long-ago American

these highly trained career women were

a

special

set apart from womankind, frequently isolated
in

breed, usually

professional realm

a

0 f men

Ginzberg (1966) studied 311 female fellowship winners
who attended
Columbia University between the years 1945-1951.

While all subjects

were chosen for their significant intellectual ability,
many did not

complete more than one year of advanced education.
a

Ph.D. or a professional

had a successful

career.

than men .Tiatricul ated

,

One- third completed

doctorate, but less than half (or 16 percent)

Among Stanford graduate students, fewer women

and they were less likely to stay (Katz, 1969).

Yet times are changing.

With ever-increasing numbers of women pushing

for advanced degrees, the number of women enrolled in law school

creased to 19 percent,

in

in-

medical schools to 18 percent (Van Dusen

&

Sheldon, 1976), and in graduate schools to 25 percent (Rossi, 1975) during the period between 1970-1974.

Freud, when asked what it takes to live

und arfaeiten , love and work (Rossi, 1975).

acquires

a

balance between them.

a

full

life, said

1 i

eben

He did' not address how one

Yet this is the very issue so many

professional women struggle with (Russell, 1964; Lewis, 1969; Seidenberg,

1

973).

They marry less frequently and divorce more than the typ-

ical American woman (Rossi,

Lewis,

1964; Ginzberg, 1966; Simon

1969; White, 1972; Cuca,

1976).

In 1972,

et_ al_.

,

1967;

57 percent of the pro-
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fessional women were married, as compared
to 68 percent of non-career
women.

This difference is further accentuated
when looking at the sta-

tistics of those never married-23
percent of the doctorates in contrast
to

5-10 percent of the general

& Sheldon,
In

female population (Cuca, 1976; Van
Dusen

19.76).

Ginzberg's group, which combines M.A.'s and
Ph.D.'s, 28 percent

were single, and another
owhood (1966).

6

percent did not remarry after divorce or wid-

Among women Ph.D. recipients from Oklahoma
schools, 36.2

percent did not marry; for most, this decision
or realization came before receiving the degree.

One out of five who married were divorced

(Mitchell

&

fessional

couples divorced or separated, as compared to the national

Alciatore,

1970).

In

1

972, for example, 13 percent of pro-

average of 4 percent (Cuca, 1976).

While marriage may not be too salient to professional women,
statistics show that work is.

cent full

In

time (As tin, 1967).

1957, 90 percent were employed, 80 perBy 1970,

99 percent were employed.

Mar-

riage influences the participation of the professional woman in the
labor market, but is not the sole predictor (Luria,

1

974).

Astin (1967)

found that those married prior to completing graduate school had steadi-

er careers but Russell

(1964) had opposite results.

In

Simon et al.

's

study (1967), only 87 percent of the childless married women worked full
time, while all

the single females did.

The majority of women accommo-

dated or compromised their ambitions, taking jobs below their training
and of less interest (Diamon, 1971; Bryson

et_ al_.

,

1976--more on this

topic to follow).

Children complicated women's careers far more than marriage did
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(Bryan & Boring, 1947; Ginzberg, 1966; Zytowski

,

1969), particularly if

they are of preschool age (Astin, 1967; Barley,
1971; Staines et al.
1977), or if a couple has three or more (Ginzberg, 1966).

Professional

mothers work about ten years less than their single
peers, and these ten

years are crucial for advancement (Staff, 1971).

Conclusive statistics

are lacking on how many of these women give up their careers
on an occasional or semipermanent basis (Astin found that between 10-20 percent
of

professionals, the Brysons found
1972).

11

percent among psychologists in

What we do know is that the time and role demands on the working

mother are excessive (e.g., Astin, 1969; Bernard, 1971; Poloma
land, 1971; Skolnick, 1973; Hunt & Hunt, 1977).

& Gar-

The children are pri-

marily her responsibility (Astin, 1969; Bernard, 1971; Bryson et
1976).

al_.

Unless the woman has outside help, she performs most of the

household tasks (Bryson

ejt

a_[_.

,

1976).

Finding competent domestic help

was cited by Astin (1969) as the major problem.

restricted (Angrist, 1967; Hunt
the children

&

(Holmstrom, 1972).

Leisure activities are

Hunt, 1977), and frequently focused on

She must be highly organized to sur-

vive, and even so, sacrifices must be made in terms of neatness and so-

cializing (Holmstrom, 1972).

One solution professional women choose

is

to not have children, or to limit the number (Astin, 1969; Eagley & An-

derson, 1974).

In 1967,

one child (Simon

Selecting

a

et_ aj_.

,

70

percent of the professional women had just

1967).

supportive mate is another major factor that influences

an educated woman's career and her life satisfaction

lem, 1966; Astin, 1967,

(Ginzberg & Yoha-

1969; Lewis, 1969; Greenbaum, 1971; Holmstrom,

1972; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1973).

"The Ph.D. places greater restriction
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on the woman's choice of
al-, 1967, p. 223).

a

spouse than it does on the man's"

(Simon et

Eighty percent have husbands in
professional posi-

tions (Ibid., also in Austin, 1969).

Many feel

their work is as impor-

tant as their husbands', and consequently
are more demanding of their

spouses (Nagely, 1971), wanting them to participate
equally in child
care and household tasks (Farley, 1971; Eagley
& Anderson, 1974).

pectations, however, are not always fulfilled.
tions the professional woman has.
1976; Van Dusen

combining

time-demanding career with

a

give up the relationship.
do

(Cuca,

1976).

Again, consider two op-

First, she can divorce (Ginzberg,

1964; Cuca,

8.

Ex-

Sheldon, 1976).
a

Given all

the strains of

marriage, many women prefer to

They remarry less than nonprofessional women

Perhaps they are not as willing to sacrifice career

goals, considering that their training for jobs was long and arduous.

Others remarry, finding men more willing to support their careers (Holmstrom, 1972).
has

When her life

is

not satisfying, the professional woman

the option for change because she is not dependent on

economic support (Blood

& Wolfe,

1960; Ginzberg, 1966).

a

husband for

The second, and

more frequent option, is for the woman to place higher priority on her
family life, modifying her original aspirations by lessening her career

commitment (Ginzberg, 1966; Poloma,
In a

1970 paper,

1

al_.

,

1975).

Poloma identified factors of role conflict for the

married professional woman (working
mia).

972; Berger et

in

law, medicine, or college acade-

Of the 53 women interviewed, most managed role strain through

compromise and compartmentali zation

.

Family life came first.

"Women,

for the most part, work in the professions but do not have careers in

the same sense as their male counterparts"

(1972, p.

189).

Their career
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aspirations are placed below their husbands'.
strain,

they adjust by lowering their standards,
expecting little sup-

port from their families.
wi th their

1 i

their sample.

Poloma reports they seemed quite satisfied

ves

The Brysons and Lichts

1972-73.

When they experience

(1

975,

1

976) found similar compromising in

They surveyed 200 professional pairs of
psychologists in

The women saw their careers as secondary to their
husbands',

point of view generally shared by their spouses.

a

Still, they expressed

more dissatisfaction with their jobs and family life
than their husbands
did.

Without speculating as to the "whys", the authors note that
these

wives report an even greater willingness to subordinate their
careers
than their husbands expect of them (Bryson

et_

a_]_.

What has been highlighted in this section

1976).

,

the many options open

is

to the professional woman.

Marriage for her is

not

She can decide not only to have children,

a

financial necessity.

but how many and when.

options:

choice for intimacy,

a

Within the work area, she faces "a great many

whether to work, when to work, how much to work, and with what

intensity to pursue her career goals" (Ginzberg, 1966,

p.

53).

In Ginz-

berg's sample, those women "who anticipated work taking precedence over

marriage and family largely followed through on their plans and worked
full

time, while those who did not think they could fit family and ca-

reer together spent the least time in work"
do everything--and to do it wel

1

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

84).

Trying to

--exceeds most people's capacity.

noted that "few of us can attain [an Amazon image] and many of

reject it on feminist grounds" (1975,

p.

2).

What values

a

us

Rossi

now

woman holds,

and how salient and satisfying she finds the roles of careerist, wife.
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and mother will determine her life-style.
Lewis concluded his study by listing certain
conditions whereby

women managed to combine marriage and career:

"high motivation, cooper-

ative and supportive husbands, and role models
(close acquaintance with

women who have already done so successfully)"
(1969,

p.

The data

54).

accumulated by the various empiricists previously presented
support
Lewis' observations.
cial

Flexible job possibilities would also seem

cru-

a

condition.

Adding

"

kenntnis " to

"

kirche

,

kuche und kinder ."^ Having read the prior

section, one might be tempted to wonder why some women put so much ef-

fort into the pursuit of careers.

One encompassing answer is that they

want to "live richly creative, personally rewarding lives,.
the right blend between what

life.
si

.

I

.intimacy and autonomy"

.

.striking

take to be two chief components of
(Rossi, 1975, pp. 6-7).

emphatically states, sociologists link intimacy

to

full

a

Too often, Ros-

family and auto-

nomy to careers, and thereby blur "the perception of the work inherent
in love,

the love inherent in work"

(

Ibi

.

,

p.

7).

The stolid homemak-

ers, who are the focus of this section, often look to integrate their

need for engagement and accomplishment within the home.

The dialectic

inherent in their life-style will be considered.
Traditionally, all women wanted to marry (e.g., Orden
1968; Bernard, 1972).

&

Bradburn,

Their preferred life cycle called for marriage,

followed by chil dbearing, and the rearing of children jointly with

Adding knowledge to church, kitchen, and children.

a
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husband (Uhlenberg, 1974).
luxury of becoming

a

If her husband earned enough, she had
the

hoinemaker, deriving satisfaction from her
family,

home, community affairs, and leisure pursuits

Heiss, 1968; Bardwick, 1971).

(e.g., Bailyn, 1970;

At least, that is what conventional wis-

dom led women to believe.
Many became disillusioned.

They entered marriage expecting to de-

vote most of their time to their maternal and wifely roles.

However,

"time budget studies suggest that married American women devote sixty
or
more hours

a

week to household chores" (Rossi, 1972,

tionately, 39 percent of their time
as a mother,

and

9

percent as

a

is

wife.

spent as

p.

48).

Propor-

homemaker, 13 percent

a

With reality so unlike their ex-

pectations and priorities, many feel bored and become disillusioned
(e.g., Nye & Hoffman, 1963; Meritt, 1969; Thornton & Pangborn, 1969;

Otto, 1970; Bernard, 1971; Hudson, 1974).

Particularly among educated

women in middle age, there is "widespread frustration, sense of emptiness, and lack of accomplishment"

(Freedman,

1

965,

p.

251).

Statistically, more married than single women are bothered by depression, worries and phobias, severe neurotic symptoms, and physical
pains and ailments

(Bernard,

1

972, p. 55;

Tudor, 1973; Seidenberg, 1973).

also in Otto, 1970; Gove &

Yet they report to social scientists

that they are content and feel adjusted (Ordin
nard, 1972).

&

Bradburn, 1968; Ber-

One answer to this anomaly is that they are like their

peers, so they must be all right (Gover, 1963; Slater, 1970).
is

Another

that they have forgotten how to "self-actualize" (Otto, 1970; Ber-

nard,

1972).

doubtful

Even if

a

married woman seeks professional help, it

that she has been inspired to sel f-ful fil Iment.

In

is

recent
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year., .ental health practitioners
were found to have a double
standard
of mental health for men and
worren (Broverman et
al. , 1970; Chesler,
1972; Bernard, 1972; Gass,
970).
Females were perceived as
unhealthy
when they had submissive and
hysterical traits (Broverr^n
et ai.
1970).
1

,

Fortunately,

the deficiencies in the
status quo of the wife and

roles were publicized by feminists
and researchers.

™ther

They wrote elo-

quently and passionately of the
"housewife symptom," urging won^n

to

leave their nests and enter the
work force (e.g., Gavron, 1966;
Rossi,
1967; Bernard,

1971).

One example should suffice:

Vast segments of our population have,
in a sense, given up on
l.fe.
These people live in quiet desperation,
believing themselves trapped, yet fearing to leave
the comfort of their entrapment
Most tragically, thej/ do not know that thev
have a
'''' hi^lTttle-Ti^s^o-

0l5Ho^i7u5^i2K^

Many changes have occurred in the last decades.

In

1920, 20 per-

cent of women worked, of whom 23 percent were
married (Ginzberg
halem, 1966).

In 1970,

65.7 percent of married women were employed, in-

cluding 20.6 percent of women with children under
dous, 1974).

& Yo-

Many were looking for an individual

their interests and ability (White,

1

974), for

a

6

years of age {Al-

identity based upon
public display of their

worth (Freedman, 1965; Janeway, 1970), and for the .sati sfaction of
needs
for achievement, actualization, power, and independence (Hoffman,
1963,
in

Rossman

&

Campbell, 1965).

There is convincing evidence that if

wives wanted to work and did, their marriages were better; in some cases

having

a

job made motherhood itself more satisfying (Bernard, 1971).

Without the personal identity and satisfaction that work provided, the
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women were unhappy and vented
frustrations on their families
(White,
1964; Ginzberg, 1966; Benson,
1971; Hudson,
974; Hoffman & Nye, 19^5).
1

Inevitably, if

a

woman works, she changes but
she alters more than her

own life-style (Orden & Bradburn,
1969; Janeway, 1970).
ry about upsetting the family
equilibrium, and feel

Many wives wor-

guilty about leaving

their children (Maccoby, 1958;
Stolz, I960; Janeway, 1970).
bands who adapt are fortunate,
and stand to gain

a

happier wife; other

males are threatened and resist
(Cortese, 1971; Thornton
1969; Janeway,

1970).

Those hus-

&

Still, by and large, the woman will

Pangborn,
retain the

major responsibility for running the
house and its inhabitants (e.g.,
Astin,

1969; Poloma, 1972;

Bryson et al.

,

1976).

Thus, it seems that

female has much to gain in terms of
identity by pursuing

a

a

career,

though much to lose in terms of bearing
responsibility for dual

roles.

Perhaps this is one reason for the three
million divorces in America in
1975

(Severeid, ABC News, March

1

,

1976),

The Professional Man

When people speak of professionals, it

ferring to

a

male.

is

assumed that they are re-

Even in the literature by social scientists, little

differentiation is made along the lines of sex (see Freidson, 1970).

Society's values moreover tend to be reflected by the literature.

When

Super (1957) defined career patterns for men, for example, he only considered work activities.^

^In recent years,

Males are "much more likely [than females] to

the subject of developmental stages for adult men
has received increasing attention in the empirical and popular literature (Vaillant, 1977; Levinson et al_. , 1978; Mayer, 1978).
While still
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go into occupations consistent with their
education and ability"

mond,

1971

,

p.

(Dia-

314).

Boys grow up expecting to work, knowing that their
life-style will
be dependent on the occupational status they attain.

gent boys will

be encouraged, sometimes pressured,

to excel

and to strive for the elite vocations (Contise, 1971).
ers,

and sometimes

through

a

The most intelli-

academically

Parents,

teach-

mentor in later school years, direct the male child

the appropriate steps necessary for the attainment of his chosen

career (Ginzberg & Herma, 1964).

Not only will his sponsor inpart to

him vital knowledge about the inner workings of
quently he will aid him

in

a

profession, but fre-

making contacts into work settings (Epstein,

1970).

Once he begins his career, it is expected that the young man will

work continuously and arduously (Benson, 1971; Hochschild, 1974).
basic educational,

"The

training, and related institutes in our society are

in its infancy, this line of inquiry offers a promising way of looking
at the subphases of men's lives in relation to their work and changing
relationships.
The material covered is extensive, the product of 5-30
years of data collection.
Vaillant's work is the most expansive. This
research, known as the Grant Study, summarizes 25 years of data gathered
through interviews and questionnaires (1 977).
This is a longitudinal
study begun with Harvard undergraduates, that follows 95 men's adjustLevinson's research team at
ments to life up through their forties.
Yale University depicted age-linked phases in a man's life, based on
lengthy interviews with 40 men between the ages of 35-45 (1978). Mayer,
a journalist in the mental health field, focuses on the male midlife
crisis (1978), a transitional stage in which men question and often alHer information comes from interviews with
ter their style of life.
Mo study was limsocial scientists and some 200 men in their forties.
ited to professional men; few studies incl uded women except as adjunctive sources of information on a man's life (the exceptions are Gould,
Regardless of such
1972; Neugarten, 1975; Peck, 1975; Fuchs, 1977).
relevant to this
are
limitations, many of the findings of these works
study and will be considered in conjunction with the results of this
project.
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geared to the prototype of
the next except for

berg, 1966, pp.

a

a

man moving along steadily from
one stage to

possible interruption for military
service" (Ginz-

184-185).

The uninterrupted career is
defined as

full-time career, anything that is
part-time constitutes

a

a

job (Poloma,

1972).

A career means more money, which
implies more status (Benson,

1968).

In

Ginzberg's and Herma's study (1974), income
was the most used

measure of success.

To not strive to reach one's potential

upon by colleagues.

Because society judges

a

is frowned

man by his financial suc-

cess, his ambitions are vested in his career,
so that his striving to

get ahead is accepted without question (Benson,
1968).

Ignored in the prototype of
and career.

profession is the interplay of family

a

fact, marriage, professionally speaking, is good
for

In

professional men (Bernard, 1972; Martin et
are less successful
(Benson, 1968).

in their careers;

al_.

,

1975).

the reverse is true for women

Qet^een 90-95 percent of professional males are mar-

ried, as compared to 75 percent of men in the general

ulation (Cuca,

Unmarried men

1

976).

United States pop-

They are more likely to have married before re-

ceiving their doctorates than women (Simon et
cent have at least one child

(

Ibid

.

)

.

In

al_.

,

1967).

Over 90 per-

Ginzberg's and Herma's study

of 311 Columbia University male graduates (1968), more than one- third of
those who had children did so before they were 28, and three-quarters

before age 32.

The timing of the first child had an effect on the man's

completing his doctorate.

If born before his graduation, he had a 50

percent chance of not completing his degree.

Most often men are not forced to decide on the time they devote to
their career or to their family and home activities (Benson, 1968;
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Folkes,

desire.

1

They pursue their professions
to the extent that they

975).

Most of the men Ginzberg and Herma
studied (1968) permitted

neither marriage nor child
goals.

to

stand

in

the way of reaching their
career

Those who strive to join the top
strata of business and profes-

sional occupations perform basically
one role in life.

They can do this

only because their own wives are
leading traditional lives as
homemakers, doing double parent and
household duty, ani carrying the major burden of civic
responsibilities.
If it were
not for their wives in the background,
successful men in Ame^0^1^ h^ve to be single or childless (Rossi,
J'i^Q"

Thus, the traditional wife, by performing
dual

husband

to

be family-free

roles, allows her

(e.g., Bernard, 1972; Hochschild, 1974).

can also help her husband achieve his goals
by an adjunct role.

She

While

he is in school, she can type or edit his papers,
gather library materials, and occasionlly support him financially

Papanek, 1973).

Once established, she

(Ginzberg

&

Herma, 1964;

entertains his colleagues and

superiors, using her social skills to boost his standing
(Holmstrom,
1972).

This role has become institutionalized to the extent that Papa-

nek (1973) referred to elite careers as "two person careers."

Another function the wife performs is

a

supportive role, soothing

her husband's problems and worries (Slater, 1970; Bernard, 1971).

"The

Ideal wife is one who lays the groundwork for her husband's happiness

and contentment so that he in turn may be free to give his best to work"
(Folkes, 1975,

p.

12).

Marriages between professional men and traditional wives can be
successful if the wife wants to be

a

helpmate and takes personal pride

26
in her husband's

accomplishments and status.

Her "primary concern is

with family and household routine" (Ginzberg,
1964,

p.

133).

if the

male enjoys children or some household
tasks, the woman is freer to pursue her own interests.

What has been pointed out in the literature
on

the family is that the more a man pursues
success on his job, the great-

er strain will exist on the marriage (Bernard,
"the key

to

1

972).

Benson notes that

success is the couple's mutual involvement in home
life,

children and the establishment of some kind of expressive
relationship"
(1968, p. 116).

Investing energy

his family, nonetheless, will

in

detrimental to his achieving the heights of his own potential.

be

The un-

derlying issue is the extent to which the wife feels the patterns
of her
lii^ reflect her active personal
1 i

a

series of imposed guide-

nes

The life of
is

choices or

a

man married to

a

working woman is different, for he

pressured to help more at home or expect less from his wife.

who adapt feel they have

a

Those

chance to share in domestic roles and find

enjoyment in new ways (Thornton

&

Pangborn, 1969), and also to live with

happier, more enthusiastic women (e.g., Cortese, 1971; see earlier section).

In research

more liberal

from the sixties, men whose wives worked expressed

views toward their wives' employment, her economic equal-

ity, and her privi ledge of individual

sexual

expression than did men

whose wives did not work (A.<elson, 1963; Siegel
1971).

&

Haas, 1963; Kaley,

Still, they had reservations about the effect on the woman of

fulfilling her role as wife and mother.
Many men, however, are "threatened by the fact that they are no

longer the family's sole provider" (Cortese, 1971, p. 477).

They doubt
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their authority as a father, and question their masculinity
(Benson,

Thornton & Pangborn, 1969; Cortese, 1971).

1968;
a

changing; and some men adjust successfully to the
subsequent

is

man

The criteria for being

sharing of roles, others do not (Janeway, 1970; Bernard, 1971).
titude of her husband will

The at-

undoubtably have an effect on the wife,
in-

fluencing her course of action.

What of the men who choose to wed professional women?

The marital

problems they will encounter are unknown to many of their associates.

After doing an extensive bibliography on women, Astin concludes, "Although the husbands of working wives have more liberated attitudes,
professional men in general

hold negative attitudes towards professional

women who are trying to fulfill
maker"
tus,

(1971, p.

role of career women and home-

The popular belief is that

high-paid professional position would be
Yet there is evidence to chal lenge thi

image.
1971;

7).

the dual

Garland, 1972).

marital

a

wife in

a

high-sta-

a

threat to

s

(Rapoport & Rapoport,

One exception found by Garland

(1

a

man's self-

972) was that

life suffered when the wife's income was higher than the hus-

band's.

But the men interviewed by Garland were not necessarily profes-

sionals.

Were this factor to be controlled, would the attitudes change?

Among the 20 professional

couples interviewed by Holmstrom (1972), in

couples the wife earned more than the husband.
ruffled by this.
in

In

3

Two of the men were un-

the Rapoport's study (1971), the one couple who was

this position considered it an initial problem.
Do males in

two-career families have more or less satisfaction with

their marriages than those married to traditional women?
study, husbands with working wives

In a

1961

(not necessarily professional) had
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case studies.

Included were descriptions of
each couple, the develop-

ment of their family structure,
their personal, family and work
worlds,
and the integration of these
worlds.
The wives, for the most part,
carr^
"from higher social class backgrounds
than [did] their conventional

counterparts"

(Ibid., p. 24).

Their families were small and
often they

wer^ the first or only chi.ld (1971b).

Frequently their mothers worked

and they perceived tension in their
homes.

The dual-career men's back-

ground was notable for his early closeness
to females, his mother and
sisters.
All

the couples interviewed fit into
Bailyn's (1970) description of

"coordinate" couples, the wife having an interest
in
man in the family.

a

career and the

The men still were the dominant figures.

least one female emphasized her logical

maintain their femininity.

thinking, the women all

tried

to

The couples had complementary temperaments,

based on sex role stereotypes.^

While two couples divided domestic ac-

tivities in the traditional way, they shared rather
evenly.
cases domestic help was employed.

To varying degrees all

"highly efficient and rational management methods"
well as "creativity and spontaneity"

(

"The couples in this study tended

tionally prior to having children"

In all

One couple even built an apartment to

induce helpers to remain for years.

^The results of

Though at

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

(1971a, p. 279), as

85).

establish themselves occupa-

to

Ibid

.

stressed

,

p.

296).

None of these par-

survey of 298 "highly qualified women" graduates
chi ldren--that during early years
of child rearing half interrupted their work, one-quarter abandoned careen goals, and one- third continued work though only five percent worked
full-time (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971b, 1 973).
a

found— for those who married and had
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ents had conventional
sex

™,e attUodes

couraged Independence and
competence

taring the world of
children.

In

for the1. children.
the..

When the. had

d.ff^culty surrounding the
absorption of

a

Only one coople

a

They en

feU

that

child, they shared the

child Into their lives"
(p

Five ™ajor areas of
stress are Identified:

role overload, dll emmas
between personal norms and
social nor., dlle^as
of Identity, social
network d11e«s. and role
cycling dilemmas. Many
of these stresses
varied according to family
situations. Nonetheless,
the Rapooorts
•

con-

sensus 1s that life is harder
but ultimately more
rewarding, and more
balanced. 1f each spouse
pursues a career.
They fee, strongly that
the
dual-career family pattern could
be enhanced by environmental
changes,

specifically domestic reorganization,
changes

In

child care, edifica-

tions In the built-environment,
and the legitimation of
social
tion (pp. 303-321 )

Lynda Lytle Holn^trom's book
(1972) follows
the Rapoport's (1971a).

a

varia-

different format from

Her study focuses on aspects
of the two-career

couple, using case material to
support her findings.

scriptions of the couples are presented.

No unifying de-

Rather, their comments are In-

terspersed throughout the book at various
points.

Holmstrom's informa-

tion was obtained through interviews
of 27 couples, seven of whom fol-

lowed a traditional model, that is,
with the men the sole breadwinners.
A consistent theme in Holmstrom's
study Is that these couples are

going against the system.

Consequently, they have to cope with Inter-

nalized psychological conflict and outside
criticism.

They face three
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.am

barriers:

the

rigid structure of the
professions, the isolation

Of the s.all nuclear family,
and the current equation
of masculinity
With superiority"
Ibid
i).
(

.

,

p.

The conditions of employment
are unnecessarily rigid,
demanding
full-tiHB schedules, itinerant
life for rapid advancement,
and professional entertaining.
The isolation presents
problems in child rearing,
for the couple cannot depend
upon family support, reliable
domestic
help, or child care centers.
The third barrier affects
their relationship, for both must overcome
the assumption that it is the
husband who
will pursue the career to the
fullest.

Most of the women desired children,
but waited to conceive until

relatively late age, and limited the
number of offspring.
ent was initially
important.

a

Being

a

a

par-

less salient role for ren, but became
increasingly

"The professional

couples interviewed solved the problem
of

child care mainly in three ways:

the husbands routinely helped his wife

with the children, the wife modified her
work schedule, or the couple

hired help"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

73).

In over half the traditional

life in such

a

couples, "the wife organized her whole

way as to support and further her husband's career,
but

did not receive any comparable kind of support
from him"

(

Ibid

.

,

81).

p.

Compared to the conventional wife, the professional woman
fared better
in

terms of support for her work and sharing household tasks.

less she was still

not on an equal

footing.

"Relative to

Neverthe-

men— sped

aily their husbands-- the professional women fare less well.

fic-

Despite

their great deviation from middle-class norms, most professional couples

were still

a

great distance from equality of the sexes"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

155).
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Many of the corparisons
HoInBtro.
towards

^kes between

the rewards of d.al-career
couples.

these groups speak

One exa.p,e 1s that
in „„st

Of the two-career couples,
neither spouse experienced

sense of compeEach partner's career
can be an asset to the
other.
Frequent™n referred to his wife's "specific
knowledge,.
.her genera,
a

tition.
ly,

a

.

intelligence and personality,
[which]

could really talk to" (Ibid.,

Where the wife valued

p.

a career,

™de

her the kind of person
he

"m

139).

the traditional

group

she .ade invidious
comparisons because

she had been relegated to
the less prestigious role"
(Ibid.,

154).

p.

Holmstror, does not minimize
the difficulties in having
two careers
1n the same family.
Differing expectations about
roles and egalitarian

patterns, conflicts over priorities
and emphasis on "ambitions
versus
persona, relationship" (Ibid.,
p. 149). and reality problens,
such as
one needing to relocate, can
lead to divorce.
The two-career family

also breaks down when the wife
gives

up

her job for domesticity.

tremely rare occurrence is for the
husband

to

give up his career.

An ex-

Like

the Rapoports. she feels that
dual-career couples could be supported
by

coUective and institutionalized changes.

Changes needed "include pro-

moting flexible work schedules for
women and for men, increasing the

father's role in child rearing, and
establishing child care centers"
(ibid., p. 178).

Presently each dual career couple must
"invent their

own ad hoc solutions"

(

Ibid .).

Johnson and Johnson, she

a

nurse and anthropologist and he

a

psy-

choanalyst, focused on attitudes toward parenting
in dual-career families (1977).

Their sample inCuded 28 couples; only half the wives
had

high commitment careers.

The Johnsons interviewed each individual for
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two hours,

using

a

connbinatlon of open-ended
and forced-choice
qu8s-

tions.

they studied participants'
career activities,
«r1ta, pow;r. and
task allocations. As
In pr.or research,
the wives were
.ainly responsible for Child rearing.
..Of the 116 reports
of role strain, 64
percent
centered on the child rearing
problen. mainly 1„ ter^
of their own
9u11t and fatigue.. (Ibid.,
p. 393).
I„ contrast, when
the husbands .ent.onedroIe:stra1n, which was rare,
they resolved it '.by
using denial or
.1ni.izing its effect.. (Ibid.).
..,n response to
questions on power distribution in the carriage.
11 carriages were
categorized as egalitarian.
9 as husband-dominated, and 6 as
wife-dominated.. (Ibid.),
the latter
group the females reported
role strain, especially when
they were more

m

economically successful.
the tension.

The wives used various
techniques

Half loured their career
ambitions

in

to

reduce

favor of ™ther-

hood.

Others rationalized and/or
compensated for their hours working
by
raking the time spent with their
children ..special.'. Another
technique
was to train children to be
"self-reliant and independent.'
(p. 394).
This article ends on

a

traditional note; the authors
suggest that cli-

nicians could aid the career mother
"in compartmentalizing her
career
role from her mothering role"
(p. 395), as does her husband.

Other studies on dual-career couples
focus on particular aspects of
the relationship, using larger
samples to support their findings.

Ber-

ger and Foster (1975), married
psychologists, focussed on the stresses

inherent in the job seeking experience of
dual-career families.
surprising,

".

.

Not too

.the stresses seem to fall disproportionately
upon the

shoulders of the professional wife"

(

Ibid

.,

p.

13).

The Brysons

(1975),

whose work has previously been cited, are also
concerned with the in-
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flex15imy Of occupations
Of labor in the ho^e.

and the stereotypic
approach to the division

Both of these studies
emphasize how societal

rules create stress in
the carriage.

ceive Of the professional
pair as

a

In

Bryson's words, "We .ay
con-

mutually facilitative
and supportive

"nn

whose goals conflict with
external pressures"
(1975. p. 5)
.either study addresses the
dynamic issues between the
spouses, rather,
both focus on roles.

We need to look elsewhere
to understand the
psy-

chological issues that emerge
for couples, and the
processes by which
these are worked through.

Recent in depth studies (Fishbane,
1964; Lockhart, 1974; Strauss,
1974; Kinder, 1 975) have suggested
ways in which couples work
to .ake'
the marital

unit function successfully.

Strauss identified issues or

themes with nine happily married
couples.

In his study,

"that work in-

cluded trying to understand oneself
and one's partner, learning
to compromise, attempting to balance each
partner's twin needs for individuality and intimacy, and being
able to communicate in an honest,
clear, and
mature manner" (1974,

iv).

p.

The primary challenge to members
of these

pairs was balancing their needs for
individuality and outside interests

while remaining

a

part of the family unit.

Also expressed was
for stability"
to

overcome,

a

(ibid.).

a

"tension between the desire for excitement
and
A lack of time emerged as the
largest obstacle

commodity in small supply.

time for intimacy with the spouse.

Children were found to limit

Outside friendships, for the most

part, suffered due to this time shortage.

Of interest was Strauss'

finding that several husbands considered time spent
with the family to
be wasted, or at least less important than work-time.

Wives unemployed

outside the

hce

we.e

^st

resentful of the ti.e
the.> spouses gave
to
their occupations. G,ven
the t1.e shortage,
hours .en spent on
„or.
related projects were hours
away fro. the wife.
If the wo^n also
worked, she was less
resentful.

Even though all

the wonen In the Strauss
study desired children

they became bored and
dissatisfied with the role
of .other. Outside
work and interests, and
occasional babysitters help
the. accomodate
While none of these wives
consider themselves feminists,
all have been
exposed "to the literature
and cultural atmosphere
of the women's move^nt, all have thought about what it
means to be a womp, and
many have
been going through some major
changes in thei r self-image
and goals for
*e future" ( IMd. p. 209). The har^ny
expressed by the partners may
undergo changes in coming years.
,

Another very informative study
relevant

working to balance needs

is

to

the issue of couples

Fishbane's (1974), on ideology and
marriage.

Using interviews and improvisations,
she looked at eight couples, four
of whom had traditional values,
and four who were involved in
the wom-

en's liberation movement.

Ideology influenced the couples'
interac-

tions, but secondarily to personal
needs.

The liberational couples, re-

flecting their values, tended to be more
egalitarian in power and decision making.

munication.

They "appeared to need and had more
frequent serious com.

.(they) also tended to use conflict as

and change, which the traditional couples
did not"
al

a

(p.

source of growth
91).

wives tended to be reinforced for their asserti
veness

in

Chores and child rearing basically were performed
by the wives
groups.

Liberationconflicts.
in

both

One rather lengthy quote from Fishbane's thesis
addresses the
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delicate balancing of
psychological needs in both
forms of couples.

traditional
wife's needs^ she
shrc.n'hpr?
can be] trapped, V^'^'^^
having neither supplemenfill
LI
Jl'
tary nor alternative relationships
to her marriage (Ibid
! p.

the dual-career couple,

In

these costs/gains will most
likely be exag-

gerated, the polarities of life-styles
further apart.

Lockhart's study (1974) models ways
of exploring the phases of

courtship culminating
in

in

marriage.

The time sequence is seen as crucial

determining the amount of commitment and
sexual intimacy individuals

in evolving relationships are willing
to handle.

The relevance of this

study is its methodological approach to
antecedents points within the

concept of time and the developmental changes
Kinder's thesis

The family included

in

(1975) explores one family,
a

relationships.
the "Scotts," in depth.

pregnant, full-time employed nurse,

ate student, and one child.

This was a stressful

a

male gradu-

time for them, so Kin-

der focussed on their coping style and social network.

The shared goal

in the Scott family was for John to complete his
ma-ster's, and every-

thing they did was oriented around that objective.
ple,

though,

they also decided to begin

a

family.

child, Myra needed to work to support the family.

Being an older couEven with

a

They became

young
a

role

sharing couple, rotating the care of their daughter and splitting household tasks.

The mutual sharing on all

levels within the home gave depth
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to their
ful

^.n-age, and they had o5v1o.s,,
achieved

relationship.

-th

in-laws.

happ, and meaning-

a

The one exception was
their troubled relationship

It is noteworthy that
though their carriage
through this

educational period of John^s
was atypical, their
ultimate hope was to
assume traditional roles,
with John as provider.

fiofessional

coMes

considered in literature.

The preceding studies
on

dual-career couples and di^nsions
of ^rriage have been
conducted by
people associated with the social
sciences.
Others have been concerned
with these topics too, noticeable
in a survey of literature.
There are
two prime examples.

One book which centers on the
dynamics of

relationship between

a

two professionals is Ingmar
Bergman's Scenes f rom a

start of the play, Johan
ate professor, she

a

is

that

I

42, Marianne 35 years old.

lawyer.

Marianne says, "My father's
was to be lawyer too"

a

lawyer.

(Bergman, 1973, p.

ents] just laughed at me" {Ibjd.^
goals for

He is an associ-

It was decided from the outset

a

p.

126).

.

.1

Johan,

him-to become

Her parents rein-

5).

role transformation.

once hinted that I'd prefer to be an
actress.

others'

a

to

up to his. expectations"

please Daddy, so
(Ibid., p. 195).

ther adored him and thought him

a

I

"I

remember they [partoo,

grew up trying

famous researcher.

says, "It was my father who had the great
expectations, not

wanted so desperately

At the

These roles were bestowed on them
early.

forced this role and fought any chance
of

to fulfill

Marri^

tried all

He

But

I.

I

the time to live

Marianne comments that his mo-

genius, and then

a

who behaved in exactly the same way as his mother did

succession of women
(

Ibid

.,

p.

200).
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Johan's colleagues
us

thought he was phenomenal,
too.

an

One says, "You left

behind and we admired
you, even envied you"
(IMd., p 62)
But
at 45. dohan realizes
he is regarded by the
university "as an expensive
unproductive unit" (Ibid.,
p. 154).
He struggles through
this midlife
cns.s, and eventually accepts
his "limitations with
a certain humility"
(Ibid., p. 195).

Husband and wife roles were
bestowed early also, and
sustained by
harsh measures. Marianne's
mother ^delled submissive,
compliant behavior.
She could not break off her

engage^nt

to marry a man she loved
because her parents "didn't
want me to do anything rash"
(Ibid., p.

197).

"When you got married," Marianne
says, "you both signed

tract entirely in his favor"
(Ibid.).
well as her husband's infidelities.

not Share either.

It was awful

ter his death than before.

a

con-

Mother accepted these terms, as
They did not fight, but they
did

at tines, and she is no more
lonely af-

She strove to be perfect, and
perhaps, as

compensation for her mother's shallow
life, Marianne tells her she is
perfect (Ibid., pp. 178-181). Marianne
can be gracious to her mother in
the last scene of the play because
she has learned,

vorce, the eternal

through a bitter di-

loneliness in pursuing the role of wife
as prescribed

by her well-intentioned mother.

She and Johan were once smug 1n their

domestic bliss, comfortable in their security,
content with their lack

of disagreements.

Yet the rift between them, built upon
years of sup-

pressed anger and disillusionment, grows and
eventually explodes.
agely they attack each other, both physically and
mentally.
states the obvious.

Marianne

"We should have started fighting long ago.

would have been much better"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

171).

Sav-

It
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Johan and Marianne had

a

swift, unrci^ntic courtship.

experiencing the loss of lovers,
so they moved
loneliness.

in

Both were

together to ease thei"r

"Suddenly we were accepted as
Johan and Marianne.

six months we got married"
(Ibid., p. 7).

Afte r

At the time, neither was

ready to accept the middle-class
values and life-style of their
parents.
Both grappled with their
prescribed roles and their unique
identities.
The theater and socialistic
politics provided answers (Ibid.,
p. 71).
In

time,

on how

their conviction waned in the
face of reality.

they made

a

ritual of security.

the things outside ourselves.

"All

Johan comments

security was anchored in

Our possessions, our country house,
the

apartment, our friends, our income, food,
holidays, parents" (Ibid.,
118).
to do.

An empty square represents

(Ibid., p.

a

threat, and demands to be filled

Their mothers are blamed for this.

11).

The couple's feeble

cries of protest are ineffective; "the
revolution was smothered at

birth"

(Ibid., p. 47), Johan bitterly states.

confesses his or her dissatisfaction.
fidelities.
states:

p.

Their lives are scheduled into little
squares telling them what

Through the years neither

Instead, each seeks relief in in-

The pattern was established long before.

"We had

a

'

rule that our parents taught us:

Marianne's mother
Each one copes with

his own troubles " (p. 180).

Both Johan and Marianne attempt to resist the pressures
of intro-

jected models.

Two examples illustrate this:

First, the young Marianne strives to manage her two infants
and her
legal work

(

Ibid

.,

ing, so does Johan

p.

14).

Both mothers demean her, and more discourag-

(Ibid., p.

71).

It is ironic

that he talks of women

not needing the women's liberation movement because they already had
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total

freedom (Ibid.,

58), but is so blind to his own
need to keep

p.

his wife submissive.

Marianne, trained as

a

child to be nonassertive

and "conventionally agreeable,"
complies (Ibid.,

Johan also suffers when his desire
to be

with his introjected model of
In his

150).

a

a

p.

125).

caring parent conflicts

father, "wallet on two legs"

{Ibid., p.

youth he cared for his infants with such
devotion that

"the nanny that Mother had hired gave
notice in sheer desperation"

(IMd.,

p.

151).

Johan succumbs to the outside pressures
to be more

distant, and eventually states he lacks
paternal feelings

Ibid

.,

p.

Even the simplest of gestures, as in sending
birthday cards, is

150).
a

(

forgotten ritual
Scenes,

fmn

(

Ibid

.

p.

,

a

110).

is replete with examples of Bergman's

theme,

which is, that roles people are forced to play demean
them as individuals.
to

In his

be.

words, "If only we could meet

And not as people who try

powers have assigned to us"
it's impossible.

through life"

(

(

to

as

the people we were meant

play the parts that all

Ibid ., p. 164).

The reply,

sorts of

"I'm afraid

The masking starts in the cradle and goes on all

Ibid

.)

.

In stark relief to the pessimism voiced above is

the character of Mrs. Jacobi

.

After 20 years of

less marriage, she seeks a divorce.

a

contented but love-

With no answers, no models of suc-

cess before her, this determined lady sets out to fulfill her "potenti-

alities," to actualize

"a

mental

on a single point with reality"

picture of myself [that] doesn't tally
(

Ibid

.

,

p.

55).

Bergman has raised some disturbing questions about the value of
roles passed on through generations.

His characters superficially rebel

from parental models, but it takes them years of struggling to begin

to
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unde.tan. t.e.el.es.

Us1n,

a

me..,

.o.e of co^unicatlon.
Be.g.an

^as given us glimpses
of t.e interna, and
external

forces causing his

protagonists to change.
This Idea also ^tlvated
Gall

Sheehy,

the author of
Passaaes

(1 976)
She interviews 115
people to learn the hows
and whys of their changes
their development, and their
crises through their adult
years. Like
Berg„«n, Sheehy is concerned
with the parental influence
on personality
Both write from personal
struggles and experiences.
Yet here their
styles diverge. Berg„«n
created characters to express
his views and ambivalences; Sheehy Interviewed
others to learn of real life
problems and
solutions, as well as relying
on data collected by
researchers. Essential to both, and thus of
Interest in this study. Is
how middle-age people redefine roles and reorder
rules to live with their
personal values.

In consideration of the
scope of this paper,

the developmental patterns

of the married professionals in
Sheehy's study are emphasized.
Sheehy focusses on "continuing and
predictable changes" (1976,
11)

in adult life.

Her investigation had three
objectives.

«as to locate the individual's
inner changes.
to compare the developmental

...

for couples"

(

Ibjd

"The first

The second aim was

rhythms of men and women.

to examine the predictable crises

p.

.

,

[The third was]
p.

15).

Through-

out her narrative, Sheehy attempts to
differentiate the internal and external

aspects of

a

person's life:

The external system is composed of our
memberships in the culture:
our job, social class, family and social
roles, how we
present ourselves to and participate in the world.
The Interior realm concerns the meanings this
participation has for
each of us ( Ibid
p. 20).
.

,
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Changes that

-

occ.

i„ the Inner .ea,.
a.e

developmental stages.

So.tl.s

usuan, .sponsible fo.
shifts

external, concrete
happenings, «h1ch

Sheeh. calls ^r•,.,^
events, accentuate

a

change.

Throughout the traperiods, people are guided
by their inner custodian,
which i s
partly guardian, in part
dictator.
They ste. fro. parental
figures, unknowingly internalized as
personal feelings.
ditional

In

the first life stage
that Sheehy describes.

"The Trying Twenties," people fight openly
with their parents in
attempts to pull up

roots, but the harder battles
are those within.

Sheehy describes the

opposing impulses as the "Merger
Self" and the "Seeker Self."
mer is "to build a firm, safe
structure for the future by

The for-

making strong

commitments"; the latter "urge
is to explore and experiment,
keeping any
structure tentative and therefore
easily reversible" (Ibid.,
p. 86).
The balance between is generally
weighted toward the Merger Self.

Peo-

ple act according to the "shoulds"
they have learned from parental
figures and society (Ibid.,
p. 86).
Introspection is "not a signal characteristic of this period" (Ibid.,
p. 88); being
(ibid., p. 48).

a

good role player is

Sheehy points out the Influence
of models.

"We are

pulled into an identification when we are
ready to be triggered; some-

thing about the model's behavior helps
to channel our capacities and

coincides with the impetus to take the next
developmental step" (Ibid.,
p. 47).

"Though the transfer of idealization from
parent to model can

be painful, it is an important part of the
process by which

identity can be avoided"

(

Ibid

.,

p.

blishing an independent identity is
p.

65).

61-62).
a

a

foreclosed

Another step towards esta-

successful work experience (Ibid.,

Marriage in one's twenties also represents

a

mature shift away
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fro™ dependency on
parents towards self
develo^ent. Unfortunately
writes Sheehy, "fa,
people felt free not to
.arry at th,s age"
(,b1d-'
p.

—

101).

Sheehy explores the
reasons for carriage.

Men. or really all
peo-

selves. to get away fro.
ho.e, and for prestige
or practicality (Ibid..
PP. 101-107).
The author elaborates on
wo^n's patterns. First, there
is the "Piggyback Principle,"
where a female attaches
herself to a
Stronger One (Ibid.,
p. 66).
Then there is the "Jailbreak
Marriage,"
which transfers dependence
on parents to the husband
(Ibid., p. 68).

Next is the "Co.pl ete-Me Child"
pattern, where
Children.
a

"Motherhood is

clear identity" (Ibid.,

perimental won«n.

a

p.

a

fe.ale rushes to have

very satisfying occupation,.
70).

.

.it gives her

"Openings" are ther. for the
more ex-

"People who can prolong their
schoolings or who qual-

ify for tempting career
apprenticeships are marrying later,
having children later, having fewer children,
or none at all" (Ibid.,
p. 69).

Choosing more innovative patterns
ence.

is

frequently accompanied by ambival-

If a woman resists the pattern of
marriage, "she runs into the

contradiction between permissions for
developnent given to men and women"

(Ibid., p. 108).

Models can offer support, particularly

a

mentor in

her chosen line of work (Ibid.,
p. 130) [See Hennig's research (1970)
cited earlier].
As

"The College Woman" has more options
available to her.

graduation approaches, however, she is often
looking for

(1972. p.

72)

[See Constantinople's study

a

mate

(1969) reported earlier].

"Finding my 'True Self" is difficult for persons
with diffused identities.

"Even as one part of us seeks the freedom to be an
individual.
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-othe. pa.t

is

always searching fo.

our freedom to" (1972,
In sum,

1n

p.

sceone or something

to surrender

73).

their twenties, people
prepare for lifework and
marry

While suppressing the fear
that decisions are
irrevocable.

Doubts rise
to the surface in the next
developmental stage as outlined
by Sheehy

called -Catch-SO" (Ibid.,

p.

138).

People feel

too restricted.

They

question their jobs, being
single, or, if carried, being
childless.
Couples contemplate divorce
because of a lack of mutuality.

What causes this turmoil at
age
we have assembled

that has no place
p.

107).

a

to

116),

is

that "no sooner do we think

comfortable life than we find
fit in.

a

piece of ourselves

Or the supporting structure
tilts" (Ibid.,

The two predominant illusions
of young adults, "that career

success will make them immortal,
or
p.
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do

a

not stand up to reality.

mate will

complete them" (Ibid.,

"Each sex seemed to have half the

loaf and was uncomfortable about
the half they were missing" (Ibid.).
"Men and women who do continue to
grow eventually pick up the personality parts that were earlier suppressed.

are linked to sex roles"

(jbid

.

,

p.

Some of these suppressed parts

107).

What had been ignored was the

realization that each sex has attitudes associated
with the opposite sex
(Ibid., p. 112).

Problems emerge when

a

spouse desires to grow.

"It is

hard for the man of thirty to imagine making
enough room to allow for
the serious training of his wife as

a

lawyer, designer, professor.

The contradiction between what he wants and what
he fears makes him feel
guilty" (Ibid., pp. 141-1^2).

Many couples do resolve these issues.
rjte de passag e.

For others, divorce

is

a

Some hold onto the magical belief that they can get
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V.d

Of unwanted pr^blen. of self
by ousting the person
on who. one has
been projecting the." (Ibid.,
p. 165).
Affairs offer temporary solutions.

Men may seek

a

come (Ibid., p. 144).

"Testimonial Woman," who affirms
what he has beIf Wives are ever to be
unfaithful, Kinsey found

it was most likely in her
late thirties

Ibi^.

262).

Other patterns
Sheehy calls the "Couple Knot"
and the "Closed-Dyad Disease"
(Ibid., pp.
147,

158).

In

the former,

(

,

p.

the pair resists change; in the
latter they

pretend to derive little satisfaction
from outside relationships.
As Sheehy states,

"the whole idea behind developmental

change is

that things can never be settled once
and for all" (Ibid., p. 303).

"Somewhere bebveen 35 and 45 if we let
ourselves, most of
a

full-out authenticity crisis"

calls the "Deadline Decade."

physical

shells"

self-examination.

(lbi_d

.

,

"Most of

(Ibid., p. 243).

p.
us

350).

us

will

have

This stage the author

notice first the cracks in our

The death of

a

parent can lead to

"With your own role as child to your parents
intact,

you still felt secure" (Ibid.,
ing of physical powers.

.

.,

p.

245).

"The loss of youth,

the falter-

the fading purpose of stereotyped roles by

which we have thus far identified ourselves, the
spiritual dilemma of

having no absolute answers--any of these shocks can
throw
sis"

(

us

Ibid ., p. 247).

"Women come upon the crossroads earlier than men do"
"It is not through more caregiving that

261).

into cri-

a

(

Ibid

.

woman looks for

plenishment of purpose in the second half of her life.

p.

,

a

re-

It is through

cultivating talents left half finished, permitting ambitions once piggybacked, becoming aggressive in the service of her own convictions rather
than

a

passive-aggressive party to someone else's"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

294).
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This statement is most applicable
to women without
careers (Ibid,,

p.

244).

"Many men feel

the first stirrings of

feminine side around 40" (Ibid.,
sons for this.

In brief,

ciently.

it

Thus,

tosterone level
hormones (Ibid.,

284).

p.

as a man ages,

more nurturing, expressive,

There are physiological rea-'
his liver functions less
effi-

cannot rid itself of excess estrogen.

drops off, resulting in
p.

a

308).

a

Also the tes-

higher proportion of feminine

Given these bodily changes, it is
not sur-

prising to learn that researchers agree
"that the path to replenishment
[for males] in midlife is through nurturing,
teaching, and serving

others"

(Ibid., p. 292).

Fathers may approach their families with
ten-

derness "just when their children are demanding
distance.
late"

It comes

too

Ibid ., p. 292).

(

And so the 40-year-old nan is likely to be
challenged on three
fronts at once.
He allows his emotions just as his wife is
distinguishing herself from him.
He reaches out for his children just as they are repudiating him.
He gropes for some way
to be generative exactly when he is feeling
at his most stagnant ebb in work ( Ibid
p. 292).
.

,

The solution for many men is to develop a more compassionate,
ethical

self.
31),

A few may even depart on a new, more agreeable, career

(

Ibid

.,

p.

or pursue hobbies more energetically.

Sheehy summarizes and highlights the tasks of the "Deadline Decade."

"If the struggle for men in midlife comes down to having to de-

feat stagnation through generati

vi

ty

,

I

submit that the comparable task

for women is to transcend dependency through sel f -decl arati on"
p.

294).

(

Ibid

.
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The next developmental

Resignation-

(Ibid., p.

equilibrium.

stage to be reached is
termed "Renewal or

340).

So^where

in

their forties people regain

These are mellow years, in which
friends and privacy are

Cherished (Ibid.,

p.

32).

"Middle age is the time of
maximum influence"

(Ibid., p. 340).

Insightfulness and philosophical
concern are the most
salient characteristics of this
age (see p. 340).
For couples, it is an

opportunity for true companionship;
for those married or not, it
can be
a self-affirming experience
to be self-reliant (see
pp. 349-350).
Another reward to be found in these
mature years is the peace that
co^s
to those who approve of themselves
at
last.

^^'^

P^^'"^^ "^'^ different and by
life-styles to that point of dignity
Jnlft defending,
H
i''''^'^^
^
worth
one can achieve what Erikson calls
integrity
By this he means arrival at that
final stage of adult development
^n^ which one can give a blessing
to one's own life
Ibid ., p.

l.illl'lVV^^ T'^

(

Not every person reaches this stage in
the forties.

Some are

afraid to "leave the familiarity of one adult
stage for the uncertainty
of ihe next"

(Ibjd

.

,

353).

p.

"If one has refused to budge through the

midlife transition, the sense of staleness will calcify
into resignation"

(Ibid., p.

32).

Each loss, whether family members or job, will be

felt as an abandonment.

The midlife crisis will probably re-emerge

around 50, giving the person another chance to begin what could
be the
best years of hi
In

s

or her

l,i

fe.

general, people do not pass through the crises of adult life at

the same tempo.

Some avoid the struggles involved in growth, only to

find that they have merely delayed the confrontation.

Sheehy notes that
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"inner issues pushed down in
one period tend to swing
up in the next one
With an added wallop'' (Ibid.,
p. 251).
Several chapters i n Passa^
are
devoted to differing patterns
among persons, which stem
from "how the^
ilialse the choices
(ibid.,
174).

p.

For the most part Sheehy
stresses differences between
the sexes,

but she does consider life
patterns within each.

patterns emerged as prevalent (Ibid.,

177).

p.

Among the men, three
Most familiar are the

"Locked In" men, who "make solid
commitments in their twenties, but
without crisis or much self-examination"
( Ibjd
p. 183).
They are
.

afraid to take risks.
teriors ruptured"

,

Nevertheless, "at 40 their compulsively
calm ex-

(Ibid.,

p.

184).

long the experiments of youth"

self -destructive reasons.

ybid

Next
.

,

is

p.

the "Transients," who "pro-

177)

for either positive or

The "Wunderkind" "creates risks and
play to

win, often believing that once they
reach the top their personal inse-

curities will

custodians.

vanish"

(ibid., p.

"Each wunderkind

him feel helpless or insecure"

I

They struggle with their inner

177).

studied recollected
(Ibjd,, p.

192).

a

figure who made

Many assume that suc-

cess will

finally disempower "that sinister dictator or
detractor"

(Ibid_.).

Invariably these men have mentors, and classicially they
make

utilitarian marriages.
ures

(Ibid., p. 191).

narcissism of youth.

They know how to bounce back from career failIn

fact, with success, some men regress to the

Among the less common male life patterns are the

"Never-Married Men," the "Paranurturers

,

"

and the "Latency Boys."

The

latter "avoid the process of adolescence altogether and remain bound
their mothers through the adult years" (Ibid.
terers"

,

p.

177).

to

The "Paranur-

"elect by their occupation commitment to care for the family of
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or devote the kind of nurturing
to
wives" (Ibid.).
this is

with

a

.ale customarily provided by

Some males in Sheehy's study
were "Integrators," though

difficult life-style.

a

a

They "try to balance their
ambitions

genuine commitment to their families,
including shared child

care, and consciously work
toward combining economic comfort
with being

ethical and beneficial to society"

Ibid ., p. 178).

(

There are five predominant patterns
that women
pursue.

"There is no one

n^ht choice"

mands giving something else up.

in

their twenties

{Ibid., p. 205), for each de-

These patterns are mentioned with the

most traditional first and the more
experimental last.

Most common is

the "Caregiver," who "carries the dream
of the most promising husband

she can find" (Ibid.,
sive vegetation"
ited.

(

p.

jbid.

,

207).
p.

She fears "being dumped" and "progres-

Her capacity to handle crises

210).

The "Either-Or" pattern is found in half the
young women.

is

lim-

There

are two types.

jWturer Who

Defe^^^ Achievement
She postoones any strenuous
career efforts to marry and start a family.
But unlike the
caregiver, she intends to pick up on an extrafami 1 ial pursuit
at a
a te r po i n t
^chieyer Who Defers iNurturing
She postpones motherhood and
often marriage, too, in order to spend at least six or seven
years completing her professional preparation Ibid
p. 206).
:

1

:

(

.

,

[The data Sheehy reports concerning the either-or choice has been cited

previously:

see Bernard

(1

972; Hennig

are those "who try to combine it all

riage, career and motherhood"
in

this category.

(Ibid.

(1970), et al.]

in

,

p.

"Integrators"

the twenties— to integrate mar206).

Sheehy includes herself

"Women like me were the mutants of our generation.

Marriage did not stop us from working toward accomplishments, nor did
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childbirth, although it usually
caused us to slow down" (Ibid.,

p.

235).

their thirties these women faced
the crisis that something
had to go.
If a female waited until she
was 30, or better 35, she
will have "the
In

personal integration necessary as
peting priorities" (Ibid.,

a

ballast [to] dovetail all her

236).

p.

corn-

Roughly 10 percent of women com-

prise the "Never-Married" choice (Ibid.,
p. 237).

This group includes

paranurturers, office wives, lesbians, and
heterosexual ly prolific women"

(Ibid., p. 238).

tern as

Females who are "Transients" follow
the same pat-

their male counterparts-" the pattern
of prolonged wandering

without commitments" (Jbid.

,

p.

238).

Unlike the men, these women can

chose to raise a child "without the accoutrements
of marriage"
239).

p.

.

p.

(Ibid.,

After one case study, Sheehy notes that
"bachelor motherhood

.has a way of galvinizing stumblers into
functioning adults"

.

(Ibid.,

239).
It is interesting that Sheehy concludes this
chapter with words

from Margaret Mead.

"The only way we will make any headway toward in-

tegrated lives in the future

is

leeway to all kinds of patterns"

to forget role playing.

(

Ibid ., p. 240).

We must give

New patterns are def-

initely needed in this society, and those pioneers who change
the course
of their lives become models for others to follow.
The fault, however, is not with roles, for if

Sheehy, role playing is helpful

to persons in

v/e

are to believe

their twenties.

The real

difficulty lies with the limited number and visibility of the initiators.

As more attention is paid to those who strive to integrate pro-

fessional

careers, marriage, and sometimes parenthood,

a

beneficial

service will be done for young persons just venturing forth into their
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adult lives.

At the present, there are
examples of such enterpnsing
couples included in the books
by Rapoport and Rapoport
(1971a) and HolmStrom (1972).
The individuals studied tend
to fit into Sheehy's
categories of "Integrators" or
"Achievers Who Delay Nurturing."
They struggled with internalized values
as well as the external
system.
Compromise was necessitated as each
faced role overload and
coveting priorities.
These themes were repeated by
the Johnsons' (1977) and the
Brysons'

der's

(1

975), and in Fishbane's (1974), in
Strauss'

research.

(1975)

(1974), and in Kin-

Not always are the battles won.

(1973) illustrates this.

Bergman's play

His characters divorce, but in
the end both

have grown and learned to accept
themselves, reaching what Sheehy calls
the "Renewal" stage.

Professional

Introduction

.

In

,

Marital

,

and Sex Roles

one way or another, all of the preceding
studies have

limited their scope to particular kinds of
couples, and to various theoretical orientations.

This study too has

limited focus; that is, on

a

dyads of career-oriented people, and on the
concept of roles developing
and changing within the course of an individual's
life cycle.

primary concern has been the effect of being
life plans,

the

major roles

identity.

male versus

a

female on

the effect of having a career-orientation, and the
impact of

marriage and children on individuals.
up

a

So far of

To

it is useful

a

Juxtaposed, these attributes make

person has in life,

a

large part of his or her

further the understanding of married, professional people,
to clarify

the theoretical significance of role constructs.
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An

svervl^of

^

theo^.

^he concept of .oles
that ,„d1v1d.a1s have

has been examined
5, .any theorists and researchers

Keeper. ,968; B,u^r,
,969; A,^u1st

1959;

Polk. ,974).

According to Goffman
{,969,

S

Angrist, ,97,; Ha„
,9), we a,l

p.

through roles we know
ourselves and others.

interactions with others.

,n

(e.g., Goff^an

,

,972;

play ro,es-

These roles emerge through

.uch interactions, the
person playing

a

ro,e is the performer or
actor, the others are the
audience or observers.
The dia,ogue takes p,ace
on two simultaneous
levels, the inner
and outer world (Nugent,
1976, personal ccnmunication)
The area in which a
"performance is presented" is
known as the
front region (Ibid.,
p. 238). or the outer world
(Cashdan, 1976, personal

cormunication).

Sometimes

a

the characteristics of the
tasks

"perforrance serves mainly to express
that are perforrod and not the
charac-

teristics Of the perfor^r" (Goffman,
1959,

77).

p.

"The place where

the performer can reliably
expect that no member of the
audience will

intrude"

(Ibid., p. 113) is known as the back
region, backstage, or in-

ner world.

In

dan. ,976).

In

this sphere exists fantasies and
inner dialogues (Cashthe outer wor,d. one acts in
accordance with the demands

of the situation, that is, one presents
those parts of oneseif that are

appropriate
(p.

48).

to

the audience, what Goffman ca,,s
"audience segregation"

One must "sustain the standards of conduct
and appearance that

one's socia, grouping attaches thereto"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

75).

There are different kinds of groups for whom
an individual performs, generally known as reference groups.

Normative groups explicitly set norms and espouse values,
and
quite plainly expect the actor to comply with them, sanction-
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°^ compliance by punishment. Mere conformitv
^"L^?!
with
the ^^f^
demands of normative groups does
not represent
achievement but only minimal expected
performance
It is for
a second type of reference
group, the audien«
that
thP inH^
VI dual performs highly,
attempting to ass rrr^cognU
on
te
actor attributes certain values to
the audience aUemots to
^^''^ '''''
seeks th ' t e ti
tionn'o'f'thr^H''"'^
of the audience group actively, and
it in turn bestnwc^
rewards for his performance (Al^uist
& Angrlst! 197^
p

Kemper (1968) believes that the normative
group provides high standards

of excellence, and the audience group
offers feedback of information on
the adequacy of performance.

handled.

Another group models how roles are to be

Role models can be individuals or groups;
regardless, they

represent someone the actor can emulate.

"The role model does not moti-

vate, influence, persuade, or reward the actor
but merely provides

technical

explication of how

a

role is to be performed"

a

(Ibid., p. 265).

The functions of these various groups often blend,
and the fusion of effects facilitates role competency.

Whether an actor takes on

a

role

consciously or unconsciously, in time the role may be internalized
and

become part of an identity (Diamond, 1971; Cashdan, 1976).

The develop-

ment of one's role-playing abilities coincides with the development
of

self (Cashdan, 1976).
Keeing the foregoing in mind, Cashdan distinguishes roles and identities and the interpersonal components of each.

world parts that people play.
other's gestures or actions"
Mead).

Roles refer to outer

They are automatic responses "to one an(Blumer,

1

965, p. 65,

from chapter on

Identities refer to inner world parts and counterparts.

inner world,

the individual

G.

H.

In the

"interprets what confronts him and organizes

his action on the basis of the interpretation"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

63).

Internal
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dialogues

a.

dependent on others for
feedback and redorodty

other's action then beco.s
the counterpart.

actions with
needs

a

sunnes.

a

professor.

role taker, such as

Over t1^.

^he

take each other's roles.
has

9).

In
a

Por example, a freshman

order for her to role
play
teacher,

to

The

a

st.dent, she

co.ple.ent the role she as-

parties to such Interaction
.ust necessarily
In

Indicate to another what
he is to do, one

make the indication from
the standpoint of the
other" (Ibid.,
In this manner the
counterpart becomes internalized.

to

p.

The Identities that people
construct have origins in at
least four
interpersonal types of experiences:
present, past, group, and
fictitious (Cashdan. 1977, personal
communication). The present
refers to current social interactions with
people, where a person "presents
himself
and his activity to others"
(Goffman, 1971, p. x1).
The past Incorporates significant others who are
rarely heard from.
The internal parents
of Childhood belong here, as well
as old teachers and childhood
friends.

One's social world includes both
discrete organized groups and the
abstract community-the "generalized
other" (Blumer, 1969, p. 13).

Ficti-

tious interactions or fantasies
reside in a person's inner world; here

one converses with famous people
and strangers.
To Illustrate with the prior example,
a

student with her professors.

the English major feels like

Her identity as

a

writer evolved from

contact with an elderly aunt, an author
of children's novels.
was warm and gracious to our student
the child with her story vignettes.

in

This lady

her youth, often entertaining

The English major was encouraged in

her budding talents by her high school literature
teacher who became

a
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She can share her interest
in Elizabethan
novels.

working on

a

di ffi cul t

Occasionally, while

paper, she daydreams.

In her fantasies,
she converses with Shakespeare,
soliciting his help in the
development of her
the^. Through these interpersonal
experiences, our English
student's
identity as a writer is being
materialized.

Furthermore, in understanding
the interpersonal basis
for identity,
it is valuable to consider
Berger's (1 963) contention
that identity is
socially bestowed, socially
sustained and socially transfor^d.
To un-

derstand how an identity was
bestowed, it

encouraged it, and when this role
began

is

necessary to discover who

be significant.

to

sustained by people surrounding the
actor who respond
that role.

to

A role is

the person in

Role transformation refers to
changes in the overall pattern

of identity:

which is dominant, which

subservient, which is out-

is

dated, which is being instituted,
and how they conflict (Cashdan,
It is possible,

for example,

her identity and desire
stowed on her.

that

a

female will experience

career, although

a

a

traditional

a

&

Angrist, 1971).

977).

shift

in

role was be-

When she becomes serious about work,
she has made

transformation (ALnquist

1

a

The people and reference

groups involved in this transformation may
likely serve to sustain this
n

ew ro e
1

Through developmental processes, the various
identities are finally

integrated into

a

sense of self.

Thus,

a

or her self as separate identities but as

person does not think of him
a

whole.

The result is that

the person can move in and out of roles while
maintaining

fluid identity.

a

core but

Nevertheless, different identities are activated

in
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different situations; sometimes two
or
English major, now

a

mre

a

school nurse to bring home her
ailing child.
a

telephone call

to

meet

a

from the

Her course of action in

situation will be determined by the
priorities she ascribes to

these discrepant roles.

As a female, she may have been
socialized to

believe that her parental role supercedes
her role as
Sex

For example, the

copywriter and mother, may be rushing

story deadline when she is interrupted
by

such

conflict.

rol^

and

sexi^

a

writer.

The first role to be bestowed is
one's

sex role, which is so intrinsic that it
influences all other roles.

Sex

roles are either masculine or feminine,
depending upon one's gender.
.

Sexual

(or gender)

ness or femaleness

identity refers to people's security in their
male(Bern,

1

976, p. 48).

Sex roles are

crossing of genetics with cultural teaching.

a

product of the

Traditionally, "feminine"

referred to emotional and personal attributes such
as expressive, intuitive, nurturing, passive, dependent, and yielding.

The conception of

"masculine" included qualities such as unemotional, logical,
autonomous,

aggressive, and strong.

If a person internalizes the expectations for

their gender, their other roles will necessarily be affected (Bullough,
1974; Nichols, 1975).

For example,

a

traditional

her personality and realm of activity to become

a

ferrale will

not expand

professional.

Fur-

ther, the transformation of her sex role will affect the men in her personal
is

and social world.

But before the process of changes in sex roles

discussed, their origins should be considered.

Constitutional differences are exaggerated by society and culturally rewarded.

Sex roles are systematically inculcated in people through
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parental

tuition,

the educational

ous institutions.

system, peers, the media, and
religi-

Individuals learn appropriate roles
through role

els and differential

reinforceinents

m

(Polk, 1974, p. 417).

structure, they learn the roles of
men, women, and child.

^d-

the family

"Ideally,

each behaves in accordance with the
social expectations for people
their
age and sex" (Benson, 1971,
The roles people learn from their
p. 8).

gender "have implications for the
definitions of and behaviors of the

other sex" (Polk, 1974,

p.

417).

The male role typically has higher status
and thus more power

(Safilia-Rothschild, 1970).

He is expected to work, and at some
point

marry and have children (e.g., Bernard,

1

972,

1973; Seidenberg, 1973).

For the female, marriage and family are the
most salient aspects of her

sex role definition.

If she desires a career, she is not following
a

norm, but creating an additional

1971).

What factors influence

a

role for herself (Almquist & Angrist,

woman to assume this major role in her

life is the focus of the next section.

Rol_e models_

for professional women.

A mother has

her daughter's attitude towards the traditional

the most influence on

female role.

As Vir-

ginia Wolf said, "We think back through our mothers if we are women" (in
Bowen,

1970, p. 84).

If a female has a close relationship with a mother

who fulfills the traditional wifely functions, she often follows this
pattern (White, 1959; Kammayer, 1964; Nagely, 1971).

The image of

woman in the domestic role will be internalized (Seidenberg,
Conversely, those lacking

housework

a

a

1

a

973).

closeness will be more likely to consider

drudgery, and pursue work or careers (White,

1

959; Nagely,
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1971).

Some simply feel

that they do not want to be
like their

(Ginzberg, 1966; Angrist,
1971).

transformation,

For many this may involve

a

^hers

role

shift in their core identity.

a

More likely,

a

woman pursues

a

career if her mother worked
and/or

valued work (Ginzberg, 1966;
Al^uist & Angrist, 1971; Bowen,
1970;
Bruce, 1974). Often times, a
mother encourages her daughter
towards
career (Steinmann, 1961; Gybers et
1968; Mitchell SAlciatore,
al.

a

,

Bruce, 1974).

1970;

In

order to pursue work,

a

woman needs:

some tradition or example in her
own family-a tradition that
stamps approval on such activity for
a woman.
A moXr or an
aunt who has successfully achieved business
or professional
goals can reassure a woman that similar
goals for her are
di^i^icult to be a pioneer without some
She must have an example of success
within
her own kinship orbit, showing that
a woman can achieve with'^^"^^"'^^''^'^ mannish or apish
(Seidenberg, 1 973, p.
156-1 57)^

fZu]l^
familial

^nlf^'''
Ideal.

The background variables of the professional
woman's father are in-

consistent (see Levitt, 1971).

Some studies report he is generally

higher educated than the norm and is

a

white-collar worker (Mitchell

&

Alciatore, 1970; Nagely, 1971); others indicate that he
is in the lower

socioeconomic status (White, 1967; Rossi, 1968; Rapoport

&

Rapoport,

1971).

Fathers have

a

mixed influence on their daughters' careers.

Hennig's study (1970, in Sheehy, 1976), the influence

In

was. posi ti ve

Firstborn daughters were encouraged by their fathers to resist sex role

constraints.

Without rejecting their femininity, the fathers emphasized

and rewarded their daughters'

identified with their fathers.

skills and abilities.

These women clearly

One not infrequent result, Rossi noted

(1965), is that in her pursuit of a
rigorous career, the female
delays

marriage, thus cementing the fatherdaughter relationship.

Seidenberg (1973) illustrates the
problems when

a

father changes

his outlook during the critical
stage of his daughter's adolescence.

This disloyality of fathers to
their daughters in first valuing them as bright young people
and then in ado escence viewing them as nothing but "homo
sexualis" is a mo t preSaien?
^^^^^"^^ ^^0, al'tho gh p omisinn';n
m
sing to ^"
love''''TI
and honor, most often end up by only
lovinq
.love IS not enough (Seidenberg,
1973, pp. 124-1213).
*

The literature on

a

woman's work involvement indicates that
the

most important influences are mothers and
their daughters, fathers, es-

pecially with firstborn daughters, often nourish
the girl's desire for
a

career.

(Almquist

In addition
&

to family members,

teachers play

Angrist, 1971; Angrist, 1971).

a

vital

role

They can encourage the fe-

male to make full use of her intellectual talents
(Lewis, 1969).
tunately there are few female role models (Rossi,

1

967;

Prather, 1971).

With male mentors, female students sometimes get
mixed- up in
ing, erotic, male-female attachment (Hennig,

1

970,

Unfor-

confus-

a

in Sheehy,

1

976).

Though at some point she may suffer from this involvement,
at least the

mentor gives her masculine attention (Sheehy, 1976).

Being called "un-

feminine" creates anguish and role conflict, and deters some women from
the pursuit of thsir careers

(Prather, 1971; Seidenberg, 1973).

"Very

few individuals have the strength to overcome and transcend their sexual

identities" (Seidenberg, 1973,

p.

Role models for professional men.

157).

The path for

direct, less conflicted course than for

a

a

male follows

a

more

female (Ginzberg, 1964; Ben-
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son, 1968).

Work is their highest
priority, carriage being
less salient
(Almquist ^ Angrist, 1971).
Bruno Bettelheim has noted,

^^'^ t^^^^ schooling is intended
at le..t
success in their mature 7 i?e
to enable
them to accomplish something
in the outside world
But the
girl
s made to feel that she
must undergo prec selv thP .Lp
training only because she may
need it if'she
,V
that^is, IT she cannot find
a husband (in Epstein,
?970 p.'

5n^L^^'?u"°
to he
p them make

a

^

"A career for a man is like
motherhood for a

wo^n.

'

Anyone who admits

not being completely enamored with
the role appropriate for his
sex is
committing blasphemy- (Prather,
1971, p. 20).
Little research has been
done on those men who deviate from
the prescribed norm for their
gender,
though there is

growing number of these men.

a

lates on the toll

Bernard (1972) specu-

paid by men in prestige positions,
in terms of ulcers

and high blood pressure.

The men most likely to be successful in
Ginzberg's and Herma's
study (1964) had
tion.

a

father who is

professional or in

a

Frequently, the successful man attended

college.

In

professors.

a

a

managerial posi-

religious or technical

graduate school, he had high grades and was liked
by his
A mentor helps him to begin a career (Benson,

Combining professional rojes wjth

ma^^

1968).

If a professional

man mar-

ries a professional woman, he may need to reconstruct
his self, or at

least the weight he gives to his various roles.

"Since, in

sex-role

a

system, definitions are upheld and reinforced by both role actions,
when
a

woman moves outside of traditional definitions, she forces

complementary roles" (Polk, 1974,

p.

423).

a

change in

The dual-career couple will
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need to re-evaluate the sexual
specialization of functions, and work
out
a way to share roles (e.g., Bernard,
1971; Poloma, 1 972).
The more

egalitarian

a

solution they construe, the better their
ultimate chances

for personal growth and satisfaction
within the relationship (Stuckert,
1963; Lewis, 1969; Otto, 1970; Elizur & Klein,
1974).

seems,

is

what.Rogers calls

a

The goal, it

"process partnership."

In a process partnership one of the
most important factors
making for a truly growing relationship may seem
a rather
paradoxical one.
It is simply that when each partner
is making progress toward becoming increasingly
his or her own self
the_ partnership becomes more enriching.
It is almost like"
saying that the more separate you become, the greater
is the
chance for a strong union (Rogers, 1972,
p. 206).

The purpose of this study is to determine how,

struct

a

vidual

identities,

process partnership and what this means for:

further understanding

a

1

u re

their indi-

(self) development.

To

The goal

is

to evolve a pic-

process partnership with an eye towards determining what it

in a relationship
fa i

(1)

series of interviews will be conducted with

marital partners in professional couples.
a

fact, people con-

the way they construct their day-to-day living

(2)

arrangement, and (3) their sense of personal

ture of

in

(personal

is

and interpersonal) that leads to success or

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Subjects

The first task in planning this
research was to determine what
kind of professional couples to
interview.
To begin with, each participant needed to be pursuing a career
which required a high degree of

commitnent and training.

This career should have been
continuous, not

put aside for several years, the
rationale being that pioneer couples

would not abandon their work for years
when, for example,
born.

child was

a

Secondly, the couples needed to be married
for at least five

years, so that they were practiced

in

dealing with problems that are

thought to arise in two-career families.
be a second marriage for participants.

It was acceptable that this

So many marriages end in divorce

that it would be unrealistic to exclude those
professional persons who
did not wish to remain in an unsatisfying
relationship with their first
partners.
ered.
eral

Third, only individuals near or beyond age 30
were consid-

It is likely that, with age, people will

identity transformations.

have experienced sev-

Having children is not

a

necessary con-

dition of suitability for this study, since research suggests
that people focused on careers may decide not to complicate their
lives with

offspring (e.g., Astin, 1969; Eagley

&

Anderson, 1974).

The selection

of participants attempted to include persons of various professions and
personal backgrounds to assure some measure of general izabil
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i

ty.
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General

Procedure

Through contacts with
psychology professors,
local ^„ta, health
practitioners, and staff at the
Beth Israel Hospital,
a number of ecu.
pies were identified where
both spouses are
career-or,ented and have
been carried for approximately
five years or „„re.
The following letter was sent to each couple:

Dear Drs.

-e^s yVf
-Jxplo"°r? ;

e

1

ve^ ofcS^uJ^^^

"^h'

w?n[ng1o

be"fnlerv?ewed b'le' "V"^'
rm writing th^s'br^ef SniT5TFt™3Jce"nysel
fon'th'™"'/;;^
and this study.
I
will be calling you in a few
davs and wi?

ml

much for
for your consideration.

th'e'project.

Si

Tha

fy

"

^

ncerely yours

Roslyn

K.

Malmaud, M.S.

Within a week couples were cal ed to
sol i cit their participation.
1

The

diversity of the sample was determined by
the number of positive responses received.

The intention of the interviews was to
explore (1) the unifying
identity of each person,

(2)

the multiple identities or roles that com-

prise his or her self-concept, and (3) the
process by which these identities developed and changed.

A questionnaire was designed to give peo-

pie an opportunity to discuss their significant
identities and to trace
the impact of these identities on their unfolding
lives.

From prior
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work, the identities that see.
most crucial

related to their professional,
marital
parental

to two-career couples
are

(fai^ily), and sex roles.

The

role was significant to some
and was considered within the

rubric of family identity.

The years explored with
participants are

those shortly preceding the
establishment of each identity up to
and in
eluding the present.
The weight given to each identity
was probed, as
well as the shifting of priorities
between roles.

Relevant also were

the people who were (or are) important
in encouraging or shaping each

identity.

In

sum, the intent was to learn about
the bestowal, mainten-

ance, and transformation associated with
each identity, and the signifi

cant persons who influenced the process
and dynamics of identity devel-

opment and change
The methodological position is guided by
symbolic interactionism
(Blumer, 1969), in which the empirical world is
approached phenomenol-

oglcally.

That is, events are not prejudged or hypotheses
created to

be proved or disproved.

empirical

social world is to be discovered, to be dug out by

careful, and probing

purpose

"For symbolic interactionism the nature of the

examination of that world"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

a

direct,

48).

The

is

to raise abstract problems.
to gather necessary data
;
.
.
.; to unearth relations between categories of such data;
.

.

to formulate propositions with regard to such relations; to
weave such propositions into a theoretical scheme; and to
test.
.the theory by renewed examination of the empirical
world (Ibid.).
.

The procedure of analysis involves entering the participant's world and

trying to understand it.

The necessary observations "are in the form
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Of aescn-pt.ve accounts
f.o. t.e acto.s of
how the, see the
objects
Lpecplej. how the. have
acted towards the
objects 1„ a variety
of dif
ferent situations, and
how they refer to the
objects 1„ their conversations with centers of
their own group" (Ibid.,
pp. 51-52).
I" this study,
the roie of the
experi^nter was that of an
interviewer and ™,derator.
The nature of the
research was explained
to the
respondents, as they determined
their own parameters,
both that of the
content matter most intrinsic
intrin^iV tn
,
to them, andj also
in regard to their
openness to Share their
feelings.
During the initial phone
conversations
If someone expressed
real concern about their
professional standing, or
reluctance to reveal anything
about their marriage, it
was preferable
to not include them in
this study.
What follows at this point
is the
interview guide.
For the sake of confidentiality,
the names of the participants
have
been changed, as well as other
identifying data.
For clarity, name
Changes were made on the basis
of the total age of a couple.
For example, Adam and Alison are tne
youngest couple, while Warren and
Wendy are
the oldest people interviewed.

JwojiProfe^s^ Interview Guide
Roles:

Overview

out personal
is this a constant
part of your
identity?)
Take one role, ask person
to trace this h^rk
^" ^. regressive way,
to get a time
'-Nile Tlx
fix us
fis thprf
there a! Itime you remember
not beina
?
When did you first have
a feeling about be?ng
a
Then go over this role,
looking for significant oeoole

'''""'^^i^X^'^lJ^^^
tumorous
^

,

'

/

role-takers (counterparts,
people who complement the role
like students to teacher,
children tl fathers)'
influenced that identity?)
Find i,; h
^f"^'

"^^h1?eSs":

rol:

'

ation ,if

"^^^^T--'

Professional role identity
When:

How did you become

neid of

_^

?

a

?
How did you get into the
When did you first consider
becoming a

Who:

Where did you go for information?
Who infl uenced your
as a field?
How
much did you look for
^T^^"9
role
models? Were there any?
Were you aware of hat^
If
'''''
(Possible models:
oarents^'Jo
;t^°^ V'counselors,
f^'^
parents,
vocational
people in the field, teachers
Look for people who supported or
discouraged)
At what point did you begin to think
of yourself as a professiona..
Lan you identify stages in your
professional career?
Along the way, were there people who
encouraged/discouraged
you? Did you have doubts in any of these
stages?
How salient is it for you to be a
professional?

Husband/Wife identity

What does it mean to you to be a husband or a wife?
(h/w)
When did you begin to feel like a h/w?
(at time of marriage?
observing parents?).
Did you discuss your decision to marrv
with anyone? Who
encouraged/discouraged you?
(cofmiunication, resolution)
Did you have role models, or did you look for any?
(Inner Dialogues)
What were your fantasies about being married?
What was your greatest hope? greatest fear? What was the
best thing that could happen in that relationship?
.the
worst thing?
.

.
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doubts^or conflicts about your
relat?ons^?p" in'^ny'of till

^^'^

y^'^^ relationship?
(if h/w exabout their role) What was the
process
°' ."^.''^ ^^^^^ ^^^^nces? Was there a yth ng extPrna}"?h'r''
'° influence that flux? (people or
po i
^ics)
Sow dfn'"^^
restructuring the meaning of "hus1^?'
bind" and "w
band
wife ? ??
If trial and error, how did
that feel
where did it leave you?
How salient was it for you to marry?
How salient is it for you to
be a h/w?
.part of an identified couple?

nlllltJ''''^
^/T
presses mixed
feelings

f

'

.

D.

.

Interaction between professional and
spouse identity

What are your thoughts about being both a
professional and a h/w?
tan you remember when you began to think
about being both?
Did you know any couples where both
had careers?
What was the process by which you thought
through how you would
handle the two roles? Were you aware of
issues in blending
mam age and career?
(Questions here will vary depending on which role
was first established)
Was your career discussed before marriage?
What was your partner's attitude toward your career?
In retrospect, how easy has it been for
both of you to meet professional obligations?
How did your commitment to your career affect your
relationship?
How did your commitment to your marriage affect
your profession?
Inner Dialogues:
Did you have any doubts whether two professions
could live in the same household? What did you tell yourself
if you couldn't get jobs in the same city?
Were you willing
to make the sacrifices for your spouse?
Was s/he?
(Cotnnunication and resolution; if this is Inner Dialogue, ask if
these issues were discussed with spouse). What has been the
best thing that has happened in the interaction between your
relationship and your career?
.the worst?
How did you
handle it?
.

E.

.

Sex role or gender identity

What effect has being a woman or man had on you?
When did you first think of yourself as a female/male?
(explore
how they define this for themselves)
Role models? Who supports your feelings of being a m/f?
How do you define your identity as a sexual person?
now?
(work
in transition from then until now)
How did being a m/f affect your professional role?
(if F, discrimination? extra support?)
How affected are you by the issues
.

i
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raised by feminists?

Parent rol

e

How djd you plan to manage?

How active did you expect your
spouse

w{;arcon?"cts

d?d'you °flUTel
Have your expectations been
fulfilled?
Explore stages in this role.

interaction of gender, spouse, and
professional

?SeTtit'?er^^°''
1

)

Di

vision of

1

abor

Do you make conscious decisions
or do things just evolve?
(Are decisions based on sex role
typing?)
Who initiates such discussions?
Is there agreement or confhct? Do decisions generally pan out in
reality?

2j

How influenced is s/he by parental models?
peers?
feminist
Ideology? egalitarian or equitable marriage?
Allocation of time
How does time affect you? How do you
balance time spent on
leisure pursuits?
.time alone and with
'^Ju^^'^o ^f,?^^^!
others?
What is the relationship between your spouse's
needs, your children's needs, and your own needs?
Who influences you, gives messages to you about
where your
time should be spent?
Allocation of money
How do you deal with financial matters? What factors
influence your views?
Who influences your views on money?
Competition
Have you ever felt competitive with your spouse?
How do you handle competitiveness? How does one react to the
other's successes or failures?
Are there "status" differences?
If so, what is the impact of
this?
Col leagueship
Do you ever discuss your work with spouse?
Is it of mutual
interest?
Is sharing mutual or one-sided?
Do you influence each other's work?
Are there differences in
professional respect for one another?
Threats, crises and challenges
Do you experience and/or express more problems than your
spouse? What is the nature of your problems?
.your
.

3)

4)

5)

6)

.

.

.
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spouse's problems?
Can you depend on your spouse to be
sympathetic to your concerns.^
.or does s/he e;<press resentment?
.

.

T

^^fo^t into your relationship?
^°
^^^^e^^*^^
Sh.f is
iVfhp
I problem
What
the toughest
you now have?
(explore
if it re^
lates to role conflicts)
What is the current status of your relationship?
What would
happen if you split tomorrow?
(divorce, death, increased
professional opportunity, extra-marital affair)
To female:
What would your life be like if your husband was
not so involved in his work? Could he be more
supportive
to you?
To male:
What would your life be like if your wife did
not
work? Could she be more supportive of you?

What if you did not have children?
What if you were not married to this particular person?

CHAPTER

III

PREFACE TO INTERVIEW MATERIAL

Participants

'

Responses

The general response to the interview
was quite positive.

Those

people who chose to participate, and
to donate time from their busy
schedules, appeared to be doing so because
they were interested in the
topic of two-career couples, were not
threatened by the content matter,

and felt they had something to gain from
or share by reflecting on
these issues with an unknown researcher.

The two dominant characteris-

tics of the participants were friendliness
and intense interest in the

subject.

Many people had given great thought to the
material discussed

and enjoyed sharing their life histories and
opinions with an interested
observer.

Others found the interview stimulating; they had not
reflect-

ed on stages in their lives and the influence of
role models.

Still

others became tearful when discussing painful material, which
usually

concerned the deaih of

a

loved relative.

Only

a

few participants demon-

strated ambivalence at the outset, but for the most part they relaxed
once underway.
view.

No one reported any deleterious effect from the inter-

Consequently, debriefing usually consisted of their inquiring

about ongoing trends in the data, and the interviewer's investment in
the topic.

Perhaps because no one was pressured into participating, the reaction to the interviewer was one of warmth.
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Refreshments were frequently
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offered, occasionally including lunch
or dinner.

People openly intro-

duced me to colleagues, children, or
housekeepers.
eral

In

addition, sev-

suggested other couples for me to contact, and
themselves spoke to

these people.

Furthermore, several participants with
knowledge of me-

thodology enthusiastically offered their
services in the analysis of
data.

A few even volunteered to assist the
interviewer in personal and

professional matters at some future date.
The interviews averaged two to two-and-a-half
hours, and were often

followed by informal conversation.

They generally took place in the

evening, in the participant's living room or study.

held during the day at the person's place of work.
taken during the interviews, as well as

a

Some sessions were

Detailed notes were

cassette tape recording.

amount of structure depended on the interviewee.

The

People were allowed

some leeway in their response to questions, but if they digressed too
far afield, they were guided to more specific questions.
The schedule of appointments consumed most evenings between January
and April, 1978; approximately 120 hours were spent gathering case material.

Additional time was used in compensating for delays and cancel-

lations of appointments; flexibility was required because professional

people are quite busy and themselves victims of such contingencies.
All

in all,

the general

cooperati veness of these participants cannot be

overstated.

Reflections on the Interview Guide

The "Dual

Career Interview Guide" was written with careful consid-
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erationl of (1) the

tme

limitation (1-1/2 to 2-1/2
hours per subject)

and (2) tne major theme of
this research, that is,
how professional
"people contruct a process partnership
and what this means for:
a)

their individual

identities, b) the way they
construct their day-to-day

living arrangements, and
(see p. 62).

their sense of personal

d)

(self) development"

Included in the latter is the
concept that

a

person's

sense of self is both unified and yet
comprised of multiple identiti es
and roles, which change and shift
in priority over the course
of one's
lifetime.

The interview guide proved highly
successful in helping peo-

ple explore retrospectively the emergence
and impact of their multiple

identities.
To begin with, only

roles.

a

few participants balked at the concept
of

Yet with little hesitation, they, as did
the majority of the 40

interviewed, proceeded to name what they considered
their major identities.

All 40 mentioned their professional

cited their parent role.

and spouse role.

Thirty-two

Eight people did not have children, still,

half of this group, without prompting, mentioned
the meaning of the
parental role in their lives.
an equal

Among those participants with children,

number stressed the spouse role before the parent role and

vice versa.

By and large, the parent role took priority for the
women,

and the spouse role for the men.

differentiate between the two.

About half as many people did not
The next most frequently mentioned role

was that of daughter/son, offered by seven people.

Being

a

friend fol-

Thanks are offered to S. Cashdan and A. Kaplan for their thoughtadvice, as well as to those people who allowed me to interview them
in the pilot work for this project.
'

ful

lowed, mentioned by five
people.

Four participants spoke
of their

citizen role, ranging from
being part of
large.

a

neighborhood to society at

Only two women mentioned
their role as sister.

spoke Of roles such as musician,
writer, athlete.
the lack Of mention of one's
sex role.

their gender for granted.

A few others

Not predicted was

Participants appeared to take

As Tom stated, reflecting
the total

group.

Being a male has had an effect
on me
I
couldn't thinu r.^
alternative that is, I couldn't
think
f w
it's
e to
a woman
Being a male] is what I'm used
to!

Jakes^ttVfTa^^rng^°
Nonetheless, being
as
in

a

I

gues

--'^^"^^

'

male or female was considered
as highly relevant

an interaction variable with regard
to one's pursuit of

relation to

e

l^ke
^^^^
I

one^ responsibility

as

a

parent.

a

career and

It was also a signi-

ficant factor affecting household
arrangements.
The easiest role for participants to
trace was their professional
one.

They had some idea of when they chose
their field of study, and

who were significant people influencing
and sustaining their choice.
For the most part, the development and
stages of people's professional

identity was linked to external events, i.e.,
progress in school and job

advancement.

Being married had varying degrees of effect on the
course

of one's professional life.
armed forces or worked for

For example, 14 men actively served in the
2

years in

conscientious objector (CO.) status.

a

government agency, or received
With the exception of the two as

yet unmarried men in this group, all the wives relocated to be
with
their husbands.

The role of parent proved to be more difficult to trace.

The pre-
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cipitant desim to ha.e children
varied with people over a
25.year span.
However, once a decision was
made, the stages and n^aning
of the role
could be well articulated.
Participants rarely offered role
models

other than parents.

For many, same se^ parents were
seem as artivalent

role models.

The circumstances surrounding
the roots of one's husband
or wife
identity was equally as difficult
to explain as that of the
parent role.

Similarly, once in their twenties,
participants' wish for this role increased.
Thinking about or actually marrying
enhanced the priority of
this role.

The last segment of the interview guide
dealt with day-to-day
events and feelings in

a

process partnership, e.g., division of
labor,

allocations of time and money, and competition
and
These topics proved fruitful

to explore.

col leagueshi p.

The majority of people de-

scribed their current situations, with an eye
towards the global changes
made in response to different life situations.

All

—professional, marital, parental, and sex— emerged
affecting actions and attitudes.

the roles discussed
as

crucial

variables

When appropriate, the material is in-

cluded in the chapters on life stages.

What has been considered in this section was the usefulness of
the
interview guide in eliciting answers to the major themes of the research.

In

addition, figures pertinent to the concepts and priorities

of roles were included.

The global ease or difficulty with which a role

was discussed was also considered.

that stages
a

in

The major pattern that emerged was

one's professional life can most readily be explained by

participant, whereas spouse and parent roles are more difficult, and
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one's gender is rarely considered

fluencing other roles.

In

role, but rather, as a factor
in-

a

the following pages, another
global pattern

is explored.

Couple Typo1oqles_
For the sake of discussion, to
make meaning out of 40 interviews,
the participants, in responding
to the semi -structured questions,
broke

themselves into types.
ing the interview.

The following three patterns were
exhibited dur-

First is the Profession Dominant Pattern
(P/F),

which includes individuals who place their
work above marriage and intimate relationships.

Then there is the Family Dominant Pattern (F/P),

which differs the most from the first pattern.

In

between

is

the Pro-

fession Balanced with Family Pattern (P=F),
comprised of individuals who
see family life and career as equivalent concerns,
and often actively

seek positions that will enable them to spend time
with children, and

mesh with their spouses' careers.

Also, these people may shift priori-

ties back and forth, depending upon external circumstances
(e.g., training demands or the birth of a child).

By no means are these typologies

meant to be equated with patterns observed in the general population.

primarily family-oriented person

in

this study has still

attended col-

lege, at least three to eight years of professional training, and man-

aged to find employment in their fields.
are useful

in

Nonetheless, these typologies

distinguishing priorities among people dedicated to ca-

reers and family lives.

The classification of people involved

a

blending of their perspec-

A
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tive and the interviewer's observations.

For example, most partici-

pants judged their family life and professional
concerns as equivalent

priorities.

Still, if their pattern was to work late hours,
with full-

time child care services, for purposes of
comparison, they were consid-

ered to be part of the P/F group, where
professional goals are dominant.
Once again, it must be emphasized that people
spend

a

great many years

preparing for professions, and delay the gratification
of actualizing
their value systems.

No doubt, if interviewed five years hence, their

life-styles could be different.

Nonetheless, others in the same posi-

tion managed to obtain part-time work and residencies (in medical

school), or less prestigious and demanding jobs.

Discussions in future

chapters will expand and hopefully elucidate on this issue of the

choices people make in their lives.

Background Variables Affecting Professional Roles

Patterns for the male participants
on adult life years,

The status focus of this study is

.

but, as many researchers have stated, our "earliest

identifications [are] at the center of our psychological development"
(Sheehy, 1976, p. 37).

tating the other"

(

Ibid

To reiterate,
.

,

p.

51).

"Identification is

Thus,

a

a

form of imi-

son grows up striving to be

like his father, for example, by pursuing the same career and establishing

ner,

a

similar family unit.

If the father is

the path for the son is straightforward.

pattern of

a

direct route into

were scientists.

a

career.

viewed in

a

positive man-

Larry exemplifies the

His father and various uncles

He developed an early interest in neurology, and was
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encouraged in this by his family.
of pets

(e.g., monkeys,

talked his way into
lege as
a

a

a

They permitted him to have an
array

frogs) if they would further
his interest.

summer job working in

a

lab.

He

Larry started col-

sophomore, and in his junior year
applied and was accepted to

joint Ph.D./M.D. program.

He is quite content doing the
work he does.

Glen provides another illustration
of the direct path to a goal.

His father enjoyed being a physician
and encouraged athletics.

members always wanting to be
player.

His high school

a

doctor or

a

Glen re-

professional basketball

sweetheart (now wife) developed

a

serious eye

problem, and because of her stress and his
concern, Glen decided to be
an opthamologist.

His future mother-in-law decided to work
for the doc-

tor who had saved her daughter's sight, and helped
Glen obtain a summer

job in this doctor's lab.
through college.

Glen worked every summer, from high school

The doctor and one of his residents became role
models;

the latter also became a friend, and together they
published several ar-

ticles.

joined

Upon completion of a residency program in opthamology, Glen
a

group practice with the resident.

was also sustained over these years.

Glen's interest in athletics

He chose a small

could pursue athletics in addition to premed.
1

He still

college so he

exercises regu-

arly
Given these two examples, the prescription seems clear:

est route to becoming

a

professional

is

to have a

the easi-

parent who is one, to

have one's career choice bestowed early in life and continually encouraged by parents and others
els.

(e.g.

teachers), and to have solid role mod-

Three of the forty participants in the study went into the same

profession as their fathers.

Four other men in the study became profes-
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sionals, although different from that
of their fathers.
Ira had fathers who were lawyers;

both became physicians.

the one doctor among his parents'
the difference.

Both Edward and
Ed noted that

lawyer friends stood out because of

Ira commented that he had no interest
in law or busi-

ness, and his family ascribed great value
to friends of the family who

were physicians.
models.

For both Ed and Ira, family friends were
early role

A fantasy figure for Ed was the T.v.

Ira, a doctor in a book served as a model.

choices were approved by their parents.

biology with pets (e.g. snakes).

doctor, Marcus Welby; for

Their respective career

Ed sustained his interest in

Ira started working summers in

a

lab

while in high school
Adam's father was
medicine.

a

physician.

His parents encouraged him to enter

However, he had limited aptitude and less interest in sci-

ences; his goal was to become
ry if he could make

a

a

writer.

During college he began to wor-

living through writing.

No direct confrontation

had occurred between him and his parents; the influence was subtle.

was important for

a

Adam considered law.
lawyers

(e.g.

It

man to make money and have the right credentials.
He was

impressed with the televised portrayal of

Perry Mason) and the innovative lawyers of the sixties

(e.g. Ralph Nader, and others in Vista and Legal

Services).

A long con-

versation with his girlfriend (now wife) convinced

him'

profession was important and offered flexibility.

Hence, his decision

for law.

that the legal

'

Mark's history resembles Adam's.
ern European anti-Semitism to attain

inated the family and oppressed Mark.

Mark's father had to fight Easta

medical

degree.

His career dom-

The father had an office in the

home, adjacent to the kitchen.

self

a

snack because

a

This meant that Mark could not
fix him-

patient might hear him or smell the
food.

bathroom was reserved for patients.

The father napped in the afternoon

so Mark could not play in the house
with friends after school.

ther expected his son to become

writing and drama.
five times.

a

One

doctor.

The fa-

Mark was more interested in

He floundered in college, switching
majors four or

Nonetheless, he entered medical school.

He was miserable

and flunked out in his first year, much
to his parents' chagrin.

With-

out question he had the aptitude, but he did
not have the motivation.

Consequently, he became active
ties in psychology.

university, and he

seeking out professors and universi-

Now he is an associate professor at
is

in

harmony with his parents.

ently, had always sustained
groups of students.

a

fantasy to be

well-known

His father, appar-

professor teaching large

He had no active role model

until

identity
he entered

Yet with no conscious realization, he eventually ac-

tualized his father's covert wish.
tern will

a

a

Mark faced an embarrassing and painful

crisis in medical school.

graduate school.

in

be seen

in

In

a

Victor and Charles.

subsequent chapter, this patBoth had negative role models

of physicians in their family, and determined not to follow this pattern.

Eventually, both did become doctors and found very comfortable

niches for themselves within the profession.
At this point, the influence of early role models on eight of the
20 men interviewed has been summarized.

tern prevailed.

Among the remainder, one pat-

That is, the parents dreamed that their sons would be

better educated than they, and have every opportunity to climb the ladder of social and financial success.

The socioeconomic conditions of
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the 1930's and 1940's limited
parental

ambitions.

All

but one of the

fathers were white-collar workers,
such as engineers and small
businessmen.
Some of the parents were
immigrants and many first generation
Americans. Their concern was with
survival and financial security.

Early injunctions to their sons
were "Be

a

doctor!"

"Be a profession-

al!"

These parents were successful in
the sense that their sons became
doctors and lawyers.
One man who does not exactly fit
into the above
grouping but by background belongs is
Barry, who
his parents preferred his becoming
a rabbi.

of his youth,

a

rabbi

had equal

In

is

a

physician although

the Orthodox community

if not more status

than a doctor.

There was another discernible pattern among
the men, though less

prevalent than the two previously considered.

Similar to the last

grouping, the fathers of these men were
white-collar workers, and some
had unfulfilled career aspirations.

The difference is that the sons

were not pushed or encouraged to be professionals.

stressed as

a

process and not

a

result.

Education was

Many of these men settled on

career later in life than was true for the other males
discussed.
example, Harry formulated his career goal while

in

a

For

the Peace Corps.

Also, Charles surprised his parents when he decided to
return to college
for premed courses.

As

a

final

illustration, Warren was close to age 40

when he matriculated in college.
In

sum, the 20 men interviewed fall generally into three categories

of career determinants.

1)

These are:

Father a professional (7:20).
Includes:
Adam, Edward, Glen, Ira, Larry, Mark, and Victor.
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2)

Father a white-collar worker;
parents encourage son to become a professional (7-20)
Includes:
Barry, Don, Fred, Jim, Nick,
Russell, Stuart
and Tom.
'

3)

Mhers'

Sons surpass parental expectations
(5-20)
Includes:
Charles, Harry, Kevin, Paul, and
Warren.

influence on th^

In all

the interviews with the

professional men, the mothers of these
men were infrequently mentioned
as having any significant
influence on their career choices or
the pro-

cess of becoming

a

professional.

However, in two cases, the mothers

were mentioned as being significant in
that their sons reacted negatively to

their mothers" behavior during times of
stress.

For example, one

mother used alcohol and drugs to excess after
all her children had left
home for college.

This result is not surprising, given the
fact that

during the growing-up years of the professional
men, the dominant pattern for families was that of the father/husband
working while that of

mother/wife

remaining home as "housewife" and full-time mother,
perhaps

occasionally assisting their husbands' work.

Therefore, it is not dif-

ficult to understand why the professional men looked to
their fathers
and not their mothers as possible career choices.
In point of fact,

the males' mothers were an educated lot.

Many

practiced as teachers, nurses, and secretaries prior to marriage.

Four

women were mentioned as helping their husbands' work; three others
worked occasionally; and one sought employment after her children left
for school.

Only two mothers remained gainfully and enjoyably employed

throughout their adult lives.
cause she loved it.

Fred recalled this his mother "worked be-
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The mothers of the women in
this study resembled the males'
mothers
in that most were housewives
during the years of active child
rearing.
Four mothers stopped working when
they married or had children,
five

later entered the job market and
one began college.

throughout their adult years, and
neither provided
for their daughters.

Only two worked
a

positive role model

Other women also spoke of being
influenced towards

the pursuit of careers by observing
their mothers as frustrated house-

wives.

Terry, for example, said her mother
spoke longingly of her few

working years prior to marrying.
In

sum,

there is enough evidence in the males'
statements to sup-

port the contention that their mothers
were not overt positive role models for the sons'

pursuit of careers.

However, the mothers were sup-

portive of their sons' attempts, acting as
"sideline cheerleaders."

The

women, as one could predict from research findings
(e.g.. White, 1959;

Angrist, 1971; iNagely, 1971), developed attitudes
towards work based far
more on their mothers' work behavior than did the
men.

The women were

far more generous in describing the meaning of
"housewife."
of the effort their mothers used in managing
ing.

a

They spoke

household and child rear-

Many of their mothers were active as volunteers in charitable or-

ganizations, often assuming leadership roles.

At least six of the women

interviewed were motivated towards careers by observing their mothers'
frustration, and others decided that, for them, gainful employment offered more recognition, respect, and fulfillment than volunteer work.

The daughters of women who returned to work spoke with pride of their
mothers' efforts.

Many actively encouraged and supported the new life

pattern of their mothers.

Motivating these mothers, beyond the well-
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publicized reaction to the "enpty
nest syndrome," was envy
of their
daughters' lives.

fen^

Patterns for the

discerning patterns of role
model

influences among the 20 women
interviewed proved to be
task than for the men.

a

more formidable

The conclusion to be drawn
is that neither fa-

ther's work, nor mother's attitude
toward work, is predictive of the
role work will play in their
daughter's life.
To begin,

the women are compared to the
male participants in terms

of backgrounds.

As stated, the simplest route to

to have a father who was

a

professional.

a

career for

man was

a

Five of the women had fathers

who were professionals; two of these
women had mothers who were also

professionals.

Not one of the women in this group grew
up to emphasize

their career over their family life.
in

None seriously considered

the formative years, nor were they
encouraged to do so.

includes Helen,

Irene, Lillian, Sara and Wendy.

a

career

This group

Helen's father was

a

hardworking man, but his pleasure came from his
enjoyment of cultural
activities.

He gave his only daughter every possibility
to pursue ar-

tistic endeavors.

The idea that she might conceive of

sically gratifying was an anathema to him.

a

job as intrin-

general, the parents of

In

these women conveyed to their daughters the general axiom
of their social
milieu.
study.

That is, they "emphasized the need for
.

.

.

a

practical

course of

They wanted me to be able to work if the need ever pre-

sented itself; not

a

personal need, but

a

financial need" (Lillian).

The second general grouping of men were those with parents who en-

couraged their sons to become professionals.

Many of the fathers in
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this group had been frustrated
in that they were not able
to pursue

their career of choice.

This finding held true for
the women studied

Four of their fathers conveyed
their frustration to their
daughters,

most of whom were their oldest
child.
a

high school

teacher, who had wished to obtain

ly received a Ph.D.

thers'
in

this

Ph.D.

a

and teaches college courses.

Nancy eventual-

Living out their fa-

goals also held true for Denise, Gail,
and Rhonda.

An exception

list is Ellen, who followed her mother's
dream by becoming

physician.

a

Another woman who rightfully, though not
technically, be-

longs in this group is Christine.

work although neither held
goal

Nancy's father, for example, was

professional degree.

a

to become a physician,

Her parents were both serious about

a

They favored Chris'

field they held in the highest regard.

The last general category considered for men
would also include
several of the women studied.

Surpassing their father's ambition were

Kathleen, Mary, Peggy, Terry, and Virginia.
the benefit of parental

role models.

for them usually came from teachers.

These women matured without

Support for professional careers
As we will

see in later chapters,

gaining respect from their families of origins was meaningful.
group would include the "children of dreams."

were all born to immigrants.

A sub-

Alison, Beth and Fran

Their parents left their countries of ori-

gin to make better lives for themselves; their values were instilled in

their daughters.

Fran, for example, spoke with pride of her "Horatio

Alger" father.
For clarity, the patterns of career determinants for the 20 female

participants can be summarized as follows:
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Father

1)

professional

a

Includes:
2)

Father

(5:20); Mother

a

professional*

Helen, Irene, Lillian, Sara*,
and Wendy.*

white-collar worker; the daughter
fulfills hi.

a

^^^^0)'

IXr^s

d^^ea:^

Includes:

l^^^l'r^^^^^

^^^9^^^Us

Christine* Ellen*, Denise, Gail,
Nancy, and
Rhonda.
Jan also is included in this
group.

3)

Daughters surpass parental
expectations (8-20)
Includes:
Alison, Beth, Fran, Kathleen, Mary
'Peggy
Terry, and Virginia.

Summary.

The three categories used to
describe early role model

influ-

ences on careers accurately
summarize the males' and females'
patterns.
The major difference

is

that knowing the background of

dictive of the ease with which he will
pursue
fessionals
a

a

young age.

a

career.

a

man can be preThe more pro-

boy knew, the more likely he would be
similarly oriented at
For

a

woman, there

is

less correlation between her back-

ground and the onset and importance of

a

career goal.

The relevance of early role models as
career determinants was con-

sidered.

Having one parent, two parents, or close family
friends who

value and enjoy their work has the likely
result of producing similar

values in offspring at an early age.

Realizing one or both parents are

frustrated with tneir work and the amount of education
they obtained
also influences
respect.

a

child towards

a

career with intrinsic value and social

The actual path may not be smooth; it requires time and
know-

ledge for adolescents or persons in their young twenties
to chose

a

par-

ticular field of study, apply themselves, and tolerate delayed
gratification.

This fact remains true for those persons who lacked parental

models or dreams.

For some, teachers they encountered became signifi-
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cant figures in regard to shaping
career ambitions; others relied
on
peers for information and support.
In

the following chapter, the focus
is on the identity of the
40

participants in their formative years.

This incorporates more than
ca-

reer goals, also attitudes towards
family and sex roles.
the interviews

made.

is

included as it

is

Material

from

the data from which observations
are

CHAPTER
AGES 4-12:

In

IV

FORMATIVE YEARS

the last section, the significant
influence that parents have on

their children's career goals
was considered.

In

order not to be repe-

titious, this material will be
referred to when the early bestowal
of
identity patterns is considered.
To begin, mention has been made
of three general typologies of
peo-

ple:

professional activities dominate one's life
(P/F), professional

and family life consciously balanced
(P=F), and family more crucial than

career goals (F/P).

The people in each typology have
certain charac-

teristics and values, many of which
derive from their earliest years.
As previously stated,

professional one.

the role first remembered for many
people is their

The roles of spouse and parent less frequently

emerged as concepts in childhood years.

This was more true for the

males interviewed than for the females.
The procedure to be followed in this and later
chapters is first,

those people demonstrating

a

P/F pattern, then those belonging to the

P=F group, and lastly, the F/P group.

women will be considered separately,
mental rhythms of the sexes.
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Within each group, the men and
in

order to compare the develop-
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Profession Dominant Pattern (P/F)
P/Fmeri:

Professional

loJe..

We begin with the men who at an
early age

had

a

sis

than an Image of themselves as

professional role bestowed on them and sustained
with more emphaa

spouse or parent.

formation was gathered retrospectively, It
about, assigning people to categories.

Is

Because the In-

difficult to be definitive

By their own words,

that eight of the men interviewed would fall

it appears

into this group.

That is,

they began to consider their future careers
while still children, ages
4-12.

For seven of the boys, the ambition was to be

a

doctor.

Reasons

varied from "it was the best thing you could do" to
financial security.

Becoming

a

doctor, according to Russell,

was like growing up and going to college in those days.
It
was never a question.
My parents, everyone I knew— it was
something I didn't think about, it was almost like a stereo typed role
I
was in the generation of the fifties where we
didn't question, we just did things (emphasis added).
.

Parents had their own reasons for supporting the bestowal of the

physician role onto their sons.

Many had worked hard for their degrees.

Most dramatic was the situation described by Mark.

My father was born in Hungary.
He was not admitted into the
national university.
His appl ication--he still has 1t--has
"Rejected: Jew" stamped on it.
He left,.
.ended up getting
a medical degree from the University of Berlin.
Then he came
to this country.
His life is really a story of surviving:
surviving the Nazis in Europe, making an income.
.

Another memory was of
to medical

a

father's frustrated ambition.

Instead of going

school, Jim's father worked in the family store.
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He took the easier road at the
time;
go to Washington for medical school

he had an opportunity to
but he didn't want lo
leave New York.
He says it was the depression
but I doubt it
Anyway, it was clear that that's
what he always wanted to do
and he regretted not doing it.

The desire to become

different ages.

put on bandages."

children say,

natural."

physician was articulated by the boys at

The earliest memory of this belongs to
Russell.

thought of myself as

by his parents.

a

a

doctor at age four.

As a boy scout

I

learned to

Russell noted that this was an idea bestowed
on him
"I'll

'No,

I

bet it was placed in my brain.

don't want to do it.'

Well,

I

You know how some

did;

it felt very

When further questioned about his motives in
becoming

tor, Russell

replied,

achievements."

"I

"I

a

doc-

grew up wanting to please my father through my

Stuart also "wanted to be

a

doctor since

I

could remem-

ber--four, five or six."

I
suspect I came to be a physician because my mother always
thought being a physician would be a nice thing.
One of my
uncles was a physician and during the depression he always
made a living when some other members of the family didn't.
A doctor was very important.
.always talked up.
For a while
I
flirted with teaching,.
.but I decided I wouldn't because
they didn't make enough money to raise a family.
,

.

Stuart's mother helped to sustain his original goal, which clearly coincided with her desire for her son.

Mark, whose father strived so hard

for his medical degree, also decided at an early age to become

a

physi-

cian.

was a kid, seven or eight.
I
remember liking these beauticross-sectional drawings of various organs of the human
body. ...
My dad had some journal and he would give me
these and I'd paste them in.
I
thought I'd be a cardiologist because I could pronounce the name. Then I said I'd
be a neurologist because that sounded good and hard.
Then I
I

ful

.

.

.
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moved into something more
of mv own
scope

,

^^''^

[andr^oieSlt^^eSihls^radded)-.

^

'^'^

Either Mark or Stuart could
have been the earliest
participant to go
through a role transforation.
The

fact that they did not
bears testi

.ony to the powerful factor
of parents as significant
influences.
times reality lends a hand.
Continuing
with Mark:

came home from school and
cried, because

out
II

I

could never be

a

I

"When

I

was seven

had to wear glasses.

fighter pilot, [which was]

a

Some-

I

I

found

good post-World War

aspiration."
Tom recalled the bestowal of
his career goal and the
subsequent

means used by his family to
sustain this role.

Actually, they even

helped to narrow and define his
role, so that by the time he
was
ager, Tom was convinced he would
be a psychotherapist.

a

teen-

''''' ' physician; it always
seemed
seemed'^he
the ?hi^o
thing to do.
I
guess my parents' aspirations were
very much involved.
I
always had the feeling that doctors

had
'''^
of VI w
'''''''
waTthaJ'thL''
was
that they were privy to certain
secrets-that may be the
underlying issue-like with being a
psychiatrist onsychoanalyst.
[It also] has to do with bodies and
sex, all the mysteries of life that you don't know
about.
Everybody thought
d be a great doctor.
It was very much fostered by the
famiwas seen as very bright, sensitive,
y.
1
introspective.
I
ked to read a lot.
1
I
was engaged in sports too,. but not
with such great intensity.

Unlike most of the other men considered
(Stuart was the other exception),
Tom felt the drive to be

a

professional primarily came from his mother.

Most significant was that several members of
her family were involved in

psychological research and provided role models.
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The decision to become

a

doctor was .ade by Ji.
when he was 12

He

felt that his parents
were very supportive
of that goal, but also
left
hi. With options to do
most anything, within
li.its.
-My father didn't
want me to go into business;
it was clear that he
thought being a doctor
was probably the best thing
that anybody could do,
but he would have
been happy to see me as
a teacher or scientist."

Not all
be a doctor.

the boys received encouragement
and/or subtle pressure to

Because he came from

a

Larry believes that his path
towards

well-educated extended family,
a

career was an easy route.

^^"^^'^^^^^^P^es, I had an interest in science.
My
M^father^InH
^^^^^^
my unc es were all scientists

in^

'

'i

^

^^^^^ ^^^^

^

was young.

I

of various type
think mv mother

collector, but certainly wouldn't
have been unset if
done anything outside of science.

^

Edward's father was

a

through his youth.

He recalled that

T

h.H

lawyer and his mother worked at
least part-time

always had a great deal of respect for
what my parents were
doing.
It seemed interesting though I didn't
understand, but
there wasn t any distinct pressure.
... My parents put a
high emphasis on scholastic achievement,
but encouraged me to
do whatever I wanted.
I
was interested in biology very early
so they more or less encouraged that.
They tolerated my
'^^^^^ t^^" that, they saw [to it
tnatj I had a broad education in humanities
[rather] than a
highly technical [training].
For example, I don't think they
would have been as happy if I had chosen to be an
engineer
I
identified an interest in medicine early on and
that was fine with them.
I

....

It was anticipated that the boys with
professional

most likely to fall

into the P/F category

fathers would be

(Ginzberg & Herma, 1964); this

was true for five of the eight men being considered in this
section.

They received special benefits.

One example already mentioned was

Mark's scrapbook of anatomy drawings,
father.

a

hobby fostered by his physician

A second example mentioned by Larry
was being able to spend

weekends going to the laboratory with his
father.
derived from having

a

A third benefit to be

professional father was more tolerance of pets

that fostered the son's interest.
for Larry, who noted, "I had

a

This was true for Edward as well as

monkey, frogs, toads, and all sorts of

animals most people don't have, as well as the
usual dogs and cats."
Fourth, the sons of

a

professional parent were also frequently intro-

duced to books which encouraged their fantasies and
internal role models.

Larry stated:

neuroscientist
.

.

in

"The work which probably influenced almost every

the generation was Ihe Wa^L of. Srr WaJler Penfield

.his writings received a lot of popular [attention] as well

entific."

The future analyst, Tom, recalled that:

Freud as

a

Fenichel

at 16."

teenager, Kafka at 12,.

regret

I

everything

I

a

started reading

highly esteemed physician,

"My favorite books were Dr.

haven't gone back to them

sci-

.my cousin gave me a copy of

Victor, whose father was

used to read to his son.
I

.

"I

as

,

in

recent years.

Doolittle books.
I

used to read

could lay my hands on about Dr. Doolittle and his friends."

Another source of imaginary role model was T.V. heroes, but interestingly enough, this medium did not always merit parental approval.
Edward remembered
up."

"I

watched entirely too much T.V. when

His favorite was Marcus Welby.

In

I

was growing

later years, Ed discovered how

much confidence and assurance he had gained from his imaginary role

model.

He found himself imitating Welby

interacting with patients.

's

style when diagnosing and
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Each of the men considered in this
section could recollect

real

a

or fictional role model that sometimes
influenced, and always sustained

their career goal.
family friend.
a

general

For some, this was

"There was

I

(Edward).

relative, or

a

close

a

friend of the family, who in those
days was

a

This man was

lawyer friends.

I

know, almost like a

close family friend who was
a

physician, who stood out among all
He was

the

the per-

The family expected me to, because

the only son at the time" (Jim).

lasting influence, not simply

guess

"I

good role mod-

a

"My mother's brother was a physician.

was supposed to follow.

I

a

wanted to be just like him" (Russell).

there was someone who was

son

parent,

practitioner, and one of the nicest guys

father-figure, and

el"

a

in

These role models proved to have

sharing information about being

was

I

a

sician, or setting an e;<ample, but in choices of medical
schools.

a

phy-

Both

Edward and Jim chose to attend the alma mater of their models.
In the life histories

under consideration, it would appear that the

influence of role models was positive.

mentioned in

a

This is not necessarily so.

prior chapter, Mark resented the intrusiveness of his fa-

ther's medical practice on the family life.
uncle,

the M.D.

As

,

Jim's attitude toward his

changed over the years.

I
admired [my uncle] and wanted to be like him. He was successful, seemed happy, had a lot of confidence, whereas my father didn't.
Of course, as I've grown older and everyone has,
I
realize my uncle's confidence is really rigidity.
.whereas
my father has become a lot more loveable to me.
But
anyway, my uncle was my role model, which is useful, because
I
didn't end up in the [family] business.
.

.

.

.

Lastly, Victor perceived his father as

a

negative influence.

was a definite role model of sorts, so

I

did everything

I

"My father

could to avoid
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going into medicine."

were detrimental

When

At times

the requirements of his father's
career

to the son's life.

was four my parents suddenly disappeared;
it was a mysfourteen^
^
Thev went
wPn^iS
i 'l^'"^
They
off to
E
where my father did some post-graduate
brother and I went to live with an aunt
for six
months"^'
I

In sum,

one-third of the male participants aspired to be
physicians

in childhood years, a goal

often encouraged by parents.

Family members

wanted their sons to be well-educated, accomplished and
financially secure.

When they could, parents provided concrete reinforcements,
like

visits to offices and books about doctors.

In the two cases where the

men's fathers were physicians, the sons rebelled against
following the
paternal

route.

Both men recalled incidents where their lives were dis-

rupted by their fathers' profession.

P/F men

:

Family role

.

As

children, these P/F men did not consider

their future roles of husband or father.

style and attitudes of their parents.

Yet they absorbed the life-

Most of the men described their

parents as having traditional relationships.

Nonetheless, five of the

men had mothers who worked part-time, four of whom assisted their husbands.

Edward was the one exception.

My mother worked until she became sick while pregnant with me,
stopped, then she went back to work.
She was one of the
earlier people to go back on a part-time capacity for women
with families. So by the time I was in elementary school, and
my brother also, she was back to work half-time.
By the time
we were in junior high, she was back full time. So we had
someone who came to the house every day, who at that time was
called a maid, housekeeper, an Aunt Jemima stereotyped person
who was terrific. She used to make us lamb chops for lunch
.

.

.
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.squash walnuts with her calloused
hands, the perfect nsn
,„y brother and
So raSess
'5""«."^ed to two parents wort n
T.naz wasn t any kind of
llTtZn"t\lt'lt'.
surprise for me when I ant ^^tt^rhLA i-r.
'
someone who was also in a professional
^
fielS.
.

.

ny. mediating fights between

^

^

Ed's attitude towards his
parents'

f

relationship was evidently positive,

always had a sense of comfort about
their relationship when
was growing up.
It was a stable si tuation.
They ad a lot
of mutual respect and admiration.
They seemed to go well toI

I

Most typical was the pattern expressed by Jim.
My parents were traditional, yes, in
the sense that my mother
cooked, cared for the kids, and no, in that she
also spent a
lot of time in the store.
But my father didn't spend a com-

mensurate amount of time working with us, or working
on domestic things.
His job was clearly to earn money.
He didn't do
anything like I do in terms of meal planning, getting
kids
ready, etc., although he was very loving and
available for
certain things.

Nevertheless, Jim observed his mother's involvement in his father's
work, as well as his maternal

grandmother (MGM), who resided with them.

My MGM was a very dominant, intelligent and loving woman, who
was also very active in the business.
So I had the models of
both mother and MGM working alongside their husbands.
.,
sharing and going back and forth.
I
actually spent a lot of
time at the store while growing up.
.

Jim also was affected by his father's attitude.

My father had always seemed to admire working women and not to
be afraid of them.
His ideal women were all real achievers,
it seemed to me, so I think I took note of that.

The only man in this group, where mothers worked for fathers, who
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expressed disapproval was Mark.
in

As mentioned, hi. father had
his office

the home.

It's a bizarre relationship.

My parents are extremely tradi'''' '''''' ''''''
Growing u
in that
th t^hni''
home everyone was involved in
taking care of my dad
That was a mistake for the kids.
My dad was always
working and my mom was paying attention
to his needs like
food and rest.
.

.

Part of what affected Mark was the
mixture of traditional and nontraditional modes of interaction between
his parents.

My mom was in charge of all the finances;
she pays the bills
When we went to restaurants--i t used to
embarrass me-she
would be the one who would take the check and
go over all the
figures. ...
It was bothersome to watch my dad
publicly
abrogating his reciprocal role responsibility
over the bills.

In

short, Mark did not see his mother as

a

positive role model.

So

in some sense my mother does not have a
profession, and I
view her life in many ways as wasted. A good mind,
a lot of
motivation.
5he doesn't view her life as wasted, buicontinue to feel that way.
I

Mark's mother might very well have felt satisfied.
literature, many wives expressed pride
berg,
it

1964; Papanek,

(e.g., Bernard,

in

the review of

their husbands' work (Ginz-

1973); especially true when they were involved

1972; Holmstrom,

1972;

Papanek,

was not the only man to express disapproval or
for his mother's life-style.
tion.

In

a

1973).

in

Still, Mark

lack of appreciation

Russell's remark serves as an illustra-

"My mother didn't do anything in life, except go shoppinrj, take

care of the kids, and my father was hardworking."

In

contrast, Victor,

who lost his mother in his youth, recalls her with deep fondness.
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Hy mother regretfully died when.
.1 was 10.
She had been
a nurse when she married.
She was very inte;ested n flower
arrangements, gardening, and that sort
of thin
and wa
real
'''' '^^^
.

^

i^e^!^^:^ej?i:^a?ly^:^:^°"^

The death of

a

parent always is traumatic for

Victor appears to have retained

a

a

child.

One way in which

pleasant aspect of his mother

is

through his interests in plants; his
office and home abound in greenery.
To review, half of the P/F men were
raised in homes where their mo-

thers worked with their fathers, yet the
husband/wife roles were concep-

tualized along traditional sex-typed lines.

Domestic chores were

handled by the mothers, occasionally assisted
by hired help,
P/F women_:

Professional role.

Five of the women interviewed could ar-

ticulate ideas for their future vocation while still
children.
thought about becoming physicians, one
one a teacher or scientist.

their ambition.

All

a

lawyer, another

a

Two

nurse, and

but one received parental support for

Whereas many of the men previously considered pursued

their early career goals in

a

changed her specific goal.

Peggy set the tone for many females when she

straightforward path, each of these women

stated

was like many women who are good in school but don't know
what they are going to do.
I
can recall a specific incident that I'm sure had a big impression on me since I still
remember it.
I
used to read a lot as a kid,.
.Sue Barton,
that kind of stuff.
I
roared downstairs, said, "What a great
thing to be!" My father said, "Well, that's all right."
He
thought of me being a nurse or medical technician.
I

.

.

.

.

Unlike the men, only one woman in this group had
ther.

In addition,

a

professional fa-

her mother had received a medical degree, though
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never practiced.

Even though her mother was not an
active role model,

Wendy was surrounded by professionals.

I've always known [couples where] both
had careers
A
very large percent of the women I knew
as a child had a functional career.
Among my parents' friends,.
.the notion of
female passivity in terms of role just
wasn't there.
It was
never an issue, at least never overtly an
issue.
.

When Wendy decided to become

a

physician, no one dissuaded her.

Christine's background had similar features.

While her parents

were not professionals in the technical sense
used throughout this paper, both pursued careers fervently.

The most identifiable group [my parents] talked about
was physicians, and they had a lot of physician friends.
I
was always very interested in biology as a child, and I was
told
that people who were interested in biology would be good
doctors.
I
don't think I got overtly reinforced, but.
.it was
clear it met their expectations.
.

The remaining three women came from blue-collar families.

parents encouraged their daughter to achieve, partly from
their own frustration.
be college educated,

a

Mary's

sense of

The mother was the first member of her family to

but she stopped work when she became

a

parent.

Her

drive and talent were diverted into leadership positions in volunteer

organizations; "she spent little time coffe-klatching.

"

Mary's father

had quit high school

We lived in a small community where everyone worked for A
I
didn't know it then, but [my father] was the boss.
He was
hardworking, had lots of aspirations for himself and his children.
His immediate supervisors were educated people,
engineers and such.
I
think it was a source of frustration to
him that they were in charge. ...
It was extremely important to him that I do well in school.
Both my parents
.

.

.

.

.

.
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Terry aspired to several
careers when she was seven or
eight.

recollect conversing about whether
I was
going to be
Lorj.
.a scientist--! don t tiiink
a r^hA t
idea what that .eant, but the
idea of e
n i
IS, somebody who studied,
worked, and found things olt
I

a

teach-

'

Zt

.

Terry was the only female in this
P/F group to face parental opposition.
In other respects, her background
was similar to Mary's.
Her

mother was

a

housewife.

She had done office work.

.before I
liked t^iat, talked about it a lot,.
of It, It seemed like it was a bigger
in reality. ...
The message
what I did. It was a mistake."
.

.

\

Being

a

was born.
She clearly
.kept a lot of memories
part of her life than
always was "Don't do

traditional wife and mother was clearly not

for Terry.

In

very good option

addition, her family was relatively poor.

sue of 'there was no place else to go but up'."

first considered becoming
a

a

a

"It was an is-

Terry aimed high.

She

lawyer because of her close association with

bachelor uncle who was one; she was his favorite niece.

Then she

switched to the pursuit of medicine; she had been profoundly
affected by
the death of

a

grandparent and two friends, and also disturbed by several

serious accidents that happened to acquaintances.

Terry thinks these

experiences were atypical for young cohorts, but "interesting, in look-

•
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ing at histories of medical

students, generally

ifs

not uncommon that

there is an experience with illness of some
major proportion."

Terry's parents praised excellent achievement
in school, but medicine was stretching the limit.
as a challenge;

She interpretted their lack of support

"You can't"-"Oh yes

I

can."

Her characterological

"stubbornness" abetted her in the pursuit of her goal.

Terry was for-

tunate in that her peer group provided support.

We went to a regular city high school and nobody from
there had
every done anything, but our class for some reason had a core
group of kids who were achievers and who stuck together and
did things.
We would go to the opera on Saturday, things that
other kids not only wouldn't do, but were kind of odd in the
environment.

One striking characteristic of these P/F women is that four of
the

five were firstborn children.
tion.

They mentioned receiving special atten-

This finding concurs with prior research (e.g., Hennig, 1970, in

Sheehy, 1976; Seidenberg, 1973).
"I

The one exception to this pattern felt

was the child who met all expectations" while her older sister did

Two of the women mentioned that because of their academic success,

not.

less pressure was placed on their younger siblings to perform.
In

sum, although only one of the five P/F women came from

a

family

where both parents worked, all realized that both of their parents
valued work, and that some jobs were more esteemed than others.
was

a

correlation between fathers' work and the daughters' aspirations.

If her father was a blue-collar worker, she aimed for

cupation;
sional

There

.

if he was a

semiprofessional

,

a

white-collar oc-

she desired to be

a

profes-
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P/F .women:

Familx role

The five women in this group resembled
the men

.

in

their attitude towards their family role.

means that it did not have
"I

a

More specifically, this

high priority for them.

of course played with dolls and assumed
I'd become

don't think

ever saw that as my primary goal."

I

Mary commented,
a

mother, but

I

Four of the women

noted that their parents had traditional
relationships.

Peggy's mother

never worked; the other three quit their jobs when
they had children.

Their daughters observed the resulting unhappiness.
blamed her father for her frustration.

One felt her mother

Another noted that her mother

devoted most of her time to her troubled husband, with little
to give to
her children.

Chris was the exception.

She perceived her mother as "wonderful,"

someone to be proud of.

They had a very good marriage.
My father only pushed my mother to do more. ...
She has a sizable reputation [in her
field].
So they shared child care and a lot of the household
work, but my mother was more responsible, she orchestrated
it.
My parents had it worked out really cleverly.
My
mother worked an early shift. ... My father got us up,
dressed us, and took us to nursery school. My mother came
during her lunch break and took me home, stayed with me.
until the babysitter came.
The babysitter and I would walk to
get my [sibling].
My mother.
.gave us dinner, then my father would be home.
There were three different people
[raising me]; I had always thought it was one--I was very little--so I also knew that nothing terrible happens if you were
taken care of by a series of people.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Christine had little problems adjusting to her mother's full-time employment.
for

a

Life became more problematic when Chris' mother left her job

few years
In sum,

none of the P/F women spoke of the homemaker role with ad-
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miration.

They perceived work as a more
fulfilling aspect of life.

P/F women:

Sex role.

Like the P/F men, the P/F women had
little aware-

ness of their sex role in their early
years.
to be a result of parental

ambivalences.

"I

When they did, it appears
was

dressed often as

a

boy," said Wendy, in comparison to her
blonde, curly-haired sister.

"I

threatened my mother's femininity in some ways."
Mary was poignantly aware of her father's
mixed feelings towards

her gender.

On the one hand, he pushed her to compete
academically and

was interested in her becoming an engineer,
yet he expected her to fulfill

the traditional

female goals.

My father was uncomfortable with a male competitor.
He was
much more comfortable having me do these things because
I
was
a girl, after all, that meant I was controllable.
It didn't
work out that way, but that was his fantasy.
I
think the ultimate wish was that I would do all these things and then I
would get married to some local engineer or doctor, have children, and that would be that.

Mary herself perceived some tension between her sex role and being the
top student.

Concerning her academic achievement, she said:

By and large I'm sure

I
was quite happy with it, even though
it was hard.
I was
successful, so I got whatever rewards
were there, although it set me apart. After all, this was
A
and if you were a girl, and smart, it wasn't terrific.
,
What you were supposed to be was pretty and popular.
[It interfered with my social life]; it might not have if I was a
different sort of person, but I was shy.

In sum,

most obvious

when the women are compared to the men in the P/F group,
is

that fewer girls considered their careers as early.

Also, the females' goals were more diffuse and, as seen in future chap-
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ters, more amenable to change.

dren was to be

fession.

physician, which was considered the most
respected pro-

a

Being

The ambition for most of the P/F
chil-

a

stereotyped role.

doctor, as some of the men pointed out, was
almost

a

There was some sex-typing in terms of
career aspira-

tions for those who were not thinking of
being doctors.

The girls

dreamed of being nurses or teachers, not just
housewives; they received
less concrete benefits to help foster their
interests, more mixed mes-

sages about their ultimate goals, and less
societal approval.
does seem straighter for the males, that is, less
conflictful

The path
and

stressful

Whereas all

the women had one sibl

ing— usual

ly younger--whom they

surpassed professionally, this pattern emerged for only about half of
the men.

lose."

Perhaps in the males' homes it was less an issue of "win or
In

other respects, the men and women were raised similarly.

Parents universally praised academic performance and supported children's ambitions.

Role models for both sexes stemmed from parents,

relatives, and fictional heroes.

Families of origin, with

a

few excep-

tions, were traditionally divided into male and female responsibilities.

More of the men's mothers worked than was expected.

For the women, some

had mothers who worked and enjoyed what they did; others had mothers who

aspired to do more with their lives and were frustrated as simply
"housewives."

The family role appeared to have

a

far lower priority for

these P/F people than did their dreams of professional careers.

In

the

next section of this chapter, those men and women who considered their
future professional and family roles (P=F) to be simultaneously important are considered.
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Profession Balanced with Family Pattern (P=F)

Pf£

Professional

men_:

ro1e_.

only two men were Included.

mulated

a

valued.

In

the category of P=F men, ages 4-12,

Glen appropriately belongs here.

He for-

career goal, but his social life and sports were equally
He "felt there was only two things

er, writer, social

I

could be--not

a

research-

scienti st--only

a

physician or baseball player."

Given his perceived options, being

a

doctor was more realistic.

I
always just felt that I'd be a doctor.
It must have been
encouraged by my parents, but certainly never overtly.
I
never felt pushed into it, because I never considered myself very
Intelligent. My sister was always the brainy one in the family.
This even carried right through high school.
I've gotten
academically better in each level of training that I've gone
through

Fred "assumed he'd be

a

professional, which Includes business."

His

parents were both well-educated, and encouraged scholarly pursuits.

While Fred knew several professionals, Including lawyers, among his parents'

friends, he did not look to any of them for role models.

P=F men

:

tionship.

models.

Family role

.

Fred felt very positive about his parents'

He perceives them as fulfilling most of his needs for role

The most unusual characteristic In his background

mother worked because she loved to.
about his job.
reversal.

that his

Fred feels that perhaps this was one aspect of sex role

It left a

love of work.

is

His father was not as enthused

lasting Impression on him.

thinks that he looked for this characteristic in
a

rela-

Jumping ahead, he
a

future wife, that is,

He also liked the stability of his home life, such as

family dinners, and currently goes to great lengths to be home for din-
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ner with his wife and child.

Glen was equally enthused about his
family of origin, but for dif-

ferent reasons.

His parents followed traditional

roles.

His mother

"would wait on me hand and foot."

I

use the role model

of my father who I thought was a
good fa^^^^^ed in situations the way I thought a
nnnH'f^?h
good father snould react.
I
never heard him swear around the
nouse.
He d lose his temper, but always in
a controlled way
i^lost of the time my mother
gave in fairly quickly
So I rarely saw my parents fight; it took
two to fight, and
my mother rarely would.

....

Glen laughingly said it was not until he
married that he had to learn to
stop acting like

Pf£

[Oen.:

"helpless man in the kitchen."

a

Sex role

As previously mentioned. Glen felt "athlete is

.

role for me because

I

a

enjoy sports so much and the competitiveness."

He

does not think this role was bestowed on him by his father,
whom he saw
as an adequate,

slightly overweight, athlete.

me most every sport

I

play."

Still,

"my father taught

Being competitive in sports gave Glen con-

fidence that he could argue effectively, like his father.

Yet this as-

surance did not lend itself to his social life.

From fourth grade on I always had a girlfriend that I would
always hang onto, probably because of a lack of self-confidence.
I
would go with one person for long periods of time.
At that age, certainly nothing was significant, except that it
gave an indication that I was a hanger-oner.
I
look at it in
a negative way when I see lots of my friends going with lots
of different people.

To review, these two men had youthful

goals to become profession-

als, yet neither felt family pressure to achieve.

Each viewed parental
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figures as positive role models in
work and family spheres.

Glen is the

only male participant included in
this chapter who desired to
follow in
his father's footsteps, that is, by
becoming a physician.
Glen was also
less awed by medicine, seeing it as

a

less intellectually challenging

field than research or writing.

M

women:

Professional roje.

In

contrast to the two P=F men, four

women recollected their desire for both
early age.

a

career and

a

family life at an

The theme for this group was well articulated
by Beth.

The notion of career was with me very early, but
the notion of
being a woman and a wife was also with me very
early, so I
really can't distinguish that one was there first. .'.
Earlier in childhood I had always thought of doing something
besides from being a wife and mother, and I probably went
through
some of the normal kinds of thoughts that people
go through.
I
went through a very intense period of wanting to be a ballerina.
I
spent [time in] grade schools not listening to teachers but drawing figures of dancers and tutus.
In fact, I
studied professionally, only gave it up five years ago.
I
remember going through a period when I thought I should be a
nurse--not sure where that came from— which probably was about
fourth or fifth grade.
Then I was going to be an archeologist--that was about eighth grade--an archeologist and a
philosopher.
It was always going to something, heading closer
and closer to an area of medicine, a philosophical kind of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

thing.

Beth's parents placed "a very strong emphasis on education."
tion, her "father has a strong sense of relevancy.

acceptable to most people."

In addi-

Medicine is more

The family motto appears to have been to

combine "relevant" careers with artistic endeavors.

Currently, Beth and

her younger sisters seem to have blended careers with culture, as well
as outstanding scholastic achievement and intimate relationships.

Alison, like Beth, was

a

child of immigrants.

Alison's mother was
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a

concentration camp survivor.

an education,

The mother never got

a

chance to pursue

nor did she work while married, but she encouraged her

daughter to make the most of life.

Alison's choice of career was made

early.

wanted to be a lawyer in about the third grade.
I
declared
wanted to be one, mother thought that was fine. Honest, it
was Perry Mason!
I
had seen his thick big law books (during
the opening theme).
It was one show I could stay up for.
I
really thought it was wonderful.
He always won his cases and
looked so impressive. ...
It wasn't Delia Street--it was
Perry.
I
thought it was terrific and I'd love to do something
I

I

like that.

While

a

fictional T.V. character was Alison's primary role model, there

were others

My father had an aunt who was a judge, so some precedent [exists] in the family for going into law.
I
hardly knew her, I
just recall hearing about her.
There was just a paucity
of female professionals! There were some women I respected.
One was a doctor I had.
I
thought she was very pleasant and
it convinced me that you didn't have to be a real nasty person
like some of my high school teachers in order to be a professional
.

.

.

.

For the most part, Alison's support came from her doting parents.

Since I was an only child, I did things around the house.
like garbage disposal and gardening, things that a son might
have done.
I
wasn't asked to lift heavy things or change
tires, but I did lots of things we'd now consider unisex
roles
.

While her desire for

a

.

career has been stressed, Alison was equally en-

couraged to be stereotypical ly feminine, which will be seen

in

the next

section.
Sara and Denise thought of being physicians in their childhood.
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For Sara, this was

a

family tradition.

whom she was named, was

a

Her maternal

grandmother, for

physician, as was her mother.

Interestingly,

Sara has

a

niece with her same name, and while she
jokes about the girl

becoming

a

doctor, Sara is sensitive to not inducing
pressure.

For Sara

herself, the decision to enter medicine was
not straightforward.
child, she thought of becoming

a

nurse:

"I

remember my cousin in

As a
a

nursing uniform, one of those things that
people did during the war."
In

the back of her mind, however, she knew she would
become

"It was not until

though

I

was in college that it became serious.

had the feeling my parents supported my becoming

I

a

doctor.

...
a

Al-

doctor, they

never really helped make my choice."

Denise recalled home movies from her childhood that depict her
first drowning her younger sister in

There was

a

a

pool, then doctoring her sister.

lot of play and fantasy focussed on being

she remembered is

a

doctor's kit.

In a

doctor; one toy

prior chapter, parents' frus-

trated goals were seen to influence their children.
not until

a

Denise claimed that

her engagement party, after her second year of medical

did she learn that her father had wanted to be

a

school,

doctor and never could.

She wondered if she was always aware of this fact on

a

preconscious

level
In

ful

sum, these four women aspired to lives with fulfilling and use-

work, and were encouraged in this respect by their parents.

Only

Sara had active role models;' both of her parents were professionals.

P=F women

:

Family role

.

With the exception of Sara, the other P=F

women came from traditional homes.

These three had positive identifica-

no
tions with their mothers.

Denise recalls her mother saying.

Dear, you can be a doctor or whatever,
but have a family and
^^^"9 a mother as a child, playing
Jl^^f^.;
with
dolls
Mother was a good influence, a good model,
especially as I moved towards it and away. ...
in later years,
I
said,
Yech!
I
was trying to be different from her,
by
pursuing a career, which was more than either
parent had done
I was
trying to get away from mother's values, but
reallv I
wasn't so different.

(This ambivalence continued to play

pivotal

a

part in Denise 's life,

especially when she changed her career goals in medical
school.)

Alison was as secure about marriage and motherhood
law.

Whereas Perry Mason served as

role model

a

as

she was about

for the latter, Annette

Funicello symbolized the former.

had Annette Funicello riding in the school bus with me when
was seven or eight years old.
I
thought she was wonderful:
those ears, and the singing, and she was so sweet.
That was before she blossomed.
That's when lots of kids
are still relating to their own sex a lot, and they look for
someone to admire. That sort of epitomizes it, and she was it
--she stole the show every time--better than Doreen!
I
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

About the age of twelve.

assumed I'd get married someday, [everyone did]; Jackie
I
Onassis was in the White House.
That's when my image
of self as a woman came to the point where I realized it
wasn't just playing with dolls anymore. At some point I
realized I was going to get married, as opposed to having
"women" get married, "I "--little girl— was someday going to
become a woman and marry.
used to have girlfriends and we'd
I
In
gi ggl e about i t. ...
always assumed I'd have a child.
I
fact, when I was very little, even before knowing the facts of
I
always felt it
life, I thought of having a child, period.
classify as
I
would
was just a part of living; it wasn't what
a fantasy as much as getting married and being a bride would
be--that was romantic. Being a mommy was just something that
flowed from a relationship. A marriage without children to me
would be unthinkable.
.

.

.

Ill

Beth'

home, like most of the other men
and women in this section,

s

followed the traditional pattern.

My mother always was home although
she did a lot
of cnm
munity work and taught [languages] in
the house.'
She
traditional housewife role:
.cooking for my
father taking care of the house and children.
My dad has
always been the primary money maker, decision
maker, person.
'

.

(At present,
ly

.

Beth's mother is enrolled in college, and true
to the fami-

tradition, is an excellent student.)
Sara, along with her best friend,

fantasized about being

Her ideas differed from the constellation of her
family.

sister and

I

were raised by

mind our Ps and Qs."

mother.

"My brother,

very domineering black lady, who made us

a

Sara resented this woman's

separated the family at meals:

i

ntrusi veness

.

She

"My father ate breakfast in regal

nity, with us kids in the kitchen."

and never stood her ground.

a

dig-

The mother submitted to this woman

Sara's experience with

a

homemaker is

marked contrast to the pleasant memories offered by others.

in

Edward and

Christine found no fault with this pattern, and without qualms were prepared to do the same with their children.

This was not to prove true

for Sara.
In

reviewing the P=F group, it

12 years old,

careers.

all

is

clear that by the time they were

six of the P=F participants were interested in having

No one recalled feeling pushed.

All

were very sensitive to

the possibility of being spouses and parents, and appeared to view this
as a pleasant future.

the two men considered.

The

Rien

The women were more articulate about this than

Sex differences emerged in some case histortes,

looked to their fathers as role models; the women more to their
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mothers.

One male spoke of his role as an athlete;

her role of dancer.

a

female stressed

Being competitive was important to

being pretty and sweet was to

girl.

a

a

boy, just as

No difference was noted in the

backgrounds of these people; half the mothers of both the
males and females worked.

The family patterns were traditional.

When the children in the P=F group are compared to those
in the P/F
group, some variation is observable.

Most significant is that none of

the P=F people reported succeeding academically in contrast
to strug-

gling siblings.

In

addition, as could be expected from the criterion

used to categorize participants, the P=F people placed more emphasis on

their future family roles.

In

terms of the encouragement offered by

parents, the groups were similar.

Also, those females with non-working

mothers noted their frustration.

Fami ly Dominant Pattern

F/P men

(

F/P

)

Few men in their formative years aspire to be husbands and fa-

.

thers without showing

a

similar interest in

berg & Herman, 1964; Benson, 1968).

a

future occupation (Ginz-

Among the professional men inter-

viewed, none fit into the F/P classification in their early years.

F/P women

:

Professional role

.

Helen is the only woman in this group of

five who considered some form of gratifying work while still

though she was definitely geared towards marriage.

a

child,

Her parents were

very cultured, and provided their daughter with special benefits.

I
had] no aims when young, but I was very school -oriented.
think it has to do with what my parents promoted, what people
promoted,. ... My family felt that education was very im-

[I
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portant, and I guess I had a million different
carpers which
I
considered at various times-like a ballerina.
I
took dance
lessons, art lessons.
I
guess I thought I'd go on doing whatever It was.

Helen's father was a lawyer, but found his work bori
ng

I
had a very unclear idea of what being a lawyer
involved
My mother had gotten out of college right in the
depression',
and was unable to get a job, and had to be retrained
with one
of Roosevelt's programs, which actually gave her teacher
training, but.
.she tried to get odd jobs as a salesperson
in a clothing store, that sort of thing.
So that in a sense
[my parents] were more realistic and didn't see jobs as
perhaps quite as fulfilling, as we are able to do.
I
sometimes try to maintain the perspective [that work is just
a job] although that isn't really the way I see it.
.

.

F/P women
well

:

Family role

.

.

.

The desire for marriage exclusive of work was

articulated by Rhonda.

When I was growing up, the thought of being a wife was like
Barbie Doll, living your life for a man.
I
guess I went
through a period of time as a kid [where I] thought Prince
Charming would come sweep me away, and all daily problems-like what to wear in the morning, what to cook for supper and
all that--would just secretly fade away because the man I
loved was beside me.

A similar sentiment was expressed by Nancy:

I
think I always assumed I'd be married because the society in
which I grew up assumed that women got married, and a woman
who didn't get married was to be pitied and was unsuccessful
in the major undertaking of female existence.
I
think this
attitude may be changing a little bit, but perhaps not significantly, and certainly when I grew up there was no question
that for a woman not to be married was for her to be a failThis was the goal of female life.
ure.

Nancy's background was typical of middle-class families in her culture.
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Mother was a teacher.
.but as soon as I was, I think even
conceived, she quit.
Of course they had rules in those days;
you couldn't teach or hold lots of jobs if you looked pregnant.
But she never went back to work seriously after
my sister and I were born. ...
She always did devote herself to running the house, taking care of the kids, taking
care of my father, and he took care of her in more the emotional ways of being the protector and provider. ...
I
think classically she considered that her fulfillment came
with taking care of other people.
.

.

.

.

Again paralleling Nancy's experience, Rhonda felt "my parents are my
only role models.

...

We had a very happy family life--still

speak to them four times
ther's

too to an extent."

a

week.

.

.

.

do,

I

Kids were my mother's life, fa-

Not until Rhonda and her sibling were away

from home did her mother experience the distress commonly called "the
empty nest syndrome."

Virginia, who grew up in the decade prior to Nancy's and Rhonda's,

expressed the same viewpoint.

didn't think about becoming a lawyer, but a wife
I
just don't think there was ever a time when I
I
and mother.
As a child, I [fantasized] in terms of what I observed
didn't.
It was a very traditional relationship.
about my parents.
think she had hopes that I
I
think my mother was satisfied.
I
would do something else, but for herself, I think she was
sati sfied.
As a child,

.

.

It is interesting that two of the mothers of the women returned to

work and one encouraged her daughter to do more with her life than to be
a

wife and mother.

In

contrast, Fran's mother always worked.

Fran re-

sented this fact, because most of her friends' mothers were not so busy.

My mother did not have the luxury of not working, she just had
When I was
think that's what made it easier for me.
I
to.
We've
worked.
she
which
growing up I resented the extent to
would
that
I
swore
been able to talk about that later, and I
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never work late afternoons and evenings. ... My
mother
would talk almost derisively at times about women who
didn't
work--what did they do with their days, and how she couldn't
play mah-jongg.
I
was delighted by the kind of tributes she
got.

Her father filled the vacuum and received his daughter's admiration.
My father is rather an amazing man.
He's the Horatio Alger of
the mid-1900's.
He came from E
barely speaking English,
and worked himself up from a machine operator to a position at
the national headquarters.
He's really a self-made man.
Neither parent finished high school, so we were never the T.V.
family; I never had the classic model role to contend with
My father adored me, and interestingly enough, he did
a lot of housework. ...
He not only made dinner, but he
,

.

.

.

.

served

us

To review,

five women were included in this family-oriented group

because they had youthful fantasies of becoming wives.
was valued, few parents bestowed professional

daughters during these years, ages 4-12.
fit the criteria for this group.

While education

aspirations on their

None of the male participants

Even in their childhood years, boys

are aware of the fact that they are expected to do more in life than

marry and raise
son,

a

family.

It is assumed that they will

1968; Prather, 1971).

this pattern in their youth.

work (e.g., Ben-

Not one of the men considered questioned

Similarly, women felt they were supposed

to marry, and their family role would be central

When the F/P women are compared to those

one significant difference emerges.

in

in their lives.

the P=F and P/F groups,

Research findings demonstrate that

when mothers are content with their classic homemaker role, and they are

close to their daughters, the girls will be likely to follow this pattern (White,

1959;

Kammayer, 1964; Nagely, 1971; Seidenberg, 1973).

It
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is

unclear from the women's recollections if there

is

any significant

difference in terms of intimacy with mothers between the categories.
However, the F/P women, unlike the other groups, minimize an awareness
that their mothers were frustrated with their lives.

their mothers as "classically content."

Most thought of

One of the five women had

a

working mother, and she justified her mixed feelings about this because
financial reasons necessitated her mother's job.

As will emerge in fu-

ture chapters, all of the F/P women were thinking about careers later in

their developmental histories than most of the other women interviewed,

frequently after completing college.

Chapter Summary

:

Ages 4-1

Formative Years

:

The most noteworthy variation in developmental patterns occurs be-

That is, the men were far more oriented towards pro-

tween the sexes.

fessional careers than were the females.

In

fact, all

ed in this section had ambitions to be professionals.

ten men consider-

Most were moti-

vated towards the status and respect to be gained from these select oc-

cupations.

At young ages, the men strived to win approval from parents

and their social mileau.

erty.

For some the goal became internalized in pub-

More reality issues entered into the decision to pursue

a

chosen

career path, such as aptitude, financial security, and the implicit
power in holding
ated by research.

a

respected degree.

This pattern has been substanti-

Intelligent boys will be encouraged, sometimes pres-

sured, to aim for the elite careers (e.g., Ginzberg, 1966; Benson, 1971;

Contise, 1971; Hcchschild, 1974).

Marriage was expected for the males
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too, but, at least in childhood years,
given far less priority than the

prospect of being

a

professional

(Almquist

Angrist, 1971).

&

There was more range in goals between the 14
females considered.
Some (4) were only interested in marriage.

For many (10), even at young

ages, they knew they wanted to do more than be

a

wife and mother.

interesting job, e.g., art or nursing, would suffice.

There were

An

few

a

females (5) who deviated more from the norms of their
society and

dreamed of becoming professionals.

proved by their families.
benefits.

Invariably, their goals were ap-

Acceptance did not translate to specific

Whereas the sons of professional fathers were encouraged to

visit their places of work and were allowed privileges like ownership of
snakes and frogs, none of the girls mentioned receiving these benefits.
In sum,

the most prevailing factor in the childhood of these 24

people was the conventional wisdom espoused:
tor or some kind of professional was
(e.g., Ginzberg, 1964; Benson,

a

for boys, becoming

a

doc-

good and worthwhile activity

1968; Almquist & Angrist, 1971); for

girls, having an interesting job outside the home was

establishing

a

a

nice idea, but

warm family life was more important (e.g., Super, 1957;

Epstein, 1970; Diamond, 1971; Prather, 1971).

Without defining their

priorities as such, it would appear that the people interviewed typically

espoused the appropriate sex role for their gender (e.g., Bettel-

heim, in Epstein, 1970; Prather, 1971).

Nineteen of the participants came from traditional homes, where the

husband was the provider and protector, and the wife the keeper of the
hearth.

The research from the last two decades demonstrated that this

pattern prevailed and led to satisfaction (e.g., Nye, 1963; Hoffman

&
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Nye, 1975).
thers'

Yat many of

tlie

people interviewed were aware of their mo-

frustrations with not doing more with their lives,
and considered

deviating from their parents' life-styles by either
marrying

a

woman who

worked or working themselves, if female (e.g.. White,
1959, Ginzberg,
1966; Angrist, 1971).

In

the sample interviewed, mothers often encour-

aged their daughters' desires for interesting work
outside the home
(e.g., Steinmann, 1961; Gybers et
al.

,

1968;

Bruce, 1974).

Those with

mothers who worked and enjoyed what they did, transmitted their
enthusiasm to their children (e.g., White, 1964; Kaley, 1971; Nagely,
1971).

Nonetheless, the adjustments that two working parents made had mixed effects on their children.

One participant resented her mother's busy

schedule, and felt she received less maternal attention and benefits
than her peers with traditional mothers.

keeper solved the dilemma.

For the most part,

a

house-

By and large, the fathers did no more house-

hold work than those men without working wives,

a

finding reflected in

research (e.g., Astin, 1969; Poloma, 1972; Hochschild, 1974; Bryson e^
aj[.

,

1976).

There are some other interesting differences between the men and
women included in this section.

Six of the ten men had professional fa-

thers, and the same number had mothers who worked, mostly part-time, and

generally assisted the fathers.
had professional

In

contrast, only three of the 14 women

fathers, two had professional mothers, and only three

had working mothers.

It is

obvious that the women had less access to

professional role models within their families.

The research on the

background variables of fathers of professional women are inconsistent
(see Levitt,

1971); in this study, the fathers generally are college-
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educated, supporting the findings of
Mitchell and Alciatore
Nagely (1971).

(1

970) and

Research also upholds the fact that
firstborn daughters

are typically more encouraged to excel
academically (e.g., Rossi, 1965;
Hennig, 1970, in Sheehy, 1976; Seidenberg,
1973).
Most of the women
(10) considered in

child.
In

this section were either the oldest
child or an only

This finding was also true for the men.
the next chapter,

be examined.

of roles.

the adolescent years of the participants
will

Once again, the focus is on the bestowal and
sustainment

Almost half of the people already had

mind prior to their teenage years.

a

Important then

professional
is

role in

to see if their

goals continued to be supported or if the particular
goal went through
a

transformation.

During this time, not only were family members sig-

nificant influences, but so were teachers.

In

addition, fantasies con-

cerning marriage become more realistic with the advent of dating and
some
serious relationships.

CHAPTER
AGES 13-17:

V

ADOLESCENCE

Teenage years are considered by researchers in the
social sciences
to be a highly charged and confusing time, due
to the complex series of

physical and emotional changes (e.g., Offer

&

Offer, 1971; Nadelson,

The adolescent girl is confronted by menarche, and the sexual

1975).

fantasies of both sexes are heightened.

"Puppy love" may be experi-

enced, sometimes culminating in long lasting attachments.

Goal -directed

activity, especially in regard to future vocations, may replace childhood fantasies.

Teenagers on the whole are quite concerned with their

peer group, which, in the language of social scientists, is the refer-

ence group for norms of behavior.
say, looks, athletics,

traits.

Various groups uphold standards for,

intelligence, or

a

combination of these and other

Genetics partly influence the direction of the adolescent, with

values and interests equal

membership

in

determinants.

factors, such as

schools for the gifted child or private schools, may also

shift the orientation of the adolescent.
towards social

Environmental

In

this chapter,

the attitude

life and academics in adolescent years is recalled by 30

participants

Profession Dominant Pattern

P/F men

:

Professional

role

.

In

(

P/F )

the last chapter, eight men were dis-

cussed in this section because they were evidently career-oriented even
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as

children.

Their desire to be professionals was sustained
through the

next decade of their lives.

For some, the goal

others it shifted in focus.

Two other men were added to this P/F
group

became solidified; for

because they became intent on careers in junior high
school.
Seven of the men previously considered were
interested in becoming

physicians.

The sciences continued to fascinate Jim, Larry,
Russell,

and Stuart.

Edward pursued the study of biology.

Tom became more so-

phisticated in his understanding of the human mind through reading.
Diligence was often necessitated.
was quite studious.

the summers
cupy

a

ness.

I

Jim, for example, commented that he

went to

a

prep school

was very serious,

I

took courses.

lot of time."
"I was a

"I

Russell

for three years.

is also emphatic about his

very hard worker, even in high school.

marks; marks were the key to higher education.

wasn't that happy during adolescence."
ry,

Social

.

.

and

,

life didn't oc-

industriousThe rewards were

It was a tough life.

Persistance also paid off.

by his own initiative, pushed very hard to find summer jobs in

I

Lara

re-

search laboratory:

wrote a million letters, convincing them that they should
take me and give me some sort of salary.
They did both. Nobody recommended me; they knew nothing about me except that I
was persistent.
I
had a great deal of fun doing that.
It met
my expectations.
I

Mark was the only "early premed" to undergo
goal

during his adolescent years.

a

shift in his career

This cannot rightly be called a role

transformation, because he did not denounce medicine as much as he became absorbed in other interests.

novelist or

a

playwrite.

He developed a desire to become a

His new goal was strengthened in his environ-
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ment.

He attended a progressive, creativity-oriented,
private high

school, as well as summer camps with

politically left-wing slant.

a

I
got a sense of being in the middle of a lot of
interesting
people [with] a lot happening.
John Col ten was my counselor.
Pete Seeger came once or twice a week to teach
us to
sing, so did Odetta.
What my parents did for me was not
so much directly in the home, as much as through the
other
sort of experiences they helped me to have.
Those camps
coupled with going to that high school, plus my decision,
sup-'
ported by my parents, to go to [a liberal college], those are
the things that really helped shape my life.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ira was added to the P/F group because he developed an interest
in

medicine and actively pursued his goal.
this professional

role followed

a

The bestowal and sustainment of

familiar pattern, with the noteworthy

exception that his goal was not initially reinforced by his family, but
rather, strengthened by teachers.

Father was

lawyer; mother mainly

a

a

homemaker with occasional jobs.

I
have no legal aptitude or interest, nor business ones, so
nothing along that line attracted me.
Lots of friends
of the family were doctors. They, and my own pediatrician,
were reasonable people, people who were respected and liked.
[Medicine] was certainly given a high value as a thing to do
.

.

.

Ira's fantasies were strengthened through reading, particularly medical

history books.

Century of the Surgeon

is

a

notable example.

"I

would

not exactly claim that people like Vesalius, Galen or Hunter were role

models, for they weren't.

Stealing corpses in the middle of the night

was not something you'd see yourself doing in 1950 or 1960."

Ira met

many real and renowned role models during his high school and college
summers, working in

a

large research center.
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wo'^ld
medicine, is godlike, but you
wouldn t get any sense of what an ordinary
mortal might do
A foreign doctor ran the lab, and we were
very close so he
was a mentor of sorts.
Being in a medical center, working
around medical students,.
.gave me a feel for what it would
be like.
'

.

Ira's parents offered more reinforcement once he
showed a commitment to

medicine, vis-a-vis his summer work.
Victor, who in the last chapter was career-oriented but whose
goal
were diffuse, began in adolescence to find

a

purpose and meaning in pol

tical activities.

When I was 16 I remember going to see the movie Open City
which was one of the realistic movies out of Italy in the
postwar period. ...
I
was intensely adolescent.
I
mean
that not in a bad sense, I mean overwhelmed with emotions and
feelings that I couldn't deal with.
I
saw this incredible
destruction and poverty in Europe.
I
lived very comfortably
in suburbia here and was outraged by our complacency, as I saw
it.
I
wanted to jump up on the stage and ask people
what they were going to do about it. Shortly after that, I
organized a chapter at [a special school] for the World Federalists Movement (W.F.M.).
Then I became— in short order—
the national vice-president of the Student W.F.M.
,

.

.

.

Victor travelled not only to New York for executive meetings, but made
several international trips as

fied two needs.

a

delegate.

This political work satis-

First, it gave Victor an opportunity to be an active

participant in world affairs.

Second, it brought him acclaim.

It must still
had a tremendous need for some recognition.
I
was president of
I
be there, but it takes different forms.
student council in high school, college, medical school, in
just had to get involved and be very political.
succession.
I

As previously stated, Victor's father was not a role model

father was

a

busy professional

guy.

for him.

"M

From his point of view this was in
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nocuous activity.
age."

I

don't know what he believed, but he didn't discour-

A more conscious figure was Kurt Meyer, Jr., the president
of the

W.F.M., whom Victor had heard lecture in earlier years.
that Victor had

a

It

is

apparent

great deal of leadership potential and drive even as

a

youth.
A desire to be a part of social

law as

a

possible career choice.

changes influenced Don to consider

Unlike Victor, who actively imple-

mented his beliefs, Don kept his ambition private.
enced by actual role models, but found
al

a

He was not influ-

good example of an inspiration-

figure when reading The Autobiography of Clarence Darrow while in

junior high school.
likely thing

I

Law seemed interesting and exciting, and "the most

would do."

To review, ten men were focussed on professional goals during ado-

lescent years.

Three men actively pursued their interests by working in

laboratories or political organizations.
tive role models.

P/F men

:

Such work exposed them to ac-

Others found men to be admired in biographical books.

Family role

.

Both as children and as adolescents, these ten

P/F men had little to say about their future roles as husband and father.

Only Jim

Many seemed to be quite active with academic interests.

mentioned

a

girlfriend, and this relationship was not long-term.

actions with parents remained stable for most of the men.

tunately, lost his father.
years, Larry learned
of wife.

"I

a

Inter-

Larry, unfor-

Although his mother remarried in

a

few

lesson that would influence his subsequent choice

had already seen how heavy time was in [my mother's] hands.

She really had nothing that she knew how to do, with

a

couple of teenage
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kids in hand, and no particular
interests."

Two new men were added to this group.

Ira's parents followed the

norm; his father was a lawyer and his
nother was occasionally employed.
Ira grew closer to his father in
later years but in these years

relationship was strained.

mother

a

trained nurse.

repercussions of having

Don's father was

However,
a

their

semiprofessional and his

a

the family life was disrupted by the

severely handicapped child.

Don experienced

his mother as a depressed woman who
might have been strong were it not

for hi

sibl ing.

s

P/F men:

Sex and other roles.

This section usually focusses on sex

roles, yet it is worthy of attention that two
of the ten P/F men had

siblings with severe problems.

In

addition to Don, another male has

sibling with recurrent psychiatric problems.

a

Both men spoke of this as-

pect of their family lives with sadness.

Siblings could also be seen as

a

positive factor.

Having

a

sister

relieved Larry of some dubious sex role indoctrination:

I
think being a male has been critical in the sense that because of the situation I grew up in--with my father having
died-- 1 think my mother was able to pull a good many more numbers on her daughter than she was able to pull on a son.
It
was expected that sons would be independent, a little hostile,
.whereas my sister had to be good, and had conflicts and
guilt.
.

.

Whereas being aggressive was acceptable behavior coming from Larry,

being eccentric was tolerated in Mark's family.

had carved a niche for myself somewhere along the way
I
[through] adolescence as a son that you had to be careful
with; you couldn't say everything that was on your mind be-
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cause he could go out of control, and he might
yell
and he
might be impulsive.
That reputation kept my parents a bit in
check
One of the prices you pay for a reputation
as a madman
Lis thatj you really don't get much good,
honest feedback.
Many personality styles can be seen in this group
of P/F men.

In

contrast to the leadership style of Victor is the detached
style of
Russell

If I had one or two friends I was very happy.
I
wasn't one of
the crowd.
I
didn't relate well in groups.
I wasn't a
leader
I work
very nicely one-on-one, but not in groups.
In
addition to temperament, I think it's very hard, just physically, to be a leader if you were short.

....

In

summarizing the patterns for the male participants, it appears

that half were serious about careers during their adolescence, and thus

were included in the P/F group.

Mark, on the other hand, began with

professional aspirations, but modified his goals enough to merit switching to the P=F group in the next chapter.

Among the others, as in early

years, many received parental approval for their goals.

Role models

came from three primary sources:

family friends, famous historical

ures, and outside professionals.

Some men were reading and fantasizing

fig-

about their chosen field; others went out to medical centers and political
a

toll

groups to become actively involved.
on social

life.

In

All

this work seemed to take

general, little information- was offered by

the P/F men about girlfriends and peer relations.

P/F women

:

Professional role

.

Five women, while in their childhood

years, were designated to be professionally-oriented, and to emphasize
this aspect of their lives far more than social activities.

Their pri-
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orities were maintained in their adolescent years.
goals crystallized.

For some, career

For others, the specific goal

to advice from a guidance counselor or

a

personal

shifted in response
trauma.

pant was added to this group because she decided on
a

traumatic illness.

The force with which

a

a

One partici-

career following

trauma, being an unexpected

and emotionally charged incident, shapes people's lives
will become ap-

parent within this section.
the last chapter, Terry had vacillated between law and medi-

In

cine.

By eighth grade,

she had settled on medicine.

her yearbook bears testimony to this.

reason
I

I

"I

was

a

An inscription in

good student.

For some

was always interested in science, even as a little kid.

was in high school,

I

When

took science courses."

Mary initially wavered between teaching and science.

Possibly in

response to her father's desires, she decided to become an engineer.

I
was actually thinking about becoming [an engineer], and was
talked out of it by my high school principal.
He said, "Look,
you're bright, but girls just don't do that." I, for some
reason, took that very seriously; at this point, I'm glad I
did, though for different reasons.
He thought I should become
a chemist,.
.1 think he saw chemistry as something more acceptable for a woman, because after all it was in a lab, it
was clean, and so on.
.

The decision to pursue chemistry is more in keeping with Mary's initial
goal

to be a researcher.

tion this factor.

Still, it is noteworthy that she did not men-

Stereotyped female behavior was the basis on which

this change in career choice was made.

Traumas, as previously stated, entered into two women's decision-

making process.

Illness was the turning point for both.

In

her younger
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years, Christine had settled on medicine as
injury and close-up observations of hospital

a

profession.

A personal

life caused her to change

her opinion.

had always assumed I was going to be a medical doctor.
When
I
was 18, I had a very serious.
.illness.
I
was in the hospital for several months and I saw what life was like for the
interns and residents, and I didn't like it. At one point
they thought I was going to die, and I dealt with that in a
kind of intel lectual ized way, [by reading] a fair amount of
philosophy.
I
felt that was incompatible with the mechanistic
things I was seeing people doing in medicine.
I
thought that
something that allowed me to do more abstract thinking would
be more suitable for me.
After I got out of the hospital, I made a very dramatic announcement that I wasn't going to
be a doctor, and [my parents] didn't do anything.
I

.

.

.

.

This experience was not unique.

During high school, Ellen began to

develop undiagnosed symptoms.

In latter years of high school I had lower abdominal pain that
came on suddenly and was excrutiating pain.
It was never diagnosed; often it would have totally disappeared by the time I
went to the doctor.
I
was turned down for the American Field
Service because of it. They wouldn't send me to Iran or
wherever with undiagnosed pain. That was a big disappointment
because I had been the one selected to go from high school but
I 'd
be_ in_ a_ research
ab in biology if this hadn t happened
(emphasis added)
1

'

a terrible experience because I felt there was
something wrong there and yet they never seemed to think there
It
was anything the matter with me, at least acutely. ...
went on for 2-1/2 years. Then finally when I was a freshman
At that
at [college], I had an attack the week before exams.
I
had studied for all my
point I was terribly organized.
I
had my attack of pain and I
exams, done all the papers.
One of the
went, carrying my suitcase, into the infirmary.
he saw
said
pelvic,
didn't
do
me,
a
doctors there examined
started
suitcase,
my
brought
I
had
nothing wrong with me, saw
and
sicker
I
got
laughing, and sent me back to the dorm.
sicker, and refused to go back to the infirmary because I was
In fact I was ready to make an appointment to
so humiliated.
see a psychiatrist if this had all been psychologically inSome friends carried me to the infirmary
duced pain.

For me it was

.

.

.
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the next day, against my wishes, but I wasn't strong enough to
protest.
They called in a surgeon who recommended emergency
surgery.
had a grapefruit size tubal cyst which had twisted
I
around and infarcted the ovary. The tube and the ovary were
removed at the same time.

The aftermath of this experience was mixed.

On the positive side, it

was an impetus for Ellen to consider the medical profession, and eventually tempered her approach to medicine.

On the other hand, it caused

Ellen grave concern regarding chi 1 dbearing

The operation had a lot of implications. The surgeon did not
tell me anything about what it meant to have a tube and ovary
had not had enough biology training to realize that
out.
I
the other ovary takes over and that my ability to be feminine,
to bear children, and everything else, was not compromised.
It was a fairly emotional issue for me, and one I really
didn't confide with anyone.

Ellen did talk to her parents about medical training.
ed she would ever practice.

Her father doubt-

"Mother very much supported the decision.

Her family, in fact, is quite heavily into medicine, though
think this influenced me too much because

people."

Mother's father was

a

I

I

don't

didn't know most of these

prominent physician and historically at

least, appears to have transmitted his enthusiasm to his children.

by one they entered heal th-rel ated professions.

become

a

One

Mother was all set to

physician herself when her father dissuaded her— "too many docLater, the father's influence relaxed, and

tors already."

sister became
medical school

a

doctor.
until

a

younger

Ellen was unaware of her mother's yearning for

she announced her own decision to apply.

Like

Denise in the prior P/F chapter, one wonders how much of mother's

thwarted ambition was unconsciously transmitted

to

Ellen.
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Ellen illustrates an interesting phenomenon.

More than the other

P/F women, with the possible exception of
Wendy, Ellen's family had

long history and intense involvement with the
medical discipline.

mother had fantasized being

a

a

Her

physician during her adolescent years, but

did not seem to impart this goal

to her daughters.

Ellen clearly sees

her undiagnosed tumor as the precipitant for her
decision to become premed.

After this incident, the mother fostered Ellen's goal
with both

emotional and financial support.
To review,

six women were career-minded as adolescents.

in scientific fields predominated.

Interest

Unlike the P/F men, active work in

laboratories was not pursued, nor were the women's goals as encouraged
by parents and teachers as was true for the men.

P/F women

:

Family role

Like the P/F men, these six women minimized

.

the relevance of a social

was

terribly shy and not

social

life until

I

life.
a

Wendy stated that she never dated.

socially adept woman.

came to college."

It seems

"I

practically had no

I

that for many of these

women, self-esteem could be elevated more through school successes than
social

life.

Ellen, the new addition to this P/F group, came from

household.

Her father was an engineer; her mother

stopped work with the advent of children.

a

a

traditional

housewife.

Mother

Ellen observed her mother's

life with some sadness.

Throughout the years, it was said that my mother was not a
She pretty much felt the frustrations of being
happy lady.
She found that her conversations
only a mother and housewife.
about which laundry detergent worked best on the kitchen floor
were not the most stimulating, intimate talk, and didn't en-
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courage the family to sit at the dinner
table in rapt attention
So that our conversations, for the
most part, tended to
excjude her. They revolved around everyone
else's daily activities which we felt were a bit more
interesting.
She was
not terribly happy as we grew up, and
consequently our family
life was not as happy as it might have
been either.
P/F women
:

Sex and other roles

.

Clearly, many of these P/F women were

ambivalent about appropriate "feminine" behavior.

were academically

All

successful; happiness in social life was more varied.
others popular with leadership qualities.

A few were shy;

Only Ellen commented on

another aspect of her sex role.

I
was not gifted as either of my sisters were in terms of artistic abilities; both my sisters are very good in art work,
sewing, etc.
I
think I always felt, probably, fairly sad when
my work was not necessarily compared to theirs, but you could
see a gross discrepancy between their abilities and mine.

sum, professional

In

reality for all

goals were narrowing and becoming grounded in

the P/F people.

Still, only the men sought work in

labs, actively exploring and testing the appropriateness of their future

fields.

By and large, medicine was still

more general sciences the second runner.

the most desired goal, with

There was

a

people in regard to their perceived social success.

wide scatter among
Not surprising,

this variability decreases among the P=F participants, who are discussed

next.

Profession Balanced with Fami ly Pattern

P=F men

:

Professional role

.

In

(

P=F )

the last section on childhood years,

only Glen and Fred were included as P=F men.

Their reflections on ado-
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lescent years showed

a

continuation of this balance.

students as well as socially active.

Glen's career goal was crystal-

lized in high school years in response to

fected his (future) wife.
(see p.

Both were good

a

traumatic event that af-

This episode has been summarized previously

78), so at this point only a few comments of Glen's are included,

even knew before college that I wanted to be an opthamologist, which stemmed from Gail.
She has an eye disease,
which can become serious.
In her junior year she essentially
lost her vision in one eye.
She had a cornea transplant done
by this opthamologist who eventually became the chief at
It was a very traumatic period in her life, waiting
^
for someone to die for a long time.
I
was with her during
this period and I think somewhat helpful, although of course
she had her parents. This incident led me to opthamology at
an impressionable time in my career.
I

•

Four other men were deemed appropriate to include in this section,

though none had wel -articulated career goals.
1

Paul

All were good students.

and Kevin were both sons of engineer fathers and homemaker mothers

Neither had career goals bestowed on them by parents.

was always interested in science.
I
I
noticed in high school
that I enjoyed all sciences:
chemistry, physics, biology.
I
didn't have any specific idea of what I would do other than
that I enjoyed sciences and was pretty good in them (Paul).

tended to be good at school and probably had the expectation
I
was not particularly goal-oriented
that I'd keep doing that.
I
in those days beyond getting through the year; while finishing
In
one school, it was time to think where I'd be going next.
the last year of high school I took a physics course which was
a new experimental thing they were setting up around the country.
., and I really got involved, really enjoyed it, did
well, enthused. That happened to come along at the right time
to push me in the direction of the university to study physics
.

(Kevi n)

Adam's father was

a

general practitioner, and his mother helped out
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in

the office.

The father hoped his son would follow in his
footsteps.

Adam did not wish to become

doctor, because of the time demands.

a

Way back, like in high school, when you start thinking
about
what you are going to do, my fantasies were all over:
I
was
going to be a professional golfer, a sports announcer, a
senator.
I
wasn't interested in being a doctor, part of it was my
perception of the time demands.
In high school you play mentally with what you will do because there are no immediate decisions to make, and you are too busy carrying on with the
good time, doing homework.
I
was always interested in writing.
That's something I thought from time to time of pursuing, yet there was a thought in the back of my mind that you
do have to make a living.
I
can't tell you how it would have
turned out. In high school I felt I had peaked as a creative
writer,.
.writing poetry, short stories, things more imaginative than college where it was more structured with term papers.
By the time you've gotten to law school, you've had it.
Demands of practice foreclose to a great extent what you can
.

do.

Charles grew up as

a

"school

brat," living on the grounds of

a

pri-

vate school where his father taught.

He would drop in for lunch, in between classes, always back
and forth.
He would coach football and I would go hang around
the field, so I was accustomed to having a lot of interaction
with my father during the day while he was working.
knew
I
all the
other iiasters at the school; I hung around with the
biology Master and caught frogs for him to feed his snakes.

Charles identified more with his mother and her family.
sician, and gave lessons during Charles' youth.

partment head at an Ivy League college.

She was a mu-

Her father was

Both of Charles'

a

de-

parents were

from New England, and felt out of place in the Midwest.

The general family sense was that we were all intellectuals
When in coland musicians, not [Midwesterners] or salesmen.
.decided
that if they
lege I applied to only two colleges,.
didn't want me, I was going to hitchhike around the world, and
Basically I saw college as a
try again a year later.
way to get into a more exciting environment.
.

.

.

.
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To review, six men were clearly career-oriented
during these years,

ages 13-17, though more often than not, their goals
were diffuse.

As

with two P/F women, exposure to illness solidifies one
man's view toward
medi cine.

PzE

men.:

Family role

his parents'

.

Charles expressed

a

great deal of admiration for

marriage.

I
very much like my father's style of being a husband.
I
think my parents have always had a good relationship, always
been very close, very respectful of each other.
Both
are very much aware, Yankees that they be, of how much work
goes into a relationship.
Neither one of them is a person who
expects something from nothing. My father once said, "Don't
let anybody tell you that marriage is a 50:50 proposition,
it's 75:75."
That's an attitude my [wife] and I share.
Basically, you both put out as much as you can; you can't sit
back and say, "I've done my share, now it's my turn to put my
feet up and you wait on me."
.

All

.

.

the men came from traditional homes, with the mothers occasion-

ally employed or helping in their father's work.

Charles' mother re-

turned to work but became dissatisfied.

Interestingly, both Glen and Adam met their future wives while in
Both relationships had their pitfalls.

high school.

Prior to that time
My junior year in high school we went out.
was going with her best friend, who went away for the summer.
I
Even when I was going out with her friend, there was an interest on my part for Gail, and her for me. When the friend came
Gail and I had a
back, I went back with her for months.
Under duress she accepted me back.
traumatic separation.

Glen felt they would marry from the end of high school on.

younger years

,

he still was

a

True to his

"hanger-oner" with women, showing an ear-

lier need for long-term relationships than any of the other men inter-
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viewed.

Adam also was part of

high school sweetheart couple.

a

When I was a senior we dated a couple of times,
I
had a crush
on Alison which wasn't reciprocated.
But after a year of college, whatever that does for you socially, I was more
appealing.

Adam saw his father as both

On the one hand,
for her, working
some excesses in
both for him and

negative and positive role model.

a

he was always kind to my mother, doing things
to provide.
On the other hand, he went to

doing that which I perceived to be negative
for my mother. ...
I
also had an older
sister who started dating before me.
In the context of discussions with my mother about boyfriends, people who married
rich, poor,.
.1 was at least able to hear some things that
were going on and to some extent determined at least in part
what I was looking for in a wife, what demands I was interested in placing on myself as a potential husband.
.

Adam's comment

is

interesting especially when juxtaposed with his earli

er remark about wanting to be

a

writer.

He was persuaded from that pur

suit for fear that he might not be financially successful and able to

support

P=F men

a

:

family.

Sex and other roles

his interest in athletics.

.

In

his chi Idhood years

He appears

,

Glen stressed

to have followed through with

this interest, giving it some priority in choosing colleges.

I
tried
lot of energy went into athletics.
in
things
doing
an
I
I
was
had so many
athletic direction, that I just didn't have much time. When
I
was accepted at B
my English teacher told my mother
that I shouldn't go because it was too academic, too literary
I
a school for me.
like that image, made me want to go even
was my first
more to prove him wrong. Actually, B
choice.
I
wanted to play sports, and knew I'd have a better
chance in a small school.

In

high school,

a

to do my work, but

,
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in su..

the

oHgma,

as professionals.

the,r future wives,

P=P .en settled .ore
into their

The new additions
«ere less focussed.

We
So.e

roles

med

the

fact which distinguishes
the. fro. the P/F
.en who
™1n1.1zed the extent or
Importance of their social
H.es. Regardless of
future goals, al, the
.en graduated high
school with top .ar.s
and were
prepared for what was to
He ahead.

EzF wo^en:

a

Professional roje.

There appears to be

re.ar.able concareer- and fa.1
l,-or1entat1on a.ong the four
P=F wo.en considered first as Children
and now as adolescents.
Fa.lly .e.bers continued their support.
Other people tried to
discourage professional
goals but did not sway
these females.
Denlse's desire for medicine
was
strengthened during these years.
"The best courses in my high
school

sistency

a

in

were in science; It was the
time of Sputnik.

had a crush on my ninth
grade biology teacher, who
was also the wrestling
coach.
He told me I'd

be a fine doctor."
ly,

I

Denise received questionable
support from her fami-

so the encouragement from
peers and teachers was helpful.

relative, a female, was a physician
I
admired her Image that she
was a woman and a physician.
I saw her only
at'a'few so al
gatherings
My parents thought I was very
brigh? but were
'''^
wanied me
have a good job.
In high school, some of
my good friends
went into medical school. A high
value was placed on nigner
higher
education in my neighborhood.

]"hl^/,lT'll\t
had thought that was neat.

I

ZlTaV, "^T'.'W^

In

contrast, as

'

Alison swayed from her desire for legal
training,

her mother steered her back.
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wasn't playing a?oun'S.
d"?o ^hll' ^dla^^^V^^^
'°
answer her. ^^ thaftfl;
'int
, ^
S e'
"tuff'°"
thought maybe it wasn't a
good thing to do

"Sha?eJ:^ app

'

The advice from guidance
counselors was recalled by both
these
women. As with Mary in the
P/F section, these P=F women
were pushed to
consider traditional female
occupations, regardless of their
history of
academic success.

My guidance counselor advised
me to be a
technologist
twasan appropriate and reasonable thingmedical
to do, but some
thing inside of me said no (Denise).
The only person who ever discouraged
my ambition was my guidance counselor in high school, who
thought I should go to a
junior college. Any woman who didn't
have a wart on her nose
shou d go to a junior college and
get married, unless you had
extraordinary aptitudes, like my friend
with 800's on boards
They were very near-sighted individuals,
I
thought even then'
and
ooking back on it, I resent what they
were trying to dS'
which I think was to have the best
acceptance rate, by having
people shoot for places that were beneath
their capabilities
Fortunately the teachers didn't share the same
attitude (Alison).
^

Beth parted ways from the other women
in high school.
she not only made

a

conscious decision to enter medicine, but like many

males considered, actually got involved

participant

At that time

achieved as much

in

such

a

in

laboratory work.

No other

few years.

What happened was that I got involved with science
projects
and started winning National Science Fairs and
Westinghouse
Scholarships.
I
started working and publishing papers at a
very young age.
Actually I couldn't stand science or biology;
I
was into archeology and philosophy. ...
In tenth grade I
was forced into doing a science project and decided that the
only thing I could possibly do would be in the field of mental
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that won me first
place n the Ns^nnlf'c °^ ""^Slnal work
first place in the
.^'"^"'^^
'
t°ok
[city] then ?hp
national fair,
i
^^e
d d that ?n th^ee
d ff^'
years in a row.
It was reaHv .^t! ""irr^"* ''"^^^ '"--ee
very committed because
^'^^^ ' ^.ecame
I
rea izPd ^LJ^'i
and I was good at it
'^'•^ dancing
'
*
and I i,-f
got the reinforcement
"^'l- ^
'
becaLe ? wa. ""^^'^^
'"Jl"^
terrific.
very precocious.
I
was

^

Beth's re^rkable
acconplish^nt did not appear
to arouse excessive
re
sponse in her family.
..Achievement was and is
expected in my family

When faced with the
decision of seeking

a

medical or graduate degree,

Beth turned to teachers
she respected.

ochemistry.
I
was
encouraged by several oe^nlB i h^S
. ^
atry dep'artm^nt t^ t'a^'i'o
esp^[
especially
1
v^Jn"^
for researchr^^*^*"
usinq
^
Z,
human subiPrtc:
P^^-'^-s,
and"?he;'inco ^aged
Trtl'' Z''l
'^^'^^"^ in a
medical department
In f.rt
t
n!
^"V ^ psychology
^'
^
course
in college
,

'

Z

In a

discussion of Beth's life, it
must be recalled that she immigrated to the United States at
age 10.
When she won her first National
Science Fair award, she was only
14.
college.

By age 16, she was ready
to start

Though so exceptionally competent
in her work, she was not

prepared to rebel against her parents'
wishes that she live at home.
Fortunately the local university had

a

good reputation, and professors

were flexible.

curious in a lot of areas, so
LTl.rj^
and
take exams.
I'd tell professors
I

I
would read books
had the background.
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things, noi attL'
to waste t1.e „n.

g'^i

sest?'wr?M„o"^^

Interesting

o?.e.^^^^^a:e"tM;??,.,'^-/4sh:an'

S^^^,.

Beth Viewed college as
a transition step
to .edical school.
ready auditting medical
school classes fro. high
school on.

The reason

llTl

I

decided to graduate in two
years

l^:^tree\lTllZ

applied to -df'cal"Ich"^r f

sTo?s

One school

also in

a

She was al-

th.t n-

3oinTto^^S?c\]^:^Ll

'

r^Sr?i ^rylirj?\o1lele

n^S^afLr^nr^el?^'^'^ h^^^'

'

'

Tlfi

that accepted Beth was not
concerned with her age.

It was

city of some familiarity to her
parents, who would have re-

fused to see her go to some strange
city, like Boston.
A sizeable portion of this
section was devoted to Beth's entry
into

medical school.

This was done partly out of
interest, and in part be-

cause the stages of Beth's professional

years:

Stage

1

was prior to age 14;

Stage

2

was ages 14-19:

Stage

3

up through stage 5 will

a

life were condensed into so few

time of fantasy and exploration.

mastery; reading lots of books, getting
there.
be discussed in

Beth's early life was exceptional

in

the next chapter.

terms of her pursuit of her

career; the more typical pattern for women
was illustrated by most of
the P=F females and some of the P/F females
who have been previously

considered.

That is, they knew, even as children, that

a

job of some
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sort would be Important to
the., but specific
goals often regained undefined until later.
,„ adolescence their career
goals narrowed.
The
path for other women often
spanned one or two decades
before a specific
career goal was realized.
Four fe.ale participants
were added to this
P=F group. All valued
academic success, but none left
adolescent years
with specific goals.
The additional P=F women
came from upper middle-class
homes.
ents were all

college graduates.

businessmen.

None of the mothers worked full

Par-

Fathers were either professionals
or
time, but all were busy

with either odd jobs, community
work, or athletics.

One theme pre-

vailed:

They both emphasized the need for
a practical
pnman y as something that one could fall backcourse of study
on
They are'
''''''
^'^^ t^^t it was very imporL'ntTo
tant to };
have something useful at which I
could work should the
need ever present itself.
The need was never identified as
a
personal need but a financial need in
a marital siiua?ion
It s an old story with people
of their generation, their experience, and the depression (Lillian).
My father, especially, thought it was
good for women to have a
profession to fall back on in case you need
to work."
While
they said that, I felt they also thought
it was important to
be in a field where you would be
helpful to humanity (Irene).

The message from my mother was, "Have something
you can do,"
but It was also, "It should be teaching or
nursing" (Jan).

Jan's goal at this stage was more specific than
the others'.
ally worked as
a

a

nurse's aide while in high school.

familiar route to

a

She actu-

Lillian illustrates

career.

I
never, in my late teens, gave serious consideration to the
question as to what I was going to do.
I
guess I went along
with the assumption that I'd go to college and get married
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shortly afterwards
The npre=Q,-t„ faconscious choice wasn't
thers.
So while there were r»^II{ .
didn't want, to av ?d t
°'
'
e fr s Ja ^on^'f
'^T' ' ^""^^
^'^'^'-'^
and I knew that while
life,
I
wanted ?n h» ,
."J
my own
right, I didn't ta e t
e nexf st^n f„ r'.^'"5jn
to Choose.
And of
:oJ^:e"^otdJ^?n':dto^?:r^e!

eartnn'^hat'l

^llun'TZ^V'^''.- .

'

^^^''^^

-t^^"

Decause

wtf
What can

'-^-'^yla^^erts^fe^^^
you do with

a

major in historv

tine on the phi I^soph^
oT:edi In

lit Pfl,

o'?

ifc

l'^'"^

n^l'

''f

<n-^^^?sc\-^:-r?:r-°£:-"
Irene had no specific goal

models of working women in

a

in

her youth, but she did have
role

close neighbor and

,n

the mother of a

friend.

My parents were involved in the
League for
Thev had a
good friend who [my sister] and
'
I
got
th
our
high school years.
She had gotten her Ph.D. in
Education and
'''''''
emot
' ''''''
disturbed V^hnn"'^'
^''^
as a vol^
unLer with
unteer
w?th the
p'^H-i.°''^"^.'^^^""^'°^
children.
At first I was absolutely
terrified
'''''''
!
was verj

invol^

1^

fStia

^'^

'
She had lost
'
her fathp;
hpfn
?
^'l':"^
father before
I
met
her, so her mother was more or
less
singlehandedly running the house.
I
really liked her mother.

Irene also went to

a

female pediatrician.

fluences, she began to consider medicine
as

Perhaps because of these
a

in-

vocation.

I
remember in one of my college applications I
had that in
mind, because I talked, about medicine in
one of my essays
So
It must have been in my thoughts my
senior year, though it
wasn t really fixed.
Teaching had been one [option]
My father.
.mentioned several times that teaching was a
better
career for a woman.
.

Although specific goals for these additional P=F
women were not fo-
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cussed, they were included
in this group because
of their e.phasis on
academics.
In Liiiian^s words.
"I always perce,ved
.yself as different
from people I went through
high school with, as
.ore academical lyon-ented.. Several participants
were granted entry into
special schools
on the basis of merit,
another graduated valedictorian.
Social life was
not avoided, but did
not seem to dominate
their time.

PzL

»

women.

Famiiirole.

Success in social life varied
among the P=F

For Alison and Beth, dating
came easily.

Al

i

son seemed to get

the most encouragement
from home in this direction.

She began dating at
age 15, and soon began to
think about marriage in a
meaningful way.

My mother and

I

discussed thp

-b

£tr r-.^-,^^Sen^^Jou^Tre^

^

^ de'r^

f;irfc

nf

i-;^^

t

•
,

;rr%°;i:::eau! t'^!^U alo^^r
oet^you^ahop^^^

just "helping Mommy," it was
training.

^

'

Alison met her future husband
while in high school, but they did
not begin to date seriously until
college years.

She jokes that he fell

in

love with her the first time he
met her.

Beth, notwithstanding her academic
accomplishments, also had

a

successful social life.

lived down South, where marriage
proposals come a lot more
easily, so I ve had several offers.
They were never people
that I was affectively involved with.
I
had a fantasized long
distance relationship with a next-door neighbor
doctor for
seven years, which I think was age
appropriate.
It permitted
me to do the studying I needed to do
professionally while I
still maintained the image of myself as being
a woman.
I
had
all the fantasies of marriage, having
kids with him.
I
fundamentally went through adolescence always having
a boyfriend,
I

and always olavina if cafa

t

without knowing

,1 I'^a 'ne erone lTluT'°'''' '^'"'^'^
was a sweetheart of
' ^'1"'^'^
fmernU
ZL°",
It
'^"^'^
was
'
to
very
,
much the ^smp
i
very little interest
"''^
'
un'tiW
"ight.

I

^

S^usb^^S]

as this neighbor, who
in .any ways served
as a role .odel

.

He was in

-dical school during their
long years of friendship,
and used

-th

Beth.

He also introduced
her to .any hobbies and
sports.

to study

She

strived to impress him and
benefitted herself.
Dating did not come as
easily for other P=F
women. As Sara stated
In high school I hadn't dated.
., physically I developed
late."
Still, Gail met her future
husband while in high school.
To recollect
for the reader, her
husband spoke at great length
about their relationship and her eye trouble.
Neither of these events were
stressed by
.

Gail

For the four new additions
to this P=F group, mothers
represented
mxed role .odels for their family
role.
As previously mentioned, all
these women came from traditional
backgrounds.
Still
although their
mothers were not employed, they
were busy ladies, often holding
leadership positions in volunteer
organizations.
One mother competed to be
,

the best homemaker among her
friends; another hired full-time
help to

relieve her of the "chores."

life-style, made up of

a

One grew to envy her grown
daughter's

combination of roles.

Most typical of the pat-

tern expressed by the rest of the
P=F women was Irene's observations
of

her mother.
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^^'^''^^ ^"^'^9 a housewife was
very mixed
Ihf'l'lt
'"i^'"*!housekeeper
She
was a terrific
and child raiser
-^Z
evoted and organized, loves babies
'
and yo
"ch
re
bu7
^°
^he hated housework
esDe
""^-TJ/^
cially with
four of us.
You can't blame her
but she wnu?H
get overwhelmed at times, not too
often

LT

rlu

PiF women:

Sex and other role^.

Clearly all

these women were social-

ized to value marriage and to
seek training in

useful.

Their prowess

in

a

field that might be

academic endeavors was also reinforced.

Gail, speaking for many, did not
see any conflict of interests.
high school
being the brightest person in class
was not a
Lsex rolej problem, it meant there were some
issues you had to
deal with
In fact.
., it's easier in terms of social
acceptance to be the brightest.
.and a female, [unless] a man
was an athlete [too].
When I went to school
social respec?
for a man was based on athletic
achievement, and social respect for a woman was based on intellectual
achievement.
In

.

.

,

Irene and Sara did point out exceptions from
their life.

My father was very set in what he thought were
important ways
to raise children.
For example, he thought piano lessons were
important, so we all took lessons until we left home.
None of
us have played since (Irene).

Irene felt her father enforced piano because he liked
music, not because
it was a suitable activity for daughters.

bias of her parents was more apparent.

country to attend

a

private school with

In

Sara's case, the sex role

Her brother

.was

sent across

prep school, while she was transferred to
a

a

local

poor educational system.

To summarize, all eight of these P=F women planned to have careers.

The younger the female was when she reached this decision seemed to

coincide with the clarity of her goals upon graduating high school.
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support fro. parents varied.

-r^etahle s.in. on,,
sional aspirations.

a

AH

wanted their daughters
to have

a

tew tr,ed to endow
their offspring with
profes-

One of the .ost interesting
findings was that five

females were the oldest
child, and two were only
children.
Research
substantiates that this group
would have .ore incentive
and a.bition
Also noteworthy is that only
two women had brothers.
Jan's younger
brother followed a .ore direct
path into the professions;
Sara, as
stated, suffered so.e sex
role discrimination.
Another interesting fact
Is that two Of these
women met their future
husbands while in high
school.
Both .en had been considered
as P=F types, as are their
mates.
Possibly .utual values towards
work and social life drew
them together.
In the next section,
those participants who were
classified as F/P in
their orientation are discussed.

Family Dominant Pattern (F/P)

F^men_.

lll'iomn:

No .en were deemed appropriate
for this grouping.

Professional , roje.

Surprisingly, the F/P women added little

information to their professional or
social development
years.

The few comments they did make
showed

a

their teenage

consistent attitude to

their major life roles as seen in their
childhood years.

should suffice.

in

Rhonda echoes the persistent theme.

A few examples

"My .other,

like

all mothers, wanted me to get a teaching
certificate or secretarial

course, and settle down and get married."

Nonetheless, Rhonda, like

others in her cohort, began to think about

a

career while in high school.

She discussed the legal profession with her
parents.
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My father, who is not
a lawyer
went tr. i=,
u
,
out because of the
"'•"PP^''
depression
Mv JJ?,
h
political, very involved
"^"^^^
very
so r tt
L^^,^
^"™ed I would do some
world changing sooner
oriate^
^
debate team in
high school.
°"

Fran thougtt seriously
about working, but not in
a specific field
•I always imagined
.yself as somebody who worked;
it never really seemed
an option not to work.
was a good student in
,
high school." Her ^.
ther was the only one in
this F/P group to work
full tiire.

°' ''''""^^

sheTf"wh1n"lhr[^fHnf ?^b
[nr.rS?o^ eVan

"

'

™^

0?

der to think about how I
treated her in
made a very nice peace between
us.

Helen was also influenced by
her mother.

^^^^
do

'

s e
^scence.
e

uHe
we ve

Her .other took special

courses to qualify for work which
she could do from the house.

Helen

recalls her mother started to work
while she was in high school.
A confusion with roles and
the place of work in one's future
life
is illustrated by a newcomer
to this

F/P group,

Kathleen.

Kathleen grew

up in suburbia, with an
engineer father and a homemaker mother.

states that she fell

All

She

into a profession.

the way through high school I was very
good academically,
was also interested in fashion design,
and I could never
rifr^li
decide which thing to do.
When I was 18 and graduating from
high schoo
I
was madly in love with this complete jerk,
and
figured^ I d marry him anyway so it didn't
1
really matter
I
decided I d go off to the university.
There was a $500.00 schoarship for teaching, so I said, "Okay,
I'll be a teacher,
i
ll
teach math because I'm good at math." So I majored
in
that.
I
never gave it a great deal of thought. ... The
guidance department was something of a joke.
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L/Lm^:
role as

a

Fa^ii^ role.

Kathleen was far less casual
about her future

wife.

dutifully swallowed all the bilge
that you've been
fL^?
fed from the people around you,
including your oarents .pH Jh.
media, that you will grow u^ and
you wn? catch^?^e Haht m.n

used!\tt?ng"t?d"catch--a lawyer, a doctor-who
c'llri
''^l would set
you up in your beau
tiful house in suburbia with your
two cars and your 2 8 chill
-d ^ou-d ifve'the ham-ed
'
nousewite
ous;.??e irf
life. 'Z.'
Maybe you'd have something you did
on vour
own.
I
guess when I was 18 I viewed it all
very much in raditional ways. As I gradually drifted
through, all those
'''''''
anything' I consciously
rejected'

T:.lr'T'/

Kathleen's comments are made retrospectively.

At this point she can

laugh at her former values and the "jerk"
she planned to marry.

current life is not traditional.

Many of the other F/P women have not

given up the values learned as children.
lost their meaning for them.

woman being

a

Her

Marriage and children never

In the last chapter,

failure if she did not marry.

Nancy spoke of

a

Fear of this happening to

her caused sadness

When I was a teenager, I probably went through the time—
think there's a time when young girls feel that they are pretty unattractive, that no one would ever love them.
I
think I
went through that as most girls do, that no one would ever like
me enough to want to marry me, therefore I probably wouldn't
get married. Also I'm sure I toyed with the idea of not being
married when I was older, but I think I basically always assumed I would. ...
I
dated just occasionally in high
school

In sum,

marriage was still the primary goal for these F/P women.

By high school

they began to think about having some work of their own,

but this possibility remained unfocussed.
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Chapter Sumi^^

Adolescence_ (A£es_

1

3-1 7)

The turmoil and confusion of
adolescent years seems to have
been
minimal for the 30 people discussed
in this chapter.
Developmental

patterns and orientation towards
professional and family roles
remained
remarkably consistent between
childhood and adolescent years.
The 19
people considered as children
remained true to the group they
were originally categorized in, with the one
exception of Mark.
Eleven people
were added to these groups, mostly
to the P=F group.

Two notable variations in developmental
rhythms occurred, one between the sexes and one between groups.

those people who were career-oriented.

The former difference refers to

Many of the men actively ex-

plored the chosen field of work, spending
their free time in laboratories.

From this experience they gained role
models,

standing of what the field involved, and

a

a

better under-

sense of their personal fit.

Only two women actively sought concrete
experience.

The second differ-

ence referred to was most notable between the P/F
and the F/P groups.

There was
cess.

a

wide scatter among people regarding perceived social
suc-

Dating was most important to those men and women in the F/P
and

P=F groups, and in general, these people had the
most diffuse career
goals.

The general

trend appears to be that no matter how focussed the

career goal, or how strong. the professional aspiration was, all these
people were good to excellent students.
to gain acceptance to the best colleges.

Invariably, all had the grades
For some, perhaps without con-

scious realization, the groundwork was laid for continued academic sue-
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cess.

Another pattern to be observed

conceived of professional careers

rapidly to

a

that those participants
who

childhood years progressed more

crystallization of these goals than
those who began to

dream of such occupations
ple.

in

is

in

She began her career as

adolescent years.
a

Beth is the prime exam-

medical researcher while in high
school

by not only identifying with
physicians, but enrolling in medical
school

courses and publishing original
research.

lustrating this trend.

First there is

a

Her stages are useful

in

il-

time of fantasy, followed by

time of mastery which involves
reading and exploration.

a

Those who enter

these stages later usually take
longer to pass through them.

The excep-

tions to this pattern were involved
in personal traumas, notably
illness.

A lengthy stay in the hospital

cine, while

a

turned one woman away from medi-

long untreated sickness moved another
towards the medical

field.

Support for professional aspirations varied
among the participants.
By and large, as in the last chapter,
the males received more familial

support than did the females.

When conversations with guidance counsel-

ors were recalled, memories were most always
negative.

All

the people

added to this chapter came from traditional homes,
and had no role models of full-time working mothers.
In

this group of 30 people,

recollections of high school years

varied in the significance ascribed to peer standards.
pants felt like outsiders in their school crowds.

themselves setting the standards.

universally found.

A few were leaders,

The majority felt

of friends and shared their cohorts' attitudes.

Some partici-

a

part of

a

network

Academic success was

Satisfying involvements with peers were also remem-
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bered.

Most varied were dating
^idtionsmps.
y relationshios

as part of the social

fo™at.

Tp.
Teenagers viewed dating

Though the "action
is often ,i.-ted

Whatever does occur attains
significance for [one's]
self-i.age" (^ffer
* Offer,

school

,971, p.

32).

Two of the couples
interviewed .et as high

students, and one of these
couples had

a

solid relationship he-

fore graduation.

One wo»«n spoke of playing
it safe, dating .any
people, but not getting
too invol ved because it
would interfere with her
work. Her approach was
™ost likely shared by
others.
Not dating was
^ntioned by several wo.nen as a
cause of concern. Being
a good student
was seen to be a .ixed
experience. A fs, people
recalled feeling apart
from their peers because they
valued education ™,re than
cohorts did.
Striving for good marks and
accomplishments consumed a lot of
time for
others, and did not lead to
personal happiness during these
years.
Others reported that interest and
success in learning were standards
in
their reference group.
Rather than an isolating factor,
it proved a
bond.
These people were fortunate in
that they sometimes found their
peer group more encouraging and inspiring
to their professional aspirations than family members were.
In sum,

other than the unifying facts that all
these participants

were good students, there was so much
heterogenity in the group (insofar
as adolescence is concerned),

other hand,

that no conclusions

can' be

drawn.

On the

the "identity crises" usually descriptive
of this period of

life were not noted by the people in
this study.

cence is often described as

a

In

literature, adoles-

transition stage characterized by disrup-

tion and change, brought on by psychosexual
maturity and movement

towards independence from parents.

Adolescence, according

to

Erikson
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(1950),
a

is a

"normative crisis."

Anna Freud wrote:

'The upholding of

steady equilibrium during
the adolescent process
is itself abnormal"

09b8, invaillant, 1977,

332).

p.

Also, in the Grant
longitudinal

study (Vaillant, 1977), those
men who in their forties
had the "best
outcomes" had used more immature
defenses in late adolescence
than
others who never gained autonomy
(the "perpetual

these years are viewed as
"a

boys").

time for adolescents to
test their limits,'

a

phase of increased conflict
but one characterized by

for growth"

By and large,

(Szurek, 1971, p.

113).

Only

a

high potential

a

few studies report findings

Similar to those observable among
this group of people-that
is, that
identity crises ranged only from
mild to ^derate during teenage
years
(Grinker, 1962; Masterson, 1967;
both in Offer & Offer, 1971).
The
Offers "challengeCdJ the concept
of great inner turmoil.

necessarx part of adolescence" (Ibid.,

p.

.

.as being a

40), after collecting data on

"normal" high school students (73 males
and 30 females) over an eight-

year period.

Their conclusion is "that the development
of many adoles-

cents can be better characterized by

volcanic eruptions"
In

(

Ibid

the next chapter,

be examined.

.

,

p.

concept of gradual shifts than by

41).

the long years of professional

training will

At least half of the participants already had

goal before entering college.

uation and their matriculation into

portant also to see

is

a

career

Most of the remaining group determined

career possibility while in college.

a

a

A few worked between college grada

school

of higher education.

if some goals go through a transformation.

addition, marriage becomes

years.

a

realizable goal

for many during these

ImIn

CHAPTER
AGES 18-27:

VI

YEARS OF TRAINING AND
PERSONAL COMMITMENTS

The decade being considered
in this chapter was
crucial to 39 of
the professionals interviewed
in ter.s of .aking
decisions about career
directions and .arital partners.
Within these years, three
.en are in-

troduced in the P=F group, and
four women are noted to
shift their orientations towards work and family
life.
Most of the transformations
stem from the development of
professional aspirations.
For some people,
the changes in attitudes and
behaviors amount to role
transformations.

Profession Dominant Pattern (P/F)
P/F

nien:

Professional ro]e.

Nine men were included in this
section be-

cause they graduated high school with
professional aspirations.

These

goals were strengthened and reinforced
through young adulthood years.

Six men matriculated in college with
an eye towards

a

medical career; of

these, two men, on their own initiative,
found work in laboratories.

Two others dreamed of being instrumental
in societal changes; one saw
law school as a means to this end.

Two were uncertain about which cre-

dential would suit their purposes.

First, the draft offered

um on career decisions, and later, they
learned by trial
a

few years, then,

a

moratori-

and error.

For

these men were not professionally-oriented (P/F);
but

by the end of the time period being considered,
both men had matricu-

lated in schools of higher education.
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By age 28, one man had received
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a

law degree and was
employed.

as .edica,

SU

.en .ad yet to
complete thei. yea.s

residents.

Military service affected
eight of these .men,
six
during the decade considered.
Further ^pwoo
rurtner,
seven men married in
thei r
young twenties
Professional stages were
described

in

ter.s of units of
schooling

So.e .en, like Edward,
never questioned their
childhood goal
physician. Ed's stages are
"strictly by chronology."

I:

3.

::a[^aTsc)o^Sf iLll^!

to be a

w\°icT:aVboriljtl?-I'ier

than

next phase was being absolutely
thrust into it full
internship and reside cy
'""P^"9
Tf^at
l^^''^''
"'f'
wor ed
about ?00
1?n'"h
""f?"'^[numbers '"^
100-1^0
hours weekly
added].
til

e

1/

The general view was that
stages were determined by external
changes, as
described by Ira.
"I may well have changed
myself during the [student]
period, but I am hard put to describe
it.
It is more a function of re-

sponse to external circumstances;
the circumstances have been so
varied
and different almost year]y."
The first stage to be considered
spent at college.

All

in

this section are those years

nine P/F men attended prestigious
schools, re-

flecting their scholastic achievement in high
school;

a

vanced standing which meant they enrolled
as sophomores.

couple had adTwo men men-

tioned that they purposefully chose colleges
far away from their families, though this is true for most of the
others.

lies is an important goal

Separating from fami-

of these years which Sheehy calls the "Pulling

Up Roots" passage (1976, p. 40):
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flirted with the University
of C
h,,+ a
.
^9^^'"^^
I
really didn't want to I^upViT"
that since I lived one
^''^
^^^^
^
mile frnm th. T.'
want 500 blood rela??ves
^^'^n't
^
on hand In, l'^^'^^'
^"^^
a lot of cousins I
wlsn't° o
nd
''ll f^^'^^'^?^''^ ^
grew in a way my family
didn't (StuaVt .*
I

It.

'

'

"

'

j

'^'^

L1f!^orfi^ence\"nS°kno^?nnha';°^''^^

famn^

supportive

o

Ihe

\

'

eTwerp''°

of

'''''

own for the first time
°" ^^^^'^
other Jh.n Ln
T'^l^
I
got a lot Of help
Le°
T^^'
thought It was like someone
who was verv well rZrll'A
goes up to the season opener
and now
me to Lkr^hl''""
sweat sun off and see what
you can do yours jf (Edward)

fromTpaJ^rts^rf

e^r^

^

U^s

While most men used these
years to reflect on future
goals, a few
saw college as a transition
step to medical school.
Larry is one of
these men:

""'''^'''^ '''''''''

7e.rV:T.
''V'.
year
of advanced
placement before
'

::3]?srsct^o^s^^r:;^.?:.^°^^^^

In

the last

b^"^^^

a

went to college, and then

^'^^^^^

chapter, it was noted that Russell saw
marks as the keys

towards his goal.

years.

I

This view remained stable through
undergraduate

"College was hard work, and it was to
get into medical school.

It was a tough

1

ife.

Others found the years between 18-22 difficult.

was extremely successful in prep school and
I
had advanced
standing into my sophomore year at Harvard.!
There I did
I

While most identifying features of schools have
been changed, it
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moderately well, although I wasn't
outstandinn
t
^ a
painful relationship with a wom
'
n at
o'il e e
in ^
T''
number of ways I had always been
^"
.
surrp^^?;?r ^
and things, but those yfa^rs'
afnarv" Tw' s'mucht s
"
though I wasn't a failure by anv
°'
mpan<;
Tr./.oMx
anything I had ever experi
ence7be?o?e
t
viron^nt to survive than I think ['
e ev
expe ience' 'b7fn\
^j'^^^'^P^^^^"^^^
before
or since. So I left with great
relief

^

T'^

"

Tom transferred schools, from
school.

Financial

a

1 .T'T^

prestigious university to

ble rat race there, all
I

the Jewish boys trying to be
doctors, very lit-

a

burst of self-confidence in undergraduate
years.

"Harvard College was super.
a

"It was a terri-

don't think my college years were
very happy times."

Others reported

success with

local

factors were one factor, but more
importantly, he was

not doing well and was not happy
with his social life.

tle joy in it.

a

I

had a very good time.

minimum of effort.

I

I

achieved great

really breezed through college."

A mixture of success in academia and
extracurricul uar activities was re-

ported by Edward.

College was very reinforcing to me, particularly the
first
year.
I
think if things start well then you start to believe
you can do it and the world is yours, and success sort
of
breeds success.
The first test I ever took in college I got
100 on, and the chemistry professor called me up in the middle
of the class and congratulated me because [that was a rarity].
I
went into that test not knowing whether I would get an A, B,
C, D.
I
knew I was in with smart people in college.
.but
didn't have any idea where I could fall compared to [others].
But the fact that I did well.
.and got recognized in that
fashion right off set a standard and, competitively, then [decided] I had to be the top of the class each time.
Indeed, I
got 100 on all three of the hour exams in that course.
.

.

.

.

.

was felt to be fitting to make Harvard University an exception.
From
the material gathered. Harvard apparently symbolizes the dream of many,
the epitome of having proved one's intellectual merit.
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Athletically, without difficulty

whatever the challenge

I

I

made the track tP.n

could do it.

A

lot of

U

iu^

is

up to varsity by junior
year and raced over Europe 'for
summers; it was a good experience.

^

Ed's social

sports.

I

moved

Ln

life suffered because he was
so busy with studies and

Too much social

life and

a

personal

tragedy marred Ira's aca-

demic record but not his overall
enjoyment of his college experience.

^^^^^
grades was freshman
year.
^eI^^^tw7h/^'°]^''^^
I
thought [college] was going to be a
breeze and had
enough extracurricular activities to
involve most people full
3^'' '^'^^ "^^^^"9 time sitting around
b.lKhJt'
bullshitting for nours on end till two
to three in the morning
and sleeping through classes.
But I enjoyed it
I
qot
further feedback from my parents I'd better
get on the ^ticK,
stick
and sophomore year did well.

T

Political activism marked this time period
for Victor and Don.

Victor's history was outstanding.
active in community affairs.

He was student council

Further, he extended himself by running

for district leader in his home state, with
as his campaign manager.

president, and

a

now prominent politician

At the same time, he was an honors student.

In my freshman year I started a race relations group
that did
some kind of radical things.
We organized a boycott [on] the
barber shops because they refused to cut the hair of black
students. ...
The dean of the college took me by the collar
and said I set back town/college relationships for 20
years..
I
woke up one winter morning with my window flung open and
three buckets of ice water dumped on me, and a sign left on
the door by the Ku Klux Klan
"you dirty nigger lover"— which
is a badge I like to wear. ...
I
organized a drive for the
American Civil Liberties Union and got 200 people to enroll.
Not singlehandedly there was another college student who
worked with me, Mike Dukakis, ...
In my senior year I decided to run for town meeting in B
and Mike Dukakis

—

,

,
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volunteered to be my campaign
manager.

to::

a

sell's goal never wavered.

"It was

took extra courses.

considered graduate school
sors.

"I

I

in a

always wanted to be

that was in college when

a

I

in

a

but

a

pressure to be

"Being

a

mental pressure, was to stay in chemistry and be

Stuart's mentor was

be basic scientists.

the goal.

"I

After

lot of

basic scientist"

doctor wasn't even considered

trade, so that peer pressure, and societal

ist."

a

a

It was also

Stuart was surrounded by people trying to bestow

identity on him.

Others

wavered from

I

chemistry major, and there was

the Sputnik era and a lot of societal

hard

encouraged by profes-

doctor and the only time
a

a

lot of points."

a

goal

loved

I

addition, and being

wound up with
science,

a

was

pure premed track, but

intense pressure from the faculty for me
to get my Ph.D.

(Stuart).

^^the

Although he explored other fields,
Rus-

philosophy and poetry and English, so,
I

camP un ho

time when many men evaluated
the future goals on the

basis of gained experiences.

worker,

I

hlgnest^^voi:

'

^rrst^Ji^:;^-

College was

He and

a

a

different

good thing,

pressure and departprofessional chem-

a

foremost chemist and his peers went on to

a

a

year of wavering, medicine again became

had no idea of what medicine was about.

I

thought it

would be more exciting."
Jim fluctuated between

science

a

future in medicine,

a

science or

a

social
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I
went through some changes of mind
about careers in colleqe
Oh,^I tried history, I liked it, but I
didn't.
I
was really'
trying to find myself and where I belonged,
but I didn't real
y catch on in anything. ...
So I think I reverted back
to
some of the things I really knew I wanted,
was willing to work
at regardless of the success factor.
So I majored in chemistry
and I wasn't sure whether I wanted to
be a chemist or a scientist or go to medical school.
I
decided on medicine because
It promised some security and seemed like
a good thing to do
It didn t narrow your options, you could be
a scientist in
medicine if you wanted to or you could practice
a profession
always earn a good living.
It just seemed like the best od-'
^
portunity.

For Jim, as for others, job security ended the
confusion:

I
had a number of teachers in college who I had a
great deal
of respect and affection for, one in particular who
was in art
history.
I
was an English major and took as few science
courses as I could.
I
did give some thought to graduate
school in art history, but that degree would have been limited
to teaching or curator work.
Then there's the obvious question of its usefulness to other people; it's rather a selfcentered occupation. Medicine had more flexibility, and while
I
never thought about medicine as security, that must have
been an underlying thought.
My major interest in medicine is
as a service profession (Ira).

A confusion over career goals was not limited to the premed students

Don began to question the legal

profession.

I
had an idealistic view of law when I was applying.
I
began
to see classmates who were interested in law question my
ideas, their practicality.
One professor encouraged me to go
to graduate school and become an academic like. him.
He was
the chairman of the political science department, a very important person to me.

In

sum, choosing service professions was less valued by faculty and

sometimes peers than was the pure pursuit of
in

graduate school.

did.

a

discipline which occurs

One solution is to pursue two degrees, which Larry
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^

^'"^
^bout something,
^^'to
llfTnZ't''V'
.to get
solid knowleage in a field ^''^^
At th^t t-;,nn m^^i
school was three-and-a-qua'rter
yearfof
o
Iwo '^'a'
Ph.D. took whatever time it took.
You could use onrvear'of
science courses from medical school
towards the two years o^
formal course requirements for the
Ph.D.
Of course I could
°'
school for ly
^'^^
r^L arch
research.
S?it
So
it ^I'^
took si x-and-a-quarter years
together,
y^u.er, ratner
rather
than seven years if done separately.
.

.

acLT

Larry enjoyed his years in professional
training schools, which reflects
his wise choice of programs

offered flexibility,
a

a

to fit his needs.

The University of

C

strong department in his field of interest,
and

most appealing professor.

I
applied to schools that were strong in the study of the
physical sciences and allowed you to get a Ph.D. at
the same
time.
I
chose C
because the particular person there was
most exciting.
I
had done a little research at 0
College
and presented it at a local conference.
He heard it and spoke
to me a little about it.
I
found him a different sort of person and decided I'd really like to work in his lab.
He was an
intellectual wild man, also physically wi ld--si tting in midwinter with the air conditioner on and riding his motorcycle
into his office.

Medical school in C
is not like medical school elsewhere.
It was great fun.
It's part of the biology department, and
you can take courses in other departments, which I did. You
didn't have a great deal of night calls or Saturday work.

At least six of the P/F men chose professional schools on the basis

of the school's reputation,

a

renown professor or personal contacts.

Given that the participants in this study lived in the Boston area, it
is not so surprising

that Harvard University represented an ultimate

status symbol.

for example, graduated college with uncertain

plans.

Don,

To avoid being drafted into

the Peace Corps,

the military force, he applied to

graduate school and as an afterthought, law school.
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The Peace Corps option
was ruled out when
His acceptance.

halfway across the country,

in school.

a

''when a

Woodrow Wilson fellowship.
call

-

Don was

ca.e fro. Mother Harvard
to

Harvard was something

I

couldn't resist."

this prestigious school was

a

great disappointment to at

.

in

previous illness prevented

'^Graduate school was the
path of least resistance

particularly since he was
awarded

accepted

a

.

.

least two male participants:

"l

went

to B

Not being

Medical School

(B.M.S.).

would much rather have gone
to Harvard and Harvard
Medical School.
I'm an overachiever
I
worked hard, and
I

did wel

.

Laude, but other people do
better"

(Russell).

1

-PM

Beta

,

Ma^ Cum

As previously mentioned,

Ira's grades suffered in his
first year of college due to an
active

social

life, and in his senior year in
response to his mother's death:

There was one period of question
which was my senior year in
'''''' grades.
I
had wia
i a'half'^p'
and-a-half
years of very good grades and
one-and-a-half years
of very bad grades, nothing in between.
I
specifically wanted
to go to Harvard Medical School
because that is where I was
working at_. That was completely unrealistic
given the grades
^°^^ses.
I
did apply to Y.M.S. and
thow had
h^^'^i'r^'^
they
the same view towards my biology grades.
I
ended uo^
coming back to B M.S.
While I was applying I had second
thoughts about whether I might want to
go to graduate school.
actually had a discussion with my father.
1
He said
You can do whatever you want," and said it
sincerely
That
was the time of my mother's death.
My father and brother were
and it was a good time to come back.
I
could
^J""''
[have gone J far away but it didn't cross my mind.

V^^^^'

.

Personal

contacts were

Stuart, for one, chose
cousin.

Jim selected

my uncle went.

a

a

a

major factor influencing choice of schools

college based on the experiences of an older
medical school

in his hometown:

He was a very important figure when

I

"That's where

was growing up."
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Tom also selected
For all

a

school

in

which an older cousin was

the men considered, medical

travel
in

These stages were interrupted

Stuart travelled for one year
after winning

scholarship from his department.

"I

a

Two men, who graduated college

the 1950's, served in the armed
forces.

more pleasant than college:
I

professor.

or law school marked the
second

stage in their professional development.
for three men, however.

a

Tom found these years far

was drafted to serve in the Korean
War.

didn't try to get out because my father
had been

in

the army.

I

wouldn't have thought of getting out because
my political feelings

weren't that strong.

...

It was a good time for me,

I

made

a

lot of

friends, people from all kinds of places."

Tom expressed no regrets about his years in the
military.

When the

Vietnam War began, he was sensitive to the confusion
of young men eligible for the draft and was quite active in
counseling them.

perience was quite different.

Victor's ex-

He had been accepted into graduate school

at the time, then he changed his mind and enlisted.

His father was far

from encouraging.

John Kenneth Galbraith is a friend of my father and begged me
to go see him before I went into the army and I did.
Galbraith told me that I was foolish to volunteer for the
draft because it was going to end soon, which it did.
But I
didn't pay any attention to my father or his friends in general, so I volunteered for the draft.
It was a horrible experience [being] in the army.
It was just grotesque.
I've always
sort of had a perverse streak and liked to do difficult
things.
Given two roads I usually take the thornier, at
least that is my perception of it.

Military life was complicated for Victor because of his political activities and beliefs.

Through college he had been given "non-combatant
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status" in response to
his stance as

a

pacifist;

risk, under investigation
Aftei ef.hJ "V."^"
ous state, they called
me'up be^orl a colnl?'-'"

off

telegram when ^he United S?.t^.

a

^^^"'ity

'

^*'3u-

^''^'^

'

?^

At
that time they were taking
fhHfe"h^°^^^"-°°-^^""^^^
people into the armv thll
"
vest! gating them aftenvards
instead of in J.tiLT'

professors at S
College whether I was churchgoing
and he
said,
He is the most godfearing
student that ever camp
through this college."
Ultimately it took an appeaWrom
three^members of the United States
Senate to get'the

a^

off

Interestingly, one would have suspected
that two years in the military would have given Tom and Victor
time to reflect on career possi-

bilities.

As adolescents,

Victor was interested in effecting
social

change and Tom in the understanding of
the human mind.

Yet both had to

learn by trial and error which style
of training would best suit their
needs.

They were the only men included in this
section to change their

career directions.

The rationale for including them in the group
of

professionally-oriented men is that they had goals, albeit
unstructured
ones.
to

Victor described his early sense of professionalism:

get a set of tools, skills that would be useful.

certo,

that if you have

you can earn

a

a

I

had

"I

a

wanted

feeling

in_

good tool bag and know how to use those tools,

living and you have the flexibility to do lots of differ-
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ent things."
A professional

degree was

a

means to an end for Victor.

cular credential was almost irrelevant.
aged him to pursue the same field.
ed by

a

Marrying

In addition,

negative identification with his father,

a

The parti-

law student encour-

entering law was prompta

renown physician.

My idea then was to get some legal
tools, to get into public
pohcy
I
knew people who were active in politics
were lawyers, but I did not have any personal
role models.
I
had an
uncle who was a lawyer, but he was the
antithesis of a public
He owned a little real estate and had
a tiny office
and did wills and things like that; I
didn't want to be a lawyer in that sense.
I
was really interested in shaking and
changing the world.
I
thought Harvard Law School would be a
good place to start.
I
was instantly disillusioned with law.
It is so monumentally
irrelevant, it leads nowhere. My solution was to
leave it
after three months, right after the course in how
you handed
down property in the Middle Ages.
I
was really shaken up emotionally by the fact that everything was crumbling in
front of
me.
I
passed all my courses even though my motivation was
gone.
I
think the fact that I wasn't shining bothered me.
I
was ruminating whether I'd ever be able to be a leader of
some
kind and here I was feeling mediocre.
But it was the combination that led to me leaving.

Everyone I spoke to advised me to stay, including my wife and
father.
But the law school is a place with 125 students and
one professor.
I
don't remember even having an advisor.
Nobody took me in tow.
I
think I would have liked that.
It was
probably the wrong decision to leave despite the irrelevance
of the curriculum.
They don't teach you to practice law or
what is important for society; they teach you what is important for the establishment, which is mostly big. business and
to some extent big government.
The fact is, if you have a law
degree it gives you a lot of flexibility.

In

retrospect, Victor's history reflects an early separation struggle

with his father, probably prompted by the untimely demise of his mother.

While striving for individualization, Vic overreacted to his father's
image.

After his trial period in law school, Vic began to see medicine
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as a viable alternative,
a field that
could mesh with his
needs and
would not be interpreted
as a capitulation
to his father^s
desires.

Graduate Arts and Sciences
really wasn't intrinsically
that abbreviated training

°'

''u

was rdr.'^Hf'?°°^

L
/l^lTf/Ao^me'S^c:!
nie^ested ?n

^

! k

''''

tchooi

.

Reaching his goal was difficult,
but the end worthwhile.

it was just
ir^elevanf lo'an'I^v^^y^t^i^ests,
^'"T' yet I felt trapped.
I
cZVrin'f
t
l
couldn t afford to make another
change, so I stuck it nnt
'

brr'^H
strLd'rpoiuicarciub'arr""
e e'^h u?3

The marvelous thing that

a

around^someh'ow
!° ''''

physician has

^^^-"^

is

^

i

-

'

that he or she can

work full-t me or part-time, and
work with people of any aqe
^
^'''^
entreprenaur ?o bein
l.rf
^T^'
''''
' Chez
G e^arra
fT^ T.'Tl'''
^^'^'""^
revolution adJSc%!'"'
'

After serving

in

'

'

the army, Tom discovered that jobs
were difficult

to obtain, and then, once found,
not very satisfying.

It really seemed like a dreadful
dead end.
I
spoke to my cousin about graduate school or public
health.
It's primarily
through his interest that I went to graduate
school.
I
didn't
do very well; I don't think I ever caught
on.
I'm more an intuitive person than one who keeps objective
data.
I
just
couldn't do research at that time, though I
probably could now
having had an analysis.
I
was really quite diffuse, and lacked
doggedness. My cousin helped me to pick a thesis
topic and
went over it with me.
He realized graduate school wasn't for
me and encouraged me to get out.
.

really fretted and made a lot of random movements in my
career.
I
always saw myself, still do, as a late starter.
I

.

.

.
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'"'^ '°

anVgltIr'
Tom's cousin was influential

gifted person."

in

many ways.

'

"He was a very bright,

He offered Tom both
professional

and welcomed Tom into his house.

same for his niece.

In

"^"'^d and go

and personal support,

later years, Tom was able to
do the

Similar to Victor, Tom sought .edical
school as

a

solution.
The majority of the P/F men found
their years in professional

training schools to be difficult, but
few seriously considered
shift.
"I

Russell, now

think

cause

I

I

a

career

prominent surgeon, recollected initial
doubts.

had to leave the room the first time

felt faint."

a

I

saw an operation, be-

Confusion and negative sentiments were voiced
by

others

I
hated law school from Day One on.
I
was disoriented because
of what I describe as the first year process of
desocial i zing
and resocializing one into the role of a lawyer.
College was
relatively small and supportive.
I
wasn't prepared for the
highly competitive nature of law school (Don).

Something happens as you go through medical school.
In your
first year there is a lot of pressure to become a big scientist.
I'd already thought I'd end up doing some sort of biochemical [research], then I found that I liked people.
[Medical school] was a little different from college:
one, the
courses were abysmal in terms of the quality of their instruction and two, I found it difficult in that the courses were
less well structured.
With everything that I'd done up to
then it was clear that there was a body of material to master.
... In medical school they would say, "Here are the 14 best
anatomy books, learn anatomy" (Stuart).
I
think I could conservatively say I hated medical school. My
first two years at B.M.S. I strongly disliked.
I
saw the dean
once every two weeks for the first six montlis complaining
about_everything--how poor the teaching, immature faculty--so
when it came time for me to transfer I think they were more
than delighted.
I
just hated the courses, [it was] so differ-
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people

I

wasn't too c?azy IboutMra)

Edward and Ji. began their
schooling enthusiastically,
but their
spirits were dampened over
ti^. Ed's college successes
left hi. feel
ing very self-confident,
"so when I ca.e to Harvard
Medical School .y
attnude was 'let n,e at 'en,, I can
take any of these guys.-'
still, although he was competent in
.edical school. Ed's acco.pl
ish.ents were not
as reinforced as they
were in early student years.
It was easier than I thought.
For one thinn
t
h=„= =
memory and that's helpful
For another
h.'d w^Jh .
P™g^-s that'l felt
u°dgt t wa pr
od°
ma tered the same body of
science as anybody el se; but
basiJ
ally in medicine, there are some
people who can stand at a
doorway and see a patient in bed,
'and just in tui?ivelv know
who is going to be in trouble,
who you need to movrfast on
and who you don't.
I
don't know how you get to be luckv
?n'
''''
"^'^^

T

f

-

mS^^ls^rh'elp^ou^t!"'

Nonetheless, Ed expressed doubts.
that

I

"It wasn't until

I

was in medicine

thought of going into law."

Although medical school was difficult,
Jim loved the environment

and the people, in contrast to his trying
years in college.
I

did very well.

I

loved it from the minute it started.

work and had lots and lots of friends."

I

"At C.M.S.

liked the

The more time absorbing the

work became the more miserable Jim felt (more
in the next section).
Larry, as mentioned, was in

a

joint Ph.D./M/D. program.

We were a small class, graduating 50 people from a
start of
The rest didn't flunk, but went into Ph.D. programs and
72.

never came back. C
was the second largest producer of
academics.
There was tremendous pressure in that direction.
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I'd say not more than ten norrant ^-p -t-u^
percent of the class got
nrpp^
^
both deTh;>t
i

science and away from
applied science,

like medicine.

Larry lost interest

1n

obtaining

medical degree, but returned
to .edi-

a

Cine when his thesis advisor
died.

JairthrLohl'^r'^^

2 t

at C M.S.

^

III to
fn do It on my
way
own.

mM

as^p'n'f^^^
!^'!'^

U

fn'n K
meaica school.

^^^^ '°
So

I

dropped dead one day.
I
was
t° continue it wUh and
no
went back to medical school
'^"^

certai^lha

I'w

Clockwork, because there was noth
nq

get
I

think if you're reasonably
intelliaent snH
''''''' '''' grades, th^n^ school
'eas"
'
A?so L.M.S.
Also,
C M s'l.''°''
is a very supportive place.
I

I

Notwithstanding the trauma of his advisor's
death, Larry's studies were
not hampered.
"It was a blow because we
were such good friends.

wasn't so much

a

blow professionally, because

the change in project was good.

The M.D. was to prove helpful
ly,

in

I

I

It

lost really no time and

never thought of it resentfully."

later employment, and more significant-

he pursued a different line of
research.

My Ph.D. thesis was very important and
so I developed a rather
large reputation.
I
was rather lucky.
I
moved into another
department and began another thesis.
It turned out I went
there just at the right time, as did others.
Three of us
opened up an entirely new field, which has
become very important.
The ideas were my advisor's.

While not as personally dramatic, the death of
into

a

specialty area.

The patient was

a

a

patient led Edward

22-year-old, married woman,

who was discovered to be terminal during childbirth.
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'^"'^^^'^/^

so much more fulfillinn than

u/h;>-h

the doctors can't hanSfe th^s

i^^eir

r.

life is

vl^/^eV:'

Ed became a specialist for
such cases.

Specialty areas were often influenced
by role models.

Stuart pro-

vides an example.

I worked with my
advisor for the first few years and T i-i^aH
the kind of_ life he led.
I
thought he was^ 'thTrole'm^d ' r
what a cl nician must be. He did 12
consults a day and did
research in a lab. And in fact he was
a very

attractive
character.
I
am sure that had he not gone back
to [my hometown]
would have probably [followed him and]
stayed
inT^is
^
specialty area].
'-

Ira is another case in point.

While considering various types of alter-

native military duty, several professors
"thought public health would be
a

good way for me to spend my time and I'd enjoy
it.

good idea.

I

liked the job

a

lot,

to the extent that

It seemed like a
I

stayed on as

a

career person."
While Don had no personal role models in law school,
he looked

some men as symbols.

to

Two of these people he eventually got to know, and

were helpful to him in job planning.

By this point in their training,

the men looked to professors for advice rather than parents.

"I

never

had advice from my parents on this subject, they didn't know what to say

about it so they just let me go.

At

a

certain point they couldn't help

me, they supported me by sending me money.

out"

They would always bail me

(Tom).

Sometimes being married influenced careers.

Ira met his future
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w,fe in

MS

second ,ear of .edical
school.

her internship p.ogra.
in another city.

^^ses .ade by each of us
along the way.

She was scheduled
to begin

..There were various

rd

co.e down to

was happy to do that, to
change .edica, schools.
S.M.S. was opening up

transfer students.
transfer

a

a

So

It was

co.pro-

V

i

fortuitous that

.edical school that year
and were accepting
there were places available."

co.pro.ise but not

sacrifice.

a

I.a considers his

If i.ene was not .oving
to

V

City, he would have
transferred schools within
the Boston area.
Still, Y
was familiar, and S.M.S.
"was used by my family
as a medical care institution so
that we knew people."
Further, Ira's best
friend was about to start
professional training and needed
a roommate.
Given the "combination of
events, it worked out fine."
His medical
school class consisted of only
30 people.
"We were their babies and
[got] spoiled.
It was a very unusual
experience, a special time." Once
again, Ira remained in Y
because Irene was committed to her
residency program.
"I didn't mind internship
and first year residency in
'^"'"ed out to be great,

•

but other things considered

I

would have liked to have gotten out of
the city and gone somewhere else
for a change.

So there was

a

compromise

any real sacrifice on my part because
ing to A

tary.

was,

in part,

I

loved the training

There were "positions all over the country
and

ranged for

a

"Again,

I

fellowship there."
I

guess that's in

was happy with my job."

But it wasn't
I

got."

Mov-

determined by Ira's obligation to the mili-

joyed going somewhere else, but

him.

I

in my staying.

stayed in A

I

might have en-

because Irene had ar-

This restriction was not a problem for
a

way

a

compromise but it was no strain.
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Ira's decision to transfer
.edical schools was not
really

, sacrifice, because he had been
quite displeased with the
first.
Don suffered
more when he gave up his one
job offer received upon
graduation.
He did
this is order to accompany
his wife on her fellowship
abroad.
"I was
somewhat resentful that we were
out of phase, particularly.
.when I
.

turned down one job and couldn't
get another.
a

job here in B
,

It was difficult finding

which made for annoyance,
but

'

I

didn't think

Demise should abandon her career."
The general pattern, observed in
the lines of the six other
married
men, was the man to lead and the
woman to follow.
Poor Virginia used to follow me
around everywhere
In those
days relationships between men and
women were such that it
never entered our heads that her
career might determine where
we would go.
I
don't recall ever discussing it.
I
me? Vir
school.

We got married in December and
she joined me at Fort
finished my military service. ...
^
2
I
was
turnedtT^^^
down at a number of medical schools
so we went to
Virginia clerked on the
1-.
Supreme Court her
tirst year out, when I was doing tHF^emed
stuff.
She was
happy with her position, and we had one
child by then
Then
when I went to Y
she worked with Professor G
and
wrote some law review articles.
We had a second

——

•

'

,

1

was in medical school

chrra~while

(Victor).

Edward's history includes several points of
transition where his

desires prevailed over his wife's.

The first time this occurred was

when they were applying for internships.
pitals, but "the on-call

They preferred different hos-

schedules were not very compatible."

sult, both ranked his hospital

first, and hers second.

a

re-

Since both were

excellent students, they were accepted at their top choice.
cision arose because

As

Another de-
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almost from the time of
our weddinn t h;,^ k
'^^ned up to go
back to N.I.H. [in
WashinqLnl an^tL?
ordinarily Ellen's ch
''^.'^^^
'
\
s
specialty];
ciaU -"Sh'
she would have
preferred being at G
Hn^m-I!^
ited her application—
^5^%^^^'^ actually solicTfTi^ ^.^rt
professional
crisis for us.
She went 0 H
I ''^'JV'^
^° train-which
proved to be excelW wJ?h
^^i^^l^^^
was taking! ba k
'in' e'
are'e^'
Itfll''
stubborn and I always refuse to believe th^t
!
myself and contend"th\%^'
y'of^h^d^^isl
in. I have tried to
acknowledge her caree? as w^n^^^
because of the two, many would
conside? ?hat her i mn^n
mising actually, and I thouaht
P'^^"
^""ugni that
I
t t
tnat H
^probably
wou d be
verv aond
rv.
'

fff

'

^

These men did not see themselves
as selfish.

accepted in

a

local

If Victor had been

school, he would not have moved
his family.

Also,

Edward lobbied to change the
matching plan for internships.

There was

lot of flack.

a

They were not going to consider
''''' ''''
indiv?dua
d
tha^mmeant
that
anr?f''
'T':''
f you wanted to apply in Boston and San Francisco
J
that you theoretica ly could
end up one in Boston and San
Francisco
They needed a clause in the program
that
both people would get the same
hospital.

1

.

,

The chief complaint cited by

a

few men was that the demands of
their

training, as well as their wives',
often interfered with having
ly life.

(This topic will

a

a

fami-

be explored in the next section.)

The draft forced six physicians to
relocate.
vote two years to

'

These men had to de-

national health or research group.

ried, so their wives were also inconvenienced.

Five were mar-

Since few of the men

looked forward to this obligation, their
spouses could complain but not
object.

No one considered living apart for these two
years.

The years

being considered mostly span into the late twenties,
so the effects of

the draft are included in the
following chapter.
A few men reported feeling
like a professional while
in their

twenties.

Jim felt this way

it now than

'

I

did then.

•

•

^

^^^nk

lot less about

a

"'^ '''''^^ '''' '^^'^'^ when my intern would go out to play
Srn'^wou^d
I
basketball and leave me in charae of
the ward.
I
suppose for those two hours I felt
higSw profes
sional.
But I think it is abruptly at
the start of nternsho
when you are responsible for
practicing professional y do
g

d^rr (E^S^ard^^

^^^^^

'''''

The first stirrings of an inner
sense of oneself as

a

professional

are gratifying, but many more years
of experience are needed to cement
this role.

Edward, for example, left his internship
feeling "pretty

confident about what

I

knew medically and what

I

could do.

I

wasn't

afraid of patients."

People say that at the end of your junior residency
you are
sort of at your pinnacle of being a jack of all
trades.
Then
you_ really know most specialty areas, internal
medicine superficially, but fairly decent coverage. Then you
go on to more
specialized training and realize you don't know so much as
you
thought you did.
You sort of get beneath the surface in your
specialty and find out how much there is there.
[This] casts
doubts on how well you really knew all those other specialties.

Similarly, but more explicitly than Ed, Don described two levels of
pro-

fessionalism.
He did not feel

He felt like a lawyer when he was admitted to the bar.

like

a

good lawyer until he was actively practicing,
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hand! ing major cases

Don and Larry were the only
P/F .en to work as
professionals before
age 28.
Because he had a Ph.D.. Larry
worked as an assistant
professor
while completing his residency
in .edicine.
Don had two jobs during
this time.
His first job. as mentioned,
was taken in desperation
and

proved disillusioning.

His superiors expected little.

and had a com'
A? soon as we finished
As
the book we Ipft
''''''' '''''
convinced ihem
ej
needed
de
s
V°
us.
The r'""'"'
turning point in my career came
later after a
''''
hired'^nt
ew
committee
m'fttee being set up on an issue' I
knew would be big
That
happened.
Then the new governor called me
right afte?"the
elections and said he wanted me!
I
was 27.
At this point I
had never practiced law.
I
was given some very toigh ?Ises
and so I plunged in.
It was anxiety provoking, but
it worked.

m?tmen[Toual!tr'
quality.
InH ^.Vi.^

f

?

ZlnlZl'

In.

sum, all

nine P/F men began college with professional
aspira-

tions and most moved steadily towards
this end.

drafted foreclosed some possibilities.

Eight men did serve, two as pri-

vates and the rest as physicians or medical

stitutions.

These years were most often

The threat of being

a

researchers in federal

in-

disappointment profession-

ally.

College was generally considered the first step to
years were seen by

a

few only as

a

a

career.

These

transition stage.. Others got in-

volved with diverse courses and extracurricular activities,
which gave
them pleasure and increased their self-confidence.

Living apart from

families of origin also fostered their sense of independence.

many men used these years as

a

Although

time to re-evaluate their career goals,

no one actually shifted their plans.

Because professional schools of-
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fered
the

a

^st

™.

„a..ow focus than college,
.any .en we.e frustrated
Even
successful reported that
they received less
reinforcement dur-

Others felt an inner sense
of pride when they
were given responsibilities and made to feel
professional.

Mentors and role .odels were
.ost influential in
advising the „«n
during the decade considered.
When considering schools,
jobs, or specialty areas, professors'
opinions were sought.
Parents and wives were
rarely mentioned, although
seven men had married in
their twenties.

PZFmen:

FanriJx role

.

In prior chapters,

these nine men offered little

information about their social
lives or desires for establishing
a family of their own.
In college years, dating
became a standard activity
for some.
Serious relationships were not
generally formed until professional schools.

Only one man married

a

college girlfriend.

men married between ages 22-25;
the mean being 23.43 years.
children before turning 28.
prime motivators.
th

i

Seven

Two had

Companionships then, not babies, were
the

The other two men did not wed
until

their mid-

rti es

There was

a

wide range of dating behavior among these
P/F men.

One-third reported numerous relationships;
lives, and the rest made no comment.

ested in females and dating
tionships.

a

lot.

a

few had limited social

Ira and Larry were always inter-

Larry mentioned some long-term rela-

Only Jim recalled an important involvement
which occurred in

his college years.

decisively, so

I

"She sort of split it up; she couldn't do anything

finally.

.

.said

I

wouldn't see her anymore.

[Mar-
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n-age] was

a

possibility, but it didn^t
re.U, get that fa.
r „as
looMng for so.e co™it.ent."
Ji^^s social life
too. an upbeat i„
.edi
cal school.
"I had a good social
life.
I
was in ,a play right
away, met
a lot Of women.
Thre were both men and
women classmates."
Judging from the dearth of
data, one can conjecture
that heterosexual relationships played
a minor role in
the other P/F men's
lives
A few males acknowledged
this fact.
Reasons varied.
Edward was involved with studies and athiPt-irc
athletics, and was enormously
successful in both
rea 1 ms

en^^d^

'ZUTo

ha$^a^r;^o^rthln°gs1o^^r?gVt"1^hi
^"'np go right. I had no
problems the fir<^t vp^^r
t+
e
but I^\^^\^jn;erL\rel^^
think you pay the price ultimately,
[whenl it catrhpf
'
you.
I
am certainly in that category
as iV
^I'^e

.-.J

my

Russell's social life suffered
because he attended
college.

"There was

in the mainstream,

lege life.

a

a

remote all-male

group of us in college who were
friends but not

not in fraternities, but it was
even an isolated col-

The nearest girls' school was thi^^ty
miles away.

think nothing of traveling 100 miles
to

B

City for

a

We would

date, and in

those days, driving back at night."
The theme for this group was

a

their early thirties, they reported

sure

to

until

tant."

find a mate.

Don,

his late twenties.

minimal interest in marriage.
a

In

lack of internal or external pres-

for example, assumed he would marry, but
not

"Marriage, per se, was only moderately impor-

Russell similarly felt that marriage
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lu^'llTinVdicA

IZ'r

married un-

'

^BB^^r^^
^

(Larry)

'°

Lll]ld'\^?Jl''l '^^^"^ particularly
Z7l \ .V^
''''''' ''''
LrrieTopl)!'
Finding
wives on

a

a

------

^^^'"9^ have changed

'

•

•

At the time I got
important per se
I
wou^d'get'
•

mate was an unpremeditated act.

'

Two men met their future

blind date.

We met through a mutual

friend.

I

askedLhimJ if he knew any girls;

was home on vacation and
he gave me Lil's name
I

was given the third degree by her
mother, which was a pain,
but ultimately I got her number at
school and took her out!

We knew each other for a year before
deciding to get married
because we were far apart.
In fact, I had another girl in
When I was home on vacations, I saw
Lillian
^.
I
didn t make any special effort to commute.
It was another
year before we got married.

'

•

,

,

.

Her college was pretty flexible.
She needed some courses
which she took out at C
She was glad to be in a different environment. After three years in one
place,- it's nice
for a change (Larry)
.

don't think

I
had been dating anybody, not since I had been
the army.
I
was just a lonely soldier.
I
was visiting my
aunt one weekend and was introduced to Virginia through
I

in

friends.
I
met her in July, we decided to get married in
August, and got married in December. A lot of people get married like that.
Other people take eight years. ... All
through my life, [I have] done ruminating for long periods of
time and then made sudden decisions which on the surface could
look like.
.impulse decisions,.
.but a lot of subliminal
.

.
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or preconscious
forethought goes into
those things

(Victor).

Three .en carried fellow
medical school students.
"l had never
thought of carrying anyone
else until I .et
.y wife.
We .et the first
week in medical school
and married just after
the second year.
Six
months after dating her,
I
began to think of carriage'"
(Stuart).

SI

^-^^
Of
:cho^'riih?n'fft^Lr"^^
elusion hy the°°end o^ fh'seio'nr
ea^^^^^^ '"'l^IniTo^^l
^or Thanksgiving the 'first
;ear-we^w
h

r 'in'°.

ol''"'

spen?^at-one-or^^?h"oro^7

^'^^VTTV^''''

'^

pa^ tl^^h^^L^eV^^^
''^

^cal

^^^W^'
'Mople

sa'^tction'togeth

tw]ce a^m h^'r;ou?w.ra;1frrf
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^o^^ ^^rriage will onlv l^?t
f as
.c long
'^st half
because you ride back and
f' Jil
^°^P^'t^^ share the same hou e " But
i
Jl'.nT:^
Ijeldom
saw her during the day or
ate lunch together (Ed-

J T'^i"^
'

i

Ed's courtship was turbulent.

someone else.
first

a

'

When he met Ellen, she was involved
with

Ignoring the advice of friends, Ed
pursued her, creating

love triangle, and then

a

committed dyad.

I
remember we met during the first week in
school
I
remember even at the time I was struck by
how easily we'qot
along for people that hardly knew each other.
My first contact with her was just as another
classmate.
I
got to talk to
her and I felt she was very upset. She
had been proposed to
by an older student.
She'd just talk to me about this and express fears about being lonely and being
single forever
I
had this inpression that she.
.might have accepted the
proposal for the wrong reasons. ...
We seemed to click
pretty well.
.and gradually she sort of came over more
to my
column.
He was around for a while. ...
She saw him and
went out with him from time to time, I guess through
even part
of the second year.
It was difficult for me.
'

.

.

I
am not sure I had the appropriate view of it.
I
really
liked her. ...
I
never really seriously thought of marrying
anybody at that point.
It was almost a challenge, frankly
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As an aside,

it is interesting that
Edward's spouse did not
mention a

fear of refining single.
fanrily

In

fact, Ellen reflected
that .e.bers of her

Of origin tended to .arry
late.

Such discrepancies are
worthy of

note, although no conjectures
can be made.

Stuart and Edward met their
wives the first day of medical
school
and within the year were
thinking of marriage.
Ira was further along in
his training, and his wife
was in her last year. An
external event
forced them to move quickly
toward a mini-commi tment
His spouse was
forced to relocate, and Ira decided
to transfer schools.
He claimed
.

this was not an accommodation
for he was unhappy with his
studies.

dated for quite

a

while.

"At some undefined point,

I

They

decided that this

was a more lasting and important
relationship, and marriage was the

logical

thing."

Don was the only P/F man who had

college girlfriend.

older student,
A year apart,
a

"a

in

a

long term relationship with

While undergraduates, they were encouraged
by an

guru," to wed, but they were not ready
at this time.

professional schools separated by some distance,
led to

decision to marry.

"It was the first sense we each had that
the rela-

tionship had some permanence to it."

They married the following year

after his spouse transferred schools.
To

a

review, both Edward and Don described stormy premarital
rela-
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t-nsh1p..

oon was Intense,,
involved with ,ls fut.re
wife

"-eeting their .ates.

victor and J1. present

a

Oen.e

for

contrasting pattern,

courtships measured by
months only.

^^r^:r

lt^:aV?a"stttt\lre"reISr^ 1?°°'^.-%

^

SO nice compared to
^^'^
my previous expen-enr;.
u''
I
mean she
seemed like a much nicer nlr^nn ^^P^^^^^^es.
just
with for more tha
'"'.^^
oup e
f times '"^h^^^
^.^^'^'^^^^^'^
a direct, affectionate way
We had a lo^
.ore than we realized^at
the^^t^^^ftlus^J^o^^k^S
'

The paramount factor
motivating m.atrimony appeared
to be companion
Ship.
Also mentioned was a desire
for fulfillment of dependency
and
sexual needs.
Jim articulated these
points:

'""^ ^ ^^^""^ ^^^t I thought
it meant was to
havf a.'flil^l^
have
female companion to do things
together.
I
think sex
decade
se
'
1
f
stratir°al"u
''''I''''
^° ^'^^ that way any
'
more
more.
ThPn'i
JhJ
Then I think you realize that
this other person hL
eeds and you have responsibilities.
It is
gradu ? t
q
'''''''' about
0 V ous^v'^w^
'''I'''
^ ^'"^P^^ "'^ht in.
I
think that if we realized
.hP^H
ahead ni^;of time, we would have been
much more cautious about it
we might have waited a long
time.
Basfcal rwe needed
each other very much at the
time.
We felt
if we were mept
ing each other's needs or
could.
That ?s ho^ ^e got ?nto it

mr

.

.

.

L

Some P/F men enthusiastically
embraced the role of husband.
for example, had no fantasies
of being

a

spouse, but felt like one

year before his marriage.

Edward gave

a

typical

about the meaning of being

a

recorder.

You'll

husband.

Don,
a

reply to an inquiry

"You better turn off your tape

run down the whole thing while

I

am trying to think of
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a

response.

I

guess

various things/'

I

not very introspective
in terns of defining

On the other hand, he
assumed the role prior to
.ar-

riage:

It seems like we've had
a lot of different levsU
;nantic sense, I am sure some
time befor we'go?

Tn

marr

,

d

?n a
paterna istK, protective sense,
somewhat before we got married.
I saw myself a
little bit in the role of my
wife's oro

has'pe^sisSe^'

'"^^""^

Others expressed ambivalence.

somethi^g'whic'h"

An

seemed to have difficulty com-

prehending the question.

^

you mean purpose?

I'm not very good with them
purposes. There are certain
?h?nnc
"'''^
'"'^'^'^ ^^^""95 one gets trapped
Tnto^
You'Ik^?"
into.
You
must earn a living, you seek a
certain amount of
companions IP. Once you set these things
up, you try to ^Ive
as enjoyably as you can within
the constraints.

fn/?^^

^^"^'^

.

.

.

It's a silly question.
I
don't feel like a husband now in the
sense that It s not an identity of mine.
My wife and kids are
an integral part of my life, I don't
feel it's a separate
role
It doesn't impinge on my identity at
all.
I
feel close
to them.
We re absolute individuals, including
the kids
I
don t see
husband" as being a role (Larry),
I
didn't like the concept of being married
and the connotations of settling down, the end of the road;
they weren't
overriding concerns but probably part of the general
coloration.
Personally, I think the term in itself has little
or
other connotations to me [besides the technical and
legal aspects].
Sharing life experiences is a major aspect of it.
Obviously someone you love, but on a long-term basis sharing
things and having a deep, lasting relationship.
I
didn't
think about what it would mean, [nor about marriage],
until
moments before we decided to get married. We really
hadn't
thought of it much as an institution (Ira).

I
have trouble with these husband questions.
I'm not used to
thinking in those terms. ...
I
think the idea is a much
more gradual thing, very gradual. At first, you don't think
it will alter your life at all.
You don't have to change your
name the way the woman does.
Somehow it seems like you are
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^-^an..

as a

set

0^^^?,:^:?,;

re^s^S^sf.lf,

m<ilt'\,fcZr''''''
At the

ti^

^^'^

these .en were contemplating

loCed for advice.

Parents

nicer to hi. than

^ave role

I

.amage.

they rarely

opinions were generally
not solicited

only positive response
was offered by Ira:

™ch

^0?.!""^

.'Father approved

The

She's

a.."

Victor's father was going
through his own
carnal problems, so his
opinion was devalued.
"Mother had died, he had
re^rried and that was a disaster
after a year or so.
,t ended up in
the court where the children
had to testify."
i„ a rare turn of
events,
one man received negative
advice from future in-laws.
"Her father
thought it was foolish to marry
anyone as ill-tempered, but
that was the
end of the discussion.
I
already knew she was ill-tempered,
so that was
I

no surprise."

More typical was family's
criticism of interfaith marriages.

Stuart's parents were quite
disapproving.

We had a lot of discussions
about it and they obviously disan
'''''''
'''' they grew t 'ap re-'"

P^°^^^^y
itself out.
But it
It Icn
wasn t something I really felt too
gui 1 ty about
It
was Sara's and my decision.
.

.

Edward had more trouble from grandparents.

My grandfather was a religious refugee
from Russia.
He sort
of boycotted our wedding. Although devoted
to him, I wasn't
close enough to him geographically.
.that it overshadowed
the other things.
I
had the support of my parents,
.

parents and the two of us, and it really wasn't

a

Ellen's
considera-
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While peers' opinions were
not solicited, their
behavior was influ.
ential

^^^ber of marriages
medical schoo
so tLr'y the 13
1?
that was not .arriedfutnTfro '2
^y 'erc nt'"
It seemed like the r.ght
thing to do, the'?h?ng
t"So (L^

in

,

'

""'''''^
the same
iime'or Tmll''l'fl''
necessarily getting married
later Irene and
?
1;:;
^^"^^ already close
friends then, so it
wa.n-;t like IT was going
wasn
around dating (Ira).

^

About one-quarter to one-third
of my class married
mat' :

"o^h^'^'"^

I

f

""'''''"^^

th^n"%i™n-e
P^^"^ ^"^^

nf fhn
c^

marr ed
etas mates nr fTn'
^"^^
[two-career
^
coup esl a. that level--my
coupiesj
eir'^''''
peer group— not people who werp
finished, out in the field (Stuart).

^

'

all

Nowadays the med school is 35-40
percent women.
I
think there
"^'^ '^'^'"^^ "^^^^y^'^g "^^d students.
'
Those
ft people you spend the most
Trl
arethe
time with socially as well
relation^hi s ?o
people who come to medical school as
a married coup e.
I
am not against that but it's an unusual
combination.
It will be more common and will
cause problems
in terms of house staff
appointments and things like that
where.
.one [spouse] is doing much better
than the other
That was relatively smooth for us
because we both had high'
marks, so we had our picks of places
(Edward).
form"
form.

All"''
''I many
There aren't

.

At school most people you might say had
careers ;• they both
were in school.
There were several couples like that.
Several others, the guy went to school, the
wife went to work,
putting their husbands through.
We didn't face that problem
[because] we had fellowships and scholarships
all the way
through (Larry).

Most of the P/F men were pleased with the prospect
of marrying

career-minded woman, but were naive about the implications.

a

I'd always assumed
she'd have a careor
r
,
.
marriage with Denise,
so only ?houaht nf 1
family.
^"'"9 ^ two-career
I
never anticioated anv nf
f
other couples who were
'
doing ft! (Do^K
I
thought it would be reallv
niro
.1,
sionally, she really
undemandfwh?. ^'7
onr life when the kids
were g™^n uD .L °f.
°"
would both have something
lo do

*

P'-ofss-

^^^9^

(sSar?).

!srr;\^Si^:^,-j::f;;^^^^^^^^^^
other.
^''^
But 1n retrospect I
'^e
think ?t ?,
some professional interest,
^'"^
whatever i
i
T""'';.'-*"
something of their
own.
How could I be corafortahlP w?th
'
terest was in what I was
doing? (Ira)

One element that emerged,
in addition

Ellen was probably first
Sne was widely acclaimed.

they'd seen in
In

a

in the class
G

to

companionship, was pride

though they don't have
a ranking.

Hn<^nit;,i
Hospital

c.-,-h
said

u
she
was the best student

decade" (Edward).

general, professional women
were desirable mates.

Nonetheless,
'

marrying

a

classmate entailed certain
compromises.

his wife made the sacrifices.

suffered, his personal

In

Edward's case,

While Ed's professional
development never

life was affected by Ellen's
feelings over not

pursuing her training in tne most
advantageous places.

While Ed was

considerate and reasonable at each
transition point, the sum total left
Ellen depressed.
Ira was one of the few P/F
men to make concessions
early in his career to suit the
needs of the relationship.

In no case

did the quality of his training
suffer; what was curbed was his wander-

lust spirit, to live in diverse
locales.
A general

theme for the nine P/F men was that time
pressures from

their professional
tionship.

training influenced the tone of their primary
rela-

Most medical students found the roughest
period to be intern-
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Ship and residency,

0„„

Stua.t inCuded .edicai
school as

pan

of the
For .ost ph.sicUns.
hein, .edica, students
together
was far easier than
being house officers.

'ho.Hh,e" .ears.

T'«tirc^:?:,':^;^:,^^^„r:e:s\"5ro,:?:?

^^^ "ir'^^^
'''^
and most carefree
Happiest
i
true of most relationshi-DS
isn't
^nd L.'
°t
face in terms of^';rt^^;?
'"^ '°
^"^^
"
"i
Ll°l
/esponsi
bilities, since both on mother
and father i=n ^"^
'n a dorm, with not
'"'
'^""^
even the ?espons?b?H tv of f?
'•'^
°^ filing ' an income tax return

TLLhJ

•

very .ired.

^e worked 100-110 hours
per week. (Edward)

Ira also described his
student days as

bies then."

In

fact,

and post-children.

"a

great thing; we were ba-

Ira divides his relationship
in two

stages-pre-

(More on this topic later.)

Married without children wasn't
much different from before we
got married we saw a lot of each
other.
We were both s^i 11
n training during the
first three and a hal f years
so oir
ife-style wasn't markedly different.
We still spent a lo? of
ime either working or one of
us home, the
r

o

r

ke

Ira's chief complaint centered
on meshing schedules at different
hospi
tals.

5uess it wasn't appreciably more
^
H^ff?^MiJ IV
difficult
than ^^t^
when someone is in the hospital every third
night and comes home ready to pass out
the next night, except
It went on for longer since Irene was
two years ahead of me
LWe adjusted] tolerably well, as well as
anyone does.
There
dre periods when one person wants to do
something and the other
person is too tired.
It was annoying for both of us.
It was
more annoying for me when Irene was an inter^n
and resident because I was a student then.
I
can remember there were times
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Ira's life was complicated
in part because the
timing was different

fro. Denise.

Not only was his wife
still

a

but her schedule was
increasing in hours.

while Don faced "difficulty
getting into

student when he graduated
Her program was al

career role."

a

1

-consuming

These facts

Stressed the marriage.

Most P/F men depicted stages

in

quirements of professional training.

the marriage as a response
to reIn a

forthright manner, Jim re-

flected on the .ore subtle
effects of life with

a professional woman.
His comment is extensive,
bridging topics such as
evolving stages in re-

lationships, adjustments to
children, and the division of
household
tasks

think she's been the prime
educator in living together
I
'
^° 9a1n ^ro'^lking .e
aHz
^^'^^^
^^^""9^ were involved
in blinn
being .a en
spouse.
Once we get married, we really
started to have to work things
out!
It is a matter of
working out a whole series of modes
of dealing with hfe
responsibility of the hou'seZT/fn".^
^'V^'''
'° ^°
^'''^'^ time, making ecis?nn. about
.hn'J'^'"^
sions
careers.
.and children together.
I
think it is
a process of some loving
negotiation where you try and balance
your own personal needs with those
of your wife and children
Hopefully, most of them are congruent,
certainly not all.
I

XVir^^'v^
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

can remember

lot of anger early in my marriage about
was somewhat
HpiZ'^-^'l^ ^°
defensive, determined
that she wouldn't be expected to be the
usual wife, to do all the shopping,
cooking, cleaning.
She
was determined to have me involved in
those things in a sort
of belligerent way.
And
was always very willing to be involved, but I think at some level, because
she made such an
a

•

.1

•
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"You

tjz

fro" Jhr^;;:^
'T'^'
occurred and then these
estrangement
prob em o?' hi
So. we both went
«°'^e.
into theraov
I
t'"
myself and I also realized
' "'"e" deal about
?hat
"'"^ *°
though at some level
J^" down;
I
wanted to hav=",^
Jan to spend all her
^'^"'t
'
"^"t
time rotheri™
, h**"^:'
housewife. ... So we
'"^ ."^ ' frustrated
we^ throuah^h.?^''*'""'''come home and I didn't
'
wan? to dn ^L n
to clean the house--1n
didn't
'
want
fact alf r
.'l^^'
was so tired and miserab
'
'
'

lllV

L

TnlnV" f

Auo^! o^i: Td^d^i^h^:^
felt .uch less need;^-Th^„°g^^

L-^r-

a

sor\:i"-?^^^r:°,^:

i

-.e'd^d^^f^KlJ^I/ii

Then we moved to W
w;,c
psychiatry away frSF^^sIng
at the'sal^'u^e'"*?
was fine.
I
don't think I influenced
^har ih^L

^Jte^St!
^"*

to\r"^
?nt;n?e"d^•f riVt'^f '! .--'""t'sht^as
Bu
^rt\in\'; rel?u:-t^je5^j;^?h^^^;f
ca ling upon mv exoprisnro in = t "^nfrapy— that, and also
«ould be work^g a^d "ouid
be
ul? ^^d ^*r"''

r

r.V'

'°

whatever she really wanted to
be.

One universal problem for
these men was that they lacked
role ncdels of nature two-career
couples with children.
They had no expectations about the problenB they
would be encountering, nor advice
or how
to meet the challenges.
Ideal Isti cal ly. they assumed
they would have
Children and that their wives could
fulfill themselves in work,
Edward,
for example, was pleased that
his mother worked through much
of his

childhood years.

He was sensitive to Ellen's
"experience dealing

wUh

her mother's frustration about
not working and the way-at least
Ellen

feels-they were taken out somewhat on the
children."
have been natural for Ed to gravitate
towards

a

While it might

professional woman, he

did not fully consider the implications
of adding

a

child into the
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couple system.

We had talked about having
fore we were ,narr1ed,
ThI

a

fainilv

thnni,

i

^

^^s
t" s
thouqhtout in detail when and what
sacr firi«
sary to have a child. We assunied
b
rob

c

that

[

"

^e

^
f

terms of years as

dyad,

a

a

tSerf

ke

We d d not have any couples
that we knew well

What emerged, universally, was

Iw
^

re

to havp

shared opinion of marital

then those with children.

life in

While seven P/F men

married in their twenties, only two had
children within this decade.
Both births were unplanned but welcomed.

entering medical school.

Victor became

a

father before

While he had not thought much about this
role

prior to the birth, he found the experience
of child rearing fulfilling,

"another dimension of life."
to have children.

tor's career,

I

"It would have been unthinkable for me
not

love little tots."

Children did not impose on Vic-

for the responsibility for childcare fell

to his

wife and

babysi tters

At the time Larry married, "I think
ting married, having

a

a

lot of people dreamt of get-

lot of kids, having a house, and

I

always assumed

my wife would do something interesting."

His

fi

rst chi Id was

not planned at all.
We had planned to have children in the
future but certainly not in the next couple of years.
We were both going to school.
We were both very active in
their care.
We were extremely fortunate.
He was a marvelous
baby.
I
can't begin to describe and I have not seen another
one like it in our family since.
A kid, who, when he got up
in the morning, if we were sleeping, would play quietly in his
crib, happily til 9:30 or 10 while you slept.
He went to bed
every night when you put him to bed. He was always asleep.
.

.

.
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L'on\'
him on a

and therefore you could
communicate with
pretty mature level.
We hauled him all over
with us

'^'^
took h m to art
with us and
with'
Tn7i:'
threw him on the bed.
I
can honestly say he wa
not a burden.
He used to cry when he went
to bed with the
babysitter. That would make us feel
bad.

s

We were able to afford to hire
another student wife who had a
kid and who took care cf several
kids, to take cire of h m
very happily and very well.
I
think that was 75 cen?s an
hour
Things cost very 1-ittle then.
Our apartment was large

and crummy, but cost $100

a

^

month.

The second [child] was very much
planned and that was three
years after I finished my M.D.
We decided to have another
child which ended in miscarriage.
Lillian became pregnant
shortly after that. This was after she
passed her preliminary
examinations for the Ph.D.
I
knew where I was going
We
didn t want a very large gap in ages
between our children
Luur sonj was born after we got to Y
City,

Larry worried about the effect of children on
his wife's
I
think it represents a series of compromises for
Lilly, probably very few for me. Those compromises don't come
so much
from getting married, but from the fact that we had
a child
unexpectedly after the first year of marriage. That probably
had an effect because we went to college in the height
of the
"Great Society Movement," where there were all sorts of jobs,
helping the poor people, etc.
Because Lil had a child, she
didn't feel free to take a job that would require a heavy commitment.
Similarly, she didn't feel free to go to law school,
which may have been her greatest interest.
She could have; at
that time, I don't think law school was as important to her.
But basically, the scheduling in graduate school is easier.

It was

important to Larry that his wife pursue her dream in terms of

work.

"I

pushed her, she reacted hostilely to it."

He did not want his

wife to wind up like his mother, "with time on her hands."

I
felt very much that she ought to go into medicine or law.
I
think her parents did a real number on her, in such a way that
she had been trained out of giving serious consideration to
these possibilities.
[I think] now she thinks she suffered
because of this. Her father basically hated all lawyers and
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thought women had no place
in mpdirina
very happy had she become a h/nh
.

Urry, unlike Victor, modified

t^^
n"

J^^^

""^'^"^

^^^^ been

his schedule tc assu.e
active participa-

tion in childcare.

Both men hired help to
perform some of the tasks relating to the Children and
household chores.
"All the time we were in

City we had

^

a

three-quarter maid

in

the house every day.

Members
of her family kept dying and
she kept going to funerals
down South now
and then.
We were very fond of her.
would imagine she was with us
for three years" (Larry).
The other men chose to delay having
children
I

until

they either completed training
or felt emotionally mature enough

to handle

the, responsibi

1

i

ty

Typically, the division of household
tasks was not discussed prior
to marriage.

qualities.

Patterns evolved over time, usually based
on sex-typed
Time pressures also determined how much
one did.

for example, did much of the cooking
during
wi fe,

although both preferred her cooking.

W

I

,

earlier.

a

stressful

time for his

"When we were fellows in

probably cooked 70 percent of the dinners because
She might make

a

big thing on Sunday and I'd make

seldom created some great culinary delights, but
could say, for getting it on the table."

Edward,

I

I

a

got home
salad.

I

was responsible, you

Don, as well

as

Ira and Larry,

mentioned that he was "perfectly capable of cooking, so
it's not an issue."

Some men felt that they were better housecleaners

,

so they did

more tidying while their wives did food shopping or more cooking.
The men frequently handled the checkbook, although in these years
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earned 1nco.es were fairly
equal.

Actually, for these .en
married to

graduate students, their wives
earned .ore .oney.
as a proble., perhaps
because the .en saw it as

fairs.

come.

a

This was never cited

te.porary state of af-

Parents were frequently relied
upon as the .ajor source
of in(These topics will be explored
.ore fully in the chapters
to

come.
In
in

sum, there was

a

heterogeneity in terms of interest
and success

dating for the nine P/F men.

In

the long run, seven waited
until

they were in professional schools
before making committed relationships.
Two men dated during these years,
but delayed marriage until their
thirties.
ity.

In

college years, the prospect of
marriage was not

The environment in professional
schools was different.

married during this time.

girlfriend after

a

two to three years.

high prior-

Many peers

Two men met their wives through blind
dates,

three married fellow medical school
students, and one wed
long relationship.

On the average,

a

college

courtships lasted

Two men married within months, and one
person de-

layed marriage for six years.
men.

a

The relationships went smoothly for most

Parents' advice was rarely solicited.

ally voiced when the mate was of

a

Objections were occasion-

different religion.

When asked to discuss reasons for marriage, the major
theme was

companionship, followed by dependency and sexual needs.

Marrying

a

pro-

fessional woman was appealing, because she would have interests
of her
own.

Few thought about the implications, what it would be like
to sus-

tain a supportive and romantic relationship in the face of
unwieldly

time pressures from work.
ful

In

retrospect, these years were less stress-

than with the addition of children.

Only two men had children dur-
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these years, ages 13-27, though,
and these Infants were
not mentioned as interfering with
the pursuit of careers.
Household tasks were
also rarely mentioned.
Men assumed .ore responsibility
when pushed by
their wives, or when time
pressures on both were severe
and chores
handled by whomever was available
and more efficient at
them.
PZF men
:

being
Ira,

Sex and other role^.

when asked to consider the
effects of

male on their lives, most P/F
men found the question
difficult.

a

for example,

replies,

"I

just wouldn't think of it in
those terms."

Tom also felt that he "couldn't
think of the alternative,
think of what it's like to be
it.

I

don't know how to be

a

a

woman.

woman,

I

I'm used to it;

guess it takes

a

I

I

couldn't

guess

I

like

lot of train-

ing."

These men shared an understanding of
the classical definition of

masculinity, to be self-sufficient,
unemotional, "brave and bold, strong
and sturdy, fearless at all

times"

(Mayer,

1978,

70).

p.

The masculine

mystique, wrote Mayer, taught men "to
worship money and success, to be
good providers and responsible husbands;.

.

.they had great ambitions

for the future and even greater expectations"
tern is descriptive of the P/F men.

line values, like strength.

people"
role:

(Don).
"I

Ibid

.

.

p.

This pat-

66).

value mainly traditional mascu-

Personal strength is something

I

admire in

Only Russell felt constrained by the acknowledged male

grew up in

to suppress."

"I

(

a

very macho image.

.

.that intellectually

I

try

Russell's early inquietude with the prescribed male role

originated in his perceived limitation caused by his small body stature.
Being the smallest and thinnest in his class hindered him from ever be-
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ing a leader in groups,
and unhappily delayed
dating for hi..

women

I

wanted to go out with weren't
interested

''The

in me."

These men face no discrimination
when pursuing careers.
On the
contrary, society supports
their masculine style.
"Everything supports
it.
Being a male may affect my
performance, and law is mainly
a male
profession" (Don).
Larry did not consider sex
role discrimination to be
a barrier to any bright
and committed person,
regardless of gender.
With my personality, I don't
think it would have blocked mp
for one minute.
I
don't think it has seriL
Tblocke^^^^^
woman in medicine who is any
good.
But med
ne
pec
and the time I entered was
already a time in which a lot
of
barriers, except n surgery were fall inn
^ol^^
^^^^^ Tailing.
So
the
women
in my
cla*;-;
HiH
nnt
h
=
w«
Class did not have professional
problems.
The briqhtest and
most successful committed suicide,
[though]
thik that was
for other, personal reasons.
Her husband died of cancer.
'

'

The women's movement had an impact
on the American culture during
the late 1960's and during the
1970's, when these men were mostly in

their twenties and thirties.
ed, except in

a

The younger men felt relatively unaffect-

theoretical sense.

I
was relatively unaffected.
I
remember reading The Feminine
MZitrque in high school in the 1960's. All those~iTs
ues
like
equal pay for equal work, never struck
me as unusual
People
Who oenefited were the middle class women
who decided to enter
the labor force.
The other side of the issue, which I see in
Lthis neighborhood], are women in their late
thirties, highly
educated, wasting energy, which they devote
to local politics
If they were my age now, they'd
probably be in law
,

.

.

.

school

.

(Don).

Lillian is not terribly influenced by feminist
ideology in the
sense that she's had a very strong sense all the
time of being
an independent individual.
I
really don't believe that I am
particularly a male chauvinist, at least not in any heavy way.
I
hire women as readily as men.
Lil was influenced by her
parental model; her mother is a compulsive housekeeper.
She
feels deep down that she ought to be somewhat that way (Larry).
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Note that La..y responded
to this question
.ost1y 1„ ter.s of
Which was typical of the

wife

men.

In

general, the P/F men felt
their male
laie identitv
laentity tn
to be supported
in
their work and ho.e
environments. They perceived
the.seives to be far
™re active participants in
childcare and other domestic
matters than
the,r fathers were, and
sometimes more involved
than peers.
I„ no case
did a man assume more
responsibility than his wife.
Men had a hard time
conceiving of themselves as
females.
Their masculine identity
was inbred, universally supported,
and seldom threatened.

£ZI~

Professional role
.

When asked to describe
stages in their

professional life, all six P/F
women responded

in

terms of units of

schooling.

The typical pattern was
(1) everything up to college,
(2)
college, (3) graduate or medical
school, and (4) postdoctoral
training
jobs.
The M.D.s often included
subdivisions.

d^^'ded Into
Ihl
tne strict
sfrlcf ccu^?rln
assroom^'r'"''"?
type learning and then the second
half
which was clinical training. After
school, stagis were be[nq
an intern, a resident,
fellowship training and ?hen beyond
It IS not very thought out,
obviously (Ellen).
No lawyers are included in
this group.

Ph.D.s.

There are two M.D.s and four

The average time for completion of
the doctoral dissertation

was five and

a

half years, which is skewed towards
the minimal time be-

cause two women had prior work
experience which accelerated their time
in

graduate school.

quired seven years.

Medical school, including specialty training,
reThus, this time period was most significant
for the

making of professionals.

Four received degrees during these years, and
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one was near to
completion.
A

d1,e™a for

the .esea.che.
«as encountered in

thU section
That
seve.a,
'3.
of the «o.en who
we.e considered P/P
i„ eaHie.
,ea.s'.e.onstrated a change in
orientation during their
years of professional
training.
Soda, life .eca.e .ore
of a priority.
For EUen and Pegg,
see.ed to e,., career
orientation; carriage
was even .pre i.portani
to wend.,
years spanned in this
section, ages i8-37,
are those durWhich
.ost
-9
people seek inti.ate
relationships and in fact
.arry
Th,s was true for a,,
six wo.en considered.
Marriage did not interfere
«nh the pursuit of a career,
though it did influence
decisions.
A3 we consider the lives
of these wo.en. ,„ost
apparent is that all
S1X left their teens with
the idea of becoming
professionals. All had
proven their worth as bright,
academically successful people.
More than
one class valedictorian
was included in this
group. Not surprising,
half of these women matriculated
in the elite Seven
Sisters' schools.
A more noteworthy
phenomenon is that three of
these women attended local
schools at the request of their
parents.
Financial reasons played a
part, but, as the women
stated, this was over-dramatized.
Naite, due to
lack of role models, and
age of matriculation (16 or
17), were cited as
the two major culprits.

n

"t to
f
interesting,
!

8

I

College.
There was no choice at al 1
It's
think back on it sometimes.
I
never cons dered

""'d"'t afford to
live IL nT.r.\ '.
It «as funny, but one or
5"'/*
^\
two
apply and get scholarship to places
UvJ'lj'^
Ike Bennngton, Barnard, and
I
never even thought of doing
that.
I
have a big feeling that none
of my advisors in high
school suggested it, and I wouldn't
have known because I knew

°lV'^

•
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very little about those kinds
of things,
fly family was
^in.t
so opposed to any thoughts like
that (Terry).

Terry's parents wanted their daughter
to live at home through
medical
school, but by that age Terry was able
to set limits.

larship which included living expenses.

about what

a

"I

She won

a

scho-

finally set some limits

preposterous idea that was, because it
was

a

two-hour sub-

way trip each way."
Peggy was less complacent about
remaining at home throughout college, but complied nonetheless.

I went
to a small Jesuit school in [my
hometown].
I
went
there because it was cheap and I could live
at home.
I
definitely did not want to live home.
I
had a state scholarship,
and one from this school, [also] S
and Harvard, but it
still made a big difference to live at
home, especially with
my father going to school.
It didn't occur to me, nor was I
counseled in high school, that it would have been
possible to
get a major scholarship from a place like Vassar
It was
never brought up even though I was first in my
T
class
don't
regret going where I did, but if I knew then what I
do now, I
probably wouldn 't have,

Mary faced this same issue with her parents, but reached

Rather than attend

went to

a

a

a

compromise.

local church school of her parents' choice, she

nearby university.

The church school was a source of bitter conflict.
Thank God
I
refused it.
It wasn't so much that as l' really didn't
have any ideas about places, my parents very much wanted me to
go close to home.
They went crazy whenever I suggested
going away.
Plus, I had no experience with people who really
went far away to school.
Most people in my high school
didn't go to college at all.
My family didn't' have much
money and I was unsophisticated about ways of supporting oneself in college. The university was financially feasible.
I
got a scholarship from my father's company. ...
In retrospect, I don't know that I am any smarter than a lot of other
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

people, but I do very
well in tP<;i-,
cc
I
could have gone any
place but I ^.. ^^"'"^ ^° ^^^''^ ^9°
and didn't know that!
I am'surp
T.^T'^ unsophisticated
least bit comfortable
^/'^
w th the Lia nf
'^'"'^ ^^"^
school.
to
Conceivably I michrh. ,«
that was far away and
"^"^^^^-'t, but even
I
h' nk
'was"!..'"
with the souther^
aristocracy or such
•

College years were used
by .any to evaluate
their future goals

"

JaluTd sS^rwir^e^rhlp^J^tnir:"
'^'^
f?"'
"^^^
ing than high school
stimulatThe'st dPnfKT^
so if you are a good
™^^s<^ bag,
^
?!
student th»
you.
'^"^"^^ ""^ interested in
Probably if that had^t ^
'
9one.
"
.to graduate' cho
wanted a career, to be
independent

1

.

.L'on^Tn

no thought of medical school

T

o

(M^ryT'

^^l°^°9y major, still with

juu Luuia worK in a lab without
you'cou?d*!::rT,Va',ah'
^fr'"'"'^^*'
an M D

that

'

Af

•

-t-u,-*.

^

a'joTd'

n"?L^*i;^':rb?o?o"o*™^^^^^^,"^°°'''^"^'-"''^
becate^^^r! ^[a eSTch^l^sty'^i

ci^irkee^^llh^t^'

fere^^ :\^cl2jrf Jo^k^°^io^°L°^our
eVi^?:a^^"A^ro"a^^^chemistry major is ™re [an asset]
to

get into schio?' (Peggy).

Premed courses seemed quite boring
compared to
'°

"

[a

social sci-

Partlylh"

fa
ty
worked with.
work^d
„,\h "t'
I was
very lucky, there were people
who were
nterested in po itics and the academic
work I was interested
in.
Then I got married and had a
kid and the whole
prospect of medical school seemed
unrealistic.
I
was 19
I
think I was really eager to get
out of my home (Wendy).
1

.

.

Advisors and family were most often not
supportive of goals.

Terry's

experiences are representati

lie school \ ha^n^v
P"^t
hL^
anything about work or
"^^'^ •"I"**
'
studvina
k""
semester, distinctly say
t^e
Ing to mvsel f "1?!^
l*""
without doing anything,
''''' that well
so mavbe i f r 'a.
'.i
work out better.!
"''^
.^1g ? a
wel
t y n'°""
issue until it got
*
' ^
concreti zed
Ths^^, h
a lot of science
"^--ted to take
'
courses
Af?er t.lLl '^'^f"
aptitude tests at
school,.
.my advisor^^it
""'^ "''"^ "'^^^ I
should majo; in Dh losonhv h^^
'""""^^
very good
"^--^r-'t
There
was^ 1,^.^'!"''
thinking. "Wen \ r^'goe
a
Lr chluet?,'?
^
It's so characteristic
Of me
.

,

.

T

•

•

•

to

'^y^^o^'T^^^^^^^^^^

"-TeJe^iLrthrt

?"s?o?!:^'^?

iL'ir^vrztTi
money

The rpalitw

S^c

IhJ!.

h

r:ere^r^:!„:

^:frsJ?o?a°rsh"'
scholarship ^"r^^'-^'
or borrow the

1^to^.e;^c^;o1:'^^bi^yte^^L^^:s be°caSsro?'L%* --^'^^
'"^^ey.

Interesting, money is still
^tm
applicants:

A lack of financial

.

.

ij<;pH as an
;,n ^ko+,
used
obstacle by current

support was often

ments with parents concerning
career goals.

a

.

consequence of disagreeTerry was not the only

woman to face this situation.

When I went to graduate school in
clinical psychology my
parents were a little bit troubled by
it.
They tho^ht, "Why
not.
.become a psychiatrist?" ...
I
hated graduate
schoo
they would say, "There's no problem,
there's medical
school If you want to go; we'll support
you." They never offered to pay for graduate school, though
I
had fellowships so
It s not clear,., .but I think they
were disappointed and
puzzled
... [My father] is very contemptuous of doctors,
-[nakes It kind of ambivalent. ...
I
think his feeling
was that his daughter should do whatever
would give them the
most prestige.
and he didn't quite understand where
psychologists fell in the prestige hierarchy, but it was
;

.

.

.

.

,
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ago it was harder to
^'"^ ^^^^ seven
years
qet intn ri^-nf ?
school, that would ha?l^:;^ey::^^^'(P^y^^°;ogy than ™e^lca,

Fortunate,,, Ch.lstlne^s
.athe. .eca^e

.0.

enthused and unde.tandin,

Chns' experience, Ellen
faced so.e subtle
opposition f™. her father
Her mother, however,
was en^tionally and
economically supportive.

Iglin°sl^ran'i\1 ^e^^e^^r^^^I!
found out.
he felt thai

U

i

L

iLZ

T^^-'k^^

when
?
camft
wo li be ^nli e^v ?o''^^d'°'"

m/,,.er\-£r- -

°f
^l^"'

^^^^ieTand-f-^ ^

Just as Ellen's career goal
was transformed as

I

a

---^

result of

a physical
trauma, so did her father
change his view toward her
goal when he suffered his first major medical
problem.
''I
volunteered to take an active
role and did a workup on his
condition.
He took great pride in introducing me to his physicians as a
future doctor."

Chris'

and Ellen's histories have
another parallel.

In

late ado-

lescence, both suffered physical
traumas which touched upon career
goals.

A long hospitalization deflected
Chris from th^ medical profes-

sion, while

a

long-standing, undiagnosed and painful
illness veered

Ellen in that direction.

Apparently, their fathers were less sensitive

to the correlation of sickness and
professional

aspirations than they

were to concrete illustrations of their
daughters' demonstrated compe tency.
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Female

™,e .odeU

lege and professional

were often

UcMn,

training years.

fo. the P/F „o.e„
d.n'ng co,

"Role .odels were a,,

,„en

I

didn't know one wonan
scientist-there are stiH so
few of the." (Peg
Nary attributed part of
9y).
the proble. to her
own saturation process:
I
had almost no professor^; pithpy ac
student who were women
tLI

weren't available
tionship.

j

^"^ergrad or

a

grad

^^^t they
didn'tt know now V^^,^^
to form or use a rela-

I
^

Wendy made the observation
that not only did she lack
female role models
in school, but she also
felt the absence at home,
vis-a-vis with her mother.

"The absence of

throughout my life.''

a

strong female role model is
something I've felt

Hot until Mary was in her
thirties did she per-

ceive one mature woman as

a

role model.

Mary could identify with this

woman, the director of her
internship program,

were transplanted Southerners.
else

I

"She was more

had worked with up to then.

and good person, very respected."

personal

She was

a

in

a

part, because both

role model

than anybody

very bright, hard-working

Mary made no mention of this woman's

life.

Intriguing about the paucity of attachments
to female professors

is

that half the women attended Seven
Sisters' schools, where one could ex-

pect

a

sizeable number of women teachers.

two factors account for the .incongrui
ty

.

From the information gathered,
First is the time one attended

college, the inference being more women
instructors over the years.

Second is the proximity to
fewer women instructors.

a

companion men's school, nearness implying

Both factors would account for Wendy's obser-
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vatlon Of no female role
^dels.

Ellen's

„t,

which follows

presses the nuance between
role models and .entors.

ex

While .entors were

available, complete role
«x>dels, that 1s. fe.ale
professors with fa.1lies, were not.

There is
d

a

biology instructor, Prof.

dn^f,:?^l;^

J---^one;

rL r

I'el^ult'lt^l

T.""'

r.n
^^^onVtiiTan^^d^^^^^-

P

at w

Pr^S^P^^^^^^^

"isTd

in others'

cases when
t^e^question^^
'f'
am good enough, or smart
enough or
he n
'°
' '''''''' lab'aL^s^In'l
r^ink'she^Iet"
'''''' °"
^-^--"^
I

r^ o\T

f

^e:?"ty^f oV^p^^rZu^ef

-

One of the things that I saw at
W
was that most of thP
people were single.
Anothe?-EhTng
tha^the tvoTof
career demands of a college teaching
''
career
think
is
''''' ' P^^^^"^^^" ^ unless ;ou
have'a oar^H
appointment.
So I don't think I looked at
Pro?
Prot. P^
s singleness, or at her,
as a role model for me
'^"^
"^"^ "^'^ ^'^y ^'^
^ ^^^^^^ PT^s had
^hildrPn th'!/?'^
"""^li
""^^ exposed to.
It was more the norm to see
cnll
I
some of tne mal e professors with
children.
I
think this is
true all along when you consider role
models.
A lot of the
women physicians, particularly those
who are now in their fifties, or seventies, are single.
This has changed drastically
with younger people coming up (Ellen).
.

.

.

L

^

An exception to the

preceding comments was Christine's experience.

is worth noting that Chris

is

the youngest female in this group, so the

environment may have changed by the time she entered
school.

Further,

her interest in feminist issues led her to seek
out women professors.
In

college though, her mentor, "in the Levinson
(1978) sense of the

term," was

a

male.

It
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It was very exciting.'
He made 'e fee? ?h."'^ '"^f''^'"horizons, intellectually.
He was verl
''n^'*'""
'

•

TtfZT"

y iuiia

[grad^^trsc^Ko:?]!

relationship, very supportive

^^-^ ^
*°
It'lZtu T"''''"^

^tTci\i:reiro:'V"

me, offered very soun

d

ce

'

^^^^"^^^

several women spoke of close
attachments to male teachers.
Wendy,
for example, commented
on a very inspiring
person who met with a group
of students to discuss
academic and political issues.

"__was

special, because of the intensity
with which
He committed suicide later
hTJITT
person who was very wrapped up
in his wo
!
'as
very
c ting to him.
I
was his first woman student
He
miah^
have been gay, though at the
time that never'occurred To^ll
°'
-3
comp:?:
nng
l^rte'c^r™'
teacher.
'^'^h
There's a whole group of us around h^rp
now who turned out to be
academics, who were an 1^°^"^^^^
students at one point.
We have a sort of club; whiF^all
how much he meant for each of
s.
rlw us not
He in?L
''l^'^'^^
influenced
just as a teacher but as an intellectual.

[™fhe
took his own work.

•

"v-f

.

.

.

Wendy encountered no special treatment
because of her gender,
she attributes to Professor M

's

homosexual

inclination.

a

fact

The sex-

ually tinged male mentor-female
student relationship, as described by

Sheehy (1976), was not found in this P/F
group.

Further, Levinson re-

ported (1978) that most mentor relationships
end in disappointment and

bitterness,

a

fact that is not supported by these P/F women.

Mary was
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the sole example of an
unsat,sfyi„, experience,
which occurred during

research fellowship.

a

However, the positive
elements of this relation
Ship were short-lived,
and attributed to the
glaring character hle.ishes
of this person rather
than to the relationship
per se.

The woman I was working
with there tiirnod
t
'"^^"y «possible, but for the first vp^r ?h,-^n"
''^i^SS were really quite
and I.
fine
.very
very mucn
much enjoyed
eninvoH fhf
the research and learned a int
.
.

pis
t

uc

na^fw^J^

>

-asave.

h:d;ttTs^ra?^^r-b:inT:

P^r^
help and nurture her students,
she turned out no? to be tha?
competitive, undercutting and
destructive
Lh
and no'
none ^%''l'''^y
of that was obvious in the
beginning
So the
were very'painfui and dif^^^^^J^^^^ip
??cu7? b'e?ause1 ^^^^ ^^^^
'^own and very blamed.
She iust
.
llr,
did Iterrible things
to me professionally.
Experiments
9^ve me a'fo tn
and tL^pH^"''
thanked me.
It is not that she was knowingly
takinq it
away she really thought that she
had done all'tha
a d'm
contribution was worthless.
That is a pattern with her
It
'''''
^'^^
a
.

v^^rTfortSna^lhoic^.^^^'One important function of

market.

a

mentor

is

assistance

in

entering the job

Mary's instructor "was horrible, just
horrible," with the re-

sult that Mary could not gain entry
into

When professors fell

a

choice job.

short of the fantasized role model, these P/F

women often turned to family members,
boyfriends, or peers for support
and advice.

Peggy gives an example of all

three relationships.

one, her father's aspirations were influential.

For

My father worked
his way ud frnm
i.k
I
was growing up, he
^°
'"^^'"^^^ ^hen
went ?o coll eoI
'"^
same day.
graduated
^
on the
It took him ten
year
cum laude-better than
^'^num
I
did.
Seeina him Hn^r^^^i!^^^^
portant role model for
^° ^^^^
imme
,
He w.nJpH
but he realized that
^^^^^'^try,
would haye take
got a degree in engineerinq
^^'nally
wUh fm? ° ""^"^ ^^^"^^
interested
the scle^J^s"^;

.T'

I J''

J^^p^-^^-c^te]

Oun-ng college. Pegg,
was a.bivalent about
.ed^a, school versus
graduate school.
She did not see. adWce
nor did She receive
counseling
Meeting a .an .ajoring
In che.lstry solved
her pnoble.s of
choosing
^elds or specific schools.
"I .ay
have st1l, gone to
.edical school

'f
I

I

hadn't .et Paul.

It sort of solidified
going to graduate school

never had the control,"

"Fro. then on,

I

Paul

beca.e

a

had Paul as a role .odel

better than me.-

In

graduate school,

consistent source of support
,

who was

a

superb student,

"although we worked 1n the
same

lab, we did different kinds
of problems."

Prior to meeting Paul, Peggy

turned to an undergraduate
classmate for mutual encouragement.
"There
was another woman chemistry
major, who Is still a friend.
She was as
good a student as I was then,
so I wasn't the only woman
In a class."

Graduate school fosters teacher/student
relationships.
once again was conflicted.

That's

a

un?
I

She chose Paul's advisor.

decision you make at the end of your
first vear

??elH.'^?^'^
f
Tie
e ass J.

Even so, Peggy

'"r™

if

? was a
It

Peggy did develop

a

I

both n d f?ere t
"ever make decisions well . I waUed
^'"'^"^ °"
[basis 0? he
T'.
good
decision.
°'-

personal and satisfying relationship
with this pro-

fessor, but her history clarifies the
significance of peers

in

profes-
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sional development.

Peer groups could serve
the Hicice
place left
lert v.r.nt
k
vacant by
nonexistent role
models, according to Terry.

Absolutely no role models
;,n
t
pect that^ A fel or?emale
^xr
^en
\^dT*
f^/^^"'*
9°*
a good group of
"=1°=^.
I
'
had
fellow resident.
f„t=
'"te'""tingly, our group
has taken off
Peoole I wirl-th
^'"^^'^
American Psychiatry
'
Per^odir
around the ^ountry^'and'^I^I^^^^I^:?

"

m

llltZZZ.'.'

Glimpsing into the future,
it

is

interesting to note that
.any of

these women placed themselves
in positions where
they could counsel
young college women, Just
as most P/F women
lacked information about
colleges, they similarly lacked
knowledge about graduate or
medical
schools.
Even decisions about
specialty training were made
somewhat
haphazardly.

I
had no criterion on which
to judge a medical school
other
than how well it was known.
You sort of apply n the dark
anyway because you really don't
know
tram ng in terms of the final result how to judge the type of
that you 'd l ike to be
I
appned to a number of places with big
names where everyone
was applying
As I remember it, I did not
apply to anT
''''
^'^'^0 many appliclnll' nn'""''Z''l'-''
obviously consider doing.
I
think I worried
abou?'th.?
°^
^
^^'^^^
at
P^oP^e
W
to be
?n?H T
i'.
myst?aue about
.hon M^''
tique
Harvard.
i
guess at W
we had a fair
'° ^^^^
^^^^^d like a
n ce n.mP^°'r'
nice
name.
I
am not sure I thought about it
terribly hard
beyond its prestige which I might do
now.
It is sort of hazy
in my mind.
I
don't think anybody would have thought
of turning down Harvard.
I
didn't either.
Now more people are
thinking of doing it, in part due
to the finances
At
that point I didn't know how one
applied for internships
Internship was so far off and I had no
idea about selection
processes or anything so I really wasn't
worried.
I
didn't
'

.

.

^^"n

'

.

•

have to assume responsibilL^n^ something and then you don't
^"'"9
really did that
^ decision.
I
I
1
'
ledge ttat
had mide
d c si-""^^'^'
tion.
I was
thinking

bmdcie

until

I
wasn't perce vinq c earTv w^.r%r '"'"'"'^ '°t^' surprise.
""""^ Perceiving.
That made me tMnk thit " Lv ?h-\

tMng^._li.e.

an3UX??1

^K];^

1^??^:--^"

Mary made her decisions
predominantly on the basis of
boyfriends
and peers, although
professors were available
to her.

Its'.' rih"U Sni^Ji^iL-f ^sS;

^i^^^zT^^

at times, would sit down and
say you sho Id
dnu tdKe courses.

...

I

e^e

o

spent the summer as

;

T

hT

trainep and

a

information came from them.
I
realized
^^^^^r.'^y
;hi.:
there were
better programs elsewhere. ...
I
have this fan
tasy, even knowing better,
that other people do things ?or
considered reasons.' I 'decided n
to
I
w s'tirPd^n?''
was
tired of going to school.
I
wanted to work, to get awav
from home and I had this boyfriend
in N
^tl ?
°' fdi cine for a ^as'a-psychol gist.
A?1he end'o? ?h.'?°'
^^^^ ^^^"^ ^ precipitously decided I was
ready
!
fl nn%
to
go to graduate
school.
I
applied to the University of
^"^^ ^^^y ^^'^ ^
P^og^a^ in psychology
'^-i
.^^TTT^T
'
P^^^ ^ 90t a very generous schoUr.kL''V\l''
larsh p.
By the time I started I had broken
up with the first
boyfriend and had another in N
...
_

•

.

Thequestion of graduate schools, like most of
the subsequent
'^^^^s 0^ some man I was
"'^^^ °"
u'^!'
which
was that I would go to graduate school
there
From my perspective now I don't know that
these relationships brought any particular lasting
satisfactions.
Some-

?nw'?'°!!'
involved with,
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to .e always has
been

s'c^o^^'wor\':L^Thoo"^r^^irt^
make those decisions n
o. o
very unsophisticated about
schools.

Mary made

stincts.
I

"E

was

a

very good place to be.

wasn't knowledgeable enough to
know what

posed to be.

I

...

stayed."

She

and located an internship
without seeking

Y

advice from faculty menters.
I

^

third major career move in
the middle of her
training

a

followed her husband to

Again

''''

lllV'Vt'

just wanted an internship,
but
The training was excellent.

I

a

good place was sup-

think

I

had good in-

They offered me a job and

With the exception of her
fortuitous internship placement,

Mary suffered the consequences
of her inertia in seeking
information.
This was true for others.

problem.

Sometimes

lack of information was not
the

a

Discrimination because of gender was
also

a

sue will be discussed under the
section of sex roles.

Christine was an exception.

factor.

This is-

True to form,

She sought firsthand information
about

graduate schools

applied to the four schools in this area.
I
got into
of them and I.
.went to B
University one day and
got massively depressed,.
.they were sexist oigs, for one
thing, and also the whole physical facility
bothered me. Also
It would take me a long time to [commute]
and I saw that as a
waste of my time.
., so even though I know B
was better, I decided to go to Harvard.
Also [B
] had a
very planned curriculum which didn't appeal to
me.
I
didn't want to be a full-time graduate student
[at least on
the books]. ...
I
didn't want to take five or four years.
It was much more flexible at Harvard and though
in many ways
I
think they were more' demanding in other ways, they were
more laissez-faire.
They didn't know what their students
^i^^B
was more a family-type school.
I

.

all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

•

•

•

The school Ch.1s attended
offered her the greatest
flexibilHy 1„
scheduling. They also
exempted her fro. so.e
re,.1re.ents because of
her prior work experience.

Mary similarly showed
so.e assertiveness when
applying to schools
Like other P/F wo.en. she
often procrastinated
with applications
Nonetheless, she successfully
talked her way Into
graduate school and
jobs

r^dL\r^ hior'°ii-ir7b?rto^r^d^?j?
tine ago

^1"

when thlngs'L^^'e^s^^e

^r.
en w

'° ^° '°

T'M^"'

-^e-n-l^°£HndT^^

good interview, or at least

In

i

I

did then.

I

reviewing the histories of these
women,

gard to their feelings of
self-worth.

was fortuL^e.

a

theme emerges in re-

Five of the six made derogatory

references to their competency as
students.

Wendy was the only one in

the group to express doubts
regarding her college performance.

encountered self-doubts

in

The rest

professional training schools:

^thought that probably a mistake was
made ^nH°L'"^?
and they let me slip in, but I
found a lot of people had
that same experience. ...
I
liked school very much
though
I
felt very insecure at college.
What I'd do afterwards was not an issue (Wendy).
,

.

.

.

I
took school very seriously. ...
I
think I was very anxious about doing well.
I
came from a small hick school,
while others there were from Ivy League schools.
I
wasn't as
good a student in graduate school as I had been, but
wasn't
I
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scraping the botto..

want^ 0

I

had a good average,

a

good thesis

hecce Chief

resi ^„t ^"h:!^,
'even'^l^-gi
inaL relates to being
a woman (Terry).

fl?

Graduate school was not a
oarticularlv nnnA ^r
^^'"^ ^^'^ various
reasons.
i
think I
n Ih ^-f
^^^^^^^
adolescence rebe lion because
h.H "^'n^ 'J
the way through
hi^schoor n
l^ e'^'^ ^L^'th'^ r\'''
^^"^^^
time I was that far away
from
.

.

.

home

? j;.c

fnend of mine went down some
years after

h

^r^d

demic troub e or anyuiiny
anythina like
MKe th^^ttnat, h,,f
but on
IpvpI
level, tI ri-iWo'^
didn t feel comfortable (Mary).

^

a

more personal
pc'^^undi

At Harvard Medical School,
you look around at the ozners
others acac
cepted and say, "My qoodnesO"
t
I
3m by
no
means
a
brilliant
h,.+ IT
liant npr<^nn
person, but
ended up one of the top five
graduates of
"^'^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ h^^^ what it
take
uD;t;i;/ h ^'k
'^1'^ ^
^^^^^^ ^^tremely hard
^rdp. h'''''
"^^''^
^^^^^^ wor'"^ '
rles excessi^elv
ries
excessively ?h.t
that I may not do well.
How well I did was
a fair surprise to me,
not in that I worried I didn't
put the
time into it, but worrying that
I
would be far behind everyone
'
else in terms of capabilities.
Edward has more genius
'""^^
he would end up studying
?hp
the n?ni/rS
night before l^^
for a test that I had crammed for
four weeks
for and there wouldn't be any
difference in the-test results
out a little bit better'
ILn i did. To ^t.^^'l^
tnan
this day he remembers all the stuff
better
^"7."?^ ^^"^^ whether his analytic ability is better,
K.,;
\
but It would be nice to have a little
bit more genius (Ellen).
•

•

•

TZ

T%T^T

Both Ellen and Peggy denigrated their
natural capabilities, in part
by elevating the natural brilliance
of their husbands.

This behavior
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pattern was reversed for
Christine.

She taught her husband
Charles good

stud, habits While coUege
students.

She supported

financially when he entered
.edical school,

m

hi,:,

emotionally and

part, Chris decided to

delay graduate school until
she knew where Charles
would be accepted
At the sane ti.e. she did
not see this as a
sacrifice, because she "had
worked very hard and wanted a
break" fro. the school
regime.

When She enrolled In

a

Later

graduate program, Charles
extended himself to

ease her life.

College years

majored in psychology.
I
was at the top of
''''''
''^^^^
that was very unus^
ual
?h;"f.>;' ^^^"^ °^ graduate
school I didn't work hard
wfc'.ii
it
was all course work and I
hated it.
The
second
and
third years I don't think I
ever didn't work
The time
wasn t working was labeled
"not-wSTm? time "
co Td onlv
do that.
.because Charles was.
.a medical student and he
wasn'
around.
He replanned his.
.rotatio s d ri g t e time
when I was doing both the interviews
for my dissertation
which was about five months, and
the final writing
would
come home from work; he would have
dinner ready for meI

7

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

I

home at io:30

/nTl
him
mm.

?1

Z

tel/him abouf ^he^•nterv1ew; and

[7'/.^''^ ...

go'^o'bed".

It was really exhausting,
^^'^^^'^ ^^"^^ arrangement with

^11^
H Hn'i^
didn
t do anything but work.

Clearly, Charles extended himself both
emotionally and behaviorally to
ease the strains of Chris'

schedule.

"he's always more distracted than

I

Although she often complained that
would like him to'be,.

.

.he's never

said anything to me about my work."
The preceeding pages demonstrated the
interaction between insecurity about personal worth and career planning.
ing with professional

Another factor interact-

goals was the influence of boyfriends and hus-
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bands.

In

previously cited material

Marv
^'^"^^

'

sc

ooU

.pen Which .an s.e was
seem,.

fonowed his course
Chris and

bands,

Pe,.

in Ellen's case,

basing decisions
for

was confuse, aho.t

by entering the
sa.e field,

EHen chose professional

^ .

.nni.o
'Po"^^

the sa.e school.

... a,

Both

schools In the vicinity
of their hus-

this .eant a decrease
in status.

This sacr^
f^ce proved .1nor In
comparison to the support
she received fro. her
husband:

?on'a^a and^wVuM^^^^

T

tlT"'

the intern-resldent bluest
'
^'gues^
nd'didn' t'g f^g^f,-"!.
I
can't even remember how the
decision tn
1
diology came about.
It turned out th^t
•

•

L
f

.

f

'
Washington programs
I
T"^
back
saying they had no places,"
.so I need not
°
-dlscouragin
ronicanv''?the
Ironically,
^ only
''T''one that came through
was G
which
called me up.
.and said, "We remember you from-^^
student
"
•"
was iron?
''''''
thft ?h"at'was'?hi' only place that
looked like they wanted me,
and th^t
that was the one place I couldn't
go.
i
was at that
and somewhat depressed about what
I
was
nm-nn In
going
to do ^VJ'^'.
Edward talked to a staff physician here
at

H

Jlf
wrote

*

.

'

.

r

.

.

.

^

^^^"^
nT^'
^"i^
plane
three days

^
I' was
^^^^
on the
later for an interview, and was offered
a^fellowship program there, but with the
intervention of some
•

.

The twenties are important years in the
sense of establishing an
external and inner sense of oneself as

a

professional.

Ellen's view was

2n
typi cal

atJ?uTe;;:f p^,t^,f

pa,-t

You

''l""^' '"^

ship and residency.

WMleresponsibimies

led

no^onopr

E„en

to fee,

of one's
''"t^'-n-

me

a professional
in one
sense, the role was not
crystallized unt,l she
was employed.
Chris also
rea„zed a two-step course.
"There's a difference
between when I thougnt
I
was a psychologist and
when I thought I was
a professional,
because
when I worked at C
Hospital, I had a very
responsible job.
i
didn't think Of myself as
a professional
until I got the Ph.D."
Universally, working as a
resident, a teacher, or a
research assistant granted each P/F wo.an
a professional sense.
The attainment of
a degree and a job
furthered this identity.
.

.

.

This was also the time to
consider the priority of career
in the
face of marriage and family
planning.
Ellen, for example, considered
that her fanrily role would ascend
over the years.
This fact had some
bearing on her choice of a specialty
area.

I

wanted to have

had i,^ ?h"f

a

family,

-J^rT^'""

to get married and to have a
career
9""S the one question I
'

^^'^ '"'^''"^ "P
"^'^ '^'kely be
he orofLMnn
t'h'h'"
'•"'^
^^''^ ' "'^S*'*' ^«er going
1°"^
thrn?,nh^h?
through
this training, have to do less in
the professional

?

Why I chose medicine I don't know.
It may have been an unconscious sway towards one direction.
I
think I enjoyed the
breadth of problems in medicine a bit more
than in pediatrics
I
wonder sometimes if I was uncomfortable or
not with children. ...
I
did very well in surgery, which was interest-

ing, because Dr
M
and be his firs't
'''' ^^^^ery
ce'^whi ch'%n'°
tie bit of an honor
^° "^^
a litbecause hP'H .T.^'
u
estThe exposure that
'
^^^^^^none iptf
geryj is very poor
L'in surbecause
vou^dnn-t'
I
am not sure if the
^° anything,
^°
fact that'^?
i^
me away from it.
sort of pushed
f .,1 ^V^t^^^^
looked ahead toward'the
^''^^
^
have
'"^
trSinfnn
one decided to become
^^^^
a s
e
oartl'?'
T'U^^'
^
specialty work..
'^''^^
did some
^
i t
mi qhf bp'/cP
^
training period
outside of med cal
'l^'^^^^
r
schoo
stamina, the wil/p^^e^i;
wha eTr't^d"
also.
'.'A''^
.considered the oroblpm^ S th
^ "'^9''* have
a setting of long
^"-^h
arduous yea rf At th'r''"^' l'"''^^
make decisions, I
'^^'^
'
was married

w^house^"m

•

.

.

.

^

.

.

l.Tr^J

.

Only Ellen, Chris, and
Wendy considered the
effect of career
Choices on fa„,i,y,ife.
Wend, was most notea.ie.
While an undergraduate, her interests
veered towards motherhood.
Plans for further school-ng were discarded.
Wendy's path was typical
for her cohorts.
In

college, nobody ever thought
about

ledge] has^•n?r?nslc sati

a

professional

Uf.

[^noW-

JLJf^'.'

because the discretion of
career Ind mirriaqe
""'^
°f a background where that
'
wasn't
issue.
Nobody in my family expected
to stav hnll^ ''^'k^'^

wasn't\J

Wendy married and had

a

child while still

a

student.

After graduating,

she sought employment as a
laboratory technician.
was interested in working in a
lab.
I
wasn't trained in
'
'° ""'^ '^''^^^
a lab for awhile
in lrlorder to see how things were done.
By reading I learned
I

t

T
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learn that the style of hZ thZn.
tant as what is be ng
'
do e
head above water financial

anything.

T^*

You

^'^P"^"
TltT 'I
i/and' in ^rrL'ofslnSr

In

reviewing Wendy's history,
one can clearly observe

Of priorities.
tual

pursuits.

In

adolescence social life took

a

a

transformation

back seat to intellec-

Both were actively pursued
in college years.

Then,

eager to prove her independence,
Wendy hastened into marriage
and motherhood.
Professional aspirations were
channelled into work activities
and political interests.
In any guise, she
labored to achieve an inner
sense of competency.
Clearly, Wendy's orientation
in her twenties
shifted from developing

a

professional role to creating

a

family.

Since
her priorities are more
consistent with the F/P group, she
will be included in that section in the
next chapter.
In

sum, all

of college.

six P/F women were clearly
career-oriented at the start

Many graduated high school near
the top of their classes.

At some point, either in college
or in the smaller classes of
profession-

school, they encountered self-doubts
when they no longer shone as outstanding students.
Being average among, for example,
the elite Harvard
al

students, is no dishonor, but it does
shock one's confidence.
seen,

insecurity about personal worth had

planning.

In

deleterious effect on career

general, these P/F women were rather passive
in seeking in-

formation or advice.
schools.

a

As we have

They frequently "fell" into specialty areas
or

Professors and boyfriends often placed an active
role

encing decisions.

In

in

retrospect, decisions made on the advice from

influ-
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trusted othe.s had no
ha™f., consequences.
"sed to test one's
potential and intellectual

P.n.er, these .ea.s
we.e

capacities
Parents were often not
supportive of the women's
aspirations. Many
pressured their daughters
to attend local
schools, and so^e offered
lit
tie financial assistance.
Other families relented
over ti.e, impressed
by the women's drive.
Unfortunately, these P/F
wonen had few female
role
models, and certainly
lacked advocates.
Several wo.en noted both
the
Paucny Of female professionals
and the fact that those
they did .now
were often single. Hale
mentors were available and
often supportive, but
they could not .odel how
to integrate families
and careers, for they had
w.ves at ho.e assuming
.ajor childcare responsibilities.
Husbands and
professionals, .ore than friends
or parents, were turned
to for advice
and encouragement.

PZF women:

Fajnlj, roje
.

There was

a

remarkable change among the P/F

women in their late teens and
twenties.

Whereas social

priority for them in adolescent
years, it became
concern in the next decade of
their lives.
P/F group married during
these years.

All

a

life was of low

much more pressing

six women included in the

As has been stated, finding a
mate

and establishing a relationship
took precedent over careers for
several

women during their twenties.

It

is

interesting to try to relate the life

patterns of these women to those
studied by Sheehy (1976).
may be recalled, loquaciously
described five patterns.
"caregiver",

Sheehy, as

Of these, neither

"never-married women" or "transients" apply.

Sheehy's

"either-or" category includes the
"nurturer who defers achievement" and
the "achiever who defers nurturing."

Wendy can be included in the former

reading.

S.eeHys differentiation
between deUyed
n..tu.e.s and .^nte
grates', poses a proMe..
^.nteg.ato.s"
n«ther.ood 1n t.e1r twenties.
and Often carriage,
fact,

too,"

co..1ne career, carriage
and

OeU.ed n.rt.rers postpone
..ot.er.ood

untl, professional

training ls completed

an

five wo.en „Brr1ed 1n
their ear,, or
.Id-twenties, b.t all de
layed Child rearing.
Therefore, the. al,
partially fit Into 5oth
categories.
Perhaps "partial integrators
who delay or o.lt
child rearing"
would be a ™ore appropriate
heading, an advisable
addition to Sheehy's
^
list.

In

I

their late teens, the
prospect of carriage was
distant:
had been dating several
people before

P;,,,i

was worried abo.^ It;
r;j;in"^:;"^^ther-was

Never worried [about not
getting married]

n^.^

'

mostlv berau.P

e^S

sciences

:LiZV.Z

'ifer7yr''''^

in2i^s^:-n^-4:r\^rc^^

u

\ptl%]'''"'

to manage that without any
tT 'ne
If I deaded I wanted to,
it would be a big problem
my boyfriends were in
graduate school in

dm?L

^

r

ghf that
^lost of
Not unt?l

rnd^1pp.:?nV?o"^

^a-^yi:^:

^ied late.
My mother got ma'rried w n
s e
30 V
was 30-31
and I certainly had no thoughts
that I would be
married when I got out of college
(Ellen).

While Mary and Terry were not much older
than the others
both reported parental concern with
marriage.
this was not an initial problem.

for marriage in college.

in

this section,

Terry married young, so

Mary, on the other hand, was not ready
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Most of my friends, by
the time we were aradu.tinn
graduating, were getting married, and I didn't
w^^nt tn nil

interest ng'
parents we^e

Zl

^'""'^ ""d
T"'
concer„Ir:t1,rpo{„rr::s% 'sUlll'. ^
'

''fwas Zi

'

Nonetheless, these won,en began
dating in college.

All had at least

one steady boyfriend prior
to n^eting their future
mates.
ateness of the object choices
was variable:

junior year

I

met

a

sSht^^En^n)'''^^'

Harvard medical student
''''''' 9°-^
'

The appropri-

i

did'not

-

-'i-'

"reaT

Towards the end of college I had
a serious relationship
with
a graduate student.
He was Italian, from the
Nor?heas?
and
had been in the army.
He represented a differen^wor
d'
coming from a different culture,
having travel led having wiSer
xperiences, an being a graduate
student.
My 'parents llT/
another boyfriend in N_
^
The reason;
J
I
t' lu'.'
I
broke
that up was that I wanted to go
to ^HdlTate school
^"^.^h^tw^^ ^e^lly incompatible with hat parti>ni^."T^'
ticular relationship.
He was a professional athlete (Mary).
.

Early in college I got involved with
a colleague of my
father s.
He spent a half a year seducing me
and I was utterly incapable of resisting him or
of even understanding it
My inexperience was incredible (Wendy).

Four of the six P/F women met their future
mates while in college.

Invariably they were attracted to people with
similar interests.
and Christine were drawn to
ive in movements.

ambitions.

.men

Wendy

who shared political views and were act-

Terry and Peggy got involved with men of like career

The remaining women married men in graduate or medical

school, men whom they met towards the beginnings of the programs.

Peggy
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was

introduced to Paul the sun.er
before her senior year of
college and
"clicked i.nediately.
i
did one of those NSF
undergrad science
things, where you get paid for
ten weeks of work during
the summer.
.

.

.

I

was assigned to the lab where
he was continuing on his
senior year project."
Peggy, like many of the
others, was rather naive
about her relationship.
She cannot recollect what
attracted her to Paul, and, like
others, moved quickly to become
a college bride.

We decided to get married
[that summer].
Everybodv else
was getting engaged or pinned.
We went to ten "'"'"''^
weddings
the
next summer when we got married-it
was awful
^^'^^^ P^^^
it was'very clear
rdon'?'tV'f\''''''.^
I
don t think I can formulate it
because
wasn't so reflecive at that stage of my life.
I
think we're un s alin t at
It worked out, which hasn't
been true for friends.
.

.

I

Most of the women interviewed married
within
ing their mates.

a

short time of meet-

For Peggy, Wendy and Mary the
premarital

was no more than one year.

Terry delayed her marriage because she and

her fiance were accepted to different
medical schools.

after one year.
also to attend

relationship

She transferred

Her decision was based not only on joining
this man, but
a

preferred school.

Being married proved an asset.

^Qved R
^
though being in medical school it hardly mattered.
The atmosphere and the people were so different
from
where I had grown up. There was an enormous diversity
of people.
Although there was one other woman in the class, I had
the advantage of being married at the time.
People were less
apt to be hostile or teasing.
I
also did extremely well.
I
quickly felt that I had' found my place.
The people were warm
and the class was small. ...
It was really a good experience.
I
stayed on for my internship.
,

Chris was quite reflective about her relationship, and the period
of dating was extended over

a

few years.

Unlike the other women, she

1n1t1a, att.acUo„
to

C.a.es was .ase.

on

attentlveness an.s.p

port of her activities.

sopWe

yea. In anti-wa. actliu.es
'and ::?loZI c^S^l^^

inXlkTV,Xl\t
unaries, he

ti.e :?th ™;
one wppi^pnH- ru,

'dentine,

•'^^

and

f°drove
I

hard

^

to Y

^

^° "''•acted to Charles
was the fact that I w^/?^^
league, g^^ti
ot
f
uMlcnv'''"' '°'i"r'.
him a bit.
bother
'*
^
In oart m„
was this man who c earlv wa^n^r^-'^'T 1° ^™
that here
set by anything°I^::„^S "
o^•^7, ?,^„T-1ts°h^
true.
It never comes up; it
is a non-Issue!
'

|H:a\?:r^^-'%is-ptre'ntr:erT-?err!fi:^

^^^^
Td'^^d

^el; 1nS^-;"ot :a^rrie^%^?Lr'°o-1e^?S
problem; we met each other
too young and we knew ?hat
decision was whether or nnt wo'h cL.,
tu

nn?'t; n.l
as a ram ly.

d

.nH%,
^"<* 'he

P^'-^"ts «ere pressing for us
It was very out of step
with

all

of our friends

certainly from family, a lot from
friends
We didn't know
anyone who had gotten married for
six yea^s after that
'-"^d
«e were
nohf TLtt"'
""''^
the
choice of
each Qthir
other, h^^fh"^"'
out the issue was the timing.
...
We couldn't
manufacture experience or a past.
It was one of those
hngs
fate deals you, and you try to
[do] the best you can

"

'

^

When reflecting on Christine's
passage through young adulthood,
her path
seems firm and determined.
Other female participants spoke
of "falling"
into professional fields
and marrying without much
forethought.
In actu-
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ality, Chris describes
her«:plf as
;,c
herself

a=

concentrate on f.t.re puns,

attri.„tes

-e

present-oriented person who
does not

th.

>c.„ar duamy

to a

-

^er nature. wh,ch happens
because '.he thought,
th,n.1n,, and p,annin,
for the future is so.
.Instantaneous and constant,
that I al^st don't
register U."
In regard to her
decision to marry, she
reflected:
.

I
didn't think about getting
married at
that the reason I didn't
think ahnut ft
ready been settled, that
f

:

1

k,,-k

r
^

\u^^

presume

L^^^^^

trV;'

Chris' experience points
out the change in values
brought about by
the social milieu of the late
1960's.
Ellen, a cohort, also
reflected
on this trend.

2?Lti%7
22 and 26

^^9^,^%h°°^ friends were probably
married between
My best

friend just got married about
a year aao
P^o^ably been marVtefwUhf
^7"^^^-^
tne last
asT J-4Tllltt
years, beginning at age 27. Many
had careers
Many are now having their first
child or had it
"-witnin
withlnlhe'
tne
last year or two, [in thei r thi
rti es]

1

"

.

Not many years older, Terry was not
exposed
ments.

to

premarital

living arrange-

"Marriage was really based on our being
roommates.

If the situa-

tion were now, we'd probably not have
gotten married."
In

Chris'

lengthy quote, another issue was
illustrated.

scribed her husband Charles as
his goals to mesh with hers.
in

the marital

framework.

a

She de-

flexible person, willing to compromise

No doubt she envisioned

a

partnership with-

As mentioned, her decision to delay graduate

school was based partially on Charles'
plans.
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bizarre, again, because it
was what

'
I

had

thP

limited to graduate schools in
this area.

^
'

Most of the P/F women apparently
did not place as high
on finding flexibility in
spouses.

a

priority

When asked about areas of
.ajor con-

flict within their relationship,
most complained about moving to
follow
husbands.
This point is illustrated by Mary:

I

don't know how clear

was about being married
It -ert^er, have chiidren.^ It was
verv clear"L'i'h'.-f "''^^^ ^""^
interests came first, and
thlt
that IT was ngoing to.
.accommodate to [his plans.] Really I
"^'"'^'^ ^° ^PP^^ to graduate school,
it'wl
h' time
I'
It
was at the
for me to do my internship, and I
was prepared to go anywhere. As a matter of
fact he was uncertain
aoout the whole thing and applied very
late, much too late for
me to apply.
When he finally decided where to go,.
I
went
with nothing to do.
I
wasn't completely happy about that.
I

''^'^^ be to

.

The women had little comment on parental
reactions to their choice

of mates.

ages.

The major cause of difficulty stemmed from
interfaith marri-

Four of the six women wed men from different
denominations,

never mentioned as

a

Mary, for one, faced

personal problem.
a

fact

Two examples should suffice.

mixed reaction from her parents.

was tempered by relief that Mary would no longer be

mother had been "undone" by Mary's relationship with

Their pessimism

spinster.

a

they preferred him in comparison to prior boyfriends.

half-Jewish man was preferable.

a

In
a

Also,

particular, her

Catholic man.

A
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He never acknowledged that he
was Jewish though.
It was real,
ly an issue for him.
His father lived in A
wh ch was

'''''

Sort eas

''''

'

"^"^^

more hH^^^m' .
Very ^tkL'ble! cha:j;inT"'"
^'

thougO^was

raided in

^^^^
''''
' ''''

"^^de

it

Christine confronted her parents with an
interesting dilemma:
My mother made a grievous error when
my sister and I were very
young that the only good people were Jews
and Quakers, assuming that my sister and I would never
meet Quakers, there were
too few but I managed to.
Now, my grandparents were
alive when Charles and I met; they were
devastated. My grandfather didn't talk to us for a year.
He now adores Charles
By the time we got married, there weren't
any problems
My parents didn't care.
Religious differences present'some
problems for us
.

.

.

The question of "What does it meant to be

you feel
study.

like

a

a

wife?" and "When did

wife?" were posed to all female participants

in

this

Answers varied:

don't know what that means. We've been married for so long
just cannot imagine any other way of living.
We were mar-"
ried so young, it's sort of like your whole life evolved
from
there (Peggy).
I

I

Oh gee, I don't know.
I
always did all the things like cooking, cleaning, and chores.
So I think I probably felt
like a wife in that sense early on.
After we started going
out, I never went out with anybody else.
We were very much

...

together very soon, so possibly
we were married (Mary).

I

felt like

I
began to feel like a wife as soon as
fore we got married (Chris).

The question of stages in one's marital
for some than for others.

I

a

wife even before

was sure,

a

year be-

life had more significance

Peggy, for example, could not identify stages.

We have different ways in which we handle our living now than
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pose, to .0

recreation

^f^,
L

f^^^^^V^^
f"-"

J*^"

^reaning up oS;

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Wendy felt her extended
premarital relationship was
think certainly there were
stages.

a

primary stage,

'l

First was the stage of putting

things together before we were
married, which

is

a

very important stage

in

terms of setting patterns of
working out the pleasure of
marriage.
That was about five years." While
Ellen was quite clear about
her professional stages, she could not
categorize her marital life.

^^^^^^^hat I can piece together. We have not
had
easy
eas7t?me's"°
times.
Edward and I started as friends
The
fir^t
day of medical school there was a dinner
and I didn't want to
eat by myself but I didn't know anybody.
There were no other
women there.
Ed had a crew cut.
I
singled him out as
some guy who looked like no one else
would want to sit with him
and went up to talk with him. That's
how we met.
We were good
mends only
.for a long time.
I
had some misgivings about
my relationship with this other
student and where it might be
^,^scovered that I enjoyed Ed's company much
^
mn^f^"^\:
more so than the other man (Ellen).
.

.

.

•

Chris, on the other hand, formulated distinct
stages in her married life,
Her stages demonstrate an interaction between
the dyadic development and

external

1.

factors:

The first year we were married, we.
.spent a lot of time
together.
We experienced anybody and anything as intrusive. ...
We couldn't get enough of each other [sexually],.
.also dealing a lot with issues of differences and
sameness
The second and third years, [we were] dealing with differences, very amused by [them.
We] took grief from freaking
out our friends with how different we were, because no one
could understand how we lived together because we seemed
so different.
.

.

2.
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independent

h„t IiJ!

going to get into troub e

lies

nf tL't

in all

t

,l

^°

V

l=oth

,

?k'e e

eryone l,se
^^"^^^

^!

very

"th%"?'

^^^^

^^uch

al-

-ans!t?oV?n\^o a^^U.^o:^^rX".^adL^.^
Household tasks were handled in
two ways.
work, like Peggy:

-m

the beginning

I

Some women did all the

didn't know that

tribute 50 percent effort around
the house.

a

That evol ves.

man could con"

And again:

Not that we were so happily married,
but that wasn't the
problem.
I
was taking care of all the
household chores
I
was supporting us, I was working
full time and my husband was
going to graduate school.
I
didn't think there was anythinq
'
'^'^^ wasn'? th t'
much'trd'^
I''''''
much
to do. ''f
I
came home
at five o'clock and didn't have tons
^^''^'^ ^°
work in the evening or on
^
°°Lr''^
weekends.
You might hear a thread of masochism,
wh?ch
IS certainly there (Mary).
•

.

Other women may have done more than half the
chores, but strived for efficiency rather than culinary delights.

When we were medical students, I did the grocery
shopping and
pretty much did the cooking.
Ed did the cleaning, because he
grew up with a compulsion for neatness.
I'm not the worst
person, but I have piles of things that make him
go beserk.
He never lets the place get dirty enough for me
to clean.
In
Washington we each had a one-hour commute and the hours were
not easy.
I
left home a little bit after six in the morning
and frequently ate dinner 10 or 11 at night.
On Sunday a
dozen.
.chicken legs and breasts would get made and we'd
have them for the rest of the week.
Fortunately Ed doesn't
care much about food so he didn't mind eating the same thing
.
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for five months, and I didn't mind pithpr
much the way things went (Ellen)

Christine described

a

•

'

P^'"^

^° ^'^'^

similar egalitarian sharing of
tasks.

do most
of the organization and the
thinking because that's what I'm
good at, and

Charles is terrible at it."

"I

Still, both spouses were capable
of any

house chores, so specific tasks could
shift with their schedules.
By and large, patterns of dividing
household tasks were based on

traditional values learned as children
and fostered by society.

Pres-

sures of work caused the women to relax
their standards of cleanliness or

cooking.

The slack was often picked up by the
husbands, either because

of their own sensitivity or in response
to pressure from their mates.
As noted in the section on professional

tunate enough to have as

a

thesis adviser

children and

a

ation with

working mother/professor.

a

a

roles, only Chris was for-

woman with

multitude of

a

plethora of publications, as well as another close
associ"Certainly they made me feel,

both by their example and by their support, that there
was nothing unusual

about.

.

.integrating everything

forged ahead and did it."

with women with the dual
cal

school.

wanted to be,.

.

.so

I

just

While not role models, Ellen also had contact
roles of physicians and mothers while in medi-

Also significant

turned to work.

I

is

that during these years her mother re-

Ellen was clearly pleased with this turn of events:

First she got a job in, a dinky place.
She called her old boss
for a reference and he said, "If you go any place, you'd better
come back and work for us.
'^e have an opening."
She told me
this was a better job than she dreamed she could get after that
many years out.
She didn't have a master's, which it now takes
to get that sort of employment.
Mother was a much happier person when she started work again.
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AS stated
1„ the introduction to this
section, the .o,e of
.other
to. a,i these wo.n
With the exception
Of «e„d..
she ..ied

-deU.ed
hood.

I

had

a

child the end of ray senior
upa^
I
wsntsd

to have a baby
fun and it was!

It's

r
'

"as very anxious
""Id be
h^rd%"'°*''""V*'^°"9''*
•

but I know I enjoyed'it
''"^^Pectively,
enormouslv "^^IT.f
having them and when
°'
^tle
I
Ht'Ti"'
I
have grandchildren and^have
fin with tt!em

he~"

A typical

the.e was that these
woraen felt no parental
pressure to procreate.
Their more traditional
siblings fulfilled this
need.
In this section we have
reviewed the pattern and
stages of six raarnages. A significant finding
is that three of these
relationships ended
in divorce after a few
years.
Terry, as rauch be recalled,
enjoyed the
role of a married woman
through medical school.

thought of splitting up in R
but that was a crazy
.
what would one do? With all thp h^<^^^,.c
^
^°f^\
I

•

ting along.
It was pleasant enough.
until we were active in life
when'it

?nn?h'"f

r,f

It didn't matter so much

was cle

r we were two verv
^
^^^^ ^^^^^ that it just wasn't a

^^o^tiHu^ ^i^;?-stf ti^do

^i''^^^^/:^

of my family was
Here you go again doing so^th?ng yet
^re
bizarre. Now you'll never get married
again-who would want
someone who was divorced!"
It was awful! ...
I
was de?ermined and angry that I didn't get any
support.
Finally
after a long struggle, my parents came to
terms a little bit
witn It.
My mother said, "I just can't
understand you, but
then I never could, but I guess I'll
just have to accept that
you have to do what you want to do." That
ended the fuss
Later they were even helpful financially,
like when I started
therapy, until I could borrow it myself.
I
bought a car, that
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was another thing that
"girls don't dn
traditional in all kinds
of ways

"

m

^
'^^^^

^^^^

The strains created by
separation and divorce
often affect one's
performance at work.
Terry was J.st beginning
her residency program
at
the time.

It was hard because I
was depressed the fir^t h.i^
^^^^ °^
over the marital split-uo beinn rp.n
^^ar,
^
never liv3d by myself before
It wa
^ Tt'T
ment.
fhe^e were two womln there in nlnT^ 'H'''so I developed a group
P^^^^^^^ons
of
Th.t JnnJ
.

.

.

^

frSs

Terry not only had external
stress, but inner conflict
centering on her
loneliness and fear that she would
remain alone forever.

""'"^

I
P^""'^^^l«y5 had
when I wac; p^hnMt 77 t
certainly thought and worried about
[remafni g a 0 e]
fe t
'''' '
t° ^^^e chil d^en by
0
thit magical
manir'/ age thatl'""''''
that
30
people still persist in thinking
about.
never entertained the idea that I
wouldn't get marPl/n^that way. I just thought theJe
wou?d\'r"'
would
be a way out.
I
think for women who weren't socially
' '''^^ '"^^^ poignanc and difficult issue.
^^};
^nml°n'm^^;
Some
of my friends "^i
obsessed about it and were panicked.
here was a lot more pressure to marry
early then, so I was
already on the outside limit of my former
peer group.

rrienas, always had boyfriends.
frienSs'\lwIvs\^^H\^'f
"'"T

.

.

'

.

I

Terry's fears were never realized.

resident.

...

I

B

.

met Tom when

I

was

a

second-year

was involved with somebody else at the time, so
it

started slow and gradually evolved.
ferred] to

"I

It got more intense when

That was not my reason for going to

B

I

[trans-

;

that de-

cision was made before."
Mary and Wendy also divorced.

Like Terry, Mary was in the last
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stages of her training.

She t.rned to friends
for support and even
.ade

another attachment.

^v?z :^r.in;x^:rris

irr^f

L

^

-^^

ft^
^^^^^^^^
^^^eady had
^
known Mark, we were friend be^nrp
Tied.
Anyway, we'ltar'e'dlee
nT a ' o? er' '^hlt'^r^? T^"
ship continued for two
years while I was in Y
'nu^'°""
decided to.live togethei^. I
ca.e ^o'e^fton"
S^d ti.e

W'a

Wendy had a baby at the ti.e
she separated.

This did not deter her fron

dating.

I was already living
with Warren [before divorced].
with him a long time before I
got married.
.

?hei:me'?im:

'

I
lived
alwavs

aLtJe

'

0"'%^°'"^

i

' uy

Warren was a
^
verv difficult
very
di?f?rM?t guy to marry,
[traveling a lot], being married
to somebody else, and generally
[being] less acceptable ?omv
'
hooking him than I would have liked.
My fantas^Sas
0 get
some security.
When it actually came down to [marriage]
I
thought I would back off at the last
minute.
I
decidid'ii
was no good.
It seemed to me there was very
little assurance
that there would be calm ahead.
t^^'^k

'

No matter how difficult that time was
following the dissolution of

a

marriage, these women minimized or avoided
talking about their wounds.
Perhaps their pain was tempered by the fact
that all three women rapidly
were involved with other men.
In

sum, while dating was not

a

high priority for these six P/F

women in adolescent years, marriage was an
important goal
ties.

Most met their future mates while

into matrimony.

in

in

their twen-

college, and moved swiftly

An age factor distinguished patterns of relating.

Some

of the younger women lived with their future mates which
eased the ad-
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justment necessary in marriage.
only

a

Flexibility in spouses was

concern to
few women, with the result
that many cited moving
to follow hus-

bands as

a

major complaint.

a

Further, half these women began
their mar-

riages bearing the major
responsibility for household chores,
although
their work pressures were
equivalent.
Over time, these patterns
shifted
towards more egalitarian solutions.
The women initiated the
changes for
various reasons.
Some felt their "consciousness
raised"; others gained
inner strength which prompted them
to push for more mutuality
in their

relationships
Sadly enough, some early marriages
were made hastily and lacked the
necessary ingredients for positive growth.
Thus, three P/F women were

divorced by age 29.

within five years.

While they feared eternal loneliness,
all remarried
The second time around they were more
cautious, they

lived with the men and established
patterns of relating.

only woman in this group to have

a

child.

Wendy was the

This child was given priority

over professional development, with the result
that she has been shifted
to the F/P group

in

future chapters.

Role models were infrequently mentioned, though early
patterns of

relating resembled the traditional model.
mates were not sought.

In

Parents' opinions about future

general, family complaints focussed on reli-

gious differences.

P/F women

Sex and other

:

ro.les_.

When asked about the relevancy of

tneir sex role during young adulthood, most of the P/F women responded
in

terms of discrimination they experienced.

from being

a

Self-descriptions varied

"Southern belle" to ardent "women's libbers."
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S^uL°;„^L°
I

^

III ?
best to make good r de '
i
never studied,.
.which was
.

Christine characterized herself
as
onward.

a

1°

i^dy

fl7tZ

P-tend

had'

'the

lt7/'l''

?he trnh'^t^^^^)

Vavid fe.lnlsf fro. college
years

Sharing this sentiment,
apparently, was

her Choice of friends and
mentors.

to be

Others,

me

a

variable Influencing

Peggy and Terry, became

more active In women's Issues
in their mid to late
twenties.

Though these women were
undaunted In their pursuit
of careers, they
were observant that female
peers were not Immune to the
pressures.'
Women seeking professions were
clearly a minority group.
Two case histories are presented to illustrate
some of the problems. Terry
sought
medical training:

I
did turn out to be the only woman
premed in my colleae
class
out of 300 some premed.
Only about 25 people qot accepted anyway. ... My Harvard Medical
School interview
I
remember sleeping on the floor in one
of the dorms
That'was
a whole big joke then, because
women were never in those
^^^^ accepted only two women in
JhP^riicc
;
u^;nr—
tne Class.
I
had been rejected there and my
boyfriend accepted, even though I had a better record.
I
didn't think
that was an unusual thing.
I
remember distinctly that when I
graduated, the dean apologized to me for
not having first accepted me.
I
had gone there feeling I was second
best.
"

I
had the women problem in my internship
also, even though I
was one of the top people in my class, and
should have been
able to get an internship any place I wanted.
... A man in
my position could just pick his placement.
When I went around
to interviews, people said things to
me, very directly, like
Are you sure you don't want to go into pediatrics,
dear?"
Or, "We don't take people who are married."
My own school
said, "They're all crazy, why don't you just
stay? You don't
have to put up with that sort of difficulty.
We'd love to
have you."
I
was the only woman intern, and they were fairly
explicit about the fact that they didn't usually take women.
... It was a good internship. I'm one of these weird people who really enjoyed it.
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things were, and that wasn'?
' *
so
o g aoo
for nany women then, there
were o
us.
tically, the number nf female ^„ * few'of us'
tween 1910 and T970 dion^
""'^
a

"

e

.

.

^^"^

TulZ'JT^'

clearly into strugg,^n'7Suh\ir

TJ*"'

'

.

^T^lle^

T

Statis^^"^ be-

fn]^f

•

A'T'

Terry was sensnive not only
to the external obstacles
in her professional development relating to
her gender, but also to inner
constraints.
When I was in medical school, my
surgery professor keot trvino
to talk me into surgery.
I
was good at ii and liLd i t Tf ^
'^°"3ht, Women'd n't 0'
'
TnTsTrlV"'\lTtt-"''

T'-

surgeons at K
but it never connected.
,
things in my career that relate
to being a woman
,

.

I

did

a

fpw

certainlv

resiaent at M
and I wasn't about to be the
first
I
realy felt uncomfortable with that kind of role. Looking back
on
It, I denied a lot of [my
capabilities].

Ellen's experience with medical school
was not much different.
Only ten percent of her class were women,
with the result that she was
the only female in each course, in her
internship, and in her residency

program.

"It was

a

very lonely experience.

I

was friends with the guys,

but not part of the comraderie."

Like Terry, Ellen was able to make her

way by meeting all expectations.

"It was helpful

were prepared, because people would say,
doing.'

to be a woman if you

'The one girl

So, being singled out probably helped."

knew what she was

On the other hand,

Ellen experienced some sex role bias when it came time to apply
for train-

ing programs.

student mol

d.

At this point, Ellen was unwilling to perform in the male
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had taken most of my
medicine at thp r
intended to go there
a hoisl "f
bit more prestigious than B
's nron;,™
I

u

I

]:^^T'
:^rn I
e
enouqh
ougn

that
tnat

T

1

'

f

i

Tu'Tnu
tnL
^Vl

^\f3--"5rtF-e!'^^Sr:he„'lt°

?

tWe'^'

afterwards I was bothered
f they'd been asked ;,nv

1^^^
rm^ classmates]
?
asked [my

resident at G
Hospital and at B
to train
could plan it so that we
m
.p^''-^^"^

r

W

,

where Ed intpndpd
e
b e to
t
e ft
on an every t i?d

^^^^^
n^aht
night service.
I
was told that being at G
was such a
fantastic opportunity that they didn't
go ^UFTf the r wav tn
''''
'''' ^^-^''t th'ink llVtsZu

Tel :illT'''''
In

the two examples cited, medical

schools appear the culprit.

In

fact, graduate schools had their
own pitfalls.

There were 5 women in the class and 25 men
in the beginning
class
They had to flunk out 15 people, and
2 women finished,
LsoJ the percentage of men did better.
One [woman] totally
flunked out, two left with master's, neither
doing all that
well --one not getting along with her major
advisor, and the
other married a physicist and left when he got
a good job
Neither was strong academically (Peggy).

Peggy appears to have denied or justified her
female colleagues' failures.

Terry was also affected by

a

friend's inability. to handle school

stresses

My best friend in college was also a science major,
and she
wound up applying to graduate schools. We talked a lot about
it.
We were the only women science majors who stuck
it through.
We were viewed as really serious about it by
other people.
My friend actually wound up falling apart over
the whole thing and not really doing anything with it, which
was another difficult issue for me to handle.
She was accepted
.

.

.
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sJe^d:?id\v?r^:?^,r.??°j%ra

zi

tion, is a schlep
I
couldn't h!?^
fact, she niVir^id anything
Iflll'ZT''

Several

ween cemented

on changes

in

'"^

''^^^

descrip-

^-"9-

^

their internalized sex
role

through these years of
professional preparation.

Mary expressed the

most traditional sentiment:

some twinges about that.
Later I became more itere
interested
ted In
in
.achievements and [academics].
•

.

Her view shifted in response
to active participation in
civil rights

activities.

Peggy went through

a

more radical transformation.

Still,

she fulfilled traditional and
atypical models of feminine behavior.
I
was thegroup picnic/party organizer.
When a foreign student came in, we'd make them comfortable.
At that time I became interested in women's things.
I
was involved in a group
called graduate women in science," of
which there are many
^9°^ Interested in what
haDnpnr%n'°'"^
happens
to women ^^'t
who 'S'^^"^follow their husbands around, can thev
^^'^'^
up a matching center,
^
^h^'.h^f
which took a lot ^2°^^''
of time and was eventually taken over by
the
personnel department.
We kept a file of part-time and freelance work.
In I
there was nothing to do and many talented women sitting around, so we'd send
them job descriptions.
'

"

'

This was all pre-women's movement.
Things like this helped
the women s movement, because it had
a national organization.
It was one of the key women's groups
which merged and helped
form the women's movement.
When I left [the university] I
stopped because I didn't think I'd have time.
I
thought the
professional demands were such that I'd have to take away
from
something else.
I
spent a lot of time on it in graduate
school, but haven't done anything since, though I'm sure
if I
wanted to, I could.
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sum. many of these P/F
women found themselves
to be somewhat
unique in male dominated
fields.
Two physicians in this
group reported
that some hospitals were
not equipped to house
female students
By
In

-eting

all

work obligations, they
avoided chastisement.

If the women
could meet these high
standards, their performance
was noted and praised
by superiors.
Often times, female peers
left the programs, a fact
which
participants rationalized or felt
threatened by, since they
wanted female peers to be competent.
Without doubt, work was both
demanding and
draining.
Some aspects of each one's
identity had to be suppressed
during these stressful years.
One result was that during
the years considered, they lost some of their
traditional views of the female
gender.

Profession Balanced^ with Family Pattern
(P=F)
PfF .len:

Professional, role

prised of two men.

.

In

childhood years, the P=F group was com-

By adolescence,

pirations as well as active social
P/F men, began working in
his professional

a

medical

these men had clear professional aslives.
lab;

One of these men, like the

unlike the P/F men, however,

plans were influenced by his girlfriend,
now his wife.

Four other men were added to this group
in the teenage years, though
none had wel
on the years

1

-articulated career goals.

this section, which focusses

18-27, these men are seen to shift their fields of
study

several times.
tion.

In

By college graduation, all

had selected

a

career direc-

For Charles, this meant another year of college
to prepare for

medical school.

Three other men were added to this group.

the other P=F men, they arrived at career choices

Similar to

later in life than was
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true for the typical

P/F man.

Also, one man was switched
to this group

because his professional ambitions
became dubious

in

high school.

As

Mark expressed it, "What my
college experience was about
was never zeroing in on a particular
profession.
That was never important
to me, I
knew I'd do something.
It was really about meeting
people, falling in
love, travelling, hitchhiking
around the country at a moment's
notice."
By age 28, two men had law
degrees and satisfying jobs.
Four men
had or were completing dissertations
for Ph.D.'s.

medical residents.

Four others were

The draft affected the choices
men made about ca-

reers; by selecting options carefully,
only three men served.
the reserves was one option.

status.

Two men received Conscientious
Objector

addition, nine men married

In

Joining

in

these years.

The tenth mar-

ried a few years later.

The stages marking professional development
were generally not ar-

ticulated as straightforward steps as they
were for the P/F group.

This

reflects the ambiguity most P=F men felt when
planning for careers.

Typically, they switched their course of study at least
once through
college.

Nonetheless, these years were enjoyable both in terms of work

and social

ence.

was
it.

a

life.

College courses sometimes challenged

Initially, Kevin felt "college was
bit of
Social

a

shock after high school.

life was the usual

thing.

a

a

man's confid-

rough experience.

The work

It took some time to cope with
I

guess in all, college was

a

reasonable experience."
Glen was exceptional
a

career in

training.

a

in

medical field.

By medical

school

that he entered college already primed for
His grades improved in each level
he was

in

the honor society,

of

then achieved
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the distinction of being
the first student fro.
his medical

accepted at the best residency
program

in

school

his specialty area.

to be

Glen de-

scribed himself as -cunning,',
though persistent would
be a more apt description.
From high school on, he spent
his summers working in
a laboratory, a job he disliked.

Though

I

hated it,

knew it was

I

a

means to an end-to qet the

T^''Tf
I'.'''
went further

^^ine was
'
my career
I
rnnlH
channel and keep energy more directed.
I^a ways had a qiod
memory but never imaginative
intelligence thaTc
d syn hesize things together.
Medicine is just made for me.

to publish
puDMsn

^
...

As

I

n

Glen was fortunate in that he
had two strong role models from
the lab.
He became close to one man, who
was not too much older.
he talked about us continuing when

I

"At that time

finished my training.

As fate

would have it, it ended up working out
that way."

College years were

a

time of exploration for the other P=F men.

Career choices narrowed for Adam and Fred.
pressed

a

strong interest in writing.

His

In

high school, Adam ex-

ideas expanded in his fresh-

man year of college, ranging from scientific
pursuits to the humanities.

Then his ideas narrowed to law or journalism.
was influential

steering him towards the legal profession, which co-

in

incided with her goal.

summer working in

His future wife, Alison,

a

Adam strengthened his decision'
by spending

law office.

His boss was a female.

could have proved interesting if she had become

a

This situation

role model, but unfor-

tunately Adam's contact with this lawyer was quite limited.
that he was not looking for

process of becoming

a

a

a

Adam stated

role model, but had several during the

lawyer himself.

His idea of being

a

lawyer was to
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counsel people

i

house calls
I
thouah? ?^
solve their-probl'ett

Ts^

-nus?ice^:^^'

^'^^ P^°P^e, making

^-"^^

/^c'^r"'^"'

^^^^^5^^

^-^'^
S° J^^^

^>-v-"

seemed like they'^we'r^e'^e^
'°
''''''^
^ o t'?ro'
'f^^'
^^^^^o^e
some thrill out of Raloh
gets
Nadpr whl? ^
' accomplishing,
Those things wer^an moetu^
Jill
'
to think bling
a^a^r^aTa^go^dlhlng/^"'
'

-

*

'

'

Adam also includes as role
models fantasy people like
the television
figures of Perry Mason and
Owen Marshall.
Fred was not so expansive
on his reasons for entering
law.
lege, he wavered between
law and philosophy.

In col-

The threat of being

drafted ended his indecision,
as will be discussed
shortly.

Professors
helped guide him but were not
perceived as role models by Fred.
In

ences.

high school, both Kevin and
Paul
Each began college with

switched directions within

a

a

major

few years.

became interested in the sciin a

scientific field, but both

Kevin was disillusioned.

realized fairly quickly that physics
was not for me, because
'
'''^
P^°P1^ ^-nvolved:
sL' 'with' > V'"'^^"^
^"^^^^"^ ^^'^
because there is an
pf^J^cr^^It's a bit tougher than other
'5^'^ physics.
fiJril
second year they separate the men from
the
!
bov
T
hid"?
^''^'^^'^
leaving out of
^ "^^"'^
necessity
I

f

Paul

also realized his blind decision to
enter forestry was ill-planned.

Unfortunately, he did not seek advice "to the
chagrin of my mother.
didn't feel she could influence me, so she didn't
try."

Both men

She
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switched f,elds.
behind hi.,

a

Although Kevin would have
preferred leaving sciences
scholarship bound h1. to that
university.

He switched to

a

.Moor tnat allowed hi. the
broadest education.

financially tied to his school.
progra. 1n che.lstry."

Similarly, Paul was

"Fortunately for .e they had

a

good

Both .en developed close
ties to professors.

A

serendipitous alliance proved
fortuitous for Kevin.

Jhe'^nev""

I

£'
r
swa

''^^^^o^y professor because

'th^r"''!;,'

s

et c than
the offfrl nf

I

needed

° 9° '° Sraduate school.
He was more
'"'Sht to expect.
He marched me to
.

fh^H

J

qs?o^^s^^^=^-.T L^d^^.s:^'T,^^f ovrjop-"^

five schools, here's some safety
schools.^

The advice proved accurate.

Equally as important, his
recommendation

must have been strong for Kevin
was admitted to some elite
programs even
without much background in sociology.
Kevin may have minimized this
man's influence.
personal

"He was

identification.

a

limited role model

in that there was

little

He was just a nice guy who happened
to be

around to steer me into the right thing."
Paul's choice of study and

a

desire for advanced training were in-

spired by contact with an exceptional
professor.

I
was going along, with mediocre enthusiasm,
until I had a
course with an outstanding professor, who really
turned me on
to chemistry.
He was a role model only in a limited sense,
in
that I viewed him as an outstanding teacher.
But I did work
with him one summer and on the basis of that
experience, decided to go on to graduate school.
That was my junior
year.
I
applied to a number of schools though I don't remember why.
I
chose C
because of my interests in combining
fields, and chose my major professor with that in mind.
That
.

.

.
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was the last decision I made in
my career
FvprvthSnn «t
seemed to follow.
Your choices nlrr^^^you
go'a^on^'''
In

sum, college was

possibilities.
friends.

a

time for these four P=F men
to explore career

Adam and Fred received support from
their families and

Kevin and Paul had less encouragement
from home, but formed

attachments to professors that proved helpful.
been stressed by Levinson (1978) as
a

career.

ther than

In

crucial

factor in

a

man's plan for

this group, however, these two men
prove an exception ra-

pattern.

a

a

The role of mentors has

Most P=F men floundered through college,
finding

their own path.
Charles, for example, stated that he "used
college partly to explore

a

lot of things:

music, athletics,

in

general,

a

lot of carousing

around, living independently without plans for
what I'd do when
done."

I

was

The university Charles attended was very prestigious,
but he

perceived the teaching as mediocre.
was influenced by his parents.

est in music.

He had no mentor to guide him, but

Like his mother, he maintained an inter-

Similar to his father, he majored

in a

classic language.

The latter offered little "career opportunities." "In the back of my
head,

I

thought

I

could make

P/F men used college as

a

a

living as

a

jazz musician."

Whereas many

test of their intellectual prowess, Charles

retracted.

There was an incredibly tense atmosphere of competition at
K
so that everybody was afraid to get enthusiastic about
things.
I
basically was extremely alienated from [school].
... In three or four years I probably went to an eighth of
my classes, and I used to sleep until noon, play music all
night, and then I used to cram and stumble.
.into the exam.
»

.
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Then
S

I

went out of that whole
>^"uic bcene.
scenp
c.i^

t
i

,,.nf
went ^

•

•

to visit

ChrU

around having these intense
;er tio
iT/u'll""'
sharing
Ideas.
She'd always qet ud st 7
a m
V''"^ breakfast,
to the library and studv
go
fnr Ll w
then go back to the
'rary w th
er^i.^nd,'"
they'd all
sit around and have a aood timp ™[/'^^™''s, and H'''.'''
completely
'
different life than any I had
seen!

^

m

Charles "reformed" as

a

result of this relationship
with Christine.

"It

blew .y mind, because my idea
of life at college was
basically that you
hung around, smoked dope
at night, and then you and
your roommate had a
struggle to see if you could
make it to breakfast. Then
you gave up and
didn't get out of bed until
lunch." At the point when
Charles became a
serious student, he was still not
career directed. That transformation
will

be discussed later.

Like Charles, Mark also used
college to explore various
disciplines,

switching his major three or four
times.
college that reinforced such
diversity.

further away from his studies.

Differently, Mark attended

a

A love relationship led him

Mark's parents worried about the riski-

ness and insecurity of the fields
he considered.

for the first year I thought I was
at summer camp
again
I
was sleeping out in the woods, taking
courses I
wanted to take, three drama courses and
music theory.
I
got
A s in drama and flunked music.
My parents were very concerned about what was happening to their
son who was going to
be a cardiologist. ...
My social life took off [for the
nrst timej. I fell in love my first week there, in fact,
on
the train going out there.
So, A
College was reading
books like Catcher in_ the R^, Katzantzakis
Kafka, existentialism, and meeting interesting people. A
had a workstudy program which enabled me to go off and
have neat jobs.
Une exception to that was a role reversal
situation.
I
worked
as a typist for a woman.
She never let me get away with
[sloppy] corrections.
I
ate cottage cheese and played bridge
with the female secretaries,
I
liked some of that, but not
,
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^ot credit for playing

in a band abound
around the ?arn-bbel'
Carribbean.

the face of so .any
choices. Har. reverted
to the goal originally
fostered on hi. by his
parents. He enrolled in
.edical school
Like
Charles. Mark was yet to
undergo another career
transforation.
In

Three .en were added to the
P=F group because they
settled on careers in their early twenties.
None of these .en had
professional fathers; the support they
received for their new goals
varied. The path
for Nick resembled that of
the first four P=F „^n
discussed.
He

switched majors several ti.es in
college, then backed into
.edicine,
safe field with flexibility.

was better equipped to work
in the sciences than in the hn
and I wasn't sure what I wanted
to do in my
P^og^a-ed,
structured
education
i
r
rejected tthee 12'''/
idea of going for a Ph.D.
because I wasn't sure
' '''''' °' ''''' '''''''' ^n7T.lnZ
'°
sSme options

a

I

mam ties

me

.

.

Nick had no specific role models,
though his parents did approve of
his
choice.

"Besides," Nick noted,

"I

needed something to avoid being

drafted."

Like Nick, Harry fell into his field.

well-rounded student in high school.

Harry was an excellent,

Because of his achievements, he

was accepted into an elite university, which
he enjoyed tremendously.
He expressed one regret.
I

realized

I

"In'

some ways,

made the wrong decisions.

with big lecture courses.

I

I

I

look back on my education and

went after star professors

could have educated myself better if

paid more attention to the size of the class--small
being good."

I

had

Lec-
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tore Classes did not
provide Harry „1th the
stimulation that an attach-nt to a .entor could provide,
as was demonstrated
with Kevin and Paul.

ated
so

I

I

I
had no rea direction
went in?o the Peace Jorps

cSJpi^oV.i^: ;?o-

t

Tt.\T"l'°

advice.

^

'

^radu-

^° *°

.^t:rLt?o^

recruiters on campus.

A continuing pattern

W'^^"

hT5'?/

P^--

attention to

for Harry was to turn to
slightly older peers for

His parents were not
experienced as supportive.

When it came time to apply
to graduate school, there was a
woman wor ing nearby who was an
African histoH an d in h r
Ph.D fieldwork.
I
brought up the issue of applying to
Afrian history as well as European
history.
Luckily she was
there to give me some good advice
on where to
go.

Barry, another man added to this
P=F group, faced parental opposition as he changed his field
several

times.

AH

his precollege training

was spent in Hebraic studies, with
the goal of becoming

parents were totally encouraging.
a

long line of rabbis.

In

a

rabbi.

His

The family was very religious, with

fact, his father was

a

frustrated rabbi.

Nonetheless, Barry felt unfulfilled.

As

I
was on the threshhold of making that decision,
I
actually
spent a year or two in rabbinical training.
I
felt rather
frustrated in only being able to touch people verbally.
I
felt that probably a more physical approach to
life was necessary to make an impact.
Maybe I was just fed up with my ability to move people.
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He switched into English
and actually

pubHshed

though Barry did not consider
writ,ng as
tion, he enrolled in
graduate school

Barry began to ponder other
fields.
he considered

thought.

"I

.edidne.

I

few articles

Even

"socially acceptable"
occupa-

for one year.

Still

floating

Because Ph.D.^s were not

in

demand

He had fulfilled the
requirements with no fore-

decided to take premed courses

asked about it,

consider."

a

a

in

the third year.

When

said it would probably be
one of the last things
I'd

Like Nick. Barry saw .edicine
as

a

way to combine various

interests

sixties, with the war, there
were a lot of things
like an attractive profession
Hot
only could one help people, which
seems simplist c Sut that
It opened up certain vistas.
There are nume'ro s os bi
t es
in medicine
you can travel many roads, it's
not as conf nina

?hn"^
that made medicine seem

I

w re frus?r'at':d'-'°"?H

^

'^^''^^ P?ofess?onI^:
financially, because they

'

could'n'f^^Jf ahead'"^

Similar to most of the P/F men, Barry
lacked
than most, his parents were not
encouraging.

a

role model.

Differently

"Medicine was the anti-

thesis of what they wanted for me, unlike
other Jewish parents, primarily because

they were concerned with what the religious
effect would be."

Barry neither looked towards them for support,
nor were they overtly
dissuasive.

"I

never asked, but then,

I

never related very well

parents; we weren't speaking the same language
intellectually."

to my

Taking

an overview, Barry felt that there is a

certain ethnicity to this found in the Jewish background,
of
those who were caught in the situation of the Holocaust
and
were not able to carry out their own dreams, so they
invested
them among their children.
.probably for most people, fostered covertly because otherwise it would engender such anta.
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^'^'"^'"''^^^P that

to be manipulated.

n

would be unbearable

While Barry attributes
the covert bestowal
of asp,rat1ons-"ln
background, one was compelled
to think along the
line of professions"
to the experience of
the Jews, similar
thinking was expressed
by others
The depression era during
„,lch most parents were
grappling „Uh career
possibilities was the most frequently
mentioned cause of frustrated
ambit! ons

To review,

ered.

the college experiences
of ten P=F .en have been
consid-

Glen was the most directed.

Adam, Kevin and Paul
wavered some,

but through the guidance of
^ntors and girlfriends their
goals crystallized.
Nick and Fred lacked role
models, but chose fields
that seemed
to integrate diverse
interests.
Other men took longer to decide,
which
meant an additional stage of a
year or two to formulate goals.
Barry

pursued graduate work in English,
and Harry joined the Peace
Corps.
Mark matriculated in medical
school.
His stay was short since he
failed
too many courses, much to his
parents'

entarrassment.

went to medical school for a year after
graduating college
don't yet understand why I did it, I
didn't know what el le
to do with my life.
So I went, was miserable,
I

and flunked
really found it very boring.
I've always been known
to have a good memory, but I had
trouble remembering things
that year.
if i had gone to a different school,
I
might
be a doctor today.
But, I didn't like school, found it
very regimented. My fellow students were
very "into" their
white coats and stethoscopes.
I
was patronizing about them.
had a few friends who were very marginal
1
students, like myself, who would ski with me, or hop around
the country or
smoke dope, but they still managed to show for the
exam and
pass It.
I'd show and not pass it.

out

I

.

.

.

.

This time was fruitful in terms of resolving the
direction of his
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career.

and would read on for two weeks.
to figure things out.

I

was out of sync

II

ke
^

^^'""^ ^ conege teacher
never entered mv
head until I flunked out of medical
school.
Then
in a matted
of a week I had to decide what I
was going to do wiih mv li^e
because they were coming to give me
a physical to d^aft'me'

Mark recalled some inspiring articles
he had read and travelled
to talk
to the authors about enrolling in
their programs.

It was totally haphazard.
When I flunked out of medical
school and had to decide what to do,
psychology did occur to
me because of this special issue of
a journal I had read.
I
looked up the name and address of the
[authors].
One man was
not encouraging, but B
said their program was full but I
could take some courses.
I
persuaded the registrar to admit
me into a M.A. program, which would keep
me from being
drafted.
I
did very well, and worked my way into the Ph
D
program.
I
don't regret it.
I
do think I could have ended up
in any number of fields, and that's
probably true for a lot of
people.

Once Mark found

a

field of interest, he proved quite competent.

This was also true for Charles, who faced college graduation
with no set
plans but

a

real

fear of being drafted.

ers, he thought he had

(CO.) status.

a

chance of receiving conscientious objector

He talked with

sider medical school.

Because his parents were Quak-

a

Quaker lawyer, who advised him to con-

Charles discussed this possibility with the sig-

nificant people in his life.

My family loved it.
There was a lot of support, including
financial aid.
My father had mixed feelings, which he does
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VZl

With, 11, e, When
[
'''''
pleased.
Hel^gone the^rind^ ad',
was very poor, thou h
he did wel
On
o^^^"^ hand, he was
pleased that I did what he had
Honp
^^^^ "^^^^^^^
school, [my father] was
ery afra dVh.rT^'"^^'
what his father had done
'°
die
hay^r^g worked
himself to the bone
In mv
back and
9^°^^^
influence people ver^y heavilv
wn'
generations
down
the line
It touches Tlnu/r:
a lot of me ning to
me
o m 'fathp:!'''^;;
father, and to my relationship
with mv father
T
h^^'n
'
grandfather, who died when
I was young
ir?itf
^^^"^ ^ psychological
point of view!

''T'^J^^-^^^rr^
f T'^''

Z\lr\''?'l'

o^tb^

laTl'T'

,

,

T

^

'

'

Charles' decision to become
some initial dismay.

marrying

a

physician caused Christine, his
fiancee,

"She nearly freaked, because
she had planned on'

happy-go-lucky, footloose musician,
and the thought of marrying someone who was going
to go through internship
and residency and so
forth was not at all what she was
interested in." On the other hand,
this goal

a

gave the couple some structure.

It was sort of a crisis coming up
about what we were going to
do.
^as I going to sit around?
Join a rock group?
it
became clear that we would have to
stay in Cambridge', I'd take
premed courses.
Chris then decided that she didn'J want
to go
directly into graduate school as planned.
She wanted some
breathing space, to see what life was like
in the real world.

Charles enjoyed the courses and did admirably.
The teaching in science courses was just
spectacularly different from the humanities.
I
worked hard and did well
In
tact, I got the highest grade in two classes.
Getting 98 percent on an exam was a completely wild new
experience and released all kinds of energy.
I
got into competition when I had
no need to avoid it.
Number one, I never was sure I could
compete.
Number two, I had a lot of concerns about doing well
that caused me not to do well.
I
had to learn how to succeed
and love it.
I
also started psychotherapy.
So all those
things came together.
Starting therapy, getting married, and
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Just as Charles found an
available role model embodied
in his
grandfather when he decided
to become a physician,
he discovered an histcrical figure who paralleled
his experiences with a
career transforma-

h°o?^;

^la"?rs?:?^dieTc:-nnStlirair

f

^'"'^^"^ thin
"fr^sh"^'
1;
y u'canTbullshir'ftr"'"
sciences, you test your ideas
against
reality.

Even with the threat of military
service removed. Charles stuck
gladly
with his new goal

The draft has been

a

consistent thorn

in

the lives of these men.

Universally, no one wanted to do active
service.
study abroad were foreclosed.
layed the threat.

Enrollment

a

professional school de-

Some men chose precipitiously

others, decided to continue school.

enough to put restrictions on me.

postpone decisions.

in

Plans to travel or

"The risks of the draft were great

Law school was an excellent way to

My professors thought I'd be

Barry, like Charles, sought

CO.

Fred, like many

.

a

good lawyer."

status.

We were in the throes of Vietnam and
again, it was easier to
go into medicine as a way to prolong the
stay of execution
That wasn t entirely true for me because I was
a Conscientious
Ubjector, having written a dissertation on the roots
of nonviolence in Judaism.
This was not a fashionable thing to do,
even by those who supported me.
They felt that I would be
tainted for doing this some time in the future.
In re-

...
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trospect, I followed the
dictatpc: of mw
do it as a crusade,
but as'^l^e^lecluarex^rc'e.

'

Harry was equally determined
to serve in alternate
ways or .eve to
Canada.
The Peace Corps postponed
his recruitment.
The draft caught

wnh

up

him in graduate school,
where alternative service
forced him and
his wife to relocate,
delaying both of their
studies.
Glen made

public health,

a

predictable choice while

in

.edical school, to serve
in

unlike the physicians discussed
in the P/F group, Glen

was satisfied to fulfill
his military obligations
in

service.

a

local

health

This decision caused some
interference with his life.

iou'?d

wo'r^1t'?im::isr^1t'S™e7oir?;"f

year earlier than

I

h^d'orj In'anfb

reserves, so even though
er,
r 'whlchTfeU
wmch l felt was

I

^'^

'"'"'^

r

pLS'for '7t

was going to be six years in thp

^"^^'"^^ started'rylar"ear

a

Zl

K^"
big advantage.

i-

Not being able to plan his military
service was inconvenient in that it
left Glen with months to fill.

The reserves was far more disruptive
to

Adam, who joined while in college.

Although this was

the timing was beyond Adam's control.

a

"safe" course,

Unfortunately, he had to serve

during his senior year, which delayed
college graduation.
lost his place at his ideal

Further, he

law school.

I
was very sensitive my first year of law
school.
We lived
right near Cambridge where Harvard Law School
is a big presence.
I
think my first year I had some real ego problems
I
felt bitter, hostile, defiant.
It was tough to explain to my
parents who had told all their friends that I'd be
going off
to Harvard.
I
thought, "Geez, I went off to serve my country
and I got penalized for it."
That element to it seemed to be

unfai r.
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The spouses of Adam, Harry
and Charles were affected
by the draft,
but none had to relocate for
two years as did so many
wives of the ?/f
men.
This difference stems from the
fact that many more P/F
.en were
Physicians and who, further, chose
to combine residency
requirements
with military obligations.

Although the draft caused inner
turmoil for many, it did have
the
potential for prompting bright men
to continue studying.
Perhaps several

P=F men would never have
pursued professional

training were it not

for their disdain for the military,
and most particularly, for the
Viet-

nam War.

These men selected schools for various
reasons.

Charles decided to

remain where he was so as not to disrupt
Christine's life.

Adam ex-

pected to be readmitted to Harvard, so his
wife applied to law schools
in

Boston.

vicinity.

For protection, Adam also applied to other
schools in that
Kevin and Paul selected schools on the advice
of college pro-

fessors, while Harry relied on the knowledge of an
advanced student.

Barry and Fred chose programs that provided flexible
programs.

plied to law schools in

a

most systematic manner.

Fred ap-

For one, he wanted

a

program that included the study of ethics in law, one way to
bridge his
interests.

Secondly, he wanted

a

school with

would ease his entry into the job market.

a

good reputation that

He interviewed with lawyers

at preferable firns in Boston to discuss their hiring practices.

At one

firm, for example, he learned that they reserve three slots for top can-

didates from Harvard, and two for Yale students.

Fred reasoned that

less students in a New Haven school would desire to relocate in Boston,
so he would face less competition.

Also, Yale's class was

a

third of
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the size of Harvard's.

Further

hp

wishu a pressured
environ-

'

ment.

His deliberateness was
rewarded
ewarded.

experience

I

had.

I

"it
It was

the easiest
educational

only needed to study one
day

a

week."

Ada. was pleasantly surprised
by the relaxed
atmosphere of the law
school he attended, once
he recovered from his
disappointment at not being part Of the Harvard
elite.
"I

med

B

a

lot; it was small and

communal.

Even people in the bureaucracy
were friendly and accessible."
The process of becoming a
lawyer required much effort,
involving inner
changes, which Adam reflected
upon.

"^^"^

transformed
a verv real
^"^^
to yourself, hyoerbolized by
^^PP^'^
?hTF'''-Tn""
the
[movie] Pa£er Chase
It's two-edged; after the f rst
vear
you begin to feel a sense of securi
ty'about -/^^^^eir
yourself ass a tu
fu
ture lawyer.
That's a major hurdle.
from thaTnf
trom
that of

a

nl
person

into that of

a

^^'""^

lawyer.

It's

.

Four P/F men matriculated in graduate
schools, all good to excellent programs.

The life-style was described as
relaxed and unstruc-

tured

We had good people in our fields,
good friends.

great place (Harry).

It was

a

In graduate school I had very
irregular hours.
You take a
week off and lie in the sun, then you work
20 hours a day for
several months.
It was an expedient way to get through
graduate school, responding to the pressures of
courses (Paul).

Graduate school was quite pleasant. M
is a rather easygoing place.
It's rather a smorgasboard
You have to be reasonable, self-motivated, seek out the people you want
to work
.
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first

key\nh

^^'"^

"

'

'"''^''^

Graduate schools were more flexible
than law or medical programs
terms of requirements, but they did
have rigid criteria.

scribed graduate school as

a

in

Kevin de-

qualification period.

They set it up so there are certain
barriers.
The main initiation IS prelims or orals-two hours of
hell.
I
qot the disthat while it's set up to assesslhat
^77^^,;°"
you
knnw plumb the limits of
know
your knowledge, so to speak, I don't
think two hours is enough to do that.
I
think it's an initiation nte.
There were sufficient people who failed,
who I
perceived people thought wouldn't make good
sociologists, and
these people strangely seemed to fail the
prelims, even though
they weren t stupid people.
In fact, there was one fellow who
was quite bright but tended to freeze when
on his feet
Thev
fl unked him twice
*

.

Harry's program required fieldwork abroad.

As

other year was spent away from the university.
were satisfied with their chosen fields.

a

result, almost every

Nonetheless, these men

Kevin considered changing his

specialty area, but his chairman dissuaded him, using the argument that
once he had
in both

a

degree, he could do whatever he desired.

Pursuing courses

fields meant an extra year of courses for Kevin.

One fulfilling aspect of graduate school was the high ratio of
faculty to students.
sors.

This permitted close relationships with profes-

Just as Kevin and Paul found such associations helpful in col-

lege, so did they in graduate schools.

There were two sociologists who had a pretty profound influence on me.
You pick up a lot of your professional orientation from these people.
The outstanding quality of these
people was that they could be professional, and could be good,
but at the same time they didn't have to be arrogant about it.
.

.

.

IZJT,'

''"^'^

"^^^-"-^

difficult to get

"is
^
a fantastic teachpr
t
,,
^
closely over the first
'"'^
?ew years
1
a
so°h.H
"^d some courses
"ith Y
,
and I aiiP<= T i1tl\- '
profesiW
'
^= a
He's a verv nl. ,t'! I'
who is always in tourh !iih
^I"^ P^""^"" ''"'^ a'^o one
one summerfa ked if I
""'^'"^ "^"^
^i""quite happy to do that
was
Sp <
i

'

"

.

coL

and we'd talk fnr ^ f^i,
and at he end o^ i
mean'"
hT'A
I
Mm Af?e; ooino'nfj
little^'oln^'eis^re^In "
.

t^

weeKs and then come in
exuberance
"'J. ""^
"i'^t does that reallv
'
^'"'^
'^^t interested
i-nrtife

h^H
^

.

t'In^rrL^dn'^see:^•r^i^L'^^^

saoDatica]. Although he was n
the area
he madp it r}LJ
that he wanted no part of
university activ tie
ItiU
offered to arrange to come
in just to see me
The
e w s
t
least one occasion where we
ended up tal king for six hours
wen main y me talking and he
listening. .\
He was a ^^od
'''''''''
'''' °' ^^-^
'
'-^^n^-

L

operate' ^is'^^:,:

Paul

more than

also worked closely with
a

mentor, but also as

a

professor.

a

He viewed

this man

family man.

He was a very dynamic man.
His reputation was qood
he
was chairman of the department
and had a huge number o? siu
^"^'^etic person f've
ever
e
er met.
me?
J'dnn't'rI
don t know how 't'
he managed to keep up with all
those people but he did.
He seemed a devoted family man,
but
I
don t see how he got to spend much
time with them.
Sti 1
the family seemed stable.
.

.

.

•

Consistent with his style

in

college, Harry turned to older stu

dents for advice.

I
remember a conversation with an older student.
I
was intimidated by the setting, and I asked him how
you survive in
graduate school.
I
think I learned more from older grad stu-
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^
he's a role model, but I
don't snornll r.f II
I
something, like setting up
a class w^h
T^^^
lectures.
In the sense that
you decide $ou wan} ?n h'^
that's the easiest'possibie
th ng
s
d „t°
1o 'T^''
Plugging ,nto all the role
model^ you ^ver^tS'wm
?eacM"g"

Lp^

.

Four P/F men achieved medical
degrees.

,

.

With the exception of Glen,

the others lacked mentor
attachments.

w

dM
intern did I find a few peop
an"intern?d"r'finH'
e

""til

I

«as

resoectpH a nroa-t- m^.T
e way they cared about
pa?1ents, to k'r s n i
ty f
them, and, in addition, the
way they thought a ou
hi ngs
but by that point I had decided
on my
IttUuril and these people
attitude,
were terrific examples (Cha?les).
I

'

For some of these men, medical
school was

experience.
style,
tion"

I

"Having blasted through all

felt reasonably confident.

(Charles).

people who did.

memory.

"I

positive and confirming

the premed courses in grand

took a smug delight in that posi-

I

enjoyed medical school.

It was made

a

think I'm one of the few

I

for my type of mind-non-analytical,
good

I've always seen myself as

ceeding my capabilities" (Glen).

plugger, working up to if not ex-

a

Whereas Glen felt medicine suited his

personality, Barry was more interested

in

an

intellectually stimulating environment.
Anyone in this
country, with enough motivation, can do what
they want.
I
think there are too many physicians walking
around with average intelligence to say it can't be done,
with a lot of hard
work and compulsive behavior.
It's not the most intellectually stimulating professional, though it can be.
.

iven this bias, Barry was fortunate

to

.

.

be part of an innovative pro-
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gram,

-m5er

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

very relaxing

IVr.'Tl.l

People-s'tim^^'r^r'^^
rs?Inding^rvation'/

r 5

ly'^^^

'

llTsr^osillTl

'^'^''^^ o^ci iell'abo
^

"e'

n

^^'^

Nick was most ambivalent about
his medical training.

o.

°of
90t

He liked the

first year, which was very
scientific and research-oriented,
but he
hated years two through four "with
a passion."
He felt utilized and exploited by the city of Y
as slave labor.
"I almost quit
three or
four times." Nick attributes
some of his inquietude to a
general maturation process and a feeling that
he was cutting off diverse
options in
his

life.

"Sometimes

I

wish

tude [seeing medicine] as
it

a

I

could do it again with

positive choice."

a

healthier atti-

Although jumping ahead,

worth mentioning that Nick observes less
ambivalence, more motiva-

is

tion and maturity among those of his
students who delayed medical school

for

few years

a

Medical school was
for all

but Glen.

a

time to determine specialty areas, that is,

Sheehy (1976) would describe Glen as "locked in"
be-

cause his aspiration to be an opthalmol ogist
originated in adolescence,
but his enthusiasm never wavered.

Charles considered being

a

country

G.P., like his grandfather, but knew Christine
would not enjoy that
life.

He was definite about a

ing as

a

student in

a

low-keyed practice, not academics.

good city hospital strengthened his feelings.

The medical department has a really remarkable bunch of enlightened people who have a very sensible attitude about com-

Work-
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petition, the role of family
in onp'^
space for yourself, and
so forth
A
serves a lot of needy
people

Ufa

J

*u

'

'°

'''^

?;
'

'

^^^"^

The attitudes of staff
towards personal needs was
of great value to
Charles, especially in regard
to chi Idrearing.

on

'^''"^

:nS*you'ge?^Mnd o?"?d

°f ^-^s

^ ^^r^ ^e-d!"i iHo^i iF7T
"°-^"^the--^f-.TouT:^lr^;:S
Nick decided on

a

field that challenged hi. both
as

as a healer, working with
very sick patients.

a

diagnostician and

Barry made another

switch in his career direction,
prompted by the uncouth behavior
of the
department head.

I

was headed into

a career in psychiatry.
I'm not sure 9x^rf
ly why It didn't take place.
I
ias slated for a Jesidencfat
^ ""^"^'"^ internship.
We had a number of issues
.

.ITT^
raised

I
about
competitiveness because my wife would have
been
I was
^^PP^"^^
there
wh
rh'l'nr''^'"'
which
made me very angry. The chief called
me during a cardiac arrest.
I
said I couldn't talk then and he started
to insist.
It was just insanity.
I
told him to go to hell.

In

fact, Barry had been ambivalent, which
prompted him to take

internship.
sion.

Finding

I

medical

The psychiatrist's attitude was enough
to trigger his decia

residency slot in medicine, even at

possible for Barry because he had performed well.
cause

a

a

late date, was

Paradoxically, "be-

was under no pressure to be outstanding in
medicine,

very relaxed training.

I

was just fascinated with what

I

I

had

a

was doing so
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ended up doing better.
To review,

three .en had significant
relationships with .entors
who
helped the. with career
directions.
One .an relied on
advanced students
for advice.
Parents opinions by and
large were not sought.
Similarly, wives infrequently
affected careers. Fred's,
Harry's and Nick's
spouses interrupted their
schooling to follow their
husbands.
Nick implied that a mutual decision
led to his accepting
an internship in a
,

•

,

distant City, which was
conceptualized as an adventure.
existed among the fellow students.

Adam was

a

Another pattern

classmate of Alison's.

We were sort of unique
in that we were a couple
in the ..mp
class, not quite as unique as
it would be now
We asked to hp

^^^^^^^^
''^'\'r
inthesa
0^3^^

oSer1:^pfe°,^^

"ou"

'^'''^ °" "^^^^iage in law
schno
On^ e^Penence was
that we both had a lot of
studying
fn Tn
t in the situation where
°
one spouse wanted
In play
nil
to
and the other had work to do,
because we bSth did

Jf

Fred, like several others,
completed his training before his wife
did.

After he married, his wife took

program to join him.

a

leave of absence from her law

This was an easy year for both.

Then they moved

to Boston, where he began working
and was quite occupied.

was quite busy, he was free to work
as much as he desired.

Since Fran
"During

these busy years, we'd see each other in
bed at night."'
A third pattern consisted of men
compromising to meet their wives'

needs.

career.

Barry relocated to

a

city where his wife could best further her

Charles, as mentioned, did not relocate because it
would have

been disruptive to Chris' work.

not let his marriage falter.

Even during student years, Charles did
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We worked out a lot
about each other's rpl.t.-.nc^- .
during the year I was taking
'P ^°
premed courses
?h
supportive of medical school
''"^
/but fel t our Relationship
rpi St'^ ' 1!''
more important and I felt
was
that tno
t.

work, and I knew I could be hLn K -^^ ^^^^ainly predated
''''''''' '"'"^ ' ^^^^k
layer to a su?geo or whateve
'''l '^n'
only thing I would do,
nd
wasn^
qoino'tn'^p^'r^'"^
^o^ng.to
let it ruin the
other parts of mv lifp
Wp .t.^lw

When asked to consiaer the stage
in their career development
when
they felt professional, there
was a uniformity about the
different
fields.

The physicians felt professional
at various points during their

training:

myself as a professional when I started
medical
Lh^oni'^^^nH^
school, and as a future professional
before that.
Also
I
started feeling more professional when I
started treating oatients during my second year of medical
school (Glen).
It's hard to say when it actually begins.
that way somewhat the first few years, but
thrown out there on the wards dealing with
really believe that you're a member of the

You're thinking
not until you're
patients, you don't
profession (Nick).

Internship— that would probably be most people's answer
It
did a real number.
It began during the last years of medical
school, doing clinical work.
The imperative of dealing with
sick people and the reality problems is such a quantum
leap
from books, so much more exciting.
The momentum grew and continued up to the present (Charles).
I
was on every third night and moonlighting every other.
I
was paid as a physician so I felt like one.
The institutionalization was really out in the real world (Barry).

Harry felt professional from the advent of graduate school, but the
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three other Ph.D.'s did
not achieve this sense
until employed.

tMnk^^fsiSfr:^^^^ "^toir^'d^ ''^'r--'
' P,^°^^^s^onal
•

cation.
We were beif^TTFa^nPd ^n^K
treated like academ
be t e 'd'h^^^"'
me say this.
I
woulS 't
^r d a^
.y^professional career, it

•

f

Side

waM^.p^^rp^?e%?ft?°:

^

^-'^

identifi"^^^"'^
'° ''''

^^/t^

The lawyers also did not
achieve an inner sense of
professionalise until
employed.
Because law school only required
three years, by their .idtwenties, both Adam and Fred had
jobs.

law school I was a law
clerk.
Following
that'rh^f
that
I
had a teaching fellowship,
which was again a one'vear

-° 'hre" a'nd"a"alf^?:: f'^'^^
^^^^^en
down
Tnto a series 0? Jhlp ?n f'
^° ^^^"^ ^''k
3^ound one year.
0^
Even
.1
Jifh^n
1%
within a firm there was a change
of specialty.
It's comolete
y different, like going back to base level Is a lawyer
i
terms of what you know, and the
extent to which you have bui 1
up expertiseupon which you
can practice from.
In t at sen e
It's like going from job to job.
s

t

.

.

.

P^^t^"^'^^^^ things to do. I've come to
believe that,
1l
personally, I won't become a
^^'^
workaholic,
and
nlf
get all of my personal satisfaction
out of the legal profes°^ P^^^°" who's going to
}°
n.Tin
put in 7n^"°^
70 hours a week to become a number one lawyer
and do
nothing else
I
started out as a person before I became a
lawyer (Adam)

f

Fred's career has been more consistent than
Adam's.

Fred has worked in

one firm for a number of years, enjoying
the people and the lack of

stuffiness.

A consistent theme among the lawyers

great difficulty entering the work world.

in

this study has been

Fred stated,

"I

felt

I

had

been trained to make important decisions and no
one would hire me."

Once employed, Fred rose quickly in status and competency
by devoting
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long hours to work.
In

s™,

only one P=F .an began
coUege with focussed career
aspirations.
Glen progressed steadily
towards his goal.
College provided
these .en with a chance to
explore various avenues.
Two .en had close
relationships with mentors who
encouraged graduate education.
Fear of
being drafted was the .ost
influential factor in causing
.any .en to enroll in professional
schools.
While the draft foreclosed
so.e avenues
of interest, in retrospect
it was more beneficial
than not.
On the

negative side, .ilitary duties
lost Ada.'s place

in an

elite law school.

The program he attended,
however, was .ore relaxed
and suited to his
personality. Two others had their
training interrupted by .ilitary
obligations, but the inconvenience
lasted less than a year.
Only one .an
had to relocate along with his
wife.
Several .en backed into their
fields, and three lost a year's
time in the process of finding
a direction

Professional schools were remembered
as
nine men.

a

positive experience by

Unlike the men interviewed by Levinson
(1978), only three men

had significant attachments to mentors.

fortunate in this regard.
these men's careers.

Graduate students were most

Being married had limited consequences
on

A few men

led their wives and

a

few followed.

For

the most part, these men were involved
with students who were as busy

with school as they were.

PfF men:

Family roje.

mid-twenties.

Nine of the ten P=F men married in the early
to

Two married women they met in high school, four
married

college coeds, and the rest married people they
met

in

professional
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schools,

only one .a,e carried

a

classmate and another beca.e
fellow

students.

Though they married young,
all decided to postpone
child
rearing until they and their
spouses had completed training.
The

two

lawyers in this group and their
wives, also lawyers,
delayed having
child until they felt secure
in occupations.

Having

a

close heterosexual relationship
was moderately to highly

significant to these men.
grated social

a

life to work.

Unlike the P/F men, no one
consciously deniSome were quite frank about
wanting someone

to satisfy their dependency
needs.

Glen, for example, was quite
open on

the topic.

It was very important for
me to get married.
I'm not the kind
of person who wouldn't have.
I'm too insecure, wou?dn t en
y
somebody around all the time, althougr
Sa
wil
Gail? will
say^%I'm not the most communicative
person
I've always had one close female companion
that I could relate to
I
think I always needed someone like
that.
I've never lived'
roommates
I
don't think I ever
rnn^?Ho^l!!^^%^?^-^'''^"^'.'"^
considered not being married.
.

Several men had serious relationships in
high school and college.
For some, these involvements ended
sadly.

When I was 17, I had my first real love.
I
pursued her a little too intensely. ...
In any event, she loved me less than
I
did her.
She left A
College after the first year and
C
That was the reason I took that not so terrific job as a typist, at C
so I could be around her.
That relationship broke up. After that, I had a lot
of close
relationships, but never the same (Mark).
•

,

dated one particular girl from high school through the first
then, like everyone else, I got jilted.
That
had its psychological wounds, took some time to get over.
It's the kind of thing you look at in retrospect and dismiss
as an infatuation.
At the time you don't feel that way because you are involved.
It began to peter out.
[We] tried to
I

yearof college,
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lTiM.:T.

''"''^'''"''"^

to go out with other
peo-

she was not the appropriate
mate
basically, I don't think we were

It^s verf ompl ca'L
J .
intelleSl^H^patlbie'"'

Nick's comment illuminates an
interesting phenomenon.
for all

the male participants was to
not actively seek professional

women, yet to be drawn to bright
women.

counter

The typical mode

a

Kevin was the only man to
en-

career-minded woman, who was already
doing well as an opera

singer.

^^^^^'^^^^^^tionships, one very serious right be"^^'^e and trailed into gradua?e .rhnn
r ""^'t ^T""
^^"'^ ^'""^ ^ "^^t Kathleen until now I've
nnL o ?
Other people
This other woman was pursufna\
ing a rlZ^^
career as a singer.
She had excellent professional
prosThe expectation on both our parts
was that we would
ulr.l\^
proDably get married, but we never really
faced the issue that
she was definitely committed to a
professional career, and it
was not the sort of career that would
enable her to senie
down in one place.
I
don't think I was enough of a chauvinist
to expect that I could go to one place
and have my wife automatically follow me, but it is handy if you can
figure out a
place where you both can go.

Inrl^^'^nZ

_

.

.

.

.

Some of the other P=F men had involvements with
women, but none too

serious.

Marriage was not

a

pressing concern to them:

I
had never encountered anybody else
their social existence. Most of the
volved with, and how I had presented
lated, independent person. ...
It
Chris (Charles).

in the full flower of
people I had been inmyself, was as an isoseemed more rational with

I
never gave marrying a professional woman a thought.
I
suppose because of my identification with the traditional Catholic society, which was horrifying. ...
I
thought of it in
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SO you could co.e ho.e and
u:,Vo:tV^^^^^^^^^
Paul

met his wife quite accidentally
in

progressed from there.

Paul

lab, and the involvement

The timing was precipitous,
for Peggy was then

pondering graduate or medical
school.
former.

a

Paul

influenced her to chose the

was not the only P=F man to
move swiftly into matrimony.

Harry also married within

a

year of dating.

school and met Helen almost
instantly.

went back to graduate

We got married about 10
months

later; we knew we would after
five months."

Once Barry started to date

Beth, the intimacy blossomed.

We never dated

We sat next to each other in
a class our
'''''
''''''' t°
^^''^ed
'L'%-''''l
^? ^'9^'^^^ ^'^^ ^^^^ ^"^ one week's time we had

vear la?p;
the equivalent of a year's worth
of Saturday nights
We
thought we knew each other which of course
we didn't, but it
was an infatuation that fed on itself.
a

cnft
spent

J

Many of the P=F men had long relationships
with their future wives,
knowing each other over six or seven years.

Adam recalled that Alison

was not so interested in him until he was

college.

in

"We started dat-

ing more than occasionally after my first
year of college.

steady sophomore year, engaged junior year.

gagement."
several

We went

It was a heck of a

long en-

Though the relationship evolved in steady stages, there
were

triangular elements.

For one, Adam was reacquainted with Alison

when she visited his college as the date of

a

close friend.

The triangular aspects of Adam's history were noted because they
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were frequently recalled by
the P=F men who had
long premarital relationships.
Glen illustrates another
example.
Similar to Adam, Glen
was
a "high school sweetheart,"
but still had another
involvement.

meant

had to.
1
.go down one weekend to
face the music,
mnllr
This incident had more effert nn r^,-i k„,
i
^
°'
^^'^tionship with the other
.

wLn

Nonetheless. Glen's courtship
ascended in
mi

1

a

time schedule typical of his

ieu

It was

the natural course of events.
I
belonged to a fraterIn a fraternity, if you felt
you were goina to get mir
''''''''' oul
Thad
had 'feu'?rnS^';r''
felt from the end.'Vi''''
1
of high school on that we were
qoinq
to end up getting married.
It was more a matter of timing^

nity.

rellllllZ

Charles illustrates another dimension
to the triangular relationship.
He met Christine through a close
male friend, who had been seeing Chris

for

a

number of years.

Charles described himself as on the
rebound, and

felt Chris was "chafing at the bit
Chris'

a

lot."

Charles was impressed by

accomplishments, "there was no way anyone could
hold her down."

Her boyfriend, she and I were all driving to
a demonstration
together.
She was head of some committee.
I
kept asking her
questions, and her boyfriend said, "You shouldn't be
spending
so much time on this, it's not what women's
work is about."
... The roles were set right away that I was someone who
supported her professional aspirations, her independence.
I
got more excited the more things that she was in control
of in
the world, as opposed to her boyfriend, who got more threatened.
This trip was a key encounter for us.

The relationship evolved from this initial point, where Charles demon-
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strated his tolerance for
Chris' activities.

"
question of when did we want
'
*
to taL thr.jJ °f
'^''^."^P
presenting
ourselves in that resonn^iMp f,ch
appearing that re^ o'n
I'd'

rght*'?ha?lV

?

-^;s.e^gr.outo.£t:S:cTu:^fd?^^^

Perhaps because the premarital
phase was extended over
years for
half of these men, the actual
marriage cere^ny paled in
significance.
"The marriage ceremony never
changed our relationship.
I
never felt
like a 'husband- (Fred).
"I can't remember,
so it couldn't have been
that important to marry"

(Paul).

"I

don't know when

band, maybe when the draft made
us move to where
ry).

I

I

felt like

had to teach"

a

hus-

(Har-

A few men noted that the ceremony
contributed to their sense of

being a husband, but was not nearly
as crucial as becoming

Generally, becoming

a

a

father.

husband meant an intimate and ongoing
friendship:

Being a husband is a lot of things.
I
think the main thing is
companions in the various ups and downs of life,
identity
crises, learning things from one another,
being helped by
another person, a real closeness (Adam).
To be supportive of Helen and to make her
happy.
gamous, that's very much a part of it (Harry).

To be mono-

This was a relationship in which we'd both like to
do our relating to the world, rather than one where we'd
like to escape
the world into our own.
So, my husbanding has always taken a
broad ^perspective, relating to Chris as someone I love, someone I'm very intimate with, someone who is very smart, whose
intellect I respect, who has terrific ideas, who works on projects together with me, whose whole background and family history I enjoy being part of, and who has an awful lot to say
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about relationship to my past,
future, family
'^"n'y. concerns
concern, to
tn
work, and everything (Charles).

Over half of the P=F men recalled
discussing their choice of
mate
with their parents.
Becoming part of the generation
of families was
most important to Charles.

I
see my husband role very much in
a family context
Whpn
got married I basically said I
wanted to reor en^Ss a a
family rather than just a couple.
Both of us are very i ''''' °"
each order's
faill
?act'TH^"''
"^'"^
we st^^ted going
'
ou?
Wp
out.
We m^n!
made cseveral trips to see hers.
Fortunately both
our parents are quite nice and easy
to get along with
Be ng
interested in the other's family was one of
the things that
drew us together. Also, I was interested
and tolerant of her
other activities, and she was interested
in me, not just as a
male person.
In sum, our interest in each
other was not an
ISO ated concern, but an interest in the
context of the per^
son's life.

•

m

Others were most interested in approval.
and my parents; she met all

the superficial

ents approved of the marriage.
some, parents'

"My wife was liked by my peers

criteria" (Nick).

"My par-

They wanted me to be happy" (Mark).

support was solicited for practical reasons.

In our situation what we wanted to do was subject
to parental
veto power.
We both had plans to go to law school which we
couldn't do simultaneously without a combination of loans and
parental assistance.
Their feeling was that as long as each
was doing something mutually for us, it was okay. ...
I
think the fact that we had a super long engagement made us being together more a given.
They didn't think we were
too young (Adam)
.

We never had a big,

.

.

sit-down discussion, but talked to our
parents because we had no source of income.
They assumed we
were going to get married.
They approved very much.
When we
first started going out, my mother, I think, thought the other
girl would make a better wife for me, because, well, Gail was
moody in high school.
When we got serious, they accepted it,
loved her very much (Glen).

For
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see

.en did not turn to their
parents for advice
because they expected disapproval based on
religious differences.
Three .en in this
group had interfaith marriages.

b^t?t"wa\n'^^^pl^:?s^scusI?:^
something that was done
wnnfdn";
gardless'of who^fwas'arriin

^rr'
h

Pf-^ented as

"^1t\ '^vast" eltf

'|errti:t^-rjj^;- iTii:;':^jX^r°-''^t^
t er probably
goes too far sometimes

with her children as a
you can still read her
was seeing or not. she
It turned out she does

oS

from interfering
matter of conscious Dractire thlnnh^
feelings. She? er she H ed'a o?rl
r
didn't'say much unt
it wis ovir
like Kathleen (Kevin).
'

'

'

Interestingly, many of the men who
married women of another faith
had been raised quite religiously.
Both Harry and Kevin did not
want to

perpetuate that upbringing.

Barry too, the almost rabbi, chose

a

woman

from a dissimilar background.

She's Jewish, her father is not and her
mother is somewhat, so
I
may not have bridged the final gap. At
that time I don't
think I could have, or the things that
have happened subsequently. ...
I
didn't discuss it with parents.
A lot
of this related to the fact that I'm a very
private person
... I would have been impervious to anything at that time.
.

.

Nick was one of the few P=F men who recalled
discussing his future
mate with friends.

Many of his peers were marrying at the time, which

seemed true for the other men:

The people who introduced us got married about that time,
but
not many others.
Graduate school is full of people getting
married (Harry).
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Having got involved in a
relationship very
I
w..n'tt in
^wasn
situation where I looked arnunH ;,nH c.,, earlv
f^^^'^'
^""'^^^^
ried, and having to face
^s^I
""^^ ^
was one of the ?irst to
I
take ?hP n/''^
'''' '''''
grossed out my
rather than
i^ainer
tLn the
thToth°
other way around
(Adam).
•

a

1

™s

•

'

•

While peers were often marrying
career-minded women, these men
rarely were acquainted with
mature two-career couples.

professional couples, at least
not in
aqe
rinn'f l-^^,
,u
^ j
V

med?cinVTfe?*nnr^
a tew, not our
iiitiuicine,

T

,

oped with couples in my cla'ss/.W
to a lawyer, but they weren't
role models.

Stew

,

a'Hnc

f

m ?H d
had known of
which was
y

whvl'^eU ;hI''^°"?'^^^

I

2

^'"^'"^ ^'"^^^^^^
somebody
t e s
nrnfpL^
n'°''
somebody,
^'
.;!°";
you
don't fMn^ ^K
the future.
That's probably dumb, but
p
that'.s 5the way it is {Edrry)
that

1

Lacking the role model of two-career
couples, these men based their
husband role on the positive image of their
fathers.

While real fathers

met most of their needs, one aspect
lacking was seeing their fathers'

adjustment to working wives:

Father is really very antiquated, he
feels
in the home (Barry)

a

woman's place

is

My father is from the old school.
When my mother expressed
interest in going back to work, he did not
enthusiastically
support that. iMother has somewhat of a martyr image,
so she
seems content no matter what (Glen).

Several of these P=F men considered marriage years
before settling
on careers

mute point.

themselves, so the concept of the two-career family was
"I

hadn't thought about being

alone marrying one"

a

a

professional person, let

(Charles).

Others married to satisfy their dependency needs without regard to
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their wives' careers.
"who worked as
my life."

Mark carried early in
graduate school, to

a

wo.an

teacher but claimed throughout
her life revolved around
Understanding came through hindsight.
a

Tf

courtship. ...
I
had come out of the
medica school fiasco with lots of
uncertainty about what t
was doing, who I was, where I was
going, and I tr?ed to chanae
what was going on inside my head by
imposing more certaintv
and constraints on my situation.
She told me she 1.
ready for marriage, that I was ready
to marry her-that's
.

tlllT)
'^.T
that
I
loved
her, that I
mistake from the outset.
iMark's marriage was

He

learned

a

along the way,

I

.

the

^^ch other-she was te 1 ng me
ready.
So we did and itc was
;;as a
i

unfulfilling but, fortunately for him,
shortlived.

lesson, though.

to too closely model

t°
was

.

In

his

what my parents'

first marriage,' he stated,
life was like.

decided to spend time with

cerns and her own life."

a

..

.

"I

tried

Somewhere

woman who had her own con-

Other men married for reasons of questionable

maturity, but created lasting relationships.

We married when Gail graduated college, aqain, my
pressing.
It was after my first year of medical school.
I
knew I wanted
a dorm my first year because that would be
most conducive for
me to study.
The second year I knew I wanted out of the dorm,
but I didn't want to cook for myself, or live alone.
I
thought, since we'd be getting married anyway, that was the
best time, also from her point of view because she was going
to start graduate school (Glen).

Both Mark and Glen were eager for companionship, but neither considered

how their lives would be affected by the wives' outlook on careers.

Mark was disgruntled with his spouse's traditional outlook.

adjust the pull of his wife's growing interest
about what type of person

I

was going to marry,

in work.

I

Glen had to

"If I'd thought

would have felt that

I
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was going to marry

a

woman who didn't necessarily
have

a

career."

Half the P=F men married women
who were already enrolled
in professional training schools.
The men perceived
this fact as an asset, for

diverse reasons

My wife was a classmate. Although
I
was attracted to her on
an existential note, I did not
want to get involved with someone who was going into the same
racket as I was.
It was ITfncult, and it would be even more difficult
in the future if I
ever dared.
But I was attracted to someone
entering inJo I

P^rttr

'""^^

(Barry')'^'

''''''' anti thesi

s^o^m?

From the time we were going together,
she was a graduate student and a teaching assistant.
I
was in medical school
So
there has never been a time in our lives
when each hasn't had
professional commitments.
It's just something that's been
present since we started seeing each other,
so I guess we're
both used to it.
It was not a conscious decision
on my part
to marry someone with her own career.
... On the other hand,
always found myself attracted more to women
1
who did have an
independent outlool<--graduate students, lawyers-people
who
were not totally dependent on me.
In retrospect, it
would drive me nuts to have someone who was just
hanging
around the house, raising the kids, totally dependent
on me
for their entire intellectual life and activity
(Nick).
.

.

.

It is a feeling you get that you understand
someone, compatibility, they think like you.
Helen's secure. Also, we're
crazy in the same ways.
I
had the feeling that there would
never be a difference that would be a problem between us.
We
felt that very quickly. Another thing was our similar
outlook
on careers.
We both loved graduate school (Harry).

Prior to marriage, few men considered the implications of life with
a

professional woman.

I
would think that anyon'e who married a professional woman.
quickly realizes that there's a certain sense of equality.
You are no longer able to look at your wife [with a] traditional model in mind, being catered to, so to speak. Most
professional marriages, particularly in medicine, you find the
men doing much more than one ever dreamt that they'd be willing to do, given their own professional status (Barry).
.

.
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ear.. „as rathe, typical
in that he entered
carriage on,, .„owi„g
the
traditional sex role division
of tasks.
It's a sore point in
our relatinn^hi n
^- ^ t,
t
with lots of things I
would o ^a ^exp ct
w e ?
like making my own dinner.
""^^ 5°"^''
Or, when we fiJ.t nnt
married,
washing my own clothes.
I
did evervthinn tL.^°
give you as a benefit
TThe >;elationship
rel^Hnn h- has something should
very
different abnut if ILn \.l

^

Actually,

a

I

was very self-sufficient
as

a

^

child

Several men described an
evolution from the conventional
pattern to
more equitable division of
tasks:

'^^'"^
the traditional
^
roles'^wHh'p'
roles
with Peggy T'''"^
doing everything but the laundrv
Mv f.thpr
worked, and my mother took care
of the house
T^en
it qr d
ally dawned on me that it was
not very fair since we were both
do ng the same amount of
work.
So we graduay split tasks
''''
cooked an
I
e ned
?hi
"^T''.'
^^^^^31
'
years,
l
dnn'f
fl
rtl'^"^
don t think there was a
feminist movement that I was aware
of
.

.

west Coast were bizarre, mostly
divorced (Paul).
My mother would wait on me hand
and foot.
I
expected that as
a husband.
For the first few years I got most of
what I wanted
f^^^du^l^y Gail molded me into being
much more
lail/i TP^""^helpful,
taking care of the house and chores that
a woman
would assume 15-20 years ago without
questioning
It's been
more a continuum than stages, changing
to a pattern.
Gail's
always been a strong-willed, moody
person, and she, over the

bfttl; ?oo

"

'

'''''

'''''

Breaking out of old patterns can be most
difficult.

Harry began his

marriage with more mutuality of roles than
what evolved over time when
his wife was not so preoccupied by work.
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The wife was generally the
one pushing for changes.

The busier she was

the more reasonable it seemed
for the man to assume more
responsibility

at home.

Charles described these changes
as stages in his marriage.

^'''''^.^y
our relationship to
Jursllves an'd^othf
triage was an incredible forum
for
?hl?
?hJ
that.
That wentJ^'^'i
on before and through the
first year
I
rP
member there was one year when we
we?e going ^roug so many
''^''^ '''' ''''''' ''^^ °ver, we n aHy
i
killed
ed^'th^f
I'''
them because
we were so angry.
They had inter
rupted our heayy conversation, which
had gone on for day
That used to happen a lot, where we
wouldn't answer the phone
door-very
isolated.
Chris initiated a
Zf nf PfP^^J".^^^
^^^'.'^^ ^^ways had more energy towards investigaliL I A

f

.

.

.

^'^^^^^^
^et things
^
other people are much more important
?n her life; I have
in
a number of things I like to
do by mvself
--like hiking, running, soccer, music--she
hardlv ever does
those things.

r]Z

Relationships

wUh

This stage came to a screeching halt when
she went back to
graduate school and I got into the clinical
years of medical
school.
It changed to where we were both very
intense abou^
our work.
We'd come back at the end of the day and say.
What happened to you today?" We'd patch each
other up
That probably continued up until [our daughter]
was born.
I'd
thrown in buying the house, which we did shortly
beforp Tthe
baby's] birth.
.

.

Typically, stages in the, marriage shifted with phases
sional

in

profes-

preparation:

Hard to say, probably two stages.
Certainly our graduate
school period was different from the postdoctoral experiences.
We were both thrown into the same identical experiences in
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were

.ean. Cos^ both^pe^:11,^nT;:?^^J^l^^^-„,*

f

lective y.
?
Probablv
forded
another'if^SI^t i ft t'
long time
In Uui crh^^i •+

me feel

likP

^orl^li:'\l

h.ich.n^

LsTt^t-cu

ing .oney to do thingf..

m

u

'

\™„'"f
pa'?f°r
^ P^"^^

^^^^''^ ^^'^

t%ll

:r

'devefo

h

J

l-is

-dependence,

ng pla
'

t.at y":::c^iLT^^"o^.,\°

Sometimes working together produced

a

for a

you why that made

^

somrchaJSe
nS

'ndividually and col-

w

d

oalf
°f beginning

for^L^Jo^.-t^w

strain.

It was a very difficult year
[time of engagement], because we
decided to take rotations together which
is a terrible thing
because it brings out issues of
competitiveness which didn't

JVll^

Thl
e was better "^''f^
but

T^'
e felt
^

^^'^"'^ ^^^^

worse.
relates to being
s

(Barry)

competitive, probably
^
This has ongoing dimena woman in medicine

Barry recognized one source of strain
as being the sex role discrimina
tion imposed on his wife.

ency was

a

Another pressure was financial.

"My resid-

very deforming time because we were making
virtually no

money."
Generally, finances were not
sistance.

Rarely did

a

a

problem because parents offered as

man rely on his wife's earning capacity.

Charles was one of the exceptions.
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I
owe Chris probably
$50,000 by this timP
<;ho'
earning money since college
^''^^
'
workinn llrV,^
graduate school.
She's made most n? E'"^"^^^^ ^^en through

^

Saury differences were mentioned,

^

not as a source of
concern, but as

heightening one's awareness
of sex role issues.
Initially, I was making more
than AH^nn
rk,,* k
..c
year out, I was teaching and
she wa workino fnr^.

icinH
kind

and

of got
rt-p

^"'''-^0 tHings the other way.
kick out of her making more
money
•

a

i

i

t

,

:^:tl::]^i^t--^^,-^

Tt'.'onp of

can^S-ou^^^n-thi^;

By the time Charles and
Adam became fathers, they earned
substantially

more than their wiyes.

These men wanted their wiyes to
work only as

much as felt comfortable, and
to select fulfilling jobs which
typically

offered minimal salaries.

Fred expressed the shared sentiment.

feeling throughout all of it was
never enjoy the kind of job

I

I

wanted her to be happy.

I

"My

knew she'd

had."

To review, the patterns of daily
living were determined by three

factors.
in

First was sex role constraints internalized
as children living

traditional homes.

Second was the reality factor of living
with busy

women who often had no more time for cleaning
and cooking than these men
did.

The third factor evolved from the others.

As the women became in-

tent on their work, they pushed for changes
in their home lives.
two men mentioned hiring help to assist in
household chores.

spouses of these P=F men were influential in another
way.
than not,

the women chose to delay child rearing until

Only

The

More often

they had com-
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pleted their training.

I
never considered not being
a f^fhpr
t
^ ^
second year of marriage
'^'-^^ the
After I an^'„c w^!"^'^
child for a while it was
^''''^
'
nice be na ndpn ^°
not being
^^^^Pf^^nt,
tied down, doing things
we wLtpH ?
the..
B.t I nelr Trll^ll
wlt^lL^

^^H^ra"? J^3lL'nV°

Parenting number

is a

completely different ^fsno

expressing one side of our

mb ^

that issue (Charles)

e

'°

e

^

For some couples, the decision
was mutual.

6hr

s

t

=i

felt°ohr''I^H

'"^^^ ^^^^^^ confronted

Nick, as an example, felt

his years as an intern and
resident cut into his married
life.

"Having
kids at that time would have
been impossible because then
one doesn't
have time flexibility.
From what I could observe of my
friends who had

children.
.

professional

.,

it was just awful."

Further, his wife chose to establish

roots first.

A disagreement over children
was most crucial

in

bringing Mark's

marriage to an end.

We stayed married almost four
years because it's hard to give
^° children, which was forfLT,
^'u^
tunate.'^''c.";?
She thought
about children.
I
didn't feel r^ady
Something primitive in the back recess of
my head said,
Don t do It.
You're not ready." One thing
.

.

.

that precipitated
our breaking up was her l?ecoming more
insistent, saying it was
time.
I
thought, "Good grief, I'll be 45, the father
of some
kids, and unhappy because of the marriage,"
and it would be
hard to leave once this next step is taken.

Mark did not express many regrets, in part
because he felt he drove his
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wife

leave hin by constant questioning
of the relationship and
by
spending an increasing amount of
his ti^ with friends
and outside interests.
Further, Mark was already interested
in establishing a
relationship with Mary, a fellow
graduate student. Mary was
similarly invol ved with a di vorce.
to

Kevin was the only P=F man who did
not marry in his twenties.

Nonetheless, he was intimately involved
with Kathleen,
student.

a

fellow graduate

Unlike the other P/F or P-F men, Kevin
claimed that the uni-

versity environment was not conducive
to marriage.
We met her first year, my second.
With some ups and downs we
were together most of the time in
graduate school.
We didn't
make any commitment to get married until
we were finished
It
had been rocky at spots, on and off again.
There was a mixture
of married and single friends. People tended
not to get married there as graduate students.
Lots of people lived together, as we did at times.
We felt absolutely no pressure to
get married. A lot of people got married close
to the point
when they were getting ready to go off for jobs.
Part of that
IS practical because no one had a great deal
of money.
That
was not the reason for me, I didn't feel any pressure
to make
commi tnents.
My impression was that most students didn't feel
financially or professionally secure enough to make the commitment that marriage involves. The alternative of living
together was used. My impression of the traditional pattern
for medical school was that they get married at the start, and
wi fey-poo puts him through, and at the end he discards her and
gets somebody younger.

In sum,

P=F men.
in

there was

a

homogeneous interest in dating among these ten

At least half began to consider marriage with women they knew

high school and college.

No one married until

graduating college,

which meant that the premarital relationships often extended over years,
and frequently were complicated by

a

third person.

mates in professional schools and married within

a

Some men met their

year.

Desiring com-
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panionship or having to relocate
often precipitated these
decisions.
In
addition, .any peers were
settling down in cohabitation
during these
years.
These men looked to their
parents for support more
often than
did the P/F men, though
frequently the practicality
of continuing financial assistance prompted their
actions. A similarity in
both groups of
men was that parents viewed
interfaith marriages with
disdain.
All

the P=F men were raised in
traditional homes and were
unsus-

pecting of the accommodations
they would have to make to
satisfy the
needs of their career-oriented
wives.
Several men felt their
lives

would be easier with more conventional
women, but the one man who married such a woman was dissatisfied
and eventually divorced her
to wed
someone with interests of her own.
Marriage to a professional woman
was

advantageous because the man had an
intellectual partner, and inconvenient in that it necessitated that the
male devote more time to household
tasks.

Most men felt these years of professional
training were full

enough without the addition of children.
to suit their wives'

concerns.

Others postooned child rearing

The effect of both rationales was that

no P=F man became a father before age
28.

PfF

men_:

Sex and other roles.

The ten men included in this study were

generally far more reflective about the effects of being
true for the P/F men.

a

male than was

They addressed societal encouragement for them to

pursue professions, to be bright and competent and
industrious.
tic prowess was

included by many in the list of characteristics.

AthleUni-

versally, children raised their consciousness regarding the
limitless

possibilities of the father role.

Initial

replies emphasized the Ion-
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gevity and naturalness of
being male:

self is

I

^TT^t^x:::.^^

i^^'^l^^,:rZ^^:^J^
My male role has influenced
evervthinn
It's oust

«u,.t.

0^

^^^^ ^

-le.

soJ^ZTZVJs ^J^l^Z^,,

like the traditional
I

am"

(Harry).

was

t'v,«

Invariably, these men questioned
the male role constraints.

er

U

"I

don't

view of men; the more that
gets blurred, the happi-

Charles, for example, was
uncomfortable with his com-

petitive spirit.

I'm fiercely competitive.

That was one of the reasons

I
had
school /^hlle on th
''''
rack team^"?^/^s known''''''t'
as the guy who always won at
practice
Tall
of competitiveness, and learning
?hat t
wasn-r^L'^f '''I
contexts, was important to
me
^° ^'^P
out of medicine, but I like
an'.l
an
all-out effort in sports.

^

Others expressed ambivalence about
the necessity to be the breadwinner,
which often influenced them to seek
jobs on

a

basis of salary rather

than idealism.

The sex role influenced whether she took
on the part-time job
and I stayed on full time.
You can try to think of justifications-my job pays a little bit better than hers does,
therefore. ...
If you use that as a criteria that the more
economically productive spouse should work and that the
other
should stay home.
But, to be honest, I don't think that was
the reason.
I
think that the main thing is that we're products of our society.
I
feel some expectations to be the provider.
I
also see it as a potential way for male liberation.
If at some point in time I wanted to do something
that didn't
earn the highest salary, I would have more flexibility
(Adam).
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Most .en felt that being
fessional

a

.ale was

,

1

f

„ot helpful

lives, then at least not
Inhibiting,

in

their pro-

Wives' experiences
sen-

sitized them to sex role
discrimination.
It's probably been much
easier for me beraij<;p t a^a u .
expected of me.
If i wanted to be a
scientist .nH r''^'^ ^
woman, it would have been
somewhat nnn^ ,!?
r' l.^ \
'
people wouldn't hire woLn
oTt e em n'o si
told me some personal exoerienrpr rnnoh 5
^^^gy's
be a mother, you won t hP .Mp
^^^"^^ °^ "yo^'^T
^^^"^
^° 'P'"'^ '^'^ '"^^h time in your
career" (Paul)
'

'

Women at that time, maybe
less so today, suffer from "if. not
how intellectual you are but
?°
what you look liki
with covert hostility on
evaluations
or xample
'Tin ..

rJj

aggrLI?ve"?l?:

'

^t^''

T

y, nor encouraged them.

ancesTBarry).""
Only Glen expressed

a

^-.?-^?'oi ht^Va°s

It's left more to the wome
''''' '''''' '''' '''''

contrary

to p a^

^^^ow^'

vi ew:

The role of the physician of late
is not that influenced by
my being a male.
There were enough women in my class
and
residencythat I don't think that I felt that
being
male
was
a strong influence in my
professional career.
Certainly the
role of father and husband is.

Like Glen, the others felt the traditional
male sex role was chal-

lenged more in their home life.

The women's movement had little direct

effect on changing their behaviors, but indirectly
through wives.
inist issues came up in graduate school.

"Fem-

While the consciousness

helped, by making you feel better about things,
our problems and solutions wouldn't have been any different.

Maybe it was more important to

Helen, but not in practicality" (Harry).
As previously discussed, these men frequently entered
into rela-
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tionships with expectations that
chores would be handled
in a sex-typed
™nner, similar to the patterns
existing i„ their families
of origin.
Their wives .olded the^ into
assuming more responsibility.
Mone felt
that performing typically feminine
tasks made them any less
a man.
Their sense of masculinity was
further supported by women
in their work
behavior.
Fred, for example, described
the different aspects of
his relationship with his wife and his
female secretary, whom he has
worked
with for a number of years.

i-ran
fZn'T'^lZl^^^^^^^
s.
Nonetheless,

wi

a

^'"'^^ '^'^^'^

we're very close.
male secretary, though I'm sure

like

I'd be uncomfnrt;,hip

tf'

I
co2ld a
9ets coffee for whom
ecause tn'hl'i"to be fair, I sometimes do that
for her.
I
also ask
Fran to do things like that, but a
number of times I'll qo out
when she's with clients at home, and bring
back food.
Al?o
clients expect secretaries to be attractive.

Relationships with women in traditional roles

in

work environments were

unfortunately not discussed, nor questioned, during
the interviews.
Several men did address the issue that, by becoming
sensitized to tra-

ditional attitudes at home, they were aware of
subtle discrimination

imposed on female professionals.
In

sum, career-oriented wives were the major impetus for
attitude

shifts toward the conventional male role.

Some changes were mostly ex-

ternal, such as performing more household work.

The inner dimensions

were more positive, allowing the men to feel more flexible

in

their out-

looks towards competitiveness and fortitude, being the breadwinner
and

responsible head of

a

household, as well as freedom to be more express-

ive, more openly dependent and nurturant.
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PiF women:

Professional role

The stages
for
u(
a
the
uiit! eiaht
eignt P-r
k=f women were
the P/F women.
That is, stages were
con
.

I

remarkably consistent

wUh

ceived in terms of units of
schooling.

Seven of these participants
prc-

ceeded straight through these
stages, and all married
within this decade.
AS discussed in the last
chapter, Beth progressed
most rapidly
through years of professional
training.
While she left adolescence
having completed her first two
stages, the other women
began these stages
in their early twenties.
Beth's stages
are as follow:

1.

Fantasy and exploration time
(prior to age 14)
dozens of books, getting the;e"

ul^^lY/
^'

(ages

applying learning with supervision
(mediyear of residency)
Growing up professionally and building
foundations- "beina
dumped mto situations and having
to be virtua ?" independent; having to survive without
a long list of publications, writing papers; the most
difficult
uius^age
staqe" itnree
fthrep
years through residency).
Growth spurt, reaping benefit of all
previous laborsterribly enjoyable least nitty-gritty
kind of work" (two
years until present) (numbers added).

cTTrlinT^i^'
cal
school --fi rst

4.

5.

Because she began medical school at age
18, Beth was able to work for
several years before her 28th birthday.

stability by this time, as
sumes only three years.

a

Alison also achieved some job

result of attending law school, which con-

The other P=F women were either finishing

school or experimenting with options in the job market.

Three women

completed their medical school requirements during these years;
three
others achieved

a

Ph.D.

Jan was the exception.

She had

a

master's in

nursing and worked during the years included in this chapter.
returned
as

to

follows:

school.

Later she

Jan describes the stages of her professional

life

Regarding professional
staaes it-c
^ .
had two different
professions
here'f.
division there,
There was the pre-master's orMnHl . ^ h°
really didn't like
P^^^^ "^^^^
I
felt
h

which I just fin shed
ing my degree.

a

;eaJ aao
^
^

'

"''k'^'
^^^"9

^

^'^^
I

^'^'^"^ P^^"'
a doctor, hav-

As mentioned previously,
most of these P=F women
attended reputable

colleges.
was

a

Some matriculated in the elite
Seven Sisters' schools.

mixed experience.

self-confidence.

Gail

For some, it was positive,

a

This

boost to their

had to make adjustments:

I
didn't enjoy my W
swore
'd never give

experience.
when I left
i
cent to a single-sex inTti u on
°^
^
^
college o;
u^t thV
T'^
just
the Idea that
everybody who came there was #1 in
high
''"^ always be #1, and coping with "what do
vou°dn
you
do whi^°'
when you' re_ not getting 'A's and
you get your first
.

.

.

a

r

out on top all the time, it was a very
confidence shattering
experience in an awful lot of ways. That
was certainly tvpical tor most of us because most
of us could not be #1
i
think had I to do it over again, knowing
what I do now^ I'd qo
to a woman s college, but not to W
I
might go to B
where the women are more academic, intellectual,
and less
.

soci al

.

Jan transferred schools.

In

retrospect, she feels her dissatisfaction

lay less with the college than it did with
a low level

depression.

was going to P
College and didn't like it too much.
It
wasn't so much the school, but me, I was depressed, discontent
casting about for something to do.
I wanted
to move.
It was
the big Peace Corps years, so I decided I needed to learn
something so I could join and go off to Africa. ...
deI
I
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the decision not
"taking
to go back t^Tp—
'T^''
wanted basically
didn't
^
know
what I
iust a rh;,nL
didn't Offer nJrld^.Vo
"offl^'c"'
^^^f^"'"
^
Umversityr
'

College ,ea.s were a
won^n.

I

ti» of exploration

and .astery for
these
several were persuaded
fro. their original
career goal.

^-"3

cr"ea"^eWr'S:\^^:athet"t1a-rSrr

to be

J-T teacher told
me I couldn't write
^^^lish
and I Sf^^f"; 7^
course, so I didn't know
<:^1<:"1"S
wha^/^.f
My father majoreS in
'° ^° "^^'^
'^f^socio ^oaV
hf"'"^
I didn't like
^""^
'
it at a
decided ? d^.^^'f?'^,
myself as a rember of agroup
°f
*
and thin
^"?!y^''"g groups.
was too individualistic
I
r
t
because I didn't know what
'"'^
eUe to

r

T

tMai]"^

Jan began to consider
expanding on her original
goal to be

allowed sex role constraints
to deter her.
loved biology.

I

"When

I

a

nurse, but

was in college.

I

probably should have just
gone to ^dical school, but

it never entered
.y .1„d.

Social work entered

^

.l„d-a female profes-

sion.

others, like Alison, actively
explored their future career.
the summer she worked for a
youth advocacy program.

During

kept getting the feeling that
the action was not where I
"P"3irs In the law department. I thought
my bo s
kll\ ,1
I

'^'^P
"""^^
SOvernmint' and
ment,
anA)
(b) f,
fight for them in court if you had
to.
As a lawyer, you could do both.. In terms
of result orientation I
end
'°

ITTtlLir:""'.'.''
When

•

•

•

"

-

was writing a thesis, I spent time in
a law library
surprise, I found that a lot of books were
readihi'
T
.u^
2° ^ d^'dn't feel intimirtlL
I
^??'^^^'u^
dated at all at the prospect of law school.
That's when I got
I

feeling of what it would
be like to
l^w student.
finishing process was
The
probably the ft.l
I
got the flavor of student
^^^ool
ffe whl l^ ^It"^
whether I could surv ve
^'^^^ry
but
t e ^'^^''^^^^
fe ftv !
^^^^'t know and
^
didn't want to think
about
a

i

.

^

,

Decisions to apply to
.edical school were not
done randomly

The

uate school was another
matter:

ignored you.
i
i
Ld^rhLi
natural Ihing to do since PvprSnnI
there anyway^
SIdn'?
^
ate school,
iust'did Vt

The ne'x't'sie "was

'i

:

„

1°

P^OPI^
j"^' ^^^"'ed^

^-""^ °^ "'PP^"9
™^
' decision to

^

undergraduate ^a"ree

Vl'^"'^'

'

enter gradu°'

'fthinrrhad^'""'''";""

sc o^ol^bu 1t''s loTu?'''"'
"now' o'u^^ant"?

tainly was far ^---,r
T^ilr^'Tr
from well-defined

1 Z"'

fcer-

(Gail).

Lillian was accepted into the
program of her choice, though
she had
taken no courses in that
specific field.

°^ medicine course and became quite
friendly
^
However, I still thought that what
I
J.nt^
t
^'ff'^^wanted to study was philosophy of
science.
I
applied for ad''''
^nd was accepted, even thou
I
Zdn'Tflt
hadn t taken many courses in
that.
That decision was
made in t e same way every other
decision seems To hive been
made, in the most casual and
happenstance fashion..
The subto be fairly
ood anSi hT?n':!^' '^\t'^''^'''''
thing.
The scheduling didn't seem
°
to present
D;esent ton
^^f
too many problems.
w.-^h°fh'

.

.

.

Lillian's plan seemed thwarted when
she was not able to obtain financial

assistance.
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Serendipity comes up
all the timp
r
.
supermarket one day and
J.^^PP^^^d to be in the
encountPr^H
the history of
medicine c
^^^^^t
sf e s.l'Xt'l''
with yourself? What
^ou doing
are you goinq to Hn'
told him the situation,
''^
I
and he
"id
'Yn
•

the same thinq in thP h-i^cfL

get a better educ'a
on
sponse was, "Well
it

Alison based

f o^
tnn i^?

s

'^^n

'

1

think'
^^"^^

Z^*"

.e..ec1sionfo., aw

•

study practical

^^^^

you^n^'

^^s?"

My re-

school on p.,.at1c
grounds.

-ejected .1ne a.ts .eca.se
two ,an,„a,es we.e
.e,.>ed.

'awschoo,.n.adeneasie.on.e.

G.d.ate sc.oo,

saw ,a„ sc.oo, as
a .eans to an

I

end.

Surviving in professional
schools was

a .atter of love
and hate
The medical students
offered the following
remarks:

''^1

J?rst\la*r'"°lf:al L'l^^ha^^

year

I

enjoyed the most (Irene)

'

Sn^hat you u?,\:Te.l°t7'
husband TJll.
'

iinlf

^2

•

'i'^'
°'

"P-^ll^

the

'^^^

!

The first two years
were awful and

was scared I wouldn't
there werrno'^i^its
'^^y
^'^ou^d know it.
My
I

^T°"'

°" weekends, work on grants,

very
nttle
fl??
le'lsocially
fa?W or ^^^r""^^
in doing things

stay up late at
Profe^s^^na^l^^'nd^'
I

liked (Beth).

Alison also had mixed feelings
about law school:

generally unhappy,
^^''^ ^^^^ when I had
delightful professors whom
°
tl know
no! .!
got to
as people, not as actors on
a stage.

TheVe'was^^'ln? n? T""'"'
';';°"
seminars r Jnlf.
I
1

'

"^''V'^^

She
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"
P^'-f««i'o"ist by nature,
.so I was going
o write the
^
advice by very^ational
peo^e bifTha^n'f 1"^' '
to do.
I was being
'
^^^d
'
pushed to dn^n Ir.^
i-aube It's eas
thesis,
uiesis.
easier.\'
.beer.
rathpr thj,„
j J? ^r^??'
.V
which was my bent
^ theoretical one
Sn J ttL!< f
Wheels for I
^P""
till'
n^^r!"'
I'T'^
^ J"st decided to do
theoretical topic (Gail).'
a
•

.
.

,

Zg

.

'

'

is:i^o7"t:^:Li"?jrte"b°; ::?ter

^^--^^t^-

t^iii^^^
°f his response to all of this
stuff thst'r
year when we discovered
a good
'
^^"^^•^ed that
^hat I had made a
fundamental mistake
(Lillian).

^

fhJ

Possibly because Jan had.
been dissatisfied with
general nursing, she was
niore enthused about
graduate school in a
specialized field.

work':ery

Lrd!

TJ:

lov^d'thT^l^ds^^^^^?'"^-,

an5T?elt^\raV^t':;e^^rfo:
Receiving

a

master's

in

'

*°

Z'^H.^

nursing was not to prove as
challenging as Jan's

later ventures into academic
studies.
Several women had traumatic
experiences at some point in their
training.
Irene struggled with premed
requirements.
Her solution was
to take science courses in
summer school, where better grades
were easier to attain.

didn't daunt me any.
I
pro°
not studying the way I
shoH?H hhave because I
Should
was more interested in literature
courses.
I
d study that before I'd hit
the chemistry books

L^nf/.'^"'^;'

''"t

it

^^'^'"'^t'-y by
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which I hated.
^•
i
didn't i.-^
was just too much
it
of a sacrifirp .^J^'^^'P^^'^^'^a
"^^"'^h I had done well
other science subjects.
in
.

.

'

I
stayed home that summer
anH fo^i, 4.u
get my "A", which I
^
could
diS
? was . tnt
may be that I was
^'^'^
^° it
amb valent
The followinq summer T tonu tabou wh.? t"'''^°'
doing^
•

Another wo.an near,,
succumbed to the pressures
of graduate school
Lillian's program accepted
,00 students with the
Idea of eliminating
all
but 10 percent of the.
with a tough, mandatory
exam at the end of the
first year.

the second go-round

--IK

?

i'-'

^""P depression, after

s^st-to p^irro^ririJe^^
:-°;irof

1

P^T.rcu^d^^"-nS^rt1hf^ibT"^':ne?rpai:eT

^"f
needed

obviously very tense before
t^at
a fresh new start
in life, and

""-iy
frshPH

ihin^sl^^

-?ro-t'^—

Ihen

(1976) book.
a

a

t

tt

that
l'

T

nd

W?m'o.ed":fteV£V"^
'

i'

d

'

t^"dr?t"^hrcdi:se7Stion]^;h^esii^
Lillian illustrates

fe

had my hli^

f'^^'y quickly

'

I

route taken by various women
included

in

Sheehy's

That is, when facing failure in
one's professional world,

female can resort to success
in the traditional women's
world.

noteworthy that this pattern was
so Infrequent

in

It is

this group of partici-
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pants.

Even

Linian lost

the additional

Medical

no t1.e in completing
course .e,.>e.ents
with

pressures of infants.

internships are another
frequent time of stress.

The pressures of long hours on duty
and the almost total
responsibility for sick
patients can result in extreme
psychological stress.
Denise described a
™jor crisis early in her internship
which followed a weekend
of no
sleep and several patients'
deaths. She elapsed into
the worst depression of her life.
Denise re-evaluated her
competency and her "rock of

Gibralter" image, and had to learn
to ask for support.
proved

This crisis

turning point in her life.

a

Law boards are an expected
source of tension.

heightened after

a

job fell

Alison's fears were

through and she faced graduation
with no

Other prospects.

graduating because

'

I
was faced
was very nervous
'''''' ^''^ t°
admitted to ?he
'
ar but
b,
Dar,
thought maybe the bar exam would be
too much for me
encouraged me to do it and lo
and
and'^Seho
behold, f^^^^'
I
actually passed it.
It can be publicly embarrassing, because the names of those who
pass are published in
the newspapers for three consecutive
days.

witrJh^^K°''^^

'° '^'^

J^'^

I

%'Jr'J°'

/^^W.

r

When

a

attend

letter containing the results arrived,
Alison was preparing to
a

special

Obtaining
hard work.

a

party.

She waited to open the letter.

professional degree, it appears, requires more than

Persistence

in the

face of overwhelming pressures and the

tenacity to overcome failures are essential characteristics.

It

cannot

be disputed that good support networks can
offer sustenance.

Most of the women felt that their colleges did not offer
vocational
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counsel ing:

never thought of advising
premed candidates
(Sara).
similar
to my parents in th^^i- .-4- ^-^
5—
dents to conscientiously
'^''^"^
^t^"
consider
fh^
The impression conveyed
to do.
was
tLt
/wnl^'^
T/^
^^^^ ^ ^0"^^" could do.
^
(Lillian).
anything

—

,

Lt

^

mentor,

a

father figure.

He wanted her to
pursue research, and
''saw

medicine as second best.

It was against his
wishes."

The majority of the P=F

w»en

had supportive
relationships with

mentors.

They helped to influence
directions of careers and
aided entry
into the job .arket.
Gail was close to two
female professors in college.
It is worth noting that
she attended a women's
school.

reer^^'shP'fl^
very'maternal'
She

^'"fl^ential

I'

in terms of my caC-iddle-aged], Ln red

'it"'"^."T:^^

did'sl^'oTrpers

""eT va^uli:S"t?

t
-^'-^yn^^fin

s

^^l}'
?^e°^^el^

"

1n^;:;^
in

b^Sf sf^

^

«rote\'^oSt:^"''l;n"*°n"?h':°^:orr^i;"'s^^^;i?w^:s"b;en
interested in her students, who
go on to

kelos'tah/n^

f

Jl

me and savs
T.iT
?n
in tSuch
touch w
Uh
with.
.,

'

.

The other role model

p'h

.o's'and'k::

T

^^'^

over the country and
She calls
"y °"9ht to write.
or "Get
or "I gave your name to so-and-so."

?f
'"'"^

.

I

had.

.was not maternal,

very intimisee
he;
once
l y'ear
fo^ unch'*"°'"'^"?h'^''^-'^'3ht.
"^^n pushed she has this thing
IhnutZnhi'
about
mo ding a young woman's career.
The second never
pushed; I just had a good deal of
admiration and respect for
'^''ospect, my having those kinds of role mod1
els.
.definitely made a difference.
.

...

•

.

I

;
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The f1.st wo.an Gai,
descH.ed .ad dlvo.ed
and ..a.^ied.
was s,n„e, «Me. d,-d
not a..ect ...
''At

.at

,

The second

„asn. tMn.n,

how you combine career
with family." When
Gail pn.
.
^
"^'^ ^'^^ ^"tered graduate school,
the situation was
quite different. There
'^^"^^ were nniu
only one or two
female
.

dent.

"When

would have
lunch..

I

would get discouraged,

p.ofesso. at

CoHege

ps.chic sense about 1t
and would call .e
up-^et's have
She rekindled
.y enthusiasm and would keep
.e going "
a

Gail

stuck With the graduate
program, .ut throughout
these years sensed sobtie discrimination.
(More on this topic is
in the section on
sex
roles.)

None of the other P=F women
spoke of having female
mentors.
To
fill the void, some
sought contact from afar.
Denise, for example, attended seminars given by
Elizabeth Kubler Ross.
"She was an intriguing
woman to me."
It was not until her
residency years that Denise
was acquainted with a woman doctor.
"It was an early flash.
I
remember
T

's

and T

housekeeper bringing her little
kids to her at
was there with open arms.

B

Hospital,

She was also involved with
women's

Issues, which impressed me."
Several other women spoke of
"a maiden lady" professor
that they
admired, but were not affected by
this life-style.
The loss experienced
by the lack of female
professionals was felt and expressed by
Alison:

There was really

dearth of female professors esoeciallv
^P-,^^--type ma?den auntl 'who've" :'e^;tTll
'° ^^^y wouldn't be a burden to
f^/iJf
their
families ^°x^'^
That was the stereotype. Nobody attractive,
exception of a couple of law professors who
I
had who
111 IJ
were
very attractive and married. ...
One of these women

~d

a

Tl
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recently told me
that kid^ in c h
,
ing the next five
'^"^ """"ble foresee
years „ha? tho°
going to balance
rol s
o
re"
here-'w^^''
who were attempting
°f Peop e
to buHd a reiati^
we were all in it
°"''''P ^"<^ ^ "reer, and
together hut th
Who had already
'"'^ ^^"y eopfe
estab? shed both
want somebody to
v^'-y ™ch
teli mfhow
so
o d
Tt''^ '''H
to^^.sagree with it, I
want

^

soX^

^^^-^

'

--b.ne

both roles.

consumer advocatp

—
H.e

<^ha

™^^

ll'

JZZ^l

on a p„b,ic

fi,„.

Bess .yerson, when
she became

t

J--h

^^^^ ^have ^had something
must
to do with it."

a

Miss America, so
that

AMson

and others were in
need of role models
who could set an
ex-Ple for their total selves,
-le mentors f„l fi i ,ed part
of tnis funct-n; they had deep and
lasting effects on the
professional lives of
several women.
Sara was inspired by
an instructor in
.edical school and
Chose his specialty
area.
He was exceptionally
"nice, warm, and gener0-," as wen as highly respected.
Further, he taught her
how to deal
wuh the total patient. Beth
worked closely with a
male researcher of
some prominence.
She contacted him the
secona day of medical
school
and from there on out
met with him at 7:00
A.M., three times a week.
This was his plan to
wean out uninterested
students.
When he died precipitously, Beth was given
responsibility for the continuation
of the

research

Fairly much to this day
I've evolved the things
that I started
Very much what I've done,
whether it'^
.

vlm

•

'

very
ve
glad
y'glad

•

.

°"

I'did^r
did because

I

^''•^^"^"9
I

really like it.

Psychiatry
So he was

d
a

critical person, a role
model
I
came ,m
u
training, because B
^° d°
is best fr?^L^
head of the departmmTt
^^^^ ^as
that Jiml ^^'^^
h'
"^'^^ ^
sense, with child
of
psycholoav
r^
While I was doing
Interests.
mf^es Senc^ B
Pectedly, and I was forced
^^^xto ^akVr^. 1!^
still doing down in Y
''^'^ ^^^^ I was
^
Citv
r
h
bring back the
animairTT-continue tSe research^'''°''^
My original plan had
been to come ud herp
^
training and
9° back to Y
°
City and work wi h B
have given it up, or
just continued cliinTFii;
'^'^
'
te?:s"o}'ihat-pan cSlI;

f

'

•

'

'

'

ss^'b:ri

-

ttnT'

-

ad^an^ia^:
geous
UutL°^y"?f^5L^?:^^ ^^so,^-experience, it has some posU
ve potent aT
lJ'dn'
doesn't have
to be devastatina
it tnf;,n\
u
'^'"^'^
1n a positive way."
"^^^^ P^^^S' but

^

Lillian was also aided by

a

male professor in graduate
school,

assisted her in obtaining
fellowships and jobs.

Now how the hell

thought

could do al
th s
wr te
d°''t
kn
'
7ut
i
just
J srissu^ed'th'r
'^'rI wouldn't
assumed that since
be in school I'd havp tn
ave something more to do,.
.and Larry wou^d b
.m
ng°
^^^^'"9, "You don't'
^^P^
need
lb
of questioning, he finally
•• ^^^^"^ '
T^Ta
4.
said,
You got: a :traineeship for next
year.
It' 1 pay for
your tuition plus."
I
said, "How could I get that^
I
never
dep'artment'-go[ Sne" nd
we' Ive rto'Oo
something like $3000 which is
^^nP'^^
a In? of
^°
^a*^' 9°tten a univer^
lit. fellowship
fJi
-u
sity
somewhere
along the line which paid my tuition even though I kept flunking
that darn exam.
So that was
a sign of some support and
confidence from the department at a
time when I sorely needed it.
And we had a fair amount of
financial support from the family, although
Larry always
picked up an extra buck here and there.
I

I

'

I

'

.

.

.

•

Lo

•

•

Similar to the P/F women, these P=F women
experienced mixed messages from their parents in regard to their
potential as professionals

In

the last section,

the dominant
theme was th.t

thei. daughters
to have .
9te.stohavet.a,n,n9forajob.
line to motherhood
ernood.

'

'"'""'"^^ed

e.g., teaching,
as

a

^~
Side

in

college years, when
the women's ao.u
' ''''' ^^P^"^^^'
half of
Of the parents w... ...........
were supportive.
parents were never ^nvfh-fn^ i
wanted to do, and I
^"t,^"PP°'-tive of anything
?hink
til'
"^y father, tha^
I
''^il^ht, particularly
wa ted to
o on%n S^aduate
there was never any
school
but
pressure
'^°.^''ything but what
make me happy.
^
would
Onl
I?.
[College] ha^ a 'fathers
W
dalt'r."^"^
came,
.and my fathip—
.and I remember t. It ^nf^ weekend.
to school?
' '°
Ifs :ot too
^'^ his 9°^ack
e
'""'r '"^member
very excited about
getting
it but nothino 'eJ^.
^'^
remember my father
°^
'
didn't l?ke "eina , h""'
I

U

,

Z

.

.

a^-:?v;^f?icitf
Although 3ail spoke
so enthusiastically
about the encouragement
fostered
0" ^er, She subsequently noted
that her husband's
career ,s still valued
more by their parents.
The attitudes conveyed
by other parents
varied from nonchalance
to
scepticism.
Their daughters do not
recall seeking their
advice.
Overt
cntKism was rarely expressed
during these years.
Lillian proved an
exception

At that point, Lillian did
not consider challenging
her father's wishes.
She enrolled in graduate
school.
Her parents tried to dissuade
her be-

cause she had an
infant child.

There was a qreat Hp;^-! ^-f
-ember when It ea e
°
'
""'t -eJllT^'''''^'"^
graduate school days
^"•"^"9
those
It seem, h,^^ J
could have been
so^disa pr ving
p'°P'«
Jule.
I
think they sensed th,? ?! "'^'^ ^" ""demanding sche'
forever be content'to
"^'^
ke cS rses two TJ''''' ''''
was insisting on
""^^
""^
that I
'
putting a piece of
?
some professional
P''''^"^
'°
interests
"ev cSulI'n'
might occasionally
conflict with the h ?-'^^'"'!'"^ ''^^t this
"^"^'es that they oerceived as beina atta^hlJi
^,
-^u
lot Of flac ! "?e
'
got a
f?' ^
TJl
"
But they really d
' ""'"^^ ''"t.
dn't wiJhH^
^ery little i fl^ence
^* ^^^^^^ «»rted
!as "e^v'?"'"*
needed something in
^^"'^^ t*^" I
'"-^^
addition to andl'r
never wavered in that
do it.
™'
I
rthmnhl t .
graduate studies in hi
9°'
"P «1th
Srv aJ ne"'':;°"' ]^
would go out and do
""'^^"^ that I
oLthfna Sr.rt,
was having a real imoa^ ilc? P^^"^"' where I could see it
kind of sfuff h t
'^'"S^'-^tic
Has
^^^^^
^' but t'h^
of not doing anything
"'^'"'^ ^ thought

ZTA

^Lh
-

^

"

.

irgoTword^f^^o^

final-

:y"d?ssirla??on\=Sv"f
advisor-f.--^"*that my thesis was
acceptable
"5^, f
He said
defend your thes
^"d
'le °s
0 1^.'?'/°^
was, of course elated
5u^"'^']"^"'^-^""^h a time."
I
rt
'"<^ «^ "^--^ ^cheduled to go toVrnv oaLt
i I^"'""^'^
weekend.
I
had to find
out if I ?ould aet rhi?H ^
S*"'*
to be awa^? ecause
"^^deS
'
rv wlfs^Lfr ''^'i^™^
,

'

can ;ou c^oml"^^^
^J^y'^wiJh^ i^e^^T^s^"
In^dlhe^^a^Jr ^es
"hat w ^ d pu^i l^^e to
dl-^wJeTylS
"-onth in advance, the
orals were 'nice but the^'"?,'"""' '
tant thing is what she
should make
dinner
"

'

^'^

Sara's parents were more
shocked than displeased with
her aspirations.

was surprised when

I

olleoe
n^!;„i

fn

r

^

got into Harvard Medical School
'°
because
i
er] 'we
parents were surprised, I think,
that I even
''''
I

tharth^y^'ssrd'do^

T

I

n„i,

n

en?
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AU.cug. severa, parents
were a.Mvalent
about the,> .augHters'
-ree. a.^Uions, U
. notewo.t..
t.at t.ey neve,
wa.e.e.

financial ass,-stance.

TMs

.

offer.,

was tr.e e.en for
Linian, w.ose parents

were most resistant to
professional
P oressional nn;,ic
goals in conjunction
with mother•

hood.

support fro. husbands
regarding careers was
generally forthcoming.

^^'^^ ^
Jcnln
lTr:^?^de%n^Sen^1?d^
l'^'uncomfortable if
I
was home all the time
rt'. I^t'
i-t rakes a
^"t
'
difference that t's a wM,'"''"'"*'?*.^
I
^ ^ wel
-respected profession
(Denise).

'^A

The women perceived that
their spouses took pride
in having careerwinded wives, but attitudes
were tested.
For example, some
husbands had
to adjust to the increasing
relevancy of wives' careers.
(The extent to
Which the men backed their
words with actions will be
considered in the
fami ly section.

When Gail, for example, decided
to matriculate in graduate
school,
she was not serious about
a career so her husband
Glen did not perceive
her move as serious.
Her perception is that he felt,
"'It was nice for
Gail

but

to have a career;
I

I'm in medical

don't think either he or

tant as it has become."

to a physician.

"Still,

it will

keep her busy,'

realized that it would become as impor-

Glen's parents, "who are very, very
tradition-

al," shared his sentiment:

could quite understand."

I

school,

they "never took it seriously,.
Gail

in

.

.or even

attributes her situation to being married

their minds, even in my parents' minds,
and

certainly in my husband's mind, his patients
are more important than my
students."

When the two professions are in conflict,
"If push comes to
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Shove, and the [babysUte.]
doesn't co.e, then, his
patients are the.
'''--dica,.
...
Gail ascribes .o.e
Significance to the nat..e
Of'
her husband.s wor. than
to being .a.n'ed to
a .ale professional
.'Had
I
been carried to a lawyer,
or another Ph.D..
.,
would have been
different, so I don't know
how .uch of It is that
I', carried to a
pro
fessional, or that V. carried
to an.
.M.D. without the
.ysti.ue and
in^portance that people attach
to that job as opposed
to doing law or
accounting
.

.

u

.

.

.

In Oenise's case,

less

de^nds placed

the roles were reversed.

Her husband had far

on hi. by legal jobs, while
Denise faced residency

years.

As the demands of her work
became more consuming, and more
of
her time was spent at the
hospital, her relationship faded
Into the

background

Don was upset and acted shocked
that I wasn't going home at
excited by medical school, he wasn^t
^^'^^
in?n i;./c\"
into
law school1 the same way.
Not until I left my internshio
did we come back together.
Then we could rise above the
r-

meant staggered decisions, which
was difficult for both of us
especially for him, because I had more
decisions that en^'"^^'^^
^^^^"^^ Pl^^sed with
h^fSnl'';.
'^J'^^his work, started developing
roots, so there was less y'^^bure
oressure
to look elsehwere for jobs.

Interestingly, neither Denise nor Don ascribed
more worth to her medical
profession than to his work, which raises the
question of the innate

difficulty inherent

in

cancelling patients or surgery versus

a

large

lecture class.
One problem faced by all

the P=F women was determining locations of

schools and jobs with regard to husband's plans.

All

possibilities for
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resolutions were seen
within these couples.
couples

w

w
k
Some husbands
compromised:

Ira came to S
Mediral ^rh^
k
area],
^'^^
'
n5Tl^re1ha 'w
w'^^compromise
always considered S.M.S
because
he
much hsttl^i
would have done it an;way
'^'^
^«
because he h '^Pd^R"'''
But Ira had to make
=° """ch.
^
a comDromisP in t
He might have not
'''' internship.
stayed inT
'"r-t'''''°^
i

f L

"cilj
point at

an,

z i^-^if-^-::

and

exS^else^T^P^^iot^J

i?d:f?:a?tis

^-

ZXl^i^'^'

tTt rff:;:^\:T:^ig;::d^::;f

-^-^

"S^wh^^
position.
It was pretty clear I ^I^m V'^T"'' 9°' ' better
I had somewhat
°"
fact that
more achievement^
""w'f
t°o 'ong ago we
looked for jobs outsidB
: ^
fic Offer,
^^^"^ '^-""lbut]
would up s av? o'h''"'
^
l^^cently I've gotten a real good offer
'
,L
get a comparable one''
^'''^
it'
worked hj;^h
Each of us
"^y^gives up a little
flL o
u
^ke n»re s rif?ces than I Ive^°
dn°^.'r''
°" *
t*^"
realistic or my guilt (Beth)
'

1

f

J

f

One couple considered
separation when both were
applying for law
school.
Each was willing to sacrifice
their best offer if they
could
live together, but neither
would go so far as to delay
or give up
school

Our main feeling was that we
wanted to be together
If wp
couldn't. It would have been
horrible.
If ?^ad gotten into

Denise did separate from her future
husband for
school.

a

few years of medical

When she was applying, Don was
uncertain about his plans.

Later their desire to live together
prompted their marriage and her
transfer of schools.

The reasons for her transfer were
twofold:

(1)
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both preferred the city
where he lived
uvea, and (?)
(2) n
pragmatically, Don
needed to begin looking
for jobs.
The typical solution,
nonetneless, was for the
wean to follow the
.an.
The draft forced several
.en to .locate.
Sara, for example,
went
wnh her husband because she
could not view the
possibility of living

port after

a

illustration:

bad day, and for your
social

self and

I

Gail

was applying for jobs in
Boston.

"I

talked about it.

life."

.

.

.

it was

We real ly never

tacitly agreed that

guess it didn't bother .e,
except when

provides another

I

I

would restrict my-

wasn't getting any

job offers."
In

sum, six women made at least
one move to accommodate
their hus-

bands' career demands.

While this number is high,
four couples were

forced to relocate for several
years while the men fulfilled
military
service.
Because these moves could be
anticipated, all the women were
able to arrange jobs or fellowships.
In

general, finding work that was
interesting took some effort and

delayed gratification.

First jobs often meant compromising.

Alison's

work history illustrates the interplay
of the supply and demand

in

the

job market.

My first job was with a small
litigation law firm.
I
wanted
to be a public interest lawyer, but
try getting a job in
^.without experience.
^
It was a lot of work, but it was
rewarding.
When you did something right, the guy in
charge
told you.
The system was monetary, and taking somebody
out
to dinner.
He was very good to us.

ile Alison's first job was not ideal, at least
it was an educational
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one Of the employees
cut.

She

P'oy^ent and insecurity.

I

through

a

few .oug,

™„t.s of

unem-

realized then how scary
it was to be unem-

another Job in the offin,
which

very prestigious, but

med

I

p.ohahiy „ouid have
enjoyed .ore

knew the work would be
meaningless to .e

Eventually Alison landed her
government ,ob.
She was and is quite
content.

"Even when

I

Even with

a

,t

"

salary cut

got .y first Job, it
was

hard for .e to understand
how anybody would pay
.e so .uch to do so little.
NOW I do so ™ch and
get so little.
Even after two years in
the
government V. still not making
as much money as then,
right off the
bat.
It wasn't worth the
price though." Unfortunately,
Alison's Job
is not secure.
Like any political position,
it is subject to the whims
of the elected chiefs of
state.
Fortunately, she is in a place
to make
future Job contacts.

Alison was the only P=F woman
to seek employment with
al

degree during the years
considered, 18-27.

In

a

contrast. Jan was the

sole member of this group to
work prior to advanced training.

satisfaction with her nursing job at

a

profession-

state hospital

Her dis-

inspired her am-

bition.

That job was too much for me, too
demanding.
I was
the onlv
nurse wU in mi es^
I
was running a ward and it was reany
' 3°°^
into it, but
^
^
;-„cl exhausted.
;
I
was just
... It was part of what
made me think
^""^ schooling.
I
could do anything I
wanted but I wasn't getting any support.
... I didn't like
the role, of nurse.
I
always felt I was one down, and I felt
i
was just as smart as these doctors.
I
was basically inse-

I
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cure, so

I

couldn't tolerate the kind
of role stuff that
went

Jan's discontent prompted her
to ponder optional career
goals.
Likewise, Gail's initial foray
into the work world led
her to re-evaluate the direction her career
had taken.

During graduate school, Gail
became enthused with teaching.
I

was

a

to do."

kid or in college

said that would be the last
thing I'd want

I

As graduation approached, Gail

acknowledged that teaching jobs

were scarce, especially when limited
to one city.

one-year contract, she resigned herself
to
tionalized that
make

D

Institution was

career out of it."

a

"When

a

a

Rather than accept

research position.

good thing and maybe

"I

a

ra-

could

I

Jumping ahead, she was quite dissatisfied

with her role and the environment,
where the standard work week surpassed 60 hours, and blatant discrimination
based on gender was all too
common.

Gail

let her discontent be known at her
former graduate school,

where professors helped her locate
position opened up in
quiries

a

local

a

new job.

Propitiously,

a

faculty

college just as Gail was making her in-

.

Several women spoke of the luck involved with finding
work.
lian often felt "serendipity" aided her.

One night at

a

Lil-

dinner party,

for example, she mentioned to new acquaintances that she
was looking for
a

part-time teaching job.

Someone just happened to know of an opening.

Not every woman left school with

a

fantasy of

needed to test their capabilities and experiment.
they gained
sional

a

a

"because

Most

Through this process,

sense of themselves as professionals.

the first summer out of law school

perfect job.

Alison felt profesI

was doing research
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°- -1

P-^^-

.0. .ea1 people...

This sense was consolidated

crease in responsi

M

1 i

duHng

Oe„,se .e,a„ to

.eeM Ue

a

.cctc.

,er ,„te.„sMp
because of the in

t. and, as she says,

-People call you

a doctor
so
Beth also desc.hed
two stages in .eel
in, profession-

.ou.ust.eone...
a]

CltnlL

t'
dnro??u°/un1?ri?r
to see private
pat^en'ts'a'lij b^e"

-^anizing-pe^ple.

llXeT clVf tZ' iKt'T

last two years have

Finding

a

'

'"^^5°" the

feli\„ n^^i

balance between becoming

a

was an important function of
these years.

professional and being

a

wife

Most P=F women devoted .ore

time to their work but
considered their relationship
more significant.
This fact influenced career
choices:
"I liked surgery too,
but I would
never consider that.
I
knew I'd never be the type who
is just doing one
thing and not have time to do
anything else.
But a surgeon.
.that's
.

a

surgeon.

...

flexible, which
In sum,

I

is

definitely wanted

field where my hours would be

rarely true in surgery" (Irene).

the years

ing professionals.

a

18-27 were critical for the P=F
women for becom-

A few women in the group, notably
the physicians,

entered college with crystallized goals.
during college years.

The rest determined careers

No one interrupted their schooling.

graduated during the years considered and began
working.

A few women

First jobs
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were

onen

test of competency.

.

So.eti.es people settled
for positions
until the. had the
experience to see. and
obtain desired jobs
The
stages of professional
development followed units
of schooling
By and large, the wo.en
received little guidance
fro. colleges
about careers. So.e
people developed Cose
relationships with professors. Who acted as
.enters. They guided
their students^ careers
and
somet1.es .ade job contacts.
Occasionally a .entor was
also a role
™del. setting a pattern of how
one could co.bine a
career and fa.ny

tn

late in their training or
when employed.

their daughters'

™ie

roles.

careers;

Parents were mixed about

they were .ore concerned
with traditional

Husbands were generally
supportive.

The most difficult

times emerged when work demands
differed for spouses.

point were moves.

All

fe-

Another sore

styles of compromise were seen.

Forced .oves,
such as those caused by the
draft, were easier for the
wo.en to accept.

Although professional training
consumed .ore time than the marriage
did,
the P=F women felt this was a
te.porary
necessity.

M

women:

Family: ro]e.

In

adolescent years, the eight P=F women
re-

ported varying success in social
to attend all

life.

Dissatisfaction prompted

a

female schools.

I
was very fixed on going to a women's
school because I didn't
want to put up with what I perceived of
as the hassle of a
coed school and the competition in the social
arena
I had a
very, very active social life In high
school, but never perceived myself as being particularly good at It.
I
was never
part of what I thought was the most popular group
of kids.
I
travelled with the academically-oriented kids and I didn't
want to feel that kind of discomfort in the college
situation

(Lillian).

few
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Being in an all girls' school
shifted the pattern of dating.
Lillian
managed well.
When Gail went off to a
unisex college, she had no
long
range plans with her high school
sweetheart.

A

lack of ease with the

style of dating strengthened her
ties to her old boyfriend.
I
dated others for maybe a year,
casually.
I went
to some
mixers and [they were] ridiculous.
I
had some blind da?es
.It was awful.
My relationship was
verrcomfortab e^
didn t see any reason to change
it.
I
guess I felt I should
'''''' ap^eal^d^o'me !n1he''
,

pr^ceL (Ga'i^r^

Without exception, the P=F women, as
college students, all fared well.
Sara attributed this change to the
fact that she gained a real sense
of

herself "as having personal worth because"
she was
lege.

in

a

prestigious col-

Physically she had developed late, also
she was away from her

family and could "act out more."
Having

a

good social

In

sum, she felt she had grown up.

life was important to all

goal was clearly to establish

a

strong bond with

a

these women.

Their

man that might lead

towards marriage.

It was very important to get married.
I
never considered not
getting married--men dating, going with people--that
was always very much a part of my image of what would happen
to me.
I
never felt too afraid of not meeting someone, because
I
had
dated a lot and there was always somebody around (Jan).
,

At least half of these women had one serious relationship
prior to

meeting their future spouses.

These involvements ended mostly because

the women met someone else they liked more.

approval was the factor.
a

reason.

In

one case, parental dis-

Personality differences were also mentioned as

When Irene's boyfriend asked that she interrupt her schooling
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to oo.n h1. in

the Peace Co.ps, she
realized she did not love
hi. enough

to make that sacrifice.

Consequently, five P=F women
married before age 22.
three married within the
years of professional
training,

The other

striking is
how quickly the bonds of
attachment were forced and
mini-commitments
made:

couple days we asked'eardhe;
if'ma b "^3^0
same rotations.
We were making a mini-commi
me
t tha
point.
Once we started talking, there
wasn't anybody else
It was there, and it felt
right, and it was comfortable

d^rLkfL'
'

{Beth

)

'^''^

'^^^^
^^t, which was at the end
'''''
'''''
'''''
summer we rea
'
ize7tl?t'^T"
ized
that It was more \;.than a passing thing.
We didn't aet
formally engaged until a year later!
l
think mv oarents
were a ittle bit distressed that the
involvemen came She w
were both so young (Lillian).
o? m>'^^'^'';°''

.

Lillian married within her college
years.

complete courses

in

.

She received permission to

the university her husband attended,
with the stipu-

lation that she return for final comprehensive
exams.
Irene met her future husband while in medical
school.

each other about three months before

ternships.

I

any of the
school

in

chose

B

Y

B

City first,

hospitals.'
."

I

had to make
Y

a

second.

"We knew

decision about inI

didn't match

At that point Ira decided to transfer to

Ira's decision was based in part on his relationship

with Irene, and also on his dissatisfaction with his medical school.
"I" Y

,

a

we had separate apartments but we spent

a

lot of time to-
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gethe..

Afte. six .onths. He

sa^'d,

'Why don t „e .a.e
this ,egaP
r
was not conflicted at
all about the decision
to .arry."
Both Lillian and Irene
stressed that these
decisions to transfer
were not prompted hy a
sense of sacrifice.
Irene stated that Ira
was
excned by joining an Innovative
progra. in Y
Lillian also felt
that the university near
her husband offered
better courses in her
field
•

.

At C

Cuhi^

"

'

d?f?
I

111?

too. a nu.b r"??

''''

'

IZZtl'lZll^'

'''''''

^ntellectu 1 e p
'T,]',
i
did magnificently on the
comps [examsl at
""P'^ °^ '"y professors attributed it to the r

en e
ence.
.

3

rr'

^d'^'^

r-

.

Jan moved even more quickly
into matrimony:
I met Jim when
I
was
year medical student.

uer.
Lz was fast.
'^e7'\lTs'flst

nursing school, and he was a first
We met that spring
sinainS
.
''''
fSflo^i-nHe^pi^.!
-we
We were very young.
Durinn th^t
in

...

I

''''
IZZJZT ''^'''^''^
I'

'° ''''' ri^hts'stuff,-and^""h\d'm no.
9ot us feeling we really wanted
to be

togeJher
In

those days nobody lived together.
"^^"^

m^rH J"^
nn^d
nurse, there

°r l^^

"^'''''"^

...

In fact
I
had to
^° set permission to get

'''^"^ °^ "^^'"^ 9°^ married, also a student
was a vacant apartment in her building
So
ten
days before school was going to
start, we said, "Hey, let's
get marned"-kind of an impulsive thing,
•

•

^

The notable exception to short courtships
was the case of Gail, who

married her high school boyfriend.

distinct stages:

"We

Her premarital

relationship moved

talked more seriously in my sophomore year, got

pinned junior year, and were engaged senior year."

They did not seek

in
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out opinions,
thing.

"We had gone together
fo. so ,ong,

...

It wasn't a surprise
to anybody;

it was

such

a

natural

there hadn't been any

resistance.
The exception to the s.ooth
and uncomplicated
courtship pattern
co.es fro. Denise's history.
Her relationship began
early in college
and survived several years
of separation in
professional training
schools.
"There was a strain in college.
Me were on again, off
again,
which stemmed from areas of
polarities, areas of similarities."
One
source of conflict originated
from the different culture
in college compared to her small town.
Random dating and casual sex
were not her
preference.
"In my guts, if I was to have
a primary relationship,
it

would be as

wife."

a

Reasons for attachment varied among
the P=F women, but the bottom
line was a need for security.

Several emphasized the mutuality
of de-

pendency needs

Basically, I was very dependent although
I
denied it at the
time.
And, I think Jim also was very dependent.
So, at the
beginning, we needed each other. When we
look back on ourselves then, we can't believe that it's
lasted and it's turning out great, because we were naive
little kids
We didn't
think about anything (Jan).

At the time she met Jim, Jan was dating another
man.

He was more authoritarian, a strong, boss type.
fancy restaurants, sent flowers and in general,

He took me to
treated me
quite well.
I
felt a little insecure with him, like I had to
measure up.
For example, he'd put music on and ask me the
Jim was more down to earth. There's a sweet,
gentle side to Jim.
He's a strong person who is in touch with
things in himself and not afraid of showing more.
•

•

•
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Marrying classmates was not
uncommon.

Beth described the
support

and Sharing that went on when
one worked and studied
together night and
day.
"We'd have lunch together,
dinner together, work
together, take
out gall bladders together at
3:00 A.M. and that was
fantastic.
There
was no competition at all, each
learned from the other.
There's been
things he's been clearly much
better at and vice versa."

While some participants looked
towards men who offered

a

sharing of

support and companionship, others
were attracted to men of
strength, men
they could lean on.
Sara married a classmate she met
at the foot of a
cadaver.

He was attracted to her and
arranged for them to be partners.

"He takes charge of any situation
he's

tates towards him.

in,

in a nice way.

Power gravi-

There were other things, but that
attracted me

enormously.
Denise was attracted to her husband because
he was similar to her
in essential

goals.

ways, such as religion, hometown area, and
professional

Some of their differences initially were
appealing.

ceived herself as having
neighbors.
than

In

ities

narrow world vision, focused on family and

"Don was very interested in politics, causes,

was used to."

I

a

Denise per-

a

wider scope

He gave her an entree into that movement.

fact, many women were initially attracted to perceived
similar-

in men.

I
saw Barry my first day of medical school.
My uncle and
cousin were living in Y
City and they met me there.
We
got on the elevator and Sarry was there.
My cousin said, "Now
that's a nice boy, I was his counselor at camp when he was
12."
I
said to myself, "If I'm ever going to get interested
in somebody, that's the kind of guy."
He was very good-looking, and he had similar religious beliefs.
He looked well behaved.
As I found out later, though you can tell just by
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looking at him, he's
very intellinpnt
t
^
.
one of the brighter
P^^^ably
men I've ever^met
I'
late,.
'''^ "^'^ '^'^ ^^ticu.well read, interested
in
ately taken with that,
I
was immediand apparently
app,,ent^^^/^^^^he was struck with
same thing (Beth).
the

!L

.

In

time, fundamental
differences emerged and
needed to be worked

ways.

...

He felt comfortable
and safe"

(Beth),

None Of the P=F wo.en
reported feeling pressured
to .arry
Two
married before their
contemporaries.
Several others were
college
brides

S?gh''scholl'swe°ethe'arts°"bui"a^

A lot of our friends
were getting married

r

'''''

-

""^

"f^^

There w;,^n't
w

-^'^

nv^oo

surl t'o ilt'v^r??'
^'^ ^'^"^^^
'^^^ "Ot to be
married
t
T^'
^'^f
^ ^^^"^ ^o^ger than we thought it
would
w?^h Adam
fl^
I
with
having to go into the reserves
(Alison).

Zl

'

:

Parents were generally informed
of the decision to marry, and
their
approval sought.
Negative opinions were infrequent and
not influential.

Traditional views of marriage dominated:

We discussed it with my father,
not with anyone else.
I
guess
both sets of parents approved.
His had vehemently opposed his
s ster's marriage, so
I, guess we would have
heard something ?
the opposition was strong.
I
think they thought she was
marrying beneath herself. He hadn't been
through ^uncye,
college he

...

was mean and gruff.

...

Marriage was probably pretty important. My
father would have
killed me if I had just moved in. Since he
was paying for law
school, there was some pressure.
There was some societal
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pressure, but I didn't feel
oressurpd
r
i
would be bad for lawyers
onl7 ater ;n I /° ^''T^^
ody was shacking up'all
'over B
/TstZnltl "f^^"
the^correct thing to do. it
certify

J.sT^oTllttVu-

Lillian's parents disapproved
of her former boyfriend,
but "by and large
approved of Larry.

The reason for disapproval
of the first DPr<:nn

fh;,f

t

'°
match that.
I
think they perce ved ve?y
q ic
v ?hf/r°"^
was right in that respect.'
You
now U^"
e old
hi n''^
woman is supposed to marry
someone mo e
te
i
t
'^ore
eads trong and forceful and while
that may
hav
een
said to me explicitly, I
certainly had that attitude.
attitude
ThU is
u
This
so antiquated it is remarkable.

Criticism was generally mild or
short-lived.
My parents were outraged.

First of all I was very young at
^^'^
''"^y ^P^^t initially and felt
th.t
'i.^'5^'-^u^'"-'^ school first, and were much feeling that
I
should hp n
profession rather than being involved
.t
at th.J
that stageP'Tl."^
of the game.
Once they met him, they very
quickly accepted him and now talk of him
as their son (Beth).
The major disagreement centered on
religious differences.

Two

women affected by this cited their in-laws
as the source of stress.
took Sara nearly

a

It

decade to be welcomed into her husband's family.

From the first, her father was supportive of
Stuart.

Her father appre-

ciated his son-in-law's interest in education and
offered to support him

financially.
in-law.

In

contrast, Sara's interest in

Jan also faced in-law conflict.

a

career upset her mother-
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parents were not too happy
his
^ith the far^Mi';
but they adjusted quickly
'
* ^^^'^fiNeither nf
religious, so
It didn't bother me.
There wfsTbrief
we would get married.
'^^"5 "^'""^
By doing ?t oufrHv
scene over what kind of
^ '''9
wedd "a and wMrl^'
married in a civil ceremony
"Se
l^^?"'
rief
*° ^ ""^^bi who
would not marry us
It waVrloL ,1
trees. because^O^^°?
loveV^^r^st^ s
"'y 'i^iver
Tell'tl'T
nad it.
Wh
he came to mv house
When
,
Hp Iouoh
u
But we never'd?d°"rt'in\^?:i?g;Jus"':ay°"' ^"
P-""^"'-

L

Lf

f

Aa

^

At the time they married,
by and large these
women lacked role
models of working wives.
Mothers were the most frequently
mentioned
model.

For Alison, she "was

a

good role model."

as models was insufficient
to cope with their

My own mother was

a

role mnHpl

r

H^•r^rl'^.

1

Even so, using mothers

ife-styles

i

7^,

were married except t™U
ol m,'
.'b r:he™3Idlr irf°
d fferently than we did.
She is now separated
Our description of ourselves when we were
first married, was as sexSa
roommates.
We were going about our lives
and living together
It certainly didn't feel like
the way we had seen Sur parents

At the time I got married, I don't
think I had [role models!
because I certainly don't think I saw
myself living the knd
of life my mother led, but that
was because I had made the degi^aduate school, which was a commitment
to
^°ln?p^°-°" ?°
^ commitment to a different
kind of me' (Gail)'

Gail's mother, it may be recalled, did not
work but had many outside interests.

With the luxury of full-time household help, her
mother "came

and went as she pleased."

interestingly, while Sara's mother

fessional, Sara modeled her far more

in

is

a

pro-

domestic interests.

Several women expressed the wish that their mothers would
work.

Lillian encouraged her mother to utilize her professional training

in
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such

a

way so as not to identify
herself solely as

a

housewife:

My father stated at the timp +haf
encourage and support such a move
I
thin
she dL?!""^'"
ambivalence and
always justified her dec
sion nSf^n
father's needs and orig?na
°'
ny ?n te^msTf"^
Kids were out of the h^use
s^:e^^or„v^o^;^"?:^^,,^"^ :n^^

"

Few women recalled
fantasies of becoming

a

wife,

/^ong those that

did, there was a wide
range:

^'"^^^'t^^^e, because of
!
is ba
Ts^kf'^T
His
father was ''T'
a doctor, he had gone
to the riaht
''''''' ''''
peo ?e'who'df hat
n e°nt ?h
arth'^^ln
^'^Qther was having
^'"^^^yots n^ r^%TZ
^^'S^'' seriously!
15,
Then reduced it to 5
Now Id
rd like
ull two or""'It^
three, but that's a function of
age as
much as experience.
If I had started at age
21, I'd still
^^^^^^'^ly Adam would have to become rich
r
ground.
nd

'

(Alison)"'

My fantasies grew with pressures
from exams and anticipations
of the marriage.
While studying, I'd think how nice it
would
be to have someone there (Denise).
I'm sure I did, but I can't remember
fantasies
If I did
they weren't that vivid or important.
... My environment
has always been very important to me
., in terms of my
space,.
.my possessions.
my books.
my dorm room,
my office. ...
So if I did have fantasies, it was more
of
creating a home.
I
didn't have fantasies about children
and fami 1 les (Gai 1
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

)

When asked about the meaning of being

difficulty with the notion.
general

theme.

ciated with

a

Denise

a

wife, most participants had

Nonetheless, companionship emerged as the

commented that to her the word "wife"

house appendage.

For her, it means being

a

is

partner

assoin

a
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.........

"

""""'^^^""^

^"-e.
a

w^fe].

——

th

-o,.en.osepe.o...e
.e. .sco..o.t one
step

'^'vea,„a.s.a.so.e....U.witKtM„U„,o..,se,..s
rve

a,wa,s considered .yself
as companion and

Ba^r..s.at.e.t.an.1fe.

I

have t.o.,e

wasI.ef.sedtota.eh1sna.e.

Cose fHend

.t. .at te™.

of

P,>st tMn,

..andrve.ept„,yown."'

Although
demeaned the soda,
implications of the „o.d
wife." when
the pretenses were
stripped away, the feelings
were similar:
these

„o^„

aJd^^JtiXcl

LST::r:rsot:ne ?h°:rl ^^tt?"
getting phone calls
When you're away at niaht
On nn^+
u'
long
day ajd ^no.inl\l'.t'lT^^^^^^
probably the same time you
are, probab y even eve"
it°a^

'T

th^in;r:]^.:^i:?^:.^?,^-?3--3n\ss

0?:^.^°
or
a nice weekend spent
skiing, or having someone the^e to
IS ten when you' ve^ learned
a new piece of
to
p r
iate
that
I
can't even remember what it's
like not hPinn
marned-it's been almost eight years
t's .n int.l.?

^^^^rr

LTc

^

rr

^-'t e'n'^emembL^ h
'
s't^ke
not to be with
nStlit^
ft^ someone.
I'm emphasizing the sharing
part
and
It s very symbiotic in some
ways (Beth).
In sum,

the meaning of the wife role
evolved from the early to the

late twenties.

Initially, as Denise said, it was
the image of two chil-

dren playing house,

fulfilling

a

stereotyped role.

^^^^ ^^^^

"There was little

Christine were the only women
^'^ Probably not
^''^
" ^^'7
dent.f^h.tlh
coincidental
that they are two of the youngest
participants.
in

thisVtudv^'^^pt^^'^"i"^

cL2
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sense of .esponslbnu.
1„ college, so adolescence
was prolonged
Changed when we lived
together, .ore .espons151
1 1 ties

accomodating

,

the other's 1d1osyncrac1es

This
to

.

Over the years, the role
"
of wife expanded
as stages 1n the carriage
beco.e discernible. The
stages were .ostly a
by-product Of external circumstances,
notably pressures fro.
school
For the lawyer 1n the
group, Alison, these
stages were condensed.

There was the student
stage for three

I^dldn't feel 11,e

^

th^ni^

a

^w^e^on

vp;,r^

+

^

our honeymoon, because It
was

-ried:^je?ti^;t-^ ::^^,^rt!"=^
i:^r/'^
^^-'"^
'l1t??f

'

fe(r}:-"wL^^r"'wedS?ng

T

''''
were'students
w
wasnn'^a"-:
t a
wife.
fe'°"'1o?
Not until I was staying home
with the bahv
where I had nothing to do but
wifely chores
Unfor?u
nately I'm taking "wife" to mean
what it's come "to mean whirh
o/''''
'^^''^^
others in the
othersin'
h^'ffamily.
''T' That's not the way I like to
define it.

trtVlZT

The transition into parenthood
will be considered later in this
section.

Training to be
provides

a

a

physician requires long hours and many
years.

good illustration of the interaction
of career with marriage:

First year prior to getting married,
1.
was total fantasy
and romance and notions and feelings,
the unreal part of it
It was the first real relationship
for me because I was so
young.

'

The first year of marriage was more real,
but I'd say the
first two years of marriage continued that
fantasy thing because we managed to get the same rotations,
did our clinical
work together, so we were inseparable night
and day.
Barry's been the only man that I've been able
to work with
that comfortably. ...
We had a lot of fun those first two
years.
We never had to cook because we all got free
food at
Hospital.
^
We got to bring home our meals, so there was
2.

Beth
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tions of what things wou
d be 1 kP
nately they weren't
(numbers added)

The following year the
couple
upie moved tn
to
as

expecta-

tSL

R
B

to continue their
training

interns and residents.

'''''''
firs
^^e
tim ^e
t
: nri/'^^'^^^^'^^
^^^^^ ^^thout seeing each other^
ber.L°"'
schedules were
totally dif?eren?
So tha^
^h^'!?-"""''^^
''''
be
together all the time whereaf thp% ''f
were ones of re^l 'Jntim^cT

y'lhl'twrof us"
^'"^'l^'^
inLducing'new pe^ if
our
0
re la'!
''rd'° r^^'

tio'nsh 0

^^^'^^^
^Idn"^^^one^d2^rI^
s:
Je^fye^Irs^^:^"^"^separable dyad, wh'ich I
don'fth'irk'^aTpr
^ulrN^
but It was something that I
think 20-year-olds do
It wL
very stressful year but it
was sort of a grow nq veaJ

developed
de^eoed^tsr;^'^'^^'-^
close friendships.
4.

nHn^nding 'why

That was

a

stressful year.

Al-ter that, which were the
next few years of mir

we had

a

^

much more realistic, better

itua

"

t-r;,-in-inn

Se saw

n

''' ''' relationshirhaf rt
otf evolved
evolvel into
into''^n'%H^°'
something more normal.
In other words we were
close, and we wanted to be close,
but we were also able to incorporate other people in other worlds,
and be more social
We started getting invited
places and vJe starteHnvn g peo-

ple over and we had never really
done that.
So I would say
^^^^dency of kind of nor'

maliza?ion

Then I would say the last two or three
5.
years.
have been
sort of living.
I
would say three years of residency where I
used the term "reality" it was reality
testing.
That has
negative and positive connotations.
It was not as' stressful
as our internship. ...
I
think now we are really into realnte living; what that means in terms of being a wife
is very
different than what it meant during residency.
Now it
IS a much more serious matter.
I
think that I was prettv much
following my emotions before and.
.in the last couple of
years I really think about what it means, what Sarry
means,
what It means to really have somebody around.
It means more
giving now to somebody else.
It means really appreciating the
other person,.
.which we didn't do for a period of time,
with all the other stresses. Now we are back almost where
we
.

.

.

.

feeling more comfortable about his, I oerceivp thZl t ^ .
'
terchange on the adu t^leSI
It ?, ut'''"
adults and we can relate
on tha
1
e
irir^orroi'^
together (numbers added).
°^ growing

The extended quote from
Beth was used because
it illustrates
several points that were
observable among other couples
interviewed.
For
one, in the early stage of
marriage, when both are
students, household
tasks can be handled arbitrarily.
Demands placed on each other
are
minimal.
Competition is felt to be nonexistent,
even though they are
classmates.
Time is such a rare commodity
that, when not working,
or
studying, the couple clings
together.
Intimacy is at a peak, rivaling
the courtship phase.
The inner experience is of
"two against the

world."

The next stage, usually initiated
by separate work activities,

leads one or both mates to turn
to colleagues for need
satisfaction.

One spouse may resent the mate's
choice to be with these new friends.

Either an inner experience, e.g.,
jealousy, abandonment, or an external
factor, e.g., diverging professionals,

a

child, or

a

relocation, force

the couple to sit back and
re-evaluate their relationship.
a

time for divorce, but all

This can be

the P=F women and their spouses
survived.

Relationships seemed to be less conflictful if
both spouses had the
same external

demands.

Life may have been tough, but the marriage un-

threatened.

I
was in a very demanding graduate program; Glen
was in his
second year of medical school.
We didn't see very much of
each other.
We were very much wrapped up in our individual
educational experience.
He wasn't home a lot of the time.
I
worked very, very hard.
For those first four years, I'd say
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«ore conventional
.arn'aoes .id not see. to
survive the st.a.s
of ,.duate school

It was

very good that we were both
in crh^.i
^
^^'^^ time,
There were an awful Int nf J
°°
finally finished wives thai hJ n 1'°''^'
^^^^^ when we
and then decided now ?h.? . t
years
take
another second of it
^^'^
'''''''' ''''''
one of them
ifiere were three
'ihere
th'rep'nJ"
divorces in my class.
•

.

.

.

Gail noted that giving
up on one's relationship
was not the only fallout
of the demands of professional
schools.
Graduate school, particularly,

necessitated independent study
habits that were not easily
acquired.
"Attrition at B
was rather high,
as

in most

graduate schools.

There's an awful lot of A.B.D. [all
but dissertation] people
floating
around, probably one for every
completed Ph.D."
In retrospect, Gail
was
unique student in that she
completed the program and remained
married.
She was also the only woman in
her class.
In the next chapter, rather
than pressures decreasing for
Gail, they increased when she
assumed her
a

first job.

Fitting the classic pattern,
complications

in

her relation-

ship arose in part because the
outside pressures were unequal.

Denise also spoke of the strain on her
marriage when she was oncall

nights of internship and residency.

settled in

a

job, and this schedule was not as demanding.

was drained-wrapped up in survival
ing.
til

Don took the brunt of it.
I

At the time, her husband was

had relaxed a bit.

I

"My libido

issues-eating enough food, sleepcouldn't devote any energy to him un-

He must have felt like the typical wife does.
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Not until

left

I

internship did we co.e
back together

The pressure was reversed

dan's case.

in

"

When botn she and
her

husband were students, the.
had wonderful carefree
ti.es exploring
City.
^
Then his program became
more time demanding.
"Periods
that were difficult usually
revolved around Jim's
rotations.
He would
be gone a lot. or he'd
be very involved in
studying
for his boards

had a hard time letting
him go.

I

interests, football, for example."
pects of Jim's work.

I

resented the fact that he
had other
Further, dan was threatened
by as-

remember being very jealous
when he was on GYN

"I

and he would be doing their
pelvics, and

feeling about these wo.en.

I

I

didn't know how he would
be

was really relatively
insecure about my-

self.

Becoming

mother caused the greatest shift

a

in

relationships.

biggest difference in our marriage
was before children and after.
was

a

"The

There

definite phase of adjusting to being
about to become parents and

being parents"

(Jan).

Three P=F women had

a

child before their 28th year.

very different experience for
each.

There was

This was

a

Alison planned it carefully:

question about having a house before having
a
thought life was too complicated to have
to work out
^.r.
I
work, and house, and child.
Once we moved into a house, I qot
pregnant very shortly after. ... We knew
therewas a range
0. time for a first child.
When you spend so many years trySet pregnant, it's amazing how quickly you can get
pregnant^°
a

Alison not only had
She had the full

work.

a

house, but had the finances to hire live-in help.

support of parents.

Further, she made arrangements at

3'

We discussed how
we'd mfln;^no = ^t,--,^
coming to any conctu
i™" n^^i Tilt','"' '
'°
90 back to work if i wanteS
to
to
nl o2]1'^
for me.
^'^''^ open
I
could have done threo tMnS
part-time, or kissed the
^^"^
job qoodbJe^^
.

^ack fuii

time, and

e.en^"^^----?,^,^

'rtTTVll

'"contrast. Lillian had an
unplanned pregnancy.
Three months after we
were married t
Pregnant. My obstetrician gave me the choir! Tf a
something about it.
never evin considered i J
I
?
"I"^
I
would work
=
i^r™"'
"""^
"ot only made it through
Ihe
year bu^i^ ™^
what with all the strain., n? ItJ'
^ good year,
"ant. Of being in an^'u^?
m ar*' cal^mi?*";^?!^
system, °l
being in graduate courses way out of mv .°'"'-a°™ic
only woman and ^he on?y
""'"^
the
under r dua5e'r°"'""
a professor who
"urses
with
Pers?sLd
mgg*^,me "m?^^^"^-mss L
the bigger
my stomach got.
•

'

1

i

Neither of these women
allowed their pregnancy
to interfere with their
professional and personal lives.
Lillian returned to her
hometown and

original college two months
before delivering.

wbife'^Larr';

Zr,la[o"l

"'"P-h---.-a-"ations.

being back^n'S; pa'e'nts'

"'rf

siomac'h'"'°So1 1'.'^'
\
ot pt^me^1hU-?o^?lL^

and

i

wa

.

.

^"a^^S^as^Sp^:

^ack^nOad

t

s^

e'"

^5^'"' ^^^^
^ throwback to a different
:
prf
era, .nnT
and to her
own personal history
it was a
nnn
^
labor so Larry was there well
in advance!
•

•

'

Like Lillian, Alison faced
separations from her husband during her

pregnancy.

V
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There was

E

period when I was orean^^nt .hh ^^
'
every weekend
1'''''^
?
look at that as his
i
didn't
fault becauSr it '^^?J?"el.y.
he had an all time
^^^P^d.
low with his ^^th^^^^
a lot of anxieties
^^^o had
^
becau e of thp n^! '
terlaced.
Typically wr?rv nn? .^ u?"'"'^- Those were in^""^^
needs] the s^Se^^] J^;^
/^.^.^a^t^Jef^ s'^^^^^^
a

^

.

Adjusting to

a

baby was easier for
Lillian than for Alison
or .an:

"^^^e^::;^]^- i:^^^^::stead

He was one Of

^l^ldemanding; inOf two of us doino thiLo
little cot and°'he"j's°rc^a^^
'
Lg'""S: ^J^.TouWo d1
somewhere, he came along
hp o»nt i ?
V""^''
the day so that it
'3'^ ^"••^"9
was possible t°,Jtudy
to stidS at home, and
we just
worked the schedules srnnnH h ™

L

°,

'^^^^'^^'"^^"^^^^^^
eeT?or

hUr^'-

"'^'^ ^"^ resen ^ent
out he
^^^^ ^"'^"g
exam

I'"'""

periods (?;nf°n)''"'

""^ expectations.
I
didn't know how demandjna ^'1??^?=^
1°".^"
^™
dependent
thev are
I
adl^ h'""'"" ''^''J'^itting
or been exposed to
many infant^
u"^.'"!
'"'''''"^
very de'^'y

^!an^ing

(Amon)!

'

The baby came and threw us in
an uproar. ...
It was so dif
ferent; we had no sleep.
Beforehand, we really
^ had no
appreciation of the realities (Jan).
.

.

.

Alison and Jan had to be content
with what support their husbands could
offer:

Adam was dismayed he couldn't spend more
time with the child

He took two weeks off when the baby
was born.
He questions
the order of things, that fathers
are not given the same privileges.
He said his firm wouldn't be so
understanding if he
wanted to work a four-day week (Alison)
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There was no question
of Jim's cittinn
He got up at night.
chanqeS h.^
to me to nurse.
He would walk h?m
fussy (Jan).
^™
^

"^/ull^Ti^

^

"''^
hT '° ^° brought
t^^'
« night when hehimwas
<='"''d

TLl

--^^

Sleep,

IT/Jfl
could have enjoyed a
weeks.
I
little more IL
my first
child.
If I was going back ?m1?'m ""f
six months.
^' ' """^"^ ^^'^ t^^^" off
I
wanted to aet hirk
they forgot what I
^^f"-^
looked^! ke
'T.k'
would be the best thing
Part-time
to do^n i V;,
k
had worked full time
'
'
for three years
involved; it wasn't so
terr^^^/^^olghTe^^j:^::
*y^"^b^^'^!
!

"

'

1

^viz^^

Ind
ference.
I
try verv h.rd
sleep.
I'm s re I „^u d per?e
ve
gone five days a week
Alison)
.

.

°'
tr^^^-.r""'
' Perceive
k

.

\

.

-^-^^^

a dif^oes to

a^difr
•

-^^

I

«ere

5"^"^ """"^^^ ^*^ter the baby was born
tried^?.
didn't get much
done
?
hinr?
j"^'
was ;
tt
i
fi'culf n*o?'/'r'''''

"

I

1

for

a

li-t

couple hours

h->

a

day.

So, when

went back to work

I

t was

h-

^ulk^S^ rr:j^ed'^-?t^-:r!as™h^

a^^s'^^r

fo^

^^^ja'nH

^'^^^^

''''
mXbln^^^ sao l^"r*
many ways it was a very pleasant
summer.
We were within walking distance from the beach
and I spent lots o? afternoons
there wheeling the baby carriage
around.
But that summe? also
impressed upon ne the fact that if
I
didn't have some intee?
and activity outside my home
and family, I would very snoriiy
hortlv
need a psychiatrist (Lillian).

X'^IvsT^-

^

Lillian was fortunate in that she had

a

role model.
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working out very well
for her, ergo
Alison's child

is

still

an

infant
infant.

^^'"^^ ""^^^

•

A^At
this point her
priorities

are clear.

Two days a week I am
definitely in the offirp
q
do work at home.
^
I'm always ava
ab e ?o
.ik
.^'""'^'T'
like to keep the connection,
° ^'^P^'' ^
the
ontact
il
say to me I had a choice
to
between mv hfh
no choice for me-the
^here'd
be
babv
T
.ic^
being away from
^'^l^^at
the baby produces
ess stress th
°
child all the ?ime
?h
t m
s e
o
Pecially having the housekeeper^here
1^^^^.'^"'thl^ time I 'm here is
spent doing housework
not
^>^seworK.
I'm
dn^nn
n?'
i
m doing play,

tTh

and that's very impor-

tant.

aslL^p'^'^'hate'm'vL^^^^

^^^y's

'

^

There's sometMng very nice
about that hour.

Projecting into the future, Alison
sees child rearing as
cern.

"VU

think we'll be in the

'mommy and daddy'

a

.ajor con-

phase forever.

At
least 18 years, and even after
that, the responsibility never
completely
goes away."

Lillian was able to raise two children
and complete

while in her twenties.

a

dissertation

She moved while pregnant with her
second child.

We moved to Y
when I was seven months pregnant.
I
always
move in the midst of pregnancies.
I
got the oldest enrolled
in nursery school, started work
on my dissertation, had the
baby.
I
assumed that all babies were like my first one
had
been and therefore the next would.
.sleep and I would work
on my dissertation and devote my
afternoons to the kids
However, this one was a normal baby. And I found
that it was impossible to get the work done and decided that since
I
was be.

very lucky 1n the
^
person thaf I qof whl'"''
years
She only wanted
^°<- ^^'^^^
o wo^k K^r?-"""
trained as an infant
"^'.f-time and had
been
nurse
F,,Lr?[
a lot of interviews
"'"^ th™"9»'
befoTe'l o
er'
support system at that
"/'^ ' wonderful
pointnurs^^„
c.K°
one, a person in whom
"'"er
I
had immen«^^ 1^°°^
the baby and I never
had any aTITms TJl^t""' *° '"^ ^"er
hated to go to nursery
school
H^th "* ^l'^' ^''^ "l^est
for a year and a half^
"
d th« wa
"'""'"a
easier schedule than
'^"'^ ^
^
most residents
^t'"'^
fice space for me at
,"^"3 up some ofthe hospital so f L'^
well as a library.
That
.

.

J

loZ

ye^r'^went'alonglust'flnr"

The following year
Lillian began teaching

pan

time at a Catholic
col-

lege.

Their attitude towards
children was such that
"there were no barners to arranging my schedule
in the ^st
convenient way.
I
finished
"V dissertation in between times,
after two years.
It was a good

t1«

•

•

we did

a

tremendous a„»unt of
entertaining .nd had

back-up system, housework,
laundry, supper with the
kids,.

a

trer^ndous
.

.just

great.

Although the transition to
parenthood has been stressed
In this
section, it was not a high
priority for other P=F women.
Gail and Beth

became so absorbed in careers
that, in fact, they emerged
from their
twenties more as P/F women.
Gail was so preoccupied with
her studies
that she could not contemplate

a

child at that point.

graduate program, so I didn't
even'sei that^ra"^h??Hl"''' ^''Jt
possibility In my life for
^
"Ift^^,^
f^ve years.
nve
vears
...
I wasn't
thinking in five-year lumos
It just never occurred to me
that maybe I could have a baby'
wh le 1" graduate school.
It was just so far away to fantasize or think about.

^

As graduation approached,

'

"the family thing came up and created some
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tension, because Glen was
very much wanting
was.

didn't want

I

-eer. .....
a.out
Where

^

child because

I

".en she was applying

,ong-te™ goals, saying

to

rhiiH
child

a

i

long time before

wasn
wasn'tt settiPH
settled in my professional

....

„ante.

I

could spend so™e t1.e with

I

cided

a

a

a

j,,,

^^^^

family.

.a.lly...

:

.anted

a

situation

Beth, s1.11a.ly. has
de-

delay childbirth until she
has more security

.

:ucK^;^rtV^a:e^1h??Jr:°.^^rw:Sir[:S-atr^^
no doubt that I'm more
tte one

is

.

•

I

.

^

am fairly relaxed about that.

Jl'^''°rj'T''^^"^
th[nrin\°
cmiaren clinically.

^°

^^Of^ the point

'''''

''''

^'"^'^

heinT

IhaVs

of view that it is

^^^orlZ

per 0 al y

.and in under-developed cowntriP-^
t
have my children students at B
and M
t'^Li
okay about that at the moment.-I^an't
i
am'go nq to
'^'^''^^ ' ^''^ had'increasing^?
0 ghts
about having my own children. My
friends are beginning
to have theirs and become role
models for me.
I
am bareli 29
I
really feel I have time in that regard.
I
don't
feel very pressured.
I
read about highly successful professional women people like Margaret Mead
who had her first
cnild at 35, did It while being quite
active professionally
That appeals to me.
.1 would like to do it in a
way that
basically would not pose a major alteration
in terms of what I
1^^'^ absolutely hire a house^
keepe?]"^
.

s^w

.

ILu/r'"

.

....

.

'

*

'

I
think that one reason I am taking my bloody
time about it is
that I tend to be overcompulsi ve about planning.
... I'd
like to be secure enough financially.
I
would like to feel
secure enough so that if each of us does need to devote
more
time to that sort of thing which undoubtedly we would, that
we
don't see it as a giving up.
I
think the potential of observing.
.a child developing.
.can be considered part of professional development.
I
think one can do it that way, but it
has to be well planned out, at least for me.
I
think that if
.

.

I
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P^^^iP^^tiously, without that kind
of plan
I
can
cIn\'eTn
see it as hf^'
oeing very disruptive. And
I
have seen it occur.

Household tasks were generally split
between spouses with the
wo.en
more responsible for the organization:

It was very equal.
I
was a fanatic for some reason
son who makes the dinner does not
clean it up,

The o^r

S we do a

about It.
I'm much more relaxed about it now.
I
was going to fall into serving him
(Jan).

I

1

was so afraid

Each of us really does quite a bit
around the house.
Barry
does all the grocery shopping, many
times he cooks for himself
or we sort of split breakfast.
I
am responsible for keepi
g
°^
uncompulsive
^'^^
It .T.'/f'^i^
about
that kind of thing; we don't have a
formal plan.
It is
sort of unspoken.
If I am coming home first I'll put
on the
dinner or vice versa, there is no discussion
or preplanning
I
would say it is pretty even-steven.
When one's away
tor ameeting, the other winds up doing
laundry and a lot of
cleaning.
There are very infrequent arguments about who
is doing what in the house. ...
If there is an argument going on about something else, Barry may
throw in "you don't do
the grocery shopping, I do it."
It never in and of itself is
an argument.
It is something to throw into the fire in some
way.
"What other husbands do grocery shopping?"
"What other
wives are professors at M
that kind of thing (Beth).
.

.

.

.

.

.

V

,

Alison followed the pattern of splitting tasks, but had to modify
her
fastidious nature.

I
soon learned, that if we were going to divide labor, I was
going to become less fastidious and more patient. ...
He
was very good about splitting tasks, but I was better at
things.
He had to learn.
When making spaghetti, he'd bring
the pot to me to see if he had enough water in!
He was so
helpless, but he di_d have splirit, he di_d want to, he wasn't
being lazy or chauvinistic, he just didn't know how. He was
not a quick learner but he's gotten better. ...
He was real
good at washing floors, dishes, laundry--! wrote out a list
about sorting, shopping. ...
I've learned to live with a
few dishes in the sink.
Dinner parties I probably do
more than my share, because more cooking involved. Sometimes
.

.

.
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i;d get angry but I
couldn't blame him fnr th;,t
times you have to get ornery
and'^tUb'boJrabout'

tH^ng'ti ^o^^^wKeTt^rh^SLte^e^J
^Je^^o^l^A^^'
^-^'^^ -t^o^^hLe^'om b'

:^7r^\''
:he^\"i:^---

things

;

tha^
thai
,s;^s:ri^
somebody else would do the
rJsur^^f
g
f.'.
t ing we'd get a
pizza and there would be e
f
e y

•

cSi

i

A child changed the tempo of
daily life for Alison.

they "used to go out
in by

a

lot."

a

doing the least liked chores.

ing somebody come in five days
to her costs

us

nothing.

sure what we will

astronomical."
as

With

Alison.

a

She'll

child,

a

h'^^
u

Hv"

When childless,

live-in housekeeper filled

"It doesn't cost any more than
hav-

week.
be

That room which is very valuable

leaving this summer, and I'm not

do, maybe have somebody come in.

The housekeeper is

?^

a

Some rates are just

woman of approximately the same age

While Alison did not offer the information,
the housekeeper

appeared to be on quite friendly terms with the
couple.
In

Alison's case, she

is

the neater partner;

in

other cases, the

husband was/is more interested in cleanliness:

I
can't abide cleaning.
Glen can do it when he feels like it
and besides, he's a lot, better at it than I am.
It's something we've never argued about. ...
If there are things
Glen thinks I should do and I [agree but] don't do, then
he
nags me to the point where I either do it, or he'll finally
get so furious that he'll do them himself. ...
It doesn't
happen often. Most things, it seems, are more important to
him than to me to get done (Gail).

Several couples hired household
help early in their
carriage:

sL^^oVths^r/jpe^ndtn'^
scrrL^'?ir^^\^-^-^ing house every Saturdarwe
dec ded it Z.n't
ents decided it wasn't going
either (Gail)

^^^-^

?h:t^st:^^;?hV}rrsr?h?ngs^;TsL

'"""'^
continued to ever s nee that
Tt ICl
day a week-we had'a ??ny''
artLt'' n y'"""?.!!
one comes two days a week
(Jan)

As mentioned, all

'

^^'^^
'^^^ ^

the women with children
needed adjunct help, for

childcare and cleaning.

Surprising was how many childless
couples chose

to hire people to clean
apartments from student days onwards.

students perceive this as

a

participants, who saw it as

Most

luxury, which was not true for
half the P=F
a

means to ease both stresses from
studies

and strains between spouses over
conflicting standards.
All

the P=F women stressed the support
and col leagueship that ex-

isted in their early years of married life.
eral

Denise, for one, wrote sev-

papers with Don linking their two professions.

Beth, like many of

the other women who married classmates,
addressed the mutual

that evolved.

teaching

For the four women in different fields from
their hus-

bands, support in the personal sphere was emphasized.

Still, studying

or working in different environments limited time
together, which usually made a decrease in support as well

as

conflicts.

Gail, for one, who

has been chronicled as becoming more emersed in her studies in
graduate

school, noted:

There were times

"I

I

guess

felt

got [support] the majority of the time.

I

I

needed it and Glen wasn't there; I'm sure he

felt exactly the same way."
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Once again, changes over
t1.e are illustrated
by Alison, as her
career and fa.ily life
developed ,uic.er than
the nor..
The a.ount of
colleagueship decreased for
her after student days.
Wording apart was
one reason.
Also, "the kinds of things
Ada. does now, like
drafting
are difficult to discuss."
Competitiveness emerged as an
issue in regard to job satisfaction
and salary differentials.

Adrw:s"tra^h*?^^^^i^^.5rrs:?r" '''\'

L

and I was .aking a great
deal
m e" h ' e"«a\'°'Af
though he never admitted
it-he didn t like the place
nUr^ Ir was
working in or the oeoole nnr did f
ments.'which he may h e're i
^'n
''tha^ l':"J''l'''-

Zl
^"Hhi^rrt
^
HiHn'f

w^^-'^

"-""^^^V
impact, whether

^-"-'t

spoken or not
I
'''''' ^^'^ he
'
money, but
lll Il had the feeling that
he was aware of it
I
rl
member very distinctly, because
I
always told my fisher how"
''''
'"'^'^ think h
par ts
rea i ed'hr'^^^'r'"'
and I wasn't about to tell
^
''"^^"S
?
thfl
''''''''' ' '^'^
^l^^en
f
ride
ma
.may
have been involved.
Even though my in-laws were <^un "
portive of my going to school, I
still think hey d dn t t
t quite as seriously
as I would have liked.
I
wou d have
'''' ''''''''' '"''^'^ ' ^'^^ ca able n
w ?hv nV^\' .'h'"
^t ^^'^^^ ^^^ve made me feel good
M 'V
^^^^'^
''^y --^^t
i

lev

.

T

u

l:V''r'r^

L Ire

.

'

Usure 2V.:

Alison's comment highlights the interplay
between egocentric thinking
and

sense of oneself as part of an identified
couple.

a

When con-

flicted, Alison apparently places priority
on her family role.
choice
In

is

This

reflected by others.

sum, these P=F women married early and many
embarked on child

rearing while young.

They perceived their relationships

sential part of their lives:

as

the most es-

to fit
There las n^ver"
™de
nVqu nion' "''.l^'^l'
tant thing in my life
most imporI
knnw^tH^*: ''^
says ..thin, criiic^"?!

r."- hVl^rmf s^.^e
ai/r

l£iy"7;Ti^:,^^T;rpu^;s^urm^^"
going to the best graduate
orocr m

-..I^guess.

^

i

^

--^^e.
of

L'?!;'^

reUtionsh^r^aVr^i^-r^Ll

S^Ja^eer

For some, both career
and relationship are
equally valued.

frankly think it would
have been verv diffimn- f„

I

"

'^irnTs «Troi?Se:'^e^°:\h^-"^ r^-^rth^^aLa^jii?

rSr

- rpe-^?TyMa^^

"

---^

Motherhood added an additional
role:
sibility in friendship, and being

a

wife.

"There's

a

tremendous respon-

In a strange way,

are different but equal in
importance" (Alison).

the roles

While Alison states

that the responsibilities of
these roles were more important
to her than

being

a

professional, nere active work or conscious
thought went into

her career.
work.

"We've never had to do active work to
rake the marriage

We travel
In sum,

social

life.

together, sometimes one leading, sometimes
the other."

many P=F women felt ambivalent about
their early success in
Several chose to attend all female schools.

lege, all began dating and five made
commitments.
ners were headed for different professions.

Once in col-

Frequently the part-

The other three women mar-
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Tied Classmates in .edical
school.

-ried.

Before their .id-twenties

This was an important
goal.

all

had

Most of the courtsh,ps
moved

quickly.

The women expressed little
doubts about their
choice of mate
and felt no need for
advice.
Many were attracted
to .en with
perceived
s-1larities. A few looted for a
strong, supportive
male who could satisfy dependence needs.
Differences emerged in the
carriage, often compounded by the pressures of
school.

The most frequently mentioned
role model

for the wife role was

one's mother.

Unfortunately, the traditional
model was not applicable
to the two-career couple.
Household tasks needed to be
divided.
Support was not always forthcoming
when spouses were equally
stressed.
The
birth of a child caused a
disruption, the demands beyond
expectations.
Even though Lillian found herself
pregnant before the start of
graduate
school, she and her husband worked
out a flexible plan to accommodate
to
the situation.
Alison and Jan had children late
in their twenties, at
times of less stress.

All

three women spent

a

few months at home.

Lil-

lian then resumed school, the others
returned to work on part-time bases.

The pattern of infant care is

of P=F women.

world.

Those who had

a

major characteristic of this group

a

baby elected to withdraw from the working

After several months, each reported feelings
of depression and

frustration.

Returning to work or school on

viable solution.

a

part-time basis was

a

Similar to the P/F women, with only one accidental
ex-

ception, the P=F women were 'concerned with
establishing themselves pro-

fessionally prior to child rearing.

In

contrast, as

a

group, the P=F

women planned to leave the job market for an indefinite
period of time
and to resume work half-time.

As will

be seen in

the next chapter,

the
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P/F wonen were unw1„i„g
to interrupt their
professional development
The two P=F ween who
beca.e .ore professionaHy
oriented, and less in
terested in beginning a fa.ily
unit, were Beth and
Gail.
Because of
this transformation, they
are included with the
P/F group in the
future.

PzFwo^:

Sex and other

roM.

Si.i ,ar to the P/F
wo.en

these eight
?-F wo.en reported an
awareness of discrimination
based on gender, but
few felt personally threatened.
In fact, .ost women
antidated the women's movement.
When they entered professional
schools, they were clearly the minority sex.

I

really anti date the women's
movement.

Pe'e^tl^re

^n

I

,

went to medical

^^^^ ^ ^IJ^l^ F

and^way ahead of the men to even
-.ef i^?o' me^di^arfch^o?^^^^

^'^

were'sist'e'rs"''

.or

i

..i

us

''f
1n-th^L^^;r^^^;e^:-^^n^^er.^^r
ih'"

e^r^t^^nl^^lU'betfc^ni^enej^"

'''''

Gail was the exception who was
confronted with discrimination.
to a graduate school

that included only

4

guess at the beginning of my second year,

women in
I

a

She went

class of 25.

"I

was the only woman left in

my class; one transferred with her husband
and the others dropped out.

They weren't too good anyway."

Similarly, there were only

the faculty which consisted of 30 people.

Gail

2

women on

recalled that one was

quite old and further stated, "She never got along
with me or any of the
women students."

This woman interviewed Gail when she was initially ap-

plying for the program and asked questions concerning whether
Gail's
family life was going to interfere with her career, questions that Gail
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feels would now be illeaal
legai.

THp
fhe ;^f+Ti-M^^
attitude conveyed by this
faculty mem-

ber was only the tip of the
iceberg.

said in jest but with skepticism

u

derneat

ot the f^i

I

p"^VsLV'L^:L^i]^i-?^
She Should go to.some
prestigiSu^p'ubii^hingV'estrrinst?^^'
''''' ' ''"'^
^
'
?e
I°had'f
P'^ov^
^
^°
'^uch more than the men
Hid L,l \
'° '''''
to g^t
'
through

•felT 1

Having attended

a

f

women's college, Gail was not used
to such treatment

because half the faculty were women.

an issue, and it may not have
continued to be an
.-cc!"!^
-f^I had gone into a
issue If
traditional women's field
I
did
think about It; it wasn't a conscious
choice,.
.because [of
^^^t, it didn't even occur to me that
' ^'^^^^y^f
wJ
was Tn
entering a male dominated profession until
1
I
got
to
^
[graduate school].
.

^

Looking into the future, in Gail's first job
she faced more overt discrimination.

At this juncture, she was able to leave and find

more to her liking at

a

a

job

women's college, where the atmosphere promoted

students and faculty alike to contemplate the choices
they would face in

balancing careers and family roles.
Beth offers another example.

She did not feel confronted by dis-

crimination because her competency was appreciated.

Rather than threat-

ening men, she received paternal warmth.

I
feel very much the path.
.1 have taken is probably no different than a lot of guys have taken.
I
don't think it would
have been terribly different, [nor easier].
There were times
I
would like to believe that that was the case, particularly
.
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Tur.tii^i^^^^^^^^^
in the training

[program
i
thin
til
the fact that 'there
are certain s.upJ ^w
that men have not had
to face
but ih!
also.
I
think I have had certain

°^

I'.T^
^^'^

Which I
^'^'^ ^o-^^n
'^'^'^^
^^'^

^

t° ^^ce

^^^^

.d^.n^"''"

extent people sometiLs
do
exp"
th?^f h ^ things
\
you that you come up [with]
from
^l^^^^^
so vm. nfJ
That has its advantagerand'd
Ld an aaes°'^u^H"°''^ ^^v^""
tages because-I don't
know if it ?c mf
Personality or the
fact that I am a woman
. Ll
°!.P^°P^^ ^ have worked
with and for, I have had
a ',lrl l.l
^'""^
getting along
with.
I
know n Dart thPv 117. k
^^'^^
[which has bee
'
' 'VhI
e pfu
''''J'''
cursing the fact tha?
I^am-a'woma
t'is'°not'
'T'''
'"^
would have an easier time.
Now ffeel iha?
f
^^ry
much
to my advantage.

^

1

'

^ I

'

Although Beth was treated
differently fro. .ale classmates,
it was not
question of better or worse. This
experience was shared by others.

a

The

resulting phenomenon is that
they, as

a

group, are not moved to
change

the system nor do they want
special privileges.

^'^""^ differentiated it that
wiv aT^ea^t n?!^ V^?^"^
Consequently I am in agreement
with rJhl ?Lc
feminist who feels that men and women
sf^oul^
opt equal
!n
w'^'P
Should get
treatment (Beth).

Alison expressed awareness of occupational
discrimination, but fortunately for her, it is not in her field of
interest:

'

There's still a great deal of discrimination
against women in
the profession.
Most of the business law firms-the silk
stocking firms, blue chip firms, the ones with big
corporate
clients they still don't know how to relate to women.
They've
overcome.
.the idea that there will be female lawyers, but
.they don't really acknowledge women as a force in the
same way they do a man.
They most particularly don't know how
to deal with working mothers.
I'm fortunate because I work in

—

.

.

.
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are .uch more competent th^n
'°
^^-ounierparts
they are workinq fnr Ip^q
^.nM ^
'
peon wages wh
'
h the women Tn slTtTn
lot of families, couples
w ere the TfT'^TK'^'
and the husband'has a h?gh%ing
'

,

'

because
'

^

'''''

job.

Alison's comment illustrates
the more subtle effects
of sex roles,
that is, within the home.
In her case, she
and her husband have
had
several jobs.
At various times she had
more status and/or more
pay, but
currently this is reversed. Adam,
she feels, was not so
comfortable in
the lower position; she can
afford
to be more generous:

f'h^L^r'

to work where

I

want rather than where

a way that s not necessarily
so, because were he to deridP
wanted to work where I am, we could
probably affod th
too
But there's still the fact that
a woman attorney
when
you re making a median salary, that
that's just wonderful
because you're making more than any
other women anyway
a
man making a median salary, then
he's somehow failed'
It
^^''^"^^ and possessions still are the way you judge
npnnL
people.
The power that money can buy, the
security or what-

In

e

'''' '''''''' cards'that lUtle
klds'hlvp''^
-'l' the fact
kids
have.
I
m ''''.''J'-not diminishing
that.
.the cost of
living IS high, but the status is so
important.
.

Jan also found the women's movement to
be supportive of her domestic

life-style, where she had persistently worked
to change stereotyped sex
roles

Those things started to become louder just when I was
feeling
them strongly.
We always felt we were doing okay.
I
never
felt angry at my husband, that I needed to go to "consciousness raising" groups to figure out how to do it.
I
always had
the choices, and he has participated a lot.
But I found the
things that were going on, supporting the decisions we had
made.
I
don't know why I was so adamant about the 50-50 decisions of labor even before the movement began.
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universally then, these wo.en
were not influenced
overtJx by the
Changing climate of fe.lnisn;
but both they and often
times their

spouses, were aware of the
issues of egal i tariani sm
being raised:

lrlUlt""l°ll'l^ tMnf
''f
think, unless
ihtl

™^t.

my memory is failina

took care of the drudqe work
toaPthpr

kI^.

\i

1"

I

i;ve read some stuff that
feminist writers have written

re-

^^^^

and

just didn t have time or I was
1
in a male Hnmin
ated environment-graduate school
and resear h job- and I had
very few women colleagues and
very few women
?
these issues I sorted out for myself,
anyway.
it's n ce
90 through the same ^hings as I've gone
^h.n"°H
through.
Maybe it will help me in the future,
in other^k nds
of choices that I have to make (Gail).
.

fredsS
.

Gail

perceives that her awareness of the
concerns of the women's move-

ment did not come to her in
a

women's school.

a

very real sense, until she was teaching
at

It is noteworthy that given

the many feminists that

surrounded her and her own activities in some
study groups, she still
claims that she was not overtly influenced.
Being

a

mother, on the other hand, often concerned employers
and

brought the women face to face with constraints of that
role.
had enough security in her job to take

a

Alison

leave of absence with the un-

derstanding that she could return when she wanted, for as many
hours
she wanted.

Lillian experienced some discrimination, but like the

others, expected no more than equal treatment.

Already mentioned

in

as
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her experience with a professor
who called her "Miss
L" the P,gger her
stomach got.

When

I

was eight months pregnant

I

rlirf

ing out for an interview,
which was

.u.

i-ho

""'"^ of

goof»^f ll""'/
°^
blatant bias I have perceived
!
"SL?
'
you going to make ^i
amily " - h" llrflt"!'"''
was furious,
I
remember .y res ^(se v
rfw
have made it through graduate
school in thr

'

Shic^'wa's
me lenath of

n

all

this
fn. Of women^rstuff^a^^^rth'e^' e
ated.
I
knew I wouldn't get a job.

In

thers.

general, these P=F women lacked
role models of professional
moThose who did-Lillian, Sara and
Denise-were quite apprecia-

tive, but met these women late in
their training.
good friends sufficed.
had

a

Only

a

.

school, lived with

.and were not particularly

few participants were fortunate in
that

they received support from female colleagues.
in medical

earlier years,

In

Several women reported that their
closest friends

traditional outlook, "married early.

academic" (Lillian).

a

inrun^'^^::r?^rrr

a

Beth,

woman who became

a

for example, while

surgeon.

Surgery

is

field so populated by men, and so time demanding,
that even the most

ardent career women interviewed veered away from this
pursuit.
still

considers her ex-roommate to be her best friend.

times, most of her friends are two-career couples.

Beth's experience,

a

In

Beth

current

Not to diminish

sentiment typical of the P/F women previously con-

sidered was expressed by Gail:

The only things I had ever seen was my family, my friends'
families--my friends in high school, and none of their mothers
had ever worked.
So I didn't have anybody to look at.
As I

"^""^
The other was married
5^"9le.
to another nniin
? ^
;dn't get to know her
'
we
We dVd
lV'"'l'^ther but not social.
°^ ""'"^ stuff toge}
So I didn't hi
about this with. My best
°^ ^^""^^
talk
^
fr end i^
male, as were most,
^
™=
bufthe feUow T^^^ "f'
as Glen was a man who
""""^
"'th
was marr IS to Tn ,
working in an office at B
so
^"^ coutd support "|]°
° she
near him.
him and be

Xl

'

'

r

f

These data lead us to ask

a

"chicken or egg" question.

Apparently
those wo.en with more
conventional friends retained
those attitudes
Those Who Shifted toward the
P/F group reported
best friends who were
professionals and couple friends
who were mainly two-career.
Unanswerable at this point is if
one's choice of friends
sustains one's traditional outlook or supports
and bestows a new definition
of self.

response to the question, "Who
supports your feeling of being
woman?", the relies were uniform.
Alison encapsulated the
sentiment:
In

Adam

and people at work reinforce my
femininity.

Giving birth and nur-

sing are also important aspects
of female sexuality."

In actuality,

most responses were more condensed
than Alison's was.

In general,

these

P=F women paid limited attention
to their inner experience of
being
woman.

male.

"I

...

have lots of different kinds of
feelings about being
I

a

really don't understand the question"
(Gail).

ingly enough, Sara addressed another
facet of the question.

a

a

fe-

InterestShe report-

ed that being a female brings an added
dimension to her medical work.

For example, if a patient is discovered
to have cancer of the uterus,

male M.D. will worry about the patient's life.
if the patient will
as equivalent to

a

Sara's first concern is

lose her uterus, which she feels can be experienced

losing one's life.
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One role occasionally
mentioned was that of
being a daught er and
adjusting to being a
daughter-in-law. Alison
was .ost affected by
this
for two reasons.
One is that she saw the
emotional effect and
added
responsibilities placed on her
husband when he lost
a parent.
Two is
that her father lives alone.
"My father is getting
on in years.
It ™y
come to a point where he no
longer can take care of
himself.
He'll end
up living with us or nearby,.
.depending on the needs of
the family!
.

I

wouldn't institutionalize him."

Finally, two women spoke of
social and political
concerns that occupied their energies in college.
As work and marriage
consumed more
time, these activities were
drastically curtailed. Denise
commented
that her "focus narrowed on doing
my thing, then going home
and being a
wife."
Jan also spoke of regrets that
her marriage prevented her
from
contributing to the alleviation of
health problems in undeveloped
countries.

In contrast,

Beth got more involved with
worldwide health care

after completing residency requirements.
In sum,

all

but did not feel

the P=F women were aware of
discrimination based on sex

personally threatened.

The standard modus operandi was

that if one was competent, professors
were fair.

These women were rela-

tively unaffected by being the minority sex
in school.
the additional

attention received as an advantage.

more negativity on the part of employers.

Some perceived

Motherhood inspired

Whether intentional or not,

women chose specialty areas less prone to overt male
chauvinism, and
ones more likely to accommodate the future plans for
children.
for example, reflected that "being
of [child psychiatry], at all.

a

Irene,

female didn't influence my choice

It's just something

I

was good at, un-
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derstood and had

a

leaning toward hut
^'
^

t

a-a

something with flexiThe atmosphere created
..the women, movement
was denied
their wor. or domestic
lives.
Regardless, the behaviors
n
suggest strong concerns
with atypical
i-ypicai sex roles,
rnip.
leaning towards an
androgynous model

—

^

^^ehours..

i

other ™,es. such as
political radical, decreased
in importance as
demands fro. school increased
in pressure.
The role of daughter
™oved
into prominence only when
confronted by
illness or death.

liBill Dominant Pattern (F/P)
£ZP aen.

As in prior chapters, no
men were deemed appropriate
for this

group.

fZP women:

Professional roje.

Six women entered college
with the no-

tion that their family life
would take priority over a
career.
a

In fact,

career was less the goal than
was an interesting job.

Given this orientation, it is not surprising
that most F/P women did not
progress
steadily through professional
training.
Their stages were often interrupted to pursue jobs or to follow
spouses.
Half the women ventured
into graduate school, the others
became lawyers.
By age 28, three had

completed their schooling.

All

but one had married, though this
woman

proves to be an exception in various
ways.
The notion of work as an interesting
sideline to the maternal role
was supported in the culture.

teaching or secretarial work.
ties to many F/P women.

Parental expectations were limited to

These fields were reasonable possibili-
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My mother had been an
English teachpr apH t^.t u
was what I
was always the best in and thJ nn^
.
^
ways loved to read
realf didn t consider
'"^-i"
^
anything
very seriouslv
else
T"thn .IV I
'"''^^
1^'''''^.
I
decide Tn 'teac ing^b a^^^^^
'
^ood career
for a woman in the ense that
'^J'^^^r^^ ^
f
You could stop a d ave ch
dr
a
TaV^rV^'.'-'V
knew you couldn't do in ot er
careers' And ^n"

1

'

^'r^^^l^^^'
for'; whi^e (Nancy)°'''''-

one need law school for?"

T^''

-F^o'gr^are ItlTl'l
\

^^^^^^"^

'

Alternative goals were questioned.

"

^'^^ worked

Rhonda's mother felt, "What
did any-

Virginia's father questioned if
she would ever

practice law; "He was doubtful.

.

.what I'd ever do with

a

law degree."

Helen's father was discouraging for
other reasons:

absolutely no idea
^
L^'ho
to do, 't'^.^'^'J"
I
thought maybe I should become a
lawyer
That
was before being a lawyer was in
style.
[My fatherl'said
whatever for?" He thinks being a lawyerS's
'
really d
He doesn t see that as the core of
his life.
He's interested
in al
sorts of cultural things, museums and
poetry
He
doesn t even talk about his job, [so]
I
had a very unclea^ idea
of what being a lawyer involved.
I
still think it is kind of
interesting.
I
go to his office and watch him operate.

Itf
what

.

Given the lack of parental encouragement and

from high school teachers, it

approached college in
as

a

is

a

"

similar disinterest

not surprising that most of these women

casual manner.

The majority described themselves

"not very bookish."

I
think most people aren't really studious by nature.
They'll study if they have to, but, if given the chance, or
given the choice, [they] don't chose to read books and sit in
the library and write.' And I think it comes more natural for
most people to get a job (Nancy).

I
am basically a very lazy person which means it is a damn
good thing I work under pressure.
Maybe.
.1 know I can afford to be lazy because I can work under pressure. ...
If
.
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ciently (Kathleen)
(Kathleen).

'°

^

""Jch

more

efft

I messed around
in colleae
r*.
the time of sit-ins.
'^"'"^'"S
sixties,
I
lived in',
did a lot of politickina I^h
^ ^"""""^ "it"! Tom Hayden
?
Pl^^^d a lot of bridge.
thought that i?
cou d a-?"^,
classes, fine.
'° ^
°f
i
iTa rLdJ °"
me.
I could give
'^"'^
interested
you a MDer i^ ^n'™,'" I"'"'"
tie has been said
"""^

\

'

.

Lt

l'cou^d;t'?h::roT(Rh':^^:n

Lr^^eVyou ::r^nirg^:i^g"'ii^g^i^^-K°r

any expectations.
j"st wasn
I
had nVdL?
any particular ambitions
P'^"=' °'t,^
I
v.^^"!^
ing to [school in] New
°^ 9°"
England'
r
intelligently.
''''
I
didn't
'actual
"""^"^v "i^n
d"
t know anything as [my children]
don't now
^''^ ""ege at the
time was not a very qood srhnni ;„h
;
to be.
°
'''''
After a cou e oJ yelr
'"'''l"'
in getting a better
'nterested
education (Virginia)
.

'

V

S-:!

'

.

.

hlr^

.

Virginia transferred to

school with

a

a

better curriculum, "but

I

really

wasn't very much involved in
the college life other
than the courses.
That had to do with transferring
in the middle and living
at home."
Kathleen was one F/P woman to
go through
ing her college years.

a

role transformation dur-

The impetus for her change
was an advisor.

Kath-

leen had vacillated between
majors, finally settling on
a course of study
that appeared easy to handle.
To begin with, she decided
to become a

teacher in order to receive
ly,
"I

scholarship for future teachers.

a

she chose a field that she was
good at.

just never really gave it

partment was something of

attention to them."

a

She received little advice:

great deal of thought.

a joke.

Natural-

The guidance de-

They tried, but nobody paid

a

lot of

During her first year, she questioned her
decision.

"Math had always been easy to me and
suddenly it was difficult,.

.

.and
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I

was lazy and

I

didn't like thinn.

.

^^'^

^

—

- -.e
7";°^

-

.a,o.

that

I

had to work at

. a. a. soco... ...3 sc«M„;

on-

app^ace.

a.t

„e.e.

^-

an obstacle than
she expected.
She
exoprtori

.p...™.
h

a

A

somewhat feared"
professor spent two
hours with her discussing
her motivation to
transfer.

your CO,,
^egrIduc:i?o"nMrft":d"1^^„^5r^„^^r^"™Jor in street
cleaning, hair dressina f.ttl
9"
whatever."
really impressed w th w^,^ ^^°"
I
„as
"^f ''^ °:
"'""'^
first person who sort of
the
"^^
sa d
"'""''^ ^oo'- this
is what you are
"'
doino
,
''^oause
of him I
stayed [on]
tf\.L.'
t'T'^
sideline,.
really ias interested
.but I
noc^nlnV
"0
honors thesis Which I
' ''^"'^
^°
did

f

T

,

-

.

There are several elements
in Kathleen's life
story that are repeated in the case histories
of other F/P women.
One, which has already
been considered, is the
laissez-faire attitude toward
college courses.
Second, a characteristic also
shared with some P/F and P=F
women is a
passive approach to choosing
careers.
Third is the significant
influence
of advisors.
Fourth, is an attitude that if
dissatisfied with a program,
transfer.
Each of these points will
be considered in this section.
The passive approach to
determining careers has been

theme among many of the women
interviewed.
tration, Helen another.

Helen settled on

spent her junior year abroad.

a

persistent

Kathleen offered one illusa

major in philosophy, but
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In my junior year abroad
I
discovprpH t
ocn
^"
German and that it was very difflruU
o h
'''''
other field when you were a
senior and L.hi'
^^^dits
in other fields
"^^^ ^^^"^^
As I ra.? ^hn
year, all my^f^ienSs^
ft^^^^e^^fab^ ^a^! wttJe^^^t^Jal

/

?Sra?ear-^i\-rif almL-t

1^

^r^^

^ ^^^^

^^"^

A noteworthy fact in Helen's
account is that she was an
exception
to

the first point,

that of approaching college
casually.

She was ac-

cepted at one of the top women's schools.

Virtually everyone when I graduated went
to a sinqle sex college
They were very prestigious then and
all thi top people
in the class just divided up the
schools more or less, and ap^''^^ decision. ...
We all got ourselves stashed
LJ!
away Kbefore everyone else did.
Everyone was very seri^
ous and worked very hard.

r

.

.

.

'

Fran was also exceptional

in that she approached college with
the serious

intent to take premedical courses.

women to attend
from

a

In addition,

prestigious women's school on

she was one of the few
a

scholarship, coming

home where parents had limited formal education.

a

Fran fantasized

that her college classmates were both wealthy and well-educated.

This

led to exaggerated insecurity about her capabilities.

was really unprepared for X
College because I came from
rotten high school.
It was quite a shock that I couldn't
easily make A's.
It was a very hard adjustment.
The
first few years were the worst years of my life.
It
took a long time and a lot of pain to slowly realize I was
competent. ...
I
felt like an upstart.
.and I hadn't
resolved things enough to feel proud of my past. ... My
brother was at C
and for my parents, it was wonderful
having children at such places.
It made it hard for me to
tell them what a difficult time I was having.
I
worked it out
I

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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with the help of friends
and teachers.
The process of adjusting
cost Fran the attainment
of her goal of medical
school.
Clearly, emotional things kept
me from achieving,"
she stated.

get^t^to L^?c\r:ch°oor
ITnl lo^j^:'^
because
was an area my bro^^eV^^^^
b

U

to

^r

en^^° eln'^^^^

4^

i
went ['o'r2 s^h o^r
L^ia^tJca^^^ranS^^^'mously.
Ifs what college s
d
^be
Trsma' il' '"T
atmosphere.
I
blossomed there.
Afte^ law^rhnni' ?
took premed courses, applied,
°
and did nSt et n
v
a
checkered record of having done many
things
.

sum,

In

Sisters^

it appears

that attending even the most
prestigious Seven

schools was no assurance for directive
career counseling.

norm was to slide into vocations or
to pursue programs by default.

The

While

these patterns were observed in the
histories of other women, "checkered

records" were universal for the F/P
group.
A discussion on the third point
drawn from Kathleen^s report, that
is,

the effect of advisors,

F/P women are considered.

is

deferred until the histories of the other

The fourth point,

was surprisingly common in this group.

the tendency to transfer,

Three of the six actually trans-

ferred from one school or program to another, and
the other three explored
this possibility.

In all,

one transferred colleges, one graduate school,

and another switched programs within graduate school.

Mention has al-

ready been made of Virginia's transferring colleges to seek
cation.

mother;

a

better edu-

Another motivating factor was the illness and death of her
'!

went home [partly] to be with my father."

Nancy has bitter recollections of her first graduate school.

"I
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d1dn.tli.ec

They were very blase."

.

She was disappointed
with

the gigantic classes,^^ consisting
of hundreds of students,
and the i.personal atmosphere.

thesis advisor.
Most of the faculty there reallv Hadn't c
very interested in students.
Hany'^f'S ^r^^J t\ hT
ars
and they were just writing their
next book.
they real
ly d dn't care whether you were
there or not.
They certai^lv
d dn't care whether you were
interested or not.
Thej didn't
make any attempt to motivate.
.

^

.

.

.

Nancy had not found college that
intellectually stimulating, but graduate
school was worse.

"The emphasis was much more petty and
picayune.

They

were more concerned with getting the
footnotes right, rather than discussing ideas."

She resented the emphasis on scholarship of
an author,

and critical approaches to works.
was why

I

quit after

a

year.

I

"It was very disappointing and that

decided that

was just tired of going to school."

ceiving

I

wanted to work because

Nancy left that school after re-

master's and worked at

a

variety of jobs.

tive about where to go to pursue

a

Ph.D.

a

I

She was more selec-

Helen was also dissatisfied with her graduate school.
Nancy, Helen did not want

a

fer schools was thwarted,

partly because her timing was off.

break in her studies.

Unlike

Her attempt to trans-

During the

first year,

I
remember talking to one of my teachers and saying it was
just awful,
I
had applied to Harvard when I originally applied to graduate school and I thought I would transfer.
I
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the middle of summer and try
and'chan

"iJ?

r"t e^° 1- ^And
had been acAnyway, he was very snotty,
very very snottv
incredibl^ sno't
Heiltle'

'''^'^'^'y

cepted.
e t d'"

l.rJir.^'^'t

I

^

::fte?V^e%o'^re^^rrra"^sfe?r^

'^^^^' ^^

When asked why she did not accept
Harvard the first time, Helen cited
several reasons.

For one, she was curious about
the Midwest.

For an-

other, she preferred financial aid from
the school rather than assistance

from parents.

She had not applied for aid from Harvard
expecting that

she would not receive any.

"I

remember there was some pressure from my

parents at the time to go to Harvard.
send you.'

played

a

I

And they were saying,

thought it would be better to be independent."

'We will

Naite

large part in Helen's decision,

I
didn't really have an image of myself being a very strong
candidate which I think was false.
It had to do in part with
the fact that X
College had a very tough grading system
and I didn't have a fantastic average.
I
had about a Baverage,.
.and I just didn't think that that was going to be
opening the doors to financial aid.
I
had absolutely no idea
what you needed to get into graduate school.
.

Helen returned to M
ture husband.

University, and shortly afterwards met her fu-

His course of study required extensive trips abroad, which

provided Helen some distance' from her program.
Not all

the F/P women went straight to professional schools after

graduating college.
from all

Their choice to delay their training sets them apart

the other participants

in this study.

Developing

a

professional
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T

^-.s

She saw for herself
during these years.

Of the options

There were three al ternati
vp<;
(i\
got married, which
wasn't about to do
I
(9)
York or Washington and
^° ' '^'^^ ^'^^ New
"become a aloHf !
couldn't even do that]
^
because
?o I n't'^''!'^'
self, so those prospects
^^^^ ^° ^^^^
^
wer^ nnt
it
school, [whichj^eemef
graduate
eaLna e
a tl'rf^"°"'
since they were paying
^^'^^
'^'^
^
yo
to do it
v
your little pittance [which]
wasn't taxab ^
ing much worse than
^^""^
doall vour fripnHc
^
^°
jobs in New York City
^^eir
"
pavina r di^
taxed on their mi
'''''''
rable 1
?le
^
-gi^^nted they
used to go off to vacation^ in r
E^^°Pe which I couldn't
afford
(numbers added)
•

'

'

•

J

f
'

^"

i

'

Kathleen chose the third
course and entered graduate
school without much
enthusiasm for becoming a
professional.
Getting a master's degree
was
her immediate goal; it provided
a moratorium on
lifelong goals.
This was
also true for Helen.

It through that, more or less
intending to grab my master's
''"''^'^'^y ^^^P^ng
mouth shut about that
(Kath?een)°'

Helen was advised by friends to put down
tions, rather than an M.A.
vice.

.

a

Ph.D. as her goal on applica-

"Actually it turned out to be very good ad-

.because it turns out that most women apply
for M.A. programs."

Both women stayed to complete Ph.D.'s.

Once you get settled into the program, you get moving
along
and once again you follow through on the momentum.
One year
leads to the next and you think, "I can't really throw
all
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Ph.D., it would be stupid
9^' '
not ?o "
n'"^ ? '^'"'^ '° "'"^''^
my thesis that I rea
^'^*^
'
'
'?
y started aett
nn into
getting
it.
Up until
then it had been three vLrr^?
'^"^ '
that turned or^t'^t^ft
^o^nt tlZl^r''''
'

Clearly Helen and Kathleen chose

to

attend graduate school
without the

initial determination to become
professionals.

Their enthusiasm grew

over time.
A similar lack of motivation
prompted other women to enter
the job

market.

Their years with intermediary
jobs proved only

a

detour to the

development of professional selves.

"^-'^"'^ 5° straight to law
school is because I
?hn
I
thought academics
were a waste.
I
worked for awhile
It was clear after the first
year that it wasn't the'wav"r'
""^^ ^
would spend my life (Rhonda).

^

I
actually didn't go to law school until
three ypars after I
graduated from college.
I
had thought about it, [but!
wasn t really highly enough motivated
at that time to do it
and I guess I just assumed that I would
get along fine without
a graduate degree so why go
through all that trouble and expense?
I
had a few different jobs, nothing of any
great significance.
I
did some travelling and.
.worked in Europe
But It was a variety of not so exciting
jobs--I had learned
to type and take shorthand and that was
the entry into the
various jobs, except for one. ...
I
obviously wasn't getting anywhere.
I
became interested in politics in Y
City
and I took part in campaigns and went to meetings
and essentially got the feelings that unless you had a law degree
or some
professional standings you weren't going to get very far, and
that's when I started thinking more seriously about going to
law school (Virginia
I

.

)

When Nancy tired of school, she accepted
to an

eminent physician.

ing job.

Without

a

job as an editorial assistant

a

master's, she could not find

a

teach-

She expected to "work on his manuscripts, but as it turned out

it was more secretary than anything else.

.

.

.

Even though the job was
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Of .1„.,v

-9

U

feu

,ood to „o.. an.

on parents.
.

.

.

to get an apartment."

<

was

ti

.a.

saU.y, net Just

a

.ed of not hav,-„g

.e .epen.

own .cney.

,
wanted
When Nancy decided
to return to school,
a f,exib,

program was important to her.

You had to have ome means
9° Part-time,
If ,ZnTl^°"
being a full-timrgraSua e
r"^"^'-^^!! ^"'^ ' think
en
anyway
because I think people need
he stimulation
H'l utof doing something
practical.

L

Rhonda and Virginia chose to
enter law school, both
.aking spur-ofthe-moment decisions. They went
to schools that would
consider late appi ications

—

Ui^Tversity had a law program
that started in Jan.i;,rv
called two weeks before.
It worked out
My
reasonable, my boards were good,
and they had room
We
finished in two-and-a-hal
which was des?rable (Rhonda)
f years
y
I

,

took the law school aptitude
test in the spring and decided
wanted to go that fall, and wrote
to several schools no t of
which wouldn't even send me an
application,
it was loo
^PP^^""^^'o" which required a long statement
I

I

ofl^ rintL';

^'^^'^ ^^'1^ that out, and
' ^'"^y^^
^
very short application and quickly
acce ted
P""^^^"^ choosing, it was the only
^''^
n?;.!
T
place I real y applied.
There wasn t al
that umLU]
[much]
competition (Virginia).

ulZ.L
Harvard

sent. me

a

.

.

.

1

'

Delaying school increased the interest
ing a lawyer.

in

law and inner" fantasies of be-

Rhonda began with grandiose expectations:

law school, it was

a

way to shake the world, start

ginia's goals were more modest:

"When

I'd maybe get involved in some local

I

"When

revolution."

a

started law school,

politics.

But

myself running for office or doing something big.

I

I

I

started
Vir-

assumed

never thought of

My expectations were
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that there would be

so.elUtle

niche for

Professional schools
represented

a

,„e,

"

someplace

range of challenge
and interest

Law school surpassed
Virginia's expectations.

[Harvard] was really great
1
i,,<;t 1„„
j ..u,
was really very excited
and
about iT
l^'^H^^t^^Ily very
stimulating.
I
had never °eal v'
'^rf
teaching was so good--courses
where
were 's,; cLn"^"^ing.
I
very very hard.
worked
My first vear I LrS,
h'
''"^ anything except
work, but I enjoyed it

T""
^

Fran, as already mentioned,
enjoyed law school enormously,
though she

matriculated wUhout enthusiasm.

Helen began graduate
school with trep-

idation

In

fact, when

I

first aot nut tn m

-ool'^e^did^^^tt
^coupiVa-^
do ?

'

.

'

1

aT
[A fri

;;d

X-^'^b"^"?^
y

no^by-? o^^h-fo^

about this now, but

I

:a°id'

?h°:

"?"'^''.

'

?-L?sch^^-

was pretty nervous then.

Helen's performance anxieties were
mitigated after

a

l

^

few exams:

Graduate school was about 700 times
easier than undergraduate
scnool
It was much, much, much less work.
I
also had
not put together the fact that I
had very good grades in my
major, and here you are doing work
in a field which is essentially your major and of course you are
good.
And in fact I
nad come from a very good school, so
I
had a very good background, compared to other students, so I
wasn't really very
j
j
nervous very long.
.

•

.

Like Fran, Kathleen began professional

vation.

Her enthusiasm grew in time.

training without much moti-

She had several fortunate breaks
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wh1c. expedlated he.
passage tH.o.g. the
graduate sc.oo, obstacles
one, during her first
year, a new progra.
was 1n,t1ated.

Po.

That program was a lot
more liberal e« i
requirements so I fit in?o
^ '°
[U]
inder that'f
Program '"P'
if you
got a certain average
vau a^t nn^
°'
I
managed
Jim.
to Le'thft a
''V' P^^"
a e
The second
lim, which was originally
premore sDeri;i,',;/
'"''"^'^
third-year paper,.
a
an extensiSp
"'^^'^'^
you would then ha^e
[?^Jee1 oeni »

^

'°\tr'

.

could ?LV°^^"^^*^°"^-^
lead into your thesis,
which

in

Ifend^U ''Zt

my case did!

.

one^^?ho^^™^a^^?"f?^:t-^-Lr*1fw^f;^.'°?s '^-"^^

t%in.^^es^LV?ri[-?hT{

get

fiVr

f-^^^

"^^^ ^^^^

inL'iral ^ou'jTLs^d:

By her fifth year, Kathleen
prepared to begin the dissertation
in earnest.
Instead of teaching, "I had borrowed
money from my grandmother

and father and that puts you under
done."

With the financial

a

certain obligation to get things

problem solved, Kathleen put herself
on

a

schedule

I
ran subjects during March, analyzed
the data during April
and wrote during May.
[Then] it was just a matter of passing
around chapters
.getting comments, putting it together, and
letting it go through the system.
I
came back in July and had
orals, which are more or less a formality.
The chairman gets
reports from everybody on your thesis, and if
they are really
too terrible, you don'tgo through your
orals.
It is fairlv
civilized.
.

Kathleen's experiences

in

they typified the pattern.

graduate school were reported at length as
For her, as for the others, the dissertation
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was

U

a

™:or

done..
.

hurdle.

"The thesis was

a

hassle, deadlines and
getti ng

.getting it t.ped, co.pl,i„g

Of the graduate school.

.

.

.

«uh

the ..les and

Everybody goes through
that."

.egulatLs
On the

other hand, Kathleen's
budding awareness of
herself as a serious
scho
Ur begins to set her apart fro. the
other participants in
the group
AS her wor. became a
priority in her life,
building the foundation

for

a

con™itted relationship became
less

a

focus.

This was not so true
for

the others

Even though these F/P „o.en
had begun to think
seriously of careers
in their .id-twenties,
their relationships ca.e
first.
One proble. that
faced several women was trying
to do their work while
away from their
university.
Helen's history illustrates
this pattern.
She met and married her husband during her
second year of graduate school.
For various
reasons her course of study was
interrupted three times. Her
third year
was spent in another city where
"Harry got a job which we hoped
would be

draft deferrable.
school."
advisor.

...

I

„as only too glad to get away
from graduate

Helen had left before establishing

a

close rapport with an

Consequently, she was not advised to
use her fellowship

in an-

other school near where she lived that
year, nor did she know that she
could put her fellowship in abeyance.
Upon her return to M
I

not get

a

fellowship, but

not there and
out.

.

,

I

Instead, she relinquished it.

"to my chagrin
I

I

wasn't going

wasn't anyone's little pet.

.but that was

a

little annoying.

discovered that not only did
to get a T.A.

...

I

because

I

was

worked that all

That was the transition from

favoritism to quality, and doing things on people's
merits."
Helen's schooling was interrupted

a

second time.

"I

had gotten a
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grant to go to Germany to
cons.U so.e archives
which turned out to
be
tetany n-d1cu,ous and useless.
We did get to go
to Europe and travel
a little bU."
The third interlude
was the lengthiest.
Helen accompanied Harry to Africa where
he completed his
field work.

The creep who was the
chairman of the deoartmpnt
"fPartment.
.tried to
give me a hard time
He <;siH
"v„,
Off again a third time
9°
t'o Jimes is'b ^L*''.' ^™
thought It would be a
'
wonde^fuT^^v^^t
^^^^ ^„ ..i'
.

"
Tore
ZJI
told them
ToWt:T'
was going
I

1

Helen had

?

^af JerTca^e^f^rb^!

to Africa to make c-,,L lltl

j

pleasant time in Africa, but
her studies did not advance as expected.
She left M
in the middle of preliminary
exams
a

on five topics, which were
normally given in one week.

asked for permission to take three
and
' ^^udy, and I did in
the American
?he^Amer
can Embassy
mh?.'
agree to administer
didn t count on was that there
wasn't.
I

.

?J
that

then take the rest in
fact get someonf t
the exam.
What I
.enough avai able for

department agreed
Obviously there was nothing that they
could
couldn't insist that I undergo this exam
because
'JZiJ't^l
^''^
^^'^
'^'^ understanding
aboit that'
1
I

""^L
could.

I

While living in Africa, Helen occupied
herself by teaching English to

foreigners.
money.

Her minimal salary covered the rent.

...

I

"When

from Africa.

I

.

liked to earn

don't like to work for free, especially [in] teaching,

since that is my profession."
exams.

"I

didn't think
.1

decided

I

Still, she worried about the mandatory
I

was going to be able to get Harry back

was just going to come back by myself.

.

.
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r,__.

we came bac. to

was too ,ate to ta.e

.

the. .p

a

„ee...

p.e...

.b.t 1t was o.ay, the
department had

.

lot more flexIMe."

He,en became

a

The,.,™.,
.eany gotten

a

student again, with the
added burden

Of studying for prelims
based on different
coursework.
Even with her
fears, She had fun.
was a lot of wor., but
we had a group of
people
studying in the same office and
that, i„ a sense, is
my best memory
of

graduate school

.

Even though she was once more
in an academic
environment, Helen had
trouble beginning her thesis.
The semester after prelims
she taught and
read mystery stories.
thesis and had

a

could not obtain

'.Harry was

fairly tight schedule."
a

herself a schedule.

He was working on th,s

When her husband finished,
he

job, which was fortuitous for
Helen.

they would remain in M

1t was

very annoyed.

"Once

that hard to write."

Knowing that

for one last year, she
buckled down and set
I

started working on it,.

.

.1

don't think

She prodded her thesis advisor,
who was

It anyone was going to set
tne schedule it was going to have to
be me.
I
guess
after that first semester when I read
mystery novels and didn't
do anything, he told me I had to come
and see him every Tuesday, which was what he did for the schedule.
So I did in fact
have to appear at his door and hang around,
waiting for him
He made everyone do that.
It was really pretty aggravating because we'd have to sit there and wait
hours and he
wouldn't necessarily have anything to say, but he
wanted you
to come anyways.
Since he did make me do that, I did begin to
go through the motions. ...
.

In

review, there are noticeable differences and similarities

in

Helen's passage through graduate school when compared to
Kathleen's.
Both developed self-discipline, especially when confronting
dissertation

requirements.

On

the other hand, Kathleen was absorbed into the pro-
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9ra., and the syste.
generated enthusiasm

The .-ent., process,
and
the poor tiding of the
Intermissions lengthened
Helen's schooling
Also
being a student in ahsentia
fostered a sense of
isolation i„ Helen
"i
felt fairly anonymous
because every year I had
another advisor and
I
didn't end up belonging
to a particular class."
Li.e Helen, all the'
graduate students who followed
their spouses found
part-ti„« Jobs while

financial
a

reasons or to maintain a
continuity with their field
and with
peer group.
Law school, however, could
not be managed long distance.

and Virginia interrupted
their studies to be with
husbands.

Both Fran
Fran met

Fred the summer after her first
year.

great summer and got
y^''
worked n
^ea.
h^' r':-.-^
legal liH
aid while
Fred finished his third year
[of law!
We
had a great time.
Then we moved back to B
and Reversed
roles; Fred supported me through my
last y^iTT"

mLno/^J^''"^

a

'

When reflecting upon the course of
these F/P women's professional

development, an observation can be made with
certainty.

these women did not make careers their
first priority.
were interrupted by jobs and husbands'

plans.

who went straight through was Kathleen.
was paved with ambivalence.
an art school.

that

Their studies

The only F/P participant

Still, each step of her way

college, she almost transferred into

After college', she would have married if an appropriate

man were available.
a

In

This is,

master's degree.

She approached graduate school with an eye towards

Later on, she took her work more seriously.

most graduate students, she chose not

to

accept

a

Unlike

teaching or research
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assistantship in order to devote
all her time to her
thesis.
rowed money to make this possible.

She bor

Given these events,
Kathleen's ori

entation shifted toward the P/F
group, within which she
will be included
in the next chapter.
Kathleen, Fran and Rhonda completed
their professional training
before age 28.
Rhonda chose to have children
-before entering the job
market.

Fran delayed work by returning
to school

yed courses.

When she was not accepted into

for

a

a

year to take pre-

local medical

school, she

looked around for an alternative to
practicing law.

I

was very lucky to get

u

job [on P.B.S.]
was
^^ey needed someone with a law
hlllarnnL^K^^'''
'''' '''''''' ^'^^
legal
eqa matters.
m tters
... It was a ^'^^^T
good show, I really loved it
^'
30t my service jobs:
'
commun y a
hi
f fr.
''If''
fairs,
hearing officer, public housing.
a

-

'

With difficulty, Kathleen found
"It was

a

into."

On the negative side,

good experience.

It

little research possibilities.

a

is

teaching job at

a

no place that I'd ever want to settle

it was

strictly

a

teaching school with

While this format granted "freedom from

publishing, it led to more power politics, cliques,.
which Kathleen attributed to the faculty inbreeding.

professional ranks, but power was informal."
she began to feel

like

a

quality college.

.

.pettiness,"
"There were no

On a more positive note,

professional.

When in graduate school, you have a foot in each camp.
You
teach the undergraduates but you are the students of the faculty; you are neither fish nor fowl.
From one point of view you
listen to the students give you their excuses about papers,
and you are turning around and giving the same old excuses.
You are not in on administrative decisions. ...
We were
clearly students and to students we were faculty. At N
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N°'^'^l\yTd?^l:f.l^T^

^tn-ctly faculty.

.

.

.

.but health foods and medit. Hnn
5^^°'^^ ^ ^^^^ there,
^
comingj the trendy thing
"9 over, [beto di
t w^^"?
'°
kids talk about how
you'poppe^-n hro ^tha?^"'
that,
.and sitting
back and watching how you
felt
?f
me feel the qap was wide
^^'^ "^^^^
enough
^f^'"
things like tha^, that I
Tou^tt-identi y'
•

.

•

'

'

*

rfth^Ifa^rtJat

:ike^rr:as^Sna\^e-th^n-g

As in prior chapters,

had cannot be understated.

the influence that role
models or advisors
As discussed in the
opening of this section,

the parents of the F/P women
were, as

sional goals.

L^^^^-"-^^-^

a

group, not supportive of
profes-

Once their daughters demonstrated
their ability in pro-

fessional schools, families became
more supportive.

Unfortunately, few

of these women had close relationships
with advisors until the later
stages of their training or first
jobs.
An exception

to this was

Fran,

who found two female professors at college
to be quite helpful.
Both were very demanding, appropriately
so.
I was
clearly academically weak when I got [to
college j. and rather
than embarrass me, they made me see my lack
of accomplishment
as a challenge, an opportunity to develop
potential
They were different from other faculty who
hurt me.
.

Kathleen was the most enamoured and influenced by
professors,
first in college, as was discussed, and then in
graduate school.

Her

thesis advisor was quite helpful.

Professor K
wasn't my mentor in that I was working for
him or working on something he was working on. But he was in
that he was a terrific person to work for.
I
couldn't have
imagined a better chairm.an.
When you talked to him you could
really get into the guts of things, really get ideas.
Many people you deal with in academia never really get into
your work. They read it over and ask you a couple of perfunc.

.

.

Z\T.Tt'
is all

'°
^^^^
?u:'theTa.r^on?:tL?f
^'t
^°"^'^^buti ng anything.

very suoerfiriAi

1,1

U.

of

.

n

.

read wha? \ had''^
would'
"and "''L?rh''^ 'I''
An afternoon with him
^'"^^^^^d.
wo id put'mJ hn
"^t^
weeks.
He would drop the e littTp H^^'^^^s ahead about three
ever considered [this]
or i n'^^hn.
^^^^ "^^^^
^re really
after here?"
I
wou H w;,?^ I
that does't
'^'^'^'^
:
e
^^^^ V'
^^^Id.
Two months later
I
wn,.?H m
I
had /usTnot

T

.l,TZ

t^slr^'

.

.

cLra^^^nffa^re^^Sgrto siri^/^'^^^

Unlike the classic male mentor
and female student
relationship described
by Sheehy (1976), Kathleen
saw her involvement
as father and daughter.

sIx"r^'t:e^Vii:'^'1 donT^rell?: p^.^^^^^^^^

r-^t:^-]\t^^

;

^

S

the

^^^it^^e^oVrfi^e^

oFthlm selXll%l7rT^.^^^^^^^^^^

both

bright young lady, isn't she
coming "aiong we
a way being a woman
[is] something of an advan
develop more affection for you
because you are
they would for a comparable
male student.
a

t

'

'

qe"
a

"Peoole
fema e t an

None of the other F/P women were
so fortunate in establishing
such

close relationships.

Peers offered

substitute.

a

Once Helen returned

from Africa, she settled into the
graduate student life.

sense of really belonging to

a

had

"I

a

group of students, people who shared
the

same office and we had similar interests
and we studied together.
was a lot of fun, very stimulating.

these people."

I

am still

in

touch with

a

That

lot of

Because Helen was absent so often from school,
she had

three different advisors, "because of
sabbaticals."

In her

initial

years, "the old regime was that people had
favorites that they got
teaching assistantships for and they took care of
one way or another.

And

I

never really got on that system."

In

fact, Helen settled on a
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chairman during

a

casual

conversation.

He was very surprised
when I saiH th.^ t
.
.
him.
^^'^f^
The choice o? the
thesis L.-r'"^ ^?
dictated by who you wanted
"^^^^
to work !ith k'^u^''"^
^^'^
chosen as a topii. A
^oTof peoo e
they didn't like because
they'we ^•1he^ie^
T'.
T'''
chosen,.
'^^^'^
.you know, the old
.

.

.

^

dinosaurs in hi h
There is just nothing
you can do
Ac?u. nv thatt^^^"^}^^^^Actually
worked out
okay for me.
.

Nancy also did not feel
supported by faculty members,
but was encouraged by her family and
future husband.

There was nobody who didn't
support it. Nick was
certainlv
^^'^yainiy.
He never had any obiectinn<; tn it
[with] whatever had to'^be done
My parents wp
ive; my father had once
started
^ev r ?^j;isheS°??"
He qun and supported his
family.
Jewish families are so h n
on education anyway, that
the more degrees yo
a
ter.
I
never encountered anyone who
didn t suppor? that
•

.

.

^'

X7Tt

ee'e'

'

In

goals.

sum, none of these six F/P
women entered college with lofty

Having

a

good time, taking interesting
courses, were more con-

sistent themes than diligent studying.
Virginia, were the most studious.)
one left school.

long goals.

Ph.D.s.

After achieving

Two entered master's programs as

a

a

bachelor's degree,

moratorium on life-

They got caught up in the momentum and
stayed to complete

Kathleen took her studies so seriously that

be considered as

family-oriented.

In

work shifted, she consistently became
remaining five F/P women and
will

(Helen, and to some extent

a

slie

could no longer

fact, as her orientation towards
a

point of comparison between the

P/F person.

also be seen to shift her orientation.

In

the next chapter, Helen

Three others became disil-

lusioned with standard jobs available to baccalaureates.

Although their
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applications were late, they
were accepted Into
schools of h.,her education.
The interi. years had
increased the.T motivation.
Although

serious about careers, as

a

..e

group they elected
to follow thei.
spouses

around even though these n.ves
interferred with school.
their progranis before age
28.

m

Three completed

general, few F/P women
received en-

couragement from parents or teachers
to pursue professional
degrees.
Support was more forthcoming after
they
had proved themselves.

spouses were mentioned as encouraging,
in no case did
his training to accon^odate to
as

offering mutual assistance.

a

woman's schedule.

a

man interrupt

Colleagues were seen

Only Fran and Kathleen
recalled truly

satisfying relationships and assistance
from professors.
became the most career-oriented

in

from paternal faculty advisors both
grams.

In

Although

Kathleen, who

the group, received the most
support
in

undergraduate and graduate pro-

the next chapter, she is included
with the P/F women.

F/P women:

Fami ly role
.

cern for these six women.

Sociali zing wi th men was always
The prospect of marriage became

during their years of professional training.

a

reality

Finding an appropriate

mate did not, apparently, present much difficulty.

waited until

prime con-

a

Most of these women

the completion of their studies before having
a child.

Each of these points are discussed within this
section.

During college years, these women dated frequently:

It was just a variety of different people I went out with—
some more serious than others.
I
had a very active social
life,.
.starting when I first went away to college.
The
first year of Harvard [Law School], considering I was working
so hard, I had a sufficient social life, not really all consuming (Virginia).
.
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'^^^s'^^^^^^^^^^^

the weekends,

it

weekend.
' ^'^e on the
So people accepted daie.^
care at all about spend
11^''''-^''' ''''''
n
ime w th
^^^as considered kind
of a failure, a personal
fai urp
if'
You were, in a sense
^''^ ' ^^te.
reiecied
i
V^^
9iHs not to have datel!1s^\1ial

'

'

?or\VSe\k:nd^°^^^^^

to.
I
suppose they wer
right person (Nancy).

c ""^^"^"^^
ncer ed

''''''
t
that
a?"?I would marry the

Z^V"''

Some relationships became
serious during college
years.
Nancy had
one intense involvement:
"I had various
boyfriends but there was only
one I would consider significant
in the sense that
it was someone that
I
would have married probably, had
the circumstances led
to that."
Fran
actually became engaged to someone
while still in her teenage
years.
"I
was masochistic, he was sadistic.
It would have been awful
It broke
.

up,

fortunately."

Kathleen also had

a

long involvement with

a college
friend, but as graduation approached,
she realized how destructive
a

marriage could be.

Not having

a

commitment proved

a

determinant in

seeking higher education.
No F/P woman reported feeling
pressured to marry directly after

college graduation.

While most of Helen's peers pursued
professional

training, very few became "college brides."

"I

was one of the first

people to get married, which was two years out
of school."

In

actual-

ity, marriage set Helen apart from old
college classmates.

I
don't know if this is a coincidence or not, but I
lost touch
with some of the people that I knew well when I
got married
and they weren't married.
Of course we didn't have a big wedding and invite everyone.
We said, "We are getting married in
three weeks, if you'd like to come, we'd be glad to have you,"
which did not bring anyone from across the country which

35<

was exactly how it was
intended
R„t i ^
.
I
knew really well di dn
''^'^ ^^'^^^ ^hat
t wriL and sa
gratulations." They waited rmn the
wonderful, conget married as quickl^
ow anT herf..'^^'^^:.
probably a lot less
pressure, which is good.
•

'

While these six won.n
were not rushing
into carriage, they
felt
prepared for it.
Helen ^t-stoH
k
stated fh,*
that she
was "definitely
brought up to
get married.
[ didn't quite
auitp think
ttuni. Ir
was a spinster but
I
thought you
could get to be a spinster
if you hung around
long enough."
she ™rried before her fears
materialized.
l*ere

a

woman went to professional

social life.
town.

City life offered

™re

training school

possibilities than

influenced her
a small

college

Kathleen found the social
life at M

pretty terrible.

.

.

m

.

ic

a

fa^v,!

n

vtcin1ty""iria\n"t^n.'e^^"^°-^"'-"-

p

'^l

^eer «o^htr^-r[hri^T^^^?

lawyers once

,

.

,n

r

the beginning of gradua'te"sc
oo

the Cape that previous summer.
him every now and then.

Kathleen and Helen were both living

I

in

used to trot off and see

university towns.

While both

concurred that opportunities for meeting men
were limited, each met

other graduate students through roommates.
married
cipants.

a

classmate,

a

Among the F/P women, no one

pattern commonly found among other female parti-

Fran met Fred through work-related activities;
four others met

through mutual acquaintances.

Rhonda's first introduction to Russel was
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a

chance meeting in

a

crowded airport.

Most women met their future
husbands before their
second year of

bered that she delayed
,aw school almost two
years.

During this time

She became less focussed
on marriage, more
independent.

"Roommates

f--o.

college remind me of conversations
about the ^panics/ and
getting
"tarried to settle down,
[because] the guy would
pull your life together
By her mid-twenties, she
was less needy,
"I was in law school,
putting
myself through, feeling good
about myself." Her interest
in marriage
became more diffuse.
"I didn't think of
the men

bands.
dates.

...

was at the age where men
thought of marriage after three
It became an issue."
She went out with Russell
"with the underI

standing that he wasn't the marrying
kind."
sell

changed his attitude.

that.

dated as future hus-

.

We got back

After

"He asked me to marry

together, it happened again.

year or two, Rus-

a

him-we split

up over

If it's possible for

me to have a successful marriage,
it would nappen with Russell.

very strongly that way then.

unknown."

.

.

I

Maybe it's just normal fear of the

.

Rhonda's parents were relieved with her
wedding plans.

mother was concerned that

I

felt

wasn't married.

She.

"My

.would never have

.

put pressure on me, but she found it hard
to understand why anyone

wouldn't want marriage.

...

She felt

I

chose impossible relationships

with men," such as Russell's being 12 years
older.
got married, my father was getting

a

"Around the year

littler nervous.

.

.

.

[He] felt

the same way as my mother, but both had faith that
it would turn out

fine."
The premarital

I

stage varied in length for the women discussed.

"
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Virginia's relationship moved
swiftly toward marriage
I

met him over the summer
after my first vear of

the term through^Tne^'
'?h^erw^rw:n

u

.

IJlTT ''%:r

-hoot,1o^?heWyetr^:rre^

?n^Ca^^5?it^^"^°^^^^

a

i.,

Helen and Fran also met and
married their respective
spouses within
year of meeting.
External factors influenced
both women.
Fran was

ambivalent, not about Fred, but
from

a

stylistic pattern of indecision.

Financial pressures prompted her
to overcome her indecision.

°^
^^"^ ^^sd not been so
certain we
/n'L'^^I'u^^'''*'^^'
wou d not have gotten married.
It was a lucky! dumb
hi'nn
that happened.
We were just 22 years old.
u'was a
se

oth r alot 'r^ hf
^^'"^
^^^^
.1. each other's
i'
ate
weaknesses.

L\

^
.

e

^^^^^^ complement^ach
^^^y ^^'ne marriage.
We toler.so well.

Unlike her other serious relationship,
Fran felt good about herself
when
with Fred.

Their involvement began as

a

summer fling.

We each had a boyfriend/girlfriend
in Europe and explained
that to each other.
Both of us were

buried in H
he had
car and I didn't.
We started travelling for fUTT
By the
end of the summer, we decided we wanted
to see more of each
other.
There are so many funny twists like that.
a

In

order to continue seeing each other, Fred took
"bizarre courses to

fit a Tuesday-Thursday schedule", so that he
could commute to join Fran
on weekends.

age.

"There's

As he tired of this
a

real

life-style, Fred pushed towards marri-

streak of conventionality in Fred,.

esting combination of homebody and adventurer."
mer, and then Fran joined Fred in H

,

.

.an

inter-

They married that sum-

postponing her schooling.
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I
don't think either of us
took if fh;,f seriously.
We talked
about living together but dTcidl^
I
''''
agonizing for both o^'our pare
ts
.
t
'^PP^^^^^
in terms of
food money, but Fred's
parenjrm ^h.
'''''''''
[his] last year
f we weren't mar^Jed
•

i

As mentioned, Helen met her
husband through her roommates.'

The

timing of this relationship
was important because
Helen was confronted
with a personal trauma during
which, one can imagine,
she needed additional

support.

Her mother became quite
ill, with the result
that the

family's attention centered on
her.

Helen neither looked to
family mem-

bers for advice nor sought their
support:

My mother was still alive but
in fact she didn't meet
Harrv
^
until after we were married.
She was in the hospita
Id dn't really ask [my father]. He was
pretty concerned*
with how my mother was.
it was a stres.fni h!! !.
people.
I
remember my brother wJote m
et e^'e ^ s no'
approval after I told him we were
getting marr ed
He w
very formal, and I felt he was
describing a car I was buv nq
'''''
''''''' just didn't come
'
oVwell
*

.

.

.

^

"

•

The decision to marry and the ceremony
itself took place within two

months.
chose

a

They decided on

a

small wedding in the university town.

time when everyone was out of town so we had
ten people, the two

of us, my father, one of Harry's sisters and
her husband,.

friends.

"We

...

without having

It was
a

perfect.

Getting married

lot of people there."

is

.and five

seriously enough

Even with her family concerns,

Helen was excited about the prospect of marriage.
to be with.

.

Harry was "very easy

There are just millions of qualities that just adds up to

that person being special and some of it
do with when you meet the right person."

is

timing,

I

think.

It has

to
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The other women discussed
in this
i-nis section h.n i
had longer courtships
An thr^e downplayed their interest
in carriage, a
surprising twist
g-en that these san,e won^n depicted
themselves as the .ost
fa.ily.

oriented

in

adolescent years.

'

Nancy knew Nick for
five years prior to

marriage.

I
was dating someone from his frf^t^miu, . a
^
^^^^^
I'd met [Nick],.
^^^^
.^
but we didn't c.
he was in medical school
'
in
nd t^wI^' ''I
Gradually we started dating
^
stiidTlv and nn? Z^'"^
I'
^^'"^
other people.
I
quess we ant m.rJL
I
.

'

•

•

'

^^^^n coup1rj/?he^ i^^al
ups
up^In^d'^'^^^
and downs, breaking up and
getting back together.
Kathleen's premarital

relationship spanned six years.

She met

Kevin in the spring term of her
first year of graduate school.

^° P^'^ '^'^'^^e with my

roommate, [about]
'^'^^y
^^'ked
him
a lot but I
^
h^Hn.;
ii' thought
hadn t really
about him in [dating] terms
He had
been atmg a couple of other people
and I just hadn"? considered It
Finally, he asked me out and we had
a good
time and it sort of evolved from ther^.
We spent most of our
graduate career together after that, not
consistently.
I
used
to go away for summers, and he'd
be going out with other people.
We had our ups and downs like anyone
but we ended up^
together.

^ivp'nLh'tf
^

•

'

.

Kathleen was the only female participant who
married after age 28.

"Getting married," she felt, "was not
By and large,

a

big thing."

these women did not look to significant others re-

garding their choice of mate or decision to wed.

Nancy was typical in

that she did not discuss "it with anyone aside from telling
people it
was going to happen."

By the time

I

She married when 24 years of age.

got married,.

.

.1

had already lived away from
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...

on my own.
I
didn't need.
the r
t^^'''^^^
wanted to do, and I also
'''' ^^^^ ^hat
knew th'^ thf'" ^
approved,.
they liked Nick very much
.that
"°
cause there was no need
to discuss i?'^ Tl
liked him and approved
^^^^ ^^^^
of him
t %nf"
I ^"^1!
'^'^
I
asked them what ?hey
?hot;ght.
I

.

Potential problems that
bothered parents, though
not their daughters, were age and religious
differences. Rhonda's
mother was concerned
about her son-in-law's age.
Having an interfaith
marriage mattered less
to Helen's parents than
it did to her in-laws.

Harry's parents said at one
ooint
"WpII
i^
that you know, and Helen doesn't
ll.;
r^rp
married by a priest ^ Har?v !onk ?h!; ^

to our wedding.

Maybe if we had had

a

rch wedd

h

'

^

n

^''^'^

hev

.^-^y had a^ar uL^'t^-th
h?s\'a eTts^Tout I^^,-^--.^-religion in marriage about

two years after
.
fhlf after
.T^
that,
my brother had gotten married
and his wife is
^^^^^'"9 and my ?atJer went,
'
Jn'r '
''r^'
s parents] heard that
my father went they
didn't
th'^ then,
didn t l!
say anything
but later they started talking to
Harry because somehow they had
understooQ that we had had a
civil ceremony because my father
attended.
Somehow they had
themselves that way, but that had nothing
to
Ta'Jr,"-f''
I' they sort of
do with
t.
So
hashed it out a couple of years
after.
It was pretty dreadful.

/

Helen's parents, as well as Kathleen's, were
accepting of religious differences.

This was not the case in Fran's family, where
parents

were quite religious.

When'her older brother married out of the faith,

her parents were deeply hurt and acted in anger.
lowed make

"

Love Story look like

a

semi -comedy

died in childbirth, survived by twins.

.

"

The events that fol-

Fran's sister-in-law
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ofder'
Skirt.

"ZTt?nrll
People tol

Z7

She was one year

s we 'l^ tedll i^^^'"?
the awful fee ina
The other awful twist
waTth^?'^
that marriage beca
e she T,sl7 rl'J'"''

me-that was

^"^
"een
terrible,

n

'^"'^

^3ainst
her parents un?tl1he
^^^^
^
cr
cal'":^'^''^]funeral, my brother spoke
'^^ 'he
uo and
. h
'^V"^'
^""''^
late, they should have
come to ^he
.^
It was melodramatic
™'
^""^^^lS nee
hen L' 'bir''
I. felt thrust
forgiving,
into adulthood
Fred nd ^ ^^'^
I^'k"
sister, sat and talked
'""other and
that ninht
the children, maki
'"'"2
'•^sponsible for
g sure Ihev wo,, d
''^ '^^^'•"^d.
was awful.
It
Now my mother conn.»?c
"."f

fet

/

giousfamilies-ailTrw"r^r?s"^:st™t1:?J.*"'^^^^^^A personal
the death,

tragedy like this leaves
many scars.

Symbolically, after

"all expectations in life
disappeared; nothing was
predict-

able."

Further, her "brother did
what any sane person would
do at that
point, which was to have
a nervous breakdown
and fall apart
For
the first time, I had to be
strong for my parents. This
happens anyway
as you get older, but this
was dramatically different."
Fortunately,
"life went on from there.
My brother straightened
out and remarried,
and has two beautiful children.
Needless to say, I was scared
Shit about having my own child."
As will be seen, the prospect
and ac,

.

.

tuality of childbearing precipitated
the resolution of Fran's mourning
process.
When questioned about the meaning or
internal feeling of being

wife, these women responded with
humor and cynicism.
was, "What does

a

wife feel, like?

I

Frequently heard

don't know" (Helen)

layed the answer she received to the same
question from
a

divorce.

"This woman told me,

'I

a

.

a

Rhonda reclient seeking

never realized that one night I'd

want Chinese food and he'd want Italian.

I

thought in marriage, if

I
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wanted Chinese food, we'd
go out for that,'

That's her superficial
reason for explaining it,
but it is what she
.eant." .ancy gave the

.nost

serious response.

egocentric focus to

a

She described

a

dyadic concern:

feeri?,eT:i?:,^^%T^^"^"P3-^
think feel?

g

intertwined.

ml

And

gradual transformation
fro. an

a w ?e

I

"^T-

rean^ iLu'".''.:

^

r^'^^r"""-

don'tz fhin^
uon
tmnk fh;,f
that l^lt\
that happens immediately.

Inner fantasies varied from
Nancy's traditional view to
Rhonda's

realistic expectations.

Nancy's fantasy

was very different from my expectations,
in that I think my
fantasy was pretty much the fifties'
fantasy of "you take care
of this person and he takes care
of you," the cliches of having dinner on the table, and the house
nice and clean, and
providing a nice warm, sort of cave for him
to come home to,
getting his slippers and his newspaper,
that kind of thing,
which of course quickly vanished in the sober
light of reality, the realization that you don't really
find much satisfaction in only being someone else's servant.
At least I don't,
i
didn t, and our relationship never really
evolved that way
anyway.
This wasn't any unique fantasy.
When I grew up
It was the sort of mother-homemaker type.
.

.

.

Most of these F/P women shared Nancy's fantasy, and
some attempted to

implement the traditional wifely functions.

Many,

like Fran,

found this

role uncharacteristic and quickly discarded it.

The first summer married, he had a job and I didn't.
cooking elegant meals--that was the only model I had.

tried

I
I
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talked to other women who
fplt tho c:.^^
ried; they wanted to be
di f fe^ent b iri^'j;
^V'^
into this role.
Their hu banSrlM^^ ^^""V^^"''"''" ^^"^"9
"""^
--they didn't expeci it
^^^^ "Oh"
either'

Role .odels Of happily carried
couples were not sought.
Parents
were often modelled.
Rhonda felt fortunate in
that she did not need
to
look beyond her parents, who
"were .y only .odels.
They have a happy
n-arriage."
In one case, in-Uws
represented a .ore favorable
pattern of
relating.
"I li^d what I saw in
his fa.ily where his
father really
respects and likes his mother,
and they have a lot of
fun together.
I
was set on reproducing that
relationship .ore than
.y parents, who were
always frought with financial
problems"
(Fran).

Lacking positive role models,
couples determined to establish
their
own patterns.
Fran, for one, "was convinced
not to be like some other

wives

had seen.

I

.

.

.

I

didn't know many people married
at that time."

Helen reflected on the relevance of
the institution of marriage and
the

variations within:

I
think everybody's marriage is different,
but we both came
from families where our parents were
married for a long time
There is no one in my family who is divorced,
absolutely no one.
So obviously marriage is very important.
My
father got remarried, immediately met someone
and fell in love
after my mother died.
I
knew he would and I encouraged him to
do that
From observing our friends, we are aware that
the kind of relationship you form must be
somewhat idiosyncratic, because we often disapprove of the way other
people
relate to each other,.
.but of course they are getting something out of it.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Among the F/P women, there was

a

remarkable consistency

in

the

stages of the marriage, even though not all were comfortable with the

concept.

For example, Rhonda stated:

"I'm never sure, when talking
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"- o.e.Han.,

t.e

a«s .e

se.es

te.

to

.e

es.

t

-.ean..oseeo.M.es,„.e™sofsc.oo,.ea.
-ot.anua.„n U Septe.5e.. an.
,ou a.e

..O.Uwn/.e

an

July"

(Helen).

we were fi.st .a..ie..
Plcal Wifely things.

was 1„ ,aw SC.OOK

I

I

was sti

,
1

ate in the [hospital]
cafeteria a

.

.

.

...^

I

,e t.e t.-

very i„vo, ved wi th
schco,

UV

(Rhonda).

This student stage
was generally characterized
by the .ost sharing
of domestic tas.s, as
win be discussed.

Either during student days
or after graduating,
these wo.en followed their husbands.
This was
often

a

creased need for intimacy with
husbands.

time of loneliness and
an in-

Helen, for example, followed

her husband twice in graduate
school and then when he
accepted his first
teaching job.

IsUges] in the sense that we had a
relationship when we were first
[in B
and^?I didn't
nfw 'r^'"^
]
and
have my own framework, because
it made me mBTT"
dependent on Harry.
Most of the people that we knew

lunlfi

.

bit in'AJr?ca

.

'

.

'

''''' ''''

At this point the pattern diverges.

''''

''^' ^

'^''^^

Three women entered a stage

of settling down with husbands, searching
for satisfying jobs, and buying homes.

They purposefully delayed having children.

we finished graduate school.

"We waited until

We were kind of concerned, mostly Harry

was concerned, with the insecurity of the
job market.

.

,

.

[We] wor-
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Had

-

t.at we „ou,. .e complete,,
.„e.p,o,e.

we «ant

-

sta.t

a

w.en we .a. an

Have „o .escu.es

...e

o., sa.,

(Helen)

an.

UOOOV

The other wo.en .oved
straight fro. the
student ™ie Into
.otherhood.
This decision delayed
their entry into
the Job .ar.et.
By the time I graduated
law -^rhnni
t
moved [to C_l].
That w«'a'°: fe"
t L'""'?hr'
couple of hard months in
^
the winter
J^^^l
shovel out the car when
I
went ?ntn i
'
didn't know anyone, and
™oS?ie
r
l^'
'^'"^
apprehensive
about the mother r,^le- I had np!p.
that time I felt M e 'a
^"''"^
nestoaker
TaJ
year later].
'^ain
[a
I
thought about going back
Lck to
tn''!''^'"?
school at that
stage, but I felt and ^Hii

V

'

-e^rT:a?£SLF^
Rhonda was the only F/P woman
to have children before
her 28th birthday
She was the most unlikely one
in the group to do so.
"Around the ti»^
I was graduating
college, my mother
went through the 'empty nest
syn-

drome'.

...

children."

think that influenced me to want
more than

I

As her involvement with her
law studies

never thought I'd take time off to
have kids."
view with Russel

a

house and

intensified, "I

Rhonda discussed her

1

When we were first married we decided
we weren't going to have
any [children].
Russell was in his forties when I graduated
^
without the thought that probt1 should: :
ably
have gone into it; it just seemed like the
right
thing to do.
At that point, I couldn't imagine not having
a
•

Moving to an unknown city contributed to Rhonda's
withdrawal from the

wo..™,e.

B-ng .as.caUy Uzy,

s.e

one .nocked at
.y door the fi.st day
35 hours

per week at $20,000, which

not

opportunities

got here with the
perfect

,

I

„
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no

Job-

would have taken."

When questioned about the
interaction of their
profession and carnage, .est wo.en pointed to the
disruption of their lives
by .oves
one expressed anger.

only in

a

.o
On the other hand,
this question was
interpretted

negative fashion.

Benefits of being or living
with

a

profes-

sional were rarely cited.

^ ?"V-?dire\°t-

rth^

I^^J^ZBZ}^'

made on him, having to stay
late and work much
s::e°(N:n*cy).^^°^'^

^^^^

arder

h

n

a

P-«rmu'^h"the

wasn't so career-oriented, but I
was already doing somethina
met Harry, and that was the person
he met
wasn t
snung crocheting doilies or whatever. The
less formu ated
my career goals were, the less
tension
I

^

w en

was created between hav''''''
'
opposed
POseTat
\ ' are people who in
at an^
all.
I
assume that there
my position wou d not have left graduate
school,.
.wouldn't hive
gone to Africa, but wouldn't that be
a shame?
Certainly it
IS going to be less and less likely
as we go along for me to
be able to pick up and go.
If anything, it is helpful
If
you want to do academic type work it is much
easier in an environment where there is another person doing
that kind of
work.
Also, maybe people's conflicts depend on who
they hook
up with, if that person pushes against
what they are trying
to do.
Harry is an exceptionally easy going person
without being bland (Helen),
.

.

.

.

Several women, like Kathleen and Rhonda, spoke of
accommodations early
in

their marriages when they followed their husbands.

use the word "sacrifice."

They hesitated to
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I was
willing to make sacrifices
for hie
live, up until now.
Now I'd be UDset f
but he wouldn't if it upset
me (Rhonda)!

h

^'^^ ^^^^^ ^o
'°

The only time when there's
ever hopn = „
when Kevin had the job in
^'''^ t"^^*
CanaSa !nd ? ^
If job things hadn't
workedTuf
or if'^V1M° "'^
was somehow being stifled
by being iher?
i
suppose you could
have called that a sacrifice
fh^n^ht'-i
esting thing to do (Kathleen).
^" ^"t^'^*
°

It is noteworthy

that all six F/P women
moved during the years con-

sidered to further their husbands'
careers, and none expressed
regret.
Helen may have expressed a shared
sentiment:
"Sacrifice depends on your
point of view. You can do things
freely and
then decide later that it

was sacri fice.

The method of handling household
tasks follows the same patterns

reported by the other female participants.

fastidiously clean homes.

No one seemed concerned with

Outside help was relied upon.

Three of the

F/P women described fairly traditional
ways of behaving.

Nancy stated

that she handled all the tasks and people
within the house; her spouse
was

responsible for house, yard and car maintenance:

If there is a leak in a pipe somewhere, it
is just assumed
that he is responsible for either fixing it or
talking to the
plumber and making the arrangements,.
.even if I am the one
who IS going to let the plumber in.
Now that doesn't
occur on a regular basis the way that cooking does.
He knows
more about that stuff because I guess boys grow up learning
things about pipes and storm windows and roofs and painting.
I
do all the shopping, cooking, laundry, and arrange for the
cleaning.
Fortunately we are both sort of semi-messy people
He is a little messier than I am but both of us can
tolerate a certain level of disorder. ...
I
think it's
worked out that way largely because my job is much less demanding than his is, and pays much less.
So I just don't have
to devote the amount of time to it that he does.
.

.

•

•

•

•

.

.
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..St .ea. 0. .a..a.,
.en

.e .ad a .ew
classes and

worked full time.

™::.';ea%inii^o:^^?oL!°joS^-g

He s an inquisitive
t^s^^ii----sort.
Thi na- r^n
^as taMng col'rset hlla^Vt
'
'fT'^.l''^
iJ^^'.
was in charge, we never ran nut nf LVil
^^^^
?
might have been furious
he 'd sm 'e
more chaos around the
"^^^ ^^^^rate
house than hi' ri^n'
1
.

.

.

•

'

'

,

^*

out that.

Kathleen devised

LTtl'^'

'

a

^^'^

^ob^and-both'

^

function with-

unique way to distribute
household tasks:

graduate school arrange^'^^

Sh.i' '''l''"^

tVhou

::ork'°

^""ll^nToV^

^^^'^ '^''^ ^°^P ^bo^t five days
ago which is
n^rl? K^]^^"^
'''' thinking ."Hmmm, I must
Clean
ea 'tthat
at un^nn'J%%r'''/"'
up one of these days."I
Dirt doesn't bother me
In graduate school we had
this deal where he would do the'
-despises the dishes more so than I
W W probably,
k"ki^
did
and so he would put off doing them,.
.anyway,
that really wasn't working out well.
We started barga ning away disnes
I
said, "I
do dishes for two
1
WIN figure out this computer program for me, or weeks if you
proofread "
He d say four and I'd say three.
[Towards the end] of graduate
school I think we bargained away all of the
dishes.
It was a
real revelation to me how nice things could
be when everything
was my job and I didn't have to depend on him
to do the dishes
'

.

.

'

1

!

.

p..,
^ran ,,3
has the most

^

.

atradvt.na, ar.an.e.nt.

.e

.oo.n, s.ns

«-ave„.a.,.e.a.o.U.a,on....

feels tne.Ve losing.

...

.

'

'

P.n

or.
go through the hassle.
So th.^ ftaught
son that it was really
me a lesbettPr if'i'- ? :
J^^^ handled the whole
^
chen myself.
^
kit-

^

.

.

.

I

was really terrible at
finances and
t
Daddy .Nat iona

up what Kevin referred
to as

21

J"^^'
oetween
^dOOQ and
4>3uUO when we got
married
T
r;,mn
"'^'^^'^
Kevin would say.
^^^^^y
So we na id off 1
J^/^ther in Canada.
Whenever I got a bill ?hft ?c
°
direction. '
^^^^"n's
io 't pa
'anv h
.

-^ar

lltTfV'
During her years as

a

bowl

However,

in

major role transformations.

ai;d1 ^aTkeep
spLi?nl

She improved, but not
without

many other respects,
Kathleen went through

She entered college without
professional

aspirations or the inclination to tax
her intellectual skills.
forceful encouragement of
dies.

Without

a

a

With the

professor, she began to pursue academic
stu-

"Prince Charming" waiting for her
by the altar after

graduation, she matriculated in graduate
school.
cial

.

graduate student, Kathleen
expected that one day

she would become financially
responsible.
input from Kevin.

.

life remained

a

While

priority, marriage was disparaged.

a

satisfying soShe was the

only female participant to not marry during
the decade considered.
all

For

these reasons, Kathleen has been shifted
to the P/F group.
In sum, whereas many female participants
had equivocal

interest in

and success in their social lives, all six F/P
women gave priority to
this aspect of their lives.

When they faltered and floated through

their years of schooling, involvements with men were valued.

contemplated marriage while

in

college, and

a

fears when no suitable prospects materialized.

Several

few admitted to their

Even though marriage was
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such

a

long-standing goal for these
wonen. not one wed
until they were
professional training schools.
For son., these
interim .ears
strengthened their spirit of
independence and self-.orth.
and intensified their interest in
careers.
Deviating fro™ the

-

typical

one carried

a

class^te.

^rried someone

in

Kathleen, who heca.
an exception

pattern, no
,n

the group

related field, which
proved helpful for her
studies'
Most F/P wo.en .et their
future .ates through
.utual friends. Half
™rned within a year of dating;
external pressures
contributed to the
swift courtships (e.g., confuting
relationships).
Three others had
longer relationships, often uneven
in their development.
The length of
the premarital relationship
did not necessarily
contribute to the esa

tablishment of patterns of relating

as

a

dyad.

trying to fulfill the stereotypic
wife role.
this pattern,

Many began marriage

So^

never wavered from

like the traditional homemaker,
they assumed the responsi-

bility for all household chores.

Others shifted into this pattern
at

the completion of their student years

.

A distinguishing characteristic

among these F/P women is that all followed
their husbands, often interrupting their studies to do so.
fice, though loneliness was often

No one perceived the moves as a
sacria

result.

Universally, when discuss-

ing the interaction of their career with
that of their spouse, these

women expressed neither discontent nor advantages.

Similar to the other groups of women, these F/P women
rarely sought
advice when contemplating marriage.

which concerned parents.

Two made interrel iglous marriages,

The death of relatives created the most intra-

psychic stress during these years between 18-27.

Invariably, these

women did not seek to disrupt their lives with children while

in

school.
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.n.e„

.as tne .ost

fo,W,

to do so.

HaU

cM. .

a

Bein,

a

™t..

her career aside.

fZP—

Sexandoth^^.

.a.

cMM.n

.ese .ea.. ....
p.o.pted .e. to set

B. this point it
s.ou,d .e

being fe.a,e affected the
life cou.se of these
P/P «o.en.
titude was expressed by
Nancy.

f::at!ii?hT^^h"/?h"i„\°

Cea.

that

A t.pica, at-

^^.ri^^^i

teT; ^Cicr^^{i

JS?c^ef to

t.e

^

H r;r'l^ ^^^'^T^

to be.
^^'^^ ^^'^ expected
You recognize tha? .nrt nf
doesn't .ake you^abll
^'h
e'
relsiir^f L'^^h'J^^'
am much more dependent a perso'n
Jhan'^^ h
^d i
'"rth n
that IS certainly, partially,
the result of the fact that Hp
was a male and I was a female.
Females are expected to be de
pendent^and males are expected to be

S

t'

tough,

st?onTand°inde-"

Some F/P wonen considered or actually
pursued jobs in traditionally
feminine occupations, such as fashion
designing and cooking.

These in-

terests retained their importance even
as careers prospered.

Placing one's professional role below the
family role had the effect of inciting criticism.
When Rhonda was

a

It also interfered with obtaining jobs.

law student, law school was

were only five women

in

fessors, about taking up

our class.
a

a

draft deferral:

"There

We got flack from others, some pro-

seat in class when men could get drafted.
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Then when

I

got pregnant, wowi"

Beina
eeing

fa^.^
female,

^
a

and fami ly -oriented

complicated Virginia's life,

ever, or that I wouldn't eh
inqchil I
the ,o5^I^did get was good,
and^Tw^^lJl^

T
lelt^ ^he^f^^r^ Tfl^

Other women faced outright
discrimination because of their
gender.

:jx?;:r^an^;^wir?^if ^;

SJe^'she said ^^0?';o

1-1=^^^-; -

'''' ''''''

untirjhe'usri'-

^^"^^

^OP woman."
Of course
n.nh.K
'.K
I
was probably
the only one who had said
she was interested in
a Ph.D. program.
In fact a lot of women did
leave afterlhe
didn't have fellowships which all
the men
had
Ind^^hr^"
department also had ten [fellowships] to
give
^
nut' .n
'
Somewhere in the middle
!•
nf my graduate
H
of
school career, the department cleaned up
its
actand no longer discriminated against women and distributed
their goodies equally.
I
didn't experience any particular discrimination personally in class.
... On the other
hand coming from a girls' school background
I
never felt uncomfortable in class.
I
wasn't aware that other people did

t

•

•

•

•

...
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ther (Helen)

Most discrimination was conveyed

in a

subtle fashion, which was

likely to produce hostility:

I
enjoyed law school enormously.
I
didn't respect a lot of
men there, so arrogant about being there.
I
found that amusing.
I was
there just before it became exceedingly fashionable for women.
Five to ten percent were women, in the upper
class, only two women.
There's been a dramatic change in the
last four or five years.
I
went with a gutsy spirit; I never
took criticism that women couldn't be lawyers seriously.
In

un'

bei^^a^•2^.

'^r'^^TZ^iJ'

^^^^^^ ^^out

T

'

'
discrimination was around
^
,
h
about myself that if
i
just SAttipH hdown ^ ^^''^ ' ^^^^^"9
and
could do anything I
got organized, I
wanted to
"^^^^ ^et being a woman
'^'^
^
me (Rhonda).
^
stop

,4^^

There were 4 women out
of 50n in i;,,,
of special attention
some aond
remain anonymous
?hen
questions in cl ass "becausl !n„
'
"^''^ '
pleasant (Virginia)

c

u

,
"

'

^^^'^

' lot
'Wouldn't

directed
^^at was un-

The Classic, sexually-tinged
male professor/female
student relationship (Hennig,
1970; Sheehy, 1976) was not
mentioned or else denied
"Certainly there has never been
any overt sexuality
like, 'Come sleep
With me and I'll give
you an A,' or that sort
of thing" (Kathleen).
The feminist movement had
little influence on most
of the F/P women.
The general view was
expressed by Helen.
"Mot particularly [affected], although I find it
interesting and I read things
but I am not
a

movement person,

I

have experienced any discrimination
professionally [though]

have.
fore.

I

I

guess."

Kathleen felt similarly.

don't think [the feminists] told
me anything

I've never really been

a

don't think

"I

I

may

didn't know be-

I

movement type person so

I

wouldn't have

gone out and burned my bras in
Times Square or done any of that.

Some participants were aware of
subtle changes

in

.

the culture.

A lot of my friends are more
militant.
[They] tell me
not aware of the extent of my oppression
and that

I

was

evidence
of my oppression.
[As] I've become more militant, I'm
more aware of subtle ways in which being
a woman makes it
harder, but I feel you have to be competent
and confident
Whether you re a man or a woman. There's a saying,
"There's
true equality when a woman shlep can get ahead
as fast as a
is

.

.

.

.
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you fro.

In sun,

thel/ow„\:roftpecm?Lr(Fr:„)/^°P^^
being

a

fe™,e Influenced

priate to be dependent on

one's career.

a

one's self-i.age.

'''' '°

It was appro-

.an, and to place
one's fa.lly role above

The latter action often
incited criticise fro.
superiors

For example, attending
classes when pregnant at
a

a ti.e when school
was
draft deferral for men was
viewed as tactless, because
U implied a

lack of seriousness for work.

Others were rejected from
jobs because

they could not promise
continuous employment, uninterrupted
by children
or husbands' moves.
Another woman reported receiving
a fellowship only

because no man was available.
subtle ways.

Those in largely male classes found
that professors di-

rected more questions to them.

women's movement;
group.

Discrimination was also faced in more

in

No one reported being

a

part of the

fact, they rather scorned the
idea of joining that

They believed that personal confidence
and legal changes would

change the constraints of sex roles.

Chapter Summary

:

Years of Training and Personal Commitments

(

Ages 18-27 )

The years considered in this section were crucial
in terms of making decisions that would have long term consequences
on life-styles.

Most of the 40 participants embarked on two of the primary
tasks
life, making key choices about careers and mates.

wide ranging effects in terms of establishing

a

in

Each decision had

structure

in

which

a

person could test, actualize or abandon his or her youthful fantasies.
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several the.es were obvious
throughout the

preceding sections
For
one, the value people
ascribed to their „or.
and social lives
dictated
other Choices.
For another, the ti.ing
of an event, such
as carriage
influenced the process of
adjustment. Making a
co™it.ent in college'
for example, could change
the direction of
one's career,
stil, an add,tional factor was the choice
of professions;
.edical school clearly
required .ore years of training
than law school, for
example, as well as
nights and weekends spent
apart from spouses. Even
within the medical
profession, certain fields were
far more costly i„ terms
of physical and
emotional strains than others.
To illustrate, surgery
or cardiology
proved to be more restrictive
than psychiatry.
In

the last chapter,

there was so much heterogeneity
found

in

re-

collections Of adolescent years
that few patterns could be
ascertained.
During their twenties, however,
by all major criteria
these people

emerged as remarkably consistent.

To begin with, 39 of the
40 partici-

pants had completed college by age
22.

Within the next few years, 38

people had begun professional training,
and 75 percent achieved degrees

before age 28.

Another homogeneous area centered on
family life.

Dur-

ing the years considered. 36
people married, and all by their mid-twen-

ties.

Few couples made a conscious decision
to have

a

child within

these years
The uniformity found among the 39 participants
included in this

chapter

is

consistent with patterns observed by other researchers
ex-

ploring adult life stages (Gould, 1972; Sheehy,
1976; Levinson et ai.
1978).

While they divide years into different periods, using various

nomenclatures, the tasks

in each

phase are similar.

Between ages 18-22.
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people take .ajo. steps to
separate fro. parents.

The physical separa-

tion achieved by living at
colleges was cited by
.any people in this
study as a boost to their
sense of autonomy.
Due to financial realities, five people reluctantly
remained at ho.e.
Identifying with a peer
group and shifting loyalties
fro. parental figures
to a special professor or mentor abetted this
process of independence.

The

phase

is

preceding authors concur that
the second task during
this
"to consolidate an initial

adult identity, to make
and test

some preliminary choices for
adult living" (Levinson et
al.

56-57).

For one, people form an
occupational goal.

engage in mature heterosexual
relationships.
choices made in the early twenties

,

1978, pp.

For another, they

The provisional nature of

stressed throughout the research.

is

According to life stage research, the
first adult life structure
created between ages 22-28.

developing

a

In

is

this study, people are both testing
and

sense of competency about their
professional

roles.

Once

they become intimate with someone, they
frequently move swiftly into

marriage.
phase:

Levinson found that two antithetical tasks
typified this

first,

"to explore possibilities for adult living
by (keeping)

his options open"

life structure.

(1978, p. 58) and,

(1976, p. 86; refer to

authors note the cultural pressures

in

get married, enter an occupation

organized life" (Levinson et al.
not work out, change is still
a

contrast, to create

a

stable

Sheehy reduces these opposing impulses to the "Merger

Self" and the "Seeker Self"

up,'

in

,

,

44 in text).

favor of commitments:

Both
'grow

"to

define his goals and lead

1978, p. 79).

possible.

p.'

a

more

Still, if choices do

Among this group of people, if

marriage was found untenable, divorce occurred

in

their twenties.
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Similarly, detours from and
changes
"yes

in

acciin.H. i
occupational

pursuits were most

likely to happen with these
years.
The above studies have
been usef.,

in

demonstrating that the
goals
for the 40 people
interviewed for this project
are synonymous with
those
to be found anong people
in other studies
(e.g., Gould, 1972;
Sheehy
1976; Levinson et ai., 1978).
Noteworthy is that none
of the above authors focused exclusively on
professional people, and
professional women
were rarely found in their
sa.ples. Another area of
divergence is that
these authors perceive the
passage through the twenties
as far ,„ore of
"a rocky road" than any
of the professionals
interviewed seemed to have

experienced.
In

ade,

summarizing the passage of the
39 participants through
this dec-

the paths become clearest when
their professional development
is

reviewed, then their marital
relationships, and the interaction
between
their personal and work lives.
Sex and age differences are
mentioned

when relevant, and previous research

is

used to highlight certain find-

ings.

Professional sjba^.
people.

To begin with, this

is

an exceptional

group of

Almost half of the participants left adolescence
with focused

career goals.

Still, all had achieved the credentials to
gain entry

into prestigious colleges.

Almost half of the men attended Ivy League

schools, and nine women enrolled in the Seven
Sisters' schools.
norm for the rest was to enroll

in

large universities.

expressed regrets regarding their choice of schools.
women later transferred schools.

The

Only six people
In

this group,

Three other females bemoaned their

two
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passivity and lack of enco.rage.ent
to seek out scholarships
fro™ better
col leges

-

Among the 39 people included
1n this chapter,
.ost followed
sequence through the years
18-27.

co.-

a

That is, they begin
college with

moderate range of interests and
for various reasons
narrowed their
choices in time to fulfill
requirements and apply for
a

professional

schools.

Once in graduate, law or
medical school, their lives
are defined by the academic timetable.
Stresses are externally induced
rather
than intrapsychic conflicts.
Law boards tax the prospective
lawyers;
comprehensive exams and the dissertation
disturb the graduate students;
and the medical students complain
throughout, but most particularly
during their internship year.
Their twenties, then, are
dominated by the

experiences of being

a

student and then an apprentice.

uninterrupted schooling can be considered
Sequence A.

This pattern of

Nine others fluc-

tuated somewhat more regarding professional
plans through their twenties.

"Time-out" between years of schooling were
common for these par-

ticipants.

Therefore, this zigzag pattern can be called
"Sequence

B:

Checkered career routes."
Sequence A:

Uninterrupted studie^.

proceeded straight through schools, there
rection.

Among the participants who
is a

continuum of career di-

Glen is representative of one extreme.

He focused on medicine

early in his youth and by late adolescence, his interest
had narrowed to
a

specialty area.

ture)

This goal was supported by parental

spouse, and mentors.

(1976) would call

figures,

Glen actualized his pre-adult plan.

a

(fu-

Sheehy

this route "locked-in," but neither Glen, nor others

like him, expressed any discontent with the chosen life course.

The
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mam

facto, appeared to be that
no one

feU

forced into

a specific
ca
Glen. for exa.pie, explored
other fields in college
hut none were
.ore interesting or .ore
rewarding than the
sciences.
Ten other parti
cpants passed through these years
in a similar
fashion, "straight as
an
arrow."
Seven others pursued career
routes almost as directly.

-er.

Among this subdivision of the
"very directed" are
those who settled
on particular lines of study
early
in

cided to become

college.

To illustrate, Ellen
de-

physician after she was rushed
into surgery during her
freshman year. Also included in
this grouping are some
people who questioned what type of professional
training would best suit their
needs.
Two future lawyers debated the
merits of a Ph.D. in political
science.
a

Likewise, four people fluctuated
between medicine or graduate
studies in
a scientific discipline.
Medicine was considered a trade,
and a service

profession was less valued by faculty
and sometimes peers, than
was the
pure pursuit of scientific research.
"It was the Sputnik era," Stuart
remarked, and his professors were
invested in encouraging prospective

scientists
In

review, half of the participants advanced
through college with

stable career goals.

The P=F women were amply represented in this

group, as well as P/F participants, which was
predictable.

Among those who proceeded directly from college
into professional
schools were nine people whose future plans fluctuated
through college.

The P=F men accounted for half of this group, which
can be termed the

"quivering arrows."

Few of these people had a parent who was a profes-

sional, and few entered college with defined goals.
"fell" into their fields.

Some felt they

Like Gail, many sampled various fields before
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finding one that captured
the,, attention and
integrated diverse inter
ests.
dob security ended the
confusion for four „,en.
Por e.a.ple, law
was a safer fieid than was
writing. THe prevailing
concern was to keep
one's options open.
Thus, a medical degree
offered .ore fiexibiiity
than a Ph.D. in scientific
research. Another factor
prompting these .en
to continue their education
was the threat of Vietnam.
While the draft
caused inner tur.oi,. and
eliminated plans to travel
or study abroad
it
did have the ultimately
positive effect of prompting
.ore than a few
bright men to pursue
professional training.
At the other end of the
continuum of Sequence A,
un„,terrupted professional development, are three P =
F men who not only
had fluctuating
Plans in college, but made false
starts towards professional
training.
Barry's goals, for example, wavered
between religious studies, writing,
and medicine.
In his early twenties, he
thought medicine was the last
thing he would do, but after

a

year as

transferred into medical school.

a

graduate student

in

English, he

Mark and Charles also made major
ca-

reer transformations after college,
which extended their years as students.
as

Fortunately, switching fields at this
juncture

it becomes

in

later years.

not as costly

is

Those who changed direction

in

their

thirties often spent years retraining.
As mentioned, "time-out" between schools is

of Sequence B.
others.

a

common characteristic

However, some intermissions were more purposeful
than

Stuart and Christine, for example, both considered
to be part

of the P/F group, started college with future career
goals in mind.

Still, both chose to take

meant

a

a

respite from academics.

For Stuart, this

long vacation, an expense-paid trip to Europe for

a

year, spon-
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sored by his undergraduate
school.

Christine spent several
years away

fro. academic studies, but
she never veered fro.
her prospective field
She worked as a paraprofessional
gaining enough skills to
exe.pt her
from some graduate school
requirements. Harry was also
an exception
among those who followed Sequence
A through their school
years.
He
opted to join the Peace Corps,
serving in an African country
where he
subsequently returned to collect data
for his dissertation.
,

Sequence

B:

Checkered caree^

This group consists of nine

participants who were not only indecisive
about career alternatives
through college, but remained so
after graduation.

motivation
as

is

their primary characteristic.

An initial

lack of

Many described themselves

"not studious by nature," and they
became professionals almost by
de-

fault.

While two P/F men fit this pattern,
by and large the F/P women

followed this zigzag sequence through
their twenties.
As Kathleen approached the end of
college days, she considered her

options:
(2)

roll

to marry

(1)

(which presumably meant becoming

a

homemaker)

to become a glorified secretary in an
exciting city, or (3)
in

graduate school.

Since no suitable man was available, and she

had no typing skills, the last option seemed most
feasible.

her living expenses and tuition fees were covered by

could devote

a

few years to school and earn

school, therefore, was not an end point, but
plans.

to en-

a

As

fellowship, she

master's degree.

a

a

long as

Graduate

moratorium on future

Not until she became immersed in her program did she decide to

continue through to obtain

a

Ph.D.

Similarly, Helen entered

a

graduate

program out of default, but stayed to complete Ph.D. requirements.

Another variation noted among these nine people with ''checkered ca-
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.o.tes" was

a

ni.e-out" between unde.g.aduate
schoo, and

culatlon into professional
schools.
status were co.plex.

t.e

.atH-

Reasons to put aside the
student

For two F/P wo.e„,

a

Uc.

of motivation
p.edcin-

.ted.

Rhonda and Virginia thought
about law school while
in college
but both sought employment
after graduation.
Frustrations with their
jobs prompted their return
to academics.
With the exception that
she
took a "time-out" after
earning an M.A.. Nancy's
reasons were similar.
Jan's path contained multiple
digressions at every juncture,
including

motherhood
Among the 19 men reviewed
route through their twenties.

in

this chapter, only 2 pursued

an older cousin's

the armed forces.

lead into graduate school.
a

"time-out," neither had chosen
ity.

in

Tom then worked for

where his newlywed wife was

zigzag

Both approached the close of
college with

unstructured goals, so they served
fore the Vietnam era.)

a

student.
a

a

(This was be-

few years before following

Victor entered law school,

Even with several years of

line of study that suited his
personal-

Both transferred into medical

school.

Although difficult and

often disillusioning, both men stayed
to complete medical training.

their late twenties, each felt some pressure
to settle into
route.

By this point,

the ultimate usefulness of

a

a

By

career

professional degree

overshadowed the frustrations of the work.
A

woman.

final

variation of the zigzag sequence was followed by only
one

This is "motherhood before career."

the desire to become

a

professional.

Wendy left her teens with

She matriculated in an elite

school and became one of the prized pupils of an influential
professor.

Although the ingredients were right for the making of

a

professional,
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Wendy's interests veered
toward motherhood.

She married and had

a

Child.

Plans for further schooling
were discarded at this
time, and not
resumed for 20 years.
In

sum, most of the participants
advanced smoothly through
college

into professional

training schools.

Some had defined their
goals in

adolescence, and perceived college
as

accomplishment of their goals.

a

transitional stage toward
the

Most often, college was

a

time when oeo-

Ple evaluated their future goals
on the basis of gained
experiences.

After exploring

a

range of options, many narrowed
their choices to

fields that integrated diverse
interests and made the most of
their innate aptitudes.
For several people interested
in scientific inquiry,

medicine promised more flexibility than
did graduate school.
ity and potential

participants.

financial

Job secur-

rewards ended the confusion for many
male

While many would have liked

a

"time-out" after college,

the draft foreclosed this option for
the younger men.

The women with

either unsettled goals or questionable
motivation were more likely to
work for

a

few years before resuming the student
role.

It would be misleading to assume that
just because these people

moved steadily through stages of professional
development they were

without inner conflicts.
graduate years to be

a

At least seven men and six women found under-

trying time.

Eight people made derogatory refer-

ences to their ability as students when facing the competition of
classmates.

For example, two women began college as premed majors, but when

their grades fell

below par, they were encouraged by advisors to recon-

sider their plans.

Undaunted, they found ways to improve their stand-

ing.

Others devoted time to their studies at the expense of developing
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social

lives.

Two participants lost
a parent during
these years
As a
-suit Of this tragedy, Ira's
grades suffered enough
to eliminate hi s
chances to gain entrance into
the .ost elite .edical
schools, but not
enough to defer hi. fro.
.edicine. As mentioned,
the threat of being
forced into .ilitary service
was also a .atter of
concern to .any .ale

participants.
The majority of participants
found their years in
professional
training schools to be difficult,
but few seriously
considered a career
shift.
Because professional schools
offered a narrower focus than
college did, many people felt
frustrated.
Studying dominated their lives.
Some faced arduous exams which
eliminated classmates. Conquering
such
barriers enhanced their sense of
adequacy. When given responsibilities
and made to feel professional,
many acquired an inner sense
of pride.

Working with patients or teaching
was usually the first step
ing a personal

identity as

came when first employed.

having

a

professional.

a

In

The final

in

develop-

step typically

maneuvering through the years of training,

close relationship with

a

professor eased the discontent.

As

undergraduates, five men and seven women benefited
from such involvements.

Mentors often sparked interest in

career aspirations.

A few,

a

particular field, and raised

like Kathleen, would probably never have de-

veloped their potential were it not for

a

significant professor.

Those

with mentors were often less passive about choosing
professional
schools

Mentors were equally valuable in professional schools.
and four men reported mentor/student relationships.

Nine women

Ten of these people

were in graduate school, where the ratio of faculty to students

is

high-
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est.

This system encourages graduate
students to select

visor and work with this person through
the completion of
tion.

Thesis advisors often assisted their
students

in

faculty ad-

a

a

disserta-

gaining fellow-

ships and seeking employment.

Finding

a

mentor

the student's part.

in

medical or law school took more
initiative on

Beth, for example, established
rapport with

fessor by meeting with him at 7:00 A.M., three
times
an

independent research project.

a

pro-

week, to discuss

a

Typically, the medical and law stu-

dents emulated no single person, but rather
attempted to integrate qualities of those instructors they most admired.

A comment by Nick illus-

trates this point:

No one person stands out in my mind as a person I'd
like to
emulate, but it would be unfair to say.
.1 didn't have mentors.
Maybe 20-30 people had an effect on the direction my
career has taken, like people I've trained under.
.

In

addition, fantasized role models (e.g., Ralph Nader, Marcus Welby,

and Sir William Osier) helped sustain and enhance the plans of some

people
By and large,

the mentors were men.

There was

a

paucity of attach-

ments to women professors though half of the female participants attended

women's colleges.

Several women addressed the fact that they missed

having complete role models, that is, women professors with families.
(Note the difference between

a

advisor, and the latter

person after whom one can pattern oneself.)

On

the other hand,

is

a

mentor and

a

role model;

the former is an

the sexually-tinged male professor/female student re-

lationship, as described by Hennig (1970,

in

Sheehy, 1976b), was not re-
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ported by any of the women
interviewed.
When professors feU short
of the fantasized
ro,e .ode,, a nu.ber
Of participants turned
to fa,„ny .e.bers
or peers for support
and advice.
Several wo.en reported that
their parents were
often dissuasive
or dubious When they
decided to enroll in
professional schools
After
they proved their drive
and .erit, parents
became sympathetic.
Si,„„arh, a few .en reported that while they were
encouraged to become professionals, at ti„,es their parents
did not approve of their
choices. Nonetheless, on the Whole parents
supported their children
emotionally and
financial ly.
The significance of mentors
has not been overlooked by
other researchers.
In studying the lives of
professional men, the mentor
rela-

tionship was found to be vital
In

the Yale study, most all

their twenties

(Ginzberg

,

Herma

,

1964; Epstein,

1970).

of the successful men reported
mentors in

(Levinson et al.

,

1978).

In

contrast to Levinson's ob-

servations, among the men interviewed for
the present study, there was
no correlation between success and
the presence or absence of

a

mentor.

Interestingly, the female participants
reported more attachments
tors.

previous research, teachers and occupational
role models were

In

observed

to men-

to

support the career-oriented female student, who
was also

"intrinsically" motivated, and less social than the
homemaker-oriented
college women (e.g., .Simpson
Farmer

&

Bohn,

&

Simpson, 1964; Wagman, 1966; Rossi, 1967;

1970; Almquist & Angrist,

1971; Levitt,

nig's study of 25 high-level women executives,

ments to

a

aJJ_ had

1971).

(Sheehy, 1976b).

Hen-

strong attach-

male mentor, who was felt to be "the secret link

cessful woman's life"

In

in

the suc-

While no direct comparisons can
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made, since only professional women
were interviewed in the
present
study, the women appeared more
susceptible to external influences
than
did the men.
In

reviewing the years between 18-27,
two predominant sequences

were noted-uninterrupted studies and
checkered career routes.

The

first group consists of most of the
men and half the women;
females predominate in the second group. The fact
that most of the men proceeded
in

straightforward steps was not surprising.

bluntly stated, "A man

his

in

making an independent way

in

As Sheehy

(1976, p.

108)

twenties must funnel his energies
into
the world or else be ridiculed."

Previous

research found that all men are expected to
work (e.g.. Super, 1957;
Benson,

1968), and bright and well-educated men are encouraged
to pursue

careers (e.g., Contise, 1971; Diamond, 1971).

acceptable interruption (Ginzberg, 1966).

Military service

a

an

Several adult life stage re-

searchers (Gould, 1972; Sheehy, 1976; Levinson et
al.
that it boded well for

is

,

1978) suggested

man's developmental progress if he explored

various life options as well as taking tentative
steps towards creating
a

stable life structure, twin tasks which the 19 male participants
ap-

parently fulfilled.
When the professional woman becomes the focus of social scientists,
she is often depicted as

a

trend-setter, an anomaly.

She is most often

compared to men, or to her counterpart, the traditional homemaker.
Thus, drawing analogies between the 20 female participants reviewed here

with other female subjects presented some challenges.

prior research on women

in

college years has

a

To begin with,

basic flaw, that of draw-

ing a dichotomy between females with career- and marriage-orientations
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(e.g., Freedman, 1965;
Ferguson & Maccoby,
1966; Gybers et al
1968Rand, 1968; Schissell,
1968; Levitt, 1971).
This distinction
proves'ar
bitrary and irrelevant, at
least in reflecting on
the lives of the
20

women interviewed.

As undergraduates, .ost
were desirous of fulfilling

needs for achievement and
affiliation, similar to

surveyed by other researchers
(e.g., Simpson
1964; Ginzberg,

a

subgroup of women

& Simpson,

1963; Kammayer,

1966, 1968; Angrist, 1971; Diamond,
1971; Gump, 1972).

Even those participants most
desirous of careers had no
inclination to
pursue this route at the expense of
creating a family life.

Another problem with some past
studies
out using college seniors or within

ate degree (e.g., Almquist
Hall,

1972).

&

a

that they were carried

is

year of completing the undergradu-

Angrist, 1970, 1971; Farmer

&

Bohn

1970;

,

The present study, in agreement
with other studies (e.g.,

Eyde, 1962; Rossi, 1965; Baruch,
1967; Watley, 1969; Nagely, 1971),

found that several years were required
until plans concerning professional

goals and marriage had been reached.

Some of the research on the professional
woman focuses on psychological and institutional

Rossi,

1965;

barriers which she may experience (e.g.,

Lewis, 1969; Meritt, 1969; Watley, 1969;
Zytowski

Schwartz, 1971; Roby, 1972).

,

1969;

Most of the women studied settled on ca-

reer directions before the women's movement of the late
sixties and

early seventies.

When they entered professional schools, they were

clearly the minority sex.

Overall, sex discrimination was rarely ex-

perienced, and more subtle prejudices were not

a

major hindrance.

The

women were treated differently from male classmates, but it was not
question of better or worse.

In

fact, some of the special attention

a
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they received because of
their fe.ale gender was
positive.

^jority Of fe.a,e participants were
aware

While the

of son,e prejudices,
only

few reported incidents that
affected the. personally.

a

Terry, for exam-

ple, was rejected by several
.edical schools though
.ale applicants with
worse grades were accepted.
In later years,
after she had proved her

competence in her work, she still
denigrated her capabilities,
to the
extent that she turned down an
offer to be chief resident
because she
questioned her own leadership ability.

MarUal

sta^e^.

Marriage was

during their twenties.

a

developmental

landmark for these people

Except for two men, all wed during
these years

(though two men and three women were
later to remarry).
six women began their premarital

Three men and

relationships while in college, two-

thirds of whom were in the P=F group.

Surprisingly, none of the "family

dominant" (F/P) women married men they met

in

college years.

With three

exceptions (the G's, who began as high school
sweethearts; the K's, who
delayed marriage through graduate school until
both settled

in

jobs; and

the W's, who wed long before either spouse
began graduate training),

most people married while

in

professional schools.

classmates, and two others were people

in

Eight couples were

the same field.

Thus, one-

half of the participants began marriage with shared occupational
interests.

By and large,

this was not

mates for the undergraduates.
sue the same profession;

a

significant factor

Only one couple

interestingly,

in

— the

in

the choice of

A's--planned to pur-

this relationship,

it was

the

woman who was more certain of her career plans and her enthusiasm helped
sway her (future) husband towards the pursuit of the same career.
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From o^eetina to sarnaae.

As adolescents, only

a

few .en and about

half Of the women interviewed
reported active social lives.

Insecurities regarding their social
desirability prompted several
women to select women's colleges.
Once settled into undergraduate
life, dating and
forming intimate heterosexual
relationships became more of
a priority.

There was

a

notable sex difference in regard
to dating behavior.

Among the women, there was

universal

a

commitments, whereas 13 men reported
ing these years.

a

interest
minimal

in

forming long-term

interest in marriage dur-

Twelve women-twice the number
of men-had serious in-

volvements during college.

In

addition, seven women were to marry
men

they met in this period; in contrast,
only four men met their wives
during col lege years

The variability in intimate relationships
that was noted

graduate years diminished in professional training
schools.

in

under-

With the

exception of the three couples who married directly
after college, most
of the others formed relationships in professional
school and usually

married during their third year.
in

professional development.

Age was less relevant than the stage

For example, two women became medical stu-

dents when they were quite young, and three F/P women had taken
"timeouts" before returning to academics.

All

five married in their second

or third year of professional

studies, irrespective of chronology.

observation, that one's stage

in

has been reported by others
All

This

life is more relevant than one's age,

(Levinson

et_ aj_.

the men postponed marriage until

,

1978).

they had graduated college.

The P/F men, if they married at all during these years, tended to do so

after two years of medical, graduate or law school.

There was more
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variability a.ong the P^F men,
possibly because they
tended to be more
social in college, but the
mean age of marr.age
for these groups
was

.uite Close.
ly

in

That is, if

a

man married in his
twent.es,

his 24th year (24.12
years,

it was

typical-

to be precise).

Nineteen women married within
the years being
considered, 18-27

ment of marriage until she had
Job.

She was still

doctoral degree and was
settled in

in her twenties,

ticipants (23.60 years)
(27.70 years).

a

is

still

so

the mean for all

at

a

the female par-

somewhat lower than for all
the men

Two women wed as undergraduates;
both had spoken of

prior insecurities regarding their
desirability in the heterosexual

marketplace.

There was one significant variation
between the groups.

Surprisingly, the F/P women-who from
early years had expressed far
more
desire to marry than to pursue
careers-actual ly married later than the

other females (at 25.50 years, in contrast

to

22.79 years of age).

One's level of schooling influenced the
length of courtship.

The

four pairs who began dating in high school
or college had the longest

premarital relationships, ranging from three
to six years (averaging 4.5

years).

In

contrast,

there were few long courtships among the couples

who met in professional schools.

Some made mini-commi tments--to coor-

dinate schedules or transfer programs to be closer

weeks of meeting.
other.

Five couples married within

a

to'

each other-within

year of knowing each

Typically, among those who met in professional school, two or

three years passed from meeting to marriage.
Several of the shortest courtships occurred when one of the people

involved was under particular strain, such as facing the impeding death
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™

.p™.,

.eU.ons.p3

:

hart, 1974; Nadelson,
1979).

.-n-eu at t.e t1.e.
Though

People .a.He. „.e„
pee. we.e

few men expressed
some remorse at the ide, „f
Idea of giving up
freeeach feu Vead,. at
the time he made
a

•

0.

•

his

partic.ar commUment.
only 1n retrospect did
some participants
wonder 1f they had
married too
young,
such state,.nts were
often foHowed by.
"Ifs
a

marvel

that

we've lasted, considering
the divorce
aivorce r.tp
rate among our friends
y
from those
years."
only two women felt they
married later than their
peers, and twice
as many people reported
marrying so^what earlier
than friends.
Mary

for example, was considered

a

spinster by her parents at
age 24, because

1n her hon^town.

college.

girls married after high
school and rarely went
on to
Among her fellow graduate
students, a new reference
group,

Hary fit In.

Helen provides another
illustration.

graduate school.

She wed while in

While this was nor^tive
behavior among her classmates,

her former college friends still
happened

to be single.

Helen was

a

bit

surprised at their lack of enthusiasm
regarding her wedding.
More than likely because they
married

In their

people reported external pressures
to marry.

early twenties, few

By and large,

peers were rarely turned to for
advice about mate selection.

parents or
The col-

lege couples were more likely to
discuss nuptial plans with parents. In

large measure because they were dependent
on continued financial sup-
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port.

This finding correlates

w,^

other research (e.g.,
r„,,„, ,^3,

After studying 364 undergraduates.
Rubin concluded that
parental expec
tat,ons were ^st often
fulfilled
by their offspring.

other people^s ideas about

whon, we should date
and .arry

realizing that these influences
exist" (Ibid.,
In point of fact,

"We yield to

without even

244).

p.

participants recall their
parents as supportive

Religious differences between
spouses was the nu*er one
cause of fa.ily
disapproval. While .ost of the
parents viewed interfaUh
carriages with
disdain, they did not interfere
with wedding plans.
Grandparents were
typically more opposed, and
sometimes boycotted the ceremony.

Thirty percent of the marriages
are ecumenical.
people who married someone of
sonal dilemma.

a

Not one of the 16

different faith felt this to be

For Harry, who had been raised in

household, it was a relief to marry
someone from

a
a

a

per-

strict religious

different background.

Barry eloquently stated the loosening
of religious barriers observable
in his generation.

The genius of religion, in terms of
perpetuating itself resides in creating obstructions to dialogue,
because once you
do speak to someone else, the religious
affiliation and labels
become meaningless.
The quickest way to dissolve a religion
IS to have peopl e tal k.

When questioned about the choice of

reflected

a

a

future mate, the responses

mixture of romantic and pragmatic reasons.

The paramount

factor was companionship; fulfilling dependency needs was the second
most often cited reason.

Sexuality was also mentioned.

The women tend-

ed to be more articulate about qualities in their future mates which

were appealing, attributes which included personal stability, strength,
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intelligence, and financial
security
^^y.

Attrartiw«
Attractiveness was only
mentioned

once

other hand, the 5as.c
components of romantic
love,

as conceptualized
.y
Rubin (1973), were part
of the process of mate
selection.
These ele

-nts a.

(1)

an affiliative and
dependent need, (2)

help, and (3) an orientation
of excl
ing these needs,

social status,

Only one

us

.

a

predisposition to

veness and absorption.

Fulfill-

rather than more pragmatic
reasons like economics
and

see^d

^le

to motivate the
participants

and one female participant
made

before they had settled on career
directions.

All

toward matrimony.
a

decision to

^rry

of the others had

professional aspirations, and yet
few of them discussed how
they would
manage two careers prior to marriage.
A typical response would
be, '"We
met as students; I just expected
our lives would go on as
before."
Though they were naive about the
implications of

a

two-career marriage,

by and large the men were pleased
with the prospect of marrying
fessional woman.

It was

not

A typical

a

pro-

sentiment was expressed by Nick:

conscious decision on my part to marry
someone
^".^^^
always
found
^
myself
^^t^Jt'ff
'u
attracted to women who
did have an independent out]ook--qraduate students, lawyers -people who were not
totally dependent
r
on me
a

•

•

•

•/

.

The one man who divorced in these years was first
married to

fessional.

a

non-pro-

Her dependency on him for intellectual stimulation was
one

factor leading to the dissolution of the marriage.
The more relevant question for the women was whether their partners

encouraged their professional aspirations.

While undergraduates, sev-
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e-al Of t.e P=P „o.e„
.ad receive.
..n'age proposals

™

"
differences an.

-'^

.0.

—

wMc.

-Ha,e.

they

(Pe..a,n.

Interesting p.spects
were also deciding
factors
In the literature
on heterosexual love,
.uch attention is
paid to
the question of whether
"opposites" or "likes"
attract (e.g
Strauss
1974; Shostro. . Kavanaugh.
1975; Nadelson. 1979).
A™„g

,

these parti^i
pants, the oven.hel.ing
impression was that the
coronal ity of interests
and values brought people
together as couples.
Most people were drawn
to fellow students, with
whon, they shared
work and com^n goals.
To
il-

lustrate, when Oenise travelled
East for college, she
was drawn to Don
because of the perceived
similarities. Both ca^ from
small Midwestern
towns, their family backgrounds
were alike in ter^ of
religion and socioeconomic status, and both were
serious students committed
to careers.

Differences between partners were
generally overlooked
mative phases of the relationship.

in the early for-

On the occasions when
personality

differences were noted, they were
viewed as strengths which would
enhance the relationship, though the
notion of complementarity as such,

in

which each partner is equipped to
satisfy the needs of the other and
personalities mesh, was not considered in
the first or "idealistic"
stage of relationships.

This observation is consistent with
Rubin's

(1973) conclusions.

Manlaae

as a process..

It was

universally felt by the participants

that their relationships evolved over time.

formation from an egocentric focus to
stages they described were

a

a

There was a gradual

dyadic concern.

product of phases

in

trans-

Invariably, the

their professional de-
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velop^nt.
Which

Win
in

notwithstanding the interaction
between

».nage and careerbe discussed later-there
Ute.-the.e we.e
were so.e genera,
themes
the.es ti
that

emerged.
The first phase involved
the p.marital and
often the student
years
Of .arriage.
This was a time of fantasy
and romance, of
flaying house
and Of being companions and
lovers.
This phase was extended
for so,, of
the couples who were
classmates, who '"were
inseparable night and day "
They worked together, studied
together, and shared what
little free t.me
they had.
Outside activities and friendships
were curtailed for the
time being, until the training
was concluded.

Frequently, however, student years
were considered
in

the marital

sures of school

a

second phase

relationship-one of maximum
autonomy-because the presdominated the relationship.

fun was a rare commodity.

Time for togetherness and

Spouses placed minimal demands
on each other,

and often turned to colleagues for
the gratification of needs.

The

strain of student years was more noticeable
between those partners who

were involvea in Different programs.

Among the classmates in medical

school, starting one's internship initiated
this new stage, because it

meant that partners were not

in

close proximity during the day, and

often not home on the same nights.
weeks went by before she had

a

One physician remarked that once six

chance to talk with her husband and renew

their intimacy.
The third phase, for many participants, was heralded by the end
of

student days and the beginning of separate work activities.
was

a

Often this

period of normalization, when couples were relieved of the pres-

sures of school and could become more social.

While some people experi-
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enced the loss of the mutuality of
interests and needs, others
felt more
mature because they could earn and save
.oney, and plan for children
and

houses.

Beth described this phase in the
relationship as "real-life

living"; the previous stage was reality
testing.

For Beth, the lessen-

ing of work pressures meant a re-evaluation
of her role as wife.

means really appreciating the other
person,.

period of time, with all

the other stresses.

.which we didn't do for a

.

...

finally adults and we can relate on that level."
a

"It

It is

like we are

Diverging professions,

relocation (which affected over half the partners),
and/or separate

friends created conflicts within this phase.

Invariably, these external

factors forced the couple to sit back and appraise their
relationship.
This can be

a

time for divorce, which happened for three participants.

A fourth phase was observed in 16 couples.

After both partners had

completed professional training, they planned or actually began to have
children.

Although child rearing was time consuming and often detracted

from the couple relationship, consistently those who became parents reported an intensity of commitment and an added fulfillment in their

family lives.

(This topic is further explored in the next chapter.)

Although abbreviated, the stages of marital relationships that

could be assessed from the interviews with these professional people are

consistent with stages noticeable among couples
tion.

in the general

In a review of the literature on developmental

popula-

stages of mar-

riage, Nadelson (1979) noted that the first phase is considered to be an

"idealization phase," in which the partner will fulfill all needs and be
perfect, and negative aspects are denied.

"The impact of daily living

together prompts the idealization to fade"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

9), which leads to
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the "disappointment phase."

with the fantasies.

Stresses arise because reality
conflicts

"The task of evolving

teraction will be difficult in proportion
(Ibjd.).

a

compatible day-to-day in-

to the

felt disappointment"

Conflicts "may not arise at this stage if
the couple are both

students,.

.

.or are minimal with optimal

partners" (Ibid.,

p.

10).

autonomy maintained by both

The need to acknowledge and work through dif-

fering expectations and maturational issues may or may
not arise before
the childbearing phase begins.

If disappointments cannot be resolved,

divorce may occur.
In sum,

school

it appears

that even with the additional pressures from

and training, the two-profession couples interviewed had evolving

relationships remarkably consistent with marital stages observed
general

population.

in the

This finding is interesting, given the emphasis in

previous studies on the additional strains and pressures, "role conflicts" and "role overload"

(Rapoport

&

Rapoport, 1971b; Poloma, 1972;

Bebuington, 1973; Mortimer, 1977), which might lead one to expect that

two-career families might evolve in
The evolution of roles

.

a

different and unique fashion.

As stages

in the marriage evolved over

time, so too did people's conceptions of their roles, their needs, and

their expectations.
marriage.

Romantic notions were sometimes carried into the

Several women, most notably in the F/P and P=F groups,

strived to "fulfill

the Redbook or Modern Bride image of the perfect

wife," by cooking elaborate meals and home decorating.

While they may

have begun their relationships with the desire to gratify their husbands' every whim,

these behaviors diminished rapidly either with pres-

sures of school, or because they found this pattern uncharacteristic.
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NO one described .e.self
as an appendage.

feu

"wife" was

Only

T.e t.adUlcna,
definition of

to be "perjoratlve" and
"burdensome."

few .en entraced the
h.sband role In the
formative stages of
their relationships. The
inner experience for
some was lln.ed to feeing paternaV and "protective." Edward,
for example, saw himself
In
the role of being his
partner's "protector, manager
and business agent "
The majority of the male
participants Interpreted
"husband" as a role
a

with responsibility, which
produced ambivalences.

Some felt marriage

was an entrapment, "the end of
the road." in which "you
try to live as
enjoyably as you can within the
constraints."
In

general, people had difficulty
identifying with the terms "husband" and "wife."
They preferred to describe
the^elves as friends and
lovers, sharing in life experiences.

Early fantasies of marriage often
reflected attitudes towards daily

living internalized

as

children living in traditional homes.

With a few

notable exceptions, the 15 couples who
married in their early to midtwenties began their cohabitation by handling
household chores in
typed manner.

Initially, the men did not question this pattern.

a

sex-

They

believed themselves to be modeling the best
attributes of their fathers,
and wanted their wives to attend to the daily
chores like their mothers
did.

With four exceptions, the other couples shifted to

ble distribution of domestic tasks.

a

more equita-

Some men assumed more responsibil-

ity when they realized their wives were as busy with studies
as they

were.

Other waited

pressed it,

a

daily living.

to be

prodded by their partners.

As one male ex-

series of "loving negotiations" changed the pattern of his
Most men felt they were molded into being more helpful;

a
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few felt pressured.

Ji.'s comn^nt illustrates
this point.

belligerent], determined ^hat
the usual Wife, to do all
t^l

e w u Sn't L'

'''''V:'

^and

iToXT clol^^^^^^^^^

Several

pairs approached an egalitarian
division of tasks, because
the
husbands felt more adept at -feminine"
chores, like cooking, or
more
capable of others, like cleaning.
Still, even among the most
unconventional couples, the women were
in charge of the
organization.

Typically, the woman was the "prime
educator," such
mate the rudiments of cooking.

The busier

able it seemed that tasks be distributed.

a

as

teaching her

won^n was, the more reason-

Furthermore, pressures of

work often caused the wives to relax
their standards of cleanliness
or
cooking.

They strived for efficiency rather
than culinary delights.

For example, two couples managed by
preparing
a

weekend.

a

week's worth of meals on

The microwave oven was also mentioned as
an asset, and other

partners coped by eating out.

Five couples hired housecleaners during

these years; for two pairs, having

a

child necessitated this decision.

The child rearing phase did not occur for most
partners within the years

being considered, ages 18-27, but in the next chapter, the
effects of

a

child on the distribution of tasks will be discussed.
In

the literature, the fact that household tasks fall

dispropor-

tionately to the women has been amply documented (e.g., Bernard,
Poloma & Garland, 1971; Rossi, 1972).
died,

1

971

When professional women are stu-

"Wives [are] more likely to report themselves as being dissatis-

fied with the way in which tasks were allotted and to desire changes
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toward

a

joint fannly task pattern"
(Berger et al.
17; Kaley, ,971; Nagely. 1971;
Bryson et
,„ore

ai.

other studies, women chose not

to ,„arry .en

,

,5

1976; Pleck, 1977).

,„

"who would not share
family

tasks in a manner enabling them
to pursue careers"
15;

1977

pp

,

(Mortimer. 1977, p.

Holmstrom, 1972).

So^

research focusses on the "facil
itati ve" husband, who
"may regard domestic tasks as equally
his own responsibility
as his wife's"
(Rapoport & Rapoport, 1973,
p. 260; Lewis, 1969; Garland,
1972).
m the
Rapoports' study, those husbands who
tended to be

more helpful

in

the domestic sphere.

,nore

idealistic were

This finding is consistent
with

present observations.

For examples, Charles and Don
had been active in

political

college, and both began marriage with
an expecta-

movements

in

tion of sharing tasks.

Jhe

iruerac^

The majority of people inter-

viewed never considered that they were marrying
that would affect them.

In

a

professional

and how

their young twenties, they had surprisingly

innocent views of how their choice of profession
and mate would shape

their lives.
dijj

For these people,

the focus is on what

di_d

they do, how

they manage to balance personal, professional and family
needs-and

while reflecting on the course of their lives- taking some pride

in how

they struggled through the periods of stress.
Clearly, whether or not the partners are in the same field or form

of training is one significant factor influencing the amount of stress
and the evolution of the marital

relationship.

For one, relationships

seemed to be less conflicting if spouses had the same external demands.
Beth's comment provides an example:
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clinical work together

[for]

We'd hf^^,

.

''"^

"° "^^^^^^^'^^

el:,'llT,To. tJeTth^"

Another significant factor was
whether

^'1°"''

a

couple attended medical,
gradu

ate or law school, because the
training time varied remarkably,
and
therefore influenced the rapidity
with which the partners
moved from be
ing students to professionals.
Becoming a lawyer requires
three years
of arduous studying, as compared
to six or more years for
graduate or
medical training.
The two pairs of lawyers
interviewed both felt that
the apprentice stage was condensed.
Within their twenties, both couple

moved from the "student" stage to the
"young working, professional couple" stage, and then into the "parenthood"
stage.

A quote by Alison

lustra tes the process and the interplay
of roles.

think in terms of primary and secondary
spheres [which are]
all part of the same system.
I
think even if I was a man my
work--even if it wasn't a profession-would be
second to my
family.
That's my view as a person, that's the way I
think
every person should feel.
I
think there are times when one
may be more important than the other, or may
come fomard more
Sometimes in a relationship, when one person is down
the other is up.
In those times I realized more what was im-'
portant.
I

....

When I was in law school, the wife role was important, but I
didn't really consciously think about that.
I
thought about
my studies, about becoming a lawyer.
Even when we were newly
married and out working, I consciously thought much more about
my career. ...
The third sphere is being a daughter.
It's
easy to see that right now the daughter role is least in focus; the attorney role is probably second in focus.
Most in
focus is the mother/wife role.
I
can see a time when my
role as a mother will diminish, probably when the kids are off
at college, and my role as wife and professional will greatly
increase
.

.

.

il
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31.11-

to Alison's

viewpoint, .ost of t.e
panicipants ascHPed e,.,

was Often devoted more
to professional

development.

As already noted, each
of the three professions
had times of heightened stress. While it
might Pe expected that
it would Pe extremely
difficult ,f spouses were strained
at the sa^ ti^. this
did not seem to
be the case.
The partners experienced
their mutual pressures,
but the

marriages remained unthreatened.
patterns.

The strains were handled
in one of two

First, many couples who met
as classmates in
professional

schools described an idyllic
period based on maximum
intimacy and exclusiveness. during which they
functioned as a team, united
as "two

against the world."

The other pairs who see^d
to weather these gruel-

ing years of training best were
those who allowed the other
^ximum independence.
The relationship was placed "on
hold" or "on a back burner." so to speak.
The G's, for example, followed
this pattern of autonomy:

It was

very good^that we were both in school
at the same time
We didn t see very much of each
other.
We were very
much wrapped up in our individual
educational experiences
I worked very,
very hard.
For those first four years,
d say It didn t seem like a
I
marriage in any kind of traditional sense (Gail).

....

.

.

.

There was a system where.
.you'd go through the entire residency with a partner.
It was almost like a marriage.
I
saw
more of my double than I did my wife (Glen).
.

As

previously mentioned, half of the partners were classmates or

involved in similar training, that is, being

academic schedules and pressures are similar.

in

graduate school where

Among the remaining cou-
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Pies interviewed, the

no™

was fo. the

™,e

to he in

the .o.e demanding

tra,n,„g program.

Seven of the .en are M.D.s;
of these, five
^rried
Ph.D.s and two wed d.D.s.
Only in one case (the
O's, was this pattern
reversed; she became a M.D.,
he a J.D.

The lack of tine for the
dyadic relationship was
a universal complaint ancng those partners with
an imbalance of training
require^ts,
and was even mentioned by
some in the same professional
school.
As an'
example, the D's both reported
that when Denise began her
internship
year, the work prompted an identity
crisis in her, and strained
the re-

lationship.

She described her first few
months as the deepest depres-

sion in her life, raising self-doubts
and leading to
a

less demanding specialty area.

tling into his second job.

a

career switch to

At the time, Don was contentedly
set-

He had a difficult period
accommodating to

his spouse's frequent absences from home,
and her exhaustion when they

were together.

Another major strain on couples during their
twenties was relocation.

Over half the partners selected schools,
transferred, or inter-

rupted their training in order to accompany their
spouse.

The common

pattern was for the man to lead and the woman to follow,
which was con-

sistently found in other studies of two-career couples (e.g.,
Holmstrom,
1972; Martin et al., 1975; Berger et al., 1977).

older than the wives and often already settled
applied to programs in the vicinity.
ence and level

in school

In

a

Marly

husbands were

in schools,

so the wives

case where the age differ-

were reversed, the man transferred.

One couple

and one female who subsequently divorced separated at this stage and de-

layed marriage plans until

the women had transferred.

These people were
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all

.enters of the P/P and P=P

onl, two people^-.oth
P/P .omen

-took leaves of absence fro. their
professional schools

to Jo.n

their

husbands,
as a

.one of the people who
followed their partners
regarded this
sacrifice, either because
all found positions
to their liking,
or

because they welcomed the
respite from studies.
Once both partners were
advanced students,

a third of the men
made
career plans so as not to
disrupt their wives'
professional development
(The proportion increases in
later years.) Among these
two-profession
couples, compromises were usually
shared.
The exception to this
pattern
stemmed from military obligations
imposed on some of the men,
which typically required working in Washington,
D.C.
Six couples were affected
by relocations.
Since few of the men looked
forward to this service,

their wives could complain but not
object.
27,

During these years, ages 18-

married couples did not consider living
apart.
Olildren.

Only one couple, and one man and
four women married to

older partners, had children during these
years.
wives concurred-said this was accidental.

Both

men-and their

The husbands were P/F men,

who did not feel the unexpected births
hindered their careers.

No pat-

tern was discernible among the women who
had children during these years

(there does seem to be

a

pattern among those who became mothers

in

their

late twenties and thirties, as is discussed in
the next chapter), so

each must be considered as an individual.

Only one P/F woman had

a

child.

Although still an undergraduate,

and only recently married, Wendy wanted
than she did professional

training.

worthy enough to be considered

a

a

child, far more at that time

This change in orientation is

role transformation.

Three other women
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began childbearing after
completing training.
R.N.) required just two
or three years.

ceased to work in her
profession for

thers-both P=F wo^n-returned

a

Their degrees

(J D

The one F/P wo.an
i„ this'trio
few years, while the
other

to part-ti.e work
within .cnths

Only

one female had an accidental
pregnancy, which occurred
before starting
graduate school.
True to the P=F group, she
balanced child rearing with
the der^nds of graduate
school.
The timing for this woman,
Lillian, was
initially guite upsetting, but,
with the help of a
facilitating husband,
a

supportive mentor,

a

graduate student neighbor who
served as

a role
model, and the fact that this
child turned out to be the
easiest to
manage of their three children,
things seemed to work out
well.

Divorce^.

Four people divorced in their
twenties, one P=F male and

three P/F females.

Most of these marriages lasted
under four years, us-

ually spanning the years of professional

training.

three couples, and conflicts over having

a

differences were cited as the major factor.
felt he had married at

a

variable significance to the women.
separation seemed minimal.

Within
All

The context of one's life
a

Personality

When reflecting, the male

Several years later, he felt hampered

by his traditional and submissive wife.

elimination of

child upset two.

time of crisis in his life, to gratify
his

heightened needs for security.

and involved with others.

Relocations disrupted

major role.

The marriage commitment had

The pain normally associated with
a

year, all

four people were dating

had remarried by their early thirties.

is

clearly affected by the addition or

During one's years of schooling, it is

difficult enough to balance one's twin needs for intimacy and profes-
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sional accomplishn^nts.

Partners in

a

marriage managed best by
allow-

ing the other to pursue studies,
and coming together for
mutual support
and encouragement.

CHAPTER
AGES 28-37:

VII

ESTABLISHMENT OF CAREERS AND
FAMILY PATTERNS

The third decade of life
was
the 40 participants.

a

tine of settling down
fo. .ost of

If degree requirements
had not been fulfilled
in

their twenties, they were
completed in the thirties.

(The

Ws

are an

exception.)

Similarly, if still single
(four people) or if divorced
(five people), marital
commitments were made. Most
significant in terms
of fashioning a life
structure, during these years
23 people became parents, and six others had additional
children.
While involvement with
school strengthened many people's
investment in careers, the advent
of
children had the opposite effect.
For one woman, the shift from
aspiring professional

The overall

to concerned parent amounted

to a

theme for the third decade of life

is

role transformation.
to balance the time

and energy devoted to career
development without shortchanging the
needs
of

faini ly

members

.

Profession Dominant Patter n

EZF men:

Professional

ro1es_.

(

P/F )

Nine men have been included in this group

because of their determination to become professionals.

In

the last

chapter, the difficulty of achieving credentials
was demonstrated.

The

long hours and stresses of training years taxed
the men, but most did

not seriously question their original purpose or their
potential.

men realized that they had embarked on
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a

Two

dubious route to their goal, so
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their late twenties they enrolled
in different schools.
Decisions
about schools, jobs and specialty
areas were often .ade on
tne basis of
a desire to work with
a particular
professor.
Less frequently, a .an
wished to emulate an imaginary
role model.
Most men had beneficial relationships with mentors during
their training years.
Family life did
in

not appear to interfere with
professional development.
ried during these years.
lege.

All

Marriage was not

but two men married

a

a

Seven men mar-

pressing goal while in col-

woman they met while in
professional

training schools; three women were
classmates.

Two men became fathers

during this time.
Between ages 28 and 37 marriage and
fatherhood became more signifi-

cant roles.

Work was generally the primary task,
as men completed their

schooling and embarked on the career ladder.
Ira are in

Presently, Don, Edward and

their young thirties; Jim and Larry are
in their mid-thirties;

and Stuart, Russell and Tom have lived
past these years and are in their
forties.

The age of

a

man is

a

determinant of his professional standing

and the balance of family and career roles.
By age 28 Don was the only P/F man to be settled
in

This follows from two circumstances.

a

career track.

First, Don's training as

a

involved three years, far fewer than those required to qualify as
sician.

lawyer
a

phy-

For another, Don was the only male in this group who did not

have military obligations.

limited job possibilities as

In
a

the last chapter, Don was noted to have

result of his wife's school schedule.

After one disappointing job, he talked his way into another,
ment position.

This job was both challenging and gratifying.

start he was asked to handle the hardest cases.

a

governFrom the

"Three years later.
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that's what

I

do.-

Don advanced in quick,
steady steps.

vises other lawyers and students.
ly internal,

good job.
older.

.

His sense of professionalism
is most-

though, "at the moment I'm getting
.

.

He now super-

a

promotion for doing

People in the office support me,
mostly people

The press is also supportive."

as a salient part of his

life.

a

little

At this point, Don views his
job

Though he works hard, his efforts
are

rewarded.

One advantage is that his
responsibilities are constantly

changing.

Another

is

that as

for him to be instrumental

a

public interest lawyer, it

in effecting some social

tioned, this was his original purpose in
becoming

a

is

changes.

I

possible
As men-

lawyer.

spect, he states, his work is "less dramatic
than what
in junior high.

a

retro-

In

thought about

I'm not defending criminals; my idealism
has been de-

fined."

During these years, Don became
work performance.

"Being

a

a

father.

parent makes one

His new role improved his
a

better supervisor, makes

one accept being an adult."

In general,

life makes for better work.

"Marriage probably complements my career,

it's not a hindrance or a natural

Don stated, having

conflict."

In

a

good home

addition, his wife's

"process of becoming has just ended."
Don's career advancement bears many similarities to the other P/F
men.

To begin with, once he found

a

satisfying condition, he stayed put

and made upward advances within the existing structure.

Getting the re-

spect of superiors was another factor in becoming successful.

A

third

pattern not unique to Don's history was an expansion of one's role as

professional

into that of teacher, instructing students.

a

One facet that

Don shares with few others is that he was on his own when seeking his
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first two jobs.

All

Of these points will be
considered in this chapter

and the next.

reviewing the professional
development of the other eight
P/F
men, the most unifying theme
is the steady ascent.
The draft caused a
major upheaval. Medical school
generally served the function
of delayIn

ing military obligations and
giving the men time to prepare
to make the

best of the situation.

Six men served between the
ages of 27 to 30.

When Russell completed his training,
active duty abroad did not
entail

responsibility for battle casualties.
years.

"Not liking the army very much,

Russell
I

served in Europe for two

got away and spent my time at

chateaus learning the process, drinking,
etcetera."
The other five men who served in their
late twenties fulfilled

their civic obligation by working on
national health projects.
the Vietnam War had no appeal.

For one,

Secondly, they hoped to learn while ful-

filling both professional and military obligations.

The most typical

pattern was for these men when in their last year
of medical school, to
go down to Washington and look at some of the iNational

Health (N.I.H.) laboratories.

As Stuart said,

Institute of

"That was

a

good place to

go if you were interested in science and the alternative would
have been
a

U-boat off the Normandy coast or Vietnam."

looked to his medical

placement.

school

Stuart, like the others,

teachers for advice on the most practical

Stuart's experience proved variable.

I
got the job I wanted, my first choice.
When I got there it
really wasn't a very exciting lab. They were very much interested in the technique rather than basic biology.
I
did not
enjoy the lab itself during the three years I worked there,
though some of the people who worked there were very nice.
It did give me a chance to make up my mind what I would want
.

,

.
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to be for the rest of my life,
which was to be involved in
business where there were people.
Also
h^H fi ° ?
time Off and had money for^he'
first'time'lrmy^
e\
that sense it was a good time.

Larry expressed

a

.

more negative sentiment, possibly
because he was

the man most inconvenienced.

The draft and I chased each other
around a long time
graduating, I applied and was accepted
into an N

Before

h'

lab
I
y^^^' then intern, then
board listed my student deferI

ToVT?h''
V""''^
join N.I.H.
However, the local
ment as soon as I graduated. N.I.H.
couldn't get around the
bureaucracy and the public health board
could not get around
the rules of giving me a position with
a Ph.D. or an internship.
So I got into the standard deferment
plan, the Berry
plan,
.1 got promoted once by the navy although I had
never
Deen there.
These things happened with the government.
When
the navy called me to join a research
group
didn't want to
go and wear a uniform.
I
had very strong anti -mi
tary feelings.
I
was opposed to the Vietnam War, primarily
So I
switched into the public health, which is uncommonly
done but
feasible if nobody wants you.
I

1

i

Those years were very good ones.
I
worked with a guy who had
won the Nobel Prize some years before.
He left me alone and I
did the same with him.
I
had a good set up.
I
didn't want to
stay, however, [because] one has lots of security for research
but little flexibility.

While most men ventured into these government positions with less
than enthusiastic anticipation, the di sgruntl ement was not shared.

These years were

specialize

in

placement.

months as

a

turning point in Ira's career, for he resolved to

public health care.

Edward was also delighted with his

He returned to a hospital where he had worked for
a

medical student.

few

The training was superb, it fulfilled his

military obligation, and it offered
ship programs around.

a

a

better salary than other fellow-
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I
was hand tutored bv five
neonle fh^^t
fh,^^'"^
best in the area
f tnnk r.^o nf
t
I
had ?ewer at?e t 'die
n% p'?
t

•

.

^"^^

Characteristically, Larry was active

^'"ong

the

Patients.

.

^^-ti ve and laboratory^

work/a^d'less^^p^alinrL^"

ence.

i

making the most of his experi-

in

Though atypical, he switched
jobs after

a

year.

The second posi

tion was rewarding enough that
he might have remained, were
it not for
the fact that he had accepted
another position.

During the years being considered,
several men began to plan the

direction of their careers.

Like Stuart, Russell decided he
wanted aca

demic medicine, which involves working
with people and with research,
and satisfies his curiosity.

Russell cited that this was the path pur-

sued by his fantasized role models,
Madame Curie and Louis Pasteur.

reached

a

different decision.

"I

realized

I

didn't want to be

academic-research type position because that's what
N.I.H.
and

didn't like it very much.

I

...

I

is

J im

in an

all

about

got more interested in commu-

nity medicine, health care delivery issues."

These choices had far reaching consequences.

medicine, the pattern

is

To enter academic

residency followed by fellowships.

ples of this route are Stuart, Russell

and Tom.

A decision to enter

public health necessitates training abroad, as well as
school

for

a

master's degree.

Prime exam-

Ira and Victor pursued

a

brief return to

this course.

Other men went directly into research and direct care positions once
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having met their training and
civic responsibilities.
In

order to present these patterns

necessary to detour,

.ot all

in

the clearest .anner,

it is

the P/F ,nen were ready
to embark on ca-

reers at the conclusion of
their military work.

Jim and Russell had

completed part of their residency
program before fulfilling
their civic
duties, each chose unfamiliar
but prestigious hospitals
to complete
their training.
Stuart returned to a familiar
hospital to be trained

as

resident.

a

Stuart's decision was based partly
on his wife's plans.

His wife Sara also needed to
finish her residency requirements.

couple vetoed the two best programs
for her because one was
favorable location and the other
required
The decision to return to
ty area.

B

in an

un-

grueling on-call schedule.

influenced Stuart's choice of

a

special-

Ira's professional development was
similarly affected by his

wife's training requirements.
ties,

a

The

Ira still

After completing his public health du-

faced an internship.

He delayed his training for

so that his wife could complete her
studies.

a

year

More than likely Ira could

have matriculated in

a

local

renown hospital with

a

different patient population.

facility, but he preferred

a

distant and

Several years behind these men in the paces of
medical training

were Victor and Tom.

To reiterate material

men enrolled in medical school
was
a

a

means to an end.

in

from the last chapter, both

their late twenties.

For each, school

Tom was more interested in the understanding of

human being than he was in sciences per se.

I
think that also made for difficulties in medical school in
the first years.
When I had trouble.
.1 remembered
the dean spoke to me:
"These young guys just suck it up like
blotters, don't they?".
They had a lot of forbearance
.

.

.

.

.

.
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'Zn'rolM°ll "-^-ry.

chiat:'-

headed for psy-

Tom chose his residency program
on the basis of professors'
reputations.
One man in particular was a
mentor; this man's turbulant lifestyle precluded him from being

dency out of place with
I

had returned.

I

took

"I

well-known analyst, very bright,

a

got to be good friends with

marital problems.

complete role model.

a

X

.

was having

...

j-d hear

a

hard time too because my French friend

a

He liked me, we respected each other."

came dissatisfied with the overall
"It turned out X

thinking about

It is

al

because

Y

I've stayed ever since.

Tom to

a

was leaving too, and when

was there.

I

Really,

prestigious center.

is

When he be-

said

I

B

I

was

Hospit-

was accepted into that program where
I

grew up there."

This last move took

The confidence he gained in previous years

diminished his fears of "high-powered" places.
ism evolved, but still

noteworthy

training here he again decided to re-

city and the big time, he suggested

B

renegade.

lot about his

a

that Tom had moved cross-country to work
with this analyst.

locate.

resi-

a

A sense of professional-

subject to moments of doubt.

Someone once told me you are a doctor when you dream of being
a doctor. ...
I
guess a couple of years into my residency,
I
always had the sense that I can do this better than most."
Paradoxically, if someone asked me in my first year of residency if I was a good psychiatrist, I'd say, "I'm terrific,"
because I didn't have a sense of how bad I really was.
I
used
to think I shaped things naturally, but that's a false concept
and keeps you from learning.
I
read more now than I used to.
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As a side note, when Tom relocated this last
time, he completed the sep-

aration process from his family.

This was the first time, other than

his army experience, that he lived totally apart
from relatives.

Victor began medical school with more interest in social
change
than in the sciences, which made his first few years
uncomfortable.

True to form, he became class president and involved with
political group.

"I

as mischievous as

I

students

1

did the political club just to be provocative and

could be.

.

.

thing like that before or since.
was

a

The medical school hadn't had any-

.

It was well

attended meetings.

There

thirst for that sort of thing, [though] it was considered kind of

a

improper for medical school kids to do."

In

addition to local politics,

Victor expanded his horizons during his junior year, when he applied and

received funds to travel in India to study world public health.
a

profound influence on me.

done

a

.

.

.

Partly because of pacificism

lot of reading about India, so

I

"It had
I

had

merged my background in health

with my interest in that country and spent some very exciting months
there."

Victor's interest led him into

health.

After medical school,

I

took an internship in R

"I

career in international

a

did the most bizarre thing possible.

which was

a

developing country, and had

one of two accredited internships outside the U.S."

Further,

ent statesman Victor had heard in India was then situated in

veloping

a

a

promin-

R

regionalization of the health services for the island.

Once in R

ganized

a

,

Victor took matters into his own hands and or-

strike to protest working conditions.

They had no on-call rooms for the interns. You'd be on 36
hours and you could not lie down [except] with women in labor

,

de-
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side by side. ...
I was
indignant about that. So I turned
out to be a troublemaker down there.
I'm sure at the end of
the year they were glad when I left. ...
I
had a legal action brought against me,.
.and had to hire a lawyer locally
to get them off my back.
.

Victor was moved both by the incredible problems he saw, such as the
severe malnutrition in children and the lack of intellectual stimulation.

"I

felt it was

a

kind of wasteland intellectually.

were interested in music and fornication,
You could hardly find

a

I

thought, and little else.

library on the island."

During his third year, Victor relocated five times.
and some experience abroad were the first step.

return to school for

a

chose to attend K

program."

.

master's degree in international health.

.as

He

University because "they had the best organized

Victor's energy and idealism were continuing characteristics.

School of Public Health,.
.

Medical school

This was followed by

As in prior years his merit was recognized by others.
K

The doctors

.

the deputy health advisor.

got a fantastic job in Washington

.1

.

"Fresh out of

.

.

Then my superior left and

became the advisor for the African bureau and travelled widely."

describes this experience as an

I

Victor

adolescent "dream come true."

After two years in Washington, Victor took

a

enormously exciting and dynamic mission director

job abroad "with an
in P

.

...

In

some ways those years were professional ly the best years of my life."

A

rare and highly valued commendation was bestowed on Victor for his superb performance in this undeveloped country.

ence "of being in such

a

He relished the experi-

highly charged controversial area" and he vast-

intensity of
ly enjoyed the unparalleled opportunity to deal with "the
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living in confrontation with the

society."

P

A personal

trauma led

Victor to re-evaluate his situation.

Unfortunately I had several health problems there.
I
almost
died.
I
was evacuated by helicopter once. ...
I
would have
liked to stay for a second term but at the same time I was realizing that you couldn't stay overseas forever. ...
It was
the tentative nature to these U.S. foreign aid programs, and
there always has been and that is because.
.Congress is ambivalent and only votes funds on a year-to-year basis.
All foreign service reserve officers have no tenure or standing, and everyone knew that the next time your turn came up
you might be shipped to Vietnam, etcetera,.
.but I think it
was the menacing aspects of my health that dictated the change
just then.
.

.

.

.

.

At this point in his life, Victor faced

a

juncture in his career.

He

decided that to remain in his specialty area "was too narrowly defined
as a technical

role and I'd be locked into something from which there

would be no return at all."
in

Thus, he began a difficult job search back

the United States, compounded by applying from abroad, and also by

his shift in career direction.

Not only did Victor's career expand during these years, but his

family grew from two to five people.

He recognized his wife's desire to

work, but the availability of jobs for her was not
his life.

go."

a

consideration in

"It was my career that was determinative of where we would

Still, he did not perceive her as suffering.

She taught there
Virginia worked at the University of R
My third child was born there, one in H
for the year.
think the children loved it. VirI
and the first in B
ginia worked for the Peace Corps on the administration staff.
She
She really enjoyed that although it wasn't legal work.
was very fortunate because very few wives or spouses over
there were able to find gainful employment. She always has
wanted to work and be fully engaged, and that gave her an opthought the
I
portunity to be active in a meaningful way.
.

.

.
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Peace Corp program down there was quite good.
quite happy in her work.

Clearly,

...

career in international health necessitates many reloca-

a

tions and an adventurous spirit.
Ira's life, however, has been

a

This route was also taken by Ira.

series of compromises, prompted by

need to balance his professional and family roles.
drawn whether
a

She was

a

No conclusion can be

variation in life-styles between Victor and Ira is more

a

matter of personalities or

a

function of the discrepancy in their ages

and the prevailing values of the society in which each was raised.
ical

of both was

a

Typ-

wanderlust spirit, as described by Sheehy (1976),

tempered by professional obligations.
his internship and residency years.

Ira chose to relocate for both

His spouse influenced these

choices
To begin with Ira's decision to complete his residency in Califor"We just wanted a change of scene.

nia was jointly agreed upon.

the government moved me so it was

dency was not necessary for

a

a

.and

.

Completing his resi-

good chance."

"Part of my view

career in public health.

of being a doctor was to have some facility at taking care of people

even if

I

wasn't going to do it."

Further, the training in California
Ira describes

would be quite different from Ira's prior experiences.
that time as

a

wonderful year, "a great year."

The couple planned to

move to Europe for the following year in order that Ira could obtain

job in an unde-

master's degree in public health. Then he was offered

a

veloped country and discussed it with his spouse.

think Irene

feeling was that if

I

got the degree in [Europe],

work abroad somewhere,.

.

"I

I

a

s

would still want to

.and hopefully get it out of my system.
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Irene did not want foreign service as a way of life.

friends.

.who were in international

.

four years around the world.
.

.

time

.

public health and spent three or

She felt more strongly about it than

wasn't sure that that might be

I

.

"We had a lot of

way

a

I

did

might want to spend my

I

.

Consequently, Ira moved his family to T
try, for several years.

an undeveloped coun-

,

He described a certain strain of being in

a

somewhat foreign, mildly hostile atmosphere, where there was never

a

plane nor easy communication.

"When

I

travelled there was just no way

could get back sometimes within 24 or 48 hours."

Family life was com-

plicated because the baby was sick, and Irene had

a

was both demanding and unpleasant.
and idyllic office setting.

"I

I

difficult job that

had an exceedingly attractive job

She was working in this medieval

institu-

One exceptionally difficult period was during Irene's second

tion."

pregnancy, when because of the chance of premature delivery, they hired
a

plane to bring her back to the United States.

duties to perform so there was
was just an unsettled period.

there were

a

a

Ira still

had his

lot of back and forth travelling.

...

"It

It was very difficult too because

number of major outbreaks and

I

was the only working physi-

Notwithstanding the family and life-style strains, Ira was con-

cian."

tent with his job.

am hard pressed to think of a better job that I'll have for
It was good, but I guess we more or less
a long time. ...
decided that we should do something a little more domestic.
for two
There was strong pressure to go to B
that.
about
I
had mixed feelings
years.
I

.

.

.

As a result, Ira relocated in the States in order to return to school.

:
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His reasons include being "married, and the piece of paper, the M.P.H.,

Master of Public Health.

For some strange reason no matter what you've

done or who you know, it is the piece of paper.
a

At the same time it was

good chance for me to learn some skills."
Ira expressed some regrets about his changing career direction.

"I

have been out doing great work, not great in Nobel Prize-great-accom-

plishment, but great in terms of enjoyment for me.

blem was that

I

.

.

.

The major pro-

would have been away from home probably eight days out

of ten and that wouldn't have been fair, and it's no place to be with
kids

.

He explained

"

I'd say they are compromises but they are not ones

I
can't
live with.
I
am not distraught about forsaking a career in
international health, and maybe that is something I never
would have done no matter what the circumstances.
I
enjoyed
my years doing it and I don't feel particularly grieved that
think
I
I
am not able to continue there or go somewhere else.
potential conflicts will continue to come up when there is a
chance to do two months here.
., and some attractive places
and jobs.
Whether I will be able to remains to be seen, but
there are constant conflicts given the nature of the job.
People are constantly being called to go somewhere and do
something in a consulting capacity.
.

In sum,
a

pursuing

a

sacrifices great.
domestic positions.

unified profile.

The rewards are tremendous but the

Ira reached this conclusion in his early thirties

Interestingly, Ira speculated that his

work is less demanding that other options.
I

somewhat like assembling

These two men reached compromises and settled for

several years before Victor.

tice,

is

Various and discrepant features of training finally

jigsaw puzzle.

fit together for

career in public health

a

"When

I

am in clinical prac-

find it all-consuming, and one of the reasons

I

am not in it is
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because

I

think.

.it intrudes tremendously on family and at home."

.

Other P/F men followed

less complicated, more straightforward

a

course to their jobs of preference.
medicine.

Two were interested in academic

While residency programs usually required two or three years,

these men trained for five years, sometimes extending their student

years through fellowships.

Both Tom and Stuart became staff physicians

in the hospitals where they trained.

I
was a resident, then a teaching fellow, a fellow, then an
instructor,.
.with a continuous grant from the government.
The fifth year I was doing pretty much what I wanted, seeing
private patients and starting analytic training. Then I moved
on to a staff position. ...
I
got attached to doing some
consultation with Z
We didn't have offices and used
curtains to divide patients. When Z
left, I was offered
his job, which seemed a natural thing to do.
The work evolved
from there.
Becoming an analyst is really in keeping
with the way I viewed the world.
I've always fancied myself
as a perceiver of depth, interested more in human motivation
than anything else.
I'm more a stylist, I can understand how
people are by being with them for a while (Tom).
.

.

.

.

.

Stuart's career pattern was similar.
training he functioned as

super fellow and

a

responsibilities were mixed; he was
rect-care physician.

a

a

a

His

junior associate.

researcher,

a

teacher, and

a

di-

At the end of his training, Stuart was forced to

plan the direction of his career.

locating

During his latter years of

Personal contacts proved valuable in

position.

and be an academic cardioloEither I would stay with L
or I could run the
partners,
his
of
gist, and become one
was
I
(C.H.C.)].
center
health
community
medical group at [a
would
certainly
I
hard.
very
choices
thinking about those two
have gone to C.H.C. and been a generalist, and then, out of
said he wanted to interview me for this
the blue. Dr. M
job which I have, which I always thought would be the greatest
Several people told me that they sugjob in the world.
.

.

.
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gested to Dr. M
that I'd be the guy who does the job.
Some days I think they deserve the credit and other days the
blame, but whatever.

Both Stuart and Tom were pleased with their appointments, although nei-

ther felt that they had pushed or planned for them.

mained stable during the years considered.
was first employed by

a

Their careers re-

Russell, on the other hand,

hospital where he had not been

student.

a

When

he was 37, he was offered and accepted a position in the hospital where
he had completed his residency.

While Russell was delighted with his

new position, his parents were less than enthusiastic because academic

medicine offered less financial rewards.

The progression of these three

men's careers will be further explored in the following chapter.

Although none of the remaining P/F men pursued public health or
academic medicine, their professional development was smooth.
settled and satisfied.

Jim is

He has had one job since his residency, a posi-

Unlike the other

tion that enables him to combine service and research.

P/F men, he lacked a mentor; "I am glad [because] very few people have

done what I've done.

It is still

very unusual to be

ternist and also to be doing health care research.
lot.

thing."
life.

It makes me feel

.

like it

I

.,

I

a

kind of

good to work out some-

Similar to Ira, Jim's career has been influenced by his family
He did not accept a job offer in an area distasteful

spouse, and he takes one afternoon off
"I

...

It is not something that just was handed to me.

figured it out for myself.

practicing in-

a

a

week to care for his children.

have thought of not working full-time, but

than a full salary, although

I

to his

I

have never taken less

do take time during the week to take care
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of the kids."

At the time of the interview, both Edward and Larry were disillusioned with their current position.

Larry had accepted

a

new job.

backtrack, after completing his military duties, Larry accepted

lowship for studies abroad.

ideal

fel-

His wife did not object to this move.

had travelled in Rome and loved it."
the following year.

a

To

A job prospect awaited Larry for

...

"We were moving anyway.

time to go to Rome."

"We

It looked like an

Between Larry's Guggenheim,

and Lillian's job, their finances were stable.

a

career award,

Given the combination of

circumstances, Larry was able to gratify his adventurous spirit without

disrupting his professional development.

searcher in

a

prestigious university.

person but rather as

a

His next job was as a re-

Here he did not feel valued as

a

commodity.

is bound to feel totalAnyone who works four years for K
It's the worst place anyone could possibly work.
ly shat on.
It's a constant battering to the ego; the university doesn't
give a damn about anybody, they don't pay you, they don't do
works with
K
anything else.
It's a total fraud.
a dispensable faculty system since they give tenure only with
.and professorships are limited by a
full professorships
number of slots. The number of associate professorships exceeds the number of professorship slots available by ten to
They are equally likely to hire outside than promote
one.
from inside. They may hire you because they feel your field
is hot, and then they decide four years later that some other
So no matter how good you've been, or bad,
field is hotter.
it really has no effect on why they chose to get someone else.
If you perceive the system for what it is, then you can do
what most people do, stay in it as long as you feel it's useOr, you can be had by the system andstay
ful, then leave.
the maximal time--ll years--then not get a professorship and
have to go around begging for a job.
.

,

.

.

.

.

Stylistically, Larry is not one to go begging.

"I

enjoy to

ited extent the prestige, but it's not terribly important.

a

lim-

It's hard to
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say since.

sition."

...

I've never had to face working at

a

prestige-less po-

Consequently, Larry resigned and accepted

a

job with another

university where "they value faculty far more."

extremely high status because he will head
he knows little about.

care, so

related.

I

"I

a

His position will have

department in

a

field that

know nothing about it but they don't seem to

won't. I'll learn.

The basic medical sciences are closely

Disciplinary boundaries don't mean

a

darn thing."

While Larry has global doubts about his work, he does not profess
to inner doubts about his capacity to meet the challenges of this new

position.

Possible reasons may be that his past record contains nota-

ble successes and his future is optimistically perceived to contain op-

tions

.

have a lot of other interests, which someday I may decide to
I
have a long interest in public
chuck it all and go do them.
health, a considerable interest in government, in law; if this
At
.I'd go do something else.
ever got boring or pressive,.
career
my
Until very recently,
the moment it's satisfying.
have not been exceptionally
I
has been extremely easy for me.
competitive, which is not to say I'm not a competitive person,
but I don't get turned inside out if someone beats me at something.
I

.

Frequent moves and serial jobs have not hindered Larry's professional development.

His commitment to his family did have some effects.
The

For example, his new job "means commuting to work from the suburbs.
kids aren't happy at the idea of living in the city and

blame them.

I

think commuting is

a

major compromise."

I

can't say

I

On the other

hand, spending time with his children produced no role conflict.
night.
in the role of the scientist involves working day and

"A

lot

My parti-

I'm convinced that
cular relationship with my family precludes that, but
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I'm not the person to have worked like that anyhow, because I'm inher-

ently quite lazy."

Larry projects his enthusiasm onto his wife.

Lillian has been very reluctant to commit herself to a job in
Y
because. there are so many things there of interest, so
many opportunities, so she doesn't want to choose too quickly.
Lillian is a person who doesn't have a very high opinion of
her professional role.
She has no job offers at the moment,
one organization that she's extremely interested in will certainly make her a good offer.
She's decided that she wants to
join a large foundation and that's a little harder to get inI
to.
think she might be able to.
She knows people in all
these things.
,

Edward is currently facing the task of finding
In and of itself,

this would be easy, as Edward has

a

satisfying job.

a

history of succes-

The difficulty lies in finding two jobs, for himself and his

ses.

Rarely have both been happily employed.

spouse.
in his

To trace these steps,
His placement

late twenties Edward fulfilled his civic duties.

offered excellent training in his chosen specialty area.

Next he re-

turned to his hospital of training to become chief resident.

flattered by this offer, for he had not perceived himself as
student.

On the one hand, Edward described himself as

a

He was
a

model

physician who

worked well, with some flair:

suppose the thing that got me the job was that when I was a
junior resident I did a particularly good job organizing my
had sort of a Dirty Dozen at the time and
I
team of interns.
I
got a lot out of them, so I guess the powers thought I had
used to be very
I
some type of leadership quality. ...
proud of the fact that I saw my guys goose-stepping up and
down the hall at 6:00 A.M.
I

"bad boy image,
On the other hand, Edward described himself as having a

the type to give ulcers rather than to receive them.

"Everybody always
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respected me and knew

I

would do

a

good job and was hard-nosed.

thought somebody in administration was

I

a

jerk,

But if

would say so.

I

.

.cer-

tainly not [being] the most tactful or diplomatic person."

Even with his self-diagnosed personality problems, Edward's career

apparently never suffered.
time

I

left

I

cular disease,

He enjoyed his years with N.I.H.:

felt if anything could be done with anybody with
I

felt

I

was the one who could do it."

agreed to accept the position as chief resident,

"By the
a

parti-

When Edward

staff position in

a

that hospital for the following year was also offered to him.

While be-

ing chief resident offered Edward many gratifications, he is currently

unhappy with his staff position.

He stated, "This is my year for being

in the dumps."

In the past,

wife suffered.

"She wasn't happy following me."

Ed's career determined the moves and his

Edward stressed the

interplay between job satisfaction, personal life, when juxtaposed with
these same elements in his wife's life:

that a major issue is who is determining where you are
I
more than the substance of what you are doing.
even
going,
feeling
have
the
is
to
do
failed
to
one
thing
we
think that
that everything is being done in concert for everybody's best
It's been much more of an alternating kind of
interest.
.which isn't so
thing, like your two years, my two years,.
good.
I

feel

.

To review, Edward's wife followed him to the Washington area when
he had his military obligations.

She was unhappy about relocating, but

in retrospect had an excellent training experience.
H

"She really loved

the
so much that she resented having to come back here which was

next difficult thing for us to do professionally."

Edward had been of-

N.I.H., and an
fered the chief residency slot shortly after arriving at
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adjunct staff position was also offered to Ellen.
couple

a

This did not give the

chance to "look around, see what you can command and decide

what is overall best.

.

.

.

What needed to be negotiated was her posi-

tion."

Edward encouraged Ellen to visit the hospital and observe condi-

tions.

When Ellen expressed dissatisfaction, Edward played "the devil's

advocate" about some of its weaknesses and encouraged her not to take
the job if it would not be good for her.

When we last came down to things, I instructed her not to take
the job, that I could always live with the satisfaction of
having been asked to be chief resident but not actually doing
it.
I
really felt that way but I was not able to convince her of that. ...
I
felt it was a great honor to be
asked but also probably a great headache,.
.and I wasn't
sure it was the best opportunity for me in my specialty.
.

.

.

.

Within the next year Ellen was still not happy about the future
plans.

It turns out her trepidations about the new unit were appropri-

ate.

Her job was really atrocious, despite the fact that they knew
she was coming for [over a year], they had not ironed out a
thorny political problem and not provided adequate staffing
She was working her ass off until very late
and equipment.
most nights and just absolutely exhausted, frustrated and anIt was the worst year that we've had, the
gry about things.
I
was pretty involved in this too,
only prolonged period.
felt a great
I
yelling at [the director] all the time. ...
using my
I
was
here.
sense of responsibility for her being
I
everything
do
to
position and influence as chief resident
way.
proper
possibly could to get things set up in the
Now she has equipment, staff, recognition, and the authority
and responsibility for running the thing properly.
.

.

.

unreliThe couple's personal problems were exacerbated by an infant and

able babysitters.

Each spouse struggled with role conflicts:
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I
think the contrast of my being the focus of some attention,
and her being professionally very upset at a time when she was
also very ambivalent about her various roles as mother, physician, wife,.
.was not that helpful.
It would have been a
lot better if she had been chief resident, because she had
enough other problems that year. The chief residency wasn't
a problem.
In one sense, this has been some of my best
gratification.
.because everything has been so rough for us
personally that when those things are temporarily behind me,
and I am just running a conference, life is a lot less complicated.
The rewards are most palpable than all the other
problems we were having that year.
.

.

.

.

.

Fortunately, at the time Edward was interviewed, his life and his wife's
life had settled down.

At this point, their major conflict eminates

from their joint looking for two mutually gratifying, mutually prestigious positions.
In retrospect,

by their mid- thirties

,

most of the P/F men had es-

tablished strong foundations for future career development.

Those in

academic medicine and public health were just finishing the necessary
steps and were embarking on long-awaited tasks as professionals.

The

mid-life crisis described by Levinson (1978) and Sheehy (1976) was not
the norm among this group of men.

Only Larry was prompted by job dis-

satisfaction to seek

a

city.

a

new job, in

Although Edward is also facing

divergent field, in
a

a

different

job change in the not so distant

future, it should be recalled that he has not yet reached this stage of
life.

Only four men have lived past their thirties.

Whether they found

their careers as satisfying in later years will be discussed in the next
chapter.
In summarizing the early stages

in the professional

lives of these

more sal inine men, it is clear that family responsibilities were given

ency by some than by others.

While all the married men ascribed signi-
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ficance to their wives

careers, only a few actually made compromises in

terms of relocating.

Further, only one couple actually adjusted their

work schedules to actively take responsibility for child care.
Ira are the prime examples.

Jim and

During the years considered, ages 28-37,

their life-styles are reflective of the P=F pattern.

When asked to es-

timate the priority of these roles, two men (Ira and Stuart) ranked
their family roles over their professional roles.
ry, and Russell) ascribed equal

Four (Don, Jim, Lar-

value to these roles.

ward, Tom, and Victor) gave priority to work.

Three others (Ed-

It is questionable whe-

ther these statements reflect one's values rather than reality.
ly, one's professional

time:

"I

Clear-

obligation and motivation monopolizes these men's

see my work as first, although it shifts in and out with fa-

ther/husband" (Tom).

A thoughtful appraisal of roles was offered by Ed-

ward:

I
think the [role] that takes up the most amount of time is my
professional work. ...
I
think the thing that has, both for
myself and my wife, been major for the last two years, is our
In addition to that
[child], in terms of first priority.
That really has
there is my relationship to my wife.
I
think time-wise the job is 12-14 hours a
been about it.
day and my child is 3-4 hours a day, and we generally fall
asleep soon after we put him to bed and get up and do the
.about
Neither of us are really happy.
same thing.
prienforced
the
particular
in
year
mix.
Last
the particular
chosen,
have
would
what
we
different
than
very
orities were
and i t was stressful
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Similar to Edward, half of these men have young children.

Four men have

lived past this stage; the changes in their life-styles and career patterns will be explored in the following chapter.

P/F men:

Fami 1y roles

.

The nine P/F men devoted most of their time in

.
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their twenties to their professional training.

first half of the twenties.

Seven men married in the

Most became serious with their future

spouses in their first or second year of medical school.

companionship.

They sought

Marrying another student was acceptable because they ex-

pected their spouses to have shared interests and understanding of work
commitments, plus more independence.

behavior were in evidence.

Traces of traditional sex-types

Some men felt like "a protector," handled

finances, and determined moves.

Fatherhood was

a

distant fantasy.

Only

two men had children, and these were unplanned but not unwelcomed.

Wives and babysitters assumed the bulk of child care.
By their mid- thi rties

of

a

,

seven men had at least one child.

baby was typically seen as

a

stage in the marital relationship.

"marker event," signifying

The birth
a

Household chores could no longer be

left to chance; formal divisions of tasks were often initiated.

keepers were frequently hired.
than full
hood.

second

House-

None of these men elected to work less

time, though their lives became more complicated with parent-

Men had mixed views about their wives' involvement with work and

children.
The remaining two P/F men married in the latter half of their thirties.

Both had children within

a

short time.

The premarital relation-

ship for each lasted about two years, and was not
The histories of these men are quite different.

bachelor life.

a

Russell was living the

Tom had several long-term relationships.

to marry his future wife, while Tom was ambivalent.
a

smooth progression.

Russell pushed

Russell established

traditional relationship, but Tom's was more nonconventional
when he
To review, Russell had completed his professional training
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met his future spouse.

His life was unfulfilled at that point.

though work was fascinating and
life was not that happy.

I

In

I

a

a

I

guess

was

I

was going to marry someone else but.

contrast, Tom had two enduring relationships.

marriage with
away for

loved it, by that time my personal

It was a series of episodes.

waiting for the right person.

"Even

French woman while in medical school.

He came close to

When she moved

year, Tom got involved with another female, who later ended

the relationship.

That was a nice time.
In the 1950s a lot of people lived together, merging hi-fi systems, then taking what was yours when
you left.
It did scandalize a very straight, severe classmate. ...
I
knew the guy very well who took her away from
me.
That was a terrible blow. My mother had never prepared
me for having a woman reject me.
She's a well known sculptor
out there; I think she likes me more now than then.
Occasionally Terry and I visit her.

Tom's ex-girlfriend returned to him, moving twice to be with him.

We were very close to marriage.
She left me in California,
with
me,
got a job and wasn't too
came to Washington to live
things weren't worktogether
also,
We were sad
happy there.
I
dreadfully.
missed
her
I
She left.
ing out well.
.,
terriwas
she
.but
back.
came
guess she did too because she
I
bly icy.
Now I understand how ambivalent we both were.
coming
making,
she
was
wasn't terribly aware of the sacrifice
from another country that she loved dearly. So we had a
I
took a number of months to reproblem staying together.
I
always had friends around.
cover from that.
.

.

Tom felt lonely and "wretched."
nar; she was

a

colleague.

Then he met his future wife at

He was attracted to her fortitude:

that professional women are strong.
to me.

a

semi-

"I

think

Terry's strength is very appealing

Her strength and power are nice to be with; it makes it easier
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She leads and

on me.

I

follow in

lot of ways, with regard to enter-

a

prises like vacations, but that's not uniform."

Their relationship

evolved slowly, his ambivalence towards marriage still intact.

I
have a clear memory of that.
We went together for a while.
We had arguments, though there was never any real breaking
off.
I
was very ambivalent about the marriage at first.
I
don't know where the proposal came from inside of me, though
Terry kind of expected it.
There was a difficult period
at first.
Then, when my analysis kind of settled in, there
was almost a kind of capitulation to the inevitable that goes
along with a great feeling of love.
I
discovered at some
point early in the marriage, that I really loved her. Suddenly, I found myself feeling terribly vulnerable, which was a
very painful experience because there was no choices, like
giving up adolescence.
It crystalized for me seeing Bergman's
Smiles of Summer Notes.
.

.

.

Russell, in contrast, met his future wife quite accidentally in

He was drawn to her different attitudes, values and life-

public place.
style.

a

Like Tom,

"need complementarity" was favored over similarities

(see Rubin, 1973, p.

198).

Both relationships evolved over time.

At first I thought she was just an average date. Gradually I
liked her more and more. ... A year and a half later, I'm
She's one of
She's just a great person.
in love with her.
She comes on casual,
the brightest people I've ever met.
somewhat self-effacing. She'll never tell you how bright she
At [colShe played bridge all through law school.
is.
lege] she didn't got to class all semester, then would pick up
I
have
I'm totally the opposite.
a book and study all night.
to get the work done, I don't like to work under pressure.
Rhonda won't
She can do it--she only works under pressure.
start anything until ten seconds before and then zooms right
In contrast
What did it--that gradual thing.
through.
istic
nonmaterial
was
she
city,
Y
in
knew
I
to many people
don't think she owned a piece of jewelry, she didn't
I
care anything about it. She makes her own clothes.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eventually, Russell was ready for

a

commitment.

her time living in Russell's apartment.

Russell

Rhonda spent most of
felt like they were
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living in sin, and thought marriage could legitimize the relationship.
Being rebuked was

a

shock to him.

We went away on a trip.

I
got back--I thought I was being
very magnanimous, that I had finally come to a decision, and
she was going to throw her arms around me; I said, "Rhonda,
let's get married."
She looked at me and said, "What do you
mean? Let's get married?"
I
was never so shocked in my life.
She said, "I love you but I don't want to get married, I don't
want children." We broke up about three times. Each time I
couldn't stand it anymore. Finally, after several months of
back and forth, I said, "This is going nowhere, I'm absolutely
not going to see you again."
I
wanted to get married and have
a family.
I
didn't call her, I didn't see her. For several
months I didn't hear from her. One night I'm in the lab, it's
late, I'm all alone.
.and I looked up and saw her at the
door--she was there with tears in her eyes. To this day she
says she never said she would marry me.
We hugged, went out
for dinner, got happy, went to her folks.
We got married a month later.
It was a beautiful wedding.
We
brought 100 people to a ski lodge. ... We left that night,
everyone else stayed for the weekend.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Russell's engagement and wedding contrast with Tom's, who cannot rememFurther, Tom was married by

ber when they decided to get married.

justice of the peace with

a

a

few friends present.

Like the majority of the P/F men, parents' opinions were not

sought.

"We were both old, who was there to talk about it with?

called my parents and told them, they thought it was acceptable,
I'm not sure how important the religion was to me"

Jewish girl.

Russell's parents were pleased.
of his bachelorhood:
tional

"Meet

a

I

a

(Tom).

They had been concerned with the length

girl, get married, you know, the tradi-

view."

Just as Russell was more concerned with marriage than his spouse or

Tom was, he was also more invested in having children.
got married,

I

decided

I

wanted to be

a

father."

In

"Years before

I

order not to evoke
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any more obstacles, given Rhonda's reluctance, Russell made many pro-

mises

.

Before marriage, I promised her she would never have to cook
and would never have to have children. ...
I
don't
recall, but she says I also mentioned cleaning. ...
I
said
those things because I was in love.
We were getting married
I
guess deep down I thought she would change.
Even
if she didn't, I guess I could have accepted life without
children, if it had gotten that far.

a meal

.

.

.

.

Fortunately for Russell, his wife did have
did not become
ing will

a

a

change of heart.

Since he

father until the next decade, this event and its mean-

be discussed in the following chapter.

Having children solidified Tom's introjected role of husband:
guess the children did that.

I

don't know what

a

"I

husband feels like.

I

always felt loyalty and fidelity to Terry; she feels the same, even when
we squabble.

We don't deal with it in the conventional way."

Until

the

actual birth of the baby, Tom had not dwelled on the implications.

didn't think much about children, though I might some day.
didn't think of myself as a father until I had one. That
was very different for Terry. She wanted children and that
I
was more active with the
was part of our marriage. ...
We were very much aware of the sacrifice, the
second one.
kind of drain it is on one's energy, especially if you are doIf you clearly want to have children, and
ing something else.
.your creative act, it's very differit's your occupation,.
Otherwise, you have to realize these are years of sacrient.
fice, and it's hard to do everything on a part-time basis,
like writing.
I
I

.

Once married, both Tom and Russell moved swiftly into fatherhood.

They also purchased houses and settled down in suburbia.

Looking into

as
the future, these years of rapid transitions were not as fulfilling

later years in the marriage.
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It was thin at the beginning, piling up towards the present,
.now things seem so much richer.
Early on we were preparing.
I
was involved in the mechanism of buying a house, pro•

•

viding for a child, thinking about children. Now there's more
time to enjoy the process.
There is a stage of having a child,
but this was never all we were doing. Terry moved from being
a mother and a housewife back to work very quickly (Tom).

To reiterate, regardless of whether

a

man became

twenties or his thirties, children signified

relationship for all the P/F men:

a

father in his

a

new stage in the marital

"At this point

I

guess the major ones

are being married with no children, being married with one child, being

married with two children.

Those I'd say are the landmarks.

They are

not very descriptive, but they certainly change the pattern of life"
(Ira)
In

review, Tom and Russell had children within

a

year of marriage,

shortening the first stage of the dyadic existence considerably.

This

was also the case for Larry and Victor, as discussed in the previous

chapter.

After the birth of one child, both men were prepared for an-

other within

few years.

a

year intervals.
adjustments.

Victor's wife delivered

Usually, the birth of

a

a

new baby in two

first child caused the greatest

Couples needed to work out flexible work schedules and ar-

range for babysitters.

However, sometimes the genetic disposition of an

infant put unforeseen stress on an existing family structure:

"Lillian

began to feel, when we were living in Rome, that her children were growing up and she might like to have another one.
a

little foolhardy.

.

.

.

That may have been

[The last] has been just the opposite of [the

first], an exceptionally difficult child" (Larry).

To accommodate the

most recent baby, Larry pushed his wife to hire full-time help.

Still,

.
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home life is rarely peaceful.
a

"There's

a

lot of pressures when you have

house full of kids and two people working.

And sometimes you even re-

sent those pressures."
A difficult baby, or an unplanned child, can stretch the fabric of
a

relationship.

Edward, the fourth P/F man to enter fatherhood without

premeditation, suffered because both he and his wife were in the initial
stage of establishing professional roots.

within

a

They expected to have

a

child

year or two, so they were still happy about the pregnancy.

On

the other hand, Edward was about to begin as chief resident, they were

moving to

a

different city, and moving into

new house.

a

We did everything wrong:
changed jobs, changed cities, had a
new baby, all at the same time.
I
got things unpacked,
moved into the house, started as chief resident, and a week
later flew down and got my wife and our child.
Ellen took another three weeks off, a total of six weeks.

...

Given the babysitter problems for the first few months, the couple

brought their baby into the hospital with them.

The infant spent part

of his time in Ellen's office, partly cared for by Edward's secretaries,
and an ailing relative who happened to be hospitalized there at the
time

incredible. We would get up at 6:00 A.M., wake him,
the formula, get him dressed, get us dressed, get to work
--it was just a horrible arrangement--we d get home at night,
often late, get him taken care of and to bed, get indigestion,
We did it
then drop into bed, get up and do the same thing.
very
wasn't
I
and
new
job
a
was
starting
I
for six weeks.
the
probably
was
that
said
My
wife
that.
...
happy with
so
with
anyhow
depressed
People
get
lowest of the lows.
for
one
good
a
wasn't
situation
much job stress, and our job
She was really down in the dumps for most of the
her here.
It's really been since this last spring that she
next year.
Still in all, we've had so
started to be her own self again.
It was

boil

'

.

.

.
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fun with our child, I think both of us would do
that over
again to be where we are now.

Edward was always interested in having the child.
from the poor timing of the event.

The strain eminated

Relocating, moving into

starting new jobs, and lacking the time to prepare
child care, interfered with the pleasure.

a

a

new house,

support system for

Now that these problems have

been resolved, he is looking forward to the expected birth of the second
child.

We're expecting a child soon which is nice. The first one is
a delight.
He's almost two, running around talking and is a
lot of fun. ...
We have an excellent live-in person who
looks after him.
That's nice, but it is not exactly like being home yourself.
Our major problem is trying to shape the
rest of our lives in a prospective fashion, so that we can improve what we have in terms of getting more time at home and
getting involved in more interesting, divergent things.
I
think we've come a long way since June, 1976.

The other four P/F men who had children during the years being con-

siders, ages 28-37, were more prepared.

ambivalence to overcome.

Jim and Don had some initial

Once the baby was born, all men participated

actively in child care.

The smoothest transition into the role of fa-

ther occurred for Ira.

His experience is quoted at length as it illus-

trates common features.

The idea of having children was always impor-

tant to Ira, though he did not have much experience with child care.
"The general

thoughts were 'Wouldn't it be nice to have

a

little kid

They delayed childbirth until Irene was near to the

around the place?'"

completion of her professional training.

wouldn't say
friends at the
I

was looking at role models; we had a lot of
time who had either just had kids, or have kids,
I

:
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so it wasn't like we were alone or experimenting in
a new way
of life.
You'd hear people talk about the various responsibilities and constraints that are imposed on you, but I don't
think it sinks in. ...
We more or less decided at a certain
point that we were ready to have kids and that that was as
good a time as any. ... We'd talk about it a lot and realized it would change our life-styles somewhat, but I
didn't anticipate the full impact until it took place. Essentially, it meant a marked decrease in flexibility of coming
and going as you please, both singly and as a couple, and a
marked increase in responsibility. ... You get more pleasure than you might have thought and it can be a pain in ways,
but on the whole, I can't imagine not having kids. They are
an integral part of my existence.
.

This first stage of

a

.

.

three-person family unit lasted five years for

Ira, because there is a wide age gap between the children:

The second child was the same thing all over again, although
not such a big shock, one could anticipate it.
It meant even
further restrictions a doubling of responsibility.
It wasn't
just as easy having two.
You had to go through the same [routine], plus we'd been moving around a lot.
[The last year]
with a new baby [has been rather hectic].
,

The amount of time that Ira could devote to his children has been vari-

able over the last couple of years,
uations.

a

factor dependent on different sit-

When he was an intern, he was on-call many nights and other

nights would arrive home late.

The first child would remain awake until

nine which allowed Ira a few hours for interaction.

When Ira worked

overseas

I'd come home for lunch every day,
Work was fairly flexible.
and be back in the afternoon about 4:30 and have all the weekends off.
The only thing was that I travelled a fair amount,
about 20 percent of my time was spent out of the country.
Now I am in school and have a considerable amount of time at
home.
.

.

Stuart was also interested in having children, but delayed this
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event until both he and his wife were settled professionally.

Interest-

ingly, the birth of a child not only signified the addition of the
role

of father, but intensified the meaning of the husband role:

I'd say I felt like a husband and father when my children came
along, and that up to that time we were more like lovers.
I
always wanted to have children. We both looked forward to
it.
We had a hard time.
We lost the first kid and then [the
first] was very ill when he was a baby, but we had a second
and we had what we wanted which was two children. ...
We
never seriously considered not having children.
.

Unfortunately, childbirth was

a

.

.

traumatic affair for Stuart, leading to

two difficult stages in his marital

relationship.

There was an unsettled year or two when we [lost the first
child]. The next period began and lasted about three years
after the birth of our first son.
That was a very difficult time; he was quite ill as a child.
In fact, they told
us he wouldn't even leave the hospital.
Then we had a lot of
concerns about his development.
[For several years] we went
through whether he was going to be severely damaged. Then
about five years ago four things happened:
(1) we discovered
he was [mildly impaired], (2) we discovered he was bright as
hell, (3) his brother came along, and (4) I got my present
job, all within that period of time.
.

.

.

As mentioned, Jim and Don were both ambivalent about children for

many years.

Their reasons varied:

We were marAt the time we got married it was very distant.
It was a
ried about seven years before we had children.
I
spooky thing and I hadn't thought about it much. ...
felt
too
I
just
because
on
early
it
any
part
of
didn't want
young, not so secure that I could consider having children.
We
It was mutual.
Then as time went on we both wanted them.
be
would
I
that
determined
very
was
talked about it; Jan again
lathe
beingin
classes,
part of the whole thing--chi ldbirth
bor room--and I went along and I got caught up in it finally

(Jim)

"
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Having children exceeded Jim's expectations:
life enormously.

They are such

a

"They just change your

major part of your life once you have

them.
Don thought little about children until

his wife started pressing.

Then he was resistant, which stemmed from his family's
experience with

severely handicapped child.

He was

"definitely worried" about having

a
a

problem child himself.

As friends first started having babies, I had negative feelings.
I
first held a baby four years ago.
I
felt a bond.
I
thought there was a natural father-instinct which began the
evolution of my changing thoughts. The baby exceeded my expectations.
I
expected it to be ambivalent, but I've been
better at being a father than I ever thought I'd be, and I'm
more natural.
So, the totality of the experience was almost

totally positive.

Don is now more open to future children:

"At this point we're not

thinking about another child, but leaving open the decision for
date."
tive.

A child changed Don's life-style.

Denise and

I

"I

a

later

expected to be very ac-

were not formal, but for the first time we had to

make lists of household tasks and who should do them."

Don created his

own role, stating that he was influenced by "peers not at all, parents

probably negatively."
Balancing the roles of father and professional was not too difficult for these men, for all but one of their spouses either quit work or
cut back to part-time employment.

Each man had his own rationale:

[Meeting professional obligations has been] moderately easy
She's never been able to
for me and very hard for Lillian.
would really [have been]
which
career
her
devote the time to
other hand, there have
the
On
required to be a superstar.
she didn't get too
that
I
think
been advantages to this.
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deeply into what she was trained in too early and has kept
certain flexibility, and I think now has established herself
in such a way that if she really wants to take off and
go, she
has the time and everything else.
We've always had a vague
idea that I would become somewhat established first so that
.when I had more time free to devote to things at home,
she would have more time to really develop her career.
This
worked out more or less, most likely because she was a few
years behind me in her education (Larry).
.

.

I
really believe that when the kids are younger, the mother is
the best person to spend most of the time around them.
I
feel
fairly strongly that that would be the issue, not my career.
Particularly in this family, Irene is just much better at it
than I am.
She's got more patience and better insights with
kids of that age. ...
It is not a case of a career versus
family at all:
it is a case of who's best in the family to do
it.
It wouldn't bother me in the least to work half-time.
[I'd like her to do whatever] she's comfortable doing. She's
worked half-time in T
and part-time in A
know
she's enjoyed it, so I think it's great (Ira).

.1

That wasn't an issue between us.
If Sara wanted to take time
off that was nice, it was nice to have her home with the kids.
It was very much her decision and she felt very strongly about that.
Her mother is a doctor and Sara felt it was
not as it could have been had her mother been home when she
was very little.
When we talked about it, I thought it was a
very reasonable feeling and I concurred in it, but the initiative was hers. ...
I've been spoiled because Sara has been
home for five years.
Before that time, our professional lives
never really interfered with one another, [except for our onWhen I was a
call schedules] in my internship year.
senior resident, she wasn't working nights so it was more a
So, [managing proproblem for her than it was for me.
Our problems mostly
fessional obligations] hasn't been hard.
When she retired for the
had to do with my attitude.
few years I could do whatever the hell I wanted, in a sense
(Stuart)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Larry has pondered the effects of children on professional women,

particularly his marital partner.

Lillian especially has had the problem as a competent, intel.and had to compare
She has worked with,.
ligent person.
herself with, a couple of the really best people in the world
in her field, the junior people who are the superstars.
People tend to think much better of her than she thinks of
.

.

.

.

.
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herself. ...
I
think that most married professional women
with children are not able to give undivided attention
to
their work.
I
think they defend themselves a little bit by
not reaching for the very top.
It is a real strategy, however, because if you keep yourself alive professionally,
really alive, you haven't really fallen behind,
you've just marked
time.
When the kids get a bit bigger, you can perhaps make
a
real push while other people have said all they've
got to say.
I'm not sure it is totally detrimental.

Jim's history presented an exception in two ways.
to limit his wife's work involvement.

with the decision made.

In

First, he tried

retrospect, both were pleased

The second factor, which will be considered

later, is that Jim seriously curtailed his own work activities in order
to devote more time to his family life.

There was a big crisis when we [left Washington]. She was
thinking of going into psychiatry or psychology.
If she went
into psychiatry, she would have to go to medical school,.
take all those courses, then residency.
I
felt sick because,
knowing how I felt going through it, and how much I had left
to give, I realized it would be a disaster from the point of
view of the family.
I
expressed that to her [plus] I said,
"If you really have to, it is okay."
I
think she realized
that she really didn't want to make that kind of commitment.
So she went to graduate school which was bad enough.
She had a lot of courses and papers and internships, but it
was something that we could handle.
.

.

.

.

.

At the same time that Jim encouraged his wife to consider the needs of
the family and the growing children, he also rejected some job opportun-

ities that would have required more expenditure of energy on his part.
His chosen path for balancing his work and family roles was not arrived

at without due deliberation.
When spouses returned to work, housekeepers were the most viable

option.

fortunate

Often times good people were found by trial and error.

Don was
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To ma na ge with the child, I know we'd have
to hire 3 babysittGr.
Wg did so remarkably easily.
She advertised in a local
newspaper.
From her voice I decided we should hire her. She
i s
i n
her late forties, with four older kids.
This was her
skill and she's really quite remarkable.

Edward and Tom faced obstacles when hiring live-in help:

The pathology encountered was incredible.
You get the feeling
that people who wanted to do child care and babysitting were
basically those who aren't trained to do anything else.
We hired two or three people via an interview; one never
started,.
.another worked for ten days and was looking pretty good and then [a relative] died.
Then someone else
we found and had for a day.
We had reservations in hiring
her, and we were getting desperate at that point.
That is
what is frightening, because your child means everything to
you, but you can get to the point where there are so many
pressures on you with work and getting help, that we were
willing to hire someone we had reservations about,.
.which
shook me up in retrospect that we were willing to do that.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

By that time we had contacted other working couples who referred us to an agency, which worked out beautifully for us.
She is a .[young woman] who had done this all her life.
That is about the best recommendation you can get. She is an
excellent person: cleans, cooks, takes care of the house in
general as well as taking care of the child, she even painted
several bedrooms.
She is exceptional (Edward).
.

.

.

.

.

.

This housekeeper did not solve all of Edward's problems, for he re-

mained sensitive to the strain on his wife:

It has been harder for Ellen because here's another person her
own age, in the house most of the day with her child, and he
If
certainly has identified very much with the babysitter.
he'd wake up crying, he would call the babysitter's name.
There were times when he wouldn't even go to my wife if the
I
was different, being the male, so it
sitter was around.
This week, in fact,
as it did Ellen.
much
as
me
affect
didn't
He goes
attention.
his
of
center
the
be
Ellen seems to
to do is
wants
he
all
when
weeks
There
are
through cycles.
do
is read
Ellen
to
wants
he
all
when
ride on my head, weeks
either
to
attention
any
pay
doesn't
to him, and weeks when he
relaxing
not
was
It
...
of us. We took him on vacation.
but it was nice to spend time with him.
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Tom also had some negative experiences but, with
flexibility and
patience, created good situations.

More examples of this are included

in the following chapter.

The first one was a psychotic Scottish woman who was impossible.
We finally got rid of her when she slept through our
son s crying.
Next we advertised and found a Korean woman.
Terry asked her if she wanted to move in with us and she and
her husband did. At one point she spoke about having trouble
conceiving, so we sent her to a specialist and she [got pregnant in a month].
So, her kids were raised with ours.
Later
she got another job and did both; she's a very resourceful
lady.
They finally bought a house [nearby]. Then we had a
Canadian girl who lived with us with her child and no husband.

Even though finding responsible housekeepers or reliable babysitters was

difficult, the effort was well worthwhile.

Like Edward's wife, other

spouses were often reluctant to leave their children in the care of
others.
all

"I

along.

think we made

a

mistake, we should have had full-time help

Lillian feels uncomfortable with people working for her.

It

may be easier for me to be comfortable, because Lillian has handled en-

tirely the hiring and firing and control of domestic help" (Larry).
Even with reliable support systems,

a

child produced role strain.

Sometimes the stress is on one's professional role:

You need a certain amount of time to keep up with journals,
writing papers, etcetera to function in an academic or competitive environment. We don't have that kind of protective
time on the weekends. Before the child we could take Sunday
afternoons off and read for a couple hours, but now one or
both of us is more or less continuously involved with him when
home.
Both of us feel pretty tense about how we're going to
get everything done: we've got to be good parents, we've got
think that strain occasionally comes
I
to read our journals.
up.
One of us will say, "Will you please watch her this afI
have to get this talk written for tomorrow." And
ternoon?
she'll say, "Yes, but I've got to get this thing done by TuesTime is very tight for both of us (Edward).
day."
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Other times the couple relationship is hindered:

We don't have nearly enough time.
By the time we get
the kids to bed we are zonked.
We don't get much work done in
the evening and this bothers us.
I
think this will improve as
Lthe youngest] gets another year older.
For two years
we couldn't have a meal without his screaming, it was very unpleasant. We haven't skied, or ice-skated, or done a lot of
things we used to do all the time (Larry).
.

.

.

.

.

.

We both work so hard that there isn't much time for romance
and for excitement in the relationship.
If that got to either
of us too much it would be a major problem. We both realize
that.
We have so much invested and we love each other so
much, that we'd give up that. We also hope that when the kids
get older, we'll have more time for each other. ... We try
and get away from time to time but it doesn't happen (Jim).

The tension is most keen when the existing structure is upset:

One muddles through always feeling a little overextended.
When the system breaks down--like the babysitter gets sick—
chaos emerges.
When she got sick for two weeks I stayed at
home for a few days, so did Denise, and her daughter did too.
Then we hired a babysitter service (Don).

Without this world's greatest babysitter.
.our life would
probably be thrown back into turmoil. You learn as you go
through things, just like anything that's gone wrong in the
house--the first time it happened— has thrown me into an absolute panic.
I
think
The next time.
.1 handle it better.
that one of the fun things around is the chance to learn and
sometimes get a second crack at something. Hopefully it will
be the same with our expectant child (Edward).
.

.

Given the demanding nature of work and family roles, leisure pursuits

were reduced.

Edward noted:

"Now our lives are full of our profession

and our son, and that's filled them up."

Neither he nor Ellen have had

time to devote to their hobbies since the birth of the child.
dom get to the theater, though occasionally see

Both of us feel

a

bit cooped up.

I

a

local

They sel-

movie.

used to be a kind of phy-

.
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sical fitness nut.
Now I am not getting as much exercise as
Id like, and I can t find the time to do it in my day. I'd
like to do the marathon one year but you've got
to train for
that.
We like tennis, ice-skating but we don't do any
of them with any acceptable frequency right now.
... We
have not been able to get into many selfish and indulgent
adul t pursui ts

...

Vacations are rare but delightful; often they are planned around
conferences.

Some of the men with older children balance these roles by in-

viting their children to join them in sports, such as jogging and
squash.

Others bike or run to work.

In addition to the energy devoted to the development of careers and

families, household chores were also time-consuming.

Most of the P/F

men were raised in families with traditional sex role typed behaviors.
To recall

previously cited material, five mothers worked part-time, four

assisting their husbands.
tasks.

The age of a man influenced the division of

Many of the older men interviewed found it hard to veer from the

pattern of their upbringing, as will be considered in the next chapter.
In general,

the wives influenced their spouses to change their ways.

"Denise initiated discussions.

.

.because she was feeling under the gun

by work and what she was doing around the house"

younger men, there was

a

(Don).

Among the

lot of flexibility regarding tasks.

example, does most of the cooking while Edward cleans.

Ira,

for

Edward was will-

ing to cook when his spouse worked longer hours:

I
am kind
We don't consciously divide chores, we never have.
of a bug on having a clean house, one of those compulsive
Ellen doesn't care that much where she puts her joursorts.
I
just want to get in
hate the grocery store.
down.
I
nals
off the rack and buy
clothes
pull
I
can.
I
fast
as
and out as
does most of the
Ellen
style].
fit
or
of
[regardless
them,
like, but I know
doesn't
she
swears
she
food shopping which
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...

she does.
I
get vicarious pleasure out of cleaning up
so I have tended to do most of the housecleaning
and dishes.'
She does more of the cooking although I have done
some. Since
we've had a live-in housekeeper most is done by her,
with
finishing touches put on by me, and on weekends Ellen
cooks.
LWe both J like Ellen's cooking better than the housekeeper's,
but it's a convenience.

Neither Edward nor Larry discussed

division of labor.

a

handled by the most interested and efficient person.
the division fell

Tasks were

In Larry's case,

along sex-typed lines:

Simple things fall naturally:
I
do most home repairs, I pay
the bills, do all the bookkeeping, do very little of the
cooking though I am a reasonably good cook and enjoy it.
We have someone in one day a week to clean the house, and the
first two years of [the newest child], we had a full-time
governess. Otherwise we do what has to be done. We both do
laundry, we both do the dishes, we both clean up the house.
We have no contract division of labor. We both pick up kids
in the car pool depending on whoever has time.
That has never
been a problem because both of us are more than willing to do
things.
Some patterns have evolved.
I
put the kids to bed at
night, especially the baby.
If I am tied up or tired, I never
have to ask Lillian. There is nothing in the house at all
that we can't both do. We've almost never had a disagreement
over doing things around the house.
Some nights neither
one of us can do any thi ng--throw the kids against the wall.
This is just an old pattern because we both have things to do
and have had kids for so long. This is a survival pattern,
nothing more.
I
do feel guilty if I got out of town for a
imagine
I
week or two and leave Lillian with all the burden.
she feels guilty when she goes away, but she is away at the
most three or four days.
all

.

.

Jim presented
a

typical P=F man.

a

.

.

.

.

complicated living arrangement, more reflective of
His wife now works a three-quarter time job, with

schedule determined by her.

work a full-time job, but I feel fully committed to the
family, so that I spend at least half of my day thinking about
family things. ... We have so much to talk about just arranging logistics. We are both so busy. Then when we get toI

a

.
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gether we have to discuss what's for dinner tonight,
who's
going to pick up our son, which kid is coming over
today, then
when we have time we'll talk about the finances, the
next vacation, who is going out of town for what meeting.
...
We
work it out a day at a time a week or sometimes a month
or a
year at a time, like we'll plan for next fall. She's ready
to
make a job change. ...
I'll make any changes that might be
necessary

Jim

s

daily life is very busy.

He wakes very early to exercise, then

prepares the children for school.

He often drops one child off at nur-

sery school before arriving at the hospital at 8:30 A.M.

I
don't usually do anything else until supper-time when I get
back home. Jan's home most of the time and she takes care of
them and usually makes supper. When I get home I really am
just there to do whatever is necessary, to help with the
dishes, ana spend a lot of time and energy with the children.
Like today, I took my son and his friend bowling, cooked them
dinner, washed the dishes and put them to bed. This is the
special day when Jan gets home late, but I am perfectly capable of doing that.
I
don't do it often, but on weekends I am
just as likely to do that sort of thing for Jan.
I
mostly do
the grocery shopping, I plan the meals, but Jan does overall
planning for the kids, like which nursery school they are going to go to.
Sne makes most of the arrangements for them,
she buys them clothes, does all the interior decorating.
which I don't have much interest in.
.

.

Like many of the other P/F men, Jim is an active participant in child
care.

While he does more than most men, his share does not quite ap-

proach an equal division with his wife.

havior reflects

a

Still, in retrospect, Jim's be-

P=F orientation in his thirties.

The allocation of money was rarely an issue.

Except for short

periods of time, the men earned more and were content with this fact:

One problem we've never had is financial and that is critical.
A lot could have been disasterous if money had been a factor
earned three dollars for every one or two Lillian
I
for us.
[She probably
earned. If she earned [more], I wouldn't care.
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did when I was a resident.]
If she wanted to earn none
I
wouldn t care either since the financial
picture is not’critTcal,.
.we just throw our money together.
We are basically
pretty frugal so.
.if we run out we don't spend any more.
We ve never had a fight over money (Larry).
.

Most financial and management things I've done, though
anything significant we've always worked on together.
For example, we are now trying to put our estates together
to [write
a will] and to set up a trust for our
son.
Everything we have
is jointly owned.
When at N.I.H. I earned a little more; last
year when Ellen was on the staff she earned a little more;
this year we earned the same.
I
think I can say for both of
us that that's been totally unimportant.
The only thing
that's mattered is having enough and being able to have things
we want. With two physicians we've got more than we need.
Everything goes into a joint checking account.
I
spend ninetenths of the money.
Ellen's more frugal.
She's more
likely to wait for sales. ...
I
say, "Life is short, if you
like it, you'd better buy it, the hell with what it costs."
I
am in charge of the checkbook but less physically responsible
than Ellen because she has better saving habits than I do
(Edward).
.

.

.

I
balance the checkbook, but we put all our income into one
checking account. We discuss major purchases but pretty much
feel independent as far as deciding things like clothes and
furniture.
I'll tell her if we are spending too much because
she doesn't know since I do the books.
I'll tell ner if we
are in good shape, and that won't last very long after that.
I
tell her how many private patients she needs to have to have
the office and the house.
She buys the big things, [except
for cars], but she'll buy a piano or an oriental rug, most of
the clothes except for mine (Jim).

Competition was rarely seen as

a

problem for the men, though

a

few

whose wives curtailed their involvement in work expressed concern for

their spouses.

Larry's opinion on this has already been mentioned.

in a different field from his spouse,

cause he

is

arises.

Similarly, col 1 eagueship is limited.

quately professional in the other's field."
ferences.

Be-

competitiveness rarely

"Neither of us is adeLarry minimizes status dif-

"Lillian will diminish to anybody the status that she has.

tend to emphasize the status of her profession perhaps because it

is

I

a

.

.
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mode of sel f-grandi zement for me.

selves by professional titles.

.

Neither one of us introduces our.nor ranks.

It is not the way we are."

This issue is more in the forefront for Tom
and Edward, whose wives

are active in their fields.
chapter.

Tom's difficulty is discussed in the next

As mentioned, Edward perceived some status
differences when he

was the chief resident and the focus of a lot of
attention in the hospital

community, "but that was offset by the fact that.

legitimate faculty position."

In general,

.Ellen was in a

.

Edward felt they advanced

very symmetri cal ly

In terms of how we are judged by our peers, we are both in
good shape.
The fellows, the house staff and the full-time
academics are smiling on both of us. We are working in different areas so the only competitiveness we've felt is with
the issue of jobs.
Last year, when we were unhappy
here, we looked at a whole slate of new jobs.
That
seemed to activate that kind of thing, because it is hard to
find equivalent jobs good for both people.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Being in separate fields reduced the potential conflicts and also
led to indirect forms of colleagueship.

Don, for example, faced no com-

petitiveness but learned to share information about group process inter-

action where each spouse worked.

"I

believe someone who understands

psychology, group processing, and is fairly aggressive can manage in
group settings.

We each teach one another that."

Don found a link be-

tween their two professions:

was always interested in health laws. Last year I worked on
Writing together was inherently
right-to-die case.
Finally she wrote a draft, then I rewrote. When
impossible.
.cross-edited each other.
we wrote a chapter for a book we.
I
don't think this is unique to us, it's true for many coauthors hi ps
I

a

.

.

.

.
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Hospital talk dominates the conversations of Edward
and Ira and
thei r spouses:

I
think that hospital talk dominates those parties where
there
are all kinds of physician-couples. Ellen talks incessantly
about cardiology, that is why I am so good in it. I don't
open up quite as much as she does about work. Maybe that's
because of the difference in the nature of the work I do.
Particularly when she's been down in the dumps, like last
year, I don't tell her how poorly some of my patients are doi n9
Certainly, we'll talk about our frustrations, our
jobs, things like that (Edward).
•

•

•

•

There is col 1 eagueshi p in some ways, but the fields are so
different.
One of us could be in law and one in business.
It is not like col 1 eagueshi p like two people both in
psychiatry.
I
like it this way.
For one thing, I enjoy the
different subjects there.
There are different sets and
some interactions but not much, but it is nice to get some exposure to the other's sets of interests and knowledge.
I
do like Irene to be interested in what I am doing.
I
think
that is fun.
She has a good appreciation of what I do
in life and doesn't get bored by my talking about it, or when
colleagues are over talking about it. ...
do have colI
leagues whose wives will leave the room if the subject of work
is raised. ...
I
think it is a defense, but reasonable if
people constantly drag work discussions into the house. So I
can understand that I would be real uncomfortable with that
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Ira)

Clearly, most men find their wives to be supportive.

Lillian's very sympathetic to my concerns unless I go on about
I
am more likely to talk about my problems.
them endlessly.
She gives good advice about things. She talks to me about
I
things that bother her, but she deals with all her crises.
guess if you want to talk about resentment in marriage, I
guess I have always felt a little left out of her crises.
think we are
I
She is a very self-contained person. ...
glad for each other's successes (Larry).
.

Jim also delighted in his wife's accomplishments.
her when she got her doctorate.

I

"I

was just ecstatic.

.

.

was so proud of

Once

I

accepted

that she could be whatever she wanted and do whatever she wanted, my

:
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only respouse to her successes has been joy."
When asked about threats to the marital

relationship, most men felt

them to be under control

Most problems have been truly situational.
I
think we have a
pretty good relationship.
I
don't think I have ever been able
to seriously think of leaving my wife or vice versa,.
.except when arguing. Last year was a lot of stress. We had a
rough time and something like that could happen again and not
entirely through things we can control.
It makes you wary.
and gives you a little bit of a helpless feeling (Edward).
.

.

I
have to put a certain amount of effort and time into the relationship.
I
am sure that Jan and I talk about what's on our
minds, so we can feel close to one another. That's quite evident to us both when we just haven't had a chance to touch
base, and we feel like strangers.
I
think we both realize
that it is necessary to communicate. We work hard at it.
We are really committed to each other and to staying together.
We wouldn't want to try to make it with jobs and stuff in seperate cities; we just don't think that's possible (Jim).
.

Larry was exceptionally articulate about the strains on

and the need to put conscious effort into the relationship.

a

.

.

marriage,

Thus, his

comments are included at length:

I
We are both very tired, our nerves are hair-triggered.
don't think that either of us feels threatened. The last few
years have been very hard on us, with [the colicky baby], certain things in both of our jobs, like working in this superstar atmosphere where they don't value anybody, and you begin
to question your own intrinsic value even though you know you
Do we need to put a
shouldn't, and you know it is a system.
conscious effort into our relationship? Yes, absolutely,.
we really rely on each other quite a bit, but there are so
many other pressures. The toughest problem we now have is
Our current
that we are both doing two jobs and moving out.
tomorrow,
divorced
get
likely
to
status is good. We are not
are
both pretty
We
me.
surprise
unless my wife is planning to
either
think
don't
but
I
tough, we would feel a sense of loss,
then
because
worse
be
of us would be destroyed. Death would
feelkids'
the
all
with
there is a problem of what do you do
quite
a
decision
made
a
ings, even more than in a divorce. We
have
both
We
long time ago that we wouldn't split for work.
.

.
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enough flexibility to make some compromises.
It is hard to answer a question of what if my
wife wasn't
working.
Initially it might be easier. My feeling is that

when you don't work, you find other things like tennis, or let
housework expand, taking as much time and energy as working.
I
have been amazed at how busy women who don't work can be.
Could she be more supportive of me? I don't think that is a
time-related thing.
If we did not have children, we'd probably live in [center city] and pursue our careers and do all
sorts of things; it might be very nice for a while. Again, it
is a trade-off.
I
had been married to this particular person
for so many years that my fantasies don't run along what if I
wasn't. ...
I
have speculated on this many times because of
why certain people stick together and certain people don't.
Many of our friends in similar situations, at least not perceptively different, have gotten divorced.
I
really don't believe that our relationship is better or worse than theirs
have been before things began to si ide— someone having an affair with someone else and things got nasty.
If you want to
wreck a marriage, it is probably a five-minute job. Are you
content enough in it that you don't want to wreck it? Two
people don't live together who have ambition and drives of all
sorts without a compromise.
I
don't believe they do, at
least. ...
I
am not planning any [extra-marital affairs]
today.
I work with a
lot of very attractive women and I've
seen a lot of divorces. They don't go around trying to seduce
me and I don't go around trying to seduce them.
It is not
likely.

By and large, the life-styles of these nine P/F men were created by

the interaction between them and their spouses.

Parents had little di-

rect influence, nor did peers:

We had few role models for being parents, because we were so
mobile until settling in Boston. ... My closest friend does
not have any children (Victor).

We've always known several professional couples, and just as
many where the wife didn't work. Two of Lil's closest friends
are women who don't work (Larry).
have very few single friends. As it turns out most of them
are "traditional." There are not too many dual -career couples
Everyaround. Maybe they don't have time to socialize.
The
children.
have
they
before
family
body is a dual-career
find that most women stop
I
key is, do they stay that way?
I

.

.

.
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working when they have kids and don't go back (Jim).
Friends who I worked with were not both professional in the
same way.
The male was the medical professional and the wives
were teachers,.
.so they were more flexible in what they
taught and where. One of these women is exceedingly saintly,
as is her husband.
[When overseas], they taught local women
to wrap bandages.
.and set up the first aid care center
there.
Someone could say that she subjugated her career and
life to her husband's pastimes,.
.but she's made the most of
wherever she's been and certainly had an impact. ... It is
impressive and depressive; [in comparison], one feels inactive
and inept (Ira).
.

.

.

Several

men believed their dual -career marriages set an example for

others.

At the time we got married, we had one pair of close friends
Upon
She taught school and he was a lawyer.
city.
in Y
knowing us, however, she did premed subjects in two years and
Her
She had two kids.
is now graduating from medical school.
argument was having seen both of us in medical school and
training, she figured she could (Ira).

to others.

Ira was rather modest about having been seen as a role model
"I

hate to think about it that way, but

I

suppose it's true."

these men have set examples in domestic matters.

Further,

Edward mentioned help-

into
ing couples to locate housekeepers, and Jim draws his male friends

food preparation at parties:

"I

think even among our friends,

I

fall

to

one end of the spectrum."
In sum,

these nine P/F men were seen to balance the roles of pro-

fessional, husband and father in favor of the former.

were

a

goal

While children

until they
for most of these men, they preferred to wait

completed their training.
for half the men.

Accidental births interfered with this plan

role,
Nonetheless, although fatherhood was an active

babysitters.
the burden of child care fell to spouses and

Satisfactory
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housekeepers were often found with difficulty.
wives either left work or worked part-time.

With one exception, the

Edward was very sensitive

to his wife's distress over allowing a
housekeeper to assume the primary

parent role.

It did not occur to him that his wife
should work less.

His attitude may stem from the fact that Ed
was also the only man in
this group whose mother worked at a responsible
job through most of his

childhood.

Universally, the birth of

the marital relationship.

a

child signified

new stage in

The child exceeded the men's fantasies, but

also involved more responsibilities than expected.

most adjustments in their careers, suggesting
orientation.

a

a

Ira and Jim made the

transformation to

The majority of men were affected in terms of

a

P=F

loss of

a

time for work, with their wives, and for leisurely pursuits.

The role

strain left the men feeling depleted of energy.

The birth of

a

child had

a

universal consequence.

Each man hired

someone to share in child care and frequently in household chores.

Some

of the older men followed traditional, sex role divisions of labor.

The

younger men demonstrated more flexibility, with the result that tasks
were handled by whichever spouse was skilled in them.

were most often handled by the men.

Financial matters

Because most of these men were in

different fields than their wives, competition was minimal.
ship was strong.

Colleague-

Sex differences rarely determined attitudes.

large, the couple determined their own life-style.
had limited influence.

In fact,

By and

Parents and peers

some men served as role models for

other two-career couples.

P/F men

:

Sex and other roles.

In the last chapter on sex roles,

the
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masculine mystique as postulated by Freidan

(1

963) was discussed.

Many

authors (e.g., Bernard, 1972; Nichols,
1975; Kaplan and Bean, 1976) have

written that thi

s

style forced men to suppress aspects of
their personal-

ity to the detriment of the self.

Researchers on adult male development

(e.g., Sheehy, 1976; Valliant, 1977; Levinson
et al

.

1978) suggest that

,

cracks in this behavioral pattern are observable
in the male mid-life
crisis.

"They are beginning to discover that striving and
competing are

not enough, that achievement at work is not the answer,
and that even
success does not bring happiness.

.

.

.

stunted their development" (Mayer, 1978,

The masculine mystique has
p.

69).

It's becoming less and less important to me to be a man.
I
think a lot of it is consciousness raising.
I
have realized
that there are more similarities than differences as time has
gone on, whereas I came from a point of not even being able to
question that or concede that there might be more similarities
than differences.
.

.

.

It was very important for me to be a man.
There were certain
things that were invol ved— athl etic things, success things.
It meant that career was most important.
Certain things were
expected of me.
I
still don't think I could ever accept, I
mean, I could never send my wife off to work and stay at home,
any more than she could at this point, (though we've joked
about it when I'm down on my job). All you have to do is stay
home with a two-year-old for a day, you know you couldn't do
it (Jim).

In their thirties,

many P/F men were observed to be going through

transitional phase, modifying or changing their professional roles.
Real crises were not noted, which may be reflective of the interview

procedure.

considered, most men became fathers.
their lives.

During the years

A counter explanation is also plausible.

Children added

a

Even the most ambivalent man experienced

dimension to
a

stirring of

a
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nurturant feelings when they held their
newborn infants.
ported that children signified

Others re-

new stage in their lives, causing
more

a

inner changes than marriage did.
In addition,

these men were married to vital, accomplished
women,

who, by virtue of becoming professionals,
were no longer prisoners of
the feminine mystique.

The females often influenced their mates
to

change both behaviors and attitudes.

Living with

a

professional woman

increased the men's sensitivity to the societal
constraints imposed on
women.

These personal relationships were more influential
than the

feminist movement.

Nonetheless, there are only two exceptions, the men

were comfortable having their wives remain with their
children rather
than participate full time in work.

Justifications for this decision

stemmed from sex role orientations.

Wives were considered more nurtur-

ant and less career-minded.

Ira felt strongly that his life-style would

be different if he were a woman:

"I

am sure

I

would end up spending

more time on the familial end of things and less on the professional."
It is probably not coincidental

section, Jim and Ira, have
a

P=F orientation.

al

that the two men quoted so far in this

ready been observed to have shifted towards

The others were less reflective about the influence

of their sex role on their lives.

Other roles that were mentioned included athlete, brother and
friends.

Staying physically fit was

a

common concern, another way to

confirm one's inner sense of masculinity.
most by Ira and Tom.

The brother role was stressed

Without exception, each P/F man was more profes-

sionally successful than his siblings.

Several men had sisters who were

traditional housewives; two others were related to siblings with severe

.
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emotional or physical problems.

Being a friend was cited by Stuart, Tom and Don as
an important
part of thei r

1 i

ves

It's important to have a group of people to be with and to experience some of the same questions of growing and managing,
and also to play with.
It's fair to say that having a
child can be very insulating, staying within four walls.
It's
important to have adult, non-work companionship. This role
developed over the years.
It was always somewhat important,
particularly in college, when facing the draft brought people
together.
Both Denise and I developed a need for community, which may reflect no family very close to us, in part,
but also, to be around people who face the same problems we do
.

.

.

.

.

.

(Don).

Just as some political involvement was important to Don, politics and
social organizations remained

a

prime concern to Victor.

In sum, once having completed the requirements of their professional

training, the nine P/F men were prepared to expand their masculine

role by an increased involvement with their families.

Children were

significant in eliciting tenderness and other qualities stereo typically
labeled "feminine."

By allowing these feelings to flow naturally,

these

men avoided the crisis described by various researchers, which occurs

when suppressed emotions become unbridled.

P/F women

:

Professional

role

.

To review, most of the six P/F women en-

tered medical or graduate school directly after college.
lated in reputable programs,
cess.

Only

a

a

All

matricu-

testimony to their prior academic suc-

couple benefited from female role models; by and large,

male mentors and colleagues set an example of professional development.
Many reported self-doubts about their potential, and often relied on
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professors, boyfriends or spouses for advice.
ated.

A passive style predomin-

Although several P/F women had not ascribed much
significance to

their social

life in adolescence, all married during their
twenties.

Four joined with classmates in professional
schools.
riages ended in divorce, though several

women had

Half of these mar-

remarried shortly after.

Three

child before turning 30, though others remained
ambivalent

a

about parenthood.

At the time interviewed, many women had young chil-

dren and were in the process of finding a comfortable
balance of roles.

Presently, Christine and Ellen are in their young thirties, Peggy and
Mary are in their late thirties; and Terry and Wendy have been through
the years being considered, ages 28-37.

this category who did not attend

a

Wendy was the only woman in

professional school in her twenties.

Because her life was dominated by her family role, she will be considered among the F/P women.
In the last chapter,

it was discussed that the behavior of Beth and

Gail more resembled a P/F orientation than a P=F one.

For this reason,

they have been shifted to this group which reflects their current style.
Beth was always academically precocious and goal-oriented.

She gradu-

ated medical school at

a

search laboratory.

addition, she accepted an academic position at

In

young age, already in charge of

a

reputable rea

medical school and a consulting job with an international health group.

"Last year

I

went to

11

countries and this year so far, I'm leaving to

go to three different places in the next two weeks.

Every week or every

other week I'm in Washington or New York."
Naturally, Beth's investment in work affects her marriage.

husband is very tolerant.

Her

Her research job is so central to her life
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that he sacrificed better job offers to stay
in the area.

cepted her busy travelling schedule.

"I

He also ac

travel and he stays home.

I

think that Barry gives up a lot because of
that; I'm not sure whether
I'd tolerate it on the other side.

tient about the whole thing."

I

think that he is

a

lot more pa-

Beth is appreciative of her husband's

permissiveness.

I
think we are each fairly flexible.
I
think even if I were
married to someone more demanding, I could probably adapt
to
that kind of situation. ...
It is nice having that flexibility; both of us need to be together but very much respect
the other's need for some independence. ...
We are both not
just professionals but into a lot more creative kinds of
things too, and you need time for yourself to do that.

In the last few years,

ests branched out.

Beth's career has blossomed, and her inter-

Her future plans include even more activities, such

as psychoanalytic training:

I'll probably be involved in similar things, maybe basic research, doing quite a lot of publishing and editing, probably
for the next three years or a maximum of five years.
I
think
a lot and always have, about where I'd like to go, [barely]
managed to get there. Even at this point I'm getting itchy.
At that point I'd like to get into more administrative/ policy
things, moving into government [or international agencies].
I
do a lot of consultation now.
.but I think I'd like some
sort of official capacity.
used to think I'd like to run a
I
department, but I've decided I don't want to do that.
Then I'll probably move into a more relaxed stage of life doing more therapy and writing, not specific scientific but
broader, more impressionistic writing. Those are some of my
plans, whether I'll realize them we'll have to see.
.

.

.

.

I
see 40 as the time
I'm starting the analytic institute now.
One big problem with
.and writing.
for doing more therapy.
analysis is that it's so orthocentrif ic, so self-centered.
All the writing now is about the self, my focus is more global.
It
I'm concerned with what happens to populations, groups.
perspective
that
take
to
contribution,
be
challenge,
a
would
a
I'm planning to
and apply it somewhat more generally. ...
.
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do the training over the long haul,
not pack it into the next
three years as I ve done before.
I
plan to do it leisurely
like a good cup of tea you sip.
I'm sure it will take me 10

years.

Gail

is currently as career-oriented as Beth.

this involved a role transformation.

In

For Gail, however,

her late teens, she limited

herself to the Boston area in order to be in the
vicinity of her future
husband.

Gail made similar decisions when applying to
graduate school

and jobs.
In the last chapter,

it was chronicled that Gail

goals to teach by accepting

a

compromised her

job at a research center.

she became disillusioned.

Her reasons included

workaholic atmosphere, and

a

a

Shortly after,

chauvinistic boss,

a

lack of respect for her capabilities:

It wasn't a very pleasant experience. ...
I
was treated
like a B.A..
., and my boss and I had a terrible time.
[After a while] there, I realized he had gone through a series of
fairly assertive, competent women and couldn't keep them.
[This] fellow cannot work with women unless they are quiet,
easily intimidated, and do what they're told. ...
In months
I
knew I wouldn't stay working for him.
I
let i t be known
back at [graduate school].
There were no female role models
at all which is one of the reasons I wanted out.
just didn't
I
see myself going anywhere there, or if I did want to [push],
it would be at such a sacrifice to the rest of my life that I
was unwilling to make that.
.

Fortuitously

teaching at
for

a

a

F

former professor from her graduate program was then
,

a

women's college, and he encouraged Gail to apply

position there.

leaving, offering her

Her research boss tried to dissuade her from
a

salary increase as an incentive.

In time,

as

will be remarked upon in the sex roles section, Gail made peace with

this man, eventually becoming colleagues.
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didn t leave with people bad-mouthing
me,.
.1 left because
wanted to go back to academics.
.and that's a respectable
°
If
Ve 31 3 consulting firm where you
work 90 hhours a week and you want a more
leisurely pace
to have more control over your destiny,
that's an okay thinq’
to do, people understand that.
I

.

I

*

*

.

r

*

*

,

While Gail was relieved to find an academic
position in

a

woman's

college, she feared that this move would limit her
career advancement.

She had been influenced at graduate school to seek
jobs at prestigious

institutions that promoted publishing in the major journals.

However,

a

course she was assigned to teach became quite popular and opened
unex-

pected career possibilities.

The field is so young with so little written, that I trained
myself. ...
I'm very happy at the particular turn of
events,.
.which resulted in my teaching at the medical
school for the past few years, and I think I'll get an appointment [there]. So I have moved away entirely from what my
traditional Ph.D. fields were. ...
I
think I know my own
strengths and weaknesses, what I like and don't like, and kind
of resigned myself that I wouldn't be a well-known economist
in the traditional sense of the word.
.because of the speaking engagements and some professional contacts.
., I'm beginning to think I can make a reputation [for myself].
I
find
it very exciting to be able to open peoples' minds.
.which
works out well with my desire to teach. ...
I'm also a bit
of a showman.
.

.

.

.

As has often been observed among the female participants, Gail at-

tributed her success to

a

combination of skill and luck.

"I

can't think

of anything I'd rather do than give lectures to [health professionals].
So it's all worked out by a series of accidents.

career was well-planned, but it wasn't."
internal sense of professionalism.
sional at my first job.

.

.,

"I

I

wish

I

could say my

Even so, the sum result was an

thought about myself as

a

profes-

but it's hard when you are doing bachelor's
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level assistance work.

I

guess

'Yes, you are a professional,

1

I

needed the environment that said,

before

I

felt like one."

The turn of events created mixed reactions.
Glen was forced to make adjustments.

oriented people

is

A characteristic feature of career

that levels in their professional training
determine

the stages in their marriage.

In the last chapter,

Beth was included to illustrate this point.

different.

While Gail was pleased

a

lengthy quote by

Gail's marriage was not

In her twenties, both she and Glen were
absorbed in their

studies, which marked an "unreal," atraditional stage
in their marriage.

At age 28, when Gail embarked upon her
settled down.
f1

i

cts

1

fi

rst di sastrous job, Glen was

The discrepancies in the work spheres produced con-

.

There were frictions then because his residency was not as demanding as medical school had been. ...
I
was in this loony
bin where people worked seven days a week, and I was working
six days, going in at seven and coming home at nine or ten.
I
was unhappy, so part of the friction was that Glen thought I
was crazy to be living that way. The other part of me was so
miserable.
.that I was not very pleasant to live with.
He
wasn't very supportive or understanding of what I was going
through, which made for a bad combination.
That was not
a great year.
.

.

Moving into

a

.

.

faculty position relieved some of this strain, but at the

core of the issue was the relevance of Gail

's

career.

I
think we're getting to a stage where I'm beginning to see
that some professional opportunities are opening for me, and
my career could take off if I chose to push it, and Glen is
established in his career.
., it's where it's always going
to be, and I think that's causing some resentment.
.

When Gail married Glen, she knew the strains and demands of his profes-
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sional role as a position.

He had no idea

what he was getting into when he
married me,
terms of what I really wanted, because
I
didn't know whal
I
really wanted.
.when I went to graduate school
Mv
desses to advance professionally have grown.
There's more
opportunities that exist, and I want to take
part in that
I
want to seize those opportunities.
I
guess he feels, "When
are you going to settle, when are you
going to reach a plateau
and quit aspiring, quit being so ambitious?"
n

.

Gail

is sensitive to the fact that when
they married, their expectations

in regard to her career were

"fairly low level."

increased, Glen was forced to make adjustments.
ment."

As her ambition has

"It causes some resent-

When Gail announces that she has another speaking
engagement,

Glen is likely to say, "Which night are you going out
now?"

While she

never faces blatant resistance, tolerance is not all that
Gail wants;
she desires support and appreciation from her spouse.

He doesn't push me at all

in the way some spouses of women I
know who are professionals push them. ...
I'd like a li ttle
bit more support. ...
He kind of recognizes that I have to
do a job--as I define i t--competently and he thinks I go overboard in defining what I mean by competence.
,

Eventually, Glen attended one of Gail's guest lectures.

quite impressed and bragged to his friends.
me, but

I

patient.

think he's very proud of

think it is hard for him to say it to me, or to make me feel

that way at all.

about me."

"I

He was

.

.

.

Everybody that

I

meet that he knows, knows all

Similarly, Gail had an opportunity to observe Glen with

a

When she complimented him on his manner and explanation, he

noted that she seemed surprised.

Gail

felt that in

a

way they take each

other for granted, rarely letting each other know directly the enormous
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respect each holds for the other's
professional capabilities.
By their mid-thirties, the
issue of Gail's career was tempered.

She is pleased that when people
telephone asking for "Dr. G
will

call

her to the phone.

Glen

Another time, after Gail had been on
tele-

vision, one of Glen's patients asked him
if he was her husband.

quite gleeful to tell me about it.

"He was

He gets a big kick out of being

asked if he is my husband."
Now

a

mutual

respect exists between Gail and Glen.

w e have grown to.

.respect each other's professional talents,
think people who are not simultaneously engaged
in careers don t necessarily develop.
In a relationship, you can
respect people's values or [their competence as a cook,
but
it s different from respecting their competency
in a general
sense].
If you are in a career and you enjoy it, and
you are
successful at it, it is external validation of competence that
is there all the time.
It makes you more aware that the person is a competent individual, and makes you see that person
in a different way, which is healthy.

which

.

I

Another early source of strain was Gail

's

decision to delay child-

birth until settled and content with her work environment.

years, she did become

a

In recent

mother.

This birth was well-planned to coincide with her academic schedule.

Part-time work was not an option, nor did she switch careers with an eye
towards child care.

It was a consideration as much as the fact that I loved teaching.
Part of academics that appealed to me was that I liked
the life-style,.
.the flexibility and hours,.
.and being
your own boss, setting your own hours,.
.nobody standing
over you.
think that the ability to combine parentI
ing, being a spouse, and being a professional, is much easier
in an academic environment.
., because of the flexibility of
the hours more than anything else.
You don't have to physically be there to do your work.
.

.

.

...

.
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Just as Gail was added to this
group of P/F women, because of her

growing professional aspirations, so
too was Kathleen shifted to this
group.

This represents a major transformation
from Kathleen's earlier

years as

a

family-oriented woman.

Lacking

a

fiance at the end of col-

lege, she enrolled in graduate school
with the idea of receiving an M.A.

Then she got caught up in the momentum.

with

a

She accepted

women's college knowing this would be

a

a

faculty position

one-year commitment.

fellowship awaited her in Canada, where her boyfriend
was employed.

A

Her

career was obviously given priority, or she would
have joined him the
previous year.
venture.

Working out of the United States was perceived as
an ad-

In retrospect,

Kathleen feels that the practical issue of

finding jobs of comparable status is the hardest issue faced by
her and
other two-career couples.
joyed the postdoc,

She was fortunate in that she "very much en-

then had two decent job offers, one from her hus-

band's department.

That hasn't been the case with some people we know that have
come up to Canada trying to find two decent jobs, even when
they are not in the same field. We were lucky. ...
If I
had ended up working at.
.a state teachers' college, I might
have felt a bit of resentment.
.

As a research fellow, Kathleen began to feel professional.

didn't have very much contact with students, so I certainly
felt like a professional then.
When I took my present
job there is quite a gulf between the students and myself.
They started looking younger every year. ...
It is a
gradual awakening. As you become older, there is naturally
more and more difference between you and the students. You
were suddenly no longer one of them.
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kathleen's professional identity is strongly supported by her husband.
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When she faces
work.

a

deadline, she becomes totally
preoccupied with her

Her spouse Kevin does not interfere.

ther several

They have published toge-

times and are currently working
on a book.

also coauthored with her partner, an
older female.

Kathleen has

She has few col-

leagues in the medical school, but enjoys
the company of her husband's
col

1

eagues

The histories of the three women-Beth,
Gail and Kathleen-who

transferred into this P/F group are reflective
of the reported career
patterns for the original five in this category.

moved in response to husbands'

For one,

they rarely

desires for professional advancement.

For another, their careers were not seriously
affected by the advent of

children.

move or

a

When these women did change jobs, either in response
to

a

child, they were careful to select positions that
offered at

least as much gratification.

Invariably, these women devoted most of

their time to their work, but not to an extent that it jeopardized
their
primary relationships.

The inclusion of the parent role forced them to

re-evaluate the balance of their roles.
Even without children, Peggy's life was complicated.

While each

year contained its own set of problems, from an overview, her stages,
however, could be clearly delineated:

The first stage is everything up to graduate school.
Graduate school is a separate stage, along with the early postdocs
which were essentially the same. Then there was the transition into independence and that was substantially reinforced
in that early year in D
[My current job] is a continua.

tion.
[I felt professional] when in D
because I finally got to
,
be an assistant professor, have a lab and lots of students in
it.
You have all the trappings of what you were brought up to

"
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think being a mature and independent
person means.
To begin with, after completing her
graduate work. Peggy moved to the

West Coast where both she and her husband
had postdoctoral fellowships.
This initial move was prompted by her
husband, though they lived in the

vicinity of her place of employment.

At one point, Peggy chose to com-

mute to establish her own laboratory.

with [my boss] at any level.
with.

"It wasn't productive working

He was brilliant and hard to get along

Everyone falls out of favor with him.

helpful

...

The distance was

.

During the years that Peggy lived in

search positions.
training.

_, she had several

F

Each one moved her further away from her graduate

"Switching fields was practical, but

I

really liked [the

change] right from the beginning and got very excited about it."
final job in

re-

Her

offered her some responsibility and prestige.

F

The transition and focus of what I was going to do professionally was all set up in that year. ...
It set the stage for
getting the position I wanted at D
in the department of
medicine.
Again I was lucky, and I inherited the lab
and equipment of someone who had left.
The guy who hired
me left, so these people were stuck with someone they didn't
know, yet they had a contract and needed someone to fill his
space.
They were willing to try it out; they gambled and it
worked.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Peggy attributes this new job to luck, but in fact, she sacrificed

living with her husband Paul for half

a

year.

"I

thought

three months commuting, but the time kept stretching out.

air travel at that time was inexpensive,.
usually large."

.

I

could handle
Fortunately,

.and the fellowship was un-

Peggy describes that time as "bizarre," because they
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had bought a house in D

living in

F

.

and she split her time between
two friends

,

Peggy's balance of roles is clearly
illustrated in

the following statement:

It probably was good for us.
If we'd had a weaker relationship, I think that would have ruined
it.
In retrospect, if I
had really wanted to get a job there
when he moved down, I
would not have found the job I got. Again
i t was
a 1 ucky
,
thing.
I
didn't start looking until later. A
professional
thing took place which made me much more
marketable in the
spring than in the fall
.

Peggy would have been happy remaining in

involved with the students and had

from tenure.
were or

a

Unfortunately

,

a

because

D

"I

was very

good lab," plus she was two years

her husband faced unemployment where they

good job in Boston.

They weighed their alternatives carefully

That was a difficult period.
It came down to my taking a
chance that I could find some job in Boston that together
would be more money, or if we stayed in D
he would not
do science anymore and try a new career.
He didn't know what.
We finally gambled that I could find a good job or at least
something.
Since his job would be so much better, even if
mind were a little worse, it would still be better for the sum
total

A new and good job was available for Peg,

good fortune.

In fact,

"the old boys' network."

leagues from
.

D

a

fact she attributes to

she was thought well enough of to be included in
"I

walked into the job at Harvard.

Some col-

had been students of the chief of medicine here.

As one of my students said,

.

'That's not too shady an alliance.'"

Peggy has more status in this last position, but not as much fun.

iniscent of Larry's opinion, she stated:

Rem-

"People at Harvard don't re-

alize there are other places in the world that do good things."

.

.
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Peggy foresees staying in
Boston
ing to her previous position.

a

total

of six years, then return-

Circumstances may change her
fantasy.

think I'm a slow adjuster;
I'm basically homesick.

position, and

I

have a lot of freedom and

In retrospect,

a

"I

This is a very good

lot of support."

the sum effect of these moves
has caused Peggy son*

inner misgivings; yet, in regard
to her professional development,
major
gains.
"Every single time there was one
of those decisions [to move],
I've come out

a

giant step ahead."

Clearly, by nature Peg is not

taker, nor is she a passive follower
of her husband,

willing to make

a

a

risk

she was, however,

career transformation which has proved
beneficial both

for personal satisfaction and marketability.

In

accounting her history,

one is reminded of the fable of the
tortoise and the hare.

The career histories of Ellen and Terry
bear many resemblances.
Both are physicians and both were hired by
the hospitals in which they

trained as residents, following several years
of fellowships.

Further,

during their years as fellows, they accidentally
became pregnant but
were not displeased.

A child complicated their lives, though had lim-

ited effect on professional development.

Their solutions were similar;

they hired live-in help and turned to role models
for advice to ease the

emotional
roles.
fol lowi

conflicts produced by trying to balance their work and family

Each of these points will be considered in more detail in the

ng pages

To begin with, each of these women, like Peggy, advanced profes-

sionally without long range planning.
into

a

junior fellowship.

Terry "slipped" from residency
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rS is 1 m P° rtant
because the head of M
°! me
’
ospital took a ?-?
liking to me and became a mentor
in an odd
sort of way.
He asked me if he should apply
for this fellow
ship for me, and I said, '‘What is it?
if you think it's good.
go ahead,
It was a good deal.
It was full time but totally
fl exi ble, so I could rearrange
my time because I had just had
a child,
Career-wise, that was a very important move
because I began to meet people nationally.
I
began to realize
that I was one of few that was chosen
for this.
I
went
in back ways for all these career
things. Not for a while did
I
take a more active role.
•

*

.

In her late

twenties, Ellen had less control over her career.

cause of the draft, she followed her husband to
Washington.

returned with him to Boston where he had
ity to be chief resident.

a

Be-

She then

once-in-a-1 ifetime opportun-

She expressed “a little frustration and a

little anger at having to make decisions that wore influenced
to too
great a degree by Edward."

Although unstated, apparently Ellen felt her

anger to be unjustified, and her response was passivity.

In

both in-

stances of relocations, her husband helped locate positions for her.

He

extended himself in other ways too.
In

ence.

Washington, Ellen's fellowship proved to be

a

terrific experi-

Edward was similarly pleased with his N.I.H. work, still, both

made compromises in their personal lives, such as living arrangements.

It was not an easy two years because.
.we both had an hour's
ride each way.
I was on-call
[often in] the first year.
When you are first call, you cannot be an hour away, and H
had no living quarters for people to stay over unless you
wanted to pay $7.00 a night.
I wasn't getting the equivalent
of $7.00 a night in salary, [maybe $7500 a year], iso I didn't
feel like paying to stay there.
They had a women's
lounge and I camped out there on a couch.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The second move, and Ellen's first job, was in the hospital where
her spouse was employed.

She accepted this position because it offered
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the challenge of running a lab,
but the task proved formidable
and disappointing.
Lacking technicians and secretaries,
Ellen had to do many
menial tasks.
Par for the course, Edward would
join her in the evening
to be of assistance.

As a testimony to her skill and
diligence, Ellen

was successful against the imposing
odds.

ministration,

'This lab is making $150,000

Proving herself an asset to
fessionalism.

B

Practicing as

other sense, not until

I

— will

I

told the ad-

you support me or not?*

Hospital further Ellen's sense of pro
a

physician was the first step.

"In an-

took this job, at least in terms of the
less

pleasant sides of employment.
well

"After a year

...

As a house officer, you are pretty

insulated from all the politics and egotistical type
of manuever-

ing.

.

.

."

Ellen

s

current staff position has not been the only source of

strain during the last few years.

In

the last section on P/F men, Ed-

ward described his emotional suffering produced by an unplanned
child.
He felt his wife was even more troubled.

Ellen herself stressed the im-

portance for her of not permitting the child to interfere with her work

obligations.

She conceived in her last year at

H

.

As will

be dis-

cussed in the family section, her first reaction was embarrassment, because she had to ask to be relieved of her commitment for future training involving radiation.

"I

very much wanted to take that.

were many people who grabbed at the opportunity.
well."

.

.

.but there

.so it worked out

She also changed her vacation time, in order to complete the

program before delivering.

I've made an effort to not be terribly different.
Even in my
ninth month of pregnancy, if a call came in at two in the
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morning, I did the radiation.
I
just wore three lead
aprons.
.ana continued with as busy a schedule
as I had when
I
wasn' t pregnant.
.

.

Shortly after the baby's birth, Ellen moved and
began her new job

dt

Hospital.

B

Working so late most nights left Ellen with
little

time to enjoy her baby.
a

She handled this sense of loss by viewing it
as

temporary state of affairs.

Notwithstanding the fact that one child

hindered her career development, she decided to have
another.

You can't get much done.
In one sense, I thought if we had
our children a little bit closer together, maybe the day in
which other activities may also play a role— in addition to
family and career, or that I could keep up with things a bit
better in terms of career— might be a bit sooner at hand.

Pregnant once again, Ellen is as busy as ever.
pressure to perform is internally imposed.

She recognized that the

For example, "last weekend

I

was on-call and got an hour's sleep each night— it was the worst on-call
I

have ever had."

Even so, she refused the assistance of

a

male col-

league who offered to relieve her.

Whether or not these stresses are really external factors or responses to inner dictates, Ellen looks toward others who have modeled

similar balance of roles.

a

One other woman in the department has also

taken the "old model; one week she's fat, and the next week she's skinny, maybe taken three days off."

This woman has five children.

Before Ellen became pregnant, the couple "had looked quite extensively.
here.

.

.for new jobs, because

I

am not terribly satisfied with my job

We had not found things which we both liked very much."

portant consideration for Ellen is finding

a

less demanding job.

An im-

She
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rejected one offer because "the job there
for me would have been with
guy who was a work maniac, working
from 5:00-1:00 A.M."

a

Locating prime

jobs for both spouses has proved difficult,
as neither desires to nor is

expected to take an inferior position.

After exhausting the job market,

Ellen became pregnant and decided to stay
put for at least another year.
Even though

I

the job here,.

nad been the one who's pretty much
most dissatisfied with
.

.1

basically told Ed that

I

could just not move, have

a

baby, and change jobs again in that period
of time."

At the moment, Ellen feels dissatisfied with medicine.

It is the biggest problem now.
I
have regretted this sort of
oneness, or narrow road that a career such as medicine
takes
you down. I am not the type of person who can read something
once and remember it.
It takes me a fair bit longer to keep
up with things, which leaves me no time to develop new
interests.

Clinical work so occupies her work hours that little time is left for

publishing, which is necessary to maintain even her current position.

Ellen is most satisfied by clinical work, so,

about what

I

like doing and what

I

feel

I

"I

have mixed emotions

should do."

Terry was somewhat more fortunate that her career advanced emotionally and timewise, over the years.

Her fellowship offered flexible

hours which coincided with her first child.

She was also in

analytic institution, which was time-consuming.
was born, she accepted a half-time position.

a

psycho-

When her second baby

Unconsciously, or possibly

because of the influence of mentors and role models, she began to question the model of half-time work in regard to career development.

I

think a lot of women don't realize that they do get ripped
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off.

By defining yourself as half-time,
you don't define
10U
even though you may be, and you probably
wnrP
work as hard if notJ> harder.
.
.
That was the first time I
saw myself in a career direction and
really thought about if
1
wanted an academic position.
I
had just fallen into it.
Also, I met women across the country who
were in similar situations, so we could have a network.
6 lf as S

^

.

Terry

career began to evolve and took on

s

first time,

learned

a

I

a

new dimension.

"For the

took myself seriously as being able to manage, and

whole lot."

I

Because her schedule was flexible, Terry was able

to be involved in many activities even when the
children were small.

Without deliberation, Terry grew professionally through publications
and
speaking engagements.
to work more.

I

"There was

change in my career because

a

started to write and speak.

began

It began when a friend

asked me to write an article on women in surgery.
can't do that' and Tom said,

I

At first

said,

I

'I

'Of course you can.'"

It was characteristic of Terry to doubt her potential although it

was recognizable to others, even back in medical school.

that

I

was one of the best residents, but

in those terms.

It was there,

but

I

I

"I

knew.

never saw myself as

denied it for many years.

was a major mechanism of survival in those days."

a

.

.

leader

Denial

Terry expanded her

leadership potential when she needed to make arrangements for her children

.

There was a whole group of other women with small children who
were doctors.
We started a day-care center which.
.is one
of the very few still around. That was the first time I had
did
I
taken a leadership role, where I really created it.
I
things that I never thought about being able to do.
didn't see myself as a leader until it became concretized.
That wasn't so long ago.
I
was always vice-president or president of this or that, but I minimized those things. They
were established things that you took; this was something I
.

.

.

.
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did in

a

hospital

environment that was all opposed to it.

At times, role models eased Terry's guilt
about the priority of
roles.

"I

was asked to go to

away that long before, and

I

a

meeting for 10 days.

okay."

None of my friends

had never been

was very conflicted about it.

one of my supervisors, and she said,
right.'

I

in

I

'If one parent is home,

the field had done that.

spoke to
that's al-

Tom felt it was

Having overcome her inner doubts and external obstacles,
Terry's

career progressed steadily through her thirties.
more travelling and Tom never did much.

then began to do

"I

His style is different.

My ca-

reer changed our dynamics some, but it wasn't that radical."
Ellen and Terry were seen to advance professional
ly by

a

willing-

ness to devote long hours to work, and an ability to tolerate inner con-

flicts originating from their choice to delegate the primary parent role
to someone else.

Ellen appeared more troubled, but then, she is in-

volved with an infant now, which is not true for Terry.

Different as-

pects of their career development were found in the histories of Mary
and Christine, with the major distinction being that these women shifted

the direction of their careers in response to childbirth.

Both Christine and Mary began their careers in academia with some

misgivings about not utilizing all of their skills.

sition with
the area.

a

Mary accepted

a

po-

Catholic college some distance away because she was new to

Moving to join her boyfriend represented

a

major crisis in

her life, one she resolved by giving her relationship priority.

Coming to Boston was the first time in all these moves and
changes I made— because of someone else's career--that I was
city,
I
was well ensconced in Y
openly unhappy about.

I
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liked it, had a lot of contacts there, had
job opportunities,
.and was on the verge of finishing my
dissertation
So
coming to Boston where I couldn't get a job
was just horrible.
The masoning was that Mark had a job and I
didn't,
though there were a lot of things I could do.
In theory I was’
more flexible.
Though we discussed it, I don't think
there was any real question but that is what would
occur.
I
was not happy about it.
.

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

Mary was not ready to jeopardize this developing relationship
by insisting on not relocating.
to be enjoyable.

Fortunately, she did find

She was treated with

a

a

job which turned out

great deal of respect and began

to think of herself as a professional over the next few years.

tributes her sense of professionalism as
more than stages.

Being

a

a

student:

"I

a

that

don't know anything."

student.

Partly

an identity as a student.
I

a

professional was that she no longer felt

like that process; part of it is the feeling

I

When she began to teach she no longer had

"With my students, it was always 'Doctor, can

please come to your office ?"

sional

Another aspect

always had this impulse to go and learn something

and be
I

They expected to be treated

great deal of respect, and the students complied.

of Mary's growing maturity as
like

function of circumstances

religious institution, the college was staffed

a

mostly by men, many of whom were priests.
with

a

Mary at-

1

Though Mary had functioned as

a

profes-

for years, the process was complete when she received her doc-

torate.

It was a very difficult job because I was so far away from
and not comfortable with the department there anyway.
N
probably spent a
I
My advisor was a very difficult person.
I
did my dissertotal of two hours with him the whole time.
It
experience.
tation on my own and it was a very autistic
done.
was hard, and I was working full time, which I've always
It never occurred to me that you don't have to.
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Mary also married her roommate during these
years, which was the

second marriage for both.

Both were ready to have children.

pregnant prompted Mary to look for

a

job closer to home.

this job meant a shift in career direction.

"I

Being

Once again,

really miss being in an

academic environment; reading, teaching, and talking
to other people.
You don't have the pressure of clinical responsibilities.

clinical work and what

I

do,

but

I

experience that as

birth did not deter her career advancement.

a

like the

I

loss."

Child-

Her baby was born in June,

and she started work in September.

I
really like it here. ... At times I feel it is too pressureful or I should go part-time, but I really do like the job
and it is hard to get something in Boston that you like.
People call me from time to time about jobs,.
.but they were
jobs with a great deal of responsibil ity and I just don't feel
I
can handle it with two little kids.
.

.

Like Ellen, Mary faced conflicts in her marriage regarding moves.
Shortly after changing jobs, her husband received
where.

a

terrific offer else-

She was irrate.

That was an enormous upheaval.
had decided that I was not
I
going and Mark would have to commute or something.
I
had just
started working there and I really wanted to stay.
Actually, it didn't work out somehow.
I
don't know whether Mark
would have gone or not; I think he might have.
.

In sum,

.

.

Mary faced the two most typical problems for professional

couples; that is, balancing children with career, and negotiating career
moves.

"Other than the problem in logistics and moving, we didn't real-

ly have any difficulty with two careers until

having children."

Pres-

ently, Mary foresees that jobs in other cities would be less stressful,
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which would simplify her life.

By this point, she is in a good
negoti-

ating position.

If he would be offered a terrific job somewhere,
I
wouldn't
say that I absolutely would not go, but we'd have
to think
about it very seriously.
There is always some part of
me that^ thi nks there are greener pastures elsewhere.
... At
this point. I'd be more concerned about what kind of a
place
it was to live in, about leaving friends, and about makinq
the
move.
.

.

.

Similar to Mary, Christine left her faculty position in response to
parenthood.

A difference between these two women was that Chris was

displeased with her job.

did not like L
confidentially. The department, with
,
few exceptions, was atrocious.
I
did very well there and
I'm a very good teacher,.
.1 knew I'd be reappointed.
The
next decision would be tenure or not.
It would mean busting
my tail for the next six years to become a member of a department that I didn't have much respect for.
., so I made a decision--not that I didn't want to do academic teaching--but
that I didn't want to be at L
I

a

.

.

In addition,

Chris was pregnant during her first year of teaching.

Mary, the birth was planned to occur, in June, following classes.

pectedly, Chris' mother became quite ill during this time.
was terminally ill

during most of my pregnancy, and

time; it was really hell.

or seeing students."

...

I

I

Like
Unex-

"My mother

was working full

cried all the time when not teaching

Although Chris had many feelings, and was most ac-

tive by visiting her mother frequently during the illness, she did not

permit her work to suffer.

Her schedule and the pressures remained con-

sistently busy during the first of her daughter's life.

I

worked

a

60-hour week that year.

...

I

arranged it so
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th at: I was only away from my daughter
five hours a day, which
meant that I had to work 8:00-11:00 every
night or on the
weekends as well.
It was really awful. ...
i
didn't feel
comfortable with the number of hours or the
[balance of duties]
I
often feel that I am in crisis. The point is,
I
feel I have enough energy so that I can
be simultaneously in
crisis and get my work done, or be a good mother
or any number
of things; it doesn't prevent me, though
it feels like the
world just caved in on me.
.

•

.

.

Nonetheless, the pressures and additional strains of
these few years
took thei r toll.

I
was very tired from my mother's death, tired from my daughter's first year, I really wanted a break. ...
I
made a decision very few people make.
I
gave up a very good job and
did it on the basis of internal criteria, which constantly has
to be defended.
It's considered a very peculiar thing to have
done.
It appears on my record.
.and is very hard to explain
in this kind of job market.
It was right for me, and I'm very
glad I did it.
.

Christine found other work of an independent nature.
of

a

She is part

research team, sees private patients, and teaches one course.

Working five hours

a

day feels right to her.

but it doesn't feel I'm doing as much as
the moral

imperative."

I

"I

am keeping my hand in,

should.

I

stress

'should'

—

Clearly, Chris' decision to work part-time was

not done easily or without regret.

In

fact, during the first year of

the child's life, her husband worked half-time in order to be home to

care for the infant, while she worked full time.
it is all

Given these reasons,

the more interesting that Christine handled a child in

a

more

conventional way than most of the P/F women, because in the previous

chapter she was seen to have the most feminist orientation.
In reviewing the professional

lives of these eight P/F women, most

apparent is the amount of energy devoted to advancement within their
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fields.

Many women pursued careers in

to ambitious men.

a

single-minded manner parallel

These women, as well as others, were genuinely
sur-

prised about their achievements.

Not infrequently, they looked for

their first jobs in cities chosen by spouses.

The more settled and re-

spected they became, the less willing they became
to accommodate to husbands

desires.

During the years 28-37, these women gained the admira-

tion of their mates.

Not only was emotional support offered, but the

majority of men compromised better job offers so as not to disrupt their
wives' work.

No one reported pressure from a spouse to limit their ca-

reer in response to child care.

work hours to accommodate

a

Only Christine's husband limited his

child.

These P/F women were not without ambivalence about their balance of
roles.

Universally, their time was distributed far more on their jobs

than on their family role.

Christine is again an exception.

She

is

in

her early thirties; if she maintains the pattern of part-time work for

a

number of years, she would appropriately be transferred from the P/F
What is interesting is that, when asked to delineate the prior-

group.

ity of roles, only two ranked their professions as first.

her spouse as

a

Kathleen saw

companion and colleague; much of their time together is

devoted to discussions of research.
averages 80 hours per week.

Ellen stressed that her employment

Her home life, "divided into wife and mo-

ther, receives less attention than [it] should."

Beth's division was

between professional activities and outside activities, which include

being

a

wife, social life, and artistic pursuits.

rank their roles:

Five others cannot
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I
m a [professional], a wife, mother, and
daughter.
It's very
difficult for me to order them; I think a lot of
choices and
decisions would he easier if I could.
I
guess they get prioritized LsicJ in time depending on which is
makinq more demands on them (Gail).

My roles are multi ple-always 16 different things
simultaneously.
I
think that my professional-career role can't be
separated in terms of its magnitude or importance from
anything
else.
My professional role as well as my mother role
in the
family are intertwined (Terry).
To sum it up, it goes mother, [professional], friend-sister,
and wife is really on a separate track.
There's a difference between the ones I'm devoting more time to and the
ones that are most salient.
I
have a two-year-old daughter,
so I'd say that as far as saliency and time-commitment, now
my relationship with her is first.
I'm not sure.
.my role
as mother is first, but certainly my relationship is.
Wife is parallel to those.
It's so ongoing it doesn't fit in
any system of priorities.
It took a widely different course
than did work (Christine).
.

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

Like Christine, Mary has infants at home and subsequently ranked her mother role as first priority, followed by:

and being

a

professional person.

being herself, being a wife,

She defines her role as

a

person as

"leisure pursuits, doing anything professionally that would enhance my

own learning or interest, getting my hair cut, anything like that, having lunch or dinner with
to a family friend."

a

fri

end— somebody who

is

friend as opposed

It is noteworthy that Mary stressed the need to

care for herself, given that she has infants at home and still works

more than 40 hours per week.
Several women have not yet added the mother role to their life, and

are not sure that they will.

Only Terry has passed the stage of living

with young children; the resulting effect on her career will be discussed in the next chapter.
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£/I women:

Family roles.

The eight women included in this section have

clearly demonstrated their professional orientation.

Neither frequent

moves following husbands nor the advent of children deterred
them from

establishing professional reputations.

For one, three women married

during these years, when husbands were fairly well-settled.

A sense of

community spirit holds them to one location, where many have close
friends, typically other two-career couples.

Moves are considered when

one or both spouses find their jobs in jeopardy or very unsatisfying.
For another, most females delayed childbirth until they felt settled in

Housekeepers were frequently hired to attend to the child and

jobs.

household tasks.
By their thirties,

these women seemed to have gained inner confi-

dence regarding their worth as professionals.

Their marriages shifted

from more traditional patterns, where wives performed most of the household chores, to egalitarian solutions.

They claimed these decisions

evolved over time, not that they initiated such changes.
men shared tasks not based on sex role typing.
ly earned more than their spouses,

feel

Regardless,

Further, women frequent-

but reported no conflict.

freer to spend money on purchases of their choosing.

They did

While un-

stated, it appears that assertiveness gained through iwork shifted the

balance of power in the marital relationship.
Three P/F women married during these years.
her first experience with matrimony.

For Kathleen, this was

She married later than any of the

other female participants, testimony to the radical change in orientation from her adolescent years, where she was included with the F/P

women.

.
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AS

ra al y drifted through, all those kinds
of thinqs iust
I
wentI ?by ?u
the board.
It wasn't anything I consciously
rejected.
When Kevin and I decided to get married,
it wasn't a
big deal.
It was something I looked forward to and
I
was hapwe
were
doing,
but it wasn't the biggest thing in my life
py
*
or a major turning point, like it would have
been if I had
gotten married right out of college.
Kevin had to go
.

.

.

.

.

.

to Ca " ada

to take up his job, but I had to stay around
to finishu the year in B
and couldn't go until June.
We figured
it was silly to be married if we are going to be
apart.
We
would wait until I got to Canada which solved a lot of
family

problems, because neither of us would have wanted a church
weddi ng

Kathleen and her husband decided to marry in Canada to avoid
tional wedding as conceived by her mother.

tradi-

a

Her mother took her shopping

for an expensive wedding gown; Kathleen's response was to sew her own.

Her mother also suggested nice lingerie, which Kathleen rejected:

"If

I

had shown up in a pegnoir set, Kevin would have laughed me out of the

house."

She felt similarly about

pushed on me, the more
material and

I

I

wedding dress.

a

realized it just wasn't me.

was going to make

a

dress."

"The more it was
We ended up buying

Kathleen's lack of sentimen-

tality toward the ritualistic wedding ceremony was fostered by Kevin.

My mother tried to force all the wedding trappings on me before I went [to Canada].
I
found myself really rebelling
against it.
I
hadn't thought about it much before, but my mother said I should pick out a china pattern, a glassware pattern and a silver pattern.
I
thought, "We don't have very
much money, maybe it won't be too bad to have all those
things."
I
can remember over vacation, I dragged Kevin
through stores and said, "Do you see anything remotely that
you like?" He said, "Tell your mother we want dixie cup servAnd we never got any of that stuff.
ice for 88."

Kathleen almost did not inform her parents of the wedding date.
ther still communicates her sadness.

It is worth noting that

Her mo-

fethleen's

younger sister eloped at age 17, an act which caused her parents no end
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of grief.
Two other women remarried during the years
considered.

Like Kath-

leen, Terry faced some difficulties, mostly
with her spouse.

We just decided one day and that was it.
We had been talkinq
about it for a while. Mostly Tom was ambivalent; he
had had
lots of relationships and had just never been able
to commit
himself in any way. He didn't have an idea of marriage.
I
was thinking about the children issue, so I was
more positive,
but we were both in and out of the relationship with
each

other.

For a year they had a rocky relationship.

abroad and visit old flames.
finally said, "This is crazy!

This precipitated a commitment.
Insane!

talk about what we're doing."

Both prepared to vacation

We're living together.

Tom concurred.

...

We

'We're getting married the next week; we'll

visit you the next weekend.'"
sought:

We should

"We got married the week

before we went to Europe, which was part of the deadline.
called my parents to say,

Terry

Clearly, Terry's parents' advice was not

"One advantage we had was that my family was

little afraid of

a

Tom, partly because he was so different from the usual boyfriends--cer-

tainly from my first husband--and he was old enough so they couldn't
deal with him as my peer.

Also, he didn't know them very well."

Mary wed a man she had known during student days when both were

married to others.
prior to matrimony.

Like Terry, she chose to live with her future mate
"We have been living together and

I

think before we

had children, there was no particular difficulty in handling two ca-

reers."

Both women felt they moved quickly in the child rearing stage.

Although Terry was not yet 30, she felt pressured to have

a

child.

"Tom

was older," in his mid-thirties, and Terry felt older than most of her

.
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friends with children.

Accidentally, she ended her honeymoon
pregnant.

The second child soon followed.
.

.

.

"They are less than two years
apart.

Again, it was the age issue.

We decided we wanted two children,

and it seemed better to have them close."

In

describing the stages of

her marriage, Terry's first stage consisted
of parenting infants.

Al-

though older by four years, Mary was more
cautious.

We were married two years before we had
children.
I
think we
had time to stabilize things as a couple beforehand.
After
the first was born, it was still like being
a couple plus one.
With two kids, it is really a family. Often we feel
like

functionaries in this enormous, complicated establishment,
more than like a couple.

Children ushered in

a

new, but welcome, stage in Terry's marriage.

We were married for a year and decided--we were both pretty
old by then--to have a baby.
That was important to both
of us.
I
had wanted children with [my first husband].
I
am
glad now that I didn't.
In reality, he hadn't wanted
that tie, that responsibil i ty
.

.

In truth,

teenager.

.

.

.

Mary had expressed ambivalence about child rearing as

By her mi d-thi rties, her attitude was more positive.

friends were having children, so
more about it,

and

.

I

I

saw it at close hand.

As

I

"My

thought

became more self-conscious of myself and my life,

the need to have the experience was accentuated."

Mary's expecta-

tions were surpassed, as well as her commitment to her children.

It is true that you don't really know how you will feel about
them until you get them.
In retrospect,.
.1 didn't have any
idea how demanding it was going to be, nor how much attachment
I was
going to feel before the first was born; you know, you
are supposed to feel all this mother-love when you see the
I
was
baby,.
.and I heard of people who didn't feel that.
I
was hopelessly infatuated with
surprised that indeed I did.
.

.

a
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the first as
ser extent.

a

baby, and with the second too,
though to

a

les-

Mary's pregnancy was clearly more planned
that Terry's, but both
were at

a

stage in their careers where they had some
control over the

extent of hours to be worked.

This was not the case for Ellen, who

added the role of mother to her life somewhat
precipi tiously

.

Fortun-

ately, the baby was born in the last month of her
postdoctoral training
I
didn t decide to get pregnant. We'd been using
precautions
but I got pregnant anyway, which to me was at that point,
a
source more of embarrassment than anything else, because I
had
planned to take training [involving radiation] in the second
year. ...
I
believe in abortion for people who want it, but
I
didn't feel that I could emotionally cope with the issues it
would raise with me. As it turned out, I don't think it was
all that bad a decision because I had had enough [radiation
training] to be comfortable with it.
I
don't think I would
have chosen [that specialty], knowing that at some future
point that I was going to raise a family, because of the radiation exposure.
I
would have realized that if you wanted to
have two kids, that would be two full years in which I couldn't
practice my vocation anyway.

As mentioned in the prior section, Ellen was too embarrassed to ask for

vacation time in addition to maternity leave.

Being one of the few

women ever accepted into the fellowship program,

"I

guess

I

to put myself up for criticism or suspicion of doing less."

didn't want
With com-

plications, Ellen managed to complete her training program.

I
wasn't too
It was tougher on me when I continued. ...
comfortable behind the wheel of a car for two hours a day in
The timing turned out to be
my last month of pregnancy.
good in terms of finishing my fellowship, but i t was lousy in
terms of moving, changing jobs and having a baby the same
Postpartum blues were fairly profound. ... We moved
year.
out of our apartment before the new baby was born and moved in
with Edward's parents. All of our furniture was shipped to
Boston and the baby was born seven days after I quit work.
.

.

.

.

.
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tiler,

expressed no antivalence about having

suffered from the timing.
added complications.

a

child, though she clearly

Her life-style was busy before,
and

baby

a

Fortunately, she received support from
her mother

and mother-in-1 aw
In contrast to the three preceding
women,

the stage of parenting

infants came after many years of marriage
for two other P/F females,

Christine and Gail

Their histories bear many similarities.

.

For one,

both had mixed feelings about children, though
their husbands were en-

thusiastic.

I
think I was quite ambivalent about having children
up until
the point that I made the decision that I was no
longer ambivalent and wanted to try. ...
I
remember a point very
clearly when I felt that our marriage was not only ready,
but
that there would be problems if we didn't have a child.
I
knew there was more than enough, that we were ready for a
child, and that if we waited a long time it would get soured.
Charles never had a point in his life where he had a
thought that he'd not have a child.
I
entertained it rather
seriously, though I don't know why (Christine).
•

Gail

•

•

decided to postpone child rearing until she was settled in

a

job.

When [my first job] didn't pan out, I went to S
College,
and said, "I want to be here for a while before I'm sure this
is the place I want to be in,.
.and I don't want to get
pregnant right away."
That set Glen back because he had
been waiting for years
... He would have had a child nine
months after we were married, I think. He was very anxious to
have a child.
The longer it went, the more tension that
produced because he was feeling, "It's your decision, I don't
have anything to do with it.
You're saying no, I'm saying
yes, but you have the control over it, and I have to wait"
(emphasi s added)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Not until her second year in academia did Gail choose to conceive.

To my mind,

it was eminently logical.

Glen was the one who
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was chafing. As a matter of fact, I
was not only bound and
determined to wait until the stage in my
career was right, I
was also bound and determined to plan my
baby so that it would
not interfere with my school, with my
professional obligation.
which made him furious, because he said
there was no way that
1
could get pregnant when I wanted, but sure
enough I did.

Christine's child was also planned to arrive after
classes.
ly, she conceived in her first

Different-

year of teaching, when the time necessary

for preparation of lectures is maximum.

Having taught for

a

year, Gail

had far less work to do.

I
had decided that I had to continue my profession,.
.and I
was going to be a conscientious parent.
Therefore, I decided
I
would not be away 40 hours a week;.
.1 don't think there's
anything like being a nine to five professional anyway. I
couldn't see myself in that situation. My first job was so
demanding that I couldn't do the kind of job I wanted to do
and have a child, so I didn't have to make the choice.
.

.

Gail

never considered quitting her job or going part-time.

because it was an academic position, she could work three and

a

Partly

half

days, and her husband had enough flexibility to spend some time during
the weekdays with the infant.

While child care presented no conflict,

the increasing relevance of work in Gail
the marital

relationship.

's

life had created strain in

To review, Gail's job in the consulting firm

had meant delaying the childbirth still another year.
piness at work carried over into her home life.

Also, her unhap-

For these reasons, Glen

had mixed emotions regarding Gail's career.

Christine's husband was more helpful.

He modified his own schedule

to actively participate in child care.

Charles did an unusual thing, which was to take his senior residency in two years. He would have been chief resident. He
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stayed home with our daughter Tuesdays
and Thursdays durina
the first year. We planned the baby
for the year in
haVG thG bGSt chance
-to make that arrangement
Had he been a woman, it woulo not
have been as much of a problem.
In medicine, it s still very
hard for a woman except in
P
psychiatry and pediatrics.
It exists as a concept

HalW

*

•

Hot only was Chris' spouse unusual among
the males interviewed, but on
larger scale.
take

a

"As

a

far as we know, he is the first man in
the country to

part-time residency.

We know that because he had to apply to

a

national board to delay the time he'd take the
boards."
In general,

these P/F women expected some assistance from
husbands.

We both feel that when Glen is home, and he rarely
works weekends, that he takes care of our child.
He takes Wednesday
afternoons off, so I don't have to come home Wednesdays.
That's a time I have meetings or dinner with friends.
He is more than happy to take over with the child if
thereare
things that have to be done (Gail).

Frequently, these expectations were not discussed prior to

a

child's

birth.

We didn't really talk about it, tnough it was clear to both of
us that traditional models weren't going to work.
Still, we
assumed somewhat different things. I had always felt that I
was not going to be involved in a situation where a man wasn't
going to participate.
I
didn't see that ever as part of an
acceptable model, because I always saw myself as being involved in a career (Terry).

The women usually were more responsible in traditional ways.

For

example, Terry said she did more diapering because she was home more

with the infant, but her husband worked longer hours to keep the finances in balance.

Ellen also does more parenting because her spouse is

still adjusting to being a father.
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re min lin9 of our son
If 't's just Ed at home, he'd
[
toe hhousekeeper
to stay around.
When I call and sav I'm
coming home he'd say, "Great, it's been
the worst day of my
T 6 bab
ne v r learned to play on his own
-y,
when Ed was
III®"
?
u
around.
He
spoils him, picks him up whenever he wants.
The
baby manipulated Ed; now Ed's changing his
tactics.

J°™
ask
l

-

1

As mentioned in the previous section,
Ellen's husband has been very

generous with his time in supporting Ellen's work.

In short,

whether

husbands offer direct or indirect aid with the demands
of infants, no
P/F woman expressed resentment.

employed full-time help.

The reason, apparently, is that most

"We had a housekeeper from the beginning.

had not grown up with any help ever, but
it was going to get done.

Terry

s

Live-in hel

p

I

I

assumed that was the only way

seemed less chancy" (Terry).

attitude toward live-in help was influenced by two older women

seen as role models, as well as colleagues.

Hiring

a

housekeeper was

a

necessity to Ellen, an option pursued following months of troubles with

unreliable babysitters.

Adjusting to sharing the role of primary parent

is harder for Ellen than for other P/F women.

It has been tough for me; I don't think so hard for Edward.
The baby identifies very much with the housekeeper. She spends
a lot more time with [the baby] than Ed or I do, obviously,
because she's there all day and at least part of the weekend.
So the baby has gotten to know her much better.
He is now in
a phase where he pays a lot more attention to me, but at times
he only wanted the housekeeper and dada. That is very hard.
You hope the kids will grow up being close to you and loving
you, and I think it is a bit threatening to realize that an
outsider, who is not really an outsider,.
.has really earned
a lot more affection from the child than you as a parent have.
At the same time, if the baby did not obviously like and enjoy
and feel more confident being with the housekeeper than he did
with either of us, then the housekeeper would obviously not be
the best person to take care of him. You have to build that
kind of attachment. The housekeeper feels competitive with me
She has told me that she enjoys it when
once in a while too.
I
guess it would
the baby rejects me ana goes to her. ...
.
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be the closeness with the babv and the abilitv to

of the time, then things are fantastic.
When you
I
was last week, then he hasn't paid much
attenti on to me this
week.
It takes time to establish that
rapport.
Mary mentioned another problem, the invasion
of privacy.
has had a series of full-time babysitters.

She spends her evenings with

her children, then resumes work when they go to
bed.
leave them on

Mary

is

a

weekend.

To date, she

Only once did she

The time pressures have compounded though, and

now considering live-in help.

I
hate having people in the house, though I think we are at
the limit of being able to do without. This one was supposed
to do more cleaning but she hasn't.
We really do need to get
someone to clean house for us. Having someone live-in could
fill in the cracks, to help with dinner, dinner dishes, etc.
We probably won't do that, but it is a possibility.

A side point is that all

the housekeepers are young.

Mary employed

the daughter of a friend who wanted time away from school; the others

hired foreigners.

Terry, with the longest history of motherhood, main-

tained enduring relationships with several employees by allowing them to

marry and bear children.

house is an asset,

a

Giving people

a

separate apartment within the

fact mentioned by the Rapoports

(1971).

Even with outsiders fulfilling many of the tasks of child rearing,
the combination of the mother role and professional
As Mary commented,

do.

"There are things that

I

role was strained.

have done that

I

no longer

If it becomes a choice, I'd rather be with the children."

Ellen is

still struggling with the awareness that she simply cannot find time to

read journals during evenings at home.
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With the baby, I'd still come home
planning to do that, but
nothing ever got read.
I
was so tired that when he went to
e
He us d to 90 to bed at 11:00
and
.
it '^ ?n-nn
now its
10.00, which is very ?
late for a child.
I
guess he
doesn t need as mucn sleep or perhaps he
got used to stayinq
up because we d come home so late.
If we'd come home at
eight, we d have an hour and a half to
play with him before
bedtime.
It used to bother me terrifically,
because I would
feel a terrific conflict between needing
to spend time with
him, ana really needing to get the work done.
I
always played
with him instead.
.and I would always just absolutely feel
that sense of terror, dread and disappointment
at myself for
not getting work done. Now I go home and bring
one thing that
plan to read after he goes to bed, or oftentimes,
1
I
don't
bring anything home at all.
I
still have this feeling
of wishing I could get something done, but I don't have
the
feeling of having had something concrete in hand that
I
could
have done that I didn't get done.
It is a conscious decision,
I
guess, to not bring that concrete thing home.
5

.

.

.

.

Christine was the only P/F mother without full-time help.

Although

her husband handled most of the infant's needs, she felt overburdened

with professional obligations.

sixth of my adult life.

"I'm aware of the fact that it

My body tells me daily, because

I

is

one-

feel when

I

work that I'm often fighting this mushy-brain that has to do with being
a

mother, where there are no neurons capable of functioning.

is towards my daughter."

freer to be a mother.

The pull

When Chris decided to work part-time, she felt

Changing her priorities was not done without am-

bival ence.

I
spent a lot of time with mothers.
.who were not employed,
who were not like me and wouldn't be my friends otherwise except that they have children who my daughter likes, so we get
the kids together so they can play.
It contributes to my
sense of mind-rot. There is a kind of disorganization that
overtakes one. She is at a stage that nothing happens for
more than one or three minutes at a time. One isn't used to
thinking that way or changing gears like that, and although I
can enjoy it, I know very well that there is a sway in which
At times I have the mind
it's totally disorganizing. ...
From an adult standard, that is a pretty
of a two-year-ol d.
.
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diffuse ego, cognitive process going on. That's
what I mean
mma-rot.
When she was born I had the dreams of an
infant.
I've been very into what her experience is like.
I've been imperious when she was six months old and
wanted
what she wanted, and I wanted what I wanted--it's wild.
by

The advent of

.

.

a

.

baby changes the pattern of married life, particu-

larly if the role of wife is given less priority than competing
roles.

We made the shift from being the youngest generation to bringing up a generation.
We both felt that during the pregnancy.
We strived to maintain the same degree of intimacy, commitment
and liveliness in the marriage, without being central.
In point of fact, the last year has been absolute hell for us.
Although I've made the decision to cut back because of m^ reasons, I feel that he's working more than he should given our
contract with each other. I'm furious about his priority-setting and I've pitched battle about it (Christine).
.

.

.

It's very difficult to balance children, family and career.
The hardest part has really been keeping the marriage something that anybody would want to have. ...
It becomes so
easy just to be people who do the chores and sort of pass it
along.
Keeping what I do professional within limits has been
hard also, being realistic about it. There was never a time
in the past when I could not do whatever I wanted to; time
will be found somehow.
Making arrangements for the children
is very difficult though I am not in the throes of that right
now.
Soon I'll need to find another babysitter, however, and
I'm going crazy about that (Mary).

Several women spoke of putting conscious effort into their marriage:

Now it's not the same
My wife role is highly salient for me.
It's kind of on
kind of continuous focus that it used to be.
hold, and it gets activated when necessary (Christine).
For example, we schedule going out
We exert a lot of effort.
once a week together which we do no matter how tired we are.
We make an effort in the morning or night sometimes, just to
sit down and talk to each other when we don't have children
around. We've never gone away together and I don't think we
It is something we'd like to do (Mary).
will for a while.
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Even with all

the problems involved, three of the P/F
women plan to

have more children without changing their current
life-styles.

For

Christine, this means continuing her work part-time.

I'd like to have a more benign pregnancy and first
year with
the next baby. ...
I
think that for me, until the kids are
three or four, I m not going to have the emotional energy
to
cathect to work, as I did before, and that it would be a mistake to fight against it.
I
could do it, and have, but since
I
have this golden opportunity to experience something different from what I've been experiencing, I might as well do it
(Chri stine)

Ellen and Mary stressed the companionship between siblings.

"I

thought

it would be nice for two children to grow up more closely together in

age.

I

did not want to have just one child, because the families that

I've seen with one have not been as happy as if they had siblings" (Ellen).

Ellen also stressed the fact that she hoped that when the chil-

dren were older than five, they would be
less attention.
1

Interestingly

,

a

Mary wants

bi t

a

more independent and need

third child to reduce sib-

ing rivalry.

We've been thinking about a third child, which I would very
much like to have, but I think we probably won't.
I
really
like the children.
I
like having the babies, holding them,
they are so cute and they grow up so fast. ...
I
like the
There
less
chance
idea of having a lot of bodies around.
is
of anybody being lonely. ...
I
think I have the fantasy
that since Mark and I are away a lot, that they would like it
more if there were three of them, more people to play with,
although tnere are really tons of friends around and it is not
Because I just had the one sibling, my thought is
an issue.
that the intensity of that dyad would be diluted a bit. There
are a lot of possibilities for more kinds of interaction, so
Really though, I
each sibling would be less of a competitor.
just like the babies

Gail has weighed the pluses and minuses, and decided against.
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lke the ex P erience of parenting.
P
My
life would hhave ?lacked enormously,
although I would never have
known it had I not had a child.
Having one satisfies all
those things that I think makes me grow in
ways that I would
not if I hadn t had one, but I don't think
that the experience
of parenting two would be significantly
better or worse than
what I might have to give up to get it. My
career is important to me, and I don't want to get set back
three years.
There is some slowing down,
I
always thought it was going to
be a hassle, that Glen would of course want
two, but he's decided he doesn't really want another one either.
I
was much
more surprised at it happening to him'. We si
t back and say.
How lucky we are, and why press our luck.
The only
reason is that it would be good for our daughter, and
I
think
that is a crummy reason. ...
I
thought the only reason to
have another child is that you really enjoy children
and you
want another.
I
don't think that either of us is in that particular position. We love our own child,.
.but I don't feel
I
have to repeat it.
I
think it will be more prevalent for
people who wait until they are older and who are also engaged
in careers, to just have one.
.

Gail's decision is even more interesting when one considers that her

marriage bond improved with the first baby.

Our life is better; it's less frenetic; we're much more careful about going out at night separately, and we don't run
around as much on weekends.
It's an excuse almost, that we
have our time providing for ourselves to be at home.
It's
something that we share.
(We don't share our careers.)

Three P/F women have not had
sons.

a

child, each for very different rea-

For Beth, who is not yet 30, it is a matter of timing.

Similar

to Christine and Gail, Beth is ambivalent though her husband is eager.

She first wants to be firmly established in
cure.

a

career and financially se-

Kathleen, who is now in her mid-thirties, does not see motherhood

in her future.

When she married, she assumed she would have children,

but this was never seriously discussed with her husband.

When

I

first got married,

I

was still swallowing the "Of
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course you 11 have children" bit,
but I was sayinq "Not now
we 11 have them sometime," which
kept getting pushed further
back.
Finally I thought, "Why bother having
them at all?"
Kevin feels pretty much the same way.

Kathleen

s

expectation changed as she interacted with
older children of

col leagues

We see other people with their kids and
how it's changed their
lives; I guess I tend to emphasize the
negative aspects of
kids.
I
see them as screaming, horrible little things
that
tie you down.
Over the last couple of years, we've come around
to thinking we probably will never have children.
If at the
tender age of 39, I decide we suddenly must have
a child
I
have mixed feelings.
I
can see nice things about kids,’ and
I
like the idea of something that follows after
you.
It
is more than ambivalence that everything
together ends up on
the negative side, rather than a flat out "I'll never
have
kids." Some people are ideologically against it.
It would
personally interrupt my life more than I want.

Peggy Will most likely also not have cnildren, as she is in her
late thirties.

To an extent,

this decision is a non-choice, for the

couple faced problems in conception.

Unlike another woman, Peggy's de-

sire was not strong enough to prompt her to seek other options.

We've had a fundamental change in our thinking about children.
For most of our married life, we didn't want any.
I
suppose
[that as a child], I was much less interested in having children than my peers. My parents didn't get along that well,
plus with the Vietnam stage--why bring children into this
world? Since then, we've mellowed. We also have good role
models of friends with children who obviously get so much
pleasure and have interesting little people. We see many people raise their children in a way that is for their own pleasure, or totally subjects to them, and there's certainly some
couples who try to raise their kids to be equal.
If we had
children, that would certainly be the goal.

Peggy would also hire

a

what

It's much too competitive to survive that way.

I

do part-time.

housekeeper:

"I

couldn't be successful with
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Interestingly, the only mature two-career
couple Peggy knows is childless.
"She's a Ph.D. in science and he's an
artist. They don't have

children because they couldn't.
fun.

They've taken the tack that this is

guess we never thought we needed children
to make the marriage

I

...

better.

We have cats."

Even without the additional role of mother,
these three women had
to cope with balancing their professional

and wife roles.

All

state

that these roles are of equal significance, but
work monopolizes more
time:

My [professional] commitment has certainly affected
my relationship because I don't gi ve i t the time it deserves.
So of
the two, my marriage [suffers], but it goes in spurts.
It's
not a chronic problem, maybe that makes it more manaqeable
(Peggy).
I
did not used to be time conscious.
Consequently, what would
happen was that my professional life always got top priority.
I
think that that is not unreasonable given the fact that that
really is what the demands of medical school and residency
training are all about. You basically have to dedicate everything to that (Beth).

Beth currently structures her time carefully, allowing two to three

hours for leisure pursuits.

Since I finished my training, I really came to the recognition
that I like doing a lot of things, and they are all very important to me. At this point I really watch time. I get up
very early and am at the office at 7:00 A.M. but I'll leave
promptly at four.
I
only work weekends if I really have to.
I'm much more conscious of including Barry in my life,
and the [life-style] makes me more productive in my work.
.

.

.

Kathleen does not feel compelled to put

a

conscious effort into her

marriage, except after spurts of unmitigated work where her "head

is
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buried in writing."

My family and professional life
just aren't all that separated
a
h3Ve
UnCh ’ Which might be a social thi
P an
"9> and
thPn we
wp'n
?
l ten
then
11 work,
or at
at night, we might end up discussing something professional until
past midnight. When you've
got two people who are in pretty much the
same field, and they
are doing a lot of work together, you don't
really draw those
clear-cut lines.

The lack of division of roles affects Kathleen's
conception of the wife
role

I
don t think I feel like a wife. ...
I
know we are married,
we are together, and that's that. Maybe I think of "wife"
in
the traditional sense--as a happy, harried housewife sort
of
routi ne--and I think of it much more as equal companionship.
I
like to think we are each other's best friend.
We share perspectives and enjoy doing most of the same things.
.

.

.

.

In addition to all

.

.

the pressures mentioned, all these women had to

handle the necessities of living, such as cooking and cleaning.

Remark-

ably, these burdens were not considered by couples to be "a woman's do-

main."

Several women described having their consciousness raised over

time and initiated more sharing in the division of labor.

ually handled by the person with most interest.
is a

In

Tasks are us-

Peggy's case, there

major change during the years of postdoctoral fellowships.

The only way we could do this so that he didn't think I was
bossing him around, was that we would have zone rules. He had
rooms that were his rooms, and conversely there were rooms
that were mine.
I
usually did the cooking. That's still generally true, but now we have somebody come in six hours a week
and most chores are done then.
I
add about four to six hours,
Paul helps more with the cooking now, though I
depending.
still

do most.

Cooking was apparently the last bastion of conventionality.

Gail

de-
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scribes

point in her marriage when she protested
that she had to cook

a

for Glen's friends.

"Glen hates anything to do with.

.

.cooking.

I

think he'd like it if he ever tried it, but
he's hung up about that.
I

do all

the cooking except for the barbeque."

In other respects,

So

tasks

evol ved.

We do the things that are least objectionable.
He takes care
of the cat, because it's less objectionable to him;
he cares
for the plants because he's more conscientious. ...
We do
what we are best at,.
.1 do all the financial stuff.
I
don t think he s balanced a checkbook since we were married
There aren't things that we both detest doing.
., if
there were, we'd probably trade them off. Other people do
a
lot for us. We have a housekeeper.
., two young kids who
come once a week.
The women who takes care of our daughter,
does all our laundry and tidies up.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Terry describes a similar evolution of handling chores, mostly for
the sake of efficiency.

When she was home more, she did the organizing,

such as preparing grocery lists.

"Recently, Tom's taking over more."

Her spouse does the shopping and attends to the cars.
keeper makes it all manageable.

Having

a

house-

Live-in help also eased life for Ellen.

She does grocery shopping and gardening, and her husband cleans.

last chapter, his tendency to be

a

In the

compulsive cleaner was discussed.

Ellen noted, "Even if the housed eaner cleans, Ed will go over it.
I

bought him

a

man neater than herself, so he sets the standard of cleanliness.

a

$300 vacuum cleaner for his birthday."

.

.

.

Mary also married
The

addition of children increased the number of tasks, beyond what the couple or their babysitter can manage.

With the perspective of having two little kids and the re.fixing a few meals and cleaning floors
quirements of that,.
In retrospect, i t was so easy, though it
was nothing. ...
.
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didn t feel that way at the time necessarily.
You never
give anything up, you just add on.
It is unbelievable.
I
now understand why so many separations and
divorces take'
place when children are little. Even though
it is predictable
it is of a magnitude [beyond intellectual
knowledge].
.

.

.

The only P/F woman not aggravated by household
tasks is Kathleen
A typical

Saturday afternoon, we'll put on some loud rock music
'
and together we'll clean house. We'll say, "This is
not so
bad, why don't we do this more often?" We never do
it more
often and the filth builds up.
Both of us would prefer to live
in a clean house than a dirty house; it is the effort
involved
in getting it that way.
Kevin used to comically say, which is
essentially true, "We clean the house once a month, whether it
needs it or not."
I would prefer to have somebody come
in and
do it, and come home to a clean house.

Both Kathleen and her husband can tolerate

a

great deal of sloppiness

and neither is strongly enough motivated to hire outside help.

Kathleen

stated that her spouse worries about tne cost and possible interpersonal
problems, and she does not "like the idea of picking up for

a

cleaning

lady."
In all

fluence.

these cases, it is clear that parental models had little in-

When Terry remarried, she announced that she "wasn't prepared

to do housework; it's not one of my things.

joke about that.

Tom and

I

have an on-going

Our parents were really appalled by it."

leen noted that her mother was

a

very neat person and kept

A lack of time was a universal

complaint.

Gail

Also, Katha

tidy house.

noted that after

expending time on her work role and her parent role, "There is very litConsequently, she has given up many of her hobbies.

tle time for me."

get home, fix dinner, play with my daughter, get
her ready for bed, by nine o'clock I watch television because
Except for vacations, I never get to
I'm so exhausted.
By the time

I

.

.

.

n
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read, and

don't seem to have time to
take a dance class anyan ^ see takl
any time from work, or being
9
ul
with'™’/
a
with
my daughter
or my husband,.
.which I don't think is a
good situation.
Thus far, since my daughter was
born
t s been least painful to
sacrifice my time me than it
acr fice the baby 0r my work
If
balance shifts
thpn IT'ii
l
then
11 make
arrangements
I

*

.

.

.

.

*

’

.

Several women described pleasure they
received from cooking, reading,
music, and talking to friends.

Sports or cultural events were desired

activities, but because they took more effort,
often eliminated.
ther, solitary interests were denigrated
to family activities.

Fur-

Most

women saw their husbands as more successful
in carving out time for
themselves.
Financial matters were often handled in nontraditional
ways.
Gail

and Peggy commented that they handled all the
finances,

their spouses have limited talent for or interest in.

a

Both

task

Others, like

Kathleen and Mary, left the tasks to mates because they were
known to
bounce checks.

If there were disagreements in the beginning, I think it is
just learning to get along on a common pool. Both of us have
been independent for so long, Kevin doing his finances very
responsibly, and me thinking, "I must be responsible one of
these days," but even on $250 a month, going out and springing
$50 for an outfit which I didn't have, and then calling up my
father to tide me over until the end of the month (Kathleen).

The majority of the P/F women earned more than their spouses for
period of years, with no reported friction.

a

When Peggy earned twice as

much, with the same degree, her husband was prompted to seek

a

new job.

Mary reported another dimension.

We recently had an argument about curtains and

I

never said,
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lenty of money> and if I want
to buy these
0
t0 S ° me reasonable understand° Pe W
™!
inn about it
?
]t ls 3 source of some strain,
Mark
"v
nark c^-in
said.
You earn money.
., just buy them."
f?

11

*

E?

‘

.

Mary, like many others, felt quite
comfortable earning a reasonable

amount of money.

When she remarried:

When we married, I was the one with money.
.and he is not a
That wasn't easy in terms of roles,
because Mark
;
has his problems
with women. At the level of being cooperative, allowing me space, and being respectful
of work, he's
very helpful.
His women students appreciate that.
.

-f-c

*

i*

-i

Mary conveyed sensitivity to the adjustment her
husband has made.
He comes from a traditional family.
His father is [European]
and those men are very bossy. Though Mark is quite
cooperative and agreeable, I think there is a part of him
that would
like to be in control. He really springs it, but it is
there,
and I think the money issue flows into that.

Competition between spouses was occasionally mentioned, but rarely seen
as a major threat.

ule

Mary noted her envy of her husband's academic sched-

and his rising reputation following publications, which perceiving

aspects of her work that he envies.
"I

Christine responded

always feel extremely competitive with my spouse;

ever feels competitive with me.

I

tell

I

facetiously:

don't think he

him I'm incredibly angry and

I

wish he'd stop doing all the wonderful things he does because it makes
me feel

terrible and.

.

.diminished."

Status differences in the work world were often balanced in the
home.
I

am.

story.

Peggy stated that she could not compete.

"He's much smarter than

may be more successful academically, but that isn't the whole

I

I

derive

a

lot of stability and strength from him.

I'm

a

rela-
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tively volatile person.”

In addition to viewing her
spouse as brighter.

Peggy also perceives him as more
helpful, both with work-related
and
personal problems.

probably share more than he likes
to.

"I

pretty much exactly what

I

do each day.

calJx helpful to me; rarely have

.

.

.

He has often been criti

been able to reciprocate.”

I

He knows
-

Christine

and Ellen both have felt that they talk
and express more problems than
their spouses.

Edward gets very involved with his patients
and.
.he iust
doesn t want to talk about it at home.
... His mood is influenced to a great extent by how his patients
are doinq
People learn differently how to adjust to that.
I
don't
have the same kind or number of sick patients
as he has.
He
sees them daily for weeks on end.
.and it is often a very
tragic course.
Patients often end up calling him every
day at home for weeks and weeks and weeks.
I
think he was upset at being called at the dinner hour, but he has a
great
emotional attachment to these people (Ellen).
.

.

.

.

.

.

In

.

.

the preceding examples,

about work.
lated fields.

the women initiated more discussions

This was less true for others, particularly those in unreGail

mentioned that she discusses her teaching, but not

the subject matter with her husband; likewise, he talks about social but

not the technical aspects of medicine.

can't really be as helpful about

i

t as

Mary made another point:
if it were in my field.

"I

I

can

read it and say it is interesting."

The pinnacle of collaboration exists in Kathleen's marriage, with
the result of "lots of joint research" and a plan for a book.

We work well

together and share many points of view.
I'm a
fairly decent organizer, so I coordinate research assistance,
scheduling and consultants. Kevin ends up doing the computer
programming. We've come up with some productive ideas for
future projects. ...
I
don't feel competitive. When he
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gets something accepted or
published or has something good
happen to him, I am happy that it
has.

When questioned about threats to the
marriage, most P/F women responded in terms of job offers. Beth
noted that both spouses give up a
little when they turn down better job
offers elsewhere.

When Ellen and

her mate were actively seeking job
offers, often one would get an invi-

tation someplace and the other would be
interviewed as

Neither person was willing or expected
position.

take

to

Similarly, Kathleen felt that

a

a

a

tag along.

less than comparable

strain, not

a

threat, would

be placed on the marriage if "I was doing
something that was a lot lower

down the status totem pole than what he was doing."

Another source of stress was the amount of time devoted

to work.

While this was stressed by Chris, Ellen, Gail, and Peggy,
it clearly affects the others.

The toughest problem we have now is how the hell Charles is
going to scale his job down to manageable proportion.
It's a
new position, with no money, total responsibility, and no
power; they are killing him.
If not for that, my life could
be terrific now.
He could be much more supportive.
It would
also be different if we didn't have children.
The truth of
the matter is we are going to have another child soon, and I'm
postponing it because he clearly won't be able to do what he'd
have to do (Christine).

No one reported feeling like their spouse had held them back pro-

fessionally, though quite simply, the roles of wife and mother did pull
them from work.

If I wasn't married, I would have been more driven in my career, and would be in a different place now.
I
published a
lot as a fellow, but here, I have no time to publish. Again
it might have been different, if I was a male, because the mo-
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ther role might not have been as important
(Ellen).
By and large,

these P/F women won the support of their
families.

Terry faced the hardest obstacle.

I
had a very poignant experience with my grandmother,
who died
recently.
I
saw her shortly before, and she introduced me
as
her granddaughter who was a psychiatrist, which for
someone
with memory problems was clearly an important thing.
... I'm
very much more like her, personality -wise, than like my
’mother.

Fortunately, Terry received support from mentors starting with medical
school.

"I

have an interesting role in my extended family, which is

fairly close.

After

I

went through medical school,

who went through, both males.

I

had two cousins

We've remained close, and they are very

supportive and pleased."
Mary also faced an uphill struggle:

It is hard to sort out what is sex role expectation from what
cultural,.
.as far as what my family saw for me, and what
I
saw as options.
My parents were not completely happy about
my going to graduate school, and about my moving away.
It was
as if they had created a Frankenstein, but certainly they are
is

.

proud.

.

Having

a

.and quite pleased with what

I

am doing.

child eased familial relationships, because for some, it

symbolized the daughters were normal women.

His parents were delighted because it was their first grandchild, and his sister is older, so they were beginning to worry that they wouldn't have any (Terry).
I
think Glen's folks were
There is no real overt pressure.
very anxious that their son have a child. My parents were
surprised when I decided to. They told me after I was pregnant, that they had long decided that I would never have a
surprised that they had said that.
I was
child. ..
They had always told me to make up my own mind (Gail).
.

.

.

.
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Kathleen's parents were not pleased with
her decision to remain
chi

1

dless

I
think they've given up on us
pressure on us. Once she wrote in a
early on, "I keep wishing you'd tell
Kevin's response was very flippant:
you are pregnant if that is what she
.

.

.

.

My mother used to put
letter, this was very
me you're pregnant."
"Write
write DacK
back and tell her
wants to hear."

Even without the active encouragement of careers
by families of

origin, peers were seen to support the combination
of roles.

Both Beth

and Christine stated that the vast majority of couples
that they social-

ized with are two-profession families.

Only Peggy reported

a

dearth of

two-career friends, but she is relatively new to the area.

While many women had reported

a

had coll eagueships with such people.

paucity of female mentors, they now

Interestingly

ported finding themselves in the position of being

,

a

several women re-

role model.

I've thought about [my professional role] a lot.
My students
are quite interested in how I got to be where I am, how you

combine being a professional with being a wife, and particularly, being a mother.
We do a lot of talking about that.
I
don't feel I have anything to hide from my students; as a matter of fact, I get great delight in telling them how it was so
accidental how I majored in [this field], and went to graduate
school, and how fortunate they are to be encouraged and forced
into making.
conscious decisions, whereas I wasn't. My
choices were non-choices, I just did them and I didn't really
consider alternatives (Gail).
.

In sum,

.

eight women were seen to place

a

high priority on the es-

tablishment of careers in the years between 18 to 27.

Neither marriage

nor children interfered seriously with professional development.

dentally pregnant during
thwarted.

a

Acci-

fellowship, Ellen felt embarrassed but not

Being the first woman, let alone mother, in the program, she
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did not want to jeopardize her
standing.
until

they had degrees and secure jobs.

about mothering, in contrast

were active participants
to be home more.

in

to

Two others deferred childbirth
Both were somewhat antivalent

their husbands' enthusiasm.

Spouses

child care; one cut his work
hours in half

The majority of women continued
to work full time, em-

ploying housekeepers or full-time
babysitters to pick up the slack.

One

person reported both jealousy and
anguish over the loss of her role as

primary parent.

Nonetheless, meeting the demands of the
child and

reer was stressful.

This caused Christine to modify her
work schedule,

shifting her priorities to the child.
reported

a

a ca-

The five mothers in this group

change in their marriage with the new parent
role, requiring

conscious effort to maintain the unity of the
couple.

Even with the

strain of conflicting roles, three women plan
to have additional children.

The youngest woman in this P/F group does not
yet have

but foresees one when she is more profess ional
ly secure.

made

a

conscious decision not to reproduce.

Still

a

a

Another has

third woman found

herself unable to conceive, but having no strong motivation
for
did not pursue other options.

child,

a

child,

Even without a child, these women had to

limit the time devoted to work to include spouses in their lives.

This

fact is less true for Kathleen, whose career is intricately bound with

her husband's.

Their relationship has more col 1 eagueship and collabora-

tive research than is found between any other participants.
In general, household chores were shared equally by these P/F women

and their husbands, with

a

good deal of work handled by employees.

The

division of tasks evolved over time, usually with each spouse doing
those chores that he or she enjoyed most or did most efficiently.

Ex-
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eluding cooking, which generally
fell to the women, other
tasks were not
solely determined by sex role
typing.
In several cases, husbands
set a

higher standard of cleanliness.
person with most aptitude.

Financial matters were handled by
the

Noteworthy is that many women earned
more

than their mates for some years with
few sex role conflicts.

ship between spouses was far more
prevalent than competition.

ColleagueOnce

again, sex differences did not account
for the sharing of personal or

professional concerns.

Women turned to role models and peers for support
and guidance in

balancing career and family responsibilities.
with other two-career couples.

Most couples associated

When Christine left the structured con-

fines of academia for part-time piecemeal work,
she discovered

a

broad

gap between herself and other young mothers, with the
only major link

being

a

concern for children.

P/F w omen

Sex and other roles

:

that being

a

.

Most of these eight P/F women thought

female definitely influenced their profesional development.

Usually the effects were subtle; they were treated differently, but not

worse, on the basis of their gender.
cal

Ellen felt she stood out in medi-

school, which, if prepared, was an asset.

market, she believed her sex to be
of getting private consults.

help from

a

a

detriment.

Once she entered the job
"It hurt here in terms

Older physicians really don't call for

young female, though the young male physicians also say they

have difficulty."

Mary was turned down for one position because she was pregnant, but

generally has not faced overt discrimination:

d

s

.
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Peggy commented that, in general,
people have taken her seriously,
though she is aware prejudice exists.

would not hire

a

Her graduate school, for example,

female in her department.

I
really think it hasn't been a difference.
I
never felt I
was promoted because I was a woman, neither,
or very rarely
have I ever felt I was discriminated against.
Where I have
been, they could get anybody they wanted, and
they certainly
^
wouldn t look for a female.
'

Peggy, as well

as Ellen,

experienced the subtlety of sex role attitudes

from male supervisors.

My major advisor thinks that it's okay for women to
get Ph.D.'s
but good grief! not do anything about it. On the other hand,
he'
just elated that as long as I do both, he thinks that's
terrific. He was very worried when I started to do well because he was afraid that would cause trouble for the marriaqe
(Peggy).

Six months after I delivered, my boss asked me if I'd ever
found help for my son.
I
said yes, but I wanted to say, "If I
hadn't, I wouldn't be here." People are not cognizant of the
extent that wives are committed to their families. They don't
understand how busy a life it is combining family and career.
Men think they are doing this, but they have wives at home
(Ellen).

Gail's confrontation with

restrained.

a

male chauvinistic supervisor was not so

As mentioned, her first job was in a high-pressured, male-
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dominated consulting firm.

lively
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As the above quote illustrates,
sex role constraints can also be

imposed internally.

Mary's comment adds another dimension
to this:

To the extent that

I
have any desire to be important and
famous, and to write and publish, I think
the issue of being
Both that rve alwa
felt that women
didn t do that, and for another, human
priorities always take
precedence with me, whereas they don't with
Mark, for example.

^

Working alongside of other competent women fostered
fortitude.
Perhaps because Gail was sensitized to the value
of an environment that
respects women, she left her consulting job to teach
at
lege where "there's no thi ng

lot through S

.

.

.in

b_ut

supporti veness

.

.

.

.

a

woman's col-

I've learned a

terms of peers and role models, because 50

percent of the faculty are women."

Relationships were stressed as
movement.

a

source of change, rather than

Kathleen's sentiment was shared by many.

Consciousness raising was a thing in the seventies. When I
was [teaching] at N
that being a predomi nantly women's
school, it was very much into women's lib. We'd sit around
and realize how the males have ruined our lives,.
.re-interpreting whatever happened to us in terms of male discrimination.
I
always thought it was particularly useless in my circumstance, and I had much more respect for people who were actually trying to change things, like the legal structure, and
,

.
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y
WOrk ’ openin 9 up jobs and
day-care centers
i
thiV?h
l ls
h
l at
en oinely important.
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I
never found tne
the
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Kathleen recollected conversations
with her women students who com-

plamed that the few males

on campus often dominated the
classroom con

versations and had:

more than a proportion of the elective
offices.
I
said "You
that on them -"
9 ets back to Goffman's
\
[research
research onj
L
nnl 1 nterpersonal perception.
If you think that
males are going to dominate you, your
actions and your expectations are going to be communicated in
subtle ways, and they

U

In sum,

it appears that professional

credentials are not

a

suffici-

ent means whereby to eliminate sex role
prejudice, but maturity and

proven competency are valuable assets.
a

With the changing culture, being

female offers some advantages.

Last week, for the first time, I led a study section
at N.I.H.
It was clear that I was asked to do that because
they find it
hard to find "cool, competent women."
I
suppose this may be
an example of where I will be asked to do more because I'm a
woman (Peggy).

While

a

few women contributed changes in their attitudes towards

sex roles to the women's movement, their lives reflected

from traditional values.

No one was

departure

a

uncomfortable earning sizable in-

comes, at times more than their spouses.

Christine noted, "I've always

earned more money than Charles, and that's very important

to me."

ther were these women discomfitted by assuming leadership roles.

family responsibilities were also managed in atypical ways.

one P/F woman chose not to have children,

a

Nei-

Their

At least

life-style not opted for by
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any other female participant.

fulfilled with

a

single child.

Still

another chose to be satisfied and

Most delayed childbirth until

when their careers would not be
interrupted.

a

time

Housekeepers and full-time

babysitters assumed most of the child
care responsibilities.
centers,

a

product of feminist thinking, also were
used.

Day-care

When Terry's

children were small, such places were
just being established.

She was

an active leader in creating a
center with female physicians.

Not sur-

prising, Terry was also in the forefront of
other growing concerns of

women.

"I was

very involved with the day-care center,
and the political

issues around abortion, and started

a

pregnancy counseling center also."

The ultimate break with traditional patterns
was represented by

Christine's experience with child care.

During the first year of her

child's life, parenting was split equally between Chris,
Charles and the
babysi tter.

Charles and I were both totally interchangeable where our
daughter is concerned.
In fact, it's more important to
me to do certain things, like getting to comfort her.
For example, if we are both in the room and she falls down and
cries, unless she chooses to go to Charles, it's understood
between us that I get to pick her up. ...
It happens to fit
the stereotype, but it also happens to be true of us.
I
consider myself i ncredibly lucky that Charles lets me do that,
and I do see him as 1 etti ng me do that (emphasis added).
.

After

a

year of being consumed by the demands of work, but pulled to-

wards the parenting role, Christine shifted the balance by reducing her

hours away from the house.

I
think I'm more stereotypi cal ly feminine than Charles, so
it's been real important to us that we are clear about making
decisions that fit who we are. Some of that fits sex role
typing, and some of it doesn't. ...
My being with our child

-

.
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right now is more right for me than
would be for Charles.
because I am a lady, because I have
given birth to her and
nursed her.

.

Femininity was supported by female colleagues,
children, and husbands, often in that order.

G
ls im P° rtan t in making me feel like
a female.
through my life, men in general tend to respond
to me as
a female, as well as on many other
levels.
My students and
colleagues do, but I'm not sure if that's "woman"
or "a professional woman"; it's probably.
.both because that's what
the institution supports and my students support
(Gail).

All

.

Christine mentioned another facet, that of being able
to conceive

a

child at will

Another role which moved into prominence at points during these

years was that of daughter, prompted by the death of
women faced this loss, most recently Chris.
my role as daughter was very salient.

saw her a lot,.

.

...

a

parent.

Three

"Before my mother's death,
I

thought about her

a

lot,

.talked to her daily as it became clear she was dying,

so the role was a constant enactment."

The role of sister was occasionally included, most enthusiastically
by Christine:

I'm very close to my sister.
It's very important to me
to be a good sister, then again, I don't need to activate it
very frequently. We talk to each other about once a week, and
it doesn't take much effort on my part in order to be the kind
of sister to her that I want to be and to meet what she needs
from me. So that's the difference between priorities and s a 1 i
ency. Were she to need me more, I would devote time to it, but
that hasn't been the case for many years now.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Chris spoke with pride that her sister was able to find full-time em-
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ployment in her specialty area,
and is pleased that her
sister is so
good at what she does. Chris
is also the only one in
this group with an
older sibling. Four others had
younger sisters, and the life-style
of
these women are split between
professional and traditional
orientations.
Beth's siblings are following in
her footsteps, though not at her
rapid
pace.

Both are preparing for professional

lives and both are seriously

considering marriage to their current
boyfriends.

Because Beth

lo-

is

cated near Boston, her parents permitted
the other sisters to attend
school

s

in thi

s

area.

Kathleen, like the majority of P/F women,
did not ascribe saliency
to the sister role.

However, there are many similarities between
the

Her sister recently completed

two.

is very prof essional
ly dedicated,

am.

a

Ph.D. in

a

scientific field.

"She

probably much more dedicated than

I

She was adamant right from the beginning that
she'd never have

kids.'

In

other aspects, their lives are quite different.

Kathleen

completed her schooling prior to marriage; the sister
enrolled in

a

prestigious college, then eloped shortly after with an older
married
man.

Acts of rebelliousness were expected more from Kathleen.

The life-style of Terry's and Ellen's sisters are more traditional.
They have semiprofessional degrees, generally stopped work when pregnant, and have two children each.
my mother.

She's

a

Terry noted, "My sister is more like

librarian part-time, mostly

a

housewife.

She's very

much more into the mold of that generation, though in some ways she's
liberated.

She's never been an ambitious or active person."

With the exception of not stopping work activities, the brothers of
Mary and Peggy have similar life-styles to the preceding sisters.

Nei-

. .
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ther feels close to their brothers,
possibly because of the variation
in
life-styles or perhaps because the other
sibling
is a male.

Mary re-

ported some competitiveness or sibling
rivalry; Peggy observed that her
brother "suffered a lot by having a
smarter older sister. He just does

not have the motivation."
A few people referred to the role of
friend.

have a lot of very good, solid friendships,
but again, most
rny friends are as
involved in their work and their families
as 1 am, and have little time to spend
on friendships.
Contaots are intense when they happen, but
aren't as frequent as
they have been in the past.
I
used to talk on the phone to my
friends at least once a week, and often see them
once a week.
Now I certainly don't see people more than once
a month,
hat s a pain, and I don't like that, but my life
is really too
hectic. ...
I
have about a dozen close friends that I share
things with, both men and women (Christine).
I

of

.

.

.

Terry had
ships.

a

novel

solution to finding the time to maintain close friend-

She has endless meetings with friends to discuss collaborative

research
In sum,

being

a

female, with all

the cultural

implications, influ-

enced these eight P/F women's careers in subtle ways.
ervisors expressed chauvinistic attitudes.

overt discrimination were mentioned.
jected for

a

One

Only

a

Several male sup-

few incidences of

occurred when someone was re-

fellowship because she was an expectant mother.

the battle was internal; the more confident
ous she was seen to be by others.

a

Some of

woman felt, the more seri-

Strong motivation overcame numerous

obstacles
Family life was most frequently unconventional.

household chores and child care.

Husbands shared in

A child did not interfere with careers
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because full-time help was hired.

Only two women reported the loss
of

the primary parent role as painful,
but all mentioned feeling

bond to their offspring.
daughter,

a

a

close

Other roles that were cited include
being

a

sister, and a friend, none of which
received as much atten-

tion as the primary roles considered, except
during crises.

Profession Balanced with Family Pattern (P=F)

P^E men:
to be

Professional

role_.

In their twenties,

part of this group for two prime reasons.

ten men were considered

Some were included be-

cause even while meeting the demands of professional
training, they
curbed their interests to be with their wives.

Others were included be-

cause their career aspirations were not formulated as early nor
were
they as strong as was true for those in the P/F group.

The threat of

being drafted prompted more men to seek further training than did role
models or parents.

dent years
schools.

.

With one exception, the P=F men enjoyed their stu-

Nine men married early in their professional

training

Five men had met their future mates in prior years.

Father-

hood was delayed while these men completed their training, but became
more of
ly,

Adam

a

priority in the years being considered, ages 28-37.
is

Present-

not yet 30; Barry, Charles, Fred, and Glen are in their ear-

ly thirties; Harry and Kevin are in the mid-thirties; and Nick and Paul

are in their late thirties.

Just as a man's age is a factor in his ca-

reer advancement, the ages of his children is most influential in terms

of the priority he gives to family and career roles.
The two lawyers in this group were employed prior to age 28.

Fred
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had been methodical when choosing

both cases he was satisfied.
income.
lar."

Whether

I

a

law school as well as

a

job, and in

"This position offers a future and
a good

stayedhereor moved elsewhere, I'd do something
simi-

Fred was very industrious during his
twenties.

warded for his efforts by being made

a

He was amply re-

partner in the firm.

When apply-

ing for his position, Fred had told his
employers that fatherhood would
lead to

a

change.

Just as predicted, Fred reduced his hours
to

a

40-

hour week.

I
began backing off from a heavy work commitment when
I
had a
child.
I
did that heavy work knowing it would be time limited.
I'm on a holding pattern now. ...
I
am rarely home
later than 6:15, never work on weekends, and some at nights
around 10:00 when the baby is asleep and Fran is involved
with
something.

Adam is several years behind Fred in his professional development.
Adam

is

still

gradually progressing without being

a

"workaholic."

family life, which includes an infant, takes priority.

His

His current job

does not fit with his earlier fantasies.

The most disillusioning part of law school is that lots and
lots of people go to law school with the idea that they're
going to be Ralph Nader when they get out.
You find that, in
many cases, the job market dictates what your first job will
be, and to some extent the direction in which you're heading.
At least that's the way it's perceived. There are some people that say, "Well, I'm going to work for legal services when
I
get out, hell or high water, whether it's in Anchorage, Atlanta, Boston, or anyplace."
I'm still happy with law as a
profession and with the opportunities that it has for selffulfillment.

Adam's professional identity is not foreclosed.

He is open to other
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avenues in law.

ve given some thought to new career
paths outside the firm
e Wh
that S 9oi " 9 t0 lead or amount
to
"o
xt ®
d ° you P 1ace security over
something
you
might
J.
d0?
For ln stance, leaving a private
firm to work for
the attorney general or teach are
some things that I think
I smile when I
think about it; I anticipate that in
some point in time there will be a change,
and when it will
occur or what it will be, I haven't the
slightest 1<tea.
In
some ways it s very exciting and in other
ways, as Alison
sa!d, you like to feel that you're not
too old to change.
On
the other hand, there is something nice
about being in one
place
I
m 29, and I don't feel so settled in
anything.
Usually for me there have been so many things
I've been doinq,
the crisis is why am I not settling into
something in which
be happy.
Probably it's just a growing process, and if
j
get there eventually, the steps I take might be
different
than they might be for someone else.
I

Xt
J

ext^

r T

'

.

^

1

1

.

Further, Adam is not adverse to enterprises outside
of the legal profession:

"One of my favorite pastimes is driving Alison crazy with
ideas

of what to do.

Usually it is

a

business idea.

.

.coupled with something

artistic or culturally oriented."
Both Adam and Fred entered legal firms in order to provide a life

style for their families.

Their salaries enable their wives to work for

less money at jobs of their choice.

Both men attribute their stance to

sex- role orientation:

Had I married someone who wanted a job like this one, I might
have felt more freedom to choose a less restrictive type of
position.
I
wanted to provide us with a life-style. ... At
some level, I probably wanted to marry someone like my mother,
who worked because she enjoyed it (Fred).
I
feel some expectations to be the provider.
Part of it is
due to the fact of a series of one-year jobs where I didn't
feel settled professionally.
I'm in a big firm now where I'm
probably making as much or more than I would be making at any
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other job.

A change in job outside
the firm would involve
a " d wl h some of the
responsibilities
of fatherhnnd T??*’
ed, living in a Jhouse, there is pressure and you can't chanqe
what you are doing as freely as
you might otherwise do
TMs
miZed ln Part 5y haVin9 a
$P0USe workl n 9 part-time
(Adam)!
'

Being

a

"provider" is

a

common rationale used by many male
partici-

pants to justify their long work hours.

tms

Adam and Fred, however, fulfill

function by the type of work they do rather
than the hours.

On the

whole, the professi onal ly-oriented men pursued
ideal jobs; these P=F men

settled for less fulfilling positions to
achieve

a

comfortable balance

of career and family roles.
In the last section on P/F women, Gail

espoused the view that aca-

demia offered more flexibility than other career
choices.

This perspec-

tive was shared by Harry:

I
don t think it's been hard at all, partly because we're
both
academics and the scheduling is similar, where you're working
at nights and have flexibility in the days. Also school vacations are really nice.
I
think it would be hard if there were
different sorts of careers being combined with different life
rhythms involved.

Harry was one of four men who received Ph.D.s in this P=F group.
the men sought academi

c

positions in reknowned universities.

tion, they married classmates with the same goal.

In

All

addi-

Presently, both the

men and their spouses are suitably employed, but the process of achieving this status quo was not without obstacles.
One hurdle was graduate school.

average of

fi

ve-and-one-hal f years

.

Achieving

a

Ph.D. consumed an

Postdoctoral positions were then
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sought by two men.

Paul

observed:

went on to do postdoctoral

"Most of the students in this
lab

It was the usual

s.

thing at the time.

I

never thought about doing anything
else."
Finding

a

good job was most difficult:

About 1969 the job situation really
went sour.

Until that
had t0 do was 9° out into the
hallway and
nulT nil
pull
off one of the notices that interested
you.
It lust
dried up all at once,.
.so I knew it was going to be bad
for
me.
I
asked Professors X
and Y
for help, and they
-7
gave me considerable help, more than they
usually do, maybe
y
because they don't usually have to (Kevin).

y° U

.

.

y the time I got to the job market there wasn't anythinq
professors could do.
In fact, intervention was perhaps
negative.
I
resented that, but realized that was the reality
(Harry).

While letters of recommendation were of limited value,
the "old boys'
network

did prove advantageous to Kevin.

A job opening existed in a

Canadian university where one of Kevin's advisors had
spent
cal.

His other advisor was visiting there when the final

being made.
Paul
a

a

sabbati-

decision was

Kevin was offered the job and accepted it.

spent many years in postdoctoral positions, always waiting for

job opening.

The government keeps turning postdocs on and off, which is
nervewracking.
It seems so arbitrary, so political.
You just
can't turn on a faucet and expect to have scientists fullytrained; it takes some planning.
I
went with various people
who managed to get money even in the tightest of times. Generally they were good experiences, the postdocs.
It got a
little harried.
I
started looking for a job and couldn't find
anything sati sfactory
It took a long time.
Other than the
stress of looking for a job, it was the best of times.
We
didn't have responsibilities, like the strains of writing a
thesis.
The job at D
was not going to be permanent, but
it was one of the few options I had.
.
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Paul was not willing or able to
switch specialty areas, a feat his
wife

did which made her more marketable.

I
ve always managed to stay in the
same area that I was
trained in.
I'm not sure that was the best decision
to make.
It s hard
once you get tracked, the further you
go the more
structured you become. It's then harder to
go into another
field where there might be more opportunities.
It's very hard
to make a switch once you get identified
with an area. When I
was looking for a job I wasn't alone,
several hundreds of
thousands were too.
Anybody with a job could write the most
elaborate job description and a dozen people
could fit it exactly, so you could tailor-make a job.

Generally, the next stage in the academic life was
becoming tenured.

To achieve this goal of stability required effort:

In academi cs

you re talking about a horrendous pressure on
people, especially the first time you teach a course (Harry).
1

,

There are two very clear things, when you get tenure and then
promotion.
Both are barriers and dividing points, and I quite
obviously wanted both. They were not extremely difficult to
come by, but far from automatic (Kevin).

Tenure came smoothly. There was some question because my
teaching has never been as strong as my research and writing.
It turned out not to be much of an issue.
I
got an unanimous
recommendation by the department.
I
had two books in publication draft.
People told me I should be worried but somehow
I
didn't very much and I did sail through.
It did make some
difference; I sat around for the following year getting use
to having tenure (Mark).

Harry has not yet reached the stage of being tenured, so he expressed

more concern than the others.

Global figures in the general population are two major changes
in careers, so it's pretty atypical to move from graduate
school into a job, get tenure, and be there for life.
At the moment I have the best of both worlds, because I have a
.

.

.
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tenure track job, but I
appointment which means
any particular time.

al so

have a half-time administration
don't have to come up for tenure
at
I
got the administrative job in
the fall.
It made me much more relaxed;
it takes the pressure
off the tenure position, Basically
there's not much you can
do; I've published eight a rticles
and have a book at the publisher's. A lot of people sol ve the tension
by sitting down
at their desks for as much as they can
take, but that's no
solution if the economic s ituation is not
viable.
I

.

.

.

Few academicians felt professional

until

they were working.

Being

tenured and published abetted Mark's sense of
professionalism:
When the first of my two books appeared.
., that's when I
began to feel like a professional and less like a
kid.
It's
not been very long. ...
I went from feeling like a
person
who doesn't know what they're doing and what they want
to having a sense of what I am.
Being a professional for me
means being able to exercise choice over what I'm going
to do.
Being a nonprofessional means trying to please other people,
trying to get recognition, jump through hoops because you
think you're supposed to rather than what you want. So I feel
like a pro— I'm writing stuff I'm interested in, and I have a
lot of freedom. Sometimes I have so much freedom I could
hang mysel f wi th it.
.

.

.

.

Students strengthen Kevin's professional identity.

"My professional

career began effectively when somebody started to refer to me as Dr.
K

•

Not that

I

prefer that;

first name, but that's when

I

I

like my students to call me by my

started to function like one."

Unlike

Mark, Kevin belittles the inner satisfaction of being a professional.

In a limited sense I became professional when I started to do
professional work.
I
had a degree and a job. By virtue of
the job they made me a professional. When I walk away from
the office at 5:00, I'm not a professional.
Sociology
is what I do, but I don't think that makes me a sociologist.
I
think I'm always a little disturbed by people who have a
personal identification with it.
.

.

.

;
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striving to progress up the career
ladder was complicated by rela
tionships with professional women.
Harry and Paul detoured from
their
careers to remain with their wives
while the women completed dissertations.

Mark selected

a

job on the basis of his girlfriend's
locale.

I
took the job at U
in Boston.
I
had been offered a job
in [a Midwestern ci tyj
it paid a lot more money, I was
tempted by the position, they seemed to
want me more than they did
at U
but accepted U
for the irrational reason that

i t was
closer to Y
Ci" ty ,
and I was already in love with
Mary.
I
wanted to be around her, hoping that maybe I
could
get her to care about me as much as I thought
I
did about her.

Kevin and Paul generally gave more priority
to their careers, but

with consideration to the wives' work.

When Kevin began his job

abroad, he planned for Kathleen to follow:

We knew we were going to get married when she got to
Canada.
We lined up a postdoctoral fellowship at F
University
which would only be for two years. The only problem we've had
was what would happen after that time. ...
She wasn't willing to settle for the second-rate things that most peo pi e settle for.
In most professional couples, the wife takes an academic job which is at a junior college, while the husband is
at a university with status.
I
was totally sympathetic to
Kathleen, but she did manage to land an equivalent job.

When Paul began his first postdoc, he lived in an adjacent city

where his wife was employed.

After many years made grim by the lack of

job opportunities, Paul was willing to live apart.
was interviewed and accepted for

a

job in D

.

Within

a

week, he

The couple decided

the job would be good for him, and they were "fairly certain" Peggy

would also find work in this city.

While Paul did enjoy his work, after

several years it was apparent that his position would not become perman-
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ent.

In the meantime, after a
longer delay than expected, Peggy
did

locate

a

position and moved back to Paul.

As he prepared to re-enter

the job market, "Peggy was doing
quite well and was very committed
to
her career.
Nonetheless, they tentatively decided
to move to Boston,
a city with possibilities for
both.
"We were fairly confident that
she

would find

a

job here if

from conferences."

could.

...

she knew people in the area

Their plan was actualized.

turned out better than
I

I

I

expected, with

a

"I

like my job; it

more relaxed atmosphere than

thought."
Harry found

a

satisfying job several years before his wife
did.

They did not consider a commuting relationship.

Both made sacrifices.

During Helen's last year of graduate school, Harry
accepted
fessional

job to remain in the area.

a

nonpro-

His wife then made career compro-

mi ses.

We were both on the job market after getting Ph.D.'s.
It was difficul t when Helen went through this business
of going to a place without a job.
She was making a sacrifice, but
in essence, we both on the market, there wasn't a
terrible
pull because one had an offer.
It would have been much stickier had we both had offers.
I
hope we would have continued to
live together and not do one of those commuting things.
I
would have made every effort to find a job nearby if she got
an offer.
I've also been super-lucky, getting a job at
B
which has one of the eight big departments in the country, and I got to teach graduate students from the start.
.

In sum,

.

.

finding an academic job was

a

most difficult challenge,

followed by the task of achieving job security.
position influenced the wife's choices.

Most often the man's

Once having achieved profes-

sional recognition, alternative jobs become a possibility.

Kevin
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stated that he and Kathleen are
considering relocating in the United
States.

Mark would like to work in

a

more prestigious school, but will

not disrupt Mary's life:

Career advancement for me no longer means
moving to a job.
Going to Stanford is a step up.
I
found that I can advance my
career by writing more articles, more books,
which
U
6
116 h
e
If someone offered me a job at
Stanford
nr UCU\
in A
nwd go to Mary
r?/
or
I
and say, "Holy Jesus, I'd be an idiot
not to look at this; what do you way?"
If that were to come
up, its realistic to say that we'd
both have to find positions before we d move.
I
don't think I could persuade Mary
to just come along and try to find something
unless she was
comfortable doing that.
I must say,
she'd be able to find
something pretty damn easily because she's respected
and has
the right credentials.
;

T

Mark perceives his wife as having more job flexibility.
Paul

contemplates

It

a

s

a

future move.

"We'll

Similarly,

probably stay for

a

while.

fairly nice situation because Peggy has the option of moving,

with standing offers.

So,

if things don't work out here, we can move."

Locating mutually acceptable jobs has frequently been reported as

a

major barrier for two-career couples (e.g., Holmstrom, 1972; Bryson et
al_.,

1976).

Among these participants, by their mid-thirties, most cou-

ples had the prestige to lessen this problem.

Three of the P=F physicians had

a

than was true for the J.D.s and Ph.D.s.

original
in a

plan from medical school

group practice.

far easier time locating jobs

Glen followed through with his

days to join his friend from the lab

Charles was pleased with his residency placement

and ultimately accepted

a

staff position there.

Barry and Nick had

a

slightly harder time finding satisfying jobs, but never faced unemploy-
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ment as

di d

some Ph .D.s

.

The stages for these four men were
consistent.

followed by internships and residencies.

Medical school was

These years were quite time

consuming, to the detriment of personal
lives.

Training in this country almost blots out
any regard for you
as an individual
It affects such changes, almost
metamorphises, in your personality structure that
you really turn out to
be a very different person.
On the
.

one hand, I think a lot
of the enthusiasm one has about things,
radicalism and idealism in .medicine,, is tempered by the fact
that you spend so
much time in training that by the time you are
finished, you
can't mount the attack.
You find yourself in your thi rties facing a crisis in your life, what are
you going to do
with [the.degree J? Medicine, for that matter, is
one of the
most difficult professions because it encroaches on
your time,
number one, and two, the encroachment is so all consuming
for
9 period of time that I don't think people ever recuperate.
Personally, I haven t come to a sense of direction, careerwise (Barry).
.

.

.

Everyone saw more of their classmates than their wives.

The residency was again a very happy experience; I really enjoyed it. There was a system where you'd have a double and
you'd go through the entire residency with a partner.
It was
almost like a marriage.
I
saw more of my double than I did my
wife.
I
got along with my double extremely well, we complemented each other (Glen).
.

Finding

a

job was the next stage.

Glen took additional classes so

he could benefit the group practice.

Although I'm the junior partner, age-wise, I have a great deal
to say in the group, and have attained a position of respect
beyond my years.
I
certainly don't feel like a junior partner.
I
make more money for the group than anybody else because of my training and the type of surgery I do.
I
don't feel ripped off because I've gained from the group.
[My
.

.

.
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speciaUy area]
pened up

a

is the specialty of Boston.
I
could not have
practice and gotten referrals but for
the group.

Nick relocated during his residency
to work with a reknown physi-

cian, but was disappointed.

sonably content."

He found a job elsewhere where
he is "rea-

Nick expressed some ambivalence about
his specialty

area because it limited his options.

"If

would have gone into something else.

[This specialty] is particularly

demanding.

I

had thought about it,

I

Barry shared Nick's sentiments:

Personally speaking, there are very few [in
this specialty!
who encourage others to go into the field,
because it is antii fe
I
enjoy it, but it's too wearing.
In the long run I
don t think you feel appreciated.
It's one of the worst,
well, surgery would be suicidal; there's no
amount of money
that could repay you.
The reason I didn't leave here is
that my wife is much, much better set.
Number one, there's a
surfeit of [people in my specialty] here, particularly
in academics, and two, if you are concerned with amount of
money
you're being paid. The next best thing for me was getting
the job I did, and I was very fortunate getting it.
It's a
good job, responsible job, at this point in my career it's
a
good thing to have.
.

.

.

.

These men could find more gratifying work in other cities, but do
not wish to relocate their wives:

Both of us made and continue to make that decision [of where
to live] on what would satisfy both of our careers, and, also,
where the best place was to bring up children.
It's a
continuing compromise between those varying roles (Nick).
.

.

.

My wife may not feel she's set up that well, for the amount
of work she does and the significance it has, of which I am
very proud.
She's a very productive gal, one of the most productive people I know.
For her career, to move to a professorship, she's better off here.
For me, any number of
job slots would be better anywhere else.
It's not a sacrifice, I could get a comparable position to what I have, and I
.

.

.
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could be 20 minutes away instead
of an hour.
It's no
un to commute or make my own
dinners, it's Jiust things buildmg up (Barry).
.

Balancing their professional desires
with those of wives and family necessitated compromises.
Barry suffered by a long conmute
to a satisfying though "nervewracking" job.

Nick feels the demands of work and

family necessitate compromises on
both ends.

One always feels that conflict, and
probably there will never
tlS aCt0
s lution t0
so y° u lear " to accept it
>
L!u ndS
!
7,
?
1
t0 fael lt,S not seriou 5ly compromising
ml
rof^i
hmy relationships at home with Nancy
and my child.
If it ever
came down to a serious conflict.
., then I would cut back
more professional ly.
There's no question in my mind
about what is more important, [which fits]
with my personal

n

.

.

.

.

va ues
I

Becoming

a

father consistently led to reduced work.

Once a child came along, something had to give.
For me, that's
been on the time I put into professional activities.
That's
not to say there's not a tremendous conflict.
I
still probably put in more time professionally than the average
person
in my neighborhood (Nick).

It also influenced choices

in career development.

Although academic medicine is very demanding overall, it does
have day-to-day flexibility.
On a given day, if Nancy has to
work late, I can take off early, or bring my daughter to the
day-care center or pediatrician. ...
We've worked out an
informal agreement that if she's sick.
take turns
., we
staying home, which would be very difficult to do if I was in
private practice.
It is one thing that keeps me out of private practice, but I wouldn't like that as much as what I'm
doing now (Nick).
.

'

1 1

,

"
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Charles wanted

a

child before completing his
residency program.

He ad

justed by working part-time, an
option no other male participant
uti1

ized.

We wanted to have a child,
This residency thing kind of drags
on and you get kind of old.
We felt very strongly that
3
111
1
WaS doin9 a 120-hour residency.
rwent'tn'the^h'
° f medl
ne and told him > " w e are thinking
about haSi^ /h
u
b h
a" d
C0U d 1 spread
residency over two
rears?" , InH
years.
and hhe said sure, so that was that.
Sometimes
you lean against where you think there's
a wall and there's
nothing there.
It worked out well; I set my own
schedule.
Everybody was very supportive; I had conflicts,
but I couldn't
find any straw men to be villians in
the piece. ...
I
was
left to face my ambivalences by myself.
I
was used to working
really hard, being a dynamo, working harder
and doing better
than anybody else, and here I was not being
there two days a
week.

/^
^

a—
^

.

Charles had many adjustments to make in response
to his new roles in
his work environment and family life.

patterns.

1

-time

he reverted to familiar

Christine decided she was working too much last year, about

60 hours a week.
ful

In time,

...

So

I

decided that when she cut back, I'd go back

.

In sum, wives were quite influential

sibilities of these ten P=F men.

in determining the career pos-

Husbands felt free to devote them-

selves to work when their wives were equally busy:

Basically, I'm interested in salvaging life, whatever is left
of it, and in preventing disease.
From the looks of it, I'm
not sure there's that much beyond this, in terms of the time
commitment I'm making to my professional role.
I
have a number of other interests that are expressed academically (Barry).
We both work on an average week night about two hours in separate studies.
There's no order [to my roles]; it depends on
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what's happening,
[at home] (Harry).

It's nice to be able to shut
off your job

Five men stated that they felt
more commitment to their family
life
than to professional development:

They are all important.

I

couldn't really give

a rank order
had t0 ChOSe, I WOUld Obvin.Klv chose
rin co family over
viously
career.
In terms of the long run
balancing one against the other, it would
depend on the individual consideration Nick)
‘

°f

Cn SiS

’

1f

1

Husband," at the moment, is the biggest
thing; it's beinq
companions to one another.
"Father" is just beginning to
emerge
Work is a large part of anyone's life,
at least
in the beginning.
I
feel more detached from that now, more
involved in my personal relationships (Adam)
.

.

.

In the last analysis, I believe my
biggest role will have to
do with my home, particularly being a
father to my children,
ca
e that s what 1 will care about most
when I get older
/S
^\
(Mark).
'

Children frequently tip the balance towards family,
though Charles was
the only male to actualize his feelings with

work hours.

a

drastic reduction in

Interestingly, his ranking of roles does not reflect this

fact:

In actuality these days, it's been a matter of work, father,
husband, in that order. Then there's a whole bunch of other
roles that have received little or no attention.
I'd rather
have those three on the same level, not having work sitting
out there in front.

The support received by parents varied:

Between the time I finished the basic science course, I took
oyer my. father's practice for 2-1/2 months.
He went [on vacation] with my mother.
[We both] got a big boot out of it.

.
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We lived in the back of the
office,
s

"

s/v:r

so that a lot of the Da-

m,,t

•

,ia -

srs~

:<

for that
sri

was his hidden fantasy (Mark).

ssrjis

Sch00]

aJpnt^

’.

1

was

xpenenc( with,.

P rett-7

^ch

- '-*'*••««-

jrrsur5

beyond things my

.so there's been no encourage;
mpnt nr Hie ^
9ement>
AS 3 matter of fact ’ the
^ have a Preth
t attention span
ty short
as regards either of our careers
I
can t really tell if they take pride,
though this would
really come up in conversations with
friends.
They don't understand it enough to take full advantage
of it in their social circles (Harry).
.

r

Role models and mentors were not very
influential for the P=F men

The only exception is Kevin, whose thesis
advisors continue to act as

mentors

In fact, Professor X
did that again, not over a year ago.
We were here on vacation, calledhim up to see
him, and he
said, "Great, you can give a colloquium." Y
was there
too.
I
asked Y
's opinion, feeling exuberant because the
ideas came from an article that I had already written and
had
been accepted, but was not yet published, so I know some
people valued my work.
Y
said, "Well, I don't know about
the main content, but how really important it is, but this
thing over here really interests me." Much later, I realized
that little application was much more significant than the
rest.
Now I'm working on that point alone.
In fact, I'll be
seeing him next week, and I'll probably get some good ideas
where I should be going next. He never tells you though,
would never dream of doing that.

While mentors were only beneficial to some P=F men, they learned the
value of such relationships and have aided their students.

The man Beth worked intimately with set up her residency here.
With high power placements, it must be done.
If you think anyone ever gets into an institution by sheer brain power, you
are grossly mistaken.
[There are] too many bright people
around; those who get in do so by a phone call.
I
called up
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H0SPitdl
(BaFry)

^

Said my student was 90od aid
that was it

Sometimes they assisted younger siblings.
ther is also a physician.

I

think

I

Nick noted, "My younger bro-

influenced him,.

.

.obviously, be-

cause he's many years younger,"
In sum,

gaining entry into the professional
world involved long

years of preparation.

Then, for most of the men, another
stage followed

of varying frustration, the task of
finding and settling into

a

job.

This process was greatly eased if

a

man had developed close personal

contacts with professionals while

a

student.

Each P=F man made compro-

mises in their work spheres to meet the needs
of their spouses.
some, this meant moving to or remaining in

their wives

elsewhere.

lives.

a

For

city so as not to disrupt

Some men felt they could find more satisfying
jobs

One man adjusted not by taking an inferior position,
but by

commuting two hours daily.
Six men had children during these years.

ascended, the professional role was affected.
two levels.

maintain

a

compromise,

As the role of father

Adjustments occured on

For one, several men opted for jobs with private firms to

financially secure life-style.
a

They perceived this as

a

giving up of altruistic public health work to enable their

wives to work less and chose jobs of choice.

This is

culine way to balance work and family roles.

The second level of ad-

a

traditional mas-

justment entailed reducing work hours to actively participate in child
care.

Charles was matchless in this respect, working part-time and as-

suming more household responsibilities than his wife.

After

a

year,

Charles resumed full-time hours and his wife reduced her work activity.
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Each spouse stated that the
decision to resume

a

more conventional pat-

In their early twenties,

these men matriculated

tern was prompted by the wife.

E

EL

EL^il*

family

in professional

roj_e.

training schools and all but one married.

women they knew prior to this time.

Half married

While their premarital relation-

ships lasted for years, they were
unaware of the adjustments they would
have to make when their wives became
career-minded.

The other P=F men

met their future spouses when the women
were already in professional
schools.

The idea of

a

mate with interests of her own was appealing,

but the prospect of assuming more responsibility
for household chores
was not considered.

In general,

sured by their mates.

the men performed more tasks when pres-

Over the years, chores were handled more equit-

ably because the wives were either unwilling or
unable to do more.
None of the P=F men had children before age 28.

Several men de-

layed this gratification in response to their wives'
desires to first
be established professionally and financially.

While most men were

naive about the time demands of an infant, two made preparations
to reduce their work responsibilities.
time.

Only one man worked less than full-

Several men were relieved that their wives chose to work less.

Six men had

a

child before age 34.

in their lives,

Fatherhood produces

a

marked change

giving more pleasure and taking more time than expected.

The other four P=F men have mixed feelings about not yet having children; only one person voluntarily is childless.

group are still
on-going.

in

As all

the men in this

their thirties, preparations for child rearing are
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Two men married in their early
thirties.

For Kevin, marriage for

malized his long relationship with
Kathleen which had evolved during
graduate school

If we don't have kids or a
commitment to have kids, it seems
to be that marriage is mainly
a legal convenience.
The only
real difference between being

married and living together is
that we don't. offend people that
we'd just as soon not.
You re not going to be able to
change your parents or various
0
1
3,
eing married Prevents ’social' unpl
9
easantnP^
]^
th ° Se termS eXCept in a
kin 9 way.
J°
Ma^ried iifp
Really 3 contlnuati °" of knowing each other
beforf and
11
a certain amount of increased
commitment.
Jf?
1
We had a relatively
stormy relationship in graduate school.
We eventually got married at the stage
when we both decided
that we probablyweren't going to break
up.
There was
then a fair likelihood that we would stay
together.
.

^

^^
^

.

.

i

’

.

Kevin stated that he always had

a

preference for

.

a

.

professional ly-

oriented wife.

We never discussed two careers, because
both of us automatically.assumed we d have two careers.
We discussed practical
considerations of both of us getting jobs in the same city.
It was unspoken.
I'm not trying to set myself up as a paradigm of nonchauvinism, because I tended to have conventional
attitudes for the most part, but it was probably better for me
to marry a professional woman anyway--not only
to have somebody to talk to--but I didn't want there to be a distinction
between me as the professional, working person, and the woman
as a little wi fey-poo taking care of the kids and the house.
No matter how bright she was, I knew there 'd end up being a
gap because of the lack of stimulation.
So her becoming a
professional was a plus, not a minus.

Kevin did not look for parental approval, partly because his father was deceased and his mother never imposed her opinions, such as her

feelings about the religious difference.
Kathleen, so was pleased that

would have pushed it."

I

"As it turns out,

she likes

ended up marrying her, but she never

Role models were not sought, but because he mar-
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ned

later than most of his peers,
Kevin had models.

"We knew couples

who were going to have two-careers
at graduate school, and that's
prac
tically by definition.
Since then we know colleagues."
In

the last chapter, Mark's unfulfilling
first marriage was dis-

cussed.

After we split up, I took the job at
U
When I came to
Boston, I had no background, no roots. People knew I
had been married, but my ex-wife didn't
have a face, an identity.
It was a very fresh beginning fo r
me.
•

•

.

.

Even before his divorce, Mark initiated
a relationship with Mary,

a

friend from graduate school who was also
divorcing.

was driving, I was flying, crawling on my belly
from N
1
rarely got her to visit me, but occasional
lyTT
did.
I
think she was less enthusiastic about our relationship
early on than I was.
I was
really the ardent suitor.
I

to Y

•

.

Mark chose his first job on the basis of its location
being nearer to
Mary.

I
must have put about 75 round trips on my car from Y
to
Boston.
I went down Friday night after teaching
and came back
early Monday morning. ...
We saw each other for at least
two years on a commuter basis.
She had some other boyfriends,
I had some other girlfriends, and we tried,
as best we could,
to maintain our relationship.
We talked to each other by
phone.
When I was pursuing her most ardently, she would be
retreating most vigorously, and vice versa. We went back and
forth, maintaining a pretty constant distance, but slowly getting closer.

Eventually Mark's persistence paid off.

Mary relocated to live with

him, even though she did not have a degree and that the only job she

found involved

a

long commute.

At the time, the couple perceived Mark's

f
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position as more secure.

Within

a

year they married

I'm not sure why we got married,
exactly, except mavbe hPra.iQ*
we wanted children.
Mary was more scared of marriage
e t
GV
Ven mySe1f fully t0 my f1rst
™^riage!
whereas
she
he had,
had so ?h
she was more scared because she
had more to Iosp
r f rSt
WaS 3
dramatic
affai>
for her^th^n for me !

f

^

didn't

^

'

fantasies about being a husband as
opposed to a
hat s different? We decided to
get married
^
ter deciding to buy a house together.
We always had little
experiment 2 before making decisions.
Before having a child,
we had a puppy experiment.
Before getting married, we had a
e
e
nt
When eciding to bu ^ a house
I
think we
?
each knew that
th^ we were also
deciding to change the nature of
our living together to have children
to make more of a home
than we already had.
So being a husband was always connected
with me as being a father, having a family.
With husbanding,
is taking care--of her, the children,
the house.
It was a
very different fantasy than I had had with
my first marriage
.which then meant not having girlfriends any
more, havinq
some structure in my life, having a role,
a label, I am a husband, which is not what it was about the
second time
It was
more about a commitment to having a family and
a home.
When
it came time to having children, it came
close to our decision
to get married.
While we didn't try to conceive for awhile,
we discussed it and thought about [specific
requi rementsl for
a dog, which we got.
I

haN/e

'

'

>

.

.

Being

a

little older than the average couple, Mark and Mary were

ready for children.

The age factor had some advantages:

There are surely some advantages to having children at our age
when we both have careers that we are committed to and we don't
have to struggle to develop these careers. The children can
get incorporated into our lives.
We're more comfortable with
ourselves, at least in principle, than we would have been had
we been younger and having children.

There were also disadvantages, such as

a

fear of a defective child,

which was countered by amniocentesis.

I

was not yearning to have

a

child at that time.

It was more

wish^had^nown^Mary^arli errand wish
weTad'ha^child^n
when we were

’

somewhat younger
I
rearet hpinn i n m i +
th
f nt] [
We are r ® all y enjoying ouJ
child l?ke
like to h
th
have them
around lonqer. As I said t
661 that my children are the

™nd rd

aren ana

i

most important
more important than the writinq
the read
9
U
th n9
W0 k
S bei " 'aroundlh™
peoS fe" 1
?ookin
i
^
:
h
uLS! ?in a marriage that 9 back, that I hadn't blown as many
years
I
wasn't really so involved in
1 Very
Ch in love
1
would like to have'this4
years back!"'

thinSs^^mv^if
^
y life,

-

-n

Wh° T

'

’

™

Similarly, children had

a

-

mixed effect on the couple's relationship

There s no doubt about it; we are a
different sort of couple
as the parents of two children
than we were when we were
alone.
We no longer can afford the luxury
of staying in bed
until noon on weekends; we're up at 6:00.
When there
was no one but us two, we just had each other
to discuss, look
at, share, argue about, and struggle
over, and now there are
Ltwo children]. At one level we're further apart,
because
we re so involved in maintaining the household
and making sure
things go smoothly with the house and children,
and we each
have a profession in addition. ...
We can't [travel spontan
eouslyj or do whatever we want. ... In another
sense, we're
closer than when we were alone, because some of the very
best
things about us and our feelings for each other go
into our
children.
Even if we're not close, we're close through our
caring and love for the children.
Instead of coming between
us, the children bring us together.
.

In sum,

having children made the M's

"a

.

.

different sort of couple",

which was true for the other five P=F men who became fathers during
these years:

My life was totally dominated by that phenomenon.
I
run home
from the subway to see Fran and the baby, and if I'm going to
be late, I grab a taxi (Fred).

Professional transitions are little stages; the major transition is pre- and post-children.
There's no question about it,
like night and day.
I
don't think anybody can appreciate it
without having kids themselves, because we certainly didn't,
even having known, relatively closely, people before and after
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having kids, and talking to them
a lot.
I would sav
it
bl
e
lm P ac t
than
being single or getting
:
married"
he
W ° ret th1n9 in our lives was
.

"

.

.

hav

ing Ichiid'(Nick)

The new father role caused a
shift in other roles:

There's no question that having a
child intensifies that fppi
ing a hundredfold
One definitely feels more like a
family
man.
it certainly had a big impact
on how I thouqht
of
y
myself as a professional person (Nick).
.

If I had to analyze my capacity and
my success in each one,
judging from feedback from both my child
and wife. I'm in the
process of being more successful in the father
role than in the
husband ro e at tins point. A lot is the lack
of complexity
tnat a child is in comparison to a wife,
and a working wife
1
m still in the process of adjusting to being
a husband, and
wouldn t expect things to be so smooth.
It's much easier
to make a child happy and get positive
reinforcement in that
respect (Glen).

None of the P-F men entered into this childrearing
without premeditation.

As previously mentioned (in the section on P/F women),
both

Charles and Glen were more eager for

a

child than was true for their

wives.

We had endless discussions about having a child prior to doing

Looking back, one of the things we knew about each
other right from the start was that we each thought the other
would be a terrific parent for our children. I really knew
that she was somebody I'd trust with my child as I trust her
with myself.
That's proven to be true, we like each
other's style of being a parent (Charles).
so.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Other men were concerned with medi

cal

reasons, the "age 30 myth":

never considered not being a parent.
There was never a question of would we but when.
We decided at a point when Fran
was 29 or 30, largely because we were worried medically.
This
coincided with a time when she was between jobs (Fred).
I
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Prior to Alison's being
Ll

real

estate^prt

Kinr.^ss
a

30— maybe 28 or so— we thought about
anythin 9 else you start reading
the
|<%
>

’

h

U

it's d°ropped to 3

1

k1dS

'

(E).

’

i z*Lii\iz ai*
that

a

r

t0 5 ‘ a " d "°W

Say that Nan °y was Pushing for
[a child] somewhat
Ut
b ° th certainly a reed U
9
P°" it about the
s
a me time.
same
t?L
There was not a great disparity.
We were
a
f0l many many years
We
pretty
much
decided
f
to a0 ahead
aheld "nT
ot Wlthh a great deal of positive
feelings; she
probably felt more positive than I did.
... In retrospect
we re delighted that we did.
There was a time there when we’
seriously considered not having kids (Nick).
l

}

S

t0
/ a l r me,

™

.

.

-

Parents sometimes pressured the couples
to have children.

More

often, men turned to peers for advice:

My parents and I never sat down and discussed
it, but many
times, in conversation, my mother would say,
"So, when are you
having a baby?" We talked to friends as well
about when we'd
have children or not having children. ...
We have two sets
of married friends— some didn't, others had kids
much older.
I
can't think of any having kids around the same time.
Some
still don't have kids, so there was no peer pressure
(Glen).
We talked about it ourselves.
Alison's father assumed that
we would want a family.
He certainly let it be known that he
would enjoy grandchi ldren
My father wasn't around to see the
kid, but he would have liked them.
My mother was interested
in having a grandchild.
I
have one older sister.
She's a housewife now, she was teaching and now has two [children].
That made it easier for us, being occasionally around
little kids.
When we moved into this neighborhood there were
more little kids at different stages, and it made it easier for
us to feel comfortable about it.
Alison didn't have any great
babysitting experience and I didn't either. Alison's an only
child.
We both felt fairly strongly about wanting kids (Adam).
.

...

.

.

We have close [friends] whom we knew before and after kids
have come along.
We certainly talked to them about it, but
still, we absolutely had no appreciation of the impact kids
have on your life (Nick).

Once both spouses agreed on

a

child, the timing was planned to co-

.
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incide with the wives' work schedules.

Glen's comment reflected the

pattern.

It got to me,
he

Gail's expertise in planning a family.
When she
It s okay t0 have a child," we
conceived
that
£
very first
time.
I
kept emphasizing that one out of six
married couples have trouble.
I
said, "Here we are after ten
years, you want a baby the end of the
school term, you've just
come off of birth control pills, that's
ridiculous!" She did
bee " " Xact 1f the bab w «n't bom
three
*
weeks early. That messed Gail up because
she had to take a
week off from school and then she had
to go back for the last
two weeks. ...
It gave her a chance to be home every
day
for the first four months of the baby's
life.
'

.

Having

a

child exceeded the men's fantasies in terms
both of ful-

fillment and time commitments.

A child hasn't exceeded my expectations.
I
wanted a child for
years, not because I saw myself participating in care
as I've
ended up doing, but because I wanted the play and fun
aspects;
I
thought Gail would take over [child care]. When we ended up
having a child, I probably appreciated it even more because of

the wai

t

(Glen)

In fact I can hardly remember what my expectations
were because
she's blasted off, surpassed what I expected in terms of the
delights of child rearing.
Right from the start, she
and I were very close.
She wasn't a child who was more partial to one parent, though she went through phases when she
preferred one to the other. ... She is a terrific kid to
be a parent to.
I
don't know how much has to do with her or
with us, but she's grown up to fulfill so many of our needs.
If we had to design a kid.
., she just about fits that perfectly (Charles).
.

.

.

.

Having

a

child meant readjusting one's home life.

We had had a very spontaneous and comfortable life, deciding
on a Friday to go off to an inn, and eating out five nights a
week. Now we go out less than any other couple I know. We
took a vacation without [the baby] and didn't enjoy it because
we worried so much.
If we do go out to dinner, we take him

with us (Fred).
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Now, having a kid and appreciating how much time
that requires,
I
can see how it must be an intolerable situation
to be in as
an intern or resident, because you can't be
[home] when you're
supposed to.be.
There's no way you can satisfy the needs
of your family, at least what I perceive as my need
to spend
time with my kid.
I
actively enjoy spending time with
her, and need it as much as she does.
If I didn't want to do
this, we shouldn't have had children.
To me, it's a great
treat to take off a Saturday and slide in the snow.
We
both feel the pressures of time; I do more than Nancy because
her job is less time demanding.
In the evenings, after [the
child] goes to bed, we're both exhausted. Sometimes we're,
reading her stories and we fall asleep (Nick).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Some men participated in childcare more actively than did the

others

I'm happy to put my work aside when I get home and not think
about it.
If I'm in the middle of a struggle, I'll get Mary
to read the draft. ...
I
used to work on weekends and evenings, but I don't do that anymore.
One reality constraint is that two evenings a week I'm the chief, sole babysitter (Mark).
.

.

.

certainly participate in bringing up [daughter] as much as
Because she didn't breastfeed, I did as much feedings,
changed as many diapers, probably more, because I enjoy taking
care of her when I'm home. ...
I
would gag with my nieces
and nephews, but it's so much different when not your own
I

Gail.

(Glen)
In terms of fatherhood, it's all very new.
I
feel you get
over the "breast-envy" stage, when the mother is feeding the
baby and the father is looking over the shoulder, and you want
to feel that you're a part of what's going on.
I
feel conscious about having enough time to spend with the child.
Part of
that stems from doing things with my father.
During my little
league season there might be some other fathers in the bleachers, and he was working, but we still did plenty of things together.
.

.

.

I
couldn't do it myself,
I'd go crazy as the house spouse.
and I wouldn't expect another person would want to do that.
The baby.
.can get to you after a while, as cute as he is.
In the course of the day if he's gotten up early, and he's
taken no naps, you envision you're going to have all this free
You're catering to the
time on your hands that isn't there.
want to say to yourself,
worker
you
baby's schedule. As a male
.
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self-ri ghteously
I
should be able to work four days a week
and spend the day with my son." And
that one day a week that
you re spending with your son you might be
driven absolutely
crazy and be happier going to work the
next day, but you like
to feel that you have the choice.
It's not really set
up that way now, what we perceive as
the norm, what the emp oyment standards are.
I
can't say that I feel discriminated
against because probably everyone, whether
male or female
feels those binds.
I
would like to be given some options,
even if you made less money, at least you'd
have a choice,
without feeling that you were slowing up your career
advancement.
Now women have it harder. Alison had to make a
decision to quit work, work full-time and ignore
your child, work
part-time and ignore your child half of the time.
The’male
is not even perceived as ignoring his child,
but perceived as
doing what he's supposed to do (Adam).
,

r

.

Adam

s

.

.

comment reflects these men's growing awareness of their sex

role conditioning.

All

of these men devote more time to their offspring

than did their fathers or most of the peers.

None, however, went so far

as did Charles, who, as mentioned, worked part-time during his
infant's

first year.

Being

a

part-time house-parent proved an adventure.

I
entered a world that was very interesting.
I
went to the
supermarket at 10:00 A.M., not a male to be seen for miles
around, and all these ladies were looking at me, like I'm really weird, like I must be on welfare or living off my wife's
earnings.
I'd go to the park with my daughter, I couldn't
figure out if it would be appropriate for me to talk with the
women there, whether they'd think it was some kind of come-on.
I
was concerned with those overtones.
enjoyed taking my
I
daughter to the park on Saturdays because there were a lot of
fathers there, and I didn't feel like a complete outcast.
I
thought it was a terrific year, because I learned about what
it's like for a woman when she's in a job situation where she's
the only woman around.
Obviously, it's a higher-pressured
thing than sitting around in a park.
I
got a little taste
for how it feels to be weird, different, and out of place.
I
enjoyed it, intellectually, but I didn't really like it.
I
did enjoy being as involved with my child as Chris was that
year.

After

a

year, Charles returned full time to his work.

Like the others,
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he let his child be cared for by
women during the day.

her job and found part-time work.

His wife left

Glen and Nick were married to aca-

demic women who could spend several days
at home.

Alan and Fred were

married to lawyers, who both reduced their
work involvement.
wife accepted
busy.

a

new job in anticipation of

a

Mark's

child, but is still quite

The men seem most comfortable when their
wives worked part-time

think it would really be much worse if Nancy
had a regular
full-time job. ...
She teaches three days a week and is
home four months a year.
When she's home for vacations,,
it's a pleasant change.
There's not nearly the same amount of
time pressures, but on the other hand, I think if
it were that
way all the time she would certainly go out of her
mind with
boredom.
We actually had that situation when she took six
months off after the child was born (Nick).
I

While these men were sensitive to their wives' desires to
work,
their comments reflected the status quo of sex differences.

For me it was not easy to adjust to Gail's having a career,
and that all has taken place in the change I've gone through
to become less chauvinistic.
I
still haven't gotten there
fully and I still feel there are certain things that I would
not want my career-oriented wife to do, like bringing up a
child while being away from the house five to six days a week
with somebody taking care of the baby all that time.
I
still
feel there is a difference between a male career and a female
career when it comes to child rearing.
If incomes were reversed, my male role would overtake my commonsense.
I
would
probably want her to take a decrease in salary,.
.so that
she could spend more time with the child as a mother.
Even
now, I have a half day off to spend with the baby (Glen).
.

Most comfortable, from the male point of view, was for women to work

part-time

the main trauma of having a child was shifted to Alison,
and I just went to work.
I wouldn't mind working
four days,
but societal pressures fell on Alison.
I
told her, "If you're

All
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miserable working part-time, stay
home.
If you feel you're
OU9
We
lk ab0ut
and see what can be
done""
ne.
5he'f
I" days a week in
She
s working two
the office now.

n

?

^

wanted to encourage Alison not to
drop out of the job marI
see that as something that's
good for her, the

I

ket.

best
sister hasn't worked
k d
tMl,k
5 absolute madness,
I u'
not healthy for the child to have
a

raTsfn^hVVr^^
fcan't
can t sa5
say thSt
that
l

it

s

6

n

'

mother around all the time.

Because their wives generally made more
accommodations, the men
could meet their professional obligations.

Nonetheless, how they bal-

anced their various roles was frequently
influenced by spouses:
It

s been relatively easy [to
meet professional obligations!,
largely because we both have accepted the need
to do that,
and we were both doing so when our relationship
started, 'it's
something we can live with; that's not to say there
aren't
conflicts from time to time, or resentments, certainly
more
on Nancy's side than mine, because my
commitments, obligations,
are greater than hers.
I
travel and she doesn't.
Basically
it hasn’t been a major conflict (Nick).
I
don't think it's ever easy. ...
I
think our relationship
has made it easier for us than for a lot of people.
It's been
hard on our relationship at times, particularly since the
baby
was born.
Chris is extremely forceful that I don't get absorbed into work.
She starts to kick and scream.
.if I'm
not getting home at a reasonable hour.
She sets certain
limits on how work-oriented I can be, she sets her own limits,
though on a couple of occasions I've had to pull her around
and say, "Cool it, you're getting spaced out, miserable and
twisted about." She's constantly pulling on my reins; because
my work tends to expand over into time that's not available
(Charles).
.

.

.

.

From my point of view it's been very easy to meet professional
obligations.
I've had no problems.
I
think Gail has bent a
lot to make that so.
I
think that's one of the major criticisms that she may have, that I don't consider her professional life as important as mine.
I
admit to that. My schedule
is less flexible than hers.
If I have patients scheduled, I
can't just not show up, whereas it's easier to cancel a class
and make it up at another time (Glen).
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To mitigate the pressures, several
couples located housekeepers, and the

other relied on babysitters and day-care
centers.
The [babysitter] comes in 3-1/2 days.
I
take over a half day.
Gail spends one day with the baby
because she [doesn't have]
classes then.
It's a woman in her mid-fifties who is energetic, and very nice--a grandmother image.
We interviewed
about 25 people, and spent a lot of time; we
wanted a person
who we would feel comfortable with spending
a lot of time with
our eh! Id. She's taught [our daughter] amazing
things for a
child her age.
I
suppose Gail does some of the teachinq, but
I
have not done very much (Glen)
We have a full-time babysitter, 9-5:30, who
cares for the
baby.
The [other child] goes to nursery school.
We've done
this from the beginning (Mark).

Even though

a

child complicated the lives of these men, five of the

six fathers anticipate having more in the near future.
on having two children; two hope for three.

Three men plan

Glen is the exception:

We've discussed it.
I
was brought up to believe that you
shouldn't have just one child, but really, examining the situation, I don't see a reason other than for [daughter's] sake,
which isn't good enough. What's very interesting is that Gail
had stated the fact that she didn't want a second child even
before having the first, but now she's much more open about
having another child than I am.
I
had wanted a son initially,
but now thrilled with a daughter, probably more so, and it
seems healthier because I don't have to get competitive as she
gets older.
I
just swoon over her.
She'll be spoiled for it,
I'm sure.
Hopefully that won't last.

Not having
P=F men.

a

child has different implications for the other four

For Barry, it is

a

matter of time.

Like so many other men al-

ready discussed, Barry's wife made the decision to delay childbirth.

A child is significant to me.
One of my wife's fears is that
she'd be left holding the bag.
think she wants to have
I
children, it's a matter of timing and finding help.
Basically,
she has an overwhelming, all-consuming passion for working,
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doing the things she's doing which
are considerable.
She
won t work part-time, that would be
counter to our philosophy
P
° a
ss enoUgh money to do this
9
comfortably S o
T
dnn'tT"
1
I
don
t have to
stay home from work. ...
i' m not preoared
to take time off, think that would
be ridiculous. I'd have to
6 PraCt1ce
tten » you have to 9° in for an
emergency!

f

,

,

‘

Harry and Paul

^

face the tougher challenge of desiring
a child and

being unable to have one.
don't have any children.

Paul

has adjusted to this situation.

"We

We didn't really think about having any
chil-

dren until a few years ago and then haven't
been able to have any.

both wanted, but it hasn't been horribly upsetting,
or
ation.

If we don't,

I

a

We

desperate situ-

suppose it would be disappointing."

Harry, in contrast, values parenthood enough to
exert considerable

energy to adopt
a

a

child.

Having friends in similar situations has been

great asset to him.

We're going. to adopt, we've started the process.
It looks
like it's going to take a year or more through an international
adoption.
Otherwise the wait is upwards of three years. We're
having a home study done now with a great agency.
They counsel
you, make you think about issues like how you feel about having a child that doesn't look like you. A biological child
isn't significant to me, though there are losses. Once you
decide to adopt, you've already adjusted.
I
think it's harder
for Helen.
One thing that makes us feel great about this is
that we have friends from my Peace Corps group, who adopted a
Korean child.
It's a fantastic experience.
They're both academics.
The man had reservations about having a child and a
career.
It's been nice seeing how he readjusted.
He loves it.
In some ways that encapsulizes my fears about being a parent.
The way my friends do it is to build upon an already flexible
schedule.
This flexibility means a lot.
I'd schedule classes
on alternate days with Helen, which cuts down the need for
child care.
You work after the child's asleep.
It's still a
squeeze, more with two children.

Kevin was the only male participant to make

a

conscious decision not to
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have

a

child.

We haven't ruled it out, but we've
never gotten to the staqe
where we've really wanted kids.
Being a father is not
very important.
Social factors may have some influence.
Just
about everybody we know who is married
has kids, and I do eniov
thenr kids
though I have negative feelings about some
kids
it s not that I think I'm missing
anything by not having kids
now, it s just that I worry if later
on, that I'll wonder if
there s something I've missed.
I've discussed this with Kathleen and friends.
We both like kids in the abstract, they're
cute and all, but they can be a pain in
the ass.
Both of us
think that if you don't think you'll be a
good parent, you'd
better not be one.
I'm not worried about missing the rewards
of having a kid because I've looked at
it and I'd just as soon
pass it up.
Maybe 20 years in the future, having progeny may
make your life richer. At. that point it may be
a mistake you
can t rectify. ...
At times we turn to each other and say,
Would^you like to be saddled with a kid like that for
18
years?
There s a practical advantage too, because we couldn't
be where we are now because somebody would have
to take care
of them which cuts out time for other things.
.

Not having

a

.

.

child influenced the stages of married life.

The

first stage for these men was living and working together as students.
The second, generally, began when both partners started to build ca-

reers

:

I
think we're really in stage one; we've been very happy for
almost nine years (Harry).

During the postdoctoral s it was the first time Peggy worked
some place that I didn't work.
We did different things and
didn't know exactly what the other was doing. Our professional
lives diverged at that point, but not so different that we
couldn't understand what the other was doing. That was a major
change.
Since that time it's been developing in the direction
of different professional lives.
We've gradually gotten used
to that.
We've adopted a married life outside the professional
life (Paul).
,

Each man had to make compromises to balance the respective demands of

their work and husband roles:
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It s been a trouble, not a problem
with the agonizing over
where to go, what job to take.
It's worked out fine! though
there has to be some ^imitation.
Peggy would probably be back
lt; Wa n t f° r the fact
that we had job opportuniNo one ^ s had to make any great
f
sacrifices
l
think Id make a sacrifice for her;
we've never been confronted with that; she has done the same
for me (Paul).
.

^

—

.

_

>

I
think I'm just in the process of defining
my own identity in
my marriage.
It's had good and bad effects.
I
wouldn't
either come here originally if it weren't for
my
wife, and I would have chosen to leave it if
it weren't for her
'^
W1 e anc ^ f° r the last year or so
'j-*
have been unable to plan a vacation together (Barry).
.

.

.

^

^

*

*

I
didn't see any special difficulties in both
of us havinq
careers
The only difficulty was practical, how would
we both
get good jobs in the same place.
We never saw it as an insurmountable problem, nor has it been. We recognize that
at some
point we each might not have as good a job as if we were
alone
In the back of my mind is some chauvinism
which says I'd rather have the slightly better job.
Practically, I know Kathleen would never stand for that.
As a matter of principle
I'd never ask her to (Kevin).

When these P=F men married early in their twenties, they
expected
a

division of labor based on traditional sex role behaviors.

their wives'

influence, they modified their habits.

Under

Several men ex-

pressed pride in their egalitarian solutions.

Actually my parents have a fairly traditional division of
labor,.
.so I didn't have the model of a two-career family
when I was growing up. On the other hand, Chris and I had
discussed the topic endlessly, particularly during her dissertation, so we were very familiar with the issues.
I
feel
pretty strongly that no one in the family should have a monopoly on being a worker or a parent. Other than the obvious,
that I can't lactate or gestate, and she can't lift heavy objects, we're both basically capable of doing most of the
things the other does, like earning money or taking care of a
child or a house.
.

Our cooking has gone through different phases. Now she does
most of the preparation, but I make a huge meal on weekends
that we freeze.
Now we have reasonable selection that provides a major course of the meal.
If Chris cooks, I usually
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clean up and vice versa.
These days that doesn't really matter because whoever is not doing dishes
has to deal with the
baby and put her to bed.
So there are no real winners, no one
gets to put his feet up after dinner (Charles).

A few do more than an equal share of work.

Fred assumed more responsi-

bility because he has less tolerance for sloppiness
than his wife does.
I
feel very strongly that in a relationship.
., whichever
person wants to do something and can do it best, should do
it.
Fran is not very efficient, she likes having a good time
and doesn t do things quickly. Consequently, I do many more
things around the house (Fred).
.

Barry has made the best of his situation by learning to cook and shop

proficiently and economically,

a

result of

not so much scheduling differences, but my wife just hates
cooking.
I
also go shopping.
At this point, my wife would
probably starve without me. ...
For me, it's very difficult
to tease apart what I like doing from what I have to do.
Say,
wi th shopping, there are things you learn that are interesting [like where and when to purchase certain products].
I
like it, maybe I'm a bargain hunter at heart. ...
I
really
enjoy cooking, but I drive two hours a day so I'm tired.
That's one of the reasons we got a microwave oven; it makes
life very quick.
My wife cooks basically when people come,
big steak dinners.
We're working our way towards fulltime help.
.

.

.

Barry stated that he was self-sufficient as
his own meals.

a

child, often making

Fred expressed his view that his wife is the neatest

in her family of origin.

A housekeeper relieved Fred of some of the

household tasks, and probably will serve the same function for Barry.
Without question, having money eases the strain.

This point of view was

best articulated by Nick.

Things usually evolve; if one or the other is dissatisfied;
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then we make a conscious decision.
Nancy initiates more since
I
m usually found more negligent around the house.
A cleaninq
service comes in once a week, our child goes to day
care, and
we have babysitters from time to time.
Let me say, one thing
that allows all this to occur and keeps us reasonably
content,
is a lot of money. ...
I
think it would be really tough to*
both have careers and kids, unless the careers were bringing
in money.
Say, if one had a career as a writer that
they put a lot of time into but didn't bring home a salary,
it
would be tough, because day care is expensive, having a cleaning service is expensive, having enough space so you could do
work at home if you want to, is expensive.
I
think one of the
things that has made it relatively easy for us, and achievable,
is that with both of our salaries we're fairly affluent.
Being a physician, even though I'm in academic medicine, I have
a reasonably good salary, so that permits us to do a lot of
things which are very helpful.
For example, if we want
to take a vacation, we can.
I
can afford to have someone else
do all of the menial chores around the house, things I hate
.
I'd say money is the least of our problems.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a

stage in his relationship when his

.

.

Harry regretted that there was

wife did more chores since

he had less

time.

let the equality slip and felt guilty about that.
As soon
as Helen got a full-time job, which was last year, then divisions automatically became much more equal. ... Also our
thinking evolved to include many more things than cooking. Now
when we look at it, it's pretty equal, because I do all the
vacuuming, laundry, which is now easy because we have a machine, and all the outside maintenance which is considerable,
much prefer havI
plus I do about a quarter of the cooking.
like her to be
ing Helen as busy as I am for that reason.
I
fulfilled, and I couldn't imagine being happy not being busy,
so I project that onto her.
I

It is worthy of mention that Harry and Barry both cited the purchase of

modern conveniences such as microwave ovens and washing machines as easing the pressures of daily living.
(

The couples interviewed by Holmstrom

1973 ) also noted these beneficial aides.
Kevin and Mark married in the thirties and created patterns of

daily living based on their respective personalities:
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We don't make formal decisions about [household
tasks], they
evolved without a lot of discussion. Arguments are initiated
by me because I feel I'm doing most of the work.
I'm more
concerned with dirty dishes, and I'm not gracious about it.
I
fuss, "Don't you do anything about here?" ...
For a number
of years, I did shopping, dishes, laundry, garbage, shared
cooking, and a lot of [child care]. Now Mary is the baby
specialist, because she breastfeeds, and she does more cooking.
I
do everything else (Mark).

I'd like to say we make a stab at doing things equally, but
the end the one who bitches more usually ends up doing less
of it.
We're both slobs. Neither cares how clean the place
is.
I
should say that she does the cooking because she's good
at it and I'm not, and I should be doing the dishes, but I hate
that.
I
do other things, like drive the car, because I like
to drive.
We've ended up evolving a division where I
ended up doing the things I like to do and she ends up doing
the things I hate to do (Kevin).
in

.

.

.

During these years, many men bought homes, which invariably in-

cluded

a

lot of work.

curred around age 30.

Decisions to become property owners usually ocHarry remarked, "Since buying this house we've

both noticed it gives us something to do away from the job, after about
10 years of being exclusively job oriented.

It's fun to escape.

made the house into various do-it-yourself projects which are
fun

We've
lot of

a

.

The prospect of a child often precipitated such
had always talked about wanting to be situated in

kids.

I

a

a

move.

house before having

didn't feel quite so strongly about that at the time, but in

retrospect, it felt good being in your own place before having
(Adam).

"Alison

Charles was living in

a

a

child"

cramped apartment when his wife became

pregnant:

.when Chris
My journals were spread all over the floor.
said, "You know, this is going to have to be the baby's room."
She said the journals would go in the basement. After an
.

,
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hour, I suggested a house.
That assumed another aspect of the
two of us acting as home base to the
other.

The men were frequently active in creating

a

home environment, perhaps

because they bought older homes which required
extensive revamping.
When Fred decided to redo the kitchen, his
wife resisted.

Fred hired an

architect to draw up some blueprints, but even
these could not persuade
his wife.

A lack of time was the most often mentioned
problem.

their

In

early thirties these men were establishing themselves
professionally
buying homes, and often raising infants.
dren have already been discussed.

The pressures created by chil-

Even without children, the men were

often busier than they would have preferred.

most succi ntly

:

Barry stated the problem

Taking the time out to speak to you

is

a

rarity."

Still, when one compares the comments given by the non-fathers to those

with children, the complaints of the former diminish:

Neither one of us is fairly good at budgeting our time.
We end up doing whatever is most pressing.
.and take off as
much as possible.
It's been a bit of a problem [this year],
because she's had a publisher's deadline for a book, and it's
meant that she's had to work 24 hours a day.
It's a strain,
because I have time to do what I want but I can't do it with
.

.

.

.

her (Kevin).

Peggy has a lot more demands on her time than I do on mine,
needing to work harder and longer hours, sometimes during the
weekends and nights.
It's rather sporadic.
It's something we
got used to.
I
don't think it's a problem except when she has
a lot of work to do (Paul).

Leisure activities were often curtailed.

Nick remarked that "Time

and fatigue are the limiting factors; that's an occasional source of

contention."

Adam and Barry mentioned limited time for writing.

"I'm
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a

weekend duffer rather than somebody who
does it seriously, like Beth.

I

knew

it,

I

I

wouldn't be able to do that.

find it difficult

'

1

(Barry).

Now, when

I

want to go back to

Somehow, many of these men found the

time to pursue athletics.

As far as allocation of time goes, one
of the good things that
I
think is important is that I get out my
aggressions in sports,
no matter how miserable I make my wife,
I 'm much
happier and
a better husband, father, and
person in y_
general
Ilv_, u
I
can go a
month without doing anything and then it shows.
Gail misses a
bit in that respect because a lot of her spare
time is spent
more with the child or with her career. Even
before having
the child Gail was the type of person who needed
time to herself, to read a book or relax. She's not getting
that now and
I
think it shows and she resents it a little.
She may resent
me because I'm getting my leisure pursuit that I
need.
I
think about that but I don't know what to do about it
(Glen)
.

Sports and vacations were often

routine pressures.

a

way for these men to escape from

Mark, for example, owns

family when he's feeling "trapped."

a

cottage where he takes his

Nick, like others, takes long vaca-

tions both alone, for conferences, and with his wife.

Financial affairs were handled as frequently by wives as by the P=F
men

We're not too concerned with the allocation of money. We have
money at this point and we're just spending it. Gail deals
with all the financial matters.
I
can't even talk to patients
about money--I hate dealing with it. She's much more the
tight-wad in the family.
I'd just as soon spend it (Glen).

Peggy does the mechanical operation of paying the bills. We
decide together what we want to invest in. We don't do something major unless we agree it's something we both want to do
(Paul).
Helen balances the checkbook, I go over it only if it's far
off.
She pays the bills.
I
was working close to the wire
through school. Also, from my family, I have a thrift ideology.
It somewhat pains me to spend money.
So often, early on,

.

.
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When at restaurants I felt much
better if she'd pay for it
It s great she handles the
finances because I feel like a
cheap person and have the benefit
of having spent the money
S a
sur P r1sin 9 is that we haven't changed
the we,', ,,e 11
6 mUCh
rom the days we were in graduate
school
(terry)

Te

-

Several men felt pressured to handle
finances because their spouses were

careless

We have separate accounts.
I
gave Fran $500 to put in hers,
and the checks all bounced. She couldn't
understand it, but
she had put the money back in my account.
Consequently I've
taken over all the bills.
She means well, and at times it's
amusing, at other times frustrating. She'll
misplace bills
under the couch for example.
People with less patience would
find it impossible.
There's no question that it makes my life
much more chaotic.
I
get phone calls from creditors at work,
dow I have all bills delivered to work and my
secretary helps
K
me out (Fred)
.

.

We had enough arguing about the checkbook,
so she now has her
own account.
I
argued about her writing checks and not recording them, which drove my compulsive mind bananas.
... I used
~
to do all the taxes, but last year she did and
she's clearly
better. ...
She's offered to take care of finances but I
don t want her to, because I know I'll do things more
regularly.
She's quicker, not only with numbers but with reading,
but I'm more orderly.
More and more I'm learning to
respect and become comfortable with her abilities (Mark).
.

Only one man in thi

s

.

.

group expressed

a

traditional sentiment.

take

"I

care of the financial arrangements, not that she's not quite competent
at that, but

I

like to be in control of those things.

She's quite con-

tent wi th that" (Kevin)

Occasionally, salary differences were

a

source of strain for the

men:

I'm enough of a chauvinist that I prefer my wife to be at or
slightly below the level I'm at.
I'd have my own problem if
she were to be at a level that was significantly higher.
.

.

.
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It would bug her if it were
reversed

(Kevin).

I
remember being slightly bugged when
I
realized she
more.
Last year it wasn't an issue, and
now we earn
same.
I
have a salary plus royalties from
two books
It s good for my self-esteem.
... We both feel we
control over our lives, earning salaries
plus extras

Kevin and Mark are the newlyweds in
this group.

earned
about the
have some
(Mark).

The other men had time

to adjust, partly because their
earning power shifted up and down in
pri or years

Only recently have I begun to earn more than
Chris.
Either of
us could earn enough money to keep
us reasonably comfortable
(Charles).
We earn within $100 of each other right
now; she earns more
than I do, which doesn't bother me.
It seems like a lot of
money, but I don't know where it goes (Harry).

Many men reflected the traditional view on finances
in feeling an

obligation to be

a

provider.

External factors produced

a

shift in

val ues

think I might resent being the sole breadwinner now.
I
guess I've been brainwashed by the women's movement.
We certainly enjoy having two salaries, and in a way, it's kind of
sharing the economic burdens of life as well (Nick).
I

My parents don't understand why the hell I'm working 80 hours
a week at a salary that is ridiculous when they thought, once
I
was going to medical school, I was entering a golden career,
and financial problems would never be a worry.
I
countered
that by saying I was smart enough to marry somebody else who'd
be making some money (Barry).

Charles felt no pressure from his family to be

a

financial success.

Neither his father nor other relatives earned much.
parents created

a

After retiring, his

life style where they live on less than $4,000

a

year.
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An aunt inherited a large sum and
immediately donated it to a political
group.

This aunt is sort of the family
saint.
We all look to her to
see how we should live.
The degree to which we deviate from
that is our concession to leading a
sinful life
rMv
parents] enjoy coming down here and living
in a’biq’house
They spend a lot of time here visiting,
and don't see us as
very frivolous.

None of the P=F men expressed competitive
feelings with their

wives, though all were cognizant of status
differences:
tion] really, because we work in separate
fields.

I

"Not [competi-

think her job has

more status because she does more professional
things than

I

do"

(Paul).

We really don't compete professional
ly at all, so we don't
feel competitive.
She's clearly much better in her field than
I. am, and occasionally edits my manuscripts.
To be candid, I consider myself as having more status in the
real
world, largely because of the way society views physicians and
teachers. The impact of this isn't very big on our relationship or on our careers, but it is in the sense of cocktail

...

parties.
I
think lay people are frequently fascinated by
talking to a physician, so if I go to her college for a faculty party, I end up talking about [medicine].
This may not be
a status difference, but more the novelty of having
someone
outside your field (Nick).

If status differences were ever discussed,

the men perceived their

wives as the initiators.

I
don't think that there are any differences in professional
respect for each other, though Gail has verbalized many times
that she thinks I don't respect her as a professional and her
position and its importance; that I feel that my work is much
more important than her work.
She's chairman of the department now and I actually consider that a feather in her
cap.
I
don't like it because it takes her away from the family.
If I attained a position that would take me away from the
family, I don't think I would look at it in the same light.
I
don't know if it's because of the male female role, or what
.

.

.

the exact reason is (Glen).
n
C
t V
r1S
but
gets that
with me
when
wrien i'ra
i
m naving
ha5iM ai tnt^f
lot of successes.
She feels out of inint
but it passes quickly.
I've kind of swallowed her whole
T
appreciate any successes she's had as
reflecting well on 'me
.so I don't feel threatened.
There aren't manv^tatus differences.
Both of us have always done well.
Except
r
is this voice that she
should'have
been a physician.
otvstr tn
That crops us once in a while (Charles).

?

.

’

.

“

.

.

.

Competition is more unilateral.
I
think.
.Mary is more competitive with respect to me. She's more
envious of what I'm
doing because she knows more about what
I
do than I do of her.
She was in academia and research
and publishing.
That's what"
I
m in the business of doing and I've
been reasonably success1
t 1 k M ry s P roud of me and
Pleased at the same
?
S ?
time, I think she
s pissed off that I have a
book coming out
1
think what gets to her is that for all her
competency, her reputation is a local phenomenon.
I
get an article
published, and some joker from Oregon writes
for a reprint.
In point of fact, I am jealous of
what she's doing, the hiqh
regard in. which she's held.
Primarily I'm more proud of
her than jealous.
Mary likes to feel she's struggling,
.viewing herself as a little orphan with a bit
of crust,
but she s an
inny now, she's made it, she's on the inside
track with the respect of colleagues.
When she talks of
research and being famous, I find myself telling her to
enjoy
what she's doing, being very helpful to people. Also,
she
wants to do something that is very difficult for her; she
has
a hard time writing (Mark).
.

'

i

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Many men viewed their wives as colleagues and enjoyed discussin

work-related problems:

I've certainly enjoyed that we think alike; being trained as
scientists, we have a lot to talk about.
You probably can
share more of your professional life than you can with someone
outside the sciences (Paul).
We share a lot.
We approach different problems in our teaching.
Hers is more susceptible to rational planning of tech-

niques. ...
I
think it's nice we can talk about those problems and those issues.
Also, it helps us with feelings of
mastery, working through the pressure (Harry).
We do a fair amount of joint research.
Our professional interests partly overlap but not completely, which helps this
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process.
In fact, we're presenting
joint research (Kevin).

a

colloquium on some

We discuss our work all the time.
It's of mutual interest and
also of mutual boredom.
I
don't know if we influence each
other s work much.
We talk about problems with students,

bosses, faculty policies, problems that are
interpersonal and
instTtutional
We're both fairly sympathetic to the
other's problems (Nick).
.

.

.

As far as discussing each other's work, I
discuss it more now
than when I was a resident.
I
discuss how my surgery goes
More time is spent discussing each person's
interpersonal relationships and what goes on behind the scenes (Glen).

My way of dealing with patients comes from Christine's
way of
thinking. ...
She sometimes tells me I'm not setting limits
with patients. That's one form of support, I suppose
(Charles).

Parenthood shifted the focus of such conversations.

Mary follows my research projects, but we don't talk as much
as we used to.
Little time is spent talking about work. Most
of our energies these days go into talking about the children,
dreaming of things that involve the family (Mark).

In

the first part of this section, the impact of children was found to

be on their consumption of time.

A child not only limited the dyadic

focus, but curtailed the possibility that the individual's needs for

nurturance and support would be met by his spouse.
No one perceived their marriages as facing an imminent threat.

While job opportunities sometimes beckoned, family stability was given
priority.

Although Harry is not secure in his profession, his comments

reflect the norm.

The tough issue in two academic marriages is something we
didn't think through, because it didn't exist at the time, as
the job market got worse, mobility became much less possible.
Therefore, you find today many academic marriages where people
have split, each working at a different place. ... We know
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people who have done that successfully
One couple did so for
year and they had kids. It's a
tough life. That's something
Ul
Ve
S 3 threat ’
trying
try“ q to plan
olan f
for.
I
think, it's an occupational hassle
If everyone in our generation
had clear shots at tenure ’then
this business would be more
serious. Since we don't ourcaes C ° ,nC1
th ° ur ™^iage strategy; make
your"I
e r riexible.
seif
ffexib?e
That
s one of the reasons
we're both
n
n
t0 plan our careers for a
switch because we don't
want to ?i
live apart and we aren't going to.
Screw the system!
a

U

,

'

'

.

.

S

.

.

The time constraints in being part
of

a

two-career family were the

major problem faced, especially when one's
children were young.
don t think we real ly put a conscious
effort into our relationship
The toughest problem we have is having
enough time
to do what we want to do.
[If Nancy didn't work] she couldn't
be any more supportive.
We might have more time, but she
would be quite unhappy and ultimately, it would
be a less satisfactory life...
I
really enjoy having her work. There
are occasional times when I wish she could
take a vacation
when.
.I'm invited to go someplace to lecture.
She asked me
not to go next month because I've already gone
to five meetings this year, so I cancelled.
That kind of conflict comes
up all the time.
On the other hand, we went to Europe for six
weeks last summer (Nick).
I

.

.

.

The threat. is struggling to take care of all the details of
life-washing, cleaning, caring for the children, schools
without letting all this take over and crowd out feelings.
We're so concerned with maintaining things, we don't leave time
to take care of each other or to be cared for.
We need
to relearn how to be close and caring.
I
asked Mary if she'd
consider coming with me to Italy without the children, but she
didn't want to because [of the baby's age].
I
sure spend a
hell of a lot of time thinking about the relationship,.
.yet
things get butchered when translated into actions. Tenderness
gets lost with so much going on.
I
wouldn't want things to be
different, but I feel overwhelmed by all that happens with
two kids, the jobs. ...
In a way, I'd like to never have
to think about cleaning a dish again in my life; in another
way, I like having that as a focus of my attention. ...
I
think it will be different when the kids are older. We'll
still be very involved in their lives, but they'll be off at
school.
I
can't imagine life without them.
I
don't think
Mary and I will be closer (Nick).

—

.

.

.

.

.
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Dissatisfaction with their mates was
not mentioned as

a

source of

confl ict:

I'd exer ci se different judgments
now but I'm not sure the outcome would be different.
I
thought that one could mar™ seT
era 1 different people, marriages are
not made in heaven unless
there's several different heavens (Barry).

It's a theoretical sort of a threat,
I
suppose if either one
of us was having a relationship with
somebody else, it would
be very hard on our relationship.
I
think we're both fairly
that ?° w at least
That doesn't seem to be the
case at the moment! (Kevin).
*

.

For the most part, these men lacked mature
role models of men married to professional women.

Their life-styles were created both out of

necessity and pressure by their busy wives.
of parents' and peers'

Only the positive aspects

behavior were integrated:

Most couples we know both have careers, mostly two
academic
people, partly because it's not so easy to relate to people
who don t (Harry )
'

Many of our friends are professional couples. ... The people in my office are very traditional.
Their wives stay home
during the day, and hire babysitters three times a week so
they can go out to dinner.
We usually see them only at family
affairs (Fred).
Friends are now mixed with both dual and single careers.
Those we meet through professional contacts.
.have twocareers.
People we meet outside aren't such as good friends
we've met through sailing (Paul).
.

Unlike the P/F men, none of the P=F men reported being
to

younger two-career couples.

that the P/F men, as

a

a

role model

This difference may reflect the fact

group, are older than the P=F men.

The age fac-

tor partly accounts for the less conventional family lives of the ten
P=F men.

One man in this group was willing to work part-time to care
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for his infant while his wife worked
full time.
to their spouses'

desires to delay childbirth so that
their careers

would not be hindered.
daily lives, assuming
and weekends.
the daytime.

Many others acquiesced

The men were flexible in other aspects
of their
a

substantial share of child care in the evenings

Wives, housekeepers, and babysitters were
responsible in

Household tasks, such as cooking and the allocation
of

money, were frequently divided on the basis of
aptitude, not gender.
The men took pride in their egalitarian solutions.

became more flexible over time.

By and large, they

Most were raised in traditional house-

holds where mothers maintained the house and its
inhabitants.

mothers worked when their children were young.
a

dialectic for the sons.

Few

This background created

They entered matrimony expecting their wives

to care for their daily needs.

Nevertheless, they selected mates with

independent interests, intelligence, and often stubborn and forceful
natures.

Living and interacting with such women produced both attitude

and behavior changes in the men.
role strain.

The six P=F men who became fathers during the years con-

sidered, 28-37, all felt

creating

a

A child frequently intensified the

a

child was a marker event in their lives,

new stage in the marriage.

A child created

a

bond between

partners, but also shifted the conversations and time from
cus to family functions.

a

dyadic fo-

Even with the resulting stresses, five men

plan to have two or three children.

Being

a

parent also caused many men

to curtail work hours.

The four P=F men without children were freer to pursue their ca-

reers with unmitigated energy.

In

fact, the life-styles of Harry and

Kevin have become more consonant with those of the P/F men.

For Kevin,
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this represents

a

transformation from his ambivalent stance
toward

career seen in college years.

a

Harry, on the other hand, eagerly
antici-

pates the role of father and plans to
be active in child care.

The

other childless men present differing
views on the priority of their
work role, but both share

fessionally successful.
tion.
in

a

perception that their spouses are more pro-

This is

a

source of pride rather than competi-

The men have made compromises in the
location of their jobs and

their home lives.

Parents were most often mentioned as role models,
in
and negative sense.

All

Peers were rarely turned to for

advice except in the case of children and adoption.

P^F

men_:

in

positive

the men were acquainted with two-career
couples

and families, but most were cohorts.

strumental

a

Wives were most in-

creating patterns of daily living.

Sex and other roles.

In

their twenties, the ten P=F men es-

poused comfort with their personal definitions of masculinity.

Tradi-

tional aspects of the male role, such as striving and competing for
fame
and power, were rarely mentioned as attributes.

during the years considered, 28-37.

Six men became fathers

Universally, having

a

child sensi-

tized them to the sex roles.

I
can't imagine any other perspective. ...
I've never been
particularly rigid about [the male sex role].
If it goes any
way, I tend from a political point of view to go in the other
way just to prove that I wasn't stuck by rigid role definitions.
One thing I found out last year doing half-time
work was that I couldn't go as far in that direction as I
thought I might be able to.
I
think I'd go out of my mind if
I
couldn't go to work at least three days a week. To stay
home with a child all the time, and to take care of a house,
I
don't think I could do it.
I
don't think Christine could
either.
I'm not sure if that's male or female, it just seems
a stultifying thing to do (Charles).
.

.

.
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Nick provides

a

he
I
e ve n

good illustration of an evolving
consciousness

^

years
I've been affected in a very
positive
must say that when the feminist movement
gan to blossom, I. certainly would
have put myself in the
ha V 1
Stl<?' P1 9 camp with a certain
amount of pride
Tntoii
^
ii
InteHectualiy
-,n retrospect,
it's been tremendously benefiSt
tr ng y su 99esting to men that
childcare is an
n
Vrll'n/
0 6 ?
Constraints
One effect on me personally
was to npfml
get me more involved with my kid,.
.getting down to
c an91n9 dia Pers, giving bottles,
9
and all
of the [associated] chores.
I
wouldn't say I have done equally,.. .but maybe.
.1 change 25% of the diapers
I
feel
completely comfortable dealing with her as
an infant on my
own, winch I don't think men of my
father's generation could
ao.
When I saw my father alone with her, he
was bewildered.
In fact, he once made the extraordinary
comment
that he never gave a baby a bottle before.
It freaked
e
me out.
'

S

thougliJ

x

’

T

I

'

’

.

oAh^

^

.

[j

.

.

.

.

Mark addressed these issues from

a

cultural

*

perspective

Being a male is easier because one has a nice,
preordained
script to follow. On the other hand, it allows for
so much
choice that I could hang myself.
My wife can always
fall back on being a nurturing mother, and
society--even our
sophisticated friends--says that's okay. Even if I'm not professionally successful, I don't have that luxury. On the
whole, society makes it easier for men to get ahead, but a man
stands to lose more if he fails. This is an attribution
problem.
A woman can attribute success to herself and failure to
her role. A man has a prescribed role.
.

Having

a

.

child was an important factor in eliciting less sex-typed

emotions from these men.
teraction of living with
P=F men.

.

Another significant factor was the ongoing ina

professional woman.

Kevin is typical of the

He stated that while his wife is "not particularly a feminist

she gets irritated by minor sorts of discrimination."

He feels sym-

pathetic:

The issues don't come up in any personal way because she has

"
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96tS irl itated by minor sorts of
things,
:
like
6 the
he U e ° f JJ?
tltles > People
insisting on calling her Mrs
^
th^
u
though she 's earned the right to
be called Dr.
When people'
cens JS ’ one Person had to be
19
designated
head of
i
2
household*
d
W8nt ° Ut ° f ° Ur way 1t was her
Idea-to
put
her down
i.

’

^

”

While most of these men were willing
to assume less sex-typed modes of
behavior, some traditional attitudes were
noted.

suppose, in all candor, that I would have
a hard time beinq
married to someone with a more dominant
personality.
I'm perfectly content with a more balanced relationship.
Women are
often.
married to someone with a stronger personality.
I
th-ink it s more personality than
career, but often they go hand
n hand.
When I think about people who are neurosurgeons,
business executives, or corporate lawyers, they
also have the
personalities that one would associate with those
jobs.
Generally I think they are hard driving, aggressive,
dominatingtype people.
I
certainly know women like that, and find them
attractive on one level, but I couldn't conceive
myself married to them (Nick).

In sum,

these men perceive themselves as having moved from

"macho male" image to more of an androgynous model.

a

The majority of the

fathers feel they are as responsible for their children as are their

spouses.

Still, half of the wives reduced their work load,

the men attribute both to their wives' personal

sures.

der

pattern

needs and societal pres-

One wish voiced by several men was that they would be allowed to

take maternity leave and loosen their obligation to be
vi

a

a

financial

"pro-

.

Other roles that were mentioned included athlete, author, and musician.

By and large, these activities were solitary pursuits, but oc-

casionally,

a

man would use

a

hobby to maintain friendships.

Several men mentioned that the role of son became more pressing in
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recent years.

being

More accurately stated, being a
son was transformed into

family overseer.

a

For Glen, this was a function
of his medical

knowledge.

One major role is one who watches over
the family as a whole
a fami ly-mteractor:
my parents, Gail's parents', grandparents, to a certain degree.
When it comes down to some sort of
S1
curn 9> I sort of picture myself as the role
°^
model,
Jhl
!
the steady
one who will take care of the problems
that arise.
Most crises are medically related as it
*v
turns out
;
*

[

G en )
i

.

For Adam, the death of his father triggered
his new role in the family.

Being

a son has its ups and downs.
My father past away some
months ago, so in some ways it's been a rebirth or
initiation
of some responsibilities as a son, being the man of the
family.
Not having my father to take care of my mother, for example. ...
My mother is going through the early sixties'
widowhood, not having worked and having been psychol ogi cal ly
and physically dependent on my father. She was the executor
of the estate, now I am.
I
stepped in in her place. There
were some troublesome things; dealing with a personal loss,
being a good son to my mother and what that involves; trying
to get her on the right track.
Like a number of people her
age, she has had some involvement with tranquilizers.

Adam was not the only P=F man to face the anguishing situation of
ther who abused drugs or alcohol.

a mo-

The men attributed their mothers'

plight to their unhealthy dependency.
All

the P=F men were the oldest son; a third have older sisters.

Two have younger brothers, both of whom, not coincidentally, entered the

same profession as their sibling.
fessional degree.
teachers,

Only one man has

a

sister with

Most of the sisters are semi profess ional

,

a

pro-

e.g.,

nurses, social workers, or writers, with conventional life-

"

.
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s

ty 1 es

They

an

ended up with the traditional
female roles but at
1
ay
t Of them, and everyDody
®
else*
has,
h
as rent
?
a
relatively
independent
people. One can't think of
them as simply sliding into
roles (Kevin)
'

-

Universally, the men discussed sisters
who worked with more pride than
their traditional siblings.
In sum, most of the P=F men
willingly entered into parenthood
at

the completion of their studies.

ties of work and family roles.

A child caused a shift in the
priori

Further, fatherhood intensified the
an

drogynous aspects of their sex role.

women:

Professional roje.

In the last chapter, all

of the eight

P=F women were seen to accomplish major tasks
of the twenties.

entered professional training schools with
sion.

a

All

had

minimum of fuss and confu-

All were able to identify with professors;
three developed close

ties with mentors who helped them progress through
stages of their pro-

fessional

development.

Only two found complete role models, that is,

women with careers and children.

A few women could verbalize the im-

portance of such models whether they did or did not have one.

Inter-

estingly, two of the three women with close bonds to professors were

shifted to the P/F group for these years.
All

the women married students while being students.

ships were frequently placed on hold.
these two roles became

a

Negotiating

a

The relation-

balance between

major task after the completion of school.

few participants delayed this process in order to find security and

A
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satisfaction in jobs.
as

Establishing themselves professionally
consumed

much time as the student days
did.

Others took the alternate route

of child bearing, postponing career
advancement.
mid-thirties, everyone had at least one
child.

within each person
of the seesaw.
as

as

Nonetheless, by their

Personality differences

well as between spouses influenced
the direction

Not uncommonly, external factors weighed
heavily, such

unplanned pregnancies.

Although the years considered in this chapter
include those between 28-37, it should be noted that most
of the participants are currently in their young or mid-thirties:
in her

Alison

young thirties; Jan, Lillian and Irene are

and only Sara has lived through this decade.
finding

is

a

their mid-thirties;

in

Most are in the process of

balance to the pull of various roles.

tioned in the last chapter, shifted enough to

not yet 30; Denise is

a

Beth and Gail, as men-

professional orienta-

tion that they are included with the P/F women.
By and large, careers did not develop in a straightforward
direc-

tion for these P=F women.

Husbands' jobs and children were the major

causes of the uneven career routes.

To reiterate from the last chapter,

four of these women were married to physicians, all of whom chose alternative military service working for government agencies.
the couples to relocate for two years.

The idea of

a

This forced

long separation

was not considered by these women, but they had time to plan for satis-

fying positions.
a

For Irene, this meant transferring residency programs,

move that she did not foresee as a sacrifice.
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At that time I was right in the middle
of my child fellowship
P
but I was really happy to move because
I wasn't happy
[with
the tra-imngj.
Ira might have not chosen to
stay in A
if it hadn t been for me, because
at that point I had to~apply
PP Y
to finish up my fellowship and
that had a program in A
wmch was really good. An excellent guy was running
iFIHd I
took an immediate liking to him.
He had a very good reputation so I was very happy about going there.
Ira had to stay
claims that was an area of compromise.
j ^
It
worked out really well because he got into a
program tie'
really liked and then I finished my fellowship,
and then I
became pregnant.

Lillian was the only one of the four P=F women who
was not in
medi cal ly-rel ated field, so she was on her own
locating

a

job.

a

For the

second time, her mentor from graduate school extended
himself in the
proverbial

"old boys' network."

Larry had to do his public health service requirements, and I
started the search for a job in the Washington area. I fired
off a number of letters. This was in 1970, and the teaching
market was already getting tight. There were not too many
schools. Before I had heard from any of them I got a telephone call from a woman at the National Science Foundation
who said, "We have a program in [your field]"--we are back to
that same professor again--"So-and-so is the consultant on
that program. We have a position opened in the office for
someone to run. He has told us that you will be moving here.
If you are interested, we will be willing to save this for
."
you.
Then she said, very apologetically, "Oh, I
should tell you it is only a part-time job." So I went down
there to talk with her about it and decided this was something new and potentially interesting.
I
have always been
interested in politics and this was a chance to see the inner
workings of the government, so I took the job.
.

.

In order to not

lose contact with academia, Lillian also accepted

post at a nearby college:

one course two days

a

"I

thought

I

would miss teaching.

week for one semester; for

it was an unsatisfactory situation.

a

I

a

taught

variety of reasons

It didn't give me the contact with
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academia that

had sought because

I

I

shot in and shot out.'

Lillian was "not enchanted" with
the N.S.F. job either.

1

Further,

Discontent

with these jobs led Lillian to
consider her husband's suggestion
of a
year spent in Rome under a research
grant he could obtain. This represented a once in a lifetime, exciting
adventure, in contrast to unin-

spiring work:

"We really didn't consider,.

those [plans] were being made,
ly did not

I

.

.but at the time when

was not happy with my job.

want to give up the opportunity to go

to

I

Rome for

a

certain-

year."

By the following year, both Lillian
and Larry were quite pleased

with their positions.

Going to Rome meant that Lillian, professionally,

jumped from the frying pan into the fire.
a

job were really not very successful and

doors until

I

I

was unhappy.

t all

that wonderful, but.

and her husband accepted

.

learned from it."

.1

prestigious job in Boston.

a

lian had to seek

a

job in

tried to find

a

job from Rome--impossi ble

a

pounded

It was easy because the kids were in school.

During this interim time, Lillian decided to have

"I

I

got one, which was another one of these part-time,
you-

set-your-own hours things.
Tn e job wasn

"In Rome efforts to drum up

a

different city.

a

third child,

Once again, Lil-

The story is repetitive.
.

I

received

professor of history here and the pattern gets tedious.

a

letter from
'Hear that

you will be coming, have possibility of position doing thus and such.'
I

took it."

Like Lillian's previous jobs, this one also was disap-

pointing.

I
have had lots of job dissatisfactions.
It was again a parttime thing; within constraints, I could set my own hours. The
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person with whom I worked with
that first year was a workahosecon d year he was the nominal
*.
director of thp
project, but ne was away.
I
worked just as much, if not more
and resented getting part-time pay
for doing a full-time job.’
*

*

’•

,

When her superior left, Lillian renewed
the grant under her own name.
We changed the project, so that
year presented some new challenges."

Still, her work is done independently
of
a

a

university, which makes it

lonely enterprise.

There is no back-up system of either faculty
or students with
whom to discuss the project. Although we
constantly get feedback from the. people who read [about our work],
which indicates we are indeed fulfilling a need, none of
that feeling is
communicated by the immediate environment. Plus, I
think I
have met the challenges and there is not much room
to grow if
any.

It is time to move on.

Concommi tantly

,

Larry is unhappy with his research position.

"We knew

that we would have to leave Boston, although we like it, because Larry
was so dissatisfied with his job.

He was at a level where there

wouldn't be terribly many openings in

a

sufficiently high level."

The prospect of an imminent relocation to an unknown destiny has

concerned the couple for the last year.

During their job search, Lil-

lian's career plans were taken into consideration more than in previous
moves.

what

I

think that at this point the degree is less important than

"I

have done.

I've been doing more and more consulting and that in

conjunction with this particular [research project] would open some
doors, if

were interested."

I

Lillian's professional development has clearly been staggered.
don't have

a

"I

clear label and that's hurt with some jobs that I've been
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interested in."

Not surprisingly, she questions her
professionalism:

Ure that 1 cio yet
u P° n occasion, I will ask to
!
be
identifiedj as Ms. rather than Dr. because
I
think it is pretentious.
Insofar as I do feel I am a professional,
I
think
it has come more as a result of
external things than internal
ones, such as when others regard me
as someone with value.
-

Further, Lillian is dissatisfied with her
credentials.

fantasy from college years was to become
from this by her father.

In

a

An early

lawyer, but she was persuaded

the last decade.

I
have applied twice and been admitted twice. I haven't
gone either time for a variety of external reasons.
... I
was accepted [into a Washington school 3However, we knew
that we would be leaving the area at what would have
been the
end of my first year of law school, [which] would mean
transferring.
So, we contacted good law schools in the cities
where it looked most likely that we could be located,,
places we knew, that there were schools that were interested
in Larry.
The only really encouraging response that we got
about transferring was from.
.the place that we were least
likely to go.
We were making no headway whatever.
.

Lillian was informed by other schools that she would be accepted as

transfer student if she was in the top of her class.
that pressure.

a

She did not want

As in the best of situations, she turned to her mentor

for guidance.

I
had an illuminating conversation with my dissertation director, describing to him my [dilemma].
And he asked me about my
reasons for wanting to obtain a law degree and.
.his response
was, "Everything that you have told me is negative; namely that
you don't want to do history,.
.but you have never said
anything that indicates a strong interest in doing law.
In
other words, you see it simply as an escape, and I think that
there are other escape routes open to you."
.

.
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In recent years, when her husband
was

considering

accepted to law school in that vicinity.

a

new job, Lillian was

She worried about returning to

school

on a full-time basis, and was able
to arrange a job in conjunc-

tion.

When her husband accepted

ambivalence once again.
city.

At this point

I

should be left to die.
tial

I

position elsewhere, Lillian faced her

haven't run to apply to law school in

"I

Y

don't know whether it is an old dream
that
.

.

.

There is no question that

interest in it, but whether

mitment,

a

I

I

have

a

substan-

am simply unwilling to make the com-

don't know."

Four moves in seven years have plainly delayed
Lillian's career
plans, though, in retrospect, she only regrets the
move from Washington

where she would have matriculated in law school.
Lillian was not the only P=F woman affected by relocations.
has moved five times in seven years.

Also similar to Lillian, Irene

tolerated the moves by elevating the priority of motherhood.
ceived while

a

resident and arranged for

tion for the following year.
unusual

for

part-time;

a

at the time.

about taking

I

a

"It was really

got good pay.

job,

She con-

quarter- time teaching posia

...

It really worked out pretty well
a

Irene

responsible job which is
I

was nursing the baby

although

I

was ambivalent

very ambivalent."

Her husband had an additional year of training to complete, so they

decided to make an adventure of it by moving to the West Coast.

Unfor-

tunately, the area was glutted with physicians and Irene could not find

acceptable employment.

One job was shunned because of its salary:
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The pay there would have been
awfully bad.
Ira and I had a
long discussion, and then I decided
to turn down the iob be1
red
tl ought that I'd be
angry about accepting such
?
vi
low pay considering
my background.
In a way I was sorry be' u ®
wa such d Perfect job and I liked
the woman who I
would have been working with.
|>

In lieu

with

a

of

a

job,

Irene volunteered at the medical
school and teamed

peer to establish groups for pregnant
women.

ings about not working:

some extent.

"I

She had mixed feel-

liked having my days organized at least
to

The way it turned out,

I

went in three mornings

my pregnancy group and the afternoon

I

taugnt, so there was some sched-

ule to it.

It was

lovely year in a way."

proved easier than Irene expected.
that she had to fire

a

a

week to

Adjusting to not working

One unfortunate repercussion was

young woman who had served as

a

babysitter and

a

companion for the prior year in A

It was a perfect set-up; she really wanted to see California,
and she was going to take care of the baby.
I was
going to
.see the scenes with her,.
.but that didn't pan out.
She decided she couldn't stay because she wasn't get...
ting paid; her job depended on my getting a job, and I wasn't
getting paid.
.

.

.

.

Irene's career was secondary to her husband's.

His career plans

included international medicine and an additional year of schooling.

Within these confinements, they reached compromises which affected both
career and family planning.

We were going to go to [Europe] so Ira could get a master's
in public health.
I
decided not to have another baby that
year, although I might have liked to, because I knew what it
was like with a new baby--you cannot do anything for yourself.
However, at the last minute this job in T
came up and we
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hadlovcd the area because we had vacationed
there.

So we
decided that this job might work out and
that I would work
there as well.
I
had some mixed feelings about going. As
it
turned out, it was incredibly lucky,
unbelievable, they just
started a child psychiatry clinic there.
... I had several
big hard discussions with the person from
whom I was gettinq
the job. He wanted me to do more, I told him
I
was only going to work 20 hours a week, because I had
a kid and I thouqht
it was important to watch my child.
It was that or nothing.
He also wanted me to do some work in adult
psychiatry.
Finally I got the job I wanted.

This was the second time Irene held her ground when
negotiating for
job.

She attrioutes her strength to Ira's encouragement.

left to me

a

"If it was

might not have approached it that way, but Ira was very

I

supportive."

Once having established herself professionally, Irene de-

cided to have

a

second child.

Just as her first was timed to coincide

with the conclusion of her residency program, this birth was planned to
occur upon the couple's return to the States.
Lillian's history was included at length not only because she provides an example of the results of frequent moves, but she also illustrates the pull

towards a career transformation.

Both Jan and Sara

changed the direction of their profession during the years considered.
Jan was motivated by the lack of satisfaction with nursing.

In

the last chapter, her lack of interest in various aspects of nursing was

discussed.

Neither direct service, teaching, nor research in the field

was fulfilling.

Psychology offered

a

potential solution.

Clinical psychology seemed logical.
I
wanted more education
and it didn't make sense to go on and get a Ph.D. or Ed.D. in
I
nursing.
flirted with the idea of medical school, but it
would have taken more time and been more demanding. So, I de-
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cided that clinical psychology would be
more flexible and
would like it more all along the way.

I

Jan's husband was returning to Boston after his
military service.

tunately she was accepted to
there wi
a

th

a

child.

In fact,

a

school in that area.

"I

For-

was the only one

they had never taken anyone before who had

child."

Returning to school forced changes in roles.

During graduate school years, I was very torn between the different roles.
I
felt guilty about leaving my son.
I
was trying to juggle wife, mother, student.
I
felt like I was shortchanging each area, and felt guilty about it. It settled down
after a while when I set firm limits.
I
made sharp distinctions between different parts of my life.
Jim and I made
times when we would definitely go out together.
Studying I
did a certain number of hours each week, and I used the time
effi ciently

While these years as

a

student were demanding, Jan achieved an inner

sense of professionalism:

Even throughout the psychology training, because I had had patient contact and experience, I felt comfortable and confident
about my work.
I
liked it and felt I was doing a good job.
I
older--the
oldest
was
one in my class.
So, I knew what I
wanted.
I didn't feel
the rebelliousness of the rest of our
class.
I was
there to get certain things and didn't have time
for battles. So, I really did feel more mature than some of
my classmates.
felt very directed and knew how much time I
I
University was a good place for me behad to invest. B
cause my interests are very clinical.

Towards the end of her formal training, Jan decided to have

ond child.

a

sec-

Although these years were busy, Jan felt graduate school

"was a great decision.

I

was very pleased with it.

The one-down posi-
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tion didn't bother me, probably because it
seemed good enough.
I

m more secure."

a

dissertation, seeing

sion.
a

Basically,

She worked part-time for the next few years
writing

"I

a

few private patients, and doing some supervi-

was piddling around."

college counselor for two days

drawbacks.

she received

a

a

week.

Then she accepted

a

job as

This position had several

she worked alone, and (2) she had

(1)

Maybe

long commute.

a

Once

doctoral degree, Jan felt more secure and capable of de-

termining the direction of her career.

Before this new stage, she

floundered:

I
didn't know what I wanted.
I'm interested in a lot of different things. Now, I am thinking in terms of what I really
want to do with my career. Until now, I haven't had that
freedom; I've needed to make some money and to find something
that I felt fit in with the kids.

Sara, a physician, changed her career direction in response more
to external

traumas than to inner dissatisfaction.

Unlike the other

P=F women, Sara faced severe hardships with her children.

She lost her

first child, and the next was born with uncertain disabilities.

devoted herself to her child for the next four years.

Sara

She found this

family role very seductive and enjoyed spending time with other mothers.
Still, she felt guilty about not working.

The voice of

a

past instruc-

tor haunted her.

"'You'll quit work for five years and raise kids.'

He was obnoxious;

I

wouldn't admit he was right."

Sara was offered her ideal job, to run
down.

a

During these years

department.

"The conflict of roles created waves of panic."

She turned the job

One realization

that Sara reached was that her choice of specialty area had been poorly
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thought out, necessitating long hours and frequent night
calls.

Full-

time help would have been essential, and Sara had not been
pleased with
her past employees, nor was she in

responsibilities.
medicine,

a

She began

a

a

position to delegate her parental

residency program in another branch of

field with less status but more flexibility.

to complete most of her training on a part-time basis.

She was able
Sara's career

did not settle down until her forties, so her resolution will be con-

sidered in the next chapter.
Finding a balance between professional and family roles appears to
be an ongoing task of the thirties.

All

five P=F women were not content

to limit themselves to motherhood, but all

and raising children.

cared deeply about having

Career advancement suffered.

There's a lot of talk now in popular magazines about the distinctions between single and married people, and people with
children and people without, in terms of who's going to rise
up the career ladder and be the real workaholics.
A lot more
people are choosing not to and are choosing to spend their
time with their family and in other ways. That's been a very
conscious process for us, to not get sucked in to those kinds
of pressures.
We feel like we're choosing how much time and
how much commitment. There's a feeling of giving up something
To stay home with the kids, you can't go off to some
too.
fancy jobs (Jan).

Jan can justify her decision to sacrifice professional

aspirations, but

for Lillian, her major problem is finding something fulfilling for her
to do.

"If

She can no longer rationalize her past behaviors.

I

were

real ly good not having a job wouldn't bother me, because

I

would write,

Because

I

can't or

possibly books or articles about policy issues.
won't, it is

a

way out,

a

way of avoiding doing certain things.

I

don't
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see this so much as enterprising but as an
avoidance mechanism."
Jan articulates the dilemma of being pulled by
both roles.

Her

comment concurs with Sheehy's statement that, "The
time pinch around
sets of a

'my last chance'

urgency"

(1976,

p.

35

261).

I'm just about to turn 35, so I'm in a midlife discussion
with myself about it. Now is the beginning of a new stage,
and I'm not sure where it's going to go.
I
have to figure
out how serious am I going to be and what do I want to do, because I have the flexibility now with the children. But the
big question this year has been whether or not to have another
baby, which I sort of wanted.
But, that may have been easier
to do than face the question of what do I want to do.
I
decided no baby, but I don't know what the answer is yet.
.

.

.

I'm thinking of not returning to [the counseling center];
that's not a job I can see myself doing in five years. So,
I'll spend next year doing some painting and looking for the
perfect job.
I'm not sure how "ful 1 -steam-ahead" I ever really want to go.
I
don't think of myself as ever having a fulltime; job in an institution and being really ambitious.
There
are other things I want to do.
I
like free time, and I want
to do more artwork.
So I'm not sure what I want the balance
to be.

Other women, not all of whom are younger, have not confronted this midlife crisis.

Irene, for example, finds the supportive wife and mother

role harmonious.

Her plans for next year, after she moves once again,

is to team with her old friend from the West Coast and enter private

practice.

This move is expected to be her last.

and plan to put down roots.

They bought

a

house

One can speculate that once Irene is set-

tled, and her children no longer infants, her professional drive will

increase.

The airbition to complete 25 years of school may temporarily

subside--a modal pattern for these P=F women

— but

never disappears.

Denise is also weighing the option of private practice and academic
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medicine.
now.

The latter “takes

a

lot of energy, which is
marginal

right

It's hard because I'm just
getting out of school, [facing] new

developmental changes with parenthood."
The attitude of husbands can influence
the direction of women's

career plans.

All

the P=F participants saw their
mates as advocates.

As mentioned, Irene would never
have had the nerve to negotiate terms

and salaries for jobs without Ira's
support.

Lillian, too, who like

Irene faced career obstacles because
of frequent moves to accommodate
to spouses’

plans, also perceived her mate as
“absolutely" supportive:

There is nobody I would turn to first, but
or before.
I
th ink Larry respects my work far more
than I do.
He
views me as having accomplished much more
than I do myself
I
feel that I have been the recipient of much
good luck and
tend to attribute wherever I may be to good
luck rather than
personal success.
He sees it in quite another way.
I
have
rather little self-esteem in a professional sense.
Some men were willing to limit their own careers for
the sake of the
family.

"Both of us feel, maybe Jim feels it more, that he's conscious-

ly decided to tone it down and to not spend every night
at the library

writing articles so he can be promoted."

Other women reported feeling

supported when their spouses worked long hours to earn the finances
which allowed them to stay home, work part-time, or return to school.
Most crucial, then, is the husband's attitude of support and respect.

Behaviors took many forms.
In sum,

tablishing

a

these five P=F women were seen to be in the process of es-

balance between their professional aspirations and their

interest in creating families.

All

of training by their early thirties.

but Jan had completed their course
A few had established close ties
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with mentors who were of great assistance in
entry into the job market.

Lillian was most notable in this respect, which,
paradoxically, had the

effect of demeaning her personal sense of accomplishment.
By and large,

the women's careers progressed in a zigzag fashion.

The reasons were threefold.

husbands.

For one, most of the females followed their

This was not always

ties in locating jobs.

a

sacrifice, but it did create difficul-

Secondly, and most important, all the P=F women

chose to have children and to work part-time.
valued.

Family life was clearly

Husbands were seen as supportive within the context of each

relationship.

A third factor decreasing career advancement stemmed from

dissatisfaction from one's credentials.

Two women returned to school;

one sought more status and the other settled for less prestige but more

flexibility.

Still a third woman considered such

a

change.

Frequent

moves, three children, and ultimately the length of time away from the

student role deferred her from realizing this inner fantasy.
Currently, most of the P=F women are still in their young or midthirties.

They are either settled with two or three children or, if

they only have one, are planning on another.

Those with school-age

children have begun to plan for the direction of their careers.
came quite introspective at age 35, facing what she terms

crisis."

a

Jan be-

"midlife

At the core of Jan's dilemma was the issue of becoming more

invested in work and planning

a

career direction, versus having

child; she decided on the former route.

a

third

For these P=F women, each

child delayed their acceleration on the career ladder.

This was not so

true for the P/F women, who relied on full-time child-care personnel.

Further, the P/F women were satisfied with no children, one, or at most
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two.

The unforeseen and unfortunate
condition of Sara's first child
prompted her to leave the work world
for a number of years. The uncertainty of her son's impairment
clouded her mid-thirties, but the crisis

passed.

Sara then shifted her career as
well as her balance of roles in

her late thirties, which will
be discussed in the next chapter.

Mi

women

:

FanviJji

role

.

The five women considered in this
section

valued their marital relationship, often
ascribing more worth to it than
to their careers.

Frequently the pressing demands of school
consumed far

more time and energy than the establishment
of an intimate relationship.

Graduation could have shifted the pattern.
directly into motherhood.
the lists were identical:

However, all the women moved

When asked to prioritize their major roles,
(1)

mother, (2) wife, and (3) professional.

Only Jan switched the order of the last two roles.

The major theme of

their thirties was to balance children with careers.
The professional

lives of the five P=F women being considered were

most definitely affected by their desire for creating families.

participants had

a

previous chapter.
school, then had

child before their 28th birthday, as discussed in the
Jan and Alison had

a

Three

second child

a

a

child several years out of

few years later.

While in their

thirties, Jan and Lillian chose to have an additional child.
P=F participants were still

in training as

The other

they approached age 30.

Irene, Sara and Denise conceived during their last year of residency.
In sum,

all

the P=F women had a child before their mid-thirties.

Although Lillian and Jan had struggled with children while begin-
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mng

their professional

lives, each opted for another child
in their

thirties.

[Being a mother] is very important to me.
I
never made the
decision to become one except in my completely
rejecting any
thought of having an abortion when we first
started out.
I
had
assumed hat at some point in my life I would
have
^
children.
I
obviously made the choice or decision to have the
last two; the last one because we thought
it would be nice to
see what it would be like to be a parent when
one was an adult
and not a child oneself (Lillian).
*

•

*

Having an additional child did not appear to present
as many adjustments
as

the first did.

Once [the new baby] was born and I was finished with my internship, things started to look more in control and feel
easier.
In fact I did have more control.
I
had to be an intern and I had to work a certain number of hours.
I
suppose
I
didn't have to get pregnant then, but my son was already going to be four, so we didn't want to wait any longer.
So, I
felt I could juggle things well enough to meet my needs and
meet the baby's needs, and I didn't feel guilty.
With
the second one,.
.1 had worked it out so I knew I had to
work and had to have child care, so I wouldn't get depressed
and be a worse mother (Jan).
.

.

.

.

Nonetheless, Jan had

a

difficult pregnancy which sapped her vitality.

This phase was easy for Lillian, but her baby was energetic beyond ex-

pectations

:

I
took less than two weeks off after the baby, not for any
ideological reasons; I just felt terrific. The next two years
were probably the most difficult we've ever had.
For one
thing, we were both working quite some distance from home.
It
was the first time we'd ever been in that situation and the
additional pressures that were created were quite considerable.
It made us realize how important [proximity] had been
to us.
I
got a full-time babysitter to take care of the baby
who was an extremely difficult child.
People have asked me,
"After eight years, wasn't it difficult to go back to having
a baby?"
I
really don't think it was that simple. Surely it
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was partly that we were older,
[but more] the combination of
the new jobs, new home, new
baby, new everything.
Jan considered a third child,
but as discussed in the prior
section
decided against one in order to
have more leisure and work time.
th 0 U
t 0f h
in9 a third child > which we
probably
u ?y
“J?? nnft
?u
d
ly
a e t0 98t fu,1 - t1me
Hve-in
i
I
don
don'tt th^nk
^ I, even mind when I'm home help,
think IT'H°vr
d like it.
for
periods of time when the cleaning
lady is here.
I
like
privacy
Even with the babysitters, I didn't
like the conflict
W3S responslb1e
1
would 9° to the library to study.
instead
''

-

The other three P=F women saw graduation
day as
hood.

All were eager to have

a

a

beacon for mother-

child:

Around age 30, I began to have thoughts about
a child:
"Time
is no longer infinite.
There are choices to be made."
I
was
beginning to have friends who were having children.
I
realized
that it couldn't be a "maybe" forever; there
was a bioloqical
reality (Denise).
In the beginning Ira was pushing for a child.
... I wanted
children in the future, but the reality of it, I knew
what was
going to happen.
I'm the type of person--!' f my job is 20
hours a week, it s 40 hours, and if I'm supposed to be
at home
at 12, I'm home at 3, because I like to finish things.
So I knew if I did it during my residency it just wouldn't
work out— it would be too hard for me.
I
just couldn't handle
both, and I didn't want to not see my baby (Irene).
.

.

.

Each woman faced a crisis stemming from various stages of pregnancy.

Denise was the first to face

a

problem, which occurred because

her desire for a child was not shared by her husband.

created conflicts in the marriage.

This disagreement

Her husband's strong opposition was

based on memories of an unpleasant family life.

As previously men-

tioned, Don's younger sibling was born severely impaired.

"A handi-
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capped child has

a

devastating effect on parents."

pressed for years.
close to

a

His mother was de-

"So, we talked back and forth about it.

decision.

Then, during

a

We got

vacation to the tropics, circum-

stances were such that it was more likely to happen there.

It had been

80 percent resolved before."

Pregnancy was

worried that

a

a

time of lovely fantasies for Denise, though she

baby would create distance in the marital relationship.

To both their surprise, the child solidified and enriched their lives.
A child becomes a major mutual

autonomous; they have

a

investment.

Professional people are so

tendency to get overly involved in work.

I'm

more wrapped up in my career than I'd like to be, [the baby] pulled me
home."

Denise's expectations were more than fulfilled.

"At first we

were most definitely not going to have another child, but thoughts are

creeping into both our minds.

I

can't determine now if we'll have

a

second child."
Both Irene and Sara faced problems while pregnant, which arose from

pressure of their residency program.

Like Ellen, who was discussed in

the previous section, Sara exposed herself to radiation treatment in the

course of her training.

Irene had to settle for

a

separation from her

husband in order for both to fulfill responsibilities:

Ira spent two years with [an international health program].
During that time he was in the smallpox program, and he took
The
two- to three-month leaves to [undeveloped countries].
first leave was while I was pregnant when I didn't want to go
Many wives do go with their husbands on these adwith him.
ventures or whatever you call them, but I was pregnant at the
time and I didn't want to leave my residency, for obvious reasons, and I also didn't want to go to [an underdeveloped country] being pregnant.
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More serious quandries arose when both
women went into premature labor.
Irene's husband was halfway around the
world.
in time for the delivery.

Fortunately he returned

"He was away for three months during
my preg-

nancy, came back, and then ten days later

I

had the child prematurely.

He was pretty sick for a week but
he's fine now."

arose with the second child.

A similar problem

This time Irene was overseas with her hus-

band in an underdeveloped country when once
again she suffered medical
complications.

To meet the emergency,

they rented

a

plane to return

home.

Sara also delivered early on two occasions.

The outcome was far

more tragic and longlasting than Irene's unpleasant experiences.

first time Sara went into labor her husband was working.

The

Although she

knew more about childbirth than most people, the timing was so unexpected that Sara missed the symptoms.

The child died shortly after birth.

To this day Sara remembers her obstetrician quoting the infant's vital

signs to her.

He treated her as a colleague at a time she felt her wo-

manhood most strongly.

The pain of this loss lingers on.

Sara's second pregnancy was also fraught with complications.

again, the birth was premature.

Once

Sara was thrilled that her baby sur-

vied respiratory treatment, the first to do so at one of Boston's fin-

est hospitals.

Her doctors and friends did not see this as such

cle; they worried about the extent of brain-damage.

mira-

Sara was scared but

optimistic:

would have felt awful, been humiliated, embarrassed, it
would have been dreadful, I would have bitten people--but to
have a retarded child would have been no where as bad as not
having a child--that would have been just desperately hard.
I

a
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Sara was not one to lose faith easily.

childhood years became
mad.

a

role model

stuck my face into his.

I

:

The intrusive housekeeper from
"I

yelled and screamed when

My husband and

I

made him listen.

hade the most impossible demands and
expected the best for him.
say,

'Thank God, I'm me."'

was

I

We

Now

1

Sara determined to convince people they
were

wrong about her child.

That was a great struggle, to get people to take
seriously my
concerns and my need to have this worked out.
I
don't know
how I could have done that and worked.
I would not have
had
the strength,.
.and I would have had to face the fact that
my son would not have had that extra help.
.

Not until the child was three was his problem diagnosed; far
from being
retarded, he is "breathtakingly bright."

In

cult years, there were some bright spots.

second child without any complications.
mother-in-law provided support.

the midst of these diffi-

For one, Sara delivered
In

a

addition, her husband and

The latter proved to be an excellent

teacher.

Apart from these traumas, which were mostly induced by external
factors, all the couples had to accommodate children into their lives.
In

general, the women assumed the major responsibility for infants.

Prior to having children, stated Sara,

"I

had decided that

be an important source of influence."

In

part she wished to be more

active and do better than her mother.

I

wanted to

Also, in her professional role,

she observed that babies of two or three months responded to their mothers'

arms.

Her sentiment was echoed by

pleasure in being

a

a

female mentor.

Sara found

homemaker, giving her time to socialize with other

mothers, cook fancy meals, and tend to her garden.

The year Sara re-
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turned to school on
1 i

a

full-time basis was the worst year
in the couple's

fe

Irene shared Sara's view.

worked

a few

the child.
in terms

During her baby's first year,
Irene

hours each morning, but was still
ambivalent about leaving
"I

really liked being with him, and

of his rhythms."

I

liked being flexible

She was not comfortable using
babysitters,

so the following year was glad in a
way not to work.

Unlike Sara, Irene

chose not to work when she could not
find an acceptable job.
The year Lout West] was good in some
ways and bad in others~
I enjoyed spending time
at the playground in the
sandbox with the other mothers and watching
other children
learn how to walk.
I
think deep down I really wanted to stay
home with the baby. ...
I
had some close friends there
Once I get friendly with people they almost
forget about [mv
J
medical background].
.

.

.

.

It is worth noting that when Sara returned
to work, many of the mothers

with whom she had been associating were angered and severed
ties.
Irene moved so frequently during these years that she never
suffered
this slight.
The most common option for these P=F women was to work part-time.

Lillian, for exanple, had

a

she could set her own hours.

series of 20-25 hours per week jobs where
Both she and Denise reported pressure from

their bosses to work longer hours.

Denise experienced this pull as

a

lack of support of her mother role.

Regardless of the number of hours

arrangement had to be made.

earliest years:

a

female worked, some child care

Babysitters were used during

a

child's

"As soon as there were children we did various compli-

cated arrangements for childcare.

For the first year, we had older lady
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types"
a

(Jan).

Irene stressed how very difficult it was
for her to find

babysitter she could trust completely, and "if
you do it the way you

want, it's very expensive, and
child."

I

still

basically think it's bad for the

It was not bad for her son, however,
because he was extremely

good.

worked out really well and I got a very good babysitter
who
liked and trusted very much. ... She was the niece
of
someone [Ira worked with].
She's really not a babysitter,
she's a [family friend].
She was really terrific and I think
that made it so much easier.
Without her, I don't know if it
could have gone as smoothly as it did, because there were a
lot of stressful things, and I wasn't at home either.
I
didn't
have my mother who would have been perfect;.
.she watches my
sister's babies sometimes and she's very good at it.
It
I

.

This girl moved to the West Coast with the I's.

Unfortunately, when

Irene could not find employment, they had to send the girl home.

missed the companionship as well as the child support.

Irene

She had to es-

tablish another pattern.

I
shared babysitting with one of the women.
She had a little
kid my son's age who played together.
She probably watched my
boy more than I watched her child, but she didn't think that
because she left her child on weekends, for instance.
Toward the end of the year, I felt more comfortable about
leaving him with some of the teenagers there.
.

Full-time help was another possibility.

proved

a

very comfortable solution for Alison.

child, Lillian hired a full-time babysitter.
she had not done this sooner.

In

.

the last chapter, this

After having

a

third

She expressed regret that

Only Sara was unsuccessful

suitable live-in help for the year she returned to school.
more source of tension for Sara to bear.

.

in finding

This was one
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Day-care centers benefitted the
women with older children.

Lillian
did not take advantage of this
opportunity until her second child
was of

nursery school age.
ternoon.

She enrolled him in

a

day-care center for the af-

Her youngest is "in day-care which
has worked out splendidly."

Jan began using an hourly day-care
center when her first child was just
past one.
During her second pregnancy, Jan
left her child in a day-care

center longer than she ever had before.

She was ambivalent about this.

I
m glad of the timing of this because
there are day-care centers, even though they're hard to find,
and there are other
peopie doing the same thing. We went to
Bermuda and met another couple and the wife is a psychologist
and the husband is
an internist, and they have two
children the same age as our
kids.
We got talking on the beach, and the
first question
she asked me was, "How many hours of
day-care do you have?"
That s what women with children talk about:
"Where are you
going to send them next year?" and, "How is
this working out?"
and,
How much do you feel right about and what's
your level
of guilt?
It was so typical, and yet so funny.

Lillian was the only P=F woman to stress the importance
of the lo-

cation of the home in relation to jobs and children's
schools.
but this present situation, they found ideal

example, "We lived less than
worked.

a

I

had a cleaning lady.

Larry to come home at

a

In W

two-block walk from the lab where

And the one day of the week that

five o clock,

localities.

I

In all

,

for

I

stayed in the office until

At any rate it was never hard for

moment's notice;

if there were any emergency at

school he could take care of it."

The last few pages have emphasized the arrangements that the women

made when they had children.
all

All

cut back on their hours of work and

utilized hired help for child care.

rely on husbands varied.

The extent to which they could

Sara's relationship with the most conventional:
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We had agreed that

I

would split my career.

He never saw that as be

ing his job."

The other women engaged in child bearing
with the understanding

that the work would be shared.

Ira and I did a lot of kidding around
before deciding on having kids, and one of the agreements was
that it was going to
be equally take care of the baby.
Well, that has not occurred
and sometimes we still talk about that.
Part of that was once
the baby arrived, I was happy to take care
of it.
But when
times were hard I would complain about it,
but Ira could not
exactly equally take care of the baby if he wasn't
there.

Actually he participates a tremendous amount. During
both my
pregnancies he did a lot of the cooking,.
.and then, when
the babies came, especially the first, he would
spend a lot of
time with him (Irene).
.

While Irene may have elected to be the primary parent, she
still felt
torn when she wanted support from her spouse and it was not
forthcoming

After the baby was born, Ira was asked to go to G
to help
with a smallpox [epidemic]. He really wanted to do it and I
felt it was important as well, although I was not exactly hapMy feeling is husbands should be
py about him leaving. ...
free to do what they want to do; that's how I intellectually
feel.
However, after he left I was really mad, furious, because I had a little newborn baby and I had just started a new
job,.
.but I always see people doing it.
That's part of our
cultural milieu.
It was one of the roughest times.
.

Irene expressed regret that her son was fatherless for months of his

first year, and personal sorrow that Ira was not there for her "emotion
al

support," and to share the baby's "every little movement."

Over

time, Irene has been pleased with Ira's participation, most notably in

organizing and preparing meals on

eliminated over the years.
as much as

I

a

routine basis.

"There are times when

think he should do.

One pet peeve was
I

think he doesn't do

He did his jogging right after work
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when

I

would prefer him to be with the oldest
child.

It doesn't happen

now that he's reorganized that over
the past few years."

While compromises can be reached, living
with children remains com
plicated.

Jan’s life-style is typical.

She stated that half of her

conversations with her husband focus on coordinating
plans for daily
1

iving.

If arrangements fall through, Jim will stay
home, or I'll stay
home.
He'll take one of the kids into work with him,
if he's
doi ng^research.
I
work 16 hours--2 days at W
but on
one of them I work until 8:00. Jim comes home early
that day
to take care of the kids. ...
He makes them dinner and puts
them to bed.
So essentially, I don't even see them that day.
I'm home a lot of afternoons.
Again, I can juggle the time.
I
see patients at night.
Now we're planning for the summer.
I've been going crazy for the last week trying to figure
out when to arrange my vacation so it will coincide with weeks
not covered by camps, and when Jim should take off.
It's always a hassle.
If no one is sick, or there's no school vacation, then it's okay, but during those times, we have to
scramble around to find babysitters.
.

.

.

.

In

.

.

addition to the responsibilities of parenthood, all the couples

had to manage household tasks.

In

general, as mentioned in the last

chapter, the women took more responsibility and initiated more discussions.

The modal pattern is illustrated by Denise:

Household tasks started out in a traditional pattern.
I
had
seen my mother do things like that, and Don was content.
Over
time, I protested more so we made accommodations.
At this
point, it's very equal.
We do different things but both have
responsibilities. At times we both wait to see if the other
will do something, then the tension surfaces.
After the baby's birth, I sensed more added on my shoulders.
We made a list of who did what and who initiates what.
I
didn't want to worry about some things at all. So now I write
his list of daily tasks--water plants, wash clothes--and he
does it.
He requested such a list, and it relieves me of feeling like I'm nagging him.
We hadn't accommodated to having a
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child.
I have my limits,
but I became better and better at
working things out.
It's nice that when we have crunches, we
can work them out.

Jan and Sara both felt that they had to push their
husbands initi-

ally to reach an equilibrium.
housewife.

more."

Sara stated:

"My husband's mother is a

He didn t know how hard it was to be at home.

Sara achieved a balance by "discussing it, battling it out.

knows it now more than other men."

her spouse to consider childcare:

He

Currently Jan feels she has to press
tend to worry more and think more

"I

and plan more about schools and daycare, although when
it,

Now he does

Jim is very willing to listen.

Then it becomes a

I

get crazy with

'we.'

We've known

each other long enough, that some things aren't as explicit as they used
to be."

Jan is comfortable with random handling of household tasks.

There's prior discussion, but who goes grocery shopping
week has a lot to do with the fact of who feels like it
who is more alert to the fact that we're running out of
We don't sit down and say, "This is your week."
Things
in a way that are not heavily discussed.

Other couples established

a

that
or
food.
happen

pattern wherein tasks are performed by the

person most suitable.

He does a lot of cooking because he doesn't exactly appreciate
think it's also because it's a very busy time of
my cooking.
I
day— I have to get out of bed, I have to get the baby fed and
Some women are much more organized
it's hard to get organized.
Also, I
than I am around meal time; I think my mother was.
On weekends we entertain a
know Ira is going to do it.
lot.
We always have lots of visiotrs as part of our life
style, so then, he'll either cook the meal entirely or part of
it, because I'm busy taking care of the children (Irene).
.

.

.

.

.

.

Egalitarian decisions were the typical life style.

Further, all
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the P=F women hired people to
ease the burden of cleaning.

Solutions

were not always sati sfactory

I
don t have adequate household
backup help.
I
have a cleaning woman come in one morning
a week,
The youngest is in daycare which has worked out splendidly,
Childcare if fine, but
there is simply too much physical
work to be done.
It is certainly shared.
Larry does the laundry as much
as if not more
than I do.
With the home and the family, there
are a lot of
physical demands, and we're both too
tired
That's a problem
(Li 11 ian)

The time involved in managing a house and
children was
plaint.

first

I

Everyone felt depleted.
couldn't understand why

ther did it.

a

universal com-

Sara's comment is illustrative:
I

was so tired.

My mother points out that I'm more

"At

My mother and her moa

mother than she ever

was, and that's true."
No one felt that they had enough time for leisure
pursuits.

While

Lillian believed that the lack of time did not strain the couple's
alliance, Jan felt otherwise.

Jan, like Sara, makes a deliberate attempt

to structure time to be alone with her spouse:

—

I
wish there were more time for Jim and me together that's the
hardest chunk of time to find. We do have to work on it, and
literally mark it on the calendar, because if you don't, other
things encroach.
Our lives are very complicated.
Jim
and I go out together a couple nights a week.
On the weekend
we do some family type of thing.
So, it feels like a good balance to me right now (Jan).
.

Financial matters were not seen as

a

problem.

.

.

Partly as

a

result

of their part-time work, all the P=F women earned far less than their
mates.

Regardless, it was important to the women that they be paid well

for their labors.

"I

feel

like

I

make a lot of money relative to the

.
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amount of time
When

a

I

put in, relative to other jobs, so it's
fine" (Jan).

woman chose not to work, the family's
life-style was influenced.

When Jan considered quitting her part-time
job, the couple "discussed
if we could afford not to do it."

No one reported feeling competitive with their
spouse, though sev-

eral women ascribed more status to their husband's
career.

had tinges of regret about this fact.

support was noted.

A few people

The value of colleagueship and

Even if not in related professions, they could use

each other as sounding boards.

Personnel problems, political

and career planning were typical topics.

intrigues,

Several women felt that their

spouses talked more about problems than they did.
Each participant was asked what her life might have been like if

she had not married her particular man.

The answers varied:

There are times of disappointments and strains, but the nice
thing is that we both have a feeling of growing.
I
look back
and see my mixed reasons for marrying Don.
If I was looking
now, I might choose someone else, given the limitations, which
are mutually acknowledged, as well as the strengths (Denise).
think we've all had thoughts, what would have happened to me
I
had not married at that age, or if I were not married.
I
have had those thoughts too.
I
don't answer them and I wonder
what it would be like.
I
honestly don't know, except that I
would have had to face up to this situation of what I was going to be, what I was going to do with my life.
Obviously I
relied on that role in some way in not ever facing up to it
I

if

(Li

1 1

ian)

Now I hear some of my patients talk about liking being single
--it's very different.
They're really into exploring themwish I had
I
selves, they feel very good about their jobs.
had a phase of working and living in an apartment with a roommate (Jan).

Jan is experiencing the re-emergence of what Sheehy (1976, pp. 36-
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37)

calls the "seeker self."

Sheehy constrasts this need for
excitement

against a need for stability, termed
the "merger self."

young in part

to

satisfy dependency needs, giving up

a

Jan married

chance to work

abroad as some of her friends in nursing
school did.
I
wanted to go to Africa to work, and Jim
promised to take me
and he never did. Now that doesn't
appeal to me.
Africa was
sort of a word for something exciting and
exotic.
in
the same way that I was jumping to
schools and jobs, and lookAfnca ’ 1 think that probably is the major threat. I
still have a sense of if I do anything
for too long it gets
Doring, and wanting something new and exciting.
That kind of
feeling can be a threat. On the other hand, I'm
very much
aware of the security and how good everything
is, but it
doesn't have that intense exciting feeling.
I
don't think you
can have both. ...
I moved around a
lot as a kid and I
very clearly want roots and stability.
But there's a part of
me that says, "What about the excitement, glamour?"
'

.

In reality,

her husband would like Jan to feel freer to travel more.

In terms of travelling for professional meetings, I
don't go
much.
I went to some meetings
last year. ...
Jim goes on
a couple trips a year, but he might like to do more, if he
felt freer to do more.
I
don't think he really does.
For me
it's an internal thing.
I
don't like to be away from the kids
for very long.

The influence of mentors and role models was far more limited during these years than in students years.

As mentioned in the previous

section, Lillian's mentor extended himself to help her find jobs and of-

fered advice when she considered

a

career change.

Denise turns to fe-

male mentors "to discuss developmental issues in perspective.

It's

helpful getting the vantage point from someone older and wiser."

Sara

also looked for advice when deciding to leave her professional world.
Several women entered therapy during these years.

Without discounting

.

:
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the positive effects of the above relationship
characteristical ly role

models were unavailable.
patterns.

These women had to construct their own life

Unintentionally, they found that younger women were
looking

to them for prescri ptions

I'm. more aware of people checking us out with the
kids, wondering,
Is it okay?"
There weren't people around for us to
model (Jan).
I
have. one friend who just got into medicine through her relationship with me and Ira (Irene).

Even skeptical mothers began to view their daughters' life-style

with pride and envy.

Jan commented, "My mother never expressed resent-

ment, she certainly didn't feel she had any choice, but now she's
tle envious of my life."

a

lit-

Sara was pleased to discover that, after many

years of marriage, her mixture of roles was accepted by her mother-inlaw:

One day, she was looking at all of our diplomas, which we had
framed and hung together, and she said, "My son, my daughter
--I mean my daughter-in-law--the doctors."
I
laughed and
said, "I caught you, Mom," and she admitted that was true, and
she had some pride.

In

sum, while all

the P=F women entered marriage with the idea that

this relationship would take priority over career advancement, it was

not until

timent.

the completion of school
In

that their behavior matched their sen-

actuality, these women moved directly from being students to

being parents.

The role of mother took priority over all other roles.

Even with the best of plans, extraneous factors created crises in child

bearing
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The consequence of having

a

opted for part-time employment.

child was universal.

The duration of this pattern

not known, because at the time interviewed, all

working less than full time.
paid child care.

the P=F women

One woman postponed returning to work

in order to care for a handicapped child.
is

All

the P=F women were

Similarly, everyone utilizes some form of

The possibilities include babysitters, live-in help,

and day-care centers.

Husbands frequently shared in child care, but in

no case did these men assume as much responsibility for parenthood
as

their wives did.

Household tasks were generally split on an egalitarian

basis, though some women had to prompt their mates to do more.

No one

expressed any major areas of discontent within their marital relationship.

The pressures they faced grew more from external stresses, such

as the demands of infants and struggles to grasp a rung on career lad-

ders.

At the time interviewed, these women were in the stage of learn-

ing how to juggle their various roles.

P=F women
a

:

Sex and other roles

.

All

participants were asked how being

female affected their professional role.

Two of the five P=F women

(Lillian and Jan) reported that they might have pursued different careers if they were men.

given my interests,

I

Jan, for example, believed, "If

were

a

male,

probably would have gone to medical school.

But,

that doesn't end me up in

a

very different place.

I

I

wouldn't have had

the long, devious career route."
In

their student days, many P=F women reported being treated dif-

ferently, but not worse, because of their gender.
special considerations.

No one asked for

Sara exposed herself to radiation while preg-
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nant rather than draw attention
to herself, paralleling
the actions of
Ellen in the P/F group.
Becoming a mother was an impetus
to seek institutional changes.

Denise and Sara had to search for
part-time residency

programs, but the best of these
programs still required full-time
participation during the first year.
This amounted to 60-80 hours per
week.
Few women changed their lives in
response to feminist ideology.

They expected active participation
from their husbands in matters of
cnild rearing and household tasks.

work on

a

No one requested their spouse to

part-time basis as they themselves did.

It appears that these

women felt more responsible and tied
to their offspring.

If Sara's han-

dicapped child had not developed normally,
she "wouldn't have had the
strength to work."
does.

He would say,

Jan has "a harder time leaving the kids
than Jim
'Let's go off for a week's vacation,' and

I

can't

do it."

Seemingly these P=F women have moved away from
their earliest model, their mothers, but never rejected the
conventional

enthood.

pattern of par-

Jan related an illuminating conversation with her
child, which

reflects this ambivalence.

When the child commented that Jim is better

at taking care of the kids, Jan felt hurt.

When you give up the primary role and you have a very involved
father, the kids may feel that and you have to give up some
of that image of mother.
Our kids call me Dad and call him
Mom, and then correct themselves, but I wonder if they see us
as more interchangeable.

Once asked to reflect on latency age issues for her sons, Jan conferred
that was part of it:

"I'm not that keen on going out to play baseball

with them and Jim loves to do that, so it might be more fun."
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These women received the most support
of their femininity from
their husbands.

environment.

Denise reported

a

lack of such support in her male work

She returns to established female friends
for endorsement.

More emphatically than the others, Denise
valued her role as

friend.

a

Another role which was frequently mentioned was
that of being
sister.

Irene and Jan both live near

close contact.
field.
is

In

younger sibling and remain in

each case, this relative is

a

physician in

related

a

The typical situation, noted among four of the five P=F
women,

to have a younger sister or two who lives

works as an artist or as

children.
a

a

a

a

semiprofessional

in a

different city, who

and who is married with

,

The universality of this pattern cannot be coincidental.

In

prosaic family of two girls, the older will be instilled with more

professional aspirations.

The fascinating aspect of this is that this

process appears to have occurred on an unconscious level.

In

prior

chapters these P=F women reported their parents as encouraging
tional

life-style, denigrating the value of

a

a

conven-

professional degree.

The

resolution, apparently, is that overt designs were realized by the

younger girl, after the older daughter had acted on the covert fantasies
of one or both parents.
In

sional

sum, being a female had far less effect on these women's profes-

lives than parenthood did.

somewhat traditional fashion.

The role of mother was handled in

Although support from husbands was forth-

coming, these wives preferred to be seen as the primary parent.
roles, e.g., being
not expounded upon.

a

a

Other

friend, daughter, and sister, were mentioned but
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Family Dominant Pattern (F/P)

f/P men-

As before,

no male participants were included
under this head-

ing.

UL women:

Professional role

.

Before their 28th birthday, half the

fami ly-oriented women had completed professional
studies and the others

finished within

a

year.

With the exception of Kathleen, they accom-

plished the necessary training

in a

zigzag route.

To begin with, no

one graduated college with serious intentions of obtaining
al

degree.

profession-

Lacking the necessary ambition, school was deferred at this

time for Rhonda and Virginia.

ent for Nancy.
a

a

A master's degree was initially suffici-

Being married prompted Virginia, Fran and Helen to take

year's absence from school.

Over the decade considered, marital rela-

tionships were seen to take priority over careers.
For a few years, Rhonda toyed with the idea of not marrying but

once persuaded to do so, rushed into motherhood, thus insuring

torium of her career plans.
to do so.
as will

a

mora-

Rhonda had appeared to be the least likely

None of the others had children during these years, though,

be discussed,

three others did so in their early thirties.

As

the effect of marriage and children on professional development is explored, it should be noted that, with the exception of Virginia, the

others are still

in

their thirties.

Fran and Helen are the youngest;

Rhonda is in her mid-thirties; and Nancy is in her late thirties.

Only

Wendy has lived past the years being considered, that is, ages 28-37.
Kathleen, as noted in the last chapter, became more ambitious dur-
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ing graduate school.

With the support of

a

mentor and the financial as-

sistance of her family, she proceeded directly
through graduate school
to a full-time, reputable job.

This position separated her from her

husband, so she postponed marriage.

included in the P/F group.

Given these reasons, Kathleen was

On the other hand, Wendy has been shifted
to

this group of family-oriented women.

Like the other F/P women, Wendy

left college without plans for further studies.

In the process of

work-

ing, she gained self-assurance.

In tlie $
area, I took three different jobs but they all
were sort of improvements on the old one. I moved to
better
jobs because I wanted more control over the jobs.
Lab jobs
were basically learning that I was smart which is a very important thing to do. Not in an academic way, but learning
that I could make my way in the world by using being smart
outside of the fashion and that I could fake my way as a competent adult in a job.
It also gave me the chance to have a
lot of authority which I needed in a couple of situations.
That stage was sort of semi-sophisticated in the sense that I
never became in college, knowing that I could do things. It

also got boring.

Wendy considers these years of lab work

as

the second stage in her pro-

fessional development, college being the first.

did she conceive of,

a

She did not enter, nor

third stage in the years being considered.

was an interlude of 20 years between college and graduate school

Wendy,

a

There
for

fact that distinguishes her from any other participant in this

study.
To review, a lack of motivation for a professional
ly acted upon by a deferal

career, frequent-

of school for an average of two years, was

the foremost characteri Stic of all

the F/P women in their college years.

Further, many interrupted their schooling to accompany husbands.

The

.
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consequence was that from college graduation
onwards, their professional

development was uneven.
30.

Nonetheless, all had credentials before
turning

From that point on, their life-styles bore

to the P=F women.

In actuality,

a

remarkable resemblance

the reverse is probably true.

Five

F/P women have consistently ascribed more
value to their family role.

Without discounting this possibility, the patterns
previously discussed
for the P=F women apply to the F/P group.
That is, careers were pursued
in a zigzag fashion in
ch

i 1

response to demands from husbands

'

jobs and

dren
This pattern is epitomized by the life history of Virginia,
who

moved five times between the years 28-38.
children during this decade.

cating created

a

Having

a

In addition,

she had three

child at the same time as relo-

problem when seeking employment.

was job hunting while I was pregnant.
From Boston I went to
job hunting and just assumed that I would be looking for
a full-time regular job which I didn't get, I suppose partly
because of my condition. While I was going around job hunting,
nobody really believed that I would want to work full-time and
it was just as well that I didn't; I wouldn't have been able
to, I don't think.
I
did take a job working half time doing
research at Y
Law School which is pretty much what I did
for the next four years.
I
didn't really want to work more
than that.
I
never really thought ahead; I was taking each
day as it came.
I

Y

Although this part-time position proved less than satisfying, Virginia

remained with it for uncertain reasons until her husband, Victor, completed medical school.

Those four years were not
were passing the time and
I
had the feeling
years.
would be very hard for me

They
very good years professionally.
keepi ng-my-fi nger-in-the-pi e sort of
that if I gave it up completely it
I
wanted to be doing
to go back.
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Virginia was pregnant for the
third time when once more
relocating,
this time to a foreign country.

"We moved to R

where Victor did his

residency, and my third child was
born in the middle of that year."
Again, she accepted a position
not to her initial liking, but
one that
proved advantageous for her future
career and sense of competency.
I

went down there without an idea of
what I was going to do
I
managed to find a job teaching at the

and

University of
Sc hool, which was also a very modified
schedule; so
that was good.
It was also keeping at it although
I
didn't
love teaching.
In. fact, I didn't like teaching
at all.
The
law school was a nice place.
I
enjoyed the students but I was
very nervous in getting up and lecturing
to law students.
You
know that they were so smart and knew all the
answers and I
didn t think I had very much to teach them.
So that was diflcult professionally, but it was probably a
good experience
and it was only a year.

Even after three jobs, Virginia did not feel
an inner sense of professional ity.

next and

I

"We were moving and

never knew where

hadn't done anything that

at this time."
tious

I

Undaunted,

a

I

I

was going to be

had considered at all significant

third move followed.

The tale is repeti-

:

Then. we moved to T
because Victor was taking a degree in
public health there.
T_
was a nice year because we had
very good friends there. Again, it was only a year and I
didn't know what I was going to do before I went and it was
still not very satisfactory a professional arrangement.
I
became associated with a lawyer who was the attorney for the
Civil Liberty Union and for the grand sum of $25 a week, I
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thin k
esting

was able to help him on cases, which
was very interThat was the early sixties. There was
a lot of beginnings of ci vi 1 ri ghts cases in the courts.
...
I was
able
to help him write briefs and tried some
cases.
That was
part-time. Then I had another job that
same year, working on
a project.
.but that also was very part-time and
not very
exciting
But, I had three young children, so the
fact that I
was able to do anything was good.
,

I

.

.

.

.

A fourth move followed.
a

This time Virginia had enough contacts to find

job of preference.

A ter T
we went to Washington, and that is really when I
f
first began to progress and start doing challenging things
on
my own.
I went to work
for the General Councils office.
That
is when the war on poverty was really just beginning.
It was
a very exciting time to be there.
They were just starting the
Vista program and I was the lawyer for [that.
It] was a very
good two years we were there.
That was just good luck.
I
made
the rounds of enough offices and I did happen to know people
from law school or Y

After two years, Virginia again relocated, once more putting her husband's career priority over hers.

From Washington we went to P
for two years.
The one job
actually led to another, [si nee] Vista was very closely related
to the Peace Corps.
When I was leaving there was absolutely nothing I could think of doing professionally in P
unless I was able to get a job with the Peace Corps.
So I
really worked hard at it, getting people that I knew to write
letters.
I was
able to get a job in the administrative staff,
not strictly as a lawyer.
It was interesting.
There were an
awful lot of legal problems that I handled but that's the only
time I worked since law school in a non-legal capacity. All
of this up to now is part-time.
The [Vista] job was three
days a week and the Peace Corps I managed to work until like
3 in the afternoon.
.

.

.

Because Victor's career was still unsettled, Virginia made preparation to move for

a

6th time as her 38th birthday approached.

When

asked to reflect on the effect of these moves, she demonstrated her re-
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silency

d

V

that we ever th °ught there was anything
except
career comes first.
I
was lucky in that things
worked out so that one thing sort of built on
another and I
was able to have all kinds of interesting
experiences which I
probably never would have had had I stayed in
just one place.
But, I think I could have easily have just
not found something
in one of those places.
I
worried about it a lot each time we
were thinking about a move.
hl " k
L
the °uhusband
s

Virginia was more influenced by the requirements of her
husband's

professional training than anyone else was.
a

Nancy was also married to

physician, but he never was forced to move.

spend one year in

a

Rather, they chose to

distant city as an adventure.

After completing

medical school, they decided to move to Boston which offered professional

advantages

to

Nick and seemed interesting to Nancy.

years of experience in teaching, so she was able to find

applied various places around here and got

a

She had three
a

position.

job in [Connecticut] which

is not exactly the most convenient, physically, but it works out well

other ways."

Nancy has remained in this school because there are no

better opportunities for her closer to home, nor did she ever consider
relocati ng.

The way our field is now, there are just no jobs anywhere.
It
is very discouraging; not for me because I can't think of
where I'd want to go anyway. Nick is quite settled here professionally.
We don't have any plans to
We like living here.
move, but there are no opportunities in the humanities, because
it is going out of style it seems, and teaching jobs in general

.

Helen was far less eager to move to Boston.

Before we came here

I

"I

was told it was just the very

in
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worst place for academic couples.
It is totally luck that I
have a job, but on the other hand I have
it, so I can't say it
is the very worst place; it is
the kind of place you have to
be
There are so many schools. ...
I
have just been really
W er * am bi tching in work, I keep
reminding myself that I worked at B
University for a year and a half,
it was absolutely dreadful; and I know
that this is so much
better.
f*

In actuality,

l

this appointment is quite current.

found that beginning

fered assistance of

a

a

career was difficult.

In

prior years Helen

Her graduate school of-

sort.

There had been a job meeting for prospective candidates and I
remember it was really atrocious. We discussed what you had
to wear.
They had a panel of people who talked about what it
was like reading the letters of job applications. ... A particularly rigid person said that he was very unfavorably impressed even if there was a [corrected] typo.
I
remember
thinking, "Oh gosh, you really have to deal with intangibles."
Of course it has created a paroxysm of paranoia in everyone
I
remember spending many hours trying to buy a pant
suit but I never felt comfortable,.
.and ending up going to
the interview in my everyday clothes and feeling perfectly
fine.
It was just a ridiculous stage.
.

.

.

.

.

When reflecting on this advice, Helen stated that she thought it
was preposterous

.

Now that she

is

a

faculty member, she finds such

rigidity and "frightening criteria" actually operating.

As a graduate

student, though, Helen tried all the normal routes, such as attending
national conferences where jobs are routinely advertised.

I
was through with my thesis.
applied for jobs and I didn't
I
get any.
It was a really horrible stage where Harry must have
been interviewing in Boston, and I was being interviewed for a
job in California.
It was very nerveracking
who was going to
get the job first.
Then Harry was told he had the job
but he didn't have the letter, so for months I continued to go
through this ritual of applying, which probably was a good experience.
,

.

.

.
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Because Harry had

a job

and Helen did not, they moved
to Boston.

chairman of my department wrote

a

"The

very nice letter to every school

the area asking if they would
pay attention to me or see me."

in

Still,

finding work was frustrating.

I
thought my future was very bleak because
here I was in Boston where 200 people had similar degrees
and were vying for
the same jobs.
Some also had Harvard or Yale degrees which
wou d open doors for them.
People in the East tend not
to know much about [midwestern schools]
or care, and M
is
not really part of the old 'boys' network,
though that'dTdn't
turn out to be the case when I got my job.
... The chairman
of LHarry s] department made a phone call
and I think said,
Out of courtesy, would you see this professor's
.

.

.

wife?"

While thrilled to begin teaching, the job fell below
Helen's expectations:

taught at

"I

$3,000 made me feel

B

part-time with

really demeaned.

.

.

a

.

full-time load, but earning

They dole out crumbs at the

very last minute and change your class after it's started,.
haps

a

different course assignment."

In

.

.and per-

the meantime, Helen continued

to search for a better job, and finally was hired by a woman's college.

Actually, it all worked out very well because in fact I never
had a gap in my C V [curriculum vita].
When I went out to
W
to interview, they didn't know that I hated my job and
was paid $1000 a course and had the status of a janitor. They
just knew that I worked at B
which to them was perfectly
normal

After struggling to find

a

faculty position, Helen was willing to

devote most of her time to her work.
feel

like

a

professional.

tract really makes

a

"Getting

For the first time, she began to
a

full-time job and having

huge difference to me."

In contrast,

years of teaching, Nancy is becoming reflective.

a

con-

after ten

Nancy's questions are
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typical of the midlife transition
discussed by Sheehy (1976).

guess anybody who's done the same
thing for about ten vears
arts thinking "Is this what I want
to'do ^he rest
hfe? And in teaching, particularly, I think a lot o?
of the
stimulation does come at the beginning.
You try out to see
ow you do. You get feedback from the
students^ see what
sort of things are successful and which
aren't.
But aside
from teaching. new courses which I'd
like to do, the basic exe Ce re
nS the same.
I
do ask myself occasionally if I
want Ito Hdo Ikthis until I m 65, and it's hard to
imagine.
I

T

s

S

Up to this point the effect of moving
on careers has been discussed.

Fortunately for these women, and one can speculate
for the stability of
their marriages, all managed to grow professionally.

Virginia con-

structed an impressive vita while following her husband
around the
globe.

Helen also utilized the experiences she had when living
abroad

during student years to create

a

specialty course.

Being married was

more an asset than not for Helen when seeking employment.

Unlike the other F/P women, both Virginia and Helen received assistance in obtaining jobs.

Interesting enough, there was a judge for whom I didn't clerk,
but I did some work for him.
I
suppose he's partly responsible for my being where I am now, because he's a very influential person.
He always thought very highly of me.
Every
time when I was looking for a job, or even when I was working,
he'd always be suggesting other jobs, opportunities. So in a
sense, I think of him as a mentor (Virginia).
.

To review,

.

.

frequent or untimely moves slackened career development;

in part because people found themselves minus job contacts.

Another and

similarly important factor interrupting professional growth was the addition of children.

Rhonda's history best illustrates this.

By the age of 30,

Rhonda had two children.

She had been living in
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Boston for several years, by all appearances
wife.

a

To avoid loneliness, she involved
herself in community politics.

She enrolled in

cooking class.

a

Proving herself to be more than com-

petent, she was hired as an instructor.
legal

cases privately.

but when people asked

"Then
rue

if

I

I

In addition, she handled some

discovered

was never home anyway,

I

was working,

I

still

five years of this life-style, Rhonda accepted

sition.

a

said,

'no.'"

After

limited consulting po-

The following year, she began another part-time
position.

was succeeded by
I

typical suburban house-

a

dream job.

This

"It's supposed to be 15 hours a week, but

spend twice that; it's teaching, doing responsible things."

This po-

sition caused inner changes.

do have trouble still, coping with whether I'm a working mother or not.
This is my first grown-up, responsible job that
I've had, where I have to prepare at night, say "no" to the
kids' movie on Saturday because I have to work.
When I started
working, my self-image changed a lot.
It became clear to me
that I'm a lot better doing things outside the home than inside
and I get lots of gratification from the work outside.
I

Rhonda began to take her career seriously during the midlife years.

She still accommodates to the needs of her children, such as chauffering
them and cooking dinner, but is more drawn to the work environment which
offers its own rewards.

It's always very hard to come home from a real high to this,
but it's never hard to leave here and go back [to work], even
if I've had a good weekend.
It's not as much a culture shock
Basically, that, if anything, is what worries me
about being a two-career family, that the more gratification
I
get from being a professional.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

As her career grew in importance, Rhonda found that balancing her pro-
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fessional and wife roles became
challenging.

It's getting harder as the profession
means more to me and I'm
getting better at it.
One reason why it's getting harder
is
that I get so much support from the
outside world, and so much
gratification, emotionally and intellectually,
from people
outside my marriage, that it sometimes
worries me.
I
think to
make a marriage work, you have to work
at it, you have to
somehow need, like my kids do. The more
gratification I get
outside, the less demands [placed] on the
marriage.

Rhonda was the only F/P woman whose career was
arrested in response
to childcare.

Others prepared for childbirth by rearranging work
sche-

dules or switching to more flexible jobs.

Fran provides an example of

the latter course of action.
In the

gal

last chapter, Fran was noted to be ambivalent about the le-

profession.

ployment as

a

Rather than accept

legal

consultant to

work and the people.
in social

a

a

traditional job, she sought em-

television series.

When the work was completed, she found employment

service agencies in various capacities.

cided to have

a

child.

She loved the

At this point she de-

She quit her job and set up

a

private practice

with another pregnant colleague.

We made a go of our firm for a couple of years.
Fred sent
business our way, things that were too small for his company
I
had a very flexible schedule.
When my son was
born, I hardly worked until he was 18 months.
I'd go crazy
being home with him all day. Also, I'd feel incredibly cheated
if I was working full-time.
I've been lucky to work out a
schedule that allows me to do both.
.

.

.

.

External events caused Fran to reconsider her career.

partner left for

a

job with a prestigious firm.

For one, her

Fran planned to find a

new partner, but then was injured and bedrest enforced.

Naturally, her
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work load was reduced.
child.

Further, she had to postpone having
another

At this point, a call from the
television station was

relief.

"They were doing

show, could

a

bed which was great for me because

I

could do it from

"I

said

I

As she

could only accept

They let me call my own hours knowing

available if needed.

....

edit it?

would have gone crazy."

I

recuperated, Fran expanded her hours.
at my own terms.

I

welcome

a

a

job

would be

I

work from 10-3, some weeks longer than others

I

It's worked out very well, meeting my needs
nicely."

In

gener-

al, Fran stated, "I have a sense of myself
as someone who will always

find work

I

enjoy and that's interesting."

Least hindered by

a

child, in

professional sense, was Nancy.

a

She

was the oldest F/P woman to elect motherhood, and the most
settled ca-

reer-wise, being tenured in an academic setting.

teaching part under control, that
in this job.

...

I

without going crazy."
times, the birth of

a

felt

I

I

felt

I

had the

could handle it, that

I

was secure

"I

could handle the additional stimulation

Nonetheless, as has been observed
child created

a

a

multitude of

new role, which shifted the value

given to work.

It definitely put my professional role in a kind of back seat
I
am not sure it makes any difference in terms of

....

performance, but before the baby was born, I used to spend a
lot more time on work.
I
think I was compulsive about it in
the sense that I felt guilty if I wasn't preparing for classes,
or [reading] in my spare time.
Now, I think, people
outgrow that after a while, just because they become more experienced and more confident.
.

.

.

Universally, these F/P women adjusted their careers to accommodate
a

child without similar changes in their husbands' schedules.

Three of

.
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the five mothers in this group
ceased work entirely for six months
to

five years, in order to care for
infants.

Closet motherhood was not the

best solution for most.

There was a time where I did give up
work for a few months
[when Victor was in medical school].
He felt i t was a bad
thi ng when I was out working.
I
gave up working during the
day and tried doing it at night, spending
the equivalent number of hours
after he was home and the children were in
bed.
That was absolutely dreadful.
I
decided I was happier, and
everyone was better off, with the arrangement
as had been
(Vi rginia)
,

The exception to the above pattern of child
care is Fran's spouse, who
cut back on his long hours to be with his family
as much as possible.

Further, at times when Fran had to be in court, Fred
would stay home to

babysit, "to the horror of his partners."

Nonetheless, all

felt their

mates supported their work:

I'd say my husband also supports that part of my identity, in
that he feels it is an important part of my life (Nancy).

I'd say that on the whole he's been encouraging, although not
with any sharing of the responsibilities of household or children (Virginia).

Russell, in theory, would like me to be a Supreme Court Justice as long as I had supper on the table at 6:00, buttons
sewed on and the socks darned (Rhonda).

When asked to consider the balance between career and family life,

Helen and Nancy both responded that it was fairly easy, with the exception of undesirable moves.

Not coincidentally, Helen is still

and Nancy delayed motherhood until secure professionally.
the roles compatible,

childless

Helen found

"considering we never really had job offers on op-

posite sides of the continent to decide between.

Since we had similar
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schedules and did the same kind of
work,

easier."

I

think that makes it a lot

Neither Helen nor Harry have become
tenured, but they have

planned for the possibility of forced
job changes, and now have more
control.

They have no desire to leave the
area or their friends.

Nancy

expressed similar sentiments, but she
has been settled so long she can
conceive of

a

relocation as

a

positive change.

Nick gets job offers Jots of places, unlike
me.
He is a desirable piece of flesh in the job market.
... He doesn't even
consider them really. Every once in a while he
tells me about
one.
How would you think about living in southern
California, or here or there?"
We talk about that for a while, but
he always says, "Of course, it would be conditional
on your
getting a job."
In fact, he tells prospective employers
that
it would be conditional on my getting a tenured
job at a comparable college to where I am now, which is just about
impossible, because unless you are the world's authority
on this or
that, nobody's going to give you tenure.
They have their own
people who are coming up for tenure. ... So I think we are
staying here, which is perfectly all right with me.
Fortunately it has never reached a point where he's got to leave, because of no opportunities. This has happened to friends of
mine, which creates a problem.
Eventually, I might be
ti red of teaching and tired of being where I am, and
then that
woul d open up new possibilities.
.

.

.

Other women, such as Virginia and Rhonda, felt that the combination

of three conflicting roles was not

a

simple accomplishment.

Many per-

ceived the struggle as time- limited:

The thing I worry about with a two-career "liberated" existence--! see it in me a little but in others more--is, I wonder
how many career goals of women are used to avoid doing things
like sewing on buttons and laundry, the crap work that you
really don't want to do.
If I sat home, I wouldn't do it anyway; I'd play tennis (Rhonda).
The hardest thing about being a woman was having to juggle the
children and household, in addition to tryi ng to do a good job
at work.
It was very difficult when the children were small,
because there's just so much energy they have. Now it's not
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problem (Virginia).

a

When I had a child, I could make a
balance.
Working and enjoying work was more important than being
a lady lawyer.
ere
eSt anc ^ un
P ut ting a T.V. show together, but I
f
miss +u
that one-to-one where a person really
appreciates your
personal help.
Clearly I can't continue doing both, it's
too
much a burden on me emotionally and time-wise.
If there's any
issue to resolve in the next couple years,
it will be that
one— what is it I want to do (Fran).
*

•

When striving to achieve a balance between conflicting
roles, many

female participants turned to role models.

In the F/P

no such models were available or looked for.

group, however,

Only Fran had

a

supportive

relationship with female professors, but this was in college.

Not until

first employed did any one in this group receive the benefit
of such an

attachment.

In

both cases, this was with

a

professional advice but not family matters.

her first job, in

government bureau.

a

male mentor, who helped with
Fran received support on

"There was

a

classic mentor

there, an older fellow, who took me under his wing and made me feel

petent."

Similarly, Virginia received the most support on her initial

job, working for an influential judge.

learned

whom

I

com-

a

lot, and

I

was clerking.

had

a

wonderful

"The job was really fine and

relationship with the judge with

It was a good way to start off a career."

For the most part, colleagues were seen to support one's professional identity.

Peers, students and superiors make me feel like this is
thing I am doing (Nancy).

a

good

The [television work] was with a completely delightful and
stayed in touch with them throughspecial group of people.
I
out the years [I worked elsewhere] (Fran).

I
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In sum,

between childhood years and college,
there were six truly
family-oriented women. They were bright,
but not terribly activated
for
careers. A few backed into
graduate school. Others entered
the work
world, realized that was not for
them, so returned to school
for professional training.
By age 30, all had degrees
and all had married. One
woman's aspirations grew to the extent
that her career took priority

over her marriage.

Consequently, she was transferred
to the P/F group.

Another woman shifted into this group;
her career was deferred through-

out the years being considered.
Between the years 18-35, the patterns
observed among the other five
F/P women bore more resemblance to the
P=F group than to each other.

That is, careers followed an awkward progression.

around was one reason.

Following husbands

Another was the addition of children.

others were content to remain with unpresti gious
jobs.

Still

As midlife ap-

proached, women became more introspective about the
priority ascribed to

their work and family roles.

conclusions can be drawn.

As few F/P women reached this stage, no

One female most invested in her family became

positively inspired when she entered the professional world.
woman moved in the opposite direction.

of

a

Another

It appears that the suppression

major part of one's identity for five or so years leads to tedium,

which infects one to alter her life course.

Once again, Sheehy's (1976)

terminology fails to describe the phenomena observed in these participants.

Age 35 was not the precursor to

rather, to

a

transition.

a

crisis, as Sheehy found, but
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fZP women:

FanriJ* rple

.

Like the P=F women, the six F/P
women consid-

ered in this section ascribed more
importance to their family life than
to their career development.
Just as school consumed so much
time in
the last decade reviewed, babies
did the same in these years.
9y

The ener

devoted t0 either role did not always
reflect true attitudes.

In

each decade, the role of wife usually
was relegated to second position.

Mother, wife, worker--in T.V. and law. At
different points in
my life they vary tremendously
As my son gets older
the
role of motherhood gets less demanding it
seems.
Clearly, at
this stage being a mother is my major concern.
If I had to
chose between that and an obligation to work, my
son would be
in the forefront.
I
think part of the reason I enjoy the investment in him is that I see it just as a time-limited
period. ..
A funny friend of mine, who I met in a Lamaze
class,
turned to me when our kids were five months old, and
said,
"Would you want one as a pet?" The answer's clearly no.
It
makes it nice that it is a special period, so I'm willing
to
put other things aside (Fran).
.

.

think the wife and mother part is definitely more emotionalbecause those are human beings and whether they
are happy or unhappy, or successful or not, is very important.
Whereas a job is something that is there and is important for
me, but it is not the same as having a concrete human being
who depends on me, whom you depend on (Nancy).
I

ly important,

Two women could not rank the wife and mother roles, though they ex-

perienced children's needs as more intrinsic.
.

.

.is

Nancy stated:

"More time

spent on the mother part, but in terms of importance it doesn't

seem to make any difference."

Rhonda reflected that she had an easier

time discussing her wife role, because the mother role evolved and was

experienced as more "natural."

By the time [second child] was born, the more I realized I had
built up a commitment to the kids. My basic fear about my
role as a mother is that I don't pay attention to it, it sort
I
of happened. The kids are there, I love them very much.
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r

re “ he " they need me
but obviously. . .my life
’
is different with them.
There's no definition to it
It's
clearly a 24-hour part of my being.
It's like trying to sav
Define your role as a brown-eyed,
brown-haired person." It
just

what

I

am,

I

just am

a

Mommy.

Not having a child eliminates one
role and affects the balance of the

work and wife roles.

Helen, the only childless woman in this F/P
group,

could not rank order her major roles in life.
and

I

don't think of them in terms of priority.

"I

can't separate them

The job takes up most

of my time."

Parenting also affects the stages of
birth of the first child initiates

a

marriage.

Universally, the

new stage in the relationship, one

a

that lasts until the child or children are of school
age.

shifted Fran's life from

a

A child

second stage, which was "the model of

a

pro-

fessional woman to the exclusion of all else, to this stage
of motherhood, which is combining, in an oblique way," various roles.
"a child changed

everything very drastically," initiating

major stage in her marital alliance.
were headed towards careers.

In

Prior to becoming

a

a

Nancy felt
second and

couple, both

the intervening years, the management

of household tasks had settled into

a

routine.

Then there are other

phases produced by personality differences between the partners:

I
think there are stages in our relationship in terms of problems that arise and the realization that some problems are insolvable.
You just have to decide how you are going to deal
with them because they will always remain problems in some
sense (Nancy).

A child causes a major shift because, as Nancy elaborated, "Here's this

new entity which requires

a

lot of work, and you have to work out who is
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going to do what."

Adjusting to

experience of becoming

a

a

baby is totally different from
the

professional:

Being a professional is something you
plan for and it happens
very slowly.
You go to graduate school for all
these years
work part-time.
., then get your Ph.D., and work
full-time in
your profession. So it is not like a sudden
giant step, whereas having a child--one day she is
not here and the next day
she is.
It is a very dramatic transition whereas
beinq a professional occurs so gradually and you expect
it for so long,
that it is really hard to compare.
.

By age 30,

three women had at least one child, followed by
a second

or third within two years.
sical

health improved.

Helen delayed having another until her phy-

Rhonda wished for

pliance with her husband's desires.

a

third, but did not in com-

Nancy delayed childbirth until her

young thirties, then once again deferred having
years.

a

second for

a

number of

Not everyone was as fortunate to have planned parenthood.

One

woman conceived before she was emotionally ready and terminated the
pregnancy.

Another discovered to her dismay that adoption was probably

her only recourse.

The next few pages will explore these patterns.

Both Virginia and Rhonda had their first child shortly after gradu-

ating law school.

While Virginia had not planned this event, she was

ready, although she had no fantasies nor expectations.

mother from the very beginning.

...

going to be like ahead of time, but
isfying."

I

She felt "like

never thought about what it was

I

found the whole process very sat-

Rhonda also found motherhood to be satisfying.

ia, she was not content to be home all
in other activities.

Rhonda considered

protested for two reasons:

(1)

a

Like Virgin-

the time, but engaged part-time
a

third child, but her husband

he was satisfied with the mixed gender
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of the children, and (2) he questioned
how much energy he would have

given that he was already in his forties.

Wendy had one child from

a

prior marriage.

Shortly after her sec-

ond marriage, she pushed for two more
children.

During the years of

child bearing, she was "primarily domesticated.

year period that

I

much around having
den, and did all

actually didn't work.
a

home;

I

I

.

.

.

There was

four-

think my life revolved very

kept recipes, subscribed to House and Gar-

the other things people do when they keep

The other three F/P women delayed childbirth.

different for each.

a

a

home life."

The reasons were

Nancy had very deliberate motives for this post-

ponement.

I
was unusual in having the first at the age of 32.
The idea
of having children didn't appeal to us at all for many years.
I
wanted to finish my doctorate and to feel that I was established in the job before I had a child, which I did.
I
have
been working in the same college for about five years; and
felt very comfortable there and knew that they would take me
back.
.if I left for a couple of months.
.

Also, we enjoyed the freedom of not having children.
It seemed
to us that some of our friends who had children when they were
quite young were very tied down by it and didn't enjoy life as
much as they would have without the children.
We went on vacations a lot and really liked it.
We just liked the freedom of
not having to worry about it.
I
guess it wasn't until we got
into our thirties and realized, as people do when they get into
their thirties, that our time was limited.
That if we wanted
to have children, we had to really start thinking seriously,
for biological reasons.
Then we decided we wanted them and
that was kind of how it happened.

Nancy and Nick were cautious about adding

fortable life.

a

child into their com-

When they decided to do so, both were professionally

settled and financially secure.

They reasoned that their expectations,

based on friends' experiences, were realistic:

'
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11131 we saw so many people
with children
lot in terms of knowing what to
expect, not having
elusions about this will just be like
a pretty little doll
and we will put it in a knapsack
and carry it around evervwhere we go
That is the kind of romantic fantasy
that people
?
have when they are in their twenties,
and, of course, it is
not ike that at all.
I
think we are really lucky in that we
eally enjoyed her a lot and we haven't
resented her for limit1 n
j ree dom, because we knew
what
we
were doing and also
we ^u°
had done many of these other things,
like traveling.
We
don t crave free time which we don't
have.

_^^
ped

h
he

t

The birth of a child exceeded Nancy's
expectations.

pated the emotional impact of

a

She had not antici-

baby.

The fantasies tended to emphasize the emotional
satisfaction
and maternal fulfillment aspect, and to neglect
the hard work
aspect and the conflict— the fact that a child is a
person
with a strong will and that you have to deal with
that all the
time.
So, the fantasy was certainly more idealized than
the
reality. ...
It has gone beyond what one anticipates in all
areas.
Before you have a child, you don't sense how deep an
emotional experience this is going to be for you.
You can't;
you read about parental feelings and how strong they are, and
you know how your own parents feel about you, but you don't
know what those feelings really are:
how this child's life to
such a great extent determines your own happiness; how if anything bad happened to this child that you would just be devastated; and how when good things happen your child seems to be
growing up in a normal way and be happy how much happiness
that gives you.
I
don't think you can anticipate that at all.

Although Nancy's life was disrupted more than she expected, she
maintains that "waiting was very good for us.

I

think that we've en-

joyed our child much more than any other people who had children when
they were younger, and when the birth of the child was in conflict with
a

lot of other things they wanted to do."

the N's decided to have a second child.

reflects their cautious style.

When their child was five,
This gap in years probably
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Not quite as significant, but
another stage was reached
Onre
you have one, you are already
limited in many ways in terms of
freedom and so havin a second
one doesn't
9
mea^ that the rh^
mean
change is going to be as drastic.
You've
alw
ironed out whatever conflicts
and difficulties derive or how
to deal with the child and
who's going to take care of the
So
Tt is not going to be as
great an upheaval.
:

‘

’

*

>

Finding a balance between roles
did not always leave Nancy guiltfree.

In the last

section it was noted that she did
less preparatory

work for her lectures, but justified
this on the basis of her long experience.

"I

and no more.

know exactly how much

I

have to do,.

.

.and

do that much

I

There just isn't any time to do any more
without sacrific-

ing something else, without eating
TV dinners or leaving the child with
a

babysitter [too much]."

the traditional

Nancy's guilt about babysitters ties in with

values she espoused in prior chapters.

Conflict between

her wishes and the conventional role of
mother underlined her ambival-

ence about delaying childbirth and returning
to work.

I
was quite apprehensive and I didn't know whether I
could
handle it all.
I
felt guilty about leaving her with a babysitter to work, because naturally my mother had never done
that, and most of the women I spoke to about it, particularly
the older ones, looked down on it.
They had what is now a
more old-fashioned view--that the woman's place is in the home
and the kid isn't going to grow up normally if you leave him
with someone else--or even aside from that--that why have a
child if you are not going to spend all your time bringing him
up?
I
encountered that attitude a lot, which made me feel
guilty about going back to work.

When I was younger there was definitely a lot of propaganda
about having children as early as you can because you may not
be able to, that fertility decreases if you wait too long into
30.
Also, that you'll be too old to really give it the attention it needs because you won't have the energy.
This is changing now.
Many people that I talk to, who had
children in their early twenties, say that they are sorry they
didn't wait longer.
That was one thing we did that was
smart. ...
I
had a perfectly good, normal pregnancy, del i v.

.

.

.

.

.
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aS fine
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But statisti

«1

ly there

is no
question bn7^I
biit that th
there are more problems the older
you
qet
I
guess the ideal childbearing age
physically is 18.

Nancy's mother espoused conventional
viewpoints:

W

juSt delighted to hear that I was having
a secSe 1 k W * ha * she considers being
married
and
havin^lwn
having
two rMiH
children as just about the ideal.
I
once overC0
e
iS t0 a friend
^ When we discussed it],
she told me that after she gave birth
to a second healthy
JUSt felt thiS WaS 3 completion of things that
she
wanted
S

™

k

I™ ?

^

Nancy

-

history of childbirth was included at length
as it illus-

s

trates the shift from fantasies to reality,
the inclusion of

person into

a

were frequently expressed.

Omitted so far

and others faced with pregnancy.
a

third

dyadic relationship, and fundamental equivocation
between

traditional and nonconventional approaches to parenting.

baby as

a

is

These themes

the health problems Nancy

One woman, for example, almost lost a

result of RH negative blood.

Nonetheless, these problems were

not as long-lasting as those crises which befell Fran and Helen.

The last chapter included the tragic death of Fran's sister-in-law,

who died in childbirth.
Fran's child were

The years between this tragedy and the birth of

dramatic stage in her life.

a

"I

don't think

talk calmly about this until after my son was born and

completed the mourning cycle."

childbirth "is not

a

happy one.

I

I

was well.

could

That

To begin with, her family's history with

My sister-in-law died in childbirth,

my mother had a child die shortly after born, and my mother-in-law had

five miscarriages

.

"

Then, Fran's law partner almost lost her child one

month after the birth.

"All

close associations with kids were negative
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at that point, which set me
back,

This was the wrong time for
Fran to

accidentally become pregnant.

anted
Sid

IS
one.

[S Chil ] ’ I
enormously about whether I
T^
K
l
n absolute
candor, about a year before mv
son

fussed

.

an abor

on because I was so conflicted
about
p
realized
after that how desperately I wanted
n
COnCei ed ra her quickly after the
abortion/ It was
flWt ?h
!
J
almost
the negation
that
made me realize I wanted one.

haliSa
having

Ihild
child.

’

I
I

Unfortunately, Fran was very sick the first
trimester.

At one point

she was rushed to the hospital.

I
was very nauseous
.and scared I was going to die.
The gynecologist on call said. You should
be relieved to know
the baby is fine."
I
said,
Don t tell me about the baby, how
am I?"
He was so taken aback by that, I didn't
bother to ex•

•

.

plai n

On the positive side, Fran was "delighted"

She received

a

throughout the pregnancy.

great deal of support from Fred, who was initially
more

invested in parenting.

They attended natural childbirth classes and es

tablished lasting friendships with other prospective parents,
all of

whom were in their thirties and two-career couples.

Not to be deni-

grated was the effectiveness of therapy during this difficult phase.
Having

a

child exceeded Fran's expectations:

Altogether it was a marvelous and very broadening experience.
As soon as he came, I immediately became transfixed.
I
was close to 30 when he was born.
If I had known
what pleasure it would have been, I would have done it sooner.
According to the national statistics, I had him rather late.
People still do have babies at age 20-21, which I personally
couldn't fathom.
It's different around Boston; my obstetrician
said the median age for her patients having their first is 31.
.

.

.

.

.

.

She would like to have

a

second child soon, but first must recover her
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physical health.

"It's

a

disappointment to both of us."

Still, at this

point she is delighted with the baby
and with her work.
Fran
Helen.

s

crisis appears to have ended, but
this is less true for

Like many other female participants,
Helen had decided to delay

childbirth until completing graduate
school and financially secure.
thought it would be better to have

a

job first, but since.

.there just

.

didn't seem to be any job forthcoming, it
seemed absurd to wait.
can always wait and wait for this magical
perfect time."

made

a

task.

decision, Helen found that actualizing her
goal was

"I

You

Once having

formidable

a

Although no problem has yet been diagnosed,
Helen has not been

able to conceive.

She has made the rounds of medical consultations.

Their message was "Be patient."
taking my temperature because

I

After

a

number of years,

stopped

"I

resented waking up, making the thermo-

meter be the first act of the day."

Eventually Helen connected with

a

female physician "who took time to listen and talk."
The H

s

mutually support each other.

"In a sense we are really

lucky, because there really isn't anything particularly wrong with ei-

ther of us so we can share the blame equally, as

a

couple.

We don't

have to feel like there is this horrible load of guilt or whatever."

They discussed alternatives, such as adoption.

An amazing support net-

work appeared when they shared their problem.

I
know a number of people who have had fertility problems, not
just here, but good friends of ours who live [out West]. They
have adopted; they started to have a baby maybe a couple years
before us, so they are a little bit ahead of us. We followed
them through all the ups and downs of this test, that test,
and she was really quite persistent in her testing.

I

am back in contact now with one of my college friends.

.

.
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h
15 not what
9 0t us back in
contact but I thiSk it i one I ?J
those things that are keeping
°
us in close engirt
Sh! is having
S
artificial insemination
now.
now
H?h,n
la I;
Her husband
is a minister, and they
think that artif-ir-iai
insemination is prostitution and
fornication is adulte^
never would have crossed my mind
that they considered this an
-

U

Helen is conscious of the fact that
her self-image is involved.

She

pointed out that infertility is grounds
for divorce in the Moslem society.

On the other hand, she cannot
understand a couple she knows "who

decided not to have chi 1 dren--not to
adopt— if they couldn't have biological children.

What

I

find fascinating and amazing is that
it is so

important to some people that it be biological.
some things for me.
tant.

It would have been nice,

There are other things.

other route earlier."

That is why

I

That helped clarify

but it's not that impor-

am sorry we didn't go an-

Her solution is to adopt through an international

agency, which is expensive, but quicker than the six-year
waiting list

with public groups.
helpful

The H's also feel

that they can be particularly

to a foreign child, but at the same time,

about the selection process.

Waiting for

a

are quite careful

phone call about the avail-

ability of an appropriate infant is, according to Helen, like being
an

expectant mother.
Similar to the P=F women, these five F/P mothers assumed major re-

sponsibility for their children.

Most often they worked part-time and

relied on babysitters and day-care centers for additional aid.

mentioned that by waiting before having
as many babysitters as they needed:

a

Nancy

child, it was possible to hire

"If we wanted to go out for dinner

one night, there was no question of whether we could afford another $10
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for a babysitter.

We could and always felt it
was worth it."

option was to hire full-time help.

Fran has a young woman living
with

them, who also does most of the
housework.

year now.

When

I

"She's been with us over a

was in bed all summer, [the babysitter]
and Fred had

to work things out.

have done."

Another

If we didn't have her,

I

don't know what we would

Unfortunately, this young woman will be
leaving.

Living

abroad eased Virginia's task of finding
good and responsible household
help.

I've been lucky because I have had help
over the years.
Obviously, I had to have at least babysitting help
from the
very beginning, plus nursery school for the
oldest child.
In
we had somebody who was living with us; that was
the
first time I had anything nice like that.
She came back [to
the States] with_us and stayed that whole year
in T
She
was very nice.
From then on I've had good help.
In
Washington we had a nice young girl from [Europe]. Since
P
we've had the same person.
>

.

~

.

These women had different expectations about the amount and kind of

energy their husbands would devote to the children.

Typically, the hus-

bands did little additional work:

When the children were small, there wasn't any sharing of the
responsibilities for the household or the children, the way
there probably would be in this generation, so those were very
difficult times (Virginia).
The issue is not so much the actual time--which would help-but somehow feeling he was sharing the emotional burdens of
life:
which teacher would be best for my son next year, or
should I force him to practice the piano.
I'm basically a
very unstructured person; maybe I'm looking for someone to order my life.
I'm not sure that has anything to do with my being a professional, but follows my conception of what goes on
in a marriage (Rhonda).
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The reported patterns for child
care reflected the general means

dividing household tasks.

That is, most F/P women performed
all the

chores or delegated them to hired help.
this arrangement, but thinks,
.

.

Rhonda is not satisfied with

"It's unfair to expect Russell

.because he's so consumed time-wise by his
career.

thinks he tries."

Rhonda illustrated her point with

a

to do more

He tries--he

recent example:

The other night we had a discussion about a
button to be sewed
I
was working, he was watching a TV program.
It didn't occur
to him that I was working very hard to
get ready.
He said
Why haven't you sewed the button on?"
I
made a comment, and
then he realized, intellectually, he should have
sewed it on,
but he s never done that.
He said it's a different generation,
but I m of the same one.
I
think, in a way it's harder for
him than for me, because basically, it's easier to
discard
duties than to assume them.

Rhonda recognizes her responsibility leading to this state of
affairs.

Prior to marriage, they never discussed roles.

Her father always helped

out around the home, so she expected her mate to do the same.

Although

she knew how industrious he was when she decided to marry, she "didn't

quite know what

I

was getting into.

...

If he wasn't so involved in

work, he wouldn't be Russel l--whatever he does in life, he does 100 percent; he's

a

Type A [personality]."

placing demands on her spouse.

Consequently Rhonda refrains from

Nancy expressed

a

similar sentiment:

Nick usually leaves about 8:30 in the morning and doesn't get
home till 7 at night, and a lot of nights are later than that.
He has evening conferences and he has work which he tries to
do here.
So, it is just not reasonable to expect him to also
do shopping and cooking, whereas I only have to work three days
a week and I am flexible in terms of when I can do some stuff
at home.
Even the days I work, I am always home by 5:30.
Of
course, that is the traditional roles anyway.
He doesn't know
how to cook or anything like that.
I
think if the jobs had
been apportioned differently, we probably would have worked
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out something different, [like friends
have done!
seems you do it the most logical
way.

It just

Like Rhonda, most F/P women entered
marriage and parenthood without

discussions with mates regarding each one's
responsibilities:
was no talk about two careers"
(Virginia).

"There

"We just did things without

thorough discussions about ramifications"
(Helen).

Few women expressed

resentment for the outcome, but it is apparent
that other female participants did press their husbands to share more
tasks and evolved less

conventional relationships.
In some cases,

the husbands voluntarily performed tasks, often

based on sex role typing.

We pretty much share things.
Harry likes to vacuum and sweep
around more than I do.
I
do most of the cooking and we shop
together.
Harry does almost everything that concerns fixing
the car and if someone has to climb on the roof, he does it.
If someone has to make curtains I do them. ...
We both sew
on buttons. ...
With a house, the work has extended immensely.
It is clear to me that Harry is doing certain repairs that
I
have no inclination to do,.
.so I feel more inclined to do
more cooking (Helen).
.

In Helen's case,

unlike most others, household tasks are divided

equally on an egalitarian basis.

The majority of the F/P women reported

that their mates were so preoccupied with careers that they had little
time left to expend at home.

Fran was the sole exception:

Fred and I had long talks about how much each of us would do.
I
knew, before the baby was born, what kind of person he was,
that he'd be more involved than most fathers, and that's clearly the case.
In terms of the house and the child, he probably
does more than most fathers do, or wives, for that matter.
He adores that little boy so much,.
.and does a lot with him.
He's the kind of man who enjoys his work a lot, but feels that
home is what he enjoys the most.
He made the conscious deci.

.

.
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or ne's been mugged.

The repercussion for Fran is some
perceptible jealousy stemming from the
loss of her primary role as mother.

Fran's
n s comment is reminiscent
of

earlier statements offered by Ellen, in
the P/F group, and Jan, in the
P=F group.

My son once said he had two ears, two
eyes, and two mothers.
1
was delighted he felt so close to the
[housekeeper], but I
also felt jealous.
If the baby is around me and [the
housekeeper], he chooses me.
If it's me and Fred, he chooses Fred
Sometimes it's amusing and sometimes painful. At
a
party the other day, his diaper was dirty.
I
said I'd change
it, and he said, "I want my Daddy."
He prefers his daddy to
do certain things, like bathing him and
putting him to bed,
but if he's sick, or if he cuts himself, he'll
come to me
fi rst.
.

.

.

.

Time was rather limited for all these women, but was not
sal

complaint.

we want.

a

univer-

"Our time is limited, but we pretty much get to do what

During semesters, we work harder than at other times" (Helen).

As previously mentioned,

the stage of infant-care was most time-consum-

ing:

"When the children were small, there was not very much leisure

time"

(Virginia).
Financial matters were rarely mentioned, nor was competition be-

tween mates an issue.

inferior when Harry had
same institution."

Helen mentioned that for
a

full-time job and

Fran was typical.

her in terms of the traditional role of

I

a

had

brief time, she "felt
a

part-time job at the

Even though Fred has "exceeded
a

lawyer," she feels no competi-

tiveness. "I wouldn't want what he has, and he wouldn't want what

I

have

.
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We both recognize that."

Similarly, colleagueship was emphasized
far less by these F/P women
than has been true for the other
women.
Fran, for example, feels supported, but does not share problems.

His work is far more technical

than mine is.
Sometimes he'll
readin 9’ ° r I'll ask him to do
something at the library V’
for me,.
.but we're relatively auton
P
11keS COmi " g t0 the Sh0WS 1 do and
y
b?inging f?iendl°

[

t1 c 1

'

'

e s

.

^

A few women, like Rhonda, do not
look to their spouses for professional

counseling.

In

part this stems from different fields.

We never discuss work.

He thinks I don't like to hear about
though I must say, I prefer not sitting at the
+
table discussing a gory operation--but I think
it's more a relief for him. to not bring work home.
I
talk to him a little
bit about things I think are exciting,.
.but he doesn't understand [my work] (Rhonda).
.

Several women mentioned challenges in their marriage.
the major threat would be separating for jobs.

For Helen,

Having observed "some

academic couples with short-lived relationships," they vowed that
"one
of us would take

living."
work.

a

different job.

...

We're hooked on the day-to-day

A more difficult problem stemmed from husbands'

This was most true for Rhonda and Nancy.

involvement in

Rhonda commented that

she did not look forward to spending evenings with her husband because
he was always working.

returned to work.

His preoccupation was one of the reasons Rhonda

The work environment has proved quite gratifying to

Rhonda

I've gotten very close to

a

few people at work, especially one
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tional

whom

t W1 th

t1m«

iTtarried^l

i^f e

r

G

^°Russel

]

'

I

1

ve been 9° ln 9 through a highly
emo-

x

has

s
[

stlying'home

of

Zs
fz «r

° CCUr] 1f W ® Shared
3 profession or if

1

was

t
herS Rus e1
is how 1 c °P e with his world:
dinner on
l
?
thp tahi'
the
table, remembering
to bring a car in~to be serviced
his
V
tbbthpaste * figuring out the house
cnedule.
schedul^^Thnse
Those are ’?h
the things we fight about.
Those are exactly the things I get reinforced
for in the outside world
1
c * n han
75 things, organize anything,
be places on
time.
I
can go into court and give a judge
hell
but I could
no more call the butcher and
tell him I didn't like the meat
S
trified of storekeepers,.
.but give me a
Mipnt that
th
[f
client
s been
screwed by a storekeeper and I can fight.
hat s why it s hard to come back
home.
Even if Russell tries
job I,m doin 9 at home, those [daily
tasks] feel so trivial in comparison
to what I do at work

^

.

.

Even with such challenges as Rhonda faced,
these females expressed

satisfaction with their life-styles;

People are quite defensive about their own decision
about how
to deal with the problem.
The people who have actually quit
their jobs, and decided for five or six years,
until the children are in school, they are just going to be
full-time mothers, are, in general, quite defensive about that.
They suggest that.
.anybody who leaves her kid off in a day-care
center, everyday, for all day, is being either irresponsible
or missing a great deal of fun in life.
Women who work
seem to feel that they'd go crazy if they didn't work, and
that the kid is doing fine with responsible adults and children
around to play with.
So everybody seems pretty convinced that
their way is the best way (Nancy).
.

.

.

.

There's a change now in the women's movement. A lot of my
friends are really enjoying their kids and deciding not to go
back to work.
Some friends work full time, some not at all.
There's an arrogance to each position.
I'm in the crazy middle, which at this stage of my life, is a nice solution.
I
don't set up my life as the norm. ...
In Fred's firm, I'm
such a contrast to the other wives.
None of them worked or
were in school.
There's one woman in the firm who set
her career over anything else.
I
talked to her about men do.

.

.
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ing both, wasn't she cheating
hersel
being less equal (Fran).

f?— trying
y y

L0
to De
be equal
eaual

Role models were rarely mentioned
by these F/P women.

hut
but

By and

large, they observed the pattern
of friends:

We had good friends in law
school who were married to each
pe0ple 1 knew at that time were doing
both^fhan
tTh6y Were start1ng to have children]
[
(Vi r-

T*

ginia)

dS
om tlle °l d years had kids about
the same
til
M W6re a
on the san,e wave 'ength.
We joked in college thatt we weren t the "Prom
Queen" types, that we'd qo on
an
h ave careers.
I
think, men have both, why deny yourself
’
third year ° f law sch ° o1
9
be 9 an friendshi
ns
1
w?lh
i
t
ships J with lots of women who were in law
school and married
They were a real source of friendship
and strength.
So, now
1
have lots of friends who are working
and have little kids
All make different accommodations (Fran).

^

time

w'th

,

7

’

^

[In graduate school],

professional
Iney are not all
think the people
interesting than

a

.

I
didn't really know anyone who wasn't
[Currently, our friends are] mostly mixed.
couples, but mostly.
I
should add that I
we know from Harry's [department] are more
the people I know from [work] (Helen).

At this point, Helen's support network includes many
couples who share
her problem of infertility.
In

sum,

the six F/P women included in this chapter valued their

family life more than their career development.
them from childhood on.

professions.

Not until

a

goal for

their twenties did they deliberate on

Once they achieved credentials, they were not so willing

to lose the gratifications achieved from work.

birth.

Marriage was

Several delayed child-

Although they modified careers to accommodate the needs of hus-

bands and children, they still were intent on combining roles.

worked on

a

part-time basis.

Most

Babysitters were heavily relied upon in
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addition to housed eaners

These adjustments were made not without

.

guilt; in general, these women had not deviated
emotionally from the

conventional view that

cially with infants.

woman's place is rightfully in the home, espe-

a

Husbands were not expected to modify their busy

schedules in order to help with the added pressures
produced by parenthood.

The long-standing patterns were either traditional,
with husbands

contributing little to household maintenance, or egalitarian,
of labor based on sex roles.

division

At times, various stresses caused con-

flicts within the relationship.

these issues.

a

Most women believed they could resolve

Further, when reflecting on the course of their lives,

they were satisfied with their solutions to the balance of roles.

F/P women

:

Sex and other roles

.

These six F/P women were clearly influ-

enced by their sex role, in terms of the energy devoted to careers and
children.

Most tolerated their husbands' professional ambition, but

limited their own pursuit.
sex role conditioning.
I

think being

a

Many, like Nancy, attributed this mode to

"It is hard to evaluate that objectively because

female determines

a

great deal of one's behavior; the

way we've been brought up and conditioned to react to situations

is

the

way girls are supposed to."
In

student days, only half of these women reported different treat-

ment on the basis of their sex, most noticeably those in law school

where they stood out as

a

minority group.

they received more attention in courtrooms.

As legal counselors, however,

Those who entered graduate

school were in liberal arts fields, surrounded by other females.

distribution remained stable when employed as faculty.

This

Helen commented
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on

the invidious sex prejudice that still exists, even
in a woman's

college.

sought

For one, she observed that one of the language
departments

male professor with

a

a

wife who was also fluent in that language

and who would be willing to participate in social functions.

example offered was

a

colleague who married

a

Another

female graduate student.

She left school and became an accessory to her husband and
his work.
She grades his students'

term papers and makes cookies for departmental

functions; in general, her actions demean her in the eyes of the women
professors.

Helen believes, "It's wrong for people to work through

someone else, and not to directly" fulfill themselves.
Wendy was the only participant who worked for more than
in a

semiskilled job.

been in
a

he

a

She found this atmosphere supportive.

very protective situation.

female dominated scene.

When you work in

worked with

I

a

male.

a

a

few years
"I've

laboratory, it's

.chauvinist pig but

.

liked me very well and needed me, and he thought

I

was one of his

best students so he protected me."

Academia offers people
is

a

flexible schedule.

The legal profession

more demanding in terms of hours, so all the lawyers in this group

had to make adjustments when they had children.

Rhonda and Fran switched

to private practice, but Virginia prefered to do otherwise.
a

"There was

tremendous discrimination in the private practice of law which

managed to avoid.

In

I

the government, there was never discrimination.

It was hard to work out part-time arrangements

.

It shocked the employer

that you would even ask."

The cultural changes produced by the women's movement had little

effect on these women.

Rhonda objected to those feminists who uphold
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the idea

that anyone can manage

a

household whereas something else re-

quires special skill, and somehow that's better."
is

Fran thinks the group

currently in shambles:

The woman's movement opened up a range of options, but of
late
I
m irritated with it. A lot of people are projecting outlooks without looking at their personal makeup. The supposition is that a male's life is the norm and you have to achieve
that, rather than recognizing that it's personal.
This seems
to be changing now.
.

By and large, household tasks were divided on traditional

lines.

The most unconventional woman in this group felt some loss from sharing
her role of mother with her husband and housekeeper, but even she main-

tained

a

traditional view that husbands are the true breadwinners.

Fran's comment on financial responsibilities reflects the norm for these

women

My career is important emotionally.
., but, in all fairness,
his is important financially for us.
Though I've always
worked, I had the luxury of not feeling responsible for maintaining a family.
Our income allows us to do nice things rather than relying on it for bread and butter. My salary pays
for childcare.
We've talked about it.
Given the choice, in
an optimal world, Fred would chose half-time work, but I suspect emotionally he couldn't, and in fact, with his job, just
wouldn't. ... He's aware of his emotional baggage; his father was such a provider.
.

One's sense of femininity was supported by husbands, colleagues,
and students.

Nancy responded globally:

"I

couldn't pinpoint any per-

son, because it seems to me that what is expected of feminine behavior
is

supported by society at large, parents, friends, spouse."

one worked with men or women made a difference.

working in

a

Whether

Helen noted that by

woman's college she was conscious of being

a

female, in
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addition to the fact that her departmental colleagues
are mostly women.
Still, her major source of support came from within
herself and from her
spouse.

contrast, Rhonda receives

In

her work environment.

and

a

a

pass at me.

I

a

student falls in love

can't deny that's not

She attributes this interest to her being both

a

lawyer

woman.
It is

interesting to reflect on the life course of the siblings of

the F/P women.

and one

a

Half had older brothers, two of whom are professionals

businessman.

by these siblings.

credentials.
practice.

Both Fran and Helen were positively influenced

The others have younger brothers or sisters of mixed

Although Wendy's sister has

In

medical degree, she does not

a

Nancy's sister, on the other hand, returned to school when

her children were of school age.

No clear pattern is discernible.

sum, at least while in their young thirties, these six F/P women

put their professions on
ties.

lot of gratification from men in

"Every six months or so,

with me, or an attorney makes

flattering."

a

a

back-seat in favor of family responsibili-

The more gratification

a

woman received from

ly she was to expand her working hours.

careers to be affected by parenthood.

job, the more like-

a

Few perceived their husbands'

Traditional attitudes predomin-

ate.

Chapter Summary

:

Establ ishment of Careers and Family Patterns

(

Ages 28-37 )

This chapter focussed on evolving patterns in work and family life

during the years 28-37.
degree requirements

,

Within this period, 38 participants completed

an apprenticeship stage for some, and all entered
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the work world.

In formulating career directions,

they had to come to

terms with the limitations and benefits of their prior career
choice.
As time went by choices narrowed--in part because training led
them to

specialty areas and in part because the competitive job market dictated
certain realities.

The marital relationship was subject to changes dur-

ing this period in response to the ongoing maturation process, shifting

interpersonal needs, and external factors.
provisional
mate--i

life structures--e

.g

.

,

Most participants established

an occupational

role, a choice of

their twenties, and in their thirties built on and refined the

n

existing structure.

For some, prior decisions were modified.

Several

people had divorced in their late twenties, but all remarried.

Four

others who were not previously married, did so in these years.

Three

people returned to school

for additional degrees to enhance their pro-

fessional development.
For most of the participants, the transition from student to pro-

fessional was

a

smooth and welcome change.

an inner sense of professionalism as well

also the highly salient feature of

a

Employment brought with it
as external

sizable income.

recognition, and
The salaries al-

Most dramatic

lowed for other changes, such as becoming home owners.
was the change in the couple relationship from
The addition of

a

a

dyad to

a

child brought with it the new identity of

family unit.
a

parent,

and often--especial ly for the women--diminished the priority of work.

Seeking

a

viable solution to the demanding and frequently competing

roles as professional, marital partner and parent was

during these years.
a

a

major challenge

At times of heightened stress, such as

newborn, leisure pursuits were usually curtailed.

a

new job or
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In

general, settling into

a

career track and caring for one's first

infant caused the most role strain.

At the time interviewed, the parti-

cipants had passed through at least one of these disruptive events.
many, the memory was recent and not uncommonly, painful.

half the couples have

a

For

Approximately

child under three at the present time, and two-

thirds are adjusting to first children.

As could be expected, the lat-

ter group are all

regard to career tracks, 73

in their thirties.

In

percent of the participants now feel occupationally settled.

During

their thirties, however, some had floundered, and only 63 percent felt

settled within these years.
While not an absolute predictor of one's stage in the life cycle,

chronology is often linked to developmental stages.

(The length of

years in school has been noted to be another contributing factor.)

Seventy percent of the participants in this study are in their thirties;

eight percent are approaching their thirtieth birthday, and twenty-three
percent have lived beyond this decade.

The wide age range of partici-

pants has certain advantages and disadvantages.

Because this study was

not longitudinal, including individuals approximately the same age, it

was possible to include some people in the throes of adjusting to land-

mark events (e.g., childbirth, tenure), while also including

a

group of

people who had already been through and adjusted to these same events.
A retrospective study tends to suffer because, as demonstrated in the

Grant study, people's memory of stressful events tends to diminish as
they gain distance:

There are patterns and rhythms to the life cycle. The secret
of discovering these rhythms lies in our capacity to circum-
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vent the distorting effects of time upon our vision.
Maturation makes liars of us all.
Unconscious gratifii
S
f wishes also distorts the past (Vaillant,
1977, pp.
.

.

^

iQ 7 ?o

and past events are reinterpreted from
ant, 1977).

.

^

a

different perspective (Valli-

On the negative side, because some participants are still

in the process of resolving certain major life issues
of this period,

one is less able to draw conclusions on how the entire group resolved

these difficult periods.

For example,

a

typical hindrance in women's

employment patterns is having pre-school age children.

Only five cou-

ples in this study have children of school age or beyond, so it is im-

possible to draw conclusions on how this will be dealt with, or if it
will

be as major a detriment as some researchers report it to be.

Li fe

Stage Research

To review from the last chapter,

a

consensus was noted among those

researchers and authors investigating the adult life cycle (Gould, 1972;
Sheehy, 1976; Levinson et aJL

,

1978).

The years surrounding age 20 were

seen as a transition stage from adolescence into early adulthood, often

involving

a

struggle in separating from parents.

or so is described as

a

The next seven years

relatively stable period in which

a

provisional

life structure is fashioned by selecting occupational goals and marital

partners.

Describing this phase as stable

is

not meant to imply that it

^Although the Yale study purports a stage theory for adult life,
the information was gathered via interviews with men in the age-group of
Consequently, retrospective material forms the basis of the ear35-45.
This is not the case in
1978).
ly adulthood period (Levinson et_ aj_.
Gould's work (1972) nor in Sheehy's (1976).
,
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is not

difficult to pass through the rigorous years of professional

training.

Rather, the intent is to depict

a

time in which individuals

are preoccupied with fulfilling external demands and inner dictates
of

"shoulds"

,

during which inner doubts are momentarily assuaged.

Within the years under consideration, ages 28-37, the unison in de-

picting developmental stages is no longer found.

Because of this, ger-

mane similarities and differences between studies are discussed.
To begin with,

continuum emerges.

a

ports that the years around age 30 are

turmoil, followed by

a

— leads

Yale study (Levinson et al

.

,

to a full-out authenticity crisis.

While crises are more the norm than not, some men had

a

The

a

smooth

Then, until age 40, their tasks involve

second life structure (refining or revamping the provisional

structure of the twenties) and becoming "one's own man."
is

— some-

1978) allows for more variability around

passage into their thirties.

building

time of crisis and emotional

few years of settling down, which in turn

where between ages 35-45

age 30.

a

Sheehy (1976), on one end, re-

Gould (1972)

more conservative in describing the emotional upheaval produced by

the passage into the third decade of life.

His stage of questioning

one's identity and goals extended to the mid-thirties.

Between the

years 35-43, the questioning shifts in tone towards "quiet desperation,"
which eventually leads to stabilization and reconciliation.
to Sheehy's dramatic and rapidly shifting stages

depiction of the thirties as

a

is

In

contrast

Vaillant's (1977)

time of drab conformity.

Between 25 and

35, the men in the Grant study worked hard to build and consolidate ca-

reers.

Self-deception, rather than reappraisal of work and relation-

ships, was the norm.

Starting around age 40, the Grant study men began
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painful process of self-examination and shifting priorities.

a

When viewed from another perspective, the differences in the pre-

ceding studies are highlighted through imaginary graphs.

Sheehy's

(1976) stages could be depicted by an inverted U-shaped curve, with the

middle phase emotionally most stable.

Levinson's (1978) graph would be

similar, except that the curve would not descend until the forties.

depict Gould's (1972) periods,

a

To

line would begin part way up the scale

of satisfaction, and around age 35, to gradually descend.

The modal

pattern for the men in the Grant study (Vaillant, 1977) would be

a

like Gould's, only gradually descending towards the forties.

short,

In

line

in advance of the forties most people experience a time of emotional

heaval

,

midlife crisis.

a

up-

Not everyone, however, experiences this phe-

nomenon around the thirtieth year.

In

spite of the crises which are be-

lieved to occur around 30 and 35 or 40, there is

a

certain stability

that grows inbe tween.

Levinson (1978) and Sheehy (1976) consider the few years surrounding age 30 to be

a

transition period when, because of internal and ex-

reasons, "the life structure that has formed the basis for sta-

ternal

bility comes into question and must be modified" (Levinson et
p.

49).

,

1978,

Through this reappraisal and further exploration--which can

last five years--the possibility arises for creating

Specific to the Age 30 Transition

ture.

a]_.

is

"a

a

new life struc-

sense of greater urgency.

Life is becoming more serious, more restrictive, more 'for real'"
(

Ibid

.

,

p.

85).

Both Levinson and Sheehy focus on inner changes; the

former emphasizes that the changes in this period stem from the anticipation of the future, the eminence of Settling Down.

Sheehy traces the
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etiology to the surfacing of personal needs in contrast
to the "shoulds"
of the inner custodian

(the dictator/guardian derived from parental

figures in childhood).

While the years between 28 and 33 are typically

disruptive, facing the emerging issues squarely allows one to
alter the
life structure.

Levinson distinguished two broad sequences through the Age 30 Transition phase.

where

a

Among 40 men, 62 percent had moderate to severe crises,

man not only "encounters great difficulty in working on the de-

velopmental tasks of this period, [but can] feel he cannot go on"
(Ibj_d.

,

p.

This is

86).

a

painful

of the men interviewed experienced

transition.

In

contrast, 18 percent

"smooth process of change," where

a

they built a life structure based on the provisional groundwork of the

twenties.

Either "a man's life is going well and needs only minor ad-

justments, or the life structure may be seriously flawed, but he is unable.

.

.to acknowledge the flaws and work at changing them.

sions and unacknowledged difficulties often surface at

when they exact

a

heavier cost"

(

Ibid

.

p.

,

85).

a

The illu-

later time,

This last point, that

issues can only be avoided for awhile, is a tenet of Levinson's research

and Sheehy's (1976) too.
In

the early thirties, people begin

"Rooting and Extending" (Sheehy, 1976,
(Levinson et

al_.

,

1978, p. 84).

rational and orderly"

p.

a

phase termed alternatively
148)

and "Settling Down"

"Life becomes less provisional, more

(Sheehy, 1976, p. 148).

"Accommodations within

the existing framework [are preferable to] attempting major structural

changes" (Levinson

ejt

al_.

,

1978, p.

143).

The individual

is

prepared to

shape his life according to initial choices and long-range plans.

The
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tasks are twofold:

(1)

work at advancement.
and
is

to establish one's niche in society, and

The first task is abetted by

sense of competency in

a

a

chosen craft.

a

(2)

to

secure home base

The desire to accomplish

both internal --"converting the dream into concrete goals" (Sheehy,

1976, p. 148)--and external --gaining the respect of others.

task, establishing

a

stable work and family life, was fulfilled by most

of the men in the Yale study by age 36.

The second task, progressing

within the structure, extends beyond the thirties.
nest about climbing career ladders.

A man's occupational

his early thirties represents the bottom rung of
a

People become ear-

(The symbolic "career ladder" fig-

ures predominantly in the literature.)

may be

The first

status in

ladder.

a

The top rung

vague concept but he has "a strong sense of being at

point and of aspiring to move up" (Levinson

et_ a]_.

,

1978, p.

a

starting

142).

Reminescent of the dialectic between the Seeker and the Merger Self
(Sheehy, 1976) discussed in the previous chapter, the tasks of the thirties can be antithetical, since the impulse to improve oneself can

threaten the stability already achieved.

Unexpectedly, the Yale group

found that another set of conflicting wishes emerged around age 36; they
are independence versus affirmation--the wish "to do what he alone con-

siders most essential versus the desire to please one's colleagues and

superiors" (Levinson

et_ al_.

,

1978, p. 144).

A typical man in his late

thirties described feeling "held back--of being oppressed by 'others'
and restrained by his own conflicts and inhibitions"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

145).

The others being alluded to might be the corporate officers who value

conformity far more than independence, or other senior men who view an
assertive young employee as more of

a

threat than an asset.

As a man
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questions his own autonomy, "with some chagrin,
he discovers that he has
been too anxious to please and too vulnerable
to criticism" (Sheehy,
1976, p.

31).

in

response, the "little boy" self may be activated,
and

consequently, impulsivity and immaturity may hinder
relationships and
judgments.

The frequency

of this pattern was such that the Yale group

gave the second half of the Settling Down period its
own name, "Becoming

One

Own Man.

s

"

surge.

Issues of dependency, sexuality and authority can re-

Mentor relationships are likely to be especially stormy and

vulnerable"

(Levinson et

al_.

--Becoming One's Own Man

— is

life.

1978, p. 147; italics added).

,

followed by

This stage

transition stage into mid-

a

Sheehy (1976), in contrast, combines the features of these two

periods into one stage, "The Deadline Decade."
To backtrack for a moment, Levinson's

team of social scientists was

not only concerned with identifying the basic character of
the individual

variations within.

Becoming 30 was

phase, but a calm sequence was also noted.

period, five sequences were observed.

tains

stable life structure.

a

Sequence A.

In

a

a

period, but

markedly turbulent

During the Settling Down
Sequences A and B,

a

man main-

Fifty-five percent of the men followed

"In this pattern, a man's advancement is in accord with his

own timetable, the stresses are manageable, the gains outweigh the costs

of the struggle, and his inner sense of success exceeds his sense of
failure"

(1978, p. 154).

While this is the smoothest path through the

thirties, to some extent it was found to be based on
sion.

"Even when

a man

is doing well

in an

a

degree of illu-

extended sense, he may be

gaining rewards that will turn out to have little meaning or value for
him.

His life may provide genuine satisfactions but at great inner
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costs.

In

order to devote himself to certain goals, he
may have to ne-

glect or repress important parts of the self"
(Ibid.,

p.

153).

Twenty percent of the Yale study men hoped for
career successes,

but failure to advance according to their goals
produced an inner ex-

perience of defeat (Sequence B).

In

sequence

C

(13 percent of the men),

the recognition of intolerable flaws in their lives
prompted the men to

"break out" and create

a

new life structure in their late thirties.

Two

other sequences were defined, each comprised of three men or eight percent.

In

seen ways.

Sequence D, advancement changes the life structure in unforeSequence

E

differs from the other routes in that it is un-

stable from start to finish.
Levinson's research (1978) was quoted at length because it is most

descriptive of developmental periods, the tasks within, and the points

of crisis.

Individual

fluctuations within stages are also highlighted.

Gould's study, on the other hand, was designed to "highlight whatever

sameness inheres in

a

group of age-peers"

(1972, p. 531).

Typologies

are used by Vaillant (e.g., Lotus-eaters, Stoics, Perpetual Boys) and by

Sheehy (e.g., Locked-in, Wunderkind, Transients) to describe character
styles, but are not systemati cally linked to developmental phases.
Thus, in reviewing the findings of Gould (1972) and Vaillant (1977),
points of contrast between their work and that of Levinson's (1978) are

stresses
Gould's study differs from Levinson's (1978) and Sheehy

's

(1976) in

that questioning one's life structure begins around age 30, but gradually intensifies over the next decade.

tion, however, is similar.

The content of the self-examina-

The group between 29-34 "feel weary of de-

,
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voting themselves to the task of being what
they are supposed to (although they continue on), and just want
to be what they are.
cular, there is a dawning awareness that
"their will
(1972, p. 525).

In the

parti-

In

is not all

of them"

subsequent age group, 35-43, the questioning
is

more pervasive and conflictual, and there is an
increasing awareness of
a

time squeeze.

Involving oneself in work can be

make some dreams come true"

(

a

way to "hurry and

Ibid ., p. 526) and/or to compensate for de-

creasing satisfaction with marriage.

Notwithstanding the fluctuations in onset and intensity of crises,
one universal theme is that the third decade in the adult life
cycle
ushers in a phase of "opening up" to feelings and self-doubts.

In

marked contrast, when the Harvard alumnae included in the Grant study
were interviewed in their thirties, "the excitement and potential excellence of the college sample became lost in conformity.
19 had radiated charm now seemed colorless,

'gray flannel suits'"

in

to latency-aged chi

1

Men who at

hardworking, bland young men

(Vaillant, 1977, p. 217).

The men were likened

dren--"good at tasks, careful to follow the rules,

anxious for promotion, and willing to accept all aspects of the system.
.

p.

.

.

Adolescent idealism

is

sacrificed to 'making the grade'"

216), and remains dormant until

consider the thirties as

a

the fifth decade.

In

(

Ibid

.

brief, Vaillant

period of Career Consolidation, with materi-

alistic concerns peaking between the ages of 35 and 40.

The most common

psychiatric complaints reflected conflicts about success--too much, too
1 i

ttle--rather than questions of whether they married the right woman or

selected the most fulfilling career.

The values of those involved in

this study is reflected in the following statement:

"Eventually, most
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Grant study men outgrew the crassness and
the narrowness of Career Consolidation" (Ibid., p 219).
(It is interesting that Vaillant
himself
.

was in his thirties when he began the
analysis of data.)

Clearly, the lack of introspection observed
among the Grant study

men differs from the questioning and dynamic
changes experienced by peo-

ple in other studies.

Not to minimize the variation between observable

patterns of the thirties, there are two notable
similarities between
Vail! ant's work

(1977) and that of Levinson (1978).

In both studies,

one problem with success was finding "a precarious
balance between growing roots in order to settle down and simultaneously
striving for the

room-at-the-top, which is often somewhere else"

(

Ibid

.

,

p.

217).

Fur-

thermore, both authors concur that "the acquisition, assimilation, and

finally the casting aside of nonparental role models of mentors" (Ibid.,
p.

218)

is

a

developmental task of the thirties.

To review, four significant studies on the developmental

between the late twenties and thirties were summarized.

periods

The findings

were included in some detail because they had not previously been discussed and were believed to be relevant, and also because the results

were so often contradi ctory

.

Unfortunately, equivalent students on wom-

en in their thirties are lacking.

Only Gould (1972) and Sheehy (1976)

include women in their samples, but Gould's survey study disregards sex

differences, and Sheehy offers sketchy information on the career-minded

woman's passage through the thirties.
At this point, the experiences of those who participated in this

study are reviewed.

Emphasis is given to modal patterns within work

and family spheres during the years between 28 and 37.
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Professional Stages

In

the last chapter it was noted that 75 percent of the
partici-

pants had obtained professional degrees prior to age 28.

Still, only 18

percent (three men; four women) had been employed.
Which of the three general occupations

a

person entered has

ing on the time of onset of the young professional stage.

a

bear-

Those who

proceeded directly from college into law school were employed in their
twenties, and by age 30, had achieved some degree of job satisfaction
and success.

The graduate and the medical students, on the other hand,

were respectively completing dissertations and residency requirements

around age 28.

Nor was this necessarily the end of student days, be-

cause many accepted postgraduate positions and fellowships.
In addition,

six physicians in the group had committed themselves

to the Berry plan during medical school, which deferred military service

until

the completion of the internship year.

The advantage lay in that

active participation in overseas war efforts was preempted, and military

obligations could be fulfilled by working in
research institute.

a

government hospital or

Further, careful planning could secure

a

position

of preference, and sometimes one that could fulfill residency requirements.

The disadvantage was that relocating was often necessitated, beBy age 27 or

cause many of the best placements were in Washington, D.C.
28,

when tne men were prepared to serve, they were married.

ly,

five women were uprooted.

Consequent-

Like their husbands, they had time to job

hunt prior to relocating, but the move typically was more
their professional development than was true for the men.

a

hindrance to

Yet an addi-
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tional

disruptive move occurred two years later, after the
men had ful-

filled their obligation.

Negotiating career moves will prove to be one of the major
problems
for two-career couples.

(Time pressures and balancing children with

professions are the other significant issues.)

Several

patterns of re-

solving this dilemma were illustrated by the forced move of the Berry
plan.

In

half of the couples, the women followed unquestioning, but at

least three suffered depressions.
friends and preferable jobs.

Contributing factors were the loss of

Two women delayed plans to further their

education because two years were not sufficient to complete

a

and they were uncertain about the feasibility of transferring.

program,
Only one

man remained an additional year so his wife could complete the residency

program she had started, thus delaying his own training.
man worked in

a

local

Similarly, one

public health service rather than move; "staying

put" was less disruptive than relocating twice in two years.
ple,

This cou-

the G's, had settled in one city in their early twenties, and both

partners subsequently made accommodations.

The E's worked out another

resolution, which was to live an hour away from Washington, D.C., so

that Ellen could continue her training in

a

reputable program.

Both

commuted, and neither was particularly happy during these years, but
both advanced professionally.

Until

this point, emphasis has been given

to the draft as a major upheaval in the lives of five couples.

Mention

should be made that at least one couple found these two years to be relaxing.

Most important, it gave the men, and

a

few women, time to con-

sider the direction of their careers.
To review, while in their twenties 38 participants began profes-
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sional

training.

By age 32, all

but two had completed their schooling.

Tom and Victor were the exceptions.

Both men had served in the army,

then made false starts towards occupational roles,
and eventually entered medical

school.

They were not the only people who demonstrated

zigzag route towards professional development.

participants were observed to follow
Routes."

About 25 percent of the

sequence termed "Checkered Career

The dominant feature of this group was "time-out" between

school.

The majority, however, fit into

rupted Studies."
as an arrow"

starts" for
In

a

sequence labelled "Uninter-

Within this group were three subpatterns:

(20 people),
a

a

year or two

"quivering arrows"

"straight

people), and "false

(9

(3 people).

this chapter, which explores the years between 28 and 37, vari-

ous patterns emerged for those 38 people with professional degrees.

quence A:
terns.

a

Strai ghtfoward Advancement

Se-

is comprised of three subpat-

The straightest path was to find employment at the place where

one trained; second to this was to seek out an initial job.
case, one stays put and advances within the system.

these patterns at the time interviewed,

switch was

a

definite prospect.

by seven people.

tling down.

5

In

either

While 17 people fit

made it clear that a job

The third subpattern was demonstrated

That is, lateral moves for

a

year or two, then set-

For ease this subpattern is termed "initial fluctuations."

In all, 63 percent of the professionals comprise the "straightforward

advancement" group, though many are so young that it is uncertain that
their careers will continue to advance smoothly.

Career Routes

consists of

Checkered

people.

11

Postdoctoral fellowships

Sequence B:

.

The sequences defined above refer to
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patterns of advancement as professionals.

Before proceeding with

a

dis-

cussion of such patterns, mention must be made
of an interim phase.

Be-

tween the student and the young professional
stages was often an appren-

ticeship stage.

Serving as

a

resident is the most obvious example, be-

cause the physicians are still heavily involved
receiving salaries.

Participation in

a

in

training while also

residency program is not

a

re-

quirement for all forms of medical practice, but only Victor
chose not
to take this route after medical

school.

Generally, though, securing

fellowships and postdoctoral positions are an optional stage.

Such po-

sitions never offer the salaries of jobs, but they frequently enhance
person's standing in the competitive job market.
or more postdocs.

In

a

Four Ph.D.s took one

the basic sciences, postdocs were common.

Paul

commented that "most of the students in this lab went on to do postdoc-

toral.

...

I

never thought about doing anything else."

Six physi-

cians also accepted fellowships, which boosted their chances for
reer in academic medicine.

a ca-

Tom's comment illustrates this route:

I was
a resident, then a teaching fellow, a fellow, then an
instructor,.
.with a continuous grant from the government.
The fifth year I was doing pretty much what I wanted.
Then I moved on to a staff position. ...
I
got attached to
doing some consultation with Z
left,
... When Z
I
was offered his job, which seemed a natural thing to do.
.

.

.

.

.

In sum,

32 percent (six men, six women) of the participants sought out

or accepted postgraduate positions or fellowships.

Sequence A

:

Strai ghtforward advancement

.

Transition from student to professional

.

In

general, locating a

satisfactory position directly after completing training was

a

difficult
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task.

The easiest path was to be offered

where one had trained, either as

a

a

staff position in the place

postdoc or

a

resident.

Seven physi-

cians were in this fortuitous position, but
only one doctoral student.

Interestingly, this person--Kathleen--found an
occupational niche in
medical institution where she had been working as

a

postdoc.

a

Although

highly speculative, it does seem that promising students
can find associations with hospitals to be rewarding.

Medical personnel, it seems,

are just as likely to hire people they know, people
who are products of

their own training programs.

Tom noted that his acceptance into one

hospital's program and the opportunity to advance through its system,
gave him a chance to "grow up there," gaining an inner sense of profes-

sionalism as well as achieving job security.
Locating one job with potential

.

One factor influencing career

routes that emerged with some regularity was that
the initial entry into jobs.

a

medical degree eased

The four physicians in this group had set-

tled on career directions while residents, and often had future positions lined up long before completing their training programs.

for example,

Glen,

followed through with his original plan from medical school

days to join a friend in

a

group practice.

Four Ph.D.s were included in this group, all of whom had an inter-

est in academics.

In retrospect, this path appeared smooth,

but achiev-

ing job security through their early thirties was far from simple.
begin with, finding an academic job was

moment, the sixties were

a

a

To digress for a

challenge.

golden age for educational pursuits.

ate schools admitted large classes and then-- through

whittled down the number of students.

To

a

Gradu-

series of exams--

Still, by the late sixties, there
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were

a

larger number of fresh Ph.D.s seeking
jobs than there were avail-

able slots.

The difficulty was encountered by all.

Kevin, for example,

noted:

About 1969 the job situation really went sour.
Until that
time all you really had to do was go out into
the hallway and
pull off one of the notices that interested
you.
It just
dried up all at once,.
.so I knew it was going to be bad for
.

Kevin's solution was to accept

university.

a

faculty position in

a

distant Canadian

He considered himself fortunate to be hired by
a renowned

school, and attributes his good fortune to the fact that his
graduate
school

advisors had both spent sabbatical time in that school.

Nancy

too found a satisfying academic job, though it necessitated a two-hour

commute three times

a

week.

Relocating was not considered, because

there were no better positions closer to home.
ities

in

"There are no opportun-

the humanities, because it is going out of style, it seems, and

teaching jobs in general."
In short,

for the Ph.D. academics, it was

on the bottom rung of a career ladder.

a

challenge simply to get

The next stage was being reap-

pointed after two years, which depended on one's acknowledged competence
in teaching and research.

Harry commented on the "horrendous pressure"

on academics, "especially the first time [one] teaches

addition, one has to be
words:

"A lot

a

prolific writer.

a

course."

In

Continuing with Harry's

of people solve the tension by sitting down at their

desks for as much as they can take, but that's no solution if the eco-

nomic situation is not viable."

The next steps in the academic hierarchy are tenure, then promo-
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tion.

Echoing the others, Kevin observed that
"both are barriers and

dividing points, and
The age at which

quite obviously wanted both."

I

a

person was interviewed has consistently
been

deciding factor affecting career advancement
and job satisfaction.
eral

a

Sev-

people have not yet achieved tenure, and expressed
much apprehen-

sion.

The fear was that, if not asked to remain,
one would be forced to

forage for

a

new job and have to begin again to mount the
academic pyra-

mid, or, as an alternative, attempt to work outside
one's accustomed

sphere.

achieved.

Older participants recalled their relief once tenure
was
"It did make some difference," Mark felt, "I sat around
for

the following year getting used to having tenure."

Initial
A.

fluctuations

As mentioned a third variation of Sequence

.

Straigh tfoward Advancement

this subgroup because they had

was noted.
a

Four people were included in

sense of the type of jobs that would be

fulfilling, but only first jobs were disappointing.

physician in this group.

Nick is the only

He was headed for a career in academic/re-

search medicine.

In order to work with a well-known physician, he relo-

cated in Boston.

This job fell below his expectations, so Nick located

another position within the city in which he is "reasonably content."
The task for the lawyers was not so much in finding employment, but in

obtaining positions in line with their expectations.

The problem was

succintly expressed by Adam:

The most disillusioning part of law school is that lots and
.with the idea that they're going to be
lots of people go.
You find that in most cases,
Ralph Nader when they get out.
the job market dictates what your first job will be, and to
some extent the direction in which you're heading.
.
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After

a

series of one-year jobs, Adam has temporarily
settled in

large, private firm.

Others, like Don, strived to make

themselves in government agencies.

a

a

place for

Don's efforts have been rewarded.

While still in his early thirties, he has gained

a

local

reputation.

The security is not absolute; as with any
government position, his job

depends on the whim of elected officials.
Four women with graduate degrees were also included
in this group.

For Helen, her initial years as

she could not locate

a

a

doctorate were disheartening because

truly professional position.

which employed her husband offered her
mally.

a

The university

lecturer post, which paid mini-

"Earning $3,000 made me feel really demeaned.

.

.

.

They dole

out crumbs at the very last minute and change your class after it's
started.

...

I

hated my job.

.

.and had the status of a janitor."

Still, Helen had no gaps in her curriculum vita, and soon obtained

sirable position.
makes

a

"Getting

a

full-time job and having

huge difference to me."

a

a

de-

contract really

Helen is on the first step towards ad-

vancement in an academic career, and

is

not certain that this route will

fulfill her expectations, nor that she can progress through the neces-

sary steps, so she is exploring other options.

Some others changed the direction of their careers in response to

inner criteria.

Christine and Mary, for example, were doing well in

academics but left to pursue other ventures.
by Gai

The theme was articulated

1

There is something about graduate school training that gives
you a model that very few people can fulfill, because not many
.to make it in
people are that bright, or that consumed.
that narrowly defined academic sense that most programs in.
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St 11
graduate students.
if you find yourself
l
not publishing in the major journals, you feel
like a secondclass citizen.
People either do two things:
they either buck
their heads against that wall for the rest of their
lives, or
they find something which they enjoy doing and which
they are
good at.
I
realized that (1), I didn't enjoy that kind of research.
.and (2), that was not where my comparative advantage lay.
.

.

.

.

In sum,

ployment.

nine people made lateral moves in their early years of em-

Some were seeking more rewarding positions in line with their

previous intentions.

Others found themselves reassessing original

goals, and stepping out of the paths they were trained for in order to

achieve personal satisfaction.
their early or

mi d-thi

rties.

Many of those interviewed are still in

While their careers are advancing accord-

ing to the prescribed timetables, not all are satisfied.

The K's, for

example, are both content with their academic positions, but foresee

moving back into the United States.

Finding good jobs of equivalent

status is important to both mates, and this task will be easier in their
late thirties or forties, once they have achieved sizable reputations.

The E's are younger, and while both partners have advanced smoothly so
far, they have been actively engaged in a job search for the last few

years--unsuccessful ly so far.

professionals can expect

a

Consequently, it does seem that young

few years of initial

fluctuations in their

employment records, in response both to the harsh realities of the job
market and their coming to terms with the roles expected of them on the
basis of their training versus their own intrinsic needs.

At this point, the essentially straightforward career paths of 27
people, or

71

percent of the participants with professional degrees, has

been discussed.

Now the career routes of the remaining group will be
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consi dered

Sequence

—
ti ci

Q_:

Ch ecke re

Mtiators

career routes.

and the resp onders

.

Twenty-nine percent of the par-

pan ts changed jobs every few years
within their thirties.

tions for doing so differed.

For some men, frequent moves
satisfied

needs for adventure and career
development.

health provides an example.

Motiva-

A decision to enter public

Two men pursued this route, which
involved

serving abroad in underdeveloped countries,
then returning to school for
a

master's degree in public health.

The rewards could be tremendous.

Victor felt his work was "an adolescent dream
come true."
Ira remarked:

"I

Similarly,

have been out doing great work, not great in
Nobel

Prize-great-accompl ishment, but great in terms of enjoyment
for me."

Nonetheless, both men changed the direction of their
careers.

played

a

Sickness

part in both men's decisions to relocate back in the
States.

Ira was sensitive also to the fact that his travelling
disrupted his

family life.

The wives of these "initiators" might well be called the "responders," for inadvertently they found themselves facing the job market

every few years.

Fortunately for these women, and one can speculate for

the stability of their marriages, all managed to grow professionally

This pattern is epitomized by the life history of Virginia, who moved
five times between the years 28-35.

While she continuously worried that

she would not find employment, she always did, though once not

and sometimes not to her liking.

in

law,

Still, she constructed an impressive

vita while following her husband around the world.

Accommodating to
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their husbands' frequent moves also
took its toll in Irene's and Lillian s careers and their sense of
professionalism.
In

the preceding cases, the men chose
to move around and explore

job opportunities, and their families did
not object to following.

For

others, like the P's, external factors
influenced the wandering lifestyle.

Like many others, Paul and Peggy completed
graduate school in

the late sixties, when opportunities
for academics and researchers were

limited.

Both pursued a series of postdoctoral

hunting.

Paul

fellowships while job

commented on the frustrating politics of the
situation.

The government keeps turning postdocs on and off, which
is
nervewracking.
You just can't turn on a faucet and expect to have scientists ful ly- trai ned; it takes some planning.
... I started looking for a job and couldn't find anything
satisfactory
It took a long time,.
.it got a little harried.
When I was looking for a job I wasn't alone, several hundreds of thousands were too.
.

.

.

.

.

When

a

.

.

.

job opened up, Paul accepted it, even though it offered no long-

range security, and meant he had to relocate and start work within
week.

a

Peggy looked for work within the vicinity, but many months went

by before her search was successful.
be together on weekends.

the meantime, they commuted to

In

Over the years, Peggy's area of expertise had

shifted towards medical-research, an area
had narrowed.

Within

a

few years, Paul

in demand,

while Paul's field

faced unemployment.

Although he

was prepared to leave research, and Peggy was quite content and committed to her job they mutually agreed on another relocation.

Peggy re-

flected on their game plan.

We finally gambled that I could find a good job or at least
something.
Since his job would be so much better, even if
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W0Uld Sti]1 be better for the sum

Their game plan was successful in terms
of their professional lives, but
nonetheless, returning to

a

city they recently left is a definite
possi-

bility.

Career swjtchers
ties.

for

Two women switched their fields in their
thir-

Jan had found nursing to be limited, so she
returned to school

a

Ph.D.

in internal

In her late thirties,

Sara realized that her specialty area

medicine was too restrictive

part-time manner.
a

.

Thus, she entered

more flexible field.

a

a

field to be pursued in a

residency program to retrain in

Children delayed Jan's plans and prompted

Sara's, but the sum result was that not until Jan was 35 did
she feel
the freedom to determine a career direction, and Sara was
in her forties.

These women were not the only participants to express some dis-

satisfaction with the outcome of their chosen careers.

A third consid-

ered a change, but frequent moves, three children, and ultimately the
length of time away from the student role deferred her from realizing

her inner fantasy.
Several physicians--similar to Sara--expressed regrets about their

specialty areas, because of the long hours, the need to publish and keep
up with journals,

and— at times— the "anti-life" quality of

the work.

A

few attorneys and Ph.D.s spoke of misgivings about not utilizing all of

their skills in current jobs.

And finally, individuals had to reckon

with the fact that jobs offering personal fulfillment often granted the

least financial rewards.

Public service jobs and academia, for example,

paid less than private practice.

The solution of most of the people in-

e
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terviewed was to work in the most
gratifying positions, and to supplement incomes via a limited private
practice. Obtaining financial security did not dominate their talk, as
was noted among Variant's (1977)

men who were so very pragmatic in their
thirties.

speculate that
sonal

a

very real advantage of

a

This leads one to

two-career couple is the per-

freedom to select choice jobs, secure in the
knowledge that one

not the sole wage earner in

is

family.

a

Further, both Levinson (1978) and Vaillant
(1977) reported that the

men they interviewed often stifled their
initiative and complaints in

their work environments, so as not to impeded their
advancement.
in

People

this study were less reticent to push for what they
believed in.

Even in their early thirties, a number of participants
recalled inci-

dents where they were assertive in negotiating job contracts
and respon-

sibilities.

While the men enumerated more such incidents, the women

clearly could be forthright in

a

work context.

Ellen, for example, con-

fronted hospital administrators with the successful operation of her
laboratory, and demanded more funding.

Significant factors influencing the professional rol
Age

.

There are many factors influencing one's inner sense of pro-

fessionalism.

In this study, as in others

lant, 1977; Levinson

tional

.

roles.

et^

,

(e.g., Sheehy, 1976; Vail-

1978) age is a factor influencing occupa-

Obtaining professional degrees consumed most of their

twenties, so around age 30 most people were just preparing to grasp

rung on career ladders.
ance of

a

decent job.

As stated, a professional

a

degree was no assur-

Individuals were not willing to live apart from
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their marital partners, but eight people
did accept jobs involving twohour commutes at this early stage in
professional development.
The effects of age were reflected in
the interviews.
example, has the most recent memory of
medical school.

inner changes, "almost metamorphi ses

,

"

Barry, for

He addressed the

that occur due to the nature of

the program.

A lot of the enthusiasm one has about
things--radi cal ism and
idealism in medicine-~is tempered by the fact that
you spend
so much time in training that by the time
you are finished
you can't mount, the attack.
Personally, I haven't come
.

.

.

to a sense of direction, career-wise.

In actuality,

Barry has

a

responsible position directing

the disadvantage that it entails

a

long daily commute.

a

program, with

Another job

might be more convenient but would offer less opportunity to
demonstrate
competence.
A few years of employment rarely dampened these people's spirits.
Beth has mapped out a timetable spanning the next two decades of her

life.

"I

think

a

lot, and always have, about where I'd like to go,

[barely] managed to get there.

Adam does not have
sis,
ful

a

Even at this point I'm getting itchy."

map but is filled with dreams.

Rather than

a

cri-

the prospect of so many avenues in and outside of law are delight-

.

I
anticipate that at some point in time there will be a change,
and when it will occur or what it will be, I haven't the
slightest idea.
In some ways it's very exciting.
., you
like to feel that you're not too old to change. On the other
hand, there is something nice about being in one place.
.

Not feeling settled down at age 29, Adam reflected, is probably part of

.
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"a growing process

Twenty-eight percent of those interviewed were
near or
mid-thirties.

Of these

11

are preparing to return to

people, 6 feel settled career-wise.

The I's

city where job prospects await them, and

a

where they have friends and
to a familiar city.

in their

a

house.

The L's are less eagerly returning

At the time interviewed, Larry's future job repre-

sents a career shift, and Lillian is concerned with
finding fulfilling

work.

Serial jobs and child care have interfered with her
professional

growth

Fifteen percent of the participants are currently in their late
thirties.
tional

These six conveyed

roles.

a

sense of security about their occupa-

Mark, for example, attributed his sense of professional-

ism to the publication of his first book.

Being able to "exercise

choice," to select freely research topics, also abeted this sense.

prior years Mark felt like

a

nonprofessional, which meant "trying

In
to

please other people, trying to get recognition, jump through hoops be-

cause you think you're supposed to rather than what you want."

The

transformation Mark described has elements like in the stage of Becoming
One's Own Man, which Levinson (1978) observed among the Yale study men
in

this age range.

The participants in this study have room to progress within the
system.

The five academics have achieved tenure, but promotions to as-

sociate or full professorships are still to be accomplished.

spoke of books to be written and "greener pastures" elsewhere.
Nancy seemed dubious about the future.

Others
Only
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guess anybody who's done the same thing for
about ten years
Is this what I want to do the rest
of my
life
And in teaching, particularly I think a lot of
the
stimulation does come at the beginning.
I

stfts thinking.

,

She answers her question by saying, "It's hard
to imagine [doing] this
unti

1

I

'm 65.

Twenty percent of the participants have lived beyond age
38.

The

progression of their careers will be discussed in the next chapter.
Mentors and students

.

In

the sometimes frustrating task of obtain-

ing jobs, assistance from former professors could ease the
process.

Half the participants

— mostly

from the P/F group--recei ved help from es-

tablished mentors who used their influence in the proverbial "old boys'
network."

The value of personal contacts was succintly stated by Barry:

"If you think anybody ever gets into an institution by sheer brain

power, you are grossly mistaken.

[There are] too many bright people

around; those who get in do so by

a

phone call."

Once into the work world, mentor relationships were rare.
few people maintained their ties.

with former thesis advisors.

Only

a

The K's, for example, enjoy visiting

Kevin commented that they still act as

teachers, suggesting ideas for future research.

Yet the K's are re-

quested to present colloquiums and, by doing so, shift from being students to colleagues.

Lillian and Virginia were fortunate to be favored

by a professor and a judge, respectively.

As the women job-hopped every

few years, these mentors continued to be instrumental.

Virginia attri-

butes her current and prestigious position partly to her mentor.
time when

I

was looking for

a

job, or even when

ways be suggesting other jobs, opportunities."

I

"Every

was working, he'd al-
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In essence,

few participants sought out or
created mentoring rela-

tionships in their thirties.

Contact with mentors from school
years be-

came less frequent over time.

At points of transition, such as
job

changes, mentors lent their support as
sponsors and career counselors.
The modal pattern was

a

gradual

loss of involvement.

This observation

differs radically from the typical pattern
for the Yale study men,
where, most often, "an intense mentor
relationship ends with strong con-

flict and bad feelings on both sides"
(Levinson et

al_.

,

1978, p.

100).

The special quality of the mentoring relationship
had less saliency
for the participants in this study during
the decade considered, ages
28-37.

Being valued and respected by professional
colleagues and super-

iors was significant.

that said,

Gail

remarked, "I guess

'Yes, you are a professional,'

motions were one visible means of support.

needed the environment

I

before

felt like one."

I

Pro-

For those in the private

sector, like law firms and medical group practices, the obtainment
of

partnerships was an acknowledgement of one's competency.

Glen, for ex-

ample, is the youngest partner, but has "attained

a

beyond his years.

junior partner.

"I

certainly don't feel like

a

position of respect"
I

make more money for the group than anybody else because of my training."

Another contributing factor to the inner sense of professionalism
was the task of teaching others.
the participants

(10 men;

11

While in their thirties, 55 percent of

women) assumed the role of teacher.

sistently, students strengthened one's professional identity.

Con-

Kevin's

statement--"my professional career began effectively when [students]
started to refer to me as Dr. K

"--illustrates just how valuable it

can be to have students seeking and valuing one's opinion.
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Clearly, recognition by significant
others--peers

,

students, super-

iors, spouses, and parents-increases
feelings of self-worth and profes-

sionalism.
ant,
to

This finding is amply documented
(e.g., Sheehy, 1976; Valli-

1977).

What was not expected was the rapid
transition from student

teacher.

Although still in their thirties, several
participants were

acting as mentors or role models for others.

Functioning in this capa-

city is typically considered part of later
decades of life (e.g., Erikson,

1950; Levinson et

al_.

,

1978).

the preceding pages, some of the most significant
factors con-

In

tributing to professional growth--both inner feelings of
competency and

observable advancement--have been discussed.

Career routes--academic,

private firms, public service--have their own timetables.
age of

a

participant is

symbolic career ladder.

a

critical determinant of one's placement on the
A third variable integral

to the core identity

of professional was having the respect of others--superiors

students.

Fi nal

Secondly, the

,

peers and

ly--notwi thstandi ng the fact that many worked hard to

advance their careers--good luck played

a

part.

To illustrate, both

Peggy and Lillian were in positions to assume leadership roles when
their superiors left.

Without being trite, there was enough evidence to

support the notion that "being in the right place at the right time"

is

definitely helpful to career advancement.

Mari tal

Marriages within these years

.

Stages

The K's, as well as the five people

who had been divorced, married within the few years surrounding age 30.
All

but the W's married people they met through professional

training
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schools, so they shared occupational
interests.

considering professional degrees,
but had

a

The W's were not yet

mutual

interest in politics.

Tom and Russell, both P/F men,
married in the latter half of their
thirties.
Each had been heavily involved
with other women but the rela-

tionships did not lead to commitment.

The relationships with their fu-

ture spouses did not progress smoothly,
but after two years, both men

married.

Then, within the next year, each
started

house, and became

a

father.

Age was

transition into "settling down."

a

a

new job, bought

a

motivating factor in their swift

Levinson noted

a

similar phenomenon

among the Yale study men who decided to marry
in this period, because

marriage and family were seen to be central
elements "for
balanced life" (1978,

p.

a

more stable,

143).

Need complementari ty" between the partners was
emphasized more
than similarities

(see Rubin,

1973).

Russell,

a

self-acknowledged work-

aholic, was drawn to his wife's relaxed attitude towards
work, her sim-

plicity and modesty, and her strong family ties.

For many years Tom had

fluctuated in regard to career goals and personal relationships; he
was

attracted to
years.

woman whose plans had been formulated in adolescent

a

Her fortitude was appealing to Tom:

women are strong.

"I

think that professional

[Terry's] strength and power are nice to be with; it

makes it easier on me."

Marrying

a

woman with

a

important to Kevin and Mark.

career and interests of her own was also
Perhaps because age and other involvements

engendered more maturity, none of the professionals who married after
age 28 rushed into matrimony.

Courtships lasted at least two years.

Patterns of daily living were discussed and often worked through by liv-
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ing together.
In

the literature on marriage,

the prospect of singlehood into
the

thirties prompts fear of loneliness and
isolation (e.g., Slater, 1970;
Sheehy 1976; Vaillant, 1977; Levinson
et al_.
1978).
Few participants
,

,

in this study spoke of such a
"lacuna"

in their life structure,

again, all had been married or involved
with others.

Parents were con-

sistently supportive and oftentimes relieved
by the marriages.
tual

but then

The ac-

ceremonies were more casual than was true for
those married in

their early twenties.
Marri_a£e

as^

a^

process^.

Between the years 28-37, two notable phases

are observed in marital relationships.

The first of these is the "Young

professional stage"; second is "Parenthood."

scriptive for all the couples.

These stages are not de-

Only six couples worked for one or more

years before beginning childbearing.

Two other couples intended to do

the same, but accidental pregnancies interfered with their
plans.

In

both cases, the women conceived during their last year as residents.

A

third women also conceived without planning shortly after completing her

studies.

Furthermore, four couples have not yet entered the parenthood

stage, though two expect to do so in the near future.

For those six couples who did not rush into parenthood, the years
as the "young,

tionship.
terests.

professional couple" were beneficial to the marital rela-

They found they had more time for themselves and personal inWhile long hours were often devoted to work, there was mutual

agreement between spouses.

In

contrast to the difficulties of the stud-

ent stage, work in this period of advancing one's career brought intrinsic satisfaction.

In

addition, this was an opportunity to achieve pro-

»

,
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fessional and financial security
before advancing to parenthood.

consensus of those couples who
experienced

a

The

stage as young profession-

als without children was that
this was one of the most
rewarding of

times, a chance to renew relationships
and stabilize careers.
In

fact, there seemed to be so many
advantages for remaining in

this stage for at least a year,
that one must pause to consider why
four

couples rushed directly from student
days into parenthood.

The major

reason was the "age 30 myth," the notion
that for physical reasons

a

woman should begin child rearing by
30 (which coincided with the timing
of graduation for many Ph.D.s and M.D.s).

Similarly, many men felt

"time passing them by" and pressed for
children.

also curtailed this stage for three women.

occurred within

a

Accidental pregnancies

Because these pregnancies

year of planned parenthood, the women were sometimes

embarrassed, but not displeased.

relocating when pregnant.

Difficulties involved job hunting and

Because the decision to have children and

child rearing is an important part of the thirties as is
career advancement, this topic will be discussed in

a

subsequent section.

The Interaction between Work and Fami ly

The recent literature on adult life stages and two-career couples

reflect the interaction between work and family roles, especially during
the years considered (e.g., Burke & Weir, 1976a, 1976b; Martin et

1975; Berger et
al

•

with which

,

1976; Hunt & Hunt,

1977; Pleck, 1977; Staines et

The major theme of the thirties is balancing children with

1977).

careers.

al_.

al_.

Planning and timing are mediating factors influencing the ease
a

child can be integrated into the existing life structure.
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——

nSUi0n-

£iEenthood.

In

the course of most couples

lifetimes, they will add the
role of parent to that of
spouse.

1

"For

a

married couple to remain deliberately
childless was anathema" (Bernard,
1972, p. 60), and one child is the
least popular family size choice

(Weingarten, 1978).

Reflecting the cultural norms, among
the couples

interviewed, only one pair purposely
plans to be childless, and another
finds one child a satisfying
resolution.
A difference emerges in the

timing of childbearing for the
couples interviewed, both compared to
the

average American couple who enters this
stage in their early twenties,
and to those two-career couples in
other studies (Rapoport & Rapoport,
1971b; Bernard,

1972; Holmstrom, 1972).

2

In the present study, with two

exceptions, childbearing for the women began
in the late twenties and

extended into the thirties, with the average
age for the first child being 29.93 years.

Several had their first child at age 34, and
the sec-

ond at age 37 or 38.

The men, who were typically older than their wives

became fathers at an average age of 31.10 years.
Not having children produces its own conflicts and resolutions.

Four couples are in this situation; each pair
range and each has its own resolutions.
range;

a

in a different age

The B's are in the age 30

the woman wishes to postpone child rearing until

sionally.
ing

is

The H's are

a

settled profes-

few years older and face the hardship of desir-

child and being unable to conceive; their solution

is

adoption.

The K's are in their mid-thirties; at this time, neither spouse wants

Both the Rapoports and Holmstrom interviewed couples in the late
sixties, close to a decade before the interviews for this study occurred
.
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children.

And lastly, the P's, who are now
in their late thirties,
have
also confronted fertility problems
and have made peace with a life
without children. Typically, not until
people face the approaching forties
are they able to accept the
consequences of their action regarding
children (e.g., Bullough, 1974; Weingarten,
1978).

The timing of childbirth was most
often left to the women.

Many

factors contribute to the decision, such
as the age of graduation, ca-

reer-orientation, and type of work.

The universal pattern for all the

women was to wish to postpone childbearing
until the completion of
studies.

Regardless of how committed they were to professions,
the time

they graduated seemed most predictive of
when the mother role would come
into prominence.

Because

a

law degree required the fewest years of pre-

paration, these women usually had their first child
at age 28.5 years.
The mean for those with graduate school degrees was
29.58, which is

skewed downward.

The physicians bore their first child at 31.1 years.

The group of Ph.D. women is most variable, with one becoming
22 and others at 34.

mother at

Among the four childless women, three have Ph.D.s.

Many women were also interested in
having children.

a

a

degree of job security before

For this reason, seven mothers worked for at least

year before conceiving.

a

Four others were pregnant (one accidentally)

when they completed training.

long-range career planning.

Child rearing was

a

common factor in

Before conceiving, some discussed the pos-

sibility of part-time and flexible work hours with their employers.
Some turned down or left high-pressured jobs.

practice with
several women.

a

colleague who was also

a

Establishing

a

private

mother was an option taken by
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In terms

of work-orientation, the
distinction between the P=F and

F/P women diminished with the
birth of children.

Most chose to work

part time and six interrupted their
professional development to care for
infants.
Continuous full-time employment was
found only among the P/F
women.

This group was also the most likely
to hire live-in help or

full-time babysitters.

Consistent with this theme, three of
the eight

P/F women deferred childbearing
although pressed by their husbands.

Further,

a

conscious decision for childlessness was
reported only by

a

P/F woman.
The men were typically enthusiastic
about entering the parenthood
stage.

dicted

They were less concerned with timing,
basically because few prea

child to have

a

substantial effect on their careers.

Still,

a

few men were ambivalent about children, but
as many were more eager than

their wives.

A lack of agreement about the timing of childbirth
strained

some relationships.

Glen, for example, waited almost

wife to decide to conceive.

Gail,

a

a

decade for his

P/F woman, "was bound and deter-

mined to wait" until the timing was right professionally.
first position proved unsatisfying, Gail

When her

took an academic job.

Again,

she deferred childbirth until she felt secure in this new position.

addition, like other P/F academics, she planned to have
so it would not interfere with the school

semesters.

child in June

a

Though Glen waited

longer than any of the other men, when he finally became

more appreciative.

In

a

father he was

He was settled professionally, and could afford to

limit his work hours to participate in child care.

There are several examples when one spouse compromised, though did
not concede, to partner's desires regarding childbirth.

The most inno-
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vative solution was arrived at by
the C's.

Charles was pressing and

Christine was ambivalent "until the
point that [she] wanted to try."
They reached an agreement when
Charles reduced his work hours to
allow
him to care for the infant two full
weekdays, and Christine continued to
be a full-time academic.

Even with careful planning, the
unexpected could and did occur.
First, difficulty conceiving and the
physical condition of the child

sometimes led to unpredicted difficulties.

Secondly, the role of par-

ent often necessitated adjustments in
one's home and work life exceeding

original expectations.
Even in this small group of parents, two
couples were saddened by

their inability to conceive.

Four pairs faced unplanned pregnancies,

which may have been embarrassing, but did not stop
the women from completing their training or fulfilling professional
obligations.

Several

women reported difficult pregnancies which sapped their
vitality.
death of

a

two women.

The

parent or an in-law during this time caused more strain on
Lillian noted the stress from the "combination of new jobs,

new home, new baby, new everything," an experience shared by five
other

women.

Premature deliveries affected four others, for most, this was an

inconvenience, but for Sara, premature births had

longlasting outcome.

a

more tragic and

The S's lost their first child, and the second,

also born prematurely, was impaired.

For the next few years, the couple

worried about the extent of brain-damage.

Unlike any of the other pro-

fessional women, Sara left the work world for several years to care for
this child.

While not so extreme, several people referred to unexpected

hardships when they had

a

difficult or ill child.

In

general becoming
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parents had an unanticipated impact
on both the individual and the
marital

relationship.
Invariably, having

a

child was

the introjected feeling of being

of himself as

a

a

a

landmark event which accentuated

husband.

family man was "accentuated

For example, Nick's sense
a

hundredfold."

All

but two

of the fathers recalled pleasant fantasies
about children, based on "the

play and fun aspects"
until

it took place"

(Glen); but no one "antici pate[d] the
full
(Ira).

impact

The theme, wel 1 -expressed by Ira:

You get more pleasure than you might have
thought and it can
be a pain in ways, but on the whole, I can't
imagine not having kids.
They are an integral part of my existence.

The women tended to have more realistic views of the
responsibilities of child rearing, which is why so many actively
deferred child-

birth until settled.

As Nancy noted,

I
think if I'd been in the position of applying for jobs,
finishing my thesis, and having a baby at the same time, this
would have been very stressful and I wouldn't have liked it.

The fantasies tended to emphasize the emotional satisfaction
and maternal fulfillment aspect, and to neglect the hard work
aspect and the confl ict--the fact that a child is a person
with a strong will and that you have to deal with that all the
time.
So,.
.it has gone beyond what one anticipates in all
areas
.

On the positive side, even those women most ambivalent about becoming

parents found that "mother love" surpassed their expectations.

Chris-

tine spoke of intense feelings of symbiosis with her child, such as

sharing his dreams and identifying with his emotional states.

I

didn't have any ideas how demanding it was going to be, nor

.
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how much attachment I was going to
feel before the first was
born.
1 was
hopelessly infatuated (Mary).
.

A1

.

together

i

was

t

...

As soon as
fixed (Fran)

The birth of

a

a

marvelous and very broading experience.
I
immediately became trans-

Lthe baby] came,

first child led to readjustments in one's
home life.

"Essentially, it meant

a

marked decrease in flexibility.

.

.,

gly and as a couple, and a marked increase in
responsiibil ity"

child cut into

a

or traveling.

"Now we go out less than any other couple

both sin(Ira).

A

couple's activities and spontaneity, such as going
out
I

know"

(Fred);

"We have not been able to get into many selfish
and indulgent adult pur-

suits"

(Edward).

With weekends and evenings usually centered around the

child or household maintenance, time for intimacy between
the marital
partners diminishes.

It's very difficult to balance children, family and career.
The hardest part has really been keeping the marriage something that anybody would want to have. ...
It becomes so
easy just to be people who do the chores (Mary).

We both work so hard that there isn't much time for romance
and for excitement in the relationship.
If that got to either
of us too much, it would be a major problem (Jim).

Without

a

concerted effort, couples can find themselves in

where "the details of life.

.

.crowd out feelings.

time to take care of each other or to be cared for.

relearn how to be close and caring" (Mark).
ples is to schedule time to be alone.

reported that

a

...
...

a

situation

We don't leave

We need to

The solution for many cou-

On the other hand, many people

child solidified and enriched the couple's relationship.

A child becomes a major mutual

investment.

Professional peo-
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pie are so autonomous; they have a
tendency to get overly involved in work.
[The baby] pulled me home (Denise).
In

Lon
sense, we're closer than when we were
alone, because
some of the very best things about us and
our feelinqs for
9 ° int ° ° Ur Children
[The y ] brin 9
together

^

^

(M

^

*

k)

In short, an infant took time away from
the couple as well

work.

The pattern observed among these couples was

to balance their time.

as

from

deliberate attempt

a

For most, this meant limiting the time devoted

to careers to include spouses and children in their
lives.

By the time we get the kids to bed we are zonked.
We don't
get much work done in the evening and this bothers us (Larry).

Both of us feel pretty tense about how we're going to get
everything done: we've got to be good parents, we've got to
read our journals (Edward).
I would
feel a terrific conflict between needing to spend time
with [the baby], and really needing to get the work done. I
always played with him instead.
., feeling that sense of
terror, dread and disappointment at myself for not getting
work done (Ellen).
.

It was common for individuals to feel

torn between the different roles.

For many, the conflict was eased when they set sharp distinctions be-

tween the various facets of their lives.

The strains placed on the marriage with the intrusion of children's
needs has been amply documented (e.g., Bernard, 1972; Seidenberg, 1973;

Strauss, 1974; Nadelson, 1977; Staines et

The responsibilities of

a

al_.

,

1977; Weingarten, 1978).

helpless, dependent child can lead to inner

conflict and stretches one's emotional responsiveness.

For example,

woman may regress or suffer postpartum depressions, and

a

reconfirm his youth may lead him into affairs.

"The

a

man's needs to

'child*

position of
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the two lovers has to give way to
the perception of being partners.

A

shift in emphasis away from 'narcissistic'
gratification towards attending to the needs of children is
necessary"
10).

(Nadelson et

a]_.

,

1977, p

.

Researchers agree that individuals adjust
best to the major role

shifts produced by parenting when they are
secure in themselves and in
their marriages.
Pa renthoo d:

Effects on professional development

.

The preceding

pages focussed on children affecting the couples
and their home lives.

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the
material

in this chap-

ter is that, in general, the women's careers did not
advance as smoothly
as the men's.

The women made more accommodations to meet the needs of

spouses— which often involved

rel

ocations--and the needs of children.

For most couples, the decision that the woman put her career aside

was a joint one.

The men trusted their wives to care for their infants

and expected them to be better than an outsider.

Many women assumed

they would want to be constantly with the child.

The hardships always

surpassed their expectations.
phase.

Depression was often mentioned in this

Returning to work after an average of four months was

a

relief,

providing the women with more intellectual stimulation and companionship.

proved.

In return,

they felt the time they spent with their children im-

Having friends with young children eased the adjustment.

Dis-

content was experienced by those who spent their days with mothers of

youngsters

with whom they shared few interests besides mothering.

Two

women found notable means of coping with the frustrating situation.
Irene, for example, although jobless while temporarily located for

year, teamed with another professional woman in

a

a

similar situation and
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together shared child care and established
quasi-therapeuti

young mothers.

c

groups for

Terry also exemplifies the rewards
to be gained through

energy and initiative.

She established a day-care center for
children

of professional women, long before they
were rooted in the culture.
Most women are satisfied with continuous
part-time employment, despite compromises of advancement, wages, and
promotional opportunities.

Several commented that they would feel
pants in their child's early years.

special

"cheated" if not active partici-

Fran, for example, feels "it is a

period," so she is "willing to put other things
aside."

tioned, the majority of mothers still have infants at
home.

As men-

While

a

range of time investment in children was noted, no one is
considering

altering her balance of involvement in child care and career.
Interestingly, the three women who seemed most in conflict during
this period shared certain common features:

(1)

all

had children in

their early to mid-twenties, (2) all made significant concessions to

their husbands' careers, and

(3)

relocations and part-time employment

interfered with their professional development.
these women

is

undergoing

a

At this point, each of

conscious change in emphasis from family to

career, seeking professional ful fil lment which was previously subli-

mated.

It is possible that these women have entered into a midlife

transition earlier than the other participants because they have been
involved in child rearing for

a

longer time.

It is also possible that

this is the first opportunity they have to consider their personal
needs, for their children are growing and requiring less supervision.
It is all

too easy to ponder why women do or do not work with an

infant at home, as though this is solely their concern or issue.

Men
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too have a decision to make.

sumption that

employed for
tates.

a

a

Their decisions are often based
on the as-

man cannot take

leave of absence from work, or be
un-

a

year, or even work fewer hours than
the typical job dic-

Adam spoke sincerely about the lack
of four-day work weeks, but

did not mention making this request
to his employers, nor did he consider changing jobs.

ternity leave.
by Charles.

Nonetheless, Adam did seek and obtain

a

two-week pa-

The assumption of the "unbending system"
was challenged

For one and

a

half years he was

a

half-time resident.

When

he sought permission from the hospital staff
and the national board of

physicians, there was no obstacle.
first male resident to make such
as other men who spent full

a

In actuality, he was simply the

request.

Adam and Charles,

as well

days with their infants, commented on the

draining aspects of child care.

The understanding they gained made them

empathize with their wives' personal and professional needs.
By and large, the men's careers progressed in a more straightfor-

ward pattern than was true for the women.
lowed their husbands rather than lead.

For one, more females fol-

Secondly, most couples elected

to have children, and the females assumed the major responsibility for

child care, leading them to part-time work and slowing their progression

of career advancement.

Typically, the P=F men ascribed saliency to

their wives' careers and the children's needs, and subsequently made
compromises in their work spheres.

Those in the P/F group were less apt

to find family needs influencing or hindering professional

The difference in the men's patterns may possibly be

advancement.

function of age,

a

for the P=F group is composed of more younger men than is true in the
P/F group.

Perhaps the younger men became parents at

a

time when there
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was much questioning of traditional
male and family roles.

Striving to establish themselves
professionally occupied the men's
time, but the father role was
"I

important.

In the long run, as Mark said,

can't help but feel that my children are
the most important things in

my life, more important than the writing
and the reading."

exceptions, the men continued to work 40 or
more hours

a

coming fathers, leaving the bulk of child
care to others.
all

With a few

week after beNonetheless,

of these men deeply valued their relationships
with their children.

They allotted time to spend with their offspring,
such as bedtime rituals and weekend family events.

As

and ease in parenting.

completely comfortable dealing with [my

"I

feel

a

result, they developed competency

daughter] as an infant on my own, which

I

don't think men of my father's

generation could do" (Nick).
In reviewing the lives of the male participants in their
late twen-

ties and thirties, it is noteworthy how many had evolved from the stereo-

typic male role.

Research on adult male development suggests that men

question this role at some time in the midlife phase, which--depending
on the author--extends from age 35-50 (e.g., Sheehy, 1976; Vaillant,

1977; Levinson

e_t

aj_.

,

1978; Mayer, 1978).

Perhaps because of the im-

pact of child rearing--which stirred nurturant feelings in the most am-

bivalent of men — or maybe because they lived with professional women who
sensitized them to the illogic behind prescribed sex role behaviors at
work and at home--these male participants often began the re-evaluation
process earlier than men in other studies.

Many concluded that the

price of success in their professional lives is not worth the cost of

relationships with spouses and children.

A comment by Jim illustrates
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this conscious balancing of investment
in roles.

1
1
sld ° f me a ver y ambitious streak and
I
think, with?
out the ?knowledge
that I need to devote a large portion of
my
time to the family, I would have worked
harder, and made some
l fferent
career choices involving taking jobs with
greater
responsibility more status and less security.
[I didn't want
toj be pushed by my job to neglect the
family.
It requires
setting definite limits on what you'll agree
to do, and turning down opportunities, but I don't [have]
regrets.
The way I
figure it, I'll accomplish the same thing over
a longer period
of time; I'll work at a steady pace and everyone
will be happi er--my family and myself.
I
won't end up at 42 or 45,
divorced, not knowing who my kids are,.
.which I think is
the price you pay for neglecting your family and focusing
entirely on your career.
[People like that] are not hard to
find.
But I am not sure they are accomplishing any more than
.

I

am, really.

Clearly, these men seem far more invested in their family lives
than appeared true for the men in this age group whose life histories
are recorded by Vaillant (1977) and Levinson (1978).

The men in this

study most closely resemble the "facilitative husbands" described by the
Rapoports

(1973).

Without discrediting their commitment to families,

some sex role disparity is apparent.
It seemed that however a woman distributed her time between various

roles, there was always some ambivalence.

If a woman shared the primary

parent role with her spouse or housekeeper, she felt some jealousy.

Guilt feelings were similarly evoked by the use of babysitters or daycare centers.

The women felt that their husbands, and men in general,

faced less inner conflict over pulls towards various roles.
the women felt more compulsion to give up personal

time.

In

response,

Some were re-

sentful and envious that their husbands took time from family life for,
say, athletic pursuits.
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Guilt about leaving children with
babysitters or day-care centers
is deeply ingrained in the
culture.
The long-range effects of
sharing
child care needs with others cannot
be ascertained, for these are
young
families, but the careful selection
of personnel mitigates against harmful

ing

consequences.

In

addition, research findings on "multiple
mother-

argue against damage to children (e.g.,
Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971b;

Wortis, 1974; Hoffman & Nye, 1975).
When the literature on professional women
and two-career couples is

reviewed, the consensus

rearing hinder

a

is

that marriage, and-more significantly-child

woman's professional advancement (e.g.,
Ginzberg, 1966;

Astin, 1969; Zytowski, 1969; Martin etal_.,
1975; Berger et
In addition,

al_.

,

1977 ).

the excessive time and role demands on the
working mother

have been documented (e.g., Astin, 1969; Lewis,
1969; Bernard, 1971;

Poloma & Garland, 1971; Poloma, 1972; Skolnick,
1973; Rossi, 1975; Mortimer, 19 77).

Nonetheless, the rewards of combining motherhood with ca-

reers offset the disadvantages, according to the women in
this study.

Only in the recent studies on two-career families are the men noted
to

share some of the load of household chores and child care with their

working wives (e.g., Poloma
19 77).

&

Garland, 1971; Nemiroff, 1975; Pleck,

The men in this study reported many adjustments, but balanced

these with their acquired self-sufficiency, such as being able to cook
for themselves and feeling competent as parents.

Coping strategies for two-career couples
was noted that most of the couples evolved

a

.

In the last chapter,

it

division of labor within

the home based on a sense of equal i ty--given the busy schedules of both

spouses.

This pattern is common to two-career couples (Paloma & Gar-
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land,

mer,

1971; Kapoport & Rapoport, 1971

1977).

,

1973; Bryson et

In those studies, as in this one,

al_.

,

1975; Morti-

conventional sex-typed

behaviors dominated the early phase of marriages,
with the majority of

couples later creating

a

neo- tradi tional model, and some finding a
truly

egalitarian solution for distributing household
tasks.
A child places additional

demands on the life structure of couples.

The obvious solution is to hire substitutes.

Since the couples who be-

gan having children in this decade had professional
degrees, they were
all

in a financial

position to use this option.

At the time inter-

viewed, five couples have live-in housekeeprs, and all are
extremely

pleased with their situation for it also relieves them of daily chores.
Four couples are employing babysitters during work days.

It is obvious

that the participants both respect and trust their employees.
sonnel were all

The per-

females, ranging in age from the late twenties into the

forties; some are of foreign nationalities.

(Whether these women have

become another subjugated class--replaci ng the traditional wife--is
topic for other studies.)

a

Day-care centers are utilized by three cou-

ples with children beyond the infancy stage.

As

could be expected,

those families who were moving around had the most fluctuating child
care patterns.

This strategy of finding substitute parents or house-

cleaners was used by all

the couples with children.

A second mode of coping with the two-career family pattern is "role-

cycling," in which individuals settle into career tracks prior to begin-

ning child rearing, or arrange to not have peak demands at the same time
as

a

spouse (e.g., Rapoport & Rapoport, 1961

As the material

,

1961b; Mortimer, 1977).

in this chapter has amply demonstrated,

the dyadic rela-
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tionship did not suffer if partners
were equally stressed by work, but
few couples chose to have children
during this time.

Family planning

typically meant waiting until the wife had
completed professional training or felt secure in

a

job.

This also applies to those men who ex-

pected to be quite active in child care.
A third strategy is for both or one
spouse to reduce their work

hours.

Usually the women cut back to part-time
employment, and most

everyone limited their "work overflow," the work
that spills over into
evenings and weekends.
The need to make

a

Occupation-related travel was also restricted.

conscientious effort to curtail work activities, es-

pecially while at home, was felt most strongly by those
with young children.

Parents also reported less entertaining, fewer vacations,
and

more restricted time for leisure pursuits.
Finally, a fourth method of handling the added pressures of the
dual

career life-style is to have fewer children or no children.

While

most participants still choose to have two children, this decision is
not arrived at without deliberation.

At least two couples intend to re-

main childless and another finds one child

gratifying solution.

a

young age of most participants precludes drawing

a

The

conclusion on how

this strategy of restricting the number of children will affect their

life course.
An offshoot of "role cycling" concerns the timing and spacing of

children.

The three couples who waited until they were 33 years or

older before beginning the parenthood stage reported many advantages,
such as job and financial security, and "not craving free time [we]

don't have" (Nancy).

Regardless of the age

a

couple began childbearing,
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the spacing between children was
deliberate,

the logic behind the solutions
differed.

though the solutions and

Five couples had their second

child within two years of the first,
though three others waited four to
six years.

Those who compressed the childbearing
stage felt this would

be less disruptive to the woman's
career and might lead to closer

friendships between the siblings.

Others did not think they could inte-

grate two infants into their life-styles,
so they waited until the first

was more self-sufficient.

This stage is not yet completed for many cou-

ples, so no conclusions of the long-range effects
can be made.

Similar

reasons for compressing or stretching out this stage
were noted by the
Rapoports

(1971b) and by Holmstrom (1972).

Another means of accommodating to the complicated two-career
family
life was to limit professional aspirations or to lengthen inner
time-

tables for the fulfillment of goals.

Most participants were intense

about careers, but not at the expense of relationships with spouses and
children.

Once marital partners were settled in jobs, and especially

when they were parents, the rate of relocations diminished.
Finally, the loosening of traditional sex role norms should be men-

tioned as

a

strategy.

Among these participants, many women could depend

on their mates to care for a child or cook a meal, and the men were not

obligated to provide financial security or balance the checkbook.
Various strategies reported in the preceding pages were used by

each of the couples interviewed.

The need for such organization and

compromises has been reported by others (e.g., Angrist, 1967; Astin,
1969; Holmstrom, 1973; Eagley & Anderson, 1974; Bryson

1976; Nemiroff, 1975; Berger

et_ aj_.

,

ert

al_.

,

1975,

1976, 1977; Pleck, 1976; Hunt &
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Hunt,

1

977; Mortimer, 1977; Staines et

S t r esses

of the thirties.

al_.

1977; Weingarten, 1977).

,

There are particular strains inherent
in

the two-career family life-styles,
such as professions which require

a

high level of commitment and major
investments in time, as well as com-

panionate family ideals, which involve
parents sharing the responsibilities and joys of child rearing.

To manage the opposing pulls between

work and family, the ability to compromise

is a

necessity.

As

in other

studies on two-career couples, the rewards--i
nteresting lives, more

egalitarianism, col 1 eagueshi p--seemed to outweigh
the costs (e.g., Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971a, 1971b, 1973; Holmstrom,
1972; Mortimer, 1977;

Weingarten, 1977).

With the exception of couples coping with preschool

children, marriages between two professionals face different,
but not

worse, strains than do traditional couples (see Staines et al.,
1977).
The literature on adult life stages is fai rly consistent in de-

scribing the thirties as

a

period of decreasing marital satisfaction.

Gould (1972) observed that relations were at

a

low ebb around age 35.

Levinson (1978) and Sheehy (1976) view the transition points surrounding
age 30 and 40 as predictable times of marital

discord.

Though the years

differ, the cause of the strain seems to be the different development of

men and women.

In

the traditional

couple, the man's attention is fo-

cused on career advancement and the woman's life
care.

dominated by child

The divergence of interests leads to decreased communication and

intimacy.
to

is

Either the relationship stagnates, or the partners struggle

sort out who they are from their projections onto the other.

traditional wife may continue to be

a

The

helpmate, assisti ng the man's work

and relieving him of household responsibilities (e.g., Ginzaberg & Her-
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ma,

1964; Slater, 1970; Bernard, 1971

1974;

1972; Papanek, 1973; Hochschild,

,

Folkes, 1975), but oftentimes she has the
impulse to broaden her

interests (Sheehy, 1976).

If she gets seriously involved in an
occupa-

tion her husband is pushed to adjust.

Levinson found that "building

structure that can contain the dreams of both
partners is
(1978, p. 110).

special women," men can become more expressive

and loving (Levinson et

a]_.

,

1978; Mayer, 1978).

Sexual matters were considered
by participants in this study.

minished their sex lives.
a

threat or

a

heroic task"

Extra-mari tal affairs are common during these years.

relationships with

In

a

a

reality.

knowl edged affairs.

In

In

a

topic too personal to be discussed

Several disclosed that childbirth di-

Affairs were viewed as

a

temptation but not

fact, only two men--and not their wives--ac-

general, time stress and fatigue from developing

careers and caring for children were more significant sources of strain

between the years 28-37.

Because the wives worked fairly continuously,

and the men participated in child care to varying extents, the "lockedin"

positions based on gender were not notable, which probably diminished

the pervasive problems in the traditional

couple in their thirties.

In sum, marriages can flounder or disintegrate at any developmental

stage.

The demands and role shifts caused by caring for infants has

been noted to produce strains.

Another predictable stress point occurs

when a family member falls ill or dies.

The death of

a

parent can be

better integrated into one's ongoing life when it occurs closer to the
norms of actuarial data.

Several participants lost

a

parent within

these years, and they addressed the sadness entailed and the resulting

shift in their role as son or daughter.

When one parent dies, the other
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needs support.

Participants often felt they were parenting
their sur-

viving parent.

As in the last chapter, this chapter
centers on role shifts in the

maturational process.

Age

most complicated of times.
and beg for fulfillment.
is gladly shed.

30— give

or take

a

few years--is one of the

Desires long repressed merge to the surface
The student garb, work for some 18-25 years,

Then the process of becoming

Some throw themselves into this to achieve
cial security prior to childbearing.

a

a

professional begins.

measure of job and finan-

Marital relationships, so often

subject to the vicissitudes of training requirements of school days, can
restabilize in the "young, working couple" stage.

sire for children curtails this phase.
birth of

a

child is

a

Quite often, the de-

Regardless of the timing, the

momentous event, adding

and causing a dramatic shift in other roles.

a

most significant role

Balancing the multiple and

conflicting roles is the theme of the thirties.

CHAPTER
AGES 38-48:

VIII

MIDLIFE DECISIONS, ADJUSTMENTS AND
GROWTH

Twenty percent of the participants have
lived beyond age 38.

In

this chapter, the progression of their
careers is discussed as well as

the continuous struggle to balance
professional and family needs.

As

children grow, women often become more
interested in job fulfillment and
professional accomplishment.

One couple, both of whom thought they had

left the student stage behind, returned to school
after 20 years and

earned professional degrees.

Also, two physicians spent the first half

of this decade in residency programs, retraining
cine.

While turning 40 was not accompanied by

in other areas of medi-

"midlife crisis," it

a

was a time for reflection, and reassessing aspirations led
to major ca-

reer changes for four of the nine people whose life histories
are dis-

cussed within this chapter.

Profession Dominant Pattern

P/F men

:

Professional role

.

(

P/F )

Four professionally oriented men have been

included in this group, as they are the only P/F men to have lived be-

yond the midlife years.

Stuart is in his young forties; Russell, Vic-

tor and Tom are in their late forties.

During their thirties, all of

these men were shown to have completed all requirements for their chosen
fields.

Some were content to remain in the hospitals where they had
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trained; others were preparing for
change as their 38th year approached.
Victor made the most dramatic career
transformation. The other men began this decade of their lives
with young children, yet the role of
father did not, apparently, significantly
influence the course of their

professions.
As stated in the last chapter, Tom and
Stuart had firm foundations
in hospitals where they had served
as

residents.

When superiors retired

or moved on, they moved up a rung on the
career ladder.

Russell

relo-

cated, and became a staff member at a hospital
where he had previously

studied.

All

three men expressed contentment with their work,
some feel

ing they had "the perfect job."

Each one appears to have followed what

Levinson (1978, p. 150) calls "Sequence A:
life structure."

Advancement within

a

stable

To reiterate, this is one style, and the most preval-

ent way, to progress through the Settling Down period, which bridges
ages 32 to

41

.

A man is satisfied with the timing of his career ad-

vancement, works hard but can handle the stresses, and achieves an inner

sense of accomplishment.
These qualities were reflected in the life histories of the P/F
men.

For one, they enjoy their work.

Each man has managed to avoid be-

ing locked-in to one role; their work combines direct service and teach-

ing.

Russell

provides an example:

"I'm in

a

very good field.

[do certain operations], it's an instantaneous pleasure.

.

.

to."

I

Gratifi-

.

cation comes from that, also from seeing your residents learn.
I'm very tough with them, though I'm fair.

If you

.

.

.

work hard and expect them

Work may be very gratifying but time-consuming.

Each of the four

.

.
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P/F men described exhausting
schedules which included working at
night

and on weekends

I
work about 75 hours a week. My usual
working day is 8:006.00, and usually 1-2 hours at night. On
weekends I come in
e my P atients and try not to do
anything
else. That
L°uf
9 ,
takes 2-3
hours.
Obviously, sometimes I get called in at
nights.
I
enjoy my work.
I
think it's probably the best iob
in the world.
I
have some problems in that I have trouble
saying no to people and setting limits on extra
things I accept, like committee work and patients.
I
closed my
y practice
H
and refer away (Stuart).

hate working under pressure, and I want to meet
deadlines.
have several labs, each doing different things, with
Ph.D.'s
and M.D. s assisting me. So, the research keeps going
on.
They churn it out, but I have to get it written.
... I have
several N.I.H. grants, but they also have me. Then there's
always the annual reports. Plus I always feel I have to know
the most about everything, so I read about 20-30 journals a
week, at night.
Then I'm an editor for several journals, so
I
read manuscripts and write chapters for books.
I
travel to
give talks (Russell).
I
I

Both Stuart and Russell have received external recognition for
thei r capabili

ti

es.

I
run the training program in medicine, the residency and intern programs, with about 65 residents involved.
I'm the associate physician in chief. Next year I'll be the acting
chief when he takes a sabbatical. So I'm involved in the selections of students, the teaching, the counsel to the department.
The other thing I do is practice medicine and [a
specialty] (Stuart).
.

.

.

I've been offered eight chairmanships in the last two years,
but I turned them down because I like Boston.
They're not
many great places--San Francisco, Boston, and New York.
I
wouldn't go to San Francisco because of the earthquakes
(Russel 1 )

Although Stuart and Russell are not the same age, the role of work seems
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similar to both.

Tom devotes an equivalent amount
of time to his ca-

reer, but his perspective differs.

Tom's description of the meaning
of

work in his life reflects his entry
into Middle Adulthood,
mental period described by Levinson
(1978).

Levinson stated

a man

progresses through

a

a

develop-

Between ages 40 and 45,

Midlife Transition, where he

sits back and evaluates his successes,
and struggles to reintegrate the

polarities of being "Young/Old, Masculine/Feminine,
Destructive/Creative

and Attached/Separate" (p. 243).

Achieving

a

balance between the needs

of self and those of society mark the entry
into Middle Adulthood.

During his forties, Tom expanded and elevated
his position as chief

of

a

liasion

service.

He feels an inner sense of accomplishment.

My feeling is that I'm really at my prime now.
I
feel a kind
of rising ability. ...
I'm really much less depressed than
ever before.
I'd say I was kind of in a fog through medical
school and residency, always waiting for the fog to clear.
Analysis was important.
I
think that when I reached 42 things
became much clearer for me, so now I have the daily experience
of having a clarity about myself and what I'm doing with patients.
I
have a sense of what I want to do, like the book,
and a sense of ability to be able to do it.
I
run my life
better than I ever did before, more systematically.

Tom works long hours, but the realization that he can control the pressure.

"I

rarely feel stressed.

worry about."

More difficult

young and old.
years.
like

a

is

I

don't take on things that

I

have to

resolving the dialectic between feeling

On the one hand, Tom sees himself as younger than his

In contrast,

he no longer feels like a junior colleague, but

teacher.

Also,

I

think the place I've carved out for myself in the de-
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partment is very good. My relationship
with [the chairmanl i s
very good he doesn't ask anything
of me, so it's not a bad
1
k
° ff When 1 Want
When 1 coni P are myf
t0
t e
e
like
my father, I'm really quite for tur .P^°Pl
?
nftl
^ kind of
nate
I
ve
reached a sense of seniority. The trouble
is, -it doesn t last long, with the
debilitation that comes
with sickness.
,

>

^

*

;

Defining himself as more feminine than most
men is

a

comfortable

stance for Tom.

Inside of myself I have the usual display of
conventional feminine attitudes. The MMPI would indicate probably
a very hi qh
femininity scale.
I
think how I deal with that is comfortably
because I may have accepted it very early on without labelling
it.
I
like it in myself,.
.all along I think it has helped
me to get along with women better.
I
think it had to do with
the fact that my mother is a very strong woman, physically
strong too, as far as a model goes.
.

Creativity has evolved in importance in Tom's life.

years he has been working on
pects of man's life.

a

book which synthesized his view of as-

Significantly, this book explores the struggle

between the individual and the needs of society.
produce:

For a number of

Tom is not driven to

"Writing is kind of creative and playful.

is very important.

I

think work/play

There are times that I'm seeing

a

patient and I'm

thinking about this book that I've been writing for

a

very long time.

It's very important to me."

The peacefulness described by Tom is not without compromises.
one, he had to adjust to limits on aspirations.

I've given up the Nobel Pri ze--di scussed this with a colleague
--but I've never really aspired to that.
I want a sense of
tranquility, the ability to think clearly, to be perceptive
and feel healthy.
With that, I want to feel creative. The

For
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to get t0 1S rea11
^ a taskmaster, and yet
at the same time. A mistress is
something like that; you love and it is
difficult for you.

Lit^cnn
?\love
its
something
I

For another, he struggles to balance
his family and professional

roles,

hard a t this stage of life to keep
things organized,
H'l
because at any moment the door might
open and then I'm conflicted about working on my daughter's
homework or telling her
to get out.
If I tell her to leave, then I feel
guilty because she.need 3 me right now, it's a
crucial time for her.
but then it s always a crucial time for
her.
My wife and I
once discussed a woman in a novel whose
daughter knocked on
the door and she refused to open it, and
she wrote, "If I open
the door, I know I'll be lost forever."
Terry thinks that's
an extreme, pos it ion , but I understand.
If I was more driven
I'd have finished this book five years ago.

Tom's life history is fascinating, in that his passage
through the Early

Adult Era was turbulent.

He made many false starts in his twenties.

Tom transferred schools several times, switched fields, relocated,
and

interrupted his training for several years by joining the military and
pursuing different jobs.

His social

mid-thirties, Tom settled down.

life was also variable.

He established professional

the hospital where he trained, married
had a baby and a house.

a

his attitude was more positive,

roots in

colleague, and within

The next five years involved

acceptance of the structure of his life.

In his

a

a

year

transition and

While he remained in

reflecting an inner change.

a

groove,

He enters

the Middle Adult Era truly at peace with himself.

Similar to Tom's history, Victor's early adult years consisted of

multiple career changes.

Referring to Levinson's (1978) developmental

periods, Victor can be seen to have made some commitments to

a

life
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course during the phase Age 30 Transition.
school, married, and began a family.

plotted

a

career in public health.

cided to break this pattern.

and accepted

a

He matriculated in medical

Job changes were frequent as he
Then, in his late thirties, he de-

With effort, Vic relocated in the States

long-term government job.

Similar changes were depicted

by 13 percent of Levinson’s participants
during the Settling Down Peri-

od, described as "Sequence C.

Structure" (p. 156).
or marital

Breaking Out:

Trying for

a

New Life

Levinson's men made drastic changes in their work

life to avoid suffocating and intolerable situations.

in their life structure, as well

could no longer be avoided.
the outcome is unknown.

Flaws

as suppressed aspects of the self,

Unfortunately, when

a

man makes a switch,

Victor's idealism and need to be instrumental

were not realized in his new position.

I

was exceedingly fortunate that there was an opening in

as Di rector of Communi ty Health Services.

...

B

believe~in~
regionalization of health services where large hospitals would
have responsibil i ty for developing primary care services out
in the community.
I
had become very much interested in seeing
this happen.
I

had a self image when I got into the thing of being a George
imp ton/ Woody Allen.
I
couldn't face the prospect of pushing
papers.
There were projects I was interested in.
I
worked
very hard, and I don't regret a minute of it.
Ultimately I
left with disgust, as many people do, with the whole political
process, the corruption. All my ideas were not totally foreclosed, but when you're a public official you can't speak out
on public issues unlike the Mayor pushes the button. ...
If
you work for a private hospital it is the same.
It is self imposed silence.
I
couldn't see myself for the rest of my life
making those kinds of compromises. I had to make a leap to
freedom.
I

PI

When Victor entered the Midlife Transition in his early forties.
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his goals were not realized.

of life leads to

Creating

a

new life structure at this time

period of considerable instability and
flux," which

"a

Levinson found lasted eight

to

ten years.

Victor did make

a

dramatic

change, but he was able to realize his
aspirations in less time.

h
ng 1 wasn 't involved in was direct patient
T ®
care.
And I hadn t in 11 years--laid hands on a patient.
I
never
really had been interested in developing those
skills and let
them atrophy.
I
decided to go and retrain.
I
was 41 at the
time.
This was full-time unsalaried for three years,
then a
residency.
I
just finished there last June.
.

I
have a sense of being ridiculous, not balding, but middle
aged.
I
went into one of the nation's great teaching hospitals
with super-achievers academically, half had Ph.D.s as well as
M.D.s.
They are truly the young outstanding N.F.L. winning
team in medicine. And there I was, a bureaucrat for 11 years,
who took 3 months retraining and had the audacity to try to do
what they were doing. There is the Woody Allen. I stuck it
out.
I
have always seen myself trying to overreach and to do
something that will grind me down. Up all night long, it took
me two to three times as long to do anything.
It was an intense marvelous experience.
I
have great affection and respect for all those people. That is where the real bonds are
formed, when working that way.

Victor made several changes during these years
he decided he could be instrumental on

primary care.
identity.

with

a

a

.

Most dramatic was that

one-to-one basis, offering

Politics and medicine became separate aspects of his

Early on in his retraining, he centered his goals on working

small

health clinic.

knew the director of this health center. They wanted a meddirector full-time but I negotiated an agreement under
I
wanted to be Independent and
which I would have free time.
not have any administrative responsibilities, and I wanted to
I
am
be part-time so I could have some time for advocacy.
working here under those circumstances and enjoying it immenseI

ical

ly.

Most recently

I

have

a

particular interest in the elderly and

.
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their problems.
I
have gravitated towards provision
of direct
service to people on a one-on-one
relationship as a large part
of my work day my life.
I
find I yearn for that and enjoy
tremendously
It is a whole different set of
satisfactions
from some of the other kinds of involvements,
I
don't consider
the larger world to be remote and
impossible to make any impact
ot now evolved in an organized advocacy,
though I
intend to be in the future, from time to
time.
You have to be
very selective in what you get into and
have a good sense of
timing on larger issues.

U

.

[J

.

During these years, Victor's sense of himself
was altered as he
came to terms with his own limitations.

The changes in his professional

role were so major they almost amounted to

a

role transformation.

He

benefited from intense attachments with cohorts and nurturing
relationships with superiors.

—

I
have all my life— up until this past fall
been part of
large institutions.
From the day I set foot in school from
age five on, I have been part of large institutions, and they
got bigger through the years.
First of all they nurtured me,
in a way, then I was able, as a power broker or in positions
of influence, to provide some direction and have some creative
opportunities, and also to be worn down as everyone is by the
bureacuracy and limitations.
I
had a yearning for freedom, to
be able to speak my own mind, to be as independent as anyone
can be in our society and not be afraid to speak out, so I
wanted to change. That is why I went back to train as a practitioner of medicine.
I
thought that would give me the maximum of independence. And then I decided to come and work here
at this mental health center, because it was small and it had
a minimum of bureacuracy and was a friendly little place and
would give me the opportunity to do a lot of things that I
felt I couldn't do as easily in the framework of some larger
organization

So for me, there has been a major shift.
Over all these years,
I've made--and I did it very del ibera tely--an abrupt shift
from working for something big to being involved with something small, and I enjoy it very much. ...
I'd always liked
think it
I
to do different things every five to eight years.
For
is refreshing.
I
don't really plan ahead more than that.
well
over
a
out
very
to
plan
me, anyway, it doesn't work
longer span.
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In

recent years, Victor has rebuilt his life.

His early years were

spent exploring and testing different job
possibilities.
many cities and countries before settling for

a

He lived in

place that he likes.

His relationship with his father is more
supportive, and he is interest-

ed in the life choices being made by his
adolescent children.

The har-

mony in Victor's life demonstrates an integration
of disparate parts of
his identity, a balance of roles.

Using Levinson's terminology, Victor

is involved in "Initiating Middle Adulthood"

(1978, p.

developmental tasks facing him will be different.

278), where the

His future goals re-

flect this change.

In the future. I'll be a gadfly, pulling the tail of lots of
elephants.
I
want the advantage of being close to the
ground in-and-out of people's house with enough [influence
to effect changes].
I
have tremendous need for some recognition, but it still must be there and take different forms.
I
was president of the student council in high school, college
and medical school in succession.
I
just had to be involved
and be very pol i tical

—

In sum,

—

all

four P/F men expressed firm contentment with their cur-

rent positions, both in terms of the timing of their advancement and

their respected place among colleagues.
departments was not important at all.
several

offers.

Russell and Victor turned down

Tom is satisfied chairing

vanced through their thirties within

defined his work role, in
tion.

Becoming directors of medical

a

a

a

division.

Three men ad-

stable life structure; Victor re-

fashion reminescent of

a

role transforma-

Professions are consistently the most time-consuming aspect of

these men's lives.

As the men pass through the midlife transition,

they gain confidence and understanding.

Often aspects of their person-
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ality, such as stereotypic ''feminine

conscious level

1

'

qualities, can be accepted on

a

Entering Middle Adulthood is
characterized by an in-

.

ternal pace.

P/F men

:

Family role^

Four men are included in this section
as they

are currently in their forties.

change.

Their late thirties were

Russell, Stuart, and Tom accepted staff
jobs.

career change.

Victor made

a

Establishing and advancing themselves professionally

consumed most of their energy.
swiftly into childrearing.

Still, Tom and Russell married and moved

As mentioned in the last section on their

professional roles, the years of midlife transition were
fulfill

time of

a

a

time to

aspects of the self that had been previously repressed.

The

next stage in life is Middle Adulthood, characterized by
an inner peace

which partly stems from

a

comfortable balance of work and family roles.

As a discussion of the years 38-48 is begun, it should be recalled

that Russell had recently married.
da,

He persuaded his future wife, Rhon-

to marry him by promising two things:

that she would not have to

bear children, and that she would never have to cook

evolved could not be further afield.

wife was pregnant:
ther,

Russell

's

a

meal.

What

Within months of the marriage, his

"The idea she didn't want children changed."

new job forced

a

Fur-

relocation, meaning Rhonda had to sep-

arate from family and friends.

She was eight months pregnant, and had just passed the Y
[state] law boards.
I
was taking her away from that.
She was
cooped up in an apartment and was a most unhappy person.
Why she came up here, she took the bar.
It was totally different.
She took it the first time without preparation and was
surprised she flunked it--she didn't know the questions. Then
she took a course and passed.
.

.

.
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The next few years were calmer for
the couple, highlighted by the
birth of two children in close
succession.
ther is a positive memory.

For Russell, becoming a fa-

The hospital staff "brought in the
baby and

then a bottle of champagne.

It was a gorgeous experience."

Caring for

infants dominated Rhonda's life.

Through the years, she was
vva3 a great muirier.
mother
?
^ne liked
spending time with the kids. Her background
is important
Her
parents were anti -establ i shment. They feel
it's not so importhat what you do in life, or who you are, or
your credentials
as long as you're happy.
Two reasons she didn't get in3
J0b:
she wanted to stay with the kids, and
"?!
J
she di dn t want to compete and achieve.
i
)
So over the years
she's had a lot of part-time jobs:
first cooking lessons,
then professional chef, then law jobs, then teaching
jobs.
As
the kids got older, she did more.
.

^

.

.

.

.

.

The fact that his wife worked either not at all or part-time fit
with
Russell's value system.

I've always wanted her to go to law school.
I'm proud of her,
but I never thought about the lack of time two people had.
I
always presumed that my work would come first, that she'd either have a half-time work role, or something that meshed with
mine as primary role.
It's something I didn't worry about it
then, but I do now.

In

the meantime,

Rhonda not only began to cook, but became

a

chef.

Ap-

parently, she had more influence on an internationally known chef than
on her husband.

To this day, she still

doesn't drink wine. She drinks Coke
She got the kids from [a famous cooking school] to
drink Coke.
So her interest in food developed because of me,
and then, to her, cooking was more. She does different things
each night, and really cooks well. Her memory was such, and
her palate so good, that a year later she'll remember that she
tasted a wine before, though she doesn't know the name. When
she serves a meal, I'll know the dish has a fancy name, but
.

.

.

.
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when I ask her, she'll say, "meat and sauce."
That's the kind
of person she is. She's unpretentious, and
it's very qood
ut it s too much.
In fact, [the chef] named a dish
after'her.
Russell was not the only P/F man to begin
marriage with conventional

attitudes.

This was also true for Victor and Stuart.

Circumstances and

the duration of marriage minimized the sex
role behaviors, however.
As previously mentioned, the strain of managing
careers, children,

and households were often relieved by housekeepers.

When both spouses

worked full-time this was the best solution:

I
usually call a disagreement.
There's no way in hell
we could manage without a housekeeper. We've been fortunate
with housekeeprs, with one exception, and she was a crazy
lady.
In a way, we're lucky.
We also like to think we created our own luck. We've been very flexible with people.
When the English girl came with a child out of wedlock, we
were very cool about it, as well as her boyfriend who would
visit.
In return, we expect that they will run the house.
We
don't mind if the house is a mess at times (Tom).
.

.

.

We had a girl from P
[a foreign country], living with us
and sharing the housework.
She has outside jobs so she saves
lots of money (Victor).

Sara and Rhonda worked part-time, so babysitters were relied upon:

The year Sara worked full-time, we had a hell of a time finding a housekeeper, although we thought we had a nice set-up, a
reasonable salary, a T.V. and a two-room suite, and the kids
were very easy to take care of at that stage. We ran into
eight sitters in the course of a year and ended up settling
for somebody who was an inadequate person but the best we
could do, not absolutely crazy like the others had been.
Now we're golden because we have two girls who live next door
to us, and they love to babysit and are essentially always
So this
If our kids have a snow-day, they do too.
available.
year it's been very good. We have a cleaning lady who comes
in two mornings a week and then sitters four afternoons a week.
Sara cooks, she enjoys it and is a super cook, so that's something we take pleasure iji. She's very inventive and works
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hard.
She runs a very good house.
I' m sure we have the neatest house on the block, and best meals
and kids well taken
care of (Stuart)
;

Rather unusual, given the existing patterns,
was that Russell has

cleaning woman only one day

a

a

week.

Rhonda doesn't do dishes so they pile up.
When I come home at
mght, the breakfast dishes are still on the table.
She
leaves boots in the doorway; sometimes three or
four pairs are
there during a week.
She doesn't do anything around the house.
I
used to do things, but it was like emptying the
sea with a
bucket, because anything you do is filled up two
seconds later.
I
would talk and talk to her, and I grew up in a fastidious
environment.
It's our biggest bone of contention, and has
caused more fights than anything. After a hard day of work,
it's upsetting to see the house like a pigsty.
She has enough
good qualities so that, all-in-all, it's offset.
.

.

.

Russell readily conceded that the traditional pattern of his family of

origin biased him towards assuming "feminine" tasks.

I
hate doing dishes!, probably because I have the feeling it's
role playi ng--women do the dishes.
Intellectually, I know
that's wrong, but I still have that crazy feeling. ...
My
mother did everything for my father. When we married, I asked
Rhonda to darn a sock.
She said, "No one does that.
You got
a hole, you throw it away."
To me that was a shock,.
.so I
had to relearn.
.

In sum,

Russell bends slowly to his wife's wishes.

P/F men were raised in conventional
to changes.

The other three

homes, but some were more amenable

The result, for Stuart, is

a

very structured division of

tasks.

Certain things we've decided consciously, such as jobs we
split like I carry out garbage, she does cooking, except
Unconsciously, I tend
breakfast which I do three days a week.
We split, catch-as-catch-can, making the beds
to do dishes.
She takes the responsibility usually for arrangand shopping.

—
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ing for coverage.
When somebody gets sick, she usually provides back-up coverage at home, although nowadays,
if they're
sick, Lsometimes] I'll bring them to my office and
alert the
secretary. ...
I
take care of financial stuff--payi
ng bills,
balancing checkbook. We try to help each other basically.
My father is a traditional person, did nothing
around the
house.
He worked very hard-- 10-1 1 hour days, part of Saturday, but when he came home, he took no responsibility for
chores, not a bed, a dish, a meal. His sole contribution was
giving my mother a lift somewhere. Earning the money was im-

portant. Mother didn't really complain.
Father was a fairly
slovenly man.
I'm not especially neat myself--and at times
she didn't like his leaving things around.
She was a very
neat housekeeper, but I think she accepted that role division.
It was semi-traditional.
It wasn't a source of struggle between them. Also, we almost always had somebody come in one
or two days a week to help with housework.

Tom divides chores in

a

free floating fashion, with the result that

his home life is more chaotic.

We divided things without talking about it.
We never went
through that stage of accounting for who does what, nor have
we had disagreements about [tasks]. We don't talk about who
is going to do dinner in the morning.
In the last couple of
months, we've noticed that I tend to do more of the cooking.
We never squabble about cooking, dishes, or shopping.
do a
I
lot of shopping in a casual way. What fills in is that the
Terry
housekeeper orders from the store up the street.
thinks ahead a lot more, about things like summer camps, but we
both think about what is in the refrigerator. My things include the cars, the furnace, our New Hampshire farm. The farm
Sometimes
is very attractive, but we don't use it that much.
when there we end up patching people up.
.

.

.

The styles displayed in handling household chores reflect the in-

tegration of family and work responsibilities.
was that time proved

a

major hindrance.

The universal

Characteristically

,

feeling

Stuart was

most careful in his distribution of time, prompted by his wife.

We put a lot of conscious effort into our relationship because
used to be sloppy about that and Sara justifiably complained,
I
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The kids need a certain amount of time and
you have to see me
every night.
There's an area that we've sort of negotiated and I m trying to grow up.
I
have a job which is infinitely expandable. Until I stopped seeing new
patients, the
waiting list was about six months long.
I'm always getting
calls to do something--vi si t, lecture, teach, consul
t— I've
tried to limit that and keep to my schedule, which works
about
once or twice a week, but rarely do I get home later
than 7:00
P.M.
Also, I try not to go in early for rounds on weekends.
.

.

The way we've divided the week is, Saturday is parents' day
and we schedule the activities, e.g., looking for toys, where
we get shopping done and pick up cleaning. We keep a list of
chores to be done and use that time on Saturday very carefully.
If there's a lot to be done, one will take the kids out and
the other does the chores.
Sunday tends to be children's day.
In the afternoon we go somewhere they'd like to go, e.g., a
museum, sledding. We do whatever they have planned. Another
thing in terms of allocation of time, is that we try not to
accept invitations from Monday through Thursday, because we
feel that's time for the kids, and we try not to load the
weekend too much.
I
try my damnest not to accept evening meetings, and probably don't go to more than two or three a month.
I'll tell people I'll meet them at 7:00 A.M. but not at night.
Also, I schedule my last patient at 3:30 or 4:00 so I have a
chance to get home. Evenings are pretty structured too.
Dinner is planned around Electric Company
I
never do work before
9:00, because that's family time.
If I have something that
has to be done, I'll return to the hospital at 8:30.
We try
very hard to protect the time between 6 and 8:30 for the kids.
.

Time being such

a

premium, Stuart still

feels a necessity to plan lei-

sure pursuits.

We've made some adaptations
I
have time by myself at work.
used to engage in a fair amount of athletics.
there.
I
Sara's not interested in any of these things, and over the
years I've sort of given them up because I have few enough
tend not to go off for those things which
I
hours at home.
Now I'm more interested in
tend to be solo [activities].
wine, food, theater, and art, and Sara shares those interests
We both enjoy people and have guests
so we do them together.
frequently, which could be considered a hobby or an activity.
.

.

.

The other men often shortchanged one role while pursuing another.

Victor noted that family lifes does not fit in well when both spouses
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have interesting professional careers.

Still, his home life is impor-

tant to him, so he finds time to help his children with
schoolwork.

Nonetheless, paper work at the office intrudes on his evenings,
and his

wife complains because he is not home until 8-10:00 P.M., and some
nights not until midnight.

As mentioned in the previous section, when

Victor started his new job, he drastically reduced his political activities.

He still

finds time for athletic pursuits, which he incorporates

into his life by, for example, riding his bike to work.

Russell's view was similar to Victor's.

Russell's children affect-

ed him in two major ways:

joy just to be with them, to see them grow.
They take
away from my work and my relationship with Rhonda. The
know that I work hard, but they also know that I give
time.
think quality of time is more important than
I
quantity of time.
Even from the time they were old
enough to be at the table, all four of us would have dinner
together, even with things slopping around.
Rhonda never made
T.V. dinners.
Monday through Thursday she'd cook.
Friday
through Sunday we're always out with the kids or with company.
I
put them to bed, which they look forward to.
Last
week I took my son to a piano lesson--I used to play piano-In
and he liked me being there.
We go to museums on Sunday.
I
[good weather]. I'll go outside and play ball with them.
find it's easier for me to do things with my son outside, than
My father did not
to sit inside playing with my daughter.
spend much time with me; that's one of the reasons I want to.
I'll tell you a fact, the kids love to be with me all the time.
If I go
to work, they want to come with me and just sit in my
office, banging on the typewriter.
It's
time
kids
them

a

.

.

.

.

Russell

finds time to exercise, which he justified by

.

.

a

need to stay

healthy given the gap in age between him and his children.

Further, the

marital bond is strengthened by frequent visits to his in-laws.

Rhonda and I have best times together when we're away from the
It's the pressures of the house that drag us down somehouse.
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times.
Rhonda s folks are great people and our best
friends.
We love being away with them for a few
weeks.
In fact
we pop the kids into the car on a Friday evening,
and get to
Y
ci ty tor the weekend and then we have
built-in babysitters.
The grandparent/ grandchi 1 d relationship is beautiful
[They give without demanding.] That's how Rhonda
was brought
I
couldn't believe the first Christmas the kids spent
UP*
with them--they covered the room with presents.
Rhonda
said that was the way things always were, yet she grew up
not
wanting or needing anything because things don't really count.
So the kids have everything they need, and I hope they grow
up the same way--valuing people more than things.

...

.

.

.

Tom's career dominates his life, and consequently, the children

were raised to be independent.

We don't watch our time or balance it.
Occasionally we'll say
we haven't seen the kids for awhile, so let's have a family
day.
We usually find that if we put a whole lot into it it
doesn't go as we expected. What makes the children happy is
for my son to play squash with me, lunch at a local saloon.
The secret is one-to-one. The way to manage two children is
to separate them.
I'll take my daughter to play squash too
There are times it's great to get away from the family.
There are times that Terry feels that too.
She travels
a lot more, I worry about my patients.
She sets things up in
a very direct way so they expect that every month she'll be
gone for tnree or five days. They accept it.
see more paI
tients, that's more a part of my job.
.

.

.

.

The responsibility Tom feels for his job was echoed by other F/P men.
Russell, for example, noted:

week.

I

"I

don't take

begin to get uneasy, and yet

I

a

vacation for more than

need that respite."

The pressures increase when the unexpected occurs, such

becoming ill.

as

a

child

When this happened, Stuart found his secretary often

willing sitter.

a

a

Before inconveniencing himself, Russell turned to his

wife or friends.

The nurse from school cal 1 ed me
A crisis happened last month.
that [my daughter] was running a fever. Rhonda was in court.
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they called me.
I
was not seeing patients that day, I could
have gotten away, but I called our neighbor
first, who is very
Lclose], and she said, "Okay, I'll take care of it."
Now, if
honda was in court, and I was in the middle of
an operation
what do you do? You do get untenable situations.

Stuart's life was more affected when his wife returned
to work.

signified

a

This

fifth stage in his marriage.

Since she's gone back to work, the night she'd be on call
would sometimes be inconvenient because I'd have to arrange
coverage.
The main problem now is when she wants to go in
early and I have to rearrange my schedule to cover the kids
before they leave. for school, and I don't do that as well as
I
should.
I
passively resist by forgetting she told me she
wants to leave early.

An interesting but not surprising finding is that these men and

their spouses are raising children in their own image.

Victor, for ex-

ample, spoke with pride of his child's developing political interests:

One of my children now is engaged in [mock] United Nations assemblies.
She started reading the New York Times every
day to find human rights topics.
I
think it is marvelous the
way she's opened up all of a sudden through an outside interest.
.

.

.

The illustrations used often reflected sex-typed behavior:

Terry's very different, she's very directed. We can see those
differences in our children. My son is very clearly on the
track, while my daughter is more diffuse.
My son talks about
what he's going to do when he grows up; I used to talk about
being a fireman or a policeman (Tom).
We
We never pushed.
My son started reading at age 2-1/2.
In a way, he's
have a calculator, and he started doing math.
like me.
He's bright, brighter than me, but he doesn't form
relationships. He's not social. He's very sensitive.
Now he's getting
He likes being with adults and older kids.
better. My daughter just jumps into strangers' laps and they
automatically love her. She's the most social in her class,
.

.

.
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?!? t i - i n te 1 1 ectual
from the beginning.
If you say
MnJ
“What s this word?", she'll say, “Don't as
brother
does that, it s his thing."
She's great with her hands.
Everyti me. I come home, she has a present
for me.
She
a tough kid, he would never hit back
(Russell).

k^-my
.

Further, the children model
sell

"It's now

When my son was 3,

We've never made

a

bed.'"

Rus-

neighborhood joke, be-

a

4— he

was over at

neighbor's house and she asked him to help make the bed.
'What's make a bed?

.

their parents in domestic ways.

related the following anecdote:

cause everyone knows Rhonda.

.

a

He said,

Tom's children were en-

couraged to be independent:

The kids started taking care of their own breakfast when they
were four.
I
know there are households where people sit down
for breakfast, but this is not one of them.
It's getting easier now; they are much more independent. There was a
difficult time when they would go to bed late and they'd try
to be wi th us
They used to get annoyed with us when we
got home late, but they have a good time with us, or we try
to tell them that they do.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Even with all the demands that children created, some men spoke of
an increasing awareness of the imminent separation:

There's a sadness with our children going away to college.
They have spurts of intellectual growth their first few years
of life. Then, when they are 16-19, the whole world opens up
They move from the household to school activities
to them.
and friends (Victor).
I
think of our frail ity as a family, and the book being good,
and I have a feeling that it doesn't last forever. Once
I
suppose the
you've got it, you can't hold onto it forever.
I'm
trick is not to worry about it and to be able to let go.
It doesn't
more aware of it than most people are my age.
equip me any better for it, it just makes me aware (Tom).

c

.
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In sum,

during the years considered, children
were both

strain and satisfaction to the four P/F
men.

a

source of

Both positive and negative

elements were also seen in the marital dyads,
directly related

to the

two-career family pattern.

We both share what we do.
It would be an unusual day where we
didn t discuss what happened to us
I
don't have problems
along [competitive] lines and Sara hadn't until
recently when
she was looking for a job.
I
have the job I've always dreamed
about and she's probably not going to get the job
she really
wanted most of all. I think she's had feelings of
jealousy
about that.
I
don't think we've ever been terribly competiH
tive.
.

...

[In regard to her retraining], I thought that was neat.
I
thought she had to make up her mind about what she was going
to do, and there were times when I wished she wasn't going
to
do five years of training, more because the training ties
her
down in terms of setting a schedule, than if she had started
to practice something and said, "I'll work from
to
During our problems with babysitters, I was less enthusi asti
because it was a pain in the neck finding help, not an issue
of her working.
I
anticipate that the babysitter problem will
get less intense.
The oldest is eight. Also, I suspect Sara
will work part-time so she can provide us with coverage (Stuart).

Most of our conversations have to do with work, if it's not the
kids, it's work.
They go neck in neck, and then there's us.
We like being alone but it's such a rare treat.
There was a
time early in the marriage when we decided that we'd get off
and have lunch together once a week. Now we can't find the
time.
We wrote one paper together and we promised to do that
more.
At one time she didn't like me being around when she
talked, but I always liked her in the audience.
.

.

[Competition is] never something directly expressed, but we
know it exists. Terry's much busier than I, and in every way
that counts she's much more successful. She's an associate
professor and I'm an assistant. She's written a great number
more papers.
She's nationally known.
It's not a cause
It's an issue
of difficulty nor used as an issue between us.
It's
inside of me.
It doesn't trouble me that much anymore.
related to my sense of self; what I do I think I do very well.
She's possessed with a great
So does she, but she does more.
deal of energy (Tom)
.

.

.
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Given the nature of his work, Russell has

a

harder time sharing with his

wife, though he relies on her support when
facing

a

deadline.

A lot of what

I
do is gruesome to a lay person.
You don't
want to come home and talk about the people
who are [crippled]
or the kids who are misshapen.
We don't talk about it much.
I
feel deep down, even though I deny it at times,
that the man
is the breadwinner, he brings home the money,
the man does the
work and that's the way I was brought up--to take care
of the
family.
When Rhonda--whose work I know is just as meaningful
and important to her--says, "I have to do my law work," I'll
say, "'I know, but. could you help me proofread."
They give you
48 hours to get it back, and my secretary is booked up,
so I
use Rhonda and I know it.
There's a constant frustration on
her part, that she feels I'm taking her time for my work.
That's one of the reasons she's upset with me. A woman's work
--and I know there are women Nobel Prize winners--is just as
good as, if not better, but it's not felt emotionally.

Simultaneously, Russell expressed admiration for his wife's success.

confronted his own ambivalence with great sensitivity.

Rhonda comes on unassuming, but when she has to get things
done, she does.
She's being very tough with a judge--al most
cited for contempt. ...
One of my faults is I like to show
people.
Even though I dislike it in myself, I say, "Look what
I
have, what I do, look what my wife does, what my children
do."
I
think, in a way, it's a lack of security.
Rhonda, on
the other hand, grew up with total security, and doesn't feel
the need.

Although the two-career family pattern had many pitfalls, none of
these men wished they had

a

different mate or no children:

Along the early part of the marriage I thought occasionally
that it would be easier if I wasn't married, but I think I'd
For
I
really need to have an anchor.
be in terrible shape.
the practical choices of living, I really depend on having
somebody around. We don't have a conventional marriage at all,
we're both doing things. We don't divide things in the usual
would have
I
way, but I do need something to tie me down.

He

.
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lived a very different life, and I
don’t think I would have
been happy at all; I'd have been
very lonelv
So I need her
for that reason (Tom).
We ve^talked about this--there
s not just one person.
I
think
lere s a group of people you could
be married to— it's happenstance.
I
found that you go out with the same kind
of person
A couple of years ago, I remember
thinking that nothing is perfect; our marriage isn't
perfect--we argue time
s,° c u
a
n a double -career marriage—
[about] who is going
r
to do what, ]^
like get the laundry.
I
said to Rhonda, "Nothing
1

....

—

H

V

perfect, but here we are together, with a family."
I'm doing exactly what I want even though it's
a pain sometimes, I
don t know anyone else I'd rather be married
to, though at
times I d rather not be married.
The kids are great, we're in
a great city (Russel 1 )
is

When asked to consider threats to their existing
structures, relo-

cations due to job changes were most often cited.
in

the prior section on professions, all

However, as mentioned

these men felt settled and were

resistant to promotions that involved moving.

The true challenge, ap-

parently, arises with the women, when and if their professional
aspirations ascend, and how many demands they place on their husbands.

A

quote from Stuart illustrates these issues, as well as the necessity of

deliberate attention to the couples' relationships.

Maybe I'm a strong denier, but the only problem I could foresee was that one of us would get a tremendous job offer in another location, and really feel compelled to pursue it.
I
think that's most unlikely.
I
don't think I'd leave this job
until I was ready to retire, or just decided I didn't want to
do administrative stuff, in which case I certainly wouldn't
want to leave this area where I have a very large practice.
Sara doesn't have any major academic or professional ambition
--she wants to practice, not head a department— so I doubt
very much that we'll run into that [relocation] problem, though
usually with two professional people you do.

Most of our work has been involved in setting limits on my professional life.
The nitty-gritty is how you make things run
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when everybody is trying to run. Happily
both of us have somewhat limited professional ambitions.
I'm not trying to be the
head of a department; I'm not trying to be
a tenured profess°r and I think that makes things a little
easier,
I 'm not
trying to make the most money or be a leader.
Sara, similarly,
has no great ambition.
We realize we make adequate amounts of
money between the two of us. We realize that
time is the
thing you've got to buy, and we work very hard
on that.
In
retrospect it seems like we've done a lot of work, but
prospective, it didn't seem like a lot of work.
I
don't remember
many days thinking, "This is the hardest thing in
life, why
didn't I marry someone who would sit at home and do
the dishes
and take care of the kids?
;

Similarly, if Tom's life changes, his wife will be the
instigator.

Re-

flecting his grasp of the larger issues, Tom cited sickness or
death as
the potential crisis.

Jobs wouldn't threaten us.
I'd like to stay here. ...
I
can't think of myself changing. The pipe dream for me is that
book.
It would be Terry offered a job.
If it was really something she wanted, I'd consider going.
I
wouldn't have trouble
finding a job--probably a package deal. The biggest threat to
the relationship would be sickness.
I
think of that because
I
see it all the time; once or twice a day, I see people die
and families breaking up.

In

developing their life-styles, these men had few role models,

other than the traditional patterns they observed in their parents' relationships.
families.

Early influences had to be modified in their dual-career

Over time, these four men and some of their accomplished

wives had served as role models to others.

Tom noted, "We have

cle of friends and we talk a lot of psychiatry.

five years they come over for dinner.

a

cir-

Every Tuesday night for

It started at the Institute.

younger people who are being trained come over too."

Now

Stuart commented

that he knows few two-career couples, even among his students.

Similar
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to his own situation, a peer's
wife retrained and shifted from

status medical specialty to

a

a

high

field of less prestige but more
flexibil-

ity.
In

sum, the family patterns of these P/F
men have evolved over time

from traditional patterns to less
conventional life-styles.

Initially,

household chores were mostly handled by wives,
with men fulfilling some
masculine" tasks such as finances and car or
home repairs.

advent of infants, the women reduced their work
role.

With the

Over time, the

men showed more flexibility, in response
to pressures from their wives.

This change was clearly depicted in Stuart's
history.
life carefully to balance work and family roles.

He structures his

Like the other men,

his profession receives more of his time, but he
appeared to give the

most energy to his marriage and children.

Nonetheless,

a

large gulf has

developed between the status of his work in contrast to his wife's
career

.

Tom is exceptional

in

that his marriage rapidly developed egali-

tarian solutions to child care and household tasks.

His wife returned

to full-time work after childbearing and progressed steadily upwards.

At the current time, her status exceeds Tom's.

He adjusted to this

situation with less difficulty than would be true for the others,

a

re-

sult most likely of the traits in his wife that initially attracted him
to her, such as her fortitude and drive.

Whether live-in help was employed or not did not appear to affect
the time

a

man spent with his children.

The two men who had lasting re-

lationships with housekeepers saw these people as invaluable, reducing
the amount of stresses.

Although growing children caused role strain.
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the prospect of separation from them confronted
the fathers with sad-

ness.

In

short, even with the added pressures, family
life enriched the

totality of these men's lives.

P/F^ men^:

Sex_ and^ others rol^s_.

ing professional

In

the previous sections on the continu-

and family lives of the four P/F men included here,
it

was noted that an acceptance of one's feminine
nature leads men "to form

richer identities, to live out more aspects of the self, and
to reduce
the burdens created by the excessive masculinization of work"
ejt

aj_.

,

1978, p. 338).

over time.

His wife was

(Levinson

Tom was most expressive of his inner changes
a

major source of influence, as well as the

feminist ideology.

Inside of me, I think of the inequity, what's happened to womI
think I have a man's secret view, like listening to
Amos and Andy.
I've been influenced a lot; people see me as
pro-feminist because of my position with Terry. ...
In the
early days of the feminist movement, I was seen as quite outspoken.
People see me as very quick to perceive stereotyped
attitudes.
The other part, which I think is true for men, is
that it's much more comfortable the other way, but it's not
possible any more--you can't go back. Terry is not a ravid
feminist who takes very strong positions on it.
I
think it's
more socially dictated.
en.

Russell, like Tom, married in his thirties.

quite different,
wives.

a

Their adjustments were

reflection of their unique personalities and their

Tom's spouse was more professional ly-oriented

ried, he expected his life to be unconventional, with
ly.

Russell

When he mar-

.

a

two-career fami-

recalled that his wife Rhonda also expressed professional

aspirations and

a

disinterest in traditional feminine pursuits, such as
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child rearing and cooking.
red.

Shortly after the marriage,

a

change occur-

Rhonda placed her family responsibilities
above her career.

Rus-

sell, on the other hand, demonstrated more
inflexibility to change than

was true for Tom:

It

logical question, why I don't sew on a button.
Rhonda
It s taken me ten years of women's lib to
get you to
where you are now, and with this thing, I'm back to
ground
zero.
I
tnink it's a woman's role to do certain things
I'm
just too old to change.
Intellectually, I know I'm wrong.
a

s

says,

(

Stuart and Victor were married prior to the advent of the
women's movement, so what changes they made in regard to sex-typed behaviors
were in

response to pressure applied from their wives.

Stuart's mate was more

forceful in initiating change:

We made most of our decisions before the feminist movement was
around.
Sometimes I think of myself as a male-chauvinist-pig
when Sara says, "Do you remember that I wanted to leave the
house early this morning?" and I clearly forgot. That was my
way to denigrate what she does. We talk about it a lot, the
fact that I have that tendency.
Sara was what she was long
before the feminists came along, and we haven't tried to
change that very much.

In sum, all

these P/F men began marriage with traditional views of

appropriate behaviors based on sex roles.

Over time, influenced by

their wives and the social climate, some made adjustments.

Others

found it harder to integrate feminine qualities into their total selves.

P/F women

:

Professional role

.

In

the last chapter it was noted that

only Terry had passed the midlife years.

She is currently in her young

forties, what Levinson (1978) terms the midlife transition period.

Pro-
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fessionally she has established herself both
locally and nationally.

To

reach this stage, she had to overcome personal
doubts about her compet-

ency and her guilt about leaving her children
in the care of others.
She has managed to bridge both these obstructions.

For one, she is

ready to face professional challenges:

I
ve gone where I can go at H
... I'm frustrated with
the system.
I
have a lot of ideas, but can only do so much
here. ...
Where I am now--and this is a personal, developmental issue--is that I have a need to do my own thing.
I
have. the potential to do it.
I've been professionally groomed
for it.
I
am aware than there are no women who have ever
chaired a department [in this specialty]. People now put my
name into searches.
.1 think about if I want to do that,
I
now feel I could, which is a very different change for me
internally. ...
I
can see myself in a number of different
roles and the question is, where do I go from here?
.

.

.

.

.

For another, she includes her children in her professional

life.

As an

example, she sometimes takes her children with her when she attends

a

conference

The kids have gone with me on a lot of trips and have participated in a lot of things that other kids don't.
They complain
that life is dull, but they've been in Europe three or four
times before they were eight.
My first trip was when I was
26!.
Last week, when my daughter was in Washington with
me, we stayed with some friends.
The friend happens to be in
the House of Representatives, so we had dinner at the House.
My daughter thought it was ordinary.
She went running
around the House of Representatives speaking in the microphones, thinking that was a gas but.
.the implication was
just not there.
The difference is so funny.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Clearly, tiiere is an enormous gap between Terry's own background
and that of her child.

Terry had to battle her parents' obstinence,

overcome sex and religious discrimination, and secure funds to achieve
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her goal to become

a

physician.

Her current success surpasses her prior

expectations, but she did not achieve her
status randomly.

Her life is

dominated by work.

P/£ women:

Fa mily ro]_e.

When Terry remarried in her late twenties, she

quickly had children to fulfill an inner goal.

Friends encouraged her

to hire a housekeeper so that she would
continue to be serious about her

work.

Nonetheless, she strived to integrate her career with
her family

life.

Her husband Tom is also work-oriented

different from Terry's.
Tom's is,
well, it

'I

s

,

but his style is quite

"My style is what's the next challenge, and

like what I'm doing, and it's comfortable, things are going

fine.

I'm more action-oriented in terms of career goals

than Tom is, although our personal styles, in interactions, are differ-

ent from that."
The next goal, at least for Terry, is the chairmanship of

ment.

To realize this goal may necessitate relocating.

a

depart-

Depending on

the place, and the job possibilities, Tom would be willing to follow.

While he is supportive and proud of Terry's accomplishments, the issue
of competitiveness cannot be overlooked.

One issue that should be mentioned, because I think people
have trouble with it, and we've solved in our own way, is the
competitiveness issue. There's a real issue in terms of career development, because my career now has a direction which
is not quite the same as Tom's.
That's something we sort of
tacitly work on.
For example, I've been offered lots of jobs
in other places, and we've had to discuss the issue of moving
What Tom said more recently was, he was ready to make
a move if I really wanted something.

....
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As mentioned in the last section, Terry's
involvement with work

overlaps into other areas of her life, such
as time with friends.
When thinking about leisure activities,
you realize certain
kinds of concepts aren't applicable.
The models are different^ Leisure time exists in a different way. People
who
aren t into it don't understand.
I was over at M
's house,
having one. of our forever meetings, that's leisureTor
us.
We
were thinking about a new, interesting project that
didn't
have anything to do with our jobs.
Even though that counts as
a professional activity, it's not quite.
She's going off to
the Middle East, which is partly job related and partly
leisure
.

Given

a

shortage of time, Terry chooses to incorporate her children into

her leisure time, as does Tom.

You don't define a hobby the way other people do.
You may
putter at things, but in a different time space.
It partly
relates to having kids who need a lot.
Leisure time is spent
with them basically. Tom has the delusion that he'd like to
do carpentry, but he doesn't have time.
He's a big athlete.
He takes one of the kids with him when he plays tennis.
Or,
if I have to do shopping, usually my daughter goes with me.
Partly it's something we have to do, but then it becomes an
acti vi ty we share.

To an extent, the children are being socialized according to traditional

sex-role typed behaviors.

On the other hand,

they have two profession-

ally-oriented people who currently divide household tasks
ventional way.

"Recently Tom has even taken over more.

[food] shopping in months now.
In

al.

in a nonconI

haven't gone

We have more of a mix now."

sum, Terry's life illustrates one path for a female profession-

There were many obstacles to her achieving credentials and success,

but once on the track, she progressed in

a

straightforward uphill path

.
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similar to some of the P/F men.

Nevertheless, being

effect on her personal development.

female had its

a

She expressed more inner doubts

about her priority and balance of roles than
did the men in similar
si

tuations

P/£ women

:

Sex_

and other roles

.

Without being repetitious, Terry has

clearly evolved from the traditional role of wife and
mother.

The sum

effect of many years of hard work and rei nforcement was an
acceptance of
her competency and leadership capabilities.

Right from the start her

home life was established on nonconventional

lines.

A housekeeper was

employed, and household tasks were divided equitably.
ry's professional status surpassed her husband's.

Over time, Ter-

Fortunately, both

are sensitive to issues of competition and express mutual consideration

about the probability of
tion

relocation to gratify Terry's career aspira-

a

.

Profession Balanced wi th Family Pattern

P=F men

:

Professional role

.

(

P=F

)

This group has generally consisted of

people who made compromises in their professional lives to meet the
needs of family members.

A second dimension has been delayed entry into

professional schools or jobs.

Both of these criteria depict the life of

Warren, as yet the only participant not introduced.

Warren is also the

oldest person in this study; he is in his early sixties.

Still, age is

only one factor in accounting for Warren's interesting and unusual life
history.

Most atypical is that there was

a

20-year gap in his educa-
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tion.

To begin with, Warren emigrated to the
United States with his family at age 15,

leaving the troubled conditions of Eastern Europe
behind.

He left college for financial

reasons as well as an incentive to be in-

volved in the politics of the time.
of my sophomore year.

years,
ally

I

I

I

dropped out of school at the end

stayed 20 years as

a

drop out.

During those

was mostly involved with active left politics, and
occupation-

was.

.

.mostly

a

blue-collar worker."

ties did returning to college become

realized.
ics ever

a

Not until his late thir-

fantasy.

The hope was more than

It proved so rewarding that Warren has remained with academ-

since.

returned only expecting to get my bachelors, with

"I

no intention of staying on.

never left it since.
K

"I

I

got

University, and got

which was unusual for

a

I

a

a

discovered that

I

liked school and I've

Woodrow Wilson [Scholarship], went on to
Ph.D. and started to teach.

I

was over 40

Wilson."

Even though Warren began his professional training rather late in
life, his motivation was longstanding.

certain way I was always interested in being a psycholoIn being political, I very often dealt with the people
with whom I was working, I dealt with their personal problems,
and experienced frustration in that if I knew more, I could do
more.
Also I was curious about such issues.
I
see myself involved in alleviating pain, and I'm perceived by many people
as somebody who can.
In a

gist.

With his experience in community organization and individual problem

solving, Warren advanced rapidly through the program.
very quickly.

Once

a

graduate school assesses you as

"I

a

went through

competent per-

"
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son, then they cooperate with you.

cause of my age.

Also, they speeded me through be-

They hold young students until they mature."

prisingly, Warren felt professional as

a

Not sur-

graduate student.

I
didn't see the professors as doing anything really
different
from what I was doing.
I
didn't have role models partly because of my age.
I
did discuss my cynicism with others and
got over that by knowing people well, how they dealt with
their own problems of knowledge.
I
could then accept them as
not being fakes.
This issue has resolved itself; now I'm a
skeptic, not a cynic.
I
was trying to mesh my political beliefs with individual differences.

Warren's political involvement caused trouble for him during these
years.

"The only unusual

was getting my master's,

thing in that whole hoedown was that when
I

was found in contempt of congress and sent

away for three months to [prison].

refused to answer questions on the

I

House Committee on [leftist] activities.
the 5th."

Even so, Warren completed

while interred.

sively on

a

I

a

It was a mistake not to evoke

draft of his master's thesis

One professor was very supportive.

"I

worked inten-

second draft with my professor and we finished it in

a

week.

Warren also received support from his wife Wendy.

They had been

married ten years prior to his return to school:

When I proposed [school], she was somewhat surprised, but she
wasn't unfriendly towards it.
It also meant many life changes,
When I considered
like a decrease of political activities.
She was
graduate school, that was very much with her support.
an intellectual resource for me, I used to discuss all kinds
When I wrote my dissertation, every paraof ideas with her.
hands.
went
through
her
graph
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Warren was careful about not disrupting
his home life.

He selected a

graduate school within commuting
distance, so his family would not have
to relocate.

The Wilson was slightly handy because I
hadn't applied to
graduate schools, I had my Wilson in hand
when I was applyinq
m
C
bec us " of the geography, which
allowed
H?c?
me not tn
to dislocate
my family, three children and a workinq
wife.
I
commuted by train, an hour each way.
It was very important to me at that point not to disrupt
my family's normal
life by student days, and I didn't want
their standard of living to perceptively decline, and our
whole family relationships as well.
In that I succeeded quite well.

^

/

At the end of his formal training, Warren
found desirable jobs in the
K

area, and Wendy decided to leave her job.

family moved into the vicinity of

!<

At this point, the

University.

teresting place because it was small and informal.
offbeat.

.

.

.

was an in-

It considered

Our social life became very quickly that of K

It turned out to be a very satisfactory place,

I

itself
's.

stayed on in [the

area] partly because of the Black List and also that
In

"K

I

liked it."

sum, during the decade between years 38-48, Warren received

a

B.A., a Ph.D., and found satisfactory employment in his new profession.
He did not enroll

in college with a

career route in mind.

His desires

grew and his goals clarified along the way.

PfF_ men_ :

Family role

.

As mentioned in the prior section, Warren valued

his family life to the extent that he would not relocate his family when
he wished to return to school.

his wife's plans.

Future moves were made on the basis of

He states that his wife and children are the most
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significant part of his life.

Still, intentions to be

a

loving and con-

cerned husband were not always actualized in real
life, as one can ascertain from Wendy's report of an often stormy
relationship.
To trace the steps of Warren's social

childhood years.

His father was a businessman whose work took him

abroad for long periods of time.
ther at home.

I

life, one looks first at his

still

"I

grew up effectively without

a

fa-

believe that if you want something done, you go

through the mother."

After leaving college, Warren moved to an area known for its radical

politics and life-style.

Marriage was often taken casually.

To my contemporaries, living with each other was no issue.
There was some premium on monogamy in terms of "not sleeping
around too much," but not high disapproval if you were.
It
was a very sexist, male-oriented culture--the old left--with
rhetoric that denied it. Looking back, my attitudes and behaviors make me blush.

During his twenties, Warren married.

At the age of 21 or 22, I started living with a woman who
later becomes my first wife.
She was eight years older than
I, we shared a lot of politics, and work.
We went together
for eight years; we got married somewhere in the middle.
It
was a bigger step than I anticipated, I expected it to be no
step at all.
She only conceded to marry me when I came to
realize it was a step.

Because his work involved traveling, he was separated from his wife for
long periods of time.
ly.

Without recalling

Neither spouse was interested in raising
a

a

fami-

specific reason, they eventually parted.

While traveling, Warren met Wendy, and their tempestuous affair be-
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gan.

I
came to [a city] to organize a strike.
Wendy had graduated
college by then and was working as a waitress, and was very
active in politics.
She had a young child, and was separated
from her then husband.
We had a very stormy four years of
living together, separating, back and forth until we got married.
I
quit [my traveling job] and then we got married. To
this day, we are suffering from some of the wounds that were
inflicted in that period, particularly by me on her.
I
would
go off for three months and she literally did not hear a word
from me. Then I'd go back with the full expectation that we
still had a primary relationship.

I
became very close to her child, and no doubt, the first few
years, the most binding commitment was with me and [the girl].
I
could have lived without Wendy, but I had incredible difficulty living without [the girl]. My whole commitment was that
[the child] looks at me as her father; how dare I disappoint
her?

Warren was persistent:

We got married with Wendy backing out up to the last minutes.
She had big reservations about it.
We both went off to get
our respective divorces.
She wanted to keep living together,
I
."
pressed for it:
"Four years is long enough.
The act
of getting married was not that important except as a statement of the permanence of my intentions, which I felt I had,
but hadn't communicated.
There was a more explicit commitment
on my part that I'm staying.
.

In

retrospect, Warren realizes he communicated

Philandering was one cause of tension.
body as independent as Wendy is, is
and to whom
is

a

a

a

.

message of ambivalence.

"My feeling is that even some-

woman who grew up in this culture,

threat that the guy with whom she is involved

in fact a very powerful

threat."

leaving,

Even after married, "there were

many implied dangers of one sort--other women."

totally disappeared:

is

These strains never
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One of the reasons for our fighting is that she
knows very
well that in those first four years, one of
my feet was always
out.
All the evidence to the contrary does not
wipe out what
happened then. And the other women didn't worry her in
the
slightest either in the past or in the present, except that
it
meant I had one foot out or why would I be looking at the
others? Really, she isn't threatened. She knows very well
I
m committed to the relationship.
We had some very
tough years.
I
think actually that now we have a much easier
time.
I'm not sure it's a function of our age or what.
.

.

.

Once wed, the couple swiftly moved into having additional children

Warren perceives no difference in his feelings to Wendy's first child
and the two that were conceived between the W's.

oldest]

is

"In my feelings, [the

my first child, even though I'm not her biological father."

While devoted to his children, Warren feels that the strain in the mari
tal

dyad and his sex role conditioning interfered with his relationship

with his children.

I'm not so sure how good parents we were together. We were
very busy ourselves, we had an awful lot of fighting, which
.went on all the way through.
Within a very sexist framework, Wendy had very little alternative but to back off. We
were modifying our way of dealing with each other over time,
I
was
but we were doing it wihtout the aid of any ideology.
assuming more and more household responsibilities. At the
start we had very traditional roles, I would take out the garbage, do her dishes.
The idea was, I was doing her dishes and
male work around the house. This shifted. I assumed more
I'd go shopping,
child care, but never full responsibility.
It's only with
but never at my initiative or with my list.
time that I'm capable of knowing what's in the house.
My argument is, how in the hell could you have time to think
about her things if she had always to be thinking about diaBut it took time for me to become aware of the problem.
pers?
First you discover that there are no biological penalties,
that you don't lose your penis if you do it. Then you discovBut I never did
er that in fact you have the capabilities.
[the oldest
with
lives
things as how I observe the man who
thing for
his
it's
and
child] does; he really takes the baby
I
took certain tasks.
a couple of days.
.

.

.

.

.
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Clearly, Warren's view towards his role
with family members and within

the home changed over time.

Similarly, his opinion about relocating

his family to suit his career needs was
modified.
riage, he moved without such deliberation.

moved to take charge of the political group.

with what

s

best for the wife in mind."

never again proposed such

a

move.

Not long after mar-

"For political

reasons we

The assignment is not made

In the ensuing years, Warren

He spoke with respect of his wife's

ability to become a laboratory worker, "which she learned
on the job,

being

fantastically capable person."

a

In sum, Warren's description of his family life was
most candid

and revealing.

His parents were often separated on account of business,

and still, Warren followed in his father's footsteps occupationally.

Traveling interfered with his first marriage, and complicated his premarital

involvement with Wendy.

Not until he left this job was Wendy

willing to commit herself to marriage.

Another threat, which left deep-

er scars, was Warren's attachments to other women.

while he did not perceive Wendy

as

Warren implied that

personally threatened by his affairs

per se, the danger was that he would desert her and the children.
the intervening years, Warren demonstrated his commitment.

Over

In addition,

he was willing to change his behaviors by assuming more responsibility
for child care and household tasks.

P=F men

:

Sex and other rol es

.

Unlike any of the other men considered,

Warren was influenced by the women's movement not only
life, but in his professional

life as well.

in his

personal
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My research has been on sex roles.
I'm very pessimistic about
the changes.
Ten years ago I was very optimistic, but I
don't
see the changes that we had hoped for over the ten
years.
Nevertheless, fantastic changes have taken place. But the
leaders were people who were essentially not very good
models,
because they were essentially not applicable models.

His research put him in the vanguard of professional groups striving
to

alleviate the inequities of women:

"I'm one of the original members of

the Association for Women in psychology.
as

That whole movement was late

far as we were concerned."

Reminescent of some previous comments offered by P=F men and women,
(e.g., Charles and Jan), the sharing of the parent role often led to

some confusion among children:

In the family, I often played the role of mother and wife.
Wendy often got frustrated because I let everybody do their
own things and didn't check up on them. One of my daughters
once said, angrily, "How can I know which end is up, when my
father is the only one who cries, my father is the one to whom
you go if you have a hurt?"
In fact, there's no question in
my mind that Wendy played the mother role far more often than
me, but I also did.
In fact,
That created social confusion.
Wendy was the one who would play baseball with them. The fact
is, any behavior that steps out of the assigned role behavior
becomes dramatic.

In sum, Warren may have entered his marriage expecting and acting

on traditional sex-typed behaviors, but his attitudes changed over time.

While not--as yet--married to
and independent person.
in graduate school

a

professional woman, Wendy was

a

strong

Through his relationship with her, his research

on sex roles, and the developing women's movement,

his attitudes were modified.

Over time, his behavior became more andro-

gynous than stereotypical ly masculine.

In fact,

his choice of profes-
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sion reflects his
fessions?

'feminine" qualities:

"What constitutes healing pro-

Many people attribute greater healing power to
women than

they do to men.

In a power hierarchy,

it's men.

Magical expectations

and comforting are attached to women."

Pff women
ter,

.

No women are included under this heading.

In the last chap-

it was noted that Sara's behavior demonstrated a strong family
ori-

entation.

When her children were infants, she ceased working.

Family Dominant Pattern

F/P men

Once again, this category

.

F/P women

:

Professional role

.

is

(

F/P

irrelevant.

This group consists of three women:

Sara, a physician in her young forties; Virginia,

forties; and Wendy,

a

)

lawyer in her late

a

Ph.D. professor in her mid-fifties, who has lived

past the years being considered, which are ages 38-48.

In their thir-

ties, these women placed the needs of their children and husbands over
the development of careers.

As a consequence,

careers advanced in

a

zigzag fashion.
Sara, for example, changed career directions in response to hard-

ships faced with childbirth and infant-care.

In her late thirties she

began her retraining which was to last five years, given that she worked
part-time for most of it.

After completing this residency program, she

found employment that bridged both her major fields of knowledge.
know what medical people want from
that.

It satisfies my need to feel

[consultant], and

a
a

colleague to

a

I

"I

can deliver

surgeon."

Sara
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also believes that part-time work is the solution for
her.
30 hours a week,
I

can see

a

but it's at my discretion.

If

I

Sara does not see

her

I

want, and

I

work 25-

think it's important,

patient on extra time at the hospital, or do

be with my children when

"I

a

housecall, or

don't feel guilty about it."

professional role as too salient in her life, but

it gives her an inner sense of pride.

If I go someplace with my husband and he introduces me as
though I were just his wife, I get a boost from telling them
I
do something else.
When [a parent] died, the stockbroker
was explaining things to me and found out I was a physician-the change in his attitude--I found a certain amount of satisfaction from.

Virginia's career progressed in
ferent reasons.

a

zigzag fashion for somewhat dif-

She preferred working part-time when her children were

young, but was not content without employment.

More relevant was the

fact that she relocated six times between the ages of 28-39, in response
to demands of her husband's professional

ginia had to seek
When Victor made

a

a

portunity to launch

training.

Every few years Vir-

job, and some she accepted were not to her liking.
job commitment in Boston, it provided Virginia an opa

career.

spent a lot of time looking around in Boston. I had a number of different job opportunities and I went to work with the
was there five
I
city of Boston as an assistant councilor.
years and that was an excellent job. This was the first time
I
began to do a lot of litigation, very interesting public isI
had an opportunity to go into the courts at all levsues.
trial, appellate, federal, state.
els:
I

never really changed, but just
I
started working part-time.
children got bigger, and the
the
when
matter,
as a practical
up, for all practical purended
I
demanding,
work became more
I
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poses, working full-time.
I
kept getting raises, but not because I increased the number of hours.

The next advancement in Virginia's career came without
intentional planning on her part.

She was encouraged to apply for

a

position as

a

judge.

At that time, a referendum was passed stating that all judges
over 70 must retire.
Several people mentioned to me
that I might be a likely candidate, because obviously they'd
be looking for some women.
I
did file an application and was
interviewed.
I
thought it was a terrific long shot. One day
I
got a call from the Governor.
I
was really surprised.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Out of the blue, I was appointed to be the judge of the K
Court.
It was beyond my expectations.
[In this state], I ve
always assumed it was political connections, and I've never
been in politics.
I
didn't have any of the contacts one would
have, not having grown up here.
It was not a realistic possibility anywhere, because I had never been settled.
'

This position not only proved satisfying, but Virginia performed admirably enough to receive a promotion.

was in that job four years.
It was marvelous, unbelievable,
the work was so varied and fascinating.
I
became involved in
some administrative problems of the court system, chaired some
It was very satisfying.
committees.
Recently I was promoted
This isn't as much fun; it's more presto superior court.
I
go one month here, one
tige, more money, more travelling.
Work isn't more challenging, but more pressured
month there.
and more inconvenient, because we don't have our own office.
I
knew this when I took
I'm not sure how much I'll like it.
the job, but also knew that the system's in reform and I hope
to be a part of changing it.
I

Virginia's position offers long term security,
point.

"I

have

a

a

rarity until this

lifetime appointment, which means until age

never been one to think very far ahead, so

I

70.

I've

don't know if I'll stick
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with it.

I'm interested in security, and can't
see myself going out

into the practice of law."

Paradoxically, the job security represents the
major threat in her
life.

"The idea of doing the same thing until I'm 70

frightening, and

I

is

don't really see any way out of that.

little

a

I'm not really

sure, at this point, that if things don't change in
the court I'm in,

how I'll manage to stay on the circuit route.
tunity to move onto other courts."
to a

There may be some oppor-

The possibility of being promoted

higher level court is slim, according to Virginia.

While she per-

ceives an appointment to the Federal Supreme Court as

a

perfect job,

she feels her chances are "ridiculous.

a

woman one of

these days,

I

There will be

wouldn't be surprised if the next appointment

is a

woman."
In the past,

influential.

Virginia was assisted by superiors, some of whom were

Support was consistently offered throughout these years.

On a private level, even her father's attitude changed from doubt to

pleasure as she progressed.

Unfortunately

,

"he died before

I

was

a

judge--that would have blown his mind."
While Sara and Virginia both reached gratifying levels on the career ladder by their early forties, Wendy was just preparing to mount

an assault on the academic world.

In a decade, she earned a Ph.D.,

published two books and numerous articles, and was tenured and pro-

moted at

a

very prestigious university.

lated as

a

graduate student in

fold:

a

To begin with, she matricu-

nearby school.

Her reasons were two-

first, she was finding herself and seeking independence; and
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second, the laboratory work had become boring.
the third stage in her professional development.
ate school,

I

Returning to school was
"Going back to gradu-

think, represented the stage as trying to put it
toge-

ther again-- the academic part at the more mature level as some
of my

other interests.

think that what

I

I

am doing now is really

a

continu-

ation of that."
During her second year of school, Wendy began to feel secure about

her capabilities.

felt very insecure at college and in some ways

"I

[in graduate school]

I

was again insecure, being a much older adult.

But,

I

had

been

a

very uncomfortable experience--I think they very rapidly made

a

very congenial faculty and students and what could have

very pleasant one."

a

She completed her studies rapidly:

was slightly phenomenally lucky.
I
got a R
Institute
fellowship at the end of my second year of graduate work, so
I
was at R
for two years for my dissertation when I had
taken only part of my qualifying exam. They let me be a
teaching fellow, finish my dissertation, and then take my
qualifying exams--all in one year. So, I was unbelievably
well treated.
I
got through in five years but I got through
with a great deal more than a Ph.D.
had a postdoctorate
I
from N.I.H., I had a manuscript that was being published, and
Unbelievably fortunate!
I
had a year teaching under my belt.
I
had every break that I could have that year. Nothing could have worked that year if I didn't have all breaks.
Isn't it unbelievable? Before that I worked, but at that
If anyone of those people had said
point things just. ...
no to me, I would have been flat on my ass.
I

.

.

.

During these years, Wendy reverted to her youthful state of work
as

first priority, which had its repercussions on the marital bond.

"Sometime after

because

I

I

went back to full-time academic life.

.

.

— partly

really felt like a different person, really secure--our mar-
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riage was very different."

For the most part, she found her husband

Warren to be supportive of her career goals.

She did not seek role

models along the way, but received tremendous support from
colleagues.

At this point I was really very autonomous.
I
think somewhere in this period I grew up, finally, and figured out
the person I was probably most interested in pleasing was
myself. ...
I
have very very warm loving relationships
with my former faculty members and my colleagues at R
and I value them enormously.

In sum,

,

during the years 38-48, which encompasses the midlife

transition, these three women began to pursue career aspirations that
had previously been unfulfilled.

their forties.

They felt settled professionally in

Sara and Wendy returned to school

for further training

Virginia was able to plan her career because, for the first time in
her married life, she was settled in one location.

While young chil-

dren had limited thei r work involvement in earl ier years

Wendy and Virginia could work full time.

,

by this time

While Virginia considered

her mother role to take priority over her career, and Sara emphasized

her mother and wife roles, Wendy perceived her work as major.

For

this reason, Wendy has been shifted to the P/F group in the next chapter.

Actually, she is the only female participant to have passed the

"Age 50 Transition" stage (Levinson

F/P women

:

Family role

.

ejt

al_.

,

1978).

The three women included in this group have

consistently emphasized their role of mother over their professional
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role.

Sara faced many crises in her early
years of child rearing, in-

cluding the uncertain extent of

a

child's physical impairment.

Her con-

cern with this problem, combined with
difficulties finding responsible

babysitters, influenced her choice to remain
at home for several years
and then to seek part-time employment.

Virginia and Wendy worked part-time until their
children were adolescents.

Both women found the early years of mothering
to be tremen-

dously pleasurable.

identities.

Still, jobs fulfilled an integral aspect of their

Both women denigrated their wife role to third
priority.

Wendy stated that her marriage was strained at times,
and work provided
an outlet.

The relationship shifted after she returned to school and

gained confidence.

There was a stage in our marriage when I was working for a
variety of reasons having to do with my need for some independence but there was a subsidiary.
I
was finding out who I
was.
I
think the whole period before I actually went back into academic life, our marriage was very stormy but at least
there was an integration.
I
would not have said then, as I do
now, that was not one of my roles that I consider important.
I
think it was a very important role.
My major role in
life is probably as an historian. My role as wife is mixed up
with roles that are not clearly defined.
I
certainly have
nonprofessional roles, but they are not nicely delineated.
.

.

.

Virginia offered no comment, but her husband's professional life was so

consuming that one wonders how much time was left for the marital relationship.
a

Her roles are as follow:

judge, and a wife.

homemaker, because

I

I

"Mother, obviously; professionally,

don't think there are any others.

Also I'm

a

do manage the household."

Sara and Virginia were married to P/F men.

They entered into mar-

riage with the expectation that the men would pursue their careers with-
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out interruption, while the women would
assume major responsibility for

children and household maintenance.
traditional

division of tasks.

is her domain,

Over the years, Sara maintained

a

She emphatically stated that the kitchen

and she makes no effort to do minor repairs.

We tried him cooking one meal a week, and it just
didn't work
out.
I
took over.
We fell into patterns, then acknowledged
that that was comfortable.
For instance, when an [appliance]
broke last week, I didn't even try to fix it.
It angered me
that he didn't take the kids to show them how he did it, which
is the only modification I would have wanted.
If I tried, the
kids would laugh, which I probably set up, like they'd laugh
at Stuart for ironing.

Virginia's load was partly relieved during these years by

a

housekeeper,

whom she first employed when living abroad.

In P
of course there's no problem about help--as a matter
of fact we had a lovely girl come and work for us there and
we brought her back, and she is still living here with us.
It's ten years.
When the kids were small she stayed
home, then took a full-time job with one day to clean.
So
basically I've been relieved of doing the housework, but there
still is a lot of organizing.
She's going to be moving
out soon because she is bringing up her whole family from
P
I
She's done well here.
hope they like it.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Virginia performs those tasks that the housekeeper does not, such
shopping, most cooking, and finances.
hand, handles the finances.
band's industriousness as

a

as

Sara's husband, on the other

Like many F/P women, she perceives her hus-

form of support.

money from it, and the incredible status.

I

"His job is important— the

could not work half-time

had he not been working as hard as he has been to provide for us and
relati ves."

Wendy anticipated more equitable division of tasks when she mar-
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ried.
tual

i

Over the years, she faced the discrepancy between
ideals and ac
ty

think if anybody were to ask us, we would say we shared
a
certain amount of one-sided decisions.
I
think in relation to
the kids, we shared probably most of the decisions pretty
well.
In terms of household tasks, it's never been a big
issue.
Neither of us see them as onerous.
I
always drive the
car because I am a better driver.
There are a lot of different thi ngs--we shared keeping the budget pretty much. Warren
doesn't write [well] so I write all of our letters, sometimes
resenting it, saying, "It's about time you learn how to write,"
and then he gets annoyed when he does the grocery shopping.
I

Whether or not household tasks were divided randomly or by sex role
typing,

the children express nonconven ti onal attitudes.

While one of

Sara's sons is typically masculine, the other has more androgynous interests.

Just as Wendy has lived an atraditional life, so do her chil-

The mixture of parental influences is seen in one child's choice

dren.

to have a child directly after college and much later enroll

school

in

the same field as her father.

in graduate

Virginia's children also show

a

mixed pattern of incorporating aspects of their parents' lives.

The one in college is trying to pick a major.
She's thinking
about law school. At one point she thought of medical school.
He's not sure if he wants
My son is very interested in music.
to do that or something more traditional, following the role
The youngest has talked about law.
models.

Budgeting time between work, family life, and leisure pursuits was
more

a

problem for Wendy than for the others.

All

hours in correlation with their children's ages.
a

increased their work
Sara, for example, has

part-time job with flexible hours, which enables her

to appointments.

to take her sons
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I
don't feel guilty about taking an hour for myself to go
shopping, just pure luxury time.
I
don't have to worry that
I
don't make it to a P.T.A. or a [school] play, things that
are important to children.
And, I can be on ti me if I tell
the kids I'll pick them up,.
.and that's enormously important.
Stuart doesn't have that capacity--it 's not built into
his career.
I
only make promises when I can keep them,.
or else I'll say I'll be there when I can. That carries
clout.
.

.

.

Wendy stressed the pull of various activities:

It's one of the big gripes.
could spend about 100 percent
I
of my time doing what is described by other people as working.
Anytime left over I use by playing tennis or listening to
music, tennis and work.
music.
I
have three passions:
Warren gripes quite reasonably that there is no time in my
life that we plan to actually do things.
.

Becoming

a

stated:

"I

.

.

professional is not the rationale for Wendy's behavior.

She

suspect style is the same, only the context is different and

makes it look so different."
Wendy's comment elucidates the interaction of one's work concerns

with

a

spouse.

Sara expressed the most competitiveness and the most

coll eagueship with her husband.

In their early

thirties, both were pro-

mising physicians with outstanding job opportunities.

While Sara re-

treated into the house, Stuart's career advanced steadily.
if

I

was angry that his career had upstaged mine."

"He wondered

Sara trusted his

support, but had her own conflicts to overcome.

think that competitiveness is the final kernel, the final
I
put it on the back
It doesn't get worked out.
conflict.
Now that's much more important to
burner for awhile.
much more estame, as the kids grow older, and my husband s
with him.
blished in his job. ... The issue is not really
and the phantom
It's my ability to compete with any other man,
of my husband's success. That's what's hard.
I

.

.

.
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Sara perceives that Stuart has his own
unresolved issues.

medical opinions

— "He's

He seeks her

always very respectful, listens to
everything

I

have to say, quotes it to people"-but he does
not look to her for advice in her new specialty

area- "Maybe

in

[that] he feels less secure."

Notwithstanding the unresolved competitiveness, Sara describes
her marriage as "a good working relationship," providing much
support.
cuss everything

I

"I

dis-

do with him, and he discusses a great deal of what
he

does with me, particularly administrative and personnel."

Wendy also discussed competitiveness as

a

source of tension in her

marriage, as well as support.

The fact is, our problems are very different.
I
think Warren
is much more supportive in terms of looking to respond to my
problems than I am to his.
I'm not sure it is always welcome,
for a variety of reasons--I see it as somebody taking over my
solace. ...
I
also think that my style of.
.expressing
problems invites that kind of invention, and once I get it, I
don' t like it.
.

She strives to curb her competitive nature when interacting with Warren:

think we have had differences of opinion on that for a long
time.
Warren sees himself as a very noncompetitive person.
I'm a competitive person.
I
.and I feel
love it,.
quite open about it.
I
think there is a good deal of competiThe fact is, I'd
tion between us that he doesn't acknowledge.
rather compete with somebody other than him.
I
like being
I
play tennis to win, I play
competitive and he [doesn't].
sometimes think I drive my car to win.
I
Monopoly to win.
The only
I'm programmed to want to do well at anything.
thing I can really say about it is I like the crisis of trying
It's very peculiar--I have
to win as much as I like to win.
have some friends
I
to admit I am my own worst competitor.
who are as competitive as I am--they and I enjoy it so much.
You can play Monopoly marvelously with competitive peothink it's very hard to believe that anybody in
I
ple. ..
graduate school isn't competitive, but I must admit I have
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

real

pazaz for it.

.
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Wendy was exceptionally open about the
ongoing strains

in

her mar-

riage, but one stress that she would not
consider was allowing jobs to

create

physical separation.

a

We once had that possibility.
It seemed pretty devastating
both in terms with what it would do to our work
and what it
would do to our personal lives.
I
don't think we could do it
for more than a year.
I
know there are people who do it.
I
think it would be either the end of our marriage or our
jobs

one or the other.

Sara has never considered living apart from her husband, but this
was

prior issue for Virginia.
in that her job

a

A recent concern of hers is the inconvenience

requires that she spend some weeks away from her home.

At this point, her husband "could go anywhere and do what he wants to
do."

All

in all,

the major challenge Virginia faces is boredom with her

posi tion
In

sum, while these three women assumed more responsibility for

child care and household management than did their husbands, each

evolved

a

satisfactory solution.

Sara and Wendy influenced their

spouses to modify their behaviors, and Virginia depended on
keeper.

house-

Most significantly, no one expressed dissatisfaction with their

decisions to care for children rather than pursue
path.

a

In conclusion,

Sara made

a

a

career in

a

direct

pitch for others to plan their ca-

reers to be flexible, so that one can remain at home with young children.

By intense involvement with an infant, one can understand the

developing person.

There's something enormously rewarding in understanding another person's primary process and thinking. To know when
they look at a woodpecker, and they are terrified, to know
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why.
You can understand yourself, and a lot of
other people
once you ha V e done that.
The other thing is, with a very
small child, you can really let qo and be
silly.
.wi th a
latency age child (eight or nine) you must be
dignified

’

.

During the latency and adol es cent years
ployment.

,

Sara recommends part-time em-

"To know when your child needs you--and that's
not so

often—

that you'll be available, and you won't have to rush around
and ruin

your career.
tion.

A career will

not falter if one plans for some interrup-

"You could do that in any field of medicine, as long as you ac-

knowledged the fact that you'd have to go back for two to six months,
or

whatever it may be, to retrain, or do something to keep your finger in
the pie."

Most of the participants in this study are younger than Sara, and
less willing to set their work aside until

the children are in school.

Nonetheless, many of the women, and some of the men, are following her

outline of partial employment

as

a

satisfying way to balance the roles

of professional, spouse, and parent.

F/P women

:

Sex and other rol es

.

During their forties the three F/P

women shifted in and out of sex- typed behaviors.

Thematically, whatever

they did, they wanted to do well, whether this be mothering, working,

cooking, or playing tennis.

Integrating these aspects of the self in

a

comfortable way was an important task of the midlife transition period.
Wendy, for example, perceives herself more as competitive and con-

trolling rather than stereotypi cal ly feminine:

One thing I am fai rly certain about is that I must have been
I
loved boyish kinds of things but
a tomboy when I was a kid.
to do with contradicting
anything
had
ever
I
don't think that
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my femaleness.
I'm absolutely convinced that the sterility
that I grew up with about male-females is totally wrong

I'm obviously not feminine in a delicate sense which
I
was inspired to as a child.
I wanted
to have blond hair and my
family finally bought me a wig to be dainty and petite.
I
never made it.
I'm absolutely convinced, having listened to
or watched other people react to me, that I am conceived
as
female/maternal by most people, but essentially female and
sexual by both males and females of a variety of ages.

Wendy cannot conceive of not being
be a man] at all.

large, her gender

a

woman:

"I'm not sure I'd like [to

I'm much too interested in being a woman."
i

dent i ty has been supported on

a

personal

By and

level:

I
think the least support of it came from my parents.
But
outs ide of that I think it's been very strong. ...
I
think
that my identification as a woman comes from a heterosexual
pleasure both averted and coverted to fantasy and reality.
Sexuality and femalism [sic] are very closely identified in
my life.

In general,

Wendy stated, she felt that being

a

easier, and never interferred with her career.

female made her life
"I

really cannot think

of professional roles as being male or female."
The women's movement came into focus after Sara and Virginia had

achieved their professional credentials.

While the issues raised had

little effect on their personal lives, they serve as role models to

young, aspiring women.

Virginia, for example, noted:

my career before the woman's movement started.
to law and college students.

"I

was well

into

I'm asked to talk a lot

People always ask [about this].

I

enjoy

it."

Wendy and her husband were aware of the feminist concerns at the
time she entered graduate school, but there was

and practice.

a

gap between beliefs
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The role of sibling and child was emphasized
less by these women
than by younger participants.

Brothers were generally businessmen, and

sisters functioned as homemakers, even when they
had achieved professional

credentials:

If you asked my sister her major roles.
I'm sure she'd say mother.
She has six kids and is intensively involved
in their
lives.
She works as a doctor at Lthe camp they attend].
Her
professional life and her personal life are very closely entwined.
It's a completely different setup from what we have
(Wendy)

My sister was really interested in different sorts of things.
Her interests got short-shifted, I think, because my mother
was [busy] and didn't notice that my sister was artistic. She
probably would have trained and done something in that way,
had that been legitimate. Now she's taking lessons (Sara).

When reviewing the histories of these women, it is noticeable that

each has been shifted from one group to another.
to each major role most often reflected external

the age of children.

The priority they gave

circumstances, such as

As they approached middle age,

there was more

flexibility for self-expression along androgynous lines.

In

retrospect,

they exceeded their siblings in managing to balance professional ambitions with familial

interests.

,
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Chapter
flidlrfe Decisions

,

S umma ry

:

Adjustments and Growth

(

Ages 38-48)

This chapter has reviewed the lives of
five men and four women

within the years 38-48.
forties.

Stuart, Sara and Terry are still in their
early

The others are closer to 50.

these years.

Only the W's have lived beyond

While this research has emphasized the life-styles
of in-

dividuals in their thirties, it was felt to be of interest
to include
some people who have lived past the third decade of life,
with the likelihood that their lives would be more settled, with established
profes-

sions and older children.

Furthermore, although too small

a

group from

which to draw conclusions, the material gathered from these individuals

involved in two-career family patterns can be compared to data from

other studies on adult development, which emphasize men and conventional
family lives.

Life stage research

Perhaps more than any other period in adult devel-

.

opment, the midlife years have received much attention (Gould, 1972;

Neugarten, 1975; Sheehy, 1976; Fuchs, 1977; VaiHant, 1977; Levinson et
al_.

a

,

1978; Mayer, 1978; Nadelson, 1979)J

midlife crisis,

a

35 or as belated as
a

decade.

ti

me of inner turmoil

Specifically, the focus is on
that may begin as early as age

the late forties; it may last

a

few years or perhaps

Most often, the transition into the fourth decade of life

Manifestations may be psychologi

prompts the unrest.

cal --confus ion

After completing this study, two more books appeared on this subWhat Women over 35 Shoul d Know about Themsel ves
ject:
Our Own Years
by Edmond Hall berg.
by Alice Lake, and The Gray Itch
^

,

:

,
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mood swings, depression-and often are behavioral
--drinking to excess,

psychosomatic illnesses, bickering with work colleagues
or family members, leaving home or jobs.

"This is the time when careers nosedive,

affairs flourish, and marriages flounder or fall apart"
(Mayer, 1978,
p.

21).

Whether the years surrounding age 40 are called
tion"

(Levinson et

al_.

,

1978) or

a

a

"Midlife Transi-

"Deadline Decade" (Sheehy, 1976),

researchers are in agreement as to the major issues.
language of

a

In

the colorful

journalist, Mayer describes the more common symptoms:

A man feels disoriented by the unfamiliar terrain and the multiple changes jarring his psyche. Suddenly the past seems a
humiliating reminder of risks untaken, women unconquered, and
chances ignored. And the future seems to be hurtling toward a
dreaded rendezvous with old age and death. Meanwhile, responsibilities are mounting and physical energies are ebbing.

Children are rebelling or departing, wives becoming assertive
and demanding, and parents falling ill or dying.
Younger men
are scrambling up the work ladder, and job options are shrinking.

With so many altered horizons, a man begins to feel as if he's
lost his focus on things.
Outward circumstances and inner
stirrings now clash in a new way--and something disquieting
starts happening (1978, pp. 21-22).

Although presented in

a

dramatic way, the issues underlying the turmoil

of the midlife years have been noted by almost all research studies on
this developmental

ceeding to

a

period.

(Vail

1

ant is the exception.)

Before pro-

discussion of the salient themes of the time span, it is

helpful to reconsider the overall

framework of adult life cycles.

To reiterate from the last chapter, the thirties is a time to set-

tle down,

"to become a full-fledged adult within his own world" (Levin-

son et al.,

1978, p. 59).

The late thirties is notable for heightened

,
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introspection and stocktaking,

continued look within and an existen-

"a

tial questioning of self, values, and life itself, but
with a change in

tone toward quiet desperation and an increasing awareness
of

squeeze" (Gould, 1972, p. 526).

a

(Levinson

et^ al_.

a

new life structure, one which can

person's "actual desires, values, talents and aspirations"
,

1978, p. 60).

so notable for the emotional

The years surrounding age 40 have been

unrest and observable life changes, that

this period has earned the label of the "midlife crisis."
in

time

Reappraising one's past often leads to

exploring and testing choices for
integrate

a

Among the men

the Yale study, 80 percent had moderate to severe crises during this

transitional stage; by comparison, 70 percent of these men reported

similar crises through the Age 30 Transitional period (Ibid.).

The cul-

mination of this uneasy phase usually occurs in the mid-forties.
sues anticipated are now being lived with"

(Gould, 1972

p.

,

"Is-

The

526).

stage, which extends into the fifties, has been termed "Entering Middle

Adulthood" and "Renewal and Resignation" (Levinson et
1976, respectively).

In

to rebuild their lives,

creative stage.

aj_.

,

1978; Sheehy,

general, for those who found a satisfying way
this can be the start of

a

tranquil

and yet

"They are less tyrannized by the ambitions, instinctual

drives and illusions of youth.

They are more deeply attached to others

and yet more separate, more centered in the self" (Levinson et

al

.

1978, pp. 243-244).

Though researchers on the midlife years may disagree on the extent

of personal discomfort prompted by the passage into the forties, there
is a

remarkable consistency on the issues to be faced.

The foremost is-

sue centers on the loss of youth, which stems from both physical decline
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and reminders of mortality (e.g., Neugarten,
1975; Sheehy,
son et

a]_.

1978; Mayer,

,

in one's physical

1978).

1

976; Levin-

The sense of aging begins with changes

appearance, and intensifies with actual illnesses
or

the prospect of disability.

Death becomes more personalized, for not

only are parents dying but so are friends.

The anticipation of death

leads to a striking change in time perspective.

"Middle-aged adults re-

structure time in terms of time-left-to-li ve rather than time-sincebirth"

(Neugarten, 1975, p. 383).

Sensing the finitude of time, people

reappraise their past performance and worry if enough time remains to

accomplish goals.

If desires are unfulfilled,

and depressing time (Sheehy, 1976; Levinson et

this can be a difficult

aK

,

1978).

Some compen-

sate by focusing on work, "but in a fantasy way--' one last chance to

make it big

1

"

(Gould, 1972, p. 526).

Career changes, affairs and di-

vorces are common in this tempetuous time.

If the dreams of young

adulthood have been accomplished, then one must generate new goals
prevent stagnation.

By age 40,

"accomplishment is not only appropriate

but is to be expected" (Neugarten,

1

975, p.

life years, goals are refined or abandoned.
the painful

to

Thus, during the mid-

383).

The turmoil emi nates from

process of recognizing and "taking in our suppressed or even

our unwanted parts,"

a

process Sheehy terms "dis-integration" (1976,

p.

250).

Through this phase of dissembling and rebuilding one's own life

structure, confusion and depression are the most common manifestations.
Rates of alcoholism increase, as well as cardiac conditions
1

ant, 1977; Levinson et

al_.

,

1978; Mayer, 1978).

attacks in workaholics has been

a

(e.g., Vai

1

-

The frequency of heart

focus for medical

researchers, who

d

,
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term this "the lethal Type A behavior pattern" (Friedman
1974, in Mayer, 1978, see pp. 47-51).

&

Rosenman,

The Type A man is "ambitious,

competitive, and aggressive," continually struggling against time,
worried about meeting deadlines, rarely able to relax or take vacations
for

more than

a

week.

He does not like boring or tardy people.

Achievement

time is sometimes valued more than family activities, and certainly more
than chores or household affairs.

The authors found that such driven-

ness does not necessarily lead to success, but does "generate certain

biochemical

changes that cause heart disease"

By the mid- forties,

than external rewards.

(

Ibi

.

,

p.

51).

intrinsic satisfaction becomes more essential
Levinson observed this process among men in the

Yal e study:

Even if he has accomplished a great deal and is on the path to
greater attainment, his basic orientation toward success and
failure normally begins to change.
It is no longer crucial
.to write another book, get another promotion, earn more
of the rewards that meant so much in the past (Levinson et al
1978, p. 214).
.

.

.

During the process of re-examining one's values towards work and relationships, an individual strives to integrate
generati

vi ty

,

as well

as

a

sense of creativity and

coming to terms with destructive elements in

one's life (e.g., Erikson, 1957; Gould, 1972; Vaillant, 1977; Levinson

et

al_.

,

1978; Mayer, 1978).

While the forties are the start of

a

calm

phase of Middle Age, true acceptance of one's self and one's life takes
many more years.

Several research studies have documented that,

throughout the forties, people are prone to blame others

— e.g.,

and mentors--for their problems (Gould, 1972; Levinson et

al_.

,

parents
1978).
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They are equally likely to experience guilt for their
own mistakes with

children and students.

Another wel 1 -documented dimension of the midlife years is the
loosening of sex role behaviors (e.g., Fuchs, 1977; Levinson et
A few comments will

al_.

,

1978).

highlight this topic:

There is a growing body of evidence from social scientists
which suggests that a sexual reversal takes place at this
stage of life, a reversal that is likely to be explosive
(Mayer, 1978, p. 121).

Important differences exist between men and women as they age.
Men seem to become more receptive toward and less guilty about
aggressive and egocentric impulses (Neugarten, 1975, p. 385).

In short,

both sexes--through incorporating aspects normally associated

with the other gender--achi eve
tion of the two"

(Levinson

a

ejt aj_.

balance, "a qualitatively new integra,

p.

236).

When the men in Levinson's

and Mayer's studies, for example, could acknowledge and accept their internal feminine qualities, their ability to love not only women but

children improved.
ents.

Further, they became better teachers to young stud-

Recent studies on the effects of menopause on women minimize the

disruptive psychological and biological changes, and attribute the

ill

effects to the social situation of the women (e.g., Neugarten, 1975;
Fuchs, 1977).
is

(The increasing use of the phrase "male menopause"--whi ch

used to describe men who are having trouble aging— as well as "career

menopause" are misleading terms, perpetuating the significance of the

end of the monthly periods.)
As noted, the issues which typify the passage into the forties take

many more years to be truly resolved.

The onset of the next life stage,
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Middle Adulthood, can begin
1n the e.r ly forties.
However, dtose studies
who compared social-class
groups found that the
higher the social class,
the later events such as
first job, marriage,
parenthood, even re nopause occurred (Neugarten,
1975).
The late timing of these
events may
explain why more successful
people enter each stage somewhat
later than
usual.
This finding is consistent
with observations drawn from
this
study. While speculative,
the noted lack of significant
crises among
these participants may be
explained by their added maturity
when facing
the issues of each adult
stage.

When the nine people included
in this chapter are compared
to cohorts in the general population,

a

remarkable consistency emerges in
re-

lation to their discussion of the
major developmental issues that
confront them— professionally and
personal ly-within this decade.
To begin
with, the twenties were a time of
exploration. Only three of the nine

participants had clear career goals in
college and proceeded directly
into professional

training schools.

Only two couples married in their

mid-twenties and created longlasting relationships.
this group had settled down via careers
or family.
was a time of transitions.

By their thirties,

The late thirties

Four people made major shifts in the work

sphere, and as many made profound changes which
affected their home
lives, such as beginning a family or establishing
roots in one city.

Nevertheless, as had been noted in prior chapter summaries,
the drama

of crises accompanied by turmoil and disruption typically
associated
with cross-era transitions were not reported by these
participants.
They did, however, address the subjective issues highlighted
throughout
the research (e.g.,

Fuchs, 1977; Vaillant, 1977; Mayer, 1978).
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Three individuals are still in their early forties,
and did not

seem especially concerned with their age-role identity.
its negative connotations

— was

Aging

— with

all

mentioned by the six older participants.

Virginia, for example, although recently promoted to an influential

judgeship, worried if this position would continue to offer stimulation
until

she retired.

Just as advancing years affect one's view towards

work, they also influence other attitudes.

became

a

To illustrate, Russell, who

father in his late thirties, felt he owed it to his children to

exercise and sustain his health.

As previously mentioned,

fears of

one's own potential illness or death increase in the late forties.

While not typically discussed by these participants, both Tom and Victor, who work with geriatric and dying patients, acknowledged their an-

xiety pertaining to encroaching disabilities.

Another wel 1 -documented issue which confronts people in their forties is a more realistic appraisal of goals, and an urge to complete

that which is possible.

er achieve

a

Tom, for example, recognized that he would nev-

Nobel Prize, but his book,

a

creative act that to date has

occupied his attention for five years, is increasing in importance.

The

urge to disseminate one's accumulated knowledge, and more significantly,
to contribute something valuable to mankind, is noteworthy among many of

these participants.

The urge to create, according to Gould (1972) and

Levinson (1978), eminates and grows with one's acceptance of destructive
patterns.

These authors purport that men in their early forties express

rage at parents, spouses, mentors, or others whom they blame for real or

imagined damages to their self-esteem and development.
a

Not only

is

this

time for blaming others, but a time for reassessing one's own part in
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harming others

— particularly

children

— which

promotes guilt.

The lack

of satisfaction with the way one had been parented in early
years, as
well

as the mention of sex role discrimination in work and
familial

spheres, was most illuminated by those in the young forties.

Those par-

ticipants approaching or beyond age 50 were more tolerant of others'

shortcomings as well as their own.
A third salient characteristic of these midlife years is the inte-

gration of male and female traits within the individual.

Generally, the

men in this group associated nurturant feelings with fatherhood.
so,

Even

the desire to be active parents increased within their forties.

They were also more willing to accept their wives' growing needs for

competency outside the home (though only grudgingly assumed more re-

sponsibility for the menial chores of home management).

Three of the

four women discussed in this chapter had, in prior years, been willing
to submerge professional aspirations in order to meet familial needs.

Coinciding with their children's growing independence, the forties were
a

time of renewed interest in and energy devoted to careers.

No infor-

mation was offered as to the relevancy of menopause, or the connection

bewteen its physical changes and emotional responses.

Professional stages

.

When an overview is taken of the professional

lives of all 40 participants, the trend is that most followed

timetable in regard to careers and family.
completed professional training schools.

a

similar

That is, by age 30 most had
Women's careers were attenu-

ated in response to child rearing, but rarely abandoned.

The nine par-

ticipants in this chapter were those most likely to have deviated from
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the preceding patterns.

One interesting fact about the five men included in
this chapter is
that three were in no rush to establish themselves professionally.

Tom

and Victor enlisted in the army after college, then both men made
several

false starts in professional schools before tackling medical

ing.

By this point,

train-

they tolerated the frustrations and challenges of

the program in order to feel settled in

a

career track.

lust spirit was channeled into other directions.

Their wander-

For Victor,

a

life of

international public health--with the implication of frequent relocations in undeveloped countries— was

a

desirable route.

Tom's adventur-

ous spirit led him into avan t-garde— at least for the fifties

— relation-

ships; his ambivalence about settling down contributed to remaining sin-

Even so, within

gle.

a

decade of matriculating in medical school, Tom

and Victor had promising careers, wives and children.

Warren, the oldest participant in this study, also had the most ir-

regular professional development.
lege for two decades.

Unlike anyone else, he delayed col-

As he approached his fortieth birthday, he was an

unde rgraduate.

Three of the four women now in their forties or older also demonMotherhood was the pri-

strated a zigzag route in developing careers.

mary reason, but frequent relocations also interfered with professional
growth.

Virginia, for example, maintained part-time employment while

raising three chi 1 dren--wi th the assistance of

a

housekeeper—and fol-

lowing her husband six times since achieving her professional credentials.

When Wendy graduated college, she was

a

single parent.

sumed educational training when her children were adolescents.

She reSara was
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the only woman interviewed who left the work
world for five years to at-

tend to child care.
a

Sara's mother,

a

physician, left the children with

housekeeper towards whom Sara had ambivalent feelings.

Sara expected

to raise her offspring for the first few years
of life and then return
to part-time employment.

The death of her first baby, the uncertain ex-

tent of impairment of the second, served to strengthen her
resolve.
In contrast to the three family-oriented women, lerry
consistently

gave priority to her professional role.

ways.

Terry

is

exceptional in other

As a child, she lacked the advantages that many of the other par-

ticipants had; for one, her socio-economic background was lower class,
and two, she was born several years before the average participant.
These factors intertwined in various respects.

Her parents were less

educated and espoused traditional values such as
the home."

"a

woman's place is in

They did not support Terry's desires to attend college, let

alone medical school.

Terry moved ahead without planning.

some overt forms of gender discrimination as
ledged anger.

a

given, without acknow-

Balancing these undermining influences was

who shared and supported her aspirations and life-style.
Terry is considering
fered to

a

woman.

now feel

I

departmental

chairmanship,

a

a

peer group

Presently,

position rarely of-

Her self-confidence when facing this new and exciting

challenge is evident:
I

a

She accepted

"I've been professionally groomed for it.

.

.

.

could, which is a very different change for me internally."

When reviewing Terry's life course, it is worthwhile to reflect on Vail
1

ant's words:

"If you have not the strength to accept the terms life

offers you, you must, in self-defense, force your own terms upon it"
(1977, p. 13).

-
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In

reviewing the professional stages for these
nine participants,

three patterns emerge.

vancement."

The predominant pattern is "straightforward
ad-

This route is characterized by no change
of institutions or

relocations.

An individual is promoted from within the
system.

people (three men; one woman) followed this sequence.
tion of Terry, who is still

in her early forties,

sicians— said they had no fantasies of becoming

a

the

Four

With the excep-

others— also phy-

department head.

Some

were offered chairmanships, but the prestige was outweighed
by the in-

convenience of relocating.

Most crucial, to all

these men, was doing

good medicine and passing on their accumulated knowledge to younger
doctors through teaching or publishing.

Like the "best outcomes" among the

Grant study men, these participants knew when to halt the struggle to
gain one more notch on the career ladder (Vaillant, 1977).
A second pattern entails retraining.

Victor and Sara, while in

their late thirties, entered residency programs to learn new special-

The motivation for each differed.

ties.

Sara wished to be in

that offered part-time and flexible hours.

a

field

Victor became more inter-

ested in care-giving and one-to-one medicine than administrative work,
though the latter provided opportunities for effecting social changes on
a

large scale.

Resuming the student role for approximately five years

during these midlife years had its share of problems, challenges and
some joys.

Yet in the end, both found jobs that were meaningful, and

jobs that overlapped both fields of specialty.
A third pattern also involves becoming

a

student.

After 20-year

gaps in their educational history, both Wendy and Warren returned to
school

to obtain professional

degrees.

Both managed to study with lit-
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tie disruption to their family life, an
adjustment which was eased by

growing.

Though career shifts were noted among these people,
most had

achieved

a

high degree of satisfaction with their jobs.

Stuart both felt they had "perfect jobs."

Russell and

Virginia and Terry were both

surprised and pleased by their advancement.

Like the best adjusted peo-

ple in other studies, these participants— especially those in
their late
forti es--were less focused on power and performance and more
involved

with the rewarding aspects of teaching
1977; Levinson et al

.

1978).

,

a

younger generation (Vail 1 ant,

Even those women who curtailed work to

care for children reported no regrets about their choices.

ceived the forties as

Marital stages

In

.

a

They per-

time for expanded careers.

reviewing the marriages of those in this age group,

it is clear that only the T's entered into matrimony with a shared un-

derstanding that their home life would be nonconventional

.

The initia-

tive was Terry's, but Tom concurred that a housekeeper would assume pri-

mary responsibility for child care and household management.

While

other tasks might fall along sex role lines, they would be evenly distributed.

It was many more years before the T's actualized the egali-

tarian solution, but currently both are satisfied with the arrangement.
They have also worked out ways to incorporate children and friends into

their professional lives.

companied by

a

To illustrate, Terry travels to meetings ac-

child, and Tom shares

athletics with either his son or

daughter; also, both collaborate with friends on professional projects.
Family meals are

a

rarity in their home, as well

as personal

leisure
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time

The four other marital relationships reviewed in
this chapter share
common features, such as

a

traditional approach to roles.

That is, the

men pursued their careers unhampered by household
responsibilities,

while the women interrupted their professional advancement
to attend
familial needs.

hold tasks.

to

The women also assumed major responsibility for house-

Any changes that occurred over the years were attributed to

the wives' pressing.

The men are deeply committed to their children,

but find it difficult to make adjustments in their work lives to permit

sharing the daily obligations, such as bringing
ment.

child to an appoint-

a

Similarly, while the men enjoy having professional wives, they

are reluctant to assume household tasks although such effort would ease
the time pressures on the women.

These men attribute the difficulty in

changing attitudes and behaviors to their traditional sex role conditioning.

In

review, the age of a man emerged as

a

variable, with flexi-

bility typically linked to youth.

The women have accommodated to their husbands' retention of the
status quo in various ways.

Virginia, for example, hired live-in help

early on in the marriage although she worked part-time.

Rhonda, on the

other hand, does those tasks she enjoys most--like cooking— and those

which are essential--! ike grocery shopping--but ignores dispensable
neatness.

Currently, most of these couples are resolved with their di-

vision of household tasks.

The interaction between work and family

.

Negotiating the balance of

time given to work and family seems a never ending issue, as individ-

,
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uals'

needs and desires fluctuate throughout
the life cycle.

the women in their forties is

all

has repercussions on the marital

a

Typical of

renewed interest in careers, which

relationship.

Oftentimes, the issue of

competition arises between marital partners who have
unequal professiondevelopment.

al

Women who were once willing to follow their husbands
no

longer wish to disrupt their careers.

Fortunately, the men in their

forties are not desirous of relocations, for they value their
respected

positions in the work environment and their roles in the community.

stability they have achieved outweighs moving for

a

The

job with more pres-

tige, power or money.

Issues pertinent to the dysynchronous growth between marital partners were remarked upon by all

the participants in this age group.

They

were comfortable with their own integration of roles--professional
marital and parental--but sometimes disapproved of spouses' balancing of
roles, particularly the time devoted to work.

Still, most felt satis-

fied with their relationship and no one was contemplating divorce.

Stresses of the forties

.

The literature pertinent to this decade

suggests that the years surrounding age 40 are

a

crisis point for the

individual, with obvious implications for the marital relationship
(e.g., Sheehy, 1976; Levinson et a[., 1978; Mayer, 1978; Nadelson et
al

.

,

1979).

Levinson found that

.marital problems
many men are able to consider seriously.
that they previously ignored or only dimly acknowledged. A
.he remained in the marriage
man may come to recognize that.
mainly out of attachment to family life, children and tradition.
Now a great fog of illusion has been lifted (1978, p.
256).
.

.
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If one spouse is going through upsetting
inner changes, the other must

learn when to step in with reassurance, and
when to leave some distance

and not respond too personally (Mayer, 1978).

Oftentimes, as the trou-

bled individual confronts age-related issues, being
"mothered" by the

spouse is objectionable (Sheehy, 1976; Levinson et

al_.

,

1978).

In

gen-

eral, "the survival of a marriage at this stage of life
hinges on this
key question:

How much can each partner let the other grow without

feeling unbearably threatened?"

Unless a spouse is indifferent to the

partner's changes, "one person's growth will usually cause some disruption in the marital

the Yale study,

relationship" (Mayer, 1978, p. 133).

Some men in

for example, found it difficult to accept a new asser-

tive wife (Levinson et al

,

1978).

Parallel to the experience of the individual, several stormy years
in

the marriage can revitalize the intimacy once shared.

siders the alternative of

a

When one con-

static union, characterized by detached and

disengaged partners (Cuber & Harroff, 1972), the years of conflict that
lead to resolution may seem worthwhile.

In

essence, revamping

a

mar-

riage in midlife years--while not necessarily accomplished smoothly--can
lead to

a

more vital and meaningful relationship.

(Only Vaillant re-

ports contradictory findings, such as "suppression [is] powerfully cor-

related with consistently happy marriages" (L977, p. 321).)

Couples who

have successfully navigated through the personal and dyadic problems of
the late thirties and early forties report an increase "in marital hap-

piness and contentment wi th the spouse"

(Gould,

1972, p. 530).

In sum,

"priorities in relationships shift away from earlier needs for security,

performance and role fulfillment toward

a

desire for greater companion-
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ship and understanding" (Nadelson et

^

r-e ^th00d

-

al

.

,

1979, p. 293)

Havin 9 ^viewed the literature
on marriage, the con-

sensus reached is that children of any
age can produce stress on the

parents

relationship.

The adjustments necessitated by the
birth of

child were considered in the last chapter.

a

While one might hope that

the stresses incumbent with caring for
infants would be alleviated when

the children entered school, Bernard suggests
otherwise:

School -age children, from six to fourteen, seem to
have an especially distressing effect on marriage. This period in
the
life cycle is the nadir of general marital satisfaction,
especially hard on wives (1972, pp. 72-73).

Most researchers concur that adolescent children can exacerbate
parents'

anxieties about failures, declining agility and sexuality, and unrealized hopes (e.g., Bernard, 1972; Sheehy, 1976; Mayer, 1978; Nadelson
et
al_.

,

1979).

A troubled teenager can engender guilt in

troublesome child can be

a

public embarrassment.

a

parent, and

a

By their very nature,

any conflictual parent/child relationship strains the marital alliance.
A consistent finding in the marriage literature is that the

"launching" of children from the home produces the most painful period
for the marital partners (e.g., Bernard, 1972; Sheehy, 1976; Fuchs,
1

977; Nadelson

e_t

a]_.

,

1979).

At the time interviewed, only Victor and

Virginia were in the midst of this stage.

Both addressed the sadness

entailed as their children, one by one, departed for college.

What was

interesting is that two of their three offspring anticipate entering the
respective fields of their parents.

Such modeling is not generally il-

lustrative of the expected adolescent rebellion, where teenagers often
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denigrate or reject the values and life-styles
of their parents (e.g.,
Szurek, 1971; Vaillant,

1

977).

Although highly speculative, the parents

of these offspring have served as role models
for

a

life that incorpor-

ates interesting work as well as a stable family
unit.

that the parents are fulfilled within themsel

work and their
children.

dren— now

1 i

fe-styl

es— has

ves— that

Perhaps the fact
is, enjoy their

been transmitted to their adolescent

This pattern is further demonstrated by the W's, whose
chil-

their twenties and thirties

in

— remain

in

close contact with

their parents and some are endeavering to pursue the same career
pattern

.

In sum,

children of any age can be

sure to the parents.

saliency

to

a

source of strain or of plea-

Most of the women discussed in this chapter gave

family fulfillment through their thirties, when children

were young and husbands were striving to establish careers.

When the

men settled down and children grew more independent, the women increased

their involvement with work.

No one stage in the life cycle has a monopoly on role shifts.

As

these participants approached age 40, half returned for schooling in or-

der to redirect their careers.

The passage into the forties can be

a

time for individual crisis and heightened marital discord, but most often,

i

t

was

a

period for reflecting and reassessing one's priorities.

The men often found they were satisfied with their professional standing

and could forego promotions that would disrupt their lives.

Their at-

tention less needed by young children, the women could resume careers

with fresh vigor.

Regardless of gender, the search and the discovery
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of avenues for personal and family fulfillment
characterizes the for
ties.

CHAPTER
AGES 49-65:

This is

a

IX

MATURE REFLECTIONS

brief chapter, for it includes the life histories
of only

two individuals, Wendy and Warren.

Their development, particularly in

the professional sphere, illustrates that the
fifties can be

time of

a

great productivity and personal fulfillment.

Profession Dominant Pattern

£Zf women

:

Professional

role

(

P/F )

Wendy is the only member of this group.

.

She is currently in her mid-fifties, in the developmental stage termed
by Levinson the "culmination of middle adulthood"

forties she accepted

a

(1978).

In her late

position at an elite university.

had only one job.
I
was here [at H
] as a postdoc
I
had two books published during that time.
Then I got offered a job back at K
at which point H
offered me an
associate professorship to keep me here.
I
was a little too
old to be offered an assistant professor. ... At H
you're only tenured at full professor.
I

.

.

.

and

,

,

In

order to achieve some security, Wendy pushed for tenure.

With

several other job offers in hand, she was in a good position to negotiate.

Still, she reported "a lot of hassling.

ine way with tenured faculty."
in

Chapter VII.)

years ago.

In

.

.

.

H

has an assin-

(A similar sentiment was echoed by Larry

For many reasons, Wendy accomplished her goal several

addition to the other job possibilities, she had also ac-

cepted the position of Master for

a

group of students.
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This job was
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typically offered only to senior faculty, with
the understanding they

would retain this post over time.

told them I would quit [being a Master] if I didn't
get tenure, which.
.they thought was inelegant to make as a threat,
and they told me many times that could not be a
consideration!
At the back of their minds, they realized they had
[jeopardized] me by letting me become a Master without tenure
and so it made them uncomfortable.
I

.

•

•

.

Wendy's age was another factor leading to her promotion.

young fifties, "it is
ure."

All

in all,

a

Being in her

very small risk when you hire somebody at ten-

Wendy feels accepted by the faculty:

Nonetheless, H
--which is not noted for congeniality to
women or its decency--has been extremely decent to me.
I
have
been the exception in terms of being treated well.
In a large
measure, it has to do with the fact that I come from a department which has been very outspoken, but also for other reasons
--both the dean and the president.
I
have been well treated
with flagrant exceptions but those are so obvious and occurred
to so many other people that I can't feel badly about them.

Wendy has no regrets about the path her career has taken, nor the

effort involved.

Work "is what

I

do for vacations."

Completing her

training and becoming tenured led to an inner sense of professionalism.
As in her prior educational experiences, she questioned if she was up to
par:

"Certainly, nobody fulfills the ridiculous standards [for tenure],

so you wonder, are they aware of that in your case, or did you just slip
by?

My suspicion is that both men and women have that experience, but

women are more self-conscious about it."
Wendy is currently a mentor to her students, having passed into the

genera tivity stage depicted by Erikson (1950).
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I
have a very good relationship with my graduate
students, in
part because there is a certain distance between us,
which I
think they appreciate.
They know I care about them, but I
don't have to know what's going on in their lives.
I've had
five people going through their Ph.D.s with me, and I
have a
very different relationship with each one of them. ...
The
distance I keep has been helpful, to both them and me. Nobody
likes to. have their dissertation taken apart by somebody; the
implication is that you don't like them.
If you are really
very clear that liking them is not part of a working relationship--you may like them independently— but when you say that
was a terribl e. chapter, you are not saying they are a terrible
person. Occasionally people do write terrible chapters— anyone of us— sometimes I do more than occasionally.

In review,

her age.

Wendy has more enthusiasm for her work than most people

Her maturity was

a

benefit to her in graduate school, and

later in achieving job security.

By the time her career ascended, her

children were grown and living independently.

Rather than struggling to

balance multiple roles simultaneously, Wendy's choice was to devote her-

self first to her family and then to her professional development.

This

pattern illustrates an interesting contrast to the other participants.

P/F women

:

Family role

in response to

Wendy shifted the priority of her major roles

.

the developmental stages of her children's lives.

they were infants, she was

a

full-time homemaker.

sought employment on a part-time basis.

a

role for me as being

"I
a

enormously."

I

few years she

to

full-time academic life

think being a mother is probably as important

professional.

when your youngest child is possibly 25.
but the fact is,

a

When one child was in college

and the others in high school, she returned
as a graduate student.

After

When

It can't be as an important role

There is

a

different value,

took great store in being a mother, and

I

enjoyed it
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In the ensuing years, her involvement in
studies increased.

As she

devoted more time to work, there was less available
for her husband,
Warren.

"One of the things that

life is that

I

think is irritating in our family

can get intensely involved with

I

Suddenly time springs up from nowhere."

a

colleague for hours.

Further, her involvement with

work is fresh and inspiring, in contrast to Warren's attitude.

Conse-

quently, she often has more to share with colleagues than with her husband.

(One can observe a striking similarity between Wendy's comment

and that of Rhonda, offered earlier.)

[There is] relatively little [sharing]; there is a difference
in style.
He i s much more a skeptic about his work.
He's not the same kind of true believer I am.
He's less
involved and less turned on by his work. He pointed out many
times that when we talk about work, it is my work that we talk
about.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The people who are closest to us are some of my colleagues
and a number of my graduate students, who are colleagues in
every sense.
Those I happen to be fondest of share some
of my intense interest in their work.
I
think there are other
people in my field who don't have that kind of relationship.
Then there is an overlap among some of my colleagues in
Warren enjoys music, but.
.as
terms of interest in music.
far as he is concerned, I should go off to the symphony and
enjoy myself. He used to go with me, but it bores him. He
does make an enormous effort to try to understand the things
that I get invol ved in.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wendy's marriage has undergone many changes in these midlife years.
Both spouses shared

a

strong and mutual interest in their children, but,

for both, the role of parent has decreased as the children entered young

adulthood.
ment.

In

addition, they are in different stages of work involve-

Wendy is in her prime as

a

professional; Warren has worked for

number of years and his passion for work has subsided.

From Wendy's

a
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vantage point, covert competition and her
professional activity threaten
the relationship.

To overcome these differences, each
spouse should

strive to strengthen an area of mutual interest.

Wendy doubts that she

does

Do I need to put a conscious effort into my
relationship?
Yes, but I frequently don't.
I
think [the current status] of
our relationship is tenuous, but I don't think Warren
feels
that way.
I
think that is partly my dissatisfaction with my
own role in it, as much as his.
One thing is that, after you
have been married for over 30 years, you're likely to stay
married for a long time.

Wendy views the tenacity of this marriage with mixed feelings.

On the

negative side, the interdependency has waned as their life-styles have
diverged.

She feels "more than itchy-resentful

pointed.

On

"—as

well as disap-

the other hand, while she ponders the issue, she is not

prepared to walk away from the man who shared the child rearing with
her.

Wendy suspects that her "substantial affective loyalty" is

tion of her age.

of guts, which
In sum,

periences.

a

func-

"It's not something you resolve unless you have lots

don't have many times."

I

Wendy is bound to her marriage by

a

history of shared ex-

Divorce and affairs were threats that she faced and resolved.

Now secure in her professional life, she appreciates the support Warren
has offered her, permitting her to sustain the relationship while esta-

blishing

a

career.

"Handling both [the relationship and the career] has

certainly been more fun that hard.

someone who had

a

It would have been difficult with

different attitude toward my work.

facing overt hostility.

I

need overt support."

I

can't imagine
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P/£ women:

Sex and other roles

.

Wendy's life history has clearly dem-

onstrated identity changes over time.

self as

a

In

her youth, she described her-

tomboy, but aspired to be "feminine" in the petite, curly

bonde-haired sense.

She considered becoming a physician, but was side-

tracked in college.

While she loved school, and won the respect of

special
a

professor, social life was also crucial.

child while an undergraduate.

this time.

boratory.
al

a

She married and bore

A graduate degree was not considered at

Like many cohorts, she became

semiskilled worker in

a

A series of job promotions and children followed.

a

la-

For sever-

years, Wendy did not work and put her talents to being the classic

homemaker.

She always strove for perfection, but had not achieved an

inner feeling of well-rounded competency.

Not until her forties did she

perceive her inner self and external events suited to her enrollment in
graduate school.

establishing

a

Wendy was always

a

strong and independent person, but

career for herself brought its own reward.

Perhaps be-

cause of the maturity that comes with age, Wendy never considered that

being

female deferred her from becoming a professional.

a

ties were clear:

raise

a

family, then pursue

she is secure in her worth as both

a

a

female and

career.
a

:

Professional role

.

At this point,

scholar.

Professi on Balanced with Fami ly Pattern

P=F men

Her priori-

(

P=F )

Once again, Warren is the only man in-

cluded in this group, or, in fact, in this chapter, which covers ages
49 and up.

Presently, Warren is in his early sixties.

Consistently, he

strived to balance his career with the best interests of his family.
this end, when he completed his professional

To

training, he sought employ-
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raent in

the vicinity of K

University.

By this time, his wife Wendy

was a graduate student there.

I went to a
religious undergraduate school to work in
the
counseling center and to teach one course.
Then I began to do
more teaching and became a full professor
there.
I
also
worked part-time at the [local] guidance
center and in a few
years became the director, which was a very
rewarding job
It
was a fascinating place which gave me the
opportunity to teach
the elusive skills which I nevertheless believe
exist
They
wanted me to work there full-time, but I never
wanted’to do
that.
I
think it was because of the brainwashing of
graduate
school that chuckled about becoming clinicians.
The hierarchy
of values was very clear, with academia best and
clinician

lowest.

Warren remained with these jobs for over
ing,

decade.

a

the positions were not notably prestigious.

While gratify-

For example, at the

school where he taught, he was the sole faculty member in his field.

Still, he was content enough that he would not have considered relocating if it were not for Wendy's career.

where, but not as an appendage.
Wendy, they offered to find me

one myself.'

"At the time H
a

job.

I

said,

University hired
'No,

thank you, I'll get

They couldn't understand how somebody could not take an

job that was being offered.

H

He is willing to follow her any-

What I'm doing is exactly what I've

wanted to do."
On his own initiative, Warren found a position at
col

1

a

community-based

ege.

tried to get this job for two years.
I
came here as the
head of the department. After a few years I quit being the
don't like adminI
head and went back to being a professor.
I
like the role
istration; I don't think I'm any good at it.
In the guidance center, by
of uncle, not father, in a place.
virtue of part-time work, I was always an uncle. People came
to me for advice, and I didn't have to say, "Why didn't you do
I

.
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this?"

retrospect, Warren demonstrated his commitment
to people over

In

career advancement.

Maintaining

"nice-guy" image proved more reward-

a

ing to him that the status that
accompanies positions of power.

P^F

men_:

Family

ro]_e.

Like Wendy, Warren has ascribed different
values

to his major roles in life after his children
matured and moved away

from his home:

I
m^a teacher, a clinician, and I'm surprising myself that
I
don't start off by saying I'm a parent and a husband, in view
of the fact that my children are adults. ... The social
habit is to refer to the profession, but when I think hard,
most important is being with and enjoying my family.

Still,

the children are often visiting, "which is one of the weaknesses

of our type of parenting; how can you get mad at parents if your friends
think they are hot stuff?"
In

addition to less demands from children, Warren's life shifted

when his wife returned to academia.

her hand as

a

Preceding this stage, Wendy tried

full-time homemaker.

She had worked all that time and was ambivalent about [it].
When I moved into my second job, she said, "I'm going to quit
working.
I'd enjoy being at home
., your salary is enough.
with the kids and doing things with them in the day, which
I've never done."
She found that just disastrous. She
started taking courses in K
.and
's graduate school,.
became an immediate success.
Then she became the eminent star that she is
.

.

.

.

.

The progression of Wendy's career had mixed effects on the relationship.

She was always

a

very busy person and occupied with herself.
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always, but never to the degree to
which she becomes when she
became an academic. Also my own ability
to play into the vacuum that she created, in terms of
our family roles, was much
improved.
I was more flexible
without feeling it taxed my
y
masculine image.
We didn't fight less, but differently,
with less voices raised,
less walking out.
We fight pretty continuously over what
I
see as neurotic issues
Wendy fears being dominated.
If I
express an opinion about the weather, it
involves her directly.
I
feel rejected by her, not loved by her.
There's very
little doubt that we're both fighting our childhood
fights.
.

While the fights became less dramatic, the tensions
remained.

"Considering all of them, we have stayed together pretty well,
about 30

years."

Nor surprising, the couple tried the typical routes to allevi-

ate their interpersonal struggles, such as counseling and
a trial

aration.

sep-

The roughest period occurred after Wendy began to work as

a

professi onal

She figures out it isn't me, but she doesn't want to be married.
Our kids are big enough, the youngest is off to college.
We went to see a marriage counselor.
It was in his office that she announced her decision. ...
I
was very upset,
very opposed.
didn't blow, but said, "I won't fall for it."
I
I
moved out and proceeded to court her. ... We had the two
youngest over for dinner and told them. Wendy did the talking
and I sat there, fighting back my tears, and the kids turned
and chewed her to pieces.
It was very painful for her, painful for me, but I liked it. ...
In less than six weeks we
ended up going to the Carribbean together for a week to see
how things would be. We got back together at that place.
The idea that a person may want to be alone without
saying there's anything wrong with their husband is one that
I
hadn't entertained until I heard it from her.
I
successfully fought it, because it ran counter to my interests but as a
clinician,.
.I've heard it since, and it now seems a valid
posi tion
.

.

.

.

In

retrospect, Warren stated his belief that the two-career family

pattern is "one of the most difficult things you can do.

.

.

.

The

"

.
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thing that

like to emphasize.

I

the problems.
di

stribution

.are that the rewards are greater
than

.

There are some real problems, which are
essentially time

.

Rather than establishing
the spouse, Warren stated:

a

pattern to balance work with needs from

"We fight over it, doing

dividing it, occasionally grabbing, feeling
given enough."

very lousy joy of

a

cheated, like you are not

Nonetheless, Warren can expected to find Wendy suppor-

ti ve:

have a feeling that when I have a problem I'm taking away
her time from something at which she, at this very moment,
moderately needs for something else, and that always happens.
It's not really a mild need, it's a deadline of magnitude that
she must meet.
So that's one problem.
But if the problem appears to me big enough, she will make time for it. The vice
versa is perceived by both of us as easier.
Part of it is
that I got established over a longer period of time. She, at
this point, is more established than I.
I

Consistently, Warren enjoys the colleagueship:

The time we have with each other is good time.
I
am
more interested in Wendy's work than I think she is, and in
the person she is, than in any other aspect of my relationship
with her; it gives me a lot of pleasure. The traditional husband/wife relationship doesn't allow for that, it allows only
for wife to husband. ...
am much more into her work than
I
she is into my work.
I
think that's her perception too.
.

.

.

The enormous pride which he feels for Wendy's accomplishments diminishes
the issue of competitiveness.

In truth,

Warren finds pleasure in the

sex rol e reversal

I'm
There is a status difference, but it does not bother me.
For example, the administranot terribly status conscious.
tion almost choked when they had to call Wendy, "Master." AfNow they do it, some with a
ter awhile, Wendy insisted.
.

.

.

Ill

smile.
[When my name was put on the door], I
complained
tan t you guys get it through your head that
Wendy is the
Master and I'm her husband? I'm a co-master!"

At this point, Warren sees no impending threats
to the marital relationship.

One of the most typical complaints cited by other
couples

interviewed was that of relocating for jobs.

This was not an issue for

Warren

We faced the situation of jobs in different places.
She was
offered a position where after five years, she could have a
tailor-made job with a large salary. She asked, "What would
there be for my husband?"; they said, "Nothing." Now, [in my
field], l could always find work.
I
told her to go and see,
and if it looked good, then 1 d go look around. Another place
in P
courted her very carefully. We considered living
apart until I could locate a job, but she wound up getting
tenure so she didn't go.
If she got a really fantastic offer,
I'd go.
1

In sum,

during his fifties, Warren found himself less needed by

family members.

His children were leaving home for college and mar-

riage, and his wife was fervently pursuing

a

career of her own.

lack of interdependency between the spouses led to
much to Warren's dislike.

a

The

short separation,

His persistence won her back, but her in-

volvement with work increased.

Consequently, Warren often regrets his

While he may feel shut out on

lack of time with his spouse.

a

personal

level, he takes great pleasure in his wife's accomplishments.

P=F men

:

Sex and other roles

past role as
causes.
a

a

.

Warren exhibits pride in discussing his

political activist, a proponent and organizer of leftist

When he became a graduate student in his forties, politics took

backseat to studies.

His interest in avant-garde subjects led him in-
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to investigative research on sex
roles.

He was also a participant
on

professional committees to advance the
status of women.

Notwithstanding

his ideology, changing his behaviors
within his family context lagged

behind.

When his wife began her pursuit of a career,
Warren assumed

more responsibility for the children and
house maintenance.

Overall,

he is pleased with his relationship with his
children, but he

is

more

respectful of his daughter's boyfriend, who assumes
equal responsibility
for their child.
a

addition, he is proud to identify this daughter
as

In

feminist.

Chapter Sunmary

:

Mature Reflections

(

Ages 49-65 )

When the W's were asked to participate in this study
agreed but warned that they were not

development

their education.

i_s

they wi

1 1

ingly

"typical" dual -career couple.

a

Their perception is only partially accurate.
fessional

,

The outline of their pro-

different in that both had

a

20-year gap in

Not until they were in their forties did they matri-

culate in graduate school.

On the other hand, their pattern of shifting

priorities between family and work does resemble other couples interviewed.

That is, they made compromises in other aspects of their lives

in order to be active parents to their growing children.

The age of the W's

cational

planning.

ferred school

until

1

children was

a

major determinant in their edu-

Rather than shortchange the mother role, Wendy dethe children were adolescents and she could apply

her energy to studies.

Warren consistently strived to keep his work and

then his studies from interfering with his family's life-style.

What

was changed by the process of becoming professionals was the marital re-
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lationship.
review, the W's' marriage
shifted over the three
decades of life
together.
During the first 10 years,
both spouses worked at
jobs-not
In

careers-and raised

a

family.

Traditional sex-typed behaviors
were as-

sumed not only in the home, but
in terms of relocating
to further the
husband's work.
The second decade saw Warren's
return to school and
start of

a

professional career.

The women's movement of the
sixties was

incorporated by him in professional and
personal realms.

The third dec-

ade initiated a new change, prompted
by Wendy's matriculation into

graduate school.

Her work was rewarding and consuming,
which reduced

time for the dyadic relationship.
left home, Wendy expressed

a

volved leaving her husband.

Wendy

s

plan for

At some point after the children had

desire for more personal freedom, which
inWarren and the children struggled to
offset

separation, and succeeded.

a

working of the relationship.

This crisis led to

a

re-

Currently, both spouses perceive Warren as

more supportive of Wendy and her work, and she
often prefers the col1

eaguship and companionship of others.

foresees an impendent divorce.

Nonetheless, neither person

They are resolved with their differences

and value the companionship and understanding gained through
years of

shared experiences.

While qualitative aspects of marital relationships have received
less attention than the qualities inherent in two-career marriages,
two

features of the W

'

s

'

relationship warrant an exception.

For one, the

continuous fighting is part of the "conflict-habituated" relationship

defined by Cuber and Haroff (1972).

as

The authors perceive this as one of

five types of relationships, in which the intermittent conflict and ten-

1
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sion may be cohesive factors in
the marriage.

Secondly, advanced educa-

tion made a difference in their
mode of fighting.

As Warren stated,

they fought "with less voices
raised, less walking out."

The effects

that education and social class have
on modes of communication—
especi3

1

y ln areas of discontent— have been amply
documented by Komarovsky

(1967).

Many of the issues that the W's have faced
since their late forties

are consistent with the themes of the middle
years.

zations can be made, it is worthwhile

to

While no generali-

mention the stresses and ad-

justments characteristic-though not discreteto this stage in the life
cycle.
Ljjfe

stage research

One of the indisputable facts of aging is

.

that losses are inevitable;
cal

a

person confronts decrements in physiologi-

functions, attractiveness, job opportunities, the death of
friends

and relatives, and the departure of children (Gould, 1972; Neugarten,
1975; Peck, 1975; Sheehy, 1976; Fuchs, 1977; Nadelson, 1977; Vaillant,

1977).

Those who cling to what was "tend to grow increasingly de-

pressed, bitter, or otherwise unhappy" (Peck, 1975,

p.

613).

Such ri-

gidity in thinking interferes with generativity and integrity (Erikson,
1950).

The inability to cope with changes, such as retirement from the

work force, may account for "the steep climb in suicide for men between
the ages of 55 and 65" (Sheehy, 1976, p. 344).
As in the forties, the loss of physical powers is
in middle age.
to

a

critical issue

Peck suggests that "the optimum course for people.

.

.is

switch from physique-based values to wisdom-based--or mental-based—

values"

(1975, p. 613).

Wisdom, or the exercise of judgment based on
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experience, is one of the most reassuring
aspects of these years (Neugarten, 1975). Another feature of
the physical decline is
the sexual
climacteric.

Lessened sexual potency is frustrating,
but one may learn

to relate to people "as individual
as sex objects"

personalities, rather than primarily

(Peck, 1975, p. 614; Vaillant,
1977).

improve the marriage if the spouse is seen
as
1976).

a

This shift may

true companion (Sheehy,

Social relations invariably change as the

circle of friends.
Some people suffer
through the years,
they are unable to
other pursuits, or
61 5)

.begins to be broken by death.
an increasingly impoverished emotional
life
because as their cathexis objects disappear
reinvest their emotions in other people
other life settings (Peck, 1975, pp 614.

Countering the tendency to withdraw

is

the observation that people in

their fifties have the widest circle of acquaintances, drawn
from various age groups (Gould, 1972; Peck, 1975; Sheehy, 1976).

Those who adapt to the less pleasant aspects of aging find the middle years to be a more tranquil and mellow period than the forties were.

Introspection, insightfulness, and

philosophical concern noticeably in-

crease after the fifties (Neugarten, 1975; Sheehy, 1976; Vaillant,
1977).

There is

as well

as a review of one's own work contributions to the world," but

with

a

a

"renewed questioning about the meaningfulness of life

more sel f-accepting attitude (Goul

the time of maximum influence,.

power (Sheehy, 1976, p. 342).

.

d,

1972, p. 527).

"Middle age is

.which has broader implications" than

The urge to compete diminishes, and the

performance of others is more appreciated (Sheehy, 1976; Nadelson,
1977).

While the desire to disseminate one's knowledge continues, mid-
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dle-aged people care less about pleasing everyone;
egocentrici ty and eccentric! ty~which promote personal satisfaction-are
heightened in the

later years of life (Neugarten, 1975; Sheehy,
1976).

At the same time

that people are learning to enjoy their autonomy, social
relations often
improve.
tial

The spouse is more valued and children are "now seen
as poten-

sources of warmth and comfort" (Gould, 1972,

526).

p.

Although

Fuchs studies women in the middle years, her statement about
"successful

agers" is general izable:

They have a marked sense of personal efficacy.
ly autonomous in their relations to traditional
fluence, especially in personal affairs.
for new experiences and new ideas--open-minded
flexible (Fuchs, 1977, p. 253).
.

.

.

They are highsources of inThey are ready
and relatively

There is one hitch in the contented picture of middle age.

No mat-

ter how pleased or accepting people are of their accomplishments and

personal relationships, the imminent presence of mortality must be
faced.

In

the fifties,

lant, 1977, p. 234).

"deterioration, not death, is the enemy"

(

Vai

1

-

Spouses—particularly wives— may become fearful of

their partners' death, but the prospect of personal death is not likely
to emerge before old age (Gould, 1972; Neugarten, 1975; Peck, 1975;
Vai

1 1

ant, 1977).
In

reviewing the lives of the W's, some healthy means of coping

with the aging process are observed.

Rather than clinging to the life

structure created in the thirties, they faced the challenges of graduate
school.

The student years were rejuvenating and prepared them for sub-

sequent changes, such as rewarding academic jobs and an expanded circle
of friends.

Maturity proved an advantage not only

in

obtaining jobs but
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in advancing swiftly to full

professorships.

Further, though their

children may have left home, the W's not only
instruct

a

younger gener-

ation but live amongst students, actively advising
and indirectly serving as role models.

At present, both Wendy and Warren are
physically

and mentally active, involved with work and friends.

The task of the middle years is to face the losses
concomitant with
aging, most noticeably physiological deterioration and the
increasing

reminders of mortality.

These realities are often offset by the grati-

fying qualities that come with advancing years, such as maturity and

wisdom, increased autonomy and more meaningful relationships.

The en-

hancement of personal fulfillment contributes to the overall contentment
found in the middle years.

.

CHAPTER

X

A SUMMARY

Throughout these many pages, the life histories of 20
couples have
been described.

No two couples were alike, but there was a
unifying

theme in that each member of

a

couple chose to become

professional,

a

and to intertwine his or her life with that of another
professional

Couples where both partners work is an increasing phenomenon in
this
culture, but coupl es where both partners seek out and endure the rigorous

requirements of professional training, and then assume the responsibilities concommitant with employment as

likely occurence.
rarity.

a

professional, are

a

far less

Two-career couples, much less families, are still

a

However, their numbers will increase as more women enter pro-

fessional schools.

And yet, the 20 couples interviewed have not only

survived but profi tted--personally and professionally--from their chosen
1 i

fe-styl es

The goal of this research was to understand how and why individuals
commit themselves to

a

career and

a

family.

Background variables, such

as parents and teachers encouraging and fostering professional

tions, were explored.

enthood were discussed.

aspira-

Similarly, fantasies regarding marriage and par-

Significant was the integration of the work and

spouse roles in one's day-to-day life, as well as the management of
these roles over time.

Conflicts between these roles, and the condi-

tions under which priorities shift, were also explored.
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order to present the material in

In

velopmental focus was taken.
come a professional
ties.

a

straightforward manner,

de-

Very often, for example,
studying to be-

dominated the lives of these people
in their twen-

In their thirties, some were intent
on achieving a comfortable

position in their career, such as obtaining
tenure.

Others turned their

attention to their family lives and caring
for young children.
fessional
dren.

a

The pro-

lives of the women were most affected by
the advent of chil-

Careers were not abandoned, but part-time work
was the most like-

ly option.

Solutions to the pull of various roles, like
parenthood,

were not simply a matter of individuals'

preferences, but also

a

by-

product of the couples' relationships.
In a conventional

marriage, the role for the man is to be the pro-

vider--the dependable breadwinner.
as more significant than her own,
in

progressing up

himself.

a

The female perceives the man's work
if she works at all.

career ladder and finding

a

He is interested

comfortable niche for

His spouse is equally invested in this goal, and does what she

can to foster his interests.

related matters.

To this end she can assist him in work-

Emotionally she supports his self-confidence.

In

addition, she can simplify his life by taking care of his daily needs

and assuming full responsi
ment.

bi

1 i

ty for child care and household manage-

If both partners are content wi thin this structure,

works— at least through the twenties.

After

a

the marriage

decade of child rearing,

however, the traditional marriage apparently becomes more vulnerable to
the problems of role dissatisfaction, decreased communication, and ex-

istential conflict which have been amply documented in the literature on

marriage and adult life cycles.
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To facilitate an understanding
of the range of relationships
repre-

sented in this study, the following
hypothetical couples illustrate the
two basic patterns of marital
relationships observed in this study.

—

Qg °z t r adi
.

ti

onal pattern

.

Approximately half of the couples,

while continuing their respective professional
endeavors, nevertheless
maintained

marriage that is essentially

a

a

parallel

of the descriptions

of the traditional, non-dual career marriages,
the one most frequently
described in the literature on marriage and adult
developmental stages.
This pattern of relating has been referred to
as a neo- traditional rela-

tionship.

The following fictional couple, Ann and Alan,
illustrate the

major themes observed in this type of couple.
Both Ann and Alan were raised in conventional

families (e.g., fa-

ther was the breadwinner, mother managed the house and attended
to child

rearing).

Further, these arrangements were perceived by Ann and Alan as

sa ti sfac tory

When Ann and Alan were adolescents, their college-edu-

.

cated mothers resumed occasional or part-time work, sometimes serving as
a

in

helpmate in their husbands' work.

The fathers were minimally involved

the day-to-day functioning of the home.

While at any early age, Alan expressed an interest in becoming
physician,

a

goal

fostered by his parents.

his physician uncle to his office.
fessional
goals.

in

her youth; being

a

Alan sometimes accompanied

Ann never dreamed of becoming

a

pro-

good wife and mother were her primary

Ann's mother was trained as

teaching job would be
life.

a

a

a

teacher, and Ann thought that

workable complement

a

to her prospective family

Ann majored in French and, after completing college, travelled

through France.

She later entered graduate school with the intention of
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achieving
complete

master's degree, but once involved
in studies she decided
to

a
a

Ph.D.

During her second year of graduate
school, Ann married Alan.
The
couple moved three times in the next
few years as necessitated by
the
requirements of Alan's professional
development. During that period Ann
had

a

series of part-time teaching jobs and
managed to complete

a doc-

torate.

With training requirements fulfilled by
age 30, the couple's pri-

orities shifted to settling down and beginning
their family.
tively pursued his professional

Alan ac-

development, and Ann split her priori-

ties between raising their two children and a
flexible teaching position
in a small

college.

To make this arrangement financially feasible,
Alan

increased his private practice.

Both partners were satisfied with the

balance they had achieved between their careers and family
life.

Their

home life was similar to the traditional couples' in that Ann
assumed
the major responsibi

1 i

ty for household chores and child care, while

Alan, although committed to his family, was

i

nstrumental ly less in-

vol ved.

After

a

few years, and coinciding with her children's growing inde-

pendence, Ann experienced an increased motivation for professional ac-

complishment.

She accepted the chairmanship of her department, and for

the first time since receiving her professional

credentials, permitted

her career to make significant demands on her life.

Alan viewed his

wife's intensified professional involvement with mixed emotions.

How-

ever, his professional status, combined with his support of Ann's rising

ambitions, prompted him to re-evaluate and reorganize the time he dis-

.
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tributed to his parental and career roles.

The preceding example illustrates the
relationship between marital
partners who mutually agree to pursue professional
development at differential

rates.

That is, the man advanced professionally
at

a

steady

pace, while the woman accommodated to meet the
needs of spouse and fami-

The avenue by which the other half of the couples
balanced careers

ly.

with family involved an equal participation in family
involvement and
permitted more even professional advancement.

Xhe egalitarian pattern

.

Rachael and Robert were also raised in

conventional homes, where male and female responsibili tie were clearly

delineated.

Rachael

,

as well

as Robert, had consciously developed pro-

fessional aspirations by adolescence.

While their specific fields of

interest fluctuated in college, both had determined career directions
by graduation.
As an undergraduate in a women's college, Rachael was encouraged by
a

female professor to pursue an advanced degree in economics.

graduate school, Rachael

felt that her gender caused some professors to

take her less seriously than her male counterpart.

prove her competency.

Once in

She resolved to

Although she married Robert before completing

training requirements, she was determined to delay childbearing until

settled in

a

career track.

Robert was more eager to enter the parent-

hood stage, but reluctantly conceded to his wife's plan.
while, Robert completed
a

teaching hospital.

ve rs

i

a

residency program and located

Rachael

joined the faculty of

a

In

a

the mean-

desired job in

prestigious uni-

ty

During their twenties, Rachael and Robert were so involved with
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studies that their marital relationship was
often placed "on hold."

While their demands on each other were minimal,
at times of stress they
could depend on support.

Because both spouses were busy with
work,

household chores were fairly equally distributed,
based on interest and
effi

ci

ency

Children became an issue as Rachael approached her
thirtieth birthday.

She knew that she would be facing

next six years,

a

a

tenure decision within the

that would be achieved through proven competency.

goal

However, for health reasons she was worried about beginning
much past age 30.

a

family

Her concerns were somewhat relieved when Robert

agreed to actively participate in child care.

Rachael

planned the birth

for June, so as not to interfere with the academic semesters.
The birth of their first child led to some curtailment of time invested in work and necessitated greater structure and cooperation in

their home life.

This was

major transition in the marital relation-

Because Robert attached great significance to the father role, he

ship.

was willing to accept
gress

a

a

somewhat reduced pace in his professional pro-

.

Shortly after Rachael achieved tenure, Robert was offered
mental chairmanship in another city.
reer, Robert declined.

a

depart-

Rather than disrupt Rachael's ca-

This strategy of professional decisions based

upon family needs was consistent throughout the child rearing years.

When the children reached adolescence, the couple's freedom to make ca-

reer decisions which maximized both partners' achievement was further

enhanced
A variation of this egalitarian pattern was observed among couples
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who were even more career-oriented than Robert
and Rachael

.

Though they

had strong desires for children, they were
unwilling to compromise their

career aspirations.
to

Consequently, they employed

a

live-in housekeeper

care for the children and to handle household
chores.

menial

tasks,

Relieved of

the couple could spend their hours at home relating
to the

child and one another.

(Having one child or none occurred but rarely

among these 20 couples.)
It should be emphasized that the two styles of balancing the de-

mands of dual careers and a family, as exemplified in the foregoing hy-

pothetical case vignettes, are not discrete.
typical points on

a

continuum.

Rather, they represent

The neo- tradi tional pair is character-

ized by the partners' professional commitments fluctuating in response
to

familial

needs.

The role responsibilities tend to be complementary.

The egalitarian pair is characterized by

a

more equal distribution of

professional accommodations in order to permit the simultaneous shared

management of the home and family.

The roles of professional and par-

ent tend to develop symmetrical ly for the partners

.

A further observa-

tion is that these models have greater relevance from the twenties

through the forties.

As the children grow independent, the necessity

for compromises in the service of familial

needs decreases, and both

partners achieve greater freedom to fulfill career aspirations.

There is nothing inherent in either of these models that
tive of

a

is predic-

higher level of professional or marital satisfaction.

Con-

flicts around child care, relocations, and the distribution of time exist in both patterns.

differ.

Only the formulas for resolution of these issues

The ingredient that does lead to mutually gratifying relation-
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ships is the degree to which each partner is
willing to support the
model which the couple selects.

One way to understand this phenomenon

which apparently facilitates mutual need-fulfillment
is to consider the
levels of synergy achieved in intimate relationships.

In his

interpre-

tation of Benedict's work, Maslow describes the high
synergistic rela-

tionship as one in which "two people have arranged their
relationship so

one person's advantage is the other person's advantage--rather
than disadvantage"

(1971, p. 209).

That is, the negotiation of

a

life-style in

which the self-interest of both partners do not conflict with one another.

Maslow proposes that

synergy transcends the dichotomy between selfishness and unselfishness and includes them both under a single superordinate concept.
It is a transcendence of competitiveness, of
zero-sum of wi n-lose gamesmanship Ibid , p. 287).
(

.

High synergy can be achieved in either the neo- traditional or the

egalitarian model.

For example, in the first case illustration, Ann's

attenuated professional development, while taking major responsibility
for the children, was complemented by Alan's willingness to increase his
income.
ual

The behavior of both spouses was compatible with their individ-

needs.

Rachael's and Robert's egalitarian compromise, which met

their needs to be active parents, was further beneficial in that it

minimized the professional sacrifices that either partner would have
make.

to

The concept of synergy appears relevant for the further explora-

tion of the complex relationships between two professionals.

This study has intensively examined the emergence of both professional competence and close family relationships for the two-profession

.
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couples.

It offers

initial data, and perhaps more importantly,

a

me-

thodology to facilitate the understanding of the
complex dynamics in intimate systems.

To be sure, there are methodological

this investigation.

limitations in

The small sample size (necessitated by the length

of each interview), potential response biases perhaps reflective
of the

narrow geographical area, some perceived reluctance on the part
of participants to explore delicate matters such as sexuality (both in and out

of the marriage), and the lack of comparison group, are potential con-

founding factors.

While this study obviously suggests the need for fur-

ther research in this area, these methodological difficulties do not

seem to have substantively obscured the several clearly observable findings of this work.

Spectators of the dual-career marriage are frequently negative

about its ability to provide sufficient gratification, especially within
the emotional/familial

sphere.

This study has demonstrated that even in

the absence of clearly delineated strategies, the two-profession couple

can and does manage to make their marriage viable.

studied appear

The relationships

to be mutually gratifying without placing excessive and

lasting burdens on the members' professions.

Given the increasing intu-

ition in both popular and scientific circles that the institution of

marriage is failing to withstand the difficult crises associated with
typical stages in adult development, the careful analysis of the pro-

cesses by which these professional pairs have managed to balance individual

and relational needs appear to have direct relevance for marriage

in general
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